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INTRODUCTION 
Language, History and Method 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
In 221 BC, when Egypt had been ruled by a Greek monarchy for almost a century, a 
water carrier called Eutychos sent a document to Ptolemy IV Philopator, the Greek 
king of Egypt, complaining about violence committed against him by "the sons of 
Apollonios." 1 The writer concludes the document with the words " ... so that fleeing to 
you for refuge, king, the common saviour and benefactor of all, I may meet with 
assistance" (iva, En{ oE [KaTa<j>uyWv, ~aatAEO, T0v ndvnov Ko]tvOv rrwTfipa Kal 
EUEPYETTJV [Tuxwl. .. j3otT]8Etas). Some four hundred years later, in 170 AD, when 
Egypt had been part of the Roman provincial administration for nearly two centuries, 
• Sarapion the intendant of the priestly tribes in Oxyrhynchus sent a petition to Aquilius 
Capitolinus the epistrategos, an official senior in the hierarchy of Roman Egypt, 
concerning violence and theft, which Sarapion alleges he suffered at the hands of 
Ploution son of Dionysodoros.2 Near the end of the document the writer says "I have 
fled for refuge to you the common saviour and benefactor of all to hear my case" (€n1 
oE KaTE<t>uyov T0v ndvTwv rrwTf)pa Kal EUEp')'ETllV 0:Ko0oa{ ]lOU). 
These short passages share several common features. First, they both come 
from a type of document called a petition and petitions form a category of non-literary 
papyri well known to scholars of the Hellenistic and Roman periods of Egyptian 
history. They constituted an important part of the judicial and administrative process 
and the general population of Egypt sent petitions to Ptolemaic monarchs, Greco-
P.Ent. 78 (221 BC) M3.gdola. It is accepted here that the restorations are sound. Eutychos also uses the 
verb KaTa<jlEUyw in the same petition to describe his action of seeking refuge in a temple: I. II €nl T0v 
f3w110v Kan:::<jluyo[ . .Jv 
2 P.Oxy XXXI 2563 (c170 AD). 
2 
Roman officials and even the Roman emperor to seek help for a variety of personal 
difficulties. Petitions from all periods are a well known primary source for the legal 
system and economic and social conditions. Secondly, they were both expressed in a 
common language, Ancient Greek. Thirdly, they both seek help from a powerful 
figure, though from completely different administrations. Fourthly, they characterise 
the petition itself as an act of supplication, and the recipient as saviour and benefactor. 
Those who wrote petitions used the conceptual categories of the classical rhetorical 
tradition to articulate aspects of social relations and especially relations of power. On 
the face of it at least, our opening passages therefore strongly suggest areas of 
continuity from Ptolemaic to Roman Egypt. 
Change and continuity have been persistent themes in historical inquiry into 
the ancient world, varying from simple description to intensely theoretical 
explanation of the process. 3 Greco-Roman Egypt has made itself particularly good 
for studies of the longue duree type by providing one of the most consistent streams 
of evidence covering many centuries in the one language, namely, Greek. Over 
twenty years ago the esteemed papyrologist Naphtali Lewis questioned whether, 
despite the communis opinio of papyrologists, it was correct that there once existed a 
social and cultural unity for almost a thousand years, from about 300 BC to 650 AD, 
which could be compendiously designated by the term "Greco-Roman Egypt".4 Such 
a notion assumed that Egypt was a special case within the Roman empire, standing as 
a continuation of Ptolemaic Egypt. Lewis accepted that the appearance of a tight 
continuum in a social, cultural and economic sense from Ptolemaic through Roman 
times had arisen "because we have been bemused partly by the unchanging pattern of 
3 G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Class Struggle in the Ancient Greek World (Duckworth, London, 1983), 82 and 
passim. 
4 N. Lewis, '"Greco-Roman Egypt": Fact or Fiction?', in ASP 7 (1970), 1-14 (= D.H. Samuel (ed.), 
Proceedings of the Twelfth Congress of Papyrology (A.M. Hakkert Ltd, Toronto, 1970)). "Greco-Roman 
Egypt" is often used to refer to the period from c 304 BC unti164l AD, during which Egypt was controlled 
by the Greeks and then the Romans. "Ptolemaic Egypt" means Egypt from 304 BC until the battle of 
Actium in 31 BC; "Roman Egypt" means Egypt from 31 BC, when Augustus declared it to be part of the 
Roman empire, until 325 AD when Constantine removed the capital of the empire to Constantinople; 
"Byzantine Egypt" refers to the period from 325 AD until the Arab conquests. 
3 
village life in the Nile valley, and even more by the continuity of the Greek 
language."5 Professor Lewis returned to this theme about fifteen years later, again 
noting the influence of ancient language use on modern perceptions of Greco-Roman 
Egypt. 6 For example, the titles of officials in Ptolemaic and Roman times give an 
appearance of continuity, but this is "seen on closer examination to be an illusion of 
terminology" and indeed " ... the phenomenon of institutional change with 
terminological continuity permeates the entire panorama of life in Roman Egypt."7 
The perception of institutional change with terminological continuity raises a 
tension which requires resolution. But is it more than simply a question of piercing 
the illusion to find the true nature and extent of constitutional change? It is one thing 
to say that the terms <npaTl]yos or €m<npaTl]y6s as designations of institutional 
positions in Egypt meant something different in 170 AD than they did in 250 BC 
because of changes in jurisdiction and administrative set up.8 From the perspective of 
constitutional or administrative history, which is often the preferred perspective, we 
are dealing with a change in the type and extent of powers held by officials. But most 
agree that the majority of the population of Greco-Roman Egypt continued their 
village existence without much alteration to its traditional ways or values from the 
Greek to the Roman periods of Egyptian history .9 There is a question here of how we 
define and understand the relationship between the more abstract level of 
constitutional law and the daily level of the village. The tension between institutional 
5 "Greco-Roman Egypt", 5 
6 "The Romanity of Roman Egypt: A Growing Consensus", in Atti del XVJJ Congresso lnternationale di 
Papirologia (Centro Internazionale per lo Studio dei Papiri Ercolanesi, Naples, 1984), I 077-1084. 
7 At 1081·2. 
8 Lewis, 'Romanity', 1080-1. 
9 Ibid., citing other opinions to this effect. The following chapters, esp. 5 &6, will attempt to demonstrate 
how this continuation was expressed in symbolic language. Here, in passing, we may compare two 
extremes of the temporal spectrum. Schubart in his study, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal nach Inschriften 
und Papyri" in AfP XII (1936), 1-26, concluded that the words "Saviour, Benefactor, and Helper" (l:wTTip, 
EUEpyETT!S", BoT!90s-) best expressed the ideal of Hellenistic kingship. That this cluster of symbolic 
expressions still had currency about six or seven hundred years later, appears from a petition by a certain 
Dioscorus, son of Appollos, to the Dux of the Thebaid in 567 AD on behalf of the villagers of Aphrodite, 
describing a very different sort of king, the Christian God, as, "the Saviour, the Helper, the true and merciful 
Benefactor." (T0v 6t:crn6TY!V edlV crwTi)pa f30T!90v dATj9ttvOv Kat $tA&vapwnov t:Ut:pyE'TT!V) 
The petition is P. Cair.Masp. 1.67002. See discussion of H. Bell, 'An Egyptian Village in the age of 
Justinian', in JHS 64 (1944) 21 ~36, with translation at 33. 
4 
change and terminological continuity is effectively a species of the general question 
of the relationship between the structural realities of social life in Greco-Roman 
Egypt and the intellectual, since the latter is surely encompassed by the specification 
of "ways and values". 
The relationship between the structural and intellectual is very important, but 
especially if one assigns equal weight to both for the purposes of social analysis. 
Scholars have long been able to identify some of the facets of the intellectual realities 
of Greco-Roman Egypt. If we take as an example the concepts found in linguistic 
evidence, there was clearly a tradition beginning in the Ptolemaic period which drew 
upon a broad range of symbolic and ethical concepts to give meaning to the role of 
the sovereign and his officials in a context where they had the most direct 
involvement in the lives of ordinary people, that is, the forensic or administrative 
contexts where legal rights and obligations coalesced with a system of symbolic and 
ethical attributes. Here the sovereign as saviour, benefactor and helper was 
fundamental and qn>.av8pwn(a, EAEOS', 6tKatouuvl] and Euvota embodied the sort of 
ideas which further defined the role. 1 0 The same general concepts defined the role of 
the official. 11 Most of these were continued into the Roman period, and appear in 
connection with the emperor as well as the Roman procurators in Egypt. 12 
It is well established that the motif of the Ptolemaic monarch and later the 
Roman emperor as saviour and benefactor had connections with their cult position 
and was used to characterise their religious role. 13 In the Greek language of the ruler 
10 See eg Schubart in his study, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal."; E. Goodenough, The political philosophy 
of Hellenistic kingship', YCS I (1928) 53-102. For connections with the original Egyptian background see 
especially the works of L. Koenen, "Die Adaption agyptischer KOnigsideologie am Ptolemaerhof' in W. 
Peremans, et al (eds.), Egypt and the Hellenistic World (Lovanii, 1983)(=Studia Hellenistica 27), 143-190; 
"The Ptolemaic King as Re1igious Figure" in A. Bulloch, et al (eds.), Images and Ideologies: self-definition 
in the Hellenistic world (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1993), 25-105. See further ch. 5 below. 
II D. Crawford, "The Good Official in Ptolemaic Egypt" in H. Maehler & V.M. Strocka (ed.), Das 
Ptolemiiische Agypten (Mainz am Rhein, 1978), 201 
12 L. de Blois, 'Traditional Virtues and New Spiritual Qualities in the Third Century Views of Empire, 
Emperorship and Practical Politics', in Mnemosyne Vol. 47, 2, (1994), 166-76. 
13 P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (Oxford, 1972); F. Blumenthal, "Der agyptische Kaiserkult", AJP V 
(1913), 317; F. Dunand, "Cu1te royal et culte imperial en :Egypte. Continuites et ruptures", in G. Grimm et 
at., Das ROmisch-Byzantinische Agypten (Phillip von Zabern, Mainz, 1987), 47-56. See chs 6 & 8 below. 
5 
cult, as well as in its ritual, as Price has argued, the Roman emperor was placed 
somewhere on a spectrum between human and divine. 14 This suggests that in some 
way the sovereign as own\p Kat Ei'EPYETT\S was an aspect of the sovereign as 8Eos, 
and of itself this observation may be largely uncontentious, except that it presents us 
with an interesting problem, which it is partly the object of this thesis to consider. 15 
By the end of the Ptolemaic period the designation owTT\ p was not confined to the 
sovereign. We also see officials of unknown status being addressed as 8Eos. 16 The 
application of these terms to various figures who were not the objects of cults might 
seem to suggest some confusion amongst those who used the terms, about what they 
predicated. But even in the more settled conditions of the later Roman administration 
we can see that Roman procurators were addressed as owTT\p Kat EuEpyETT\s, and 
not just the prefect who is generally considered to have taken the place of the 
Ptolemaic monarch. The Roman epistrategos was a procurator in the provincial 
administration. As far as we know he was never the object of a cult in Egypt, and it 
would have been most unusual if he was, considering the aversion which Roman 
emperors seemed to feel towards religious attentions being paid to lesser mortals than 
themselves. 17 We are left to wonder therefore about the meaning of religious 
language addressed to Roman officials in secular contexts and what connection it had 
to the same language addressed to the Ptolemaic monarch, for example. Put in this 
way the relationship of the intellectual to the structural is not immediately apparent. 
But when the relationship has been analysed the conclusions have been a little 
trite. Generally speaking, there has been a marked tendency among scholars of the 
ancient world to view the intellectual as less important than the structural. Economics 
and politics are the key to understanding and the intellectual tends to be seen as 
inferior, as "only" ideology, a conceptual system attached to specific power interests, 
14 S.R.F. Price, "Gods and emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult", JHS 104 (1984), 80, 
at 85. 
15 F. Dunand, "Culte royal et culte imperial en Egypte". 
16 BGU IV 1197 col. I (13/12 BC). 
17 See Price, "Gods and emperors", at 92. 
6 
and little more than an embellishment. But the French scholar G. Duby sees the 
connection between the intellectual and the structural in terms whereby intellectual 
life is both a reflection of and part of the institutional and other structural realities of 
the social world, both at given moments in time and over longer periods of change, in 
a dialectical relationship whereby each influences the other. 18 This indicates how 
important the two are together because the evidence of each, especially when 
considered over a long period, helps us to perceive what was sufficiently crucial to 
remain constant in ancient society for long periods. 
It could not be sensibly argued that there were not important connections 
between the concepts expressed in symbolic language surrounding sovereigns and 
their officials and the political realities of the ancient world. But there are still many 
problems with positing the relationship between language and power as simply an 
issue of politics, not only because that is too narrow but more importantly to do so 
relies upon a theoretical prejudice, which confuses function with consequence. There 
may well have been political benefits for a Greek king in Egypt being called saviour 
and benefactor, and if we assume that the choice of language in a petition reflected 
either his political purposes or in later periods those of a Roman procurator, we are 
left with important unanswered questions about the participation of the more invisible 
sections of society in the collective conceptualisations of powerful figures. If we 
assume on the other hand that language use was but simpering flattery we have no 
clear idea of why, for example, language apparently adapted from the cult of the 
Ptolemies was thought appropriate for address to a Roman official, or why the act of 
seeking assistance from both should be assimilated to the act of supplication or 
asylum in a temple consistently over many centuries. After all flattery can take many 
forms. 
18 See eg. G. Duby, 'Ideologies in Social History', in J. le Goff and P. Nora, Constructing the Past: Essays in 
historical methodology (CUP, Cambridge, 1985), originally published as Faire de l'histoire (Ga1limard, 
1974), 151-165. Brian Stock, Listening for the Text (John Hopkins Uni Press, Bait., 1990), ch. 36, 121. 
7 
These questions are worth asking. F. W. Millar has argued several times that 
to understand the Roman Empire the better perspective is not to start at tbe centre, but 
to look into the centre from the provinces. 19 This is an insight of great significance. 
It underscores the necessity of directing attention to the smaller communities of the 
ancient world, because their responses to the experience of power in its various forms 
give a more satisfying understanding of the nature of ancient society by illuminating 
important dimensions of ancient mentality and the way it developed. The language 
used to address kings, officials and magistrates in Greco-Roman Egypt stands as 
specific examples of the wider themes of responses to power in the ancient world and 
how these developed over time.20 
In order to address the riddles thrown up by the language of address to 
powerful figures we need to explore our conception of power and its connection to 
social analysis. The political ideology view of symbolic language reflects a 
conception of power which is rather unsophisticated. It is a "simple datum" imposed 
by the top upon the bottom of society. But it has become increasingly recognised that 
the part played by power in understanding the form and function of societies and the 
interrelations of the various groups within them is so fundamental that such an 
unadorned view will not suffice. Power involves a myriad of different aspects of 
structural, material and intellectual importance. 21 Power can constitute such a tool for 
analysis only if we approach it as a facet of social life which is not limited to the 
political sphere. 22 The view taken here is that it is unhelpful to group such language 
use unthinkingly into the modern category of political phenomena which we call 
"ideology", because although ideologies are conceptual systems with rich political 
19 F. Millar, 'The Emperor, the Senate and the provinces', JRS 56 (1966), 156-166, esp. at 166; The Emperor in 
the Roman World (London, 1977), generally. 
20 See A.F. Wallace-Hadri11, "Roman arches and Greek honours: the language of power at Rome", PCPS n.s. 
36 (1990) 143-181. 
21 W.O. Runciman, A Treatise on Social Theory, Vol. II, Substantive Social Theory (CUP, Cambridge, 1989), 
12 and passim; see also M. Mann, The Sources of Social Power 1: A History of Power from the Beginning to 
A.D. I 700 (CUP. Cambridge. 1986) 
22 S.R.F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (CUP, Cambridge, 1984), at 242 
argues that power should be treated as a tool for analysing complex strategic situations in social relations. 
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implications by virtue of their association with specific power interests, they also 
function more broadly as symbolic systems of interacting meanings, that is, 
autonomous and collective conceptual systems in which individual psychologies 
could participate for the purpose of imposing meaning on the experience of power.23 
After all, however mean and impoverished their circumstances, it must be assumed 
that the lower classes of Greco-Roman Egypt existed in a cultural world of 
meaningful experience and, more importantly, they were the consumers of ideologies. 
Intellectual historians tell us that a system of meanings such as an ideology is never 
simply "inscribed" from above on the generality below, it is interpreted and processed 
in the act of reception.24 
It is this interpretative activity which is of considerable interest and will form 
an underlying theme of this thesis. Its recovery is undoubtedly difficult. At one level 
there are the problems posed by the polyglot influences, Egyptian, Persian, Greek and 
Roman, which made up the cultural world of Egypt from the beginning of the 
Hellenistic period and into the Roman era. But even if we limit ourselves to 
questions of intellectual history based only upon sources which have come down to us 
in Greek, the lower levels of the general population, the humiliores, those of lower 
birth and status, and in Egypt the peasantry, are much less visible, than the members 
of the educated elite.25 Nonetheless we do have some evidence of the daily lives of 
small communities in Greco-Roman Egypt and their interactions with institutional 
power. For example, if we concentrate on written material only, scholars of social 
history like Naphthali Lewis have shown that papyrus documents produced in small 
23 C. Geertz, 'Ideology as a Cultural System', in The Interpretation of Cultures (Basic Books, New York, 
1973), 193-233, at 207. See also F. Dunand, "Culte Royal et culte imperial en E.gypte", at 55, quoting M. 
Godelier, Horizons, trajets marxistes en anthropologie II (1977), 237. 
24 J.E. Toews, 'Intellectual history after the linguistic Turn: The Autonomy of Meaning and the Irreducibility of 
Experience', in AHR 92 (1987), 879·907, at 884. 
25 The sordes urbis et faex in the phrase of Cicero Ad Atticum, I.xvi.ll, cited by de Ste Croix, The Class 
Struggle, 355. See alsoP. Garnsey, Social Status and Legal Privilege in the Roman Empire (OUP, Oxford, 
1970); P. F. Esler, Community and Gospel in Luke·Acts (CUP, Cambridge, 1987), 172·3. The point is well 
expressed by Ramsay MacMullen: " ... [the peasant] has left us only brief mentions of the externals of his life, 
or appears through the eyes of observers quite alien to him: the literate, or rather literary, classes. They are 
not likely to have understood the peasant. Though he supported their own ease and cultivation he was as 
silent, motionless, and far below them as the great tortoise on which, in Indian mythology, the whole world 
ultimately rests." in Roman Social Relations (Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 1974), 26. 
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communities say much about the material circumstances of the peasants, the reality of 
fiscal oppression and the burden of taxation, social class structure and local religious 
practices. 26 A basic tenet of this thesis is that the same documents which deal with 
economic and social issues also contain the evidence of the responses at an 
intellectual level of more ordinary and unremarkable folk to manifestations of social 
power, be they monarchs, senior officials in Alexandria, local magistrates or violent 
and contemptuous neighbours or people from other villages. Indeed it is mainly in 
such documents that we should look for answers to questions of intellectual history 
because the researcher can only use such surviving responses, in language or 
otherwise, to manifestations of power as the palpable evidence of the ancient mental 
state.27 So one primary objective of this thesis is to investigate the ways in which 
language, specifically ancient Greek, was used to articulate responses to and give 
meaning to the experience of power in Hellenistic and Roman Egypt. 
But in order to do this we must address an issue which is logically anterior to 
any process of interpretation, namely, methodology. Historical positivism or 
"common sense" are often inadequate as bases of interpretation. Most would now 
accept that the linear positivist approach to history, which asserts that it is possible to 
uncover "how it really was" in a dogmatic or absolute way, is a little unrealistic. It is 
hard to escape the truth that the material reality of historical situations is very largely 
a recovered phenomenon, something filtered through the cognitive labyrinth of the 
researcher's cultural background and predispositions. 28 The problem of setting forth 
such predispositions and ordering the theoretical precepts which will govern the 
interpretation must be addressed at the outset. The discussion so far indicates that a 
methodology should address several main issues. The first is the nature of social 
26 N. Lewis, Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt (OUP, New York, 1986); Life in Egypt under Roman Rule (OUP, 
New York, 1983). 
27 See S.R.F. Price, "Between Man and God: Sacrifice in the Roman Imperial Cult," JRS 70 (1980), 43; Diana 
Delia, "The Ptolemies and the Ideology of Kingship: Response" in P. Green (ed.), Hellenistic History & 
Culture (Uni. of California, Berkeley, 1993), 192-204, at 197. 
28 C.R. Phillips, "The Sociology of Religious Knowledge in the Roman Empire to AD 284", ANRW 16.3 
(1986), 2677-2773. at 2684. 
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structure and the problem of change. The second is tbe part power plays in the social 
structure and social analysis. The third is the role of language in mediating the 
connections between the intellectual and the structural. The first two of these issues 
do not immediately require further comment for they are addressed fully later in this 
chapter. The third however would benefit from some introductory remarks here, 
because it bears heavily on the whole problem of method. 
It is natural to approach intellectual history through language. After all, 
language is the prime guide to intellectual life in any society. It has direct 
connections with the internal processes of the mind.29 Language forms an integral 
part of the social contexts in which it is used. People use language to negotiate their 
daily interactions and impose meaning on them. They require language to give sense 
to the social structure which surrounds them and the centres of social power. They 
use language to typify and classify their social relations. Language is especially 
important for "intellectual" history, for the study of belief systems and ideology and it 
is true that scholars of the ancient world have always looked to vocabulary as the 
principal basis for the examination of the important concepts which enlivened the 
ancient mentality. 30 So any historian of intellectual phenomena must rely upon it as 
evidence and for the social historian particularly language use can be seen as an 
instantiation of historical reality just as much as it is a vehicle to carry information 
from the past to the presentY 
But a difficulty arises because in historical research we are constrained to try 
to understand the structural as well as the intellectual through language, and this takes 
us into the territory of some fundamental problems of historical inquiry. Any 
problem of terminological illusion is also a species of the bigger riddle of the 
29 A point made in passing by Price, Rituals and Power, 11. In sociolinguistics, it has long been argued that 
language and thought are inextricably related. The "Sapir-Whorf" hypothesis for example has been 
interpreted to mean that language determines what people think: see R.A. Hudson, Sociolinguistics 
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1980), esp. ch 3. 
30 Eg H Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredefonnen und HOtlichkeitstiteln im Griechischen", 
Comm. Hum. Litt. 15.3 (1949), 4-111. See further ch. 4. 
31 A good example is the work of the medievalist Brian Stock, eg., Listening for the Text., (fn 16 above) 
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connection between language and meaning and language and historical 
understanding. The perception of a tension between structural change and 
terminology involves certain assumptions about the relationship of language to 
meaning. These are primarily structuralist and see language somewhat like an empty 
vessel which is filled with facts and brings information about material reality from the 
past to the present. That is exactly what language does, at one level, and this view of 
its function need not be a source of difficulty when our interest is limited to the ambit 
of the meanings of a single term, such as <rTpan]yos, to designate an institutional 
position. But if we want to look more broadly to language use, for example, to a 
phrase such as, Enl aE KaTE¢uyov T0v ncivTwv awTfjpa Kal EUEpyETT}V, we see 
what might be best described here as "symbolic" language, addressed on the one hand 
to Ptolemy Philopator, a Greek king, and then to Aquilius Capitolinus, a Roman 
epistrategos. Since both are both "saviour" and "benefactor", the question goes 
beyond a regular historian's interest in changes to structure and moves to a different 
question of meaning, specifically, the meaning to be ascribed to the use of the 
language, that is, language as action. 
Modern language studies have already developed a number of theoretical 
schools which try to analyse language in its context of use and especially from an 
interactional perspective. Following these ideas historical inquiry, for some, has 
taken a so-called 'linguistic turn', that is, embraced the idea that because language is 
the primary medium of meaning, studying the past requires "a focused concern on the 
ways meaning is constituted in and through language."32 Intellectual historians have 
shown how important these considerations are to an understanding of the intellectual 
realities of historical societies. They have spent a good deal of their time analysing 
the past by considering the significance of the conceptual material apparent in various 
types of texts like philosophical tracts, poetic and scientific writings and public 
32 For modern historians P.J. Corfield, 'Introduction: historians and language', in P.J. Corfield (ed.) Language, 
History and Class, (Blackwell, 1991 ), 1-29, esp. at 17-25. 
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documents. Effectively, they take the view that the modes of expression in public 
documents from historical societies are evidence of a particular type of historical 
actuality. 33 The fact that all these types of evidence are generally analysed one way 
or another through a study of the language used in them has produced a growing 
awareness of the importance of language in understanding the past, the 'linguistic tum' 
in the study of past intellectual phenomena.34 In this they have drawn heavily upon 
the theoretical precepts of disciplines like sociolinguistics as well as the broader the 
social sciences, because they have much to offer on the subject of the interrelations of 
language and culture. 35 
So methodology must place language in a central position, because language 
is given a central place in the study of societies, it is the crucial phenomenon, not "a 
window onto the real world but is, rather, the stuff of thought itself. Individuals are 
born into a society which already contains sets of institutions, practices and a 
common language, from which individuals construct the world and themselves. "36 
Primarily, it will be argued, this means giving some recognition to theories which 
help us understand the connections between language and the social context in which 
it is used, since this is the only way to gain an understanding of Duby's dialectic 
between the conceptual and the structural realities of society. It will be suggested that 
33 Eg., J. le Goff, 'Mentalities: a history of ambiguities', in J le Goff and P. Nora, Constructing the Past, 166-
180. 
34 J.E. Toews, 'Intellectual history after the linguistic tum' 
35 M.A.K. Halliday, 'Language as Code and Language as Behaviour', in R.P. Fawcett et al. (eds), The 
Semiotics of Language and Culture (Francis Pinter, 1984), 3-36, esp. 5. 
36 Price, Rituals and Power, 11. On language and thought see S.K. Ghosh, Man, Language and Society (The 
Hague, 1972); R.A. Hudson, Sociolinguistics, passim. Among sociologists P. Berger and T. Luckmann, The 
Social Construction of Reality (Penguin, 1968), 35-6, express the centrality of language for social meaning 
thus, "The reality of everyday life appears ... already objectified, that is, constituted by an order of objects 
that have been designated as objects before my appearance on the scene. The language used in everyday life 
continuously provides me with the necessary objectifications and posits the order within which these make 
sense and within which everyday life has meaning for me." See also 51 ff. M. Crick, Explorations in 
Language and Meaning (John Wiley & Sons, 1976); D. Parkin, Semantic Anthropology, (Academic Press, 
1982); W.P. Lehmann, 'Historical linguistics and sociolinguistics', in JJSL 31 (1981), 11-27 at 14. The 
proper focus "of a student of society is on the empirical facts of language in social context: that is to say, not 
on linguistic constants, but on sociolinguistics variables, linguistic facts correlated with extralinguistic 
factors, a correlation which reveals function and form in society.", N.S. Struever, "Historiography and 
Linguistics", in C. G. lggers, H.T Parker (eds.), International Handbook of Historical Studies: Contemporary 
Research and Theory (Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, 1979), 128-150 at 128-9, paraphrasing W 
Labov, Sociolinguistic Patterns (Philadelphia, 1972). This seems to be the approach taken by C. 
Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et MentalitC dans les Moralia de Plutarque", Dialogues d'Histoire Ancienne 5 
(1977), 197·235. 
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the sort of theory which analyses language as a form of social action, which makes 
social interchange meaningful, are best suited for this task.37 
Such an approach is especially appropriate when we remember the centrality 
of the rhetorical training and modes of discourse which formed the heart of education 
and influenced the style, structure and content of linguistic interactions in institutional 
contexts at almost every level in the Hellenistic and Roman worlds. The rhetorical 
tradition of organised argumentation helped define the forensic or judicial context for 
linguistic interaction as much as legal rules and procedures. The words, phrases and 
linguistic structures were part of and helped produce and reproduce this particular 
institutional context, and it endured in an identifiable form throughout the Greco-
Roman period with a type of discourse which was a special domain of social 
meaning. The language of "official" documents, like petitions and court transcripts, 
betrays the articulation of collective conceptions of institutional roles like king and 
prefect, and their connection with symbolic conceptualisations of power and 
normative systems of ethics and law needed for the resolution of disputes. 
The rhetoric of judicial and administrative contexts helps us to understand 
how Greco-Roman Egypt negotiated and mediated interactions with manifestations of 
institutional or formal power which were regarded as legitimate, and made sense of it 
as a social reality, and how it used a system of social and moral types to impose 
meanings on the experience of power in wider social relations, which was perceived 
to be outside institutional boundaries and was thus informal and illegitimate. A 
document like a petition often describes a snapshot of everyday life in Egypt. In such 
vignettes disparities of power stand out, articulated especially in social values such as 
honour and shame. The Russian scholar Arkady Kovel'man has pointed out the 
connection between the language of petitions, and the wider aspects of collective 
37 Cf J. Ober, Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens: Rhetoric, Ideology and the Power of the People 
(Princeton, New Jersey, 1989), 40-1. 
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intellectual activity in Roman Egypt. 38 In the documents we can see a process 
whereby social relations are classified and given meaning by reference to 
vocabularies of power. Commonly, the language sets up a tension through rhetorical 
types such as the petitioner who is affected by weakness (aa8EvEta), or who exhibits 
quietness of life style (anpayiJ.oauvl)) or is "moderate" (IJ.hptos) on the one hand, 
and is oppressed by a "powerful" (BuvaTOS") local figure or is the victim of contempt 
and outrage (KaTa<j>povl)ots and uf3pw) on the other. These descriptions utilised 
conceptual categories which were defined by ethical and moral considerations as 
much as by tensions created by imbalances of power within particular social relations. 
They had a normative function which pushed situations and people into recognised 
categories at a conceptual and symbolic level.39 So in the rhetoric of petitions, in 
their linguistic formulae and even their syntactic structures, social roles and relations 
were typified according to particular organising concepts and metaphors which took 
their form and content to a large extent from the distribution of power in the 
relationship. Such organising concepts and metaphors have especial interest because 
they give some insight into what was and what remained fundamental at a collective 
intellectual level in the ancient mentality of the Greco-Roman period. 
We will see then how relations of power intersect with the linguistic 
categories of rhetoric and with the conceptual categories of the legal systems of 
Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. But more importantly, we will see that the language in 
administrative documents like petitions addressed not only to a cult figure such as the 
Ptolemaic monarch but also to a secular figure like a Roman procurator, utilised 
ritualistic language analogous to the ritual linguistic attributes of ancient prayer. A 
comparison with the content, form and purpose of a particular category of ancient 
38 A.B. Kovel'man, "The Rhetoric of Petitions and its Influence on Popular Social Awareness in Roman 
Egypt." 168 VDJ, 170-84 (in Russian); 'From Logos to Mythos' 28 BASP (1991), 135-152. He also makes 
the point that it is possible to see changes from Roman to Byzantine petitions. In the Roman period 
petitioners use social types and in the Byzantine period characters from epic or drama: 'Logos to Myth', 
148. See further chapter 5. 
39 Characterisation was a well known part of classical forensic argumentation: see eg E. Hall, "Law Court 
Dramas: The Power of Perfonnance in Greek Forensic Oratory", BICS 40 (1995), 39~58, at 49. 
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prayer, that is, the "judicial" prayer makes this very clear.40 If we follow other 
scholars and apply a theory of speech acts to the language of administrative and 
judicial documents, the connection with prayers is made clear and meaningful. So 
although the sovereign in the Roman world may have been placed somewhere 
between man and god generally, his lower officials specifically in the forensic context 
received similar treatment, at least in Egypt and this can be connected, at least partly, 
to a process which began in the Ptolemaic period. This is of particular interest 
because it shows how the ancient mentality turned to religious linguistic structures 
and vocabulary to make sense of the considerable power of what we would view as a 
secular figure, such as a Roman procurator, and to articulate their response to it. The 
process can be observed particularly in the institutional forensic context and it seems 
to have strengthened through the Roman period rather than declined. The range of 
ethical and symbolic characterisations of legitimate power, actualised in the 
terminology of the beneficent, kind, humane, and merciful sovereign or official, 
amounted in fact to what we might call for the moment a "secular" saviour tradition 
which, through lexical items and linguistic structures found often also in connection 
with a religious context, brought powerful temporal figures into connection with the 
everyday problems of ordinary people within an institutional context, which was itself 
treated as being of the utmost social significance, that is, the judicial or forensic 
context. 
In the succeeding sections of this chapter it is proposed to discuss various 
problems of methodology, a process which will involve a number of interrelated 
questions. To begin it is important to understand the way scholars have traditionally 
tackled the relationship between language and meaning within conventional 
linguistics. The influence of structuralism here has been immense. But the task of 
identifying and grasping the interrelations between surviving traces of intellectual life 
in a particular historical context is not well served by structuralist approaches to 
40 See further chapter 8. 
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language and meaning. It is very important to approach the question of meaning from 
a much wider perspective, by acknowledging the relationship of language and 
meaning to the wider social context in which language is used, because the problems 
of determining the relationship of language and meaning impinges on problems of 
structure and action, as well as the connections between the structural and the 
intellectual. We need a methodology which allows us to see language as part of 
social context and it will be argued that the notion of the model drawn from the social 
sciences is better adapted to explore ancient language use as a pathway to the ancient 
intellectual methods of negotiating various types of social power. 
1.2 LANGUAGE, HISTORY AND MEANING. 
1.2.1 Language as Historical Evidence 
Study of language in its contexts of use immediately leads to several difficulties, 
especially in the area of methodology. Despite a long and splendid tradition in 
linguistic endeavour and historical interpretation, classical studies, like much 
historical investigation, has not explored with sufficient sophistication how the 
relationship between language and the actual context in which it is used affects the 
recovery of historical meanings. 
The elevation of rationalist epistemology, for which the quintessential 
paradigm of reasoning was given by the natural sciences, to the dominant position in 
most areas of academic discourse meant approaches to historical empirical data have 
been diverted and coloured by a philosophical preference for objectivism over 
subjectivism, bringing a conscious or unconscious but continuous deference to 
versions of positivism as a form of reasoning.41 This may explain the great influence 
41 Barry Barnes describes this as "the myth of rationalism", in his essay on the work of Thomas Kuhn in Q. 
Skinner (ed.), The Return of Grand Theory in the Human Sciences (CUP, Cambridge, 1985), 85-100. See 
also Kuhn's book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago, 1970)2· Briefly, positivism is here 
understood as a model of reasoning drawn particularly from the natural sciences and suggests that there are 
universal laws which explain events and allow predictions in specific empirical cases through 'logical 
deductions' from the law to a set of empirical phenomena: J Turner, 'Analytical Theorizing', in A. Giddens 
and J. Turner, Social Theory Today (Polity, Cambridge, 1987), 156-194 at 157. This basiC statement of the 
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of what have been called the "logical-philosophical" approaches to language and 
meaning.42 The primary example must be the enormously influential ideas usually 
encompassed within the label "structuralism", which have dominated a great deal of 
thinking and research in many disciplines.43 Structuralism was developed as a 
linguistic doctrine and is usually traced to the posthumously organised ideas of the 
nineteenth century linguist F. de Saussure. Structural linguistics interprets language 
as an abstract system capable of specialist scientific study, on the basis of a binary 
distinction between two fundamental aspects: one the one hand langue, the abstract 
system of language, "language as code" as it is sometimes called, appropriate for 
scientific study, and on the other parole, the contingent and idiosyncratic application 
of the system, that is, language in use in its historical setting. 44 This distinction has 
importance for the argument here because it presents a dichotomy not only between 
language and context, but language and history. 
Logical-philosophical positions impose a distinction between the ideal and the 
actual on language. In its most extreme forms structuralism has contended that only 
the phonological, the morphological and the syntactic systems are the appropriate 
material for a science of language, so that even the semantic system should be left to 
others.45 So linguistics has traditionally distinguished "a domain of timeless and 
universal structures and structuring principles" from "the contingencies of 
extralinguistic "reality", from context, from meaning in the sense of reference to that 
reality ... .in short, from history." 46 Such a perspective eschews a study of language as 
position applies in the theory of history as much as anywhere: R.F. Atkinson, Knowledge and Explanation in 
History: An Introduction to the Philosophy of History (MacMillan, London, 1978), 29 ff. 
42 M.A.K. Halliday, 'Language as Code', at 4. 
43 Assuming there is a sufficiently coherent body of thought to warrant a general designation such as 
"structuralism", an assumption rejected by many, see eg, W. Runciman, 'What is Structuralism' in Sociology 
in its Place (CUP, Cambridge, 1970). Another leading example would be the performance theories of Noam 
Chomsky eg., Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (MIT Press, Cam., Mass., 1965). 
44 F. de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (Fontana, London, 1974). 
45 W. H. Goodenough, Culture, Language, and Society2 (Benjamin Cummings Publishing Company, Inc, 
Menlo Park, Ca, 1981 ), II. 
46 See N.S. Struever, "Historiography and Linguistics", at 128-9; P.J. Corfield, 'Historians and language', at 5-
10. See also W. Dieckmann, 'Linguistics and social history', in R. Bartsch and Theo Vennemann, 
Linguistics and Neighbouring Disciplines (North-Holland Linguistic Series 14) (North-Holland Publishing 
Company, Netherlands, 1975), 113-129 at 114. The overall effect is to "drag language away from whatever 
connections of reference it might have with the object world", to divorce it from context of use: A Giddens, 
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a form of "real" social behaviour, that is, the study of language in its actual, as 
opposed to theoretical, contexts of use47 
More importantly, ideal or "scientific" perspectives on language constrict our 
understanding of how language operates as a vehicle for actualising social meanings. 
Structural semantics uses a very confined perspective on meaning, that is, meanings 
are also part of an abstracted system, comprised of connotations, denotations and 
references.48 They are, in accordance with structuralist principles, meanings which 
are understood as deriving from "a wholly determinate, internally defined, conception 
of the arbitrary or unmotivated relation of the linguistic sign to its lexical and 
syntactic functions. "49 Thus theoretical semantics tends to confine meaning through 
conceiving of linguistic items as conventional signs or referents to the external world 
and indicating meanings by a series of glosses. 5° Similarly, meaning in sentences is 
often approached from a propositional or transactional perspective, so that a sentence 
has meaning if it contains a proposition which is either true or false or conveys 
informationY There can be no doubt that this theoretical influence has dominated in 
the area of classical language study. Generally speaking, in the area of classical 
languages, the main linguistic thrust has remained structuralist, within the broad 
concerns of the idealised system, namely, philology, lexicology, structures and sets of 
grammatical rules.52 Even when the area of study has moved to larger groupings of 
'Structuralism, Post-Structuralism', in A Giddens and J. Turner, Social Theory Today (Polity, Oxford, 1987), 
195-223 at 209. Similarly, schools like generative linguistics which has developed theoretical frameworks 
of "performance", following the ideas of Noam Chomsky, while they encompass context of use, really only 
extend the abstract perspective by presupposing an idealised user of language operating in ideal and 
homogeneous conditions. See W. Dieckmann, 'Linguistics and social history', generally. 
47 M.A.K. Halliday, 'Language as Code', 3ff. 
48 See the discussion in J. Lyons, Semantics (CUP, Cambridge, 1977). 
49 P. Goodrich, The Role of Linguistics in Legal Analysis', 47 MLR (1984) 523-534 at 529. 
50 That is how we usually end up with meanings in dictionaries: see S.P. Louw and E.A. Nida, Greek-English 
Lexicon of the New Testament (United Bible Society, New York, 1988), viii. 
51 See G. Brown and G. Yule, Discourse Analysis (CUP, Cambridge, 1983), 1-2, referring back to Lyons, 
Semantics, 32. 
52 J. Frosen, Prolegomena to a Study of the Greek Language in the First Centuries AD. The Problem of Kaine 
and Atticism (Helsinki, 1974) 9-15, discusses how much of the research in Classics has been by-passed by 
developments in linguistics. Even the contribution of A. Bartonek, 'On the application of modern linguistic 
methods to the study of Classical Languages, especially Greek', Eirene 4 (1965) 123-132 although it 
discusses structuralism, neogrammarianism and neopositivism, is clearly more interested in morphology and 
phonology than issues about language in society. See also G.H.R. Horsley, 'Linguistics and Ancient Greek', 
in New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity, 5 (Macquarie University, 1989), 117-121. Other studies 
which have forayed into sociolinguistics still tend towards changes in form and use and patterns of change, 
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linguistic items, like sentences and texts, the positivist paradigm with its "common 
sense" empiricism has dominated. 
The limitations which this imposes on historical understanding are illustrated 
by making the point that we are not dealing with issues of meaning which can be 
resolved by the process of translation. The translations given at the start of the 
chapter do not make clear to any real extent the social or cultural significance to the 
writer or receiver of the appellations "saviour and benefactor", or why the petitioner 
should use a verb of supplication KaTa<j>Euyw. As is well recognised a translation 
relies upon a perception of semantic equivalence between words and structures in two 
languages. The underlying difficulty is that semantic equivalence ultimately depends 
upon true cultural equivalence of objects, institutions and situations. 53 Semantic and 
referential meanings of words are in reality a well-informed gloss dependant upon the 
wider matrix of meanings embedded in the objects, institutions and symbols of a 
culture. This is not a question of semantics, as the term is usually understood, so 
much as a question of social or cultural meaning. The cultural significance of the 
language used is not often apparent in the translations. It is necessary to look beyond 
semantic systems. Let us assume that the words of a phrase like, "I have fled for 
refuge to you the common saviour and benefactor of all to hear me", embodied real 
social or symbolic meanings, but, in the English translation, it is hard to see exactly 
what those might be. That is why it is necessary to tum from langue to parole, to the 
cultural context of the language, the objects, institutions and situations of the culture 
and society surrounding it. 
1.2.2 Language and Historical Interpretation 
eg., V. Bubenfk, Hellenistic and Roman Greece as a Sociolinguistic Area (Current issues in Linguistic 
Theory 57)(John Benjamin Publishing Company, 1989). E. J. Bakker points out that the "long philological 
and interpretative tradition behind" the study of Greek syntax has made the field "impervious to the recent 
trends in language typology and discourse studies", "Foregrounding and indirect discourse: Temporal 
subclauses in a Herodotean short story." Journal of Pragmatics 16 (1991), 225-247, at 225-6. 
53 See Lyons, Semantics, Vol. 1, 236. 
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Initially, this involves a change from a "scientific" linguistic focus to the 
interpretative traditions of historical inquiry. Cultural and social context is more the 
province of history. But history has no significant tradition of dealing with language 
as anything other than a window on material reality, that is, on to its context of use. 54 
This does not address the relationship between language, context and meanings. 
Generally speaking, a great deal of historical writing is based upon a realist 
epistemology. It is produced in the intellectual framework of a rather simplistic 
positivism which imposes a linear narrative structure on events, in the hope of 
achieving an elusive objectivism in the recording of the "facts".55 Sir Moses Finley 
has shown that, to a large extent, a simplistic empiricism has driven much of the use 
made of the sources for the study of Greco-Roman culture by ancient historians. 56 
The way to historical knowledge is through clear objective deductions from the 
evidence. Researchers wade into the surviving sources, read and interpret them, then 
draw "obvious" conclusions about how things really were. 57 
As a methodology this type of historical interpretation has received its fair 
share of criticism, usually on the basis that it resorts to the anachronistic imposition of 
cultural predispositions and presuppositions on the evidence by the researcher. 58 As 
the medievalist Brian Stock puts it "[history] has canonised a type of empiricism that 
is best described not as a method but as a theoretical prejudice" .59 But for present 
54 Certainly, it is possible to point to some early utilisation of language for the purposes of social history (W. 
Dieckmann, 'Linguistics and social history', ll?ff gives an introduction.) and there is now some rea1isation 
among historians that language can be very informative about historical situations, eg., see P.J. Corfield, 
'Introduction: historians and language'. 
55 Works on the rationalist and deductive method of history are many. A good introduction is the selections 
from such scholars as R.G. Collingwood contained in Alan and Barbara Donagan, Philosophy of History 
(MacMillan, New York, 1965); see also R.F. Atkinson, Knowledge and Explanation in History: An 
Introduction to the Philosophy of History (MacMillan, London, 1978). 
56 M.I. Finley, Ancient History: Evidence and Models (Penguin, 1987). 
57 M.l. Finley, Ancient History. Among modem historians this methodology has recently been championed by 
G.R. Elton, Return to Essentials (CUP, 1991). See also the review by L Stone TLS 31 January, 1992, 3. 
58 C. Sourvinou-Inwood, 'Reading' Greek Culture: Texts and Images, Rituals and Myths (OUP, 1991), esp. 
Part I, 4, 9-10. See also Price, Rituals and Power, 245; G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Class Struggle at 34. 
Stock again is concise on this matter, "Historical writing does not treat reality; it treats the interpreter's 
relation to it." in Listening, Ch. 4, 80 (="Literary Discourse and the Social Historian," New Literary History 
8 (1976-7), 183-94). Nor should we fail to mention the fact that, as Turner points out, 'Analytical 
Theorising', 158, even those who subscribe to and espouse positivism in its various guises do not, because 
they cannot, adhere to its tenets. 
59 Listening, Ch. 3, 54. It is not intended to be too dogmatic about this in the face of the diversities in 
reasoning which historians as a group exhibit: see the useful article by C. Lloyd, The Methodologies of 
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purposes a more significant problem lies in the attitude which the realist epistemology 
takes to the language of documentary sources. It rather peremptorily follows the 
thrust of structuralism assuming for language a primarily transactional or ideational 
function, as the vehicle for the transmission of factual, or propositional, information. 
Such a view must postulate both the existence of an external reality independent of 
individual and collective psychologies and that for the purpose of historical inquiry 
the only relevant function of language is to refer to facets of that reality, which it 
"maps" .60 As the French historian Fran~ois Furet notes, the historical source is 
believed to refer "to something outside itself: the historical 'fact' which naive 
positivism falsely sees as the reality to which the document is in some sense a 
testimony."61 
1.2.3 Language in Greco-Roman Sources 
It is not unfair to say that this is apparent in the case of the "antiquarian" approach of 
traditional papyrology.62 After reconstructing the physical form of the document, and 
linking it to the general corpus of papyri, the usual interest is peculiarities of diction 
and strange morphologies. 63 Similarly, more specific studies of language use, types 
of expressions, or notable structural features in particular document categories, tend 
to reflect the same basic approach, namely, collection of examples, description and 
classification with limited interpretation.64 
Social History: A Critical Survey and Defence of Structurism', in History & Theory, 30 (1991), 180-219, but 
in a general sense the point is still good. 
60 G.W.Grace, The Linguistic Construction of Reality (New York, Croom Helm, 1987). In other respects, there 
is some irony perhaps in the fact that Saussure was opposed to a view of language which saw it merely as a 
kind of nomenclature of reality, even though his distinction between langue and parole was largely 
responsible: seeS. Clark, 'The Annates Historians', in Skinner, Return to Grand Theory, 179-98 at 188ff. 
61 F. Furet, 'Quantitative methods in history', in le Goff and Nora (eds) Constructing the Past, 166-180. 
62 J.G. Keenan, 'The 'New Papyrology' and Ancient History', AHB 5.516 (1991), 159-169. 
63 B. Frier, 'A New Papyro1ogy?', in BASP 26 (1989). 153-217 at 217. 
64 Though valuable, antiquarianism is a version of "naive positivism", but, more importantly, it eschews any 
attempt to address the broad and difficult questions of interpretation, as Price, Rituals and Power, 7, notes. 
See, eg. the two articles of A. Di Bitonto, "Le Petizioni al re: Studio sui formulario." in Aegyptus 47 (1967) 
5-57, (which will be referred to hereafter as "Bitonto, 1967") and "Le Petizioni ai funzionari nel periodo 
tolemaico: Studio sui formulario." in Aegyptus 48 (1968) 53-107, (which will be referred to hereafter as 
"Bitonto, 1968"); H.J. Frisk, Bankakten aus dem FaijUm nebst anderen Berliner Papyri (P.Berl.Frisk), 
(GOtborg, 1931 ), 81-91, which is a specific study of introductory sentences in Roman and Byzantine 
petitions, and P.Tebt. 326. The early study of P. Collomp, Recherches sur La chancellerie et diplomatique 
des Lagids (Strasbourg, 1926), in, for example, Ch ii, especially 122 and 125-130 is somewhat of an 
exception to this observation. Note also the procedure involving ancient documents set forth by W.F. 
Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity (Baltimore, 1957), 42-9, esp. at 48. 
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However, for present purposes it is more important to note that, to the extent 
to which it has been undertaken, interpretation has been unsophisticated and driven by 
numerous presuppositions which often help to predetermine the conclusion. For 
example the combination of the content of a document and the location of its 
discovery are very influential in classification, which is fair enough as far as it goes. 
A lead curse tablet or defixio found in a well becomes a magical or religious text 
while a petition to the prefect found in a rubbish dump is a secular judicial text. This 
is not unreasonable as a starting point. But the classification into secular and 
religious will usually govern the course of the discussion thereafter. The 
categorisation of a document as a petition for example will result in its interpretation 
being reduced to the imposition of two main analytical categories on its language, that 
is, either its language is idiosyncratic flattery or mere "rhetoric" or it is empty and 
formulaic. As a result some types of language use become worthless as objects of 
study, even though the same language used for the same purpose in a defixio, the 
redress of a wrong, would be treated quite differently. It is necessary then to examine 
these analytical categories a little more closely. 
Traditionally, explanation of the language used to speak to sovereigns, m 
diplomatic documents especially, and officials takes the perspective of the centre of 
society. Formulae of address are really empty or "meaningless" or often appear to the 
modern mind to be somehow peculiar, richly embellished or absurdly pusillanimous 
and thus form an essentially political act, called "flattery". Or they are manifestations 
of ideology, which is taken to mean a sort of mindless regurgitation of concepts and 
viewpoints inscribed from above on the cowed psychologies of the masses below. 
Language used in documents addressed to or about public officials, the eulogistic 
vocabularies of "euergetism" in honorific inscriptions, were a form of ideological 
regulation. 65 This perception of political motivation makes the language of Roman 
65 The word "euergetism" is now generally used to describe an aspect of the ancient economic system whereby 
the wealthy used their own resources to bestow "benefactions" in various forms on their towns and villages 
and seems to have been coined by French scholars, see Paul Veyne, Bead and Circuses: Historical 
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petitions to be variously "flattering", "praising", "honorary~~, "respectful~~, "rhetorical" 
or "trivial". 66 Both types of assessment are objectionable on several grounds. 67 The 
attribution of flattery and triviality to a language user, in petitions for example, makes 
tacit assumptions about that individual and his or her psychology, and trespasses on 
the wider question of the role of the individual in history. Price calls this 
"methodological individualism" and points out that it misses the opportunity to see 
language use "as an articulation of collective representations."68 Further, it strains 
credulity to see language choices in a document like a petition as arbitrary and 
idiosyncratic attempts at flattery or unconnected with the wider social context in 
which they were made. It is surely unlikely that those who wrote and sent libelli and 
petitions to powerful figures believed that they were dealing in linguistic banalities. 
Certainly the apparent unending resort to stereotypical expressions may give such an 
impression, but such expressions also may have had symbolic values which are 
overlooked once terms like triviality, flattery or gratitude are applied to them. It may 
also be said that such conclusions probably reflect the positivist streak in all modem 
jurisprudence, whereby metaphorical or symbolic language is overlooked in 
preference for language which explicates or sheds light on administrative structures 
Sociology and Political Pluralism (Penguin, London, 1990), first published in France as Le Pain et le cirque 
(Editions du Seuil, 1976). Cf C. Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalit6." 
66 It is particularly clear in the sort of conclusion in which a petitioner is described as "losing himself afresh in 
general trivialities": " ... verliert sich aufs neue in allgemeine TrivialiUiten", Frisk, Bankakten, at 82, 
commenting on P.Berl.Frisk 3 (211-212 AD), Arsinoe, particularly the words: "every evil having been cut 
down by you. For your goodwill encourages those who have been wronged to approach you without fear" 
(ndoT)s Ka:Kdas UnO oou EKI}OTJE{OT)S. Kq.(tl yO:p ~ o~ dq1EvEta npoTpEnETat Toils 
Q0tKT)8E'vTas c:hpO~ws oot n[p]Qodvat). In similar vein the German scholar Fritz Blumenthal asserted 
that the designation of Augustus as Zwni p was done "aus bloser Schmeichelei", "Der iigyptische 
Kaiserkult", AfP V (1913), 317, at 324. The study of Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten 
Anredeformen und HOflichkeitstiteln im Griechischen", above fn 30, is one of the few studies to show some 
appreciation of the importance of "geschichtlich, sozial oder geistlich" factors in the assessment of titles and 
expressions of respect. His interest is however more the Byzantine forms of address, although he considers 
Ptolemaic and Roman evidence in attempting to ascertain the background of the Byzantine. 
67 Indeed, despite the weight of tradition, an increasing number of scholars have expressed disquiet at an 
uncritical acceptance of the positivist paradigm, whether 'common sense' or otherwise Sourvinou-Inwood, 
'Reading' Greek Culture, Joe. cit. In this regard one might usefully refer to the opening remarks of 
Dominick LaCapra in his collection of essays, Rethinking Intellectual History: Texts, Contexts, Language 
(Cornell, London, 1983), 13 where he discusses the attack of Hegel on the "abstract and dubious nature of 
common sense that furnishes one-sided handles on reality." in W. Kaufmann (tr. and ed.), Hegel: Texts and 
Commentary (Garden City, New York, 1965), 114-8 
68 Rituals and Power, II 
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and the jurisprudence of various officials. 69 Petitions are "legal" documents, and 
exist to help legal and constitutional experts systematise ancient laws in accordance 
with the concepts of modern legal codes, so that significance is defined by the facts 
and the law, not by rhetorical flourishes which have no place in legal analysis.1° 
To describe language use as mere "rhetoric" often has a special, confined 
significance in the modern world.71 It is pejorative and equates "rhetoric" with 
insincere and empty language and assumes that the language has been chosen by the 
language user solely on the basis of maximising personal advantage and therefore 
stands as some sort of impediment to the truth. 72 Such views of rhetoric reflect the 
tradition of Plato, Descartes and Kant, separating rhetoric from philosophical 
discourse, that is, the form of reasoning which produces conclusions based on 
necessary, or logical, truths.73 The mention of rhetoric is in fact highly pertinent 
because it conjures up a major facet of classical culture, in which generally, apart 
from Plato, rhetoric was treated as fundamental to social interchange. But also there 
is a whole body of modern thought which is alive to the metaphorical and metonymic 
69 See Price, Rituals and Power, 11-19. Sir Moses Finley coined the phrase "the constitutional law trap" when 
describing a rather obsessive concentration on juristic questions the conceptual categories of which have 
their origin in modern not ancient jurisprudence: see Politics in the Ancient World (CUP, Cambridge, 1983), 
56. In a rather modern legalistic way Frisk, Bankakten, 91 makes a distinction between the trivial and the 
relevant, "Dabei konnte man entweder eine ganz allgemeine and triviale Wahrheit aussprechen, die mit dem 
folgenden Rechtsfall in keinem naheren Zusammenhang als mit irgendwelchem anderen stand, oder auch 
von einer auf den konkreten Einzelfall sich beziehenden Aussage ausgehen." In relation to this, we would 
do well to remember the injunction of Stock, Listening, 80, "Let us not be deceived by the scepticism of 
much historical writing, that arid criticism of documents that pretends to take the reader behind their 
rhetorical fac;ade and into a world of sober facts." 
70 See also E.M. Harris, 'Law and Oratory', in I. Worthington (ed.) Persuasion: Greek Rhetoric in Action 
(Routledge, London, 1994 ), 130-151. 
71 Thus R.S. Bagnall, "Official and Private Violence in Roman Egypt", in 26 (1989) BASP 201-216 at 2llff, 
describes the introductory sentence in P.Panop. 27 as a "platitude", and calls the language use "inappropriate 
rhetoric." The language is "inappropriate" because the petitioner, though a former magistrate who 
complains about fishennen, is grouped via the language of the document among those who are oppressed by 
powerful local interests. However, although one does wish to labour the point, it is possible that the choice 
of language may have little to do with the fisherman, and much to do with the type of discourse and the 
institutional official to whom it is addressed. ln the article Bagnall is employing the comparative method 
which is embraced below to explain and interpret the phenomenon of violence in Roman Egypt, he, perhaps 
more than anyone, argues elsewhere that traditional papyrological empiricism is not broad enough in its 
explanatory possibilities: "Papyrology and Ptolemaic History" CW 76 (1982-3) 23-31. One would prefer 
that the acuity of his approach to Greco-Roman Egypt might encompass language use. 
72 As P. Goodrich puts it in Legal Discourse (MacMillan, London, 1987), 85, "Ordinary usage now defines 
rhetoric as the specious, bombastic or deceitful use of language; rhetoric, in other words, is the abuse of 
language." 
73 A point made clear by philosophers such as Chaim Perelman. See for example, Ch. Perelman and L. 
Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric (Notre Dame Uni. Press, Paris, 1971); On this see for example Brian 
Vickers, In Defence of Rhetoric (OUP, New York, 1988), Ch. 3. 
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properties of rhetoric. These have been variously claimed by literary studies, 
semiotics, philosophers, poets and social theorists, including names such as Chaim 
Perelman, Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida and Michael Foucault. The discussion of 
these by David Cohen shows how fruitful rhetoric has been for an enormous range of 
scholarly endeavours, all of which rely in some way upon the enrichment rhetorical 
principals bring to linguistic interaction and the creation of meaning.74 On that basis 
even if it is valid to trace social types or ethical concepts, the language of supplication 
and pity, with corollaries of justice, help or beneficence found in Greco-Roman 
administrative documents to rhetorical devices copied from the forensic oratory of the 
Attic orators, they should a fortiori be treated as enhanced modes of signification.75 
Some ancient historians like Josiah Ober have realised that it is much better to 
approach ancient rhetorical texts as symbol systems which must be understood in 
relation to their receptors, and this approach to rhetoric invites a conclusion that the 
presence of classical rhetorical devices in Greco-Roman administrative documents 
would stand in fact as evidence of an interpretative process which placed received 
conceptual systems in new patterns and relationships for a new context, that is, 
Hellenistic and then Roman Egypt.76 
But the designation of language as formulaic raises some more important 
issues. The frequency and repetition of certain phrases leads them to be effectively 
quarantined from further consideration as immaterial stereotypes.77 At their most 
extreme such scholarly views maintain that the formulaic language used for the 
composition of the vast majority of petitions is meaningless for understanding the 
reality of its historical context.78 In any event, there is a wealth of indications in the 
74 See also D. Cohen, 'Classical rhetoric and modern theories of discourse', in I. Worthington, Persuasion: 
Greek Rhetoric in Action, 69·82. 
75 On the classical antecedents of petitions see Col1omp, Recherches, 115-24 and chapter 4 and 6 below. 
76 Mass and Elite, xiii. See fn 37 above. 
77 It may be said that 'antiquarian' activities can promote such a conclusion. Collecting together hundreds of 
examples of the same linguistic phrases can foster a strong sense of unreflective repetition. See, eg., Bitonto 
(1967) and Bitonto (1968). 
78 Indeed earlier this century W.L. Westermann referred to the "meaningless nuances" of the formulaic 
language of Ptolemaic petitions, in 'The Ptolemies and the Welfare of their Subjects', in AHR 43 (1937), 
270·287 at 283 fn 43, an article in which he utilised petitions as evidence for a particular interpretation of 
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ancient evidence that moral and ethical language or formulaic religious constructions 
in "secular" documents are better seen as a form of social behaviour which repay 
analysis in ways analogous to other social actions, such as ritual. Magical papyri are 
larded with formulaic expressions. No one would denounce these as "meaningless" 
simply because they are formulaic. The stereotypical recitation of words was integral 
to the ritual and religious activity contemplated by the document. A small number of 
scholars have realised that a close connection existed between the language of 
petitions and especially some types of "judicial" prayers.79 Why then do formulaic 
expressions become meaningless simply because modern scholarship places the 
document into a secular category? Consider the language of supplication. 
Supplication is a well known religious phenomenon from the ancient world and it has 
been appreciated that an act of supplication was taken very seriously, both 
acknowledging the power of the recipient and invoking his protection, perhaps in a 
system of gift-exchange.80 The verb KaTa<jlEllyw is used to describe the ritual act of 
taking refuge in temples. Ritualistic or conventional combinations of language are 
expected and are accepted as meaningful in religious contexts. The formulaic 
composition of petitions raises special problems, but it will appear from later chapters 
that the presentation of petition to the king or emperor or even Roman procurator was 
assimilated through its language to a ritual act of supplication before an altar or a cult 
statue. This sort of language use had a performative aspect which it shared with the 
ritualistic language of texts, especially magical texts, which have always been seen as 
religious. These observations strongly indicate that any explanation of the use of 
formulaic language use and ethical or religious vocabulary in an administrative 
the ethical standard of the Ptolemaic government of Egypt. The full sentence reads "These formulas have 
been collected and classified in accordance with their meaningless nuances by P. Collomp" in Recherches 
(fn 57 above). It should be said that Col1omp himself does not appear to treat these formulaic expressions as 
"meaningless", even though at one point he makes reference to "une phrase stereotypCe" (57) and later 
speaks of nuances which give "une certaine impression de monotonie" (115). Indeed he makes the 
suggestive observation that this sort of language in petitions is one example of "l'introduction de l'idtSe 
morale et religieuse dans Ia prose administrative.". 
79 H.S. Versnel, "Beyond Cursing: The Appeal to Justice in Judicial Prayers" in CL A. Faraone & D. Obbink 
(ed.), Magika Hiera (OUP, New York, 1991), 60-106. 
80 G. Freyburger, "Supplication grecque et supplication romaine", Wtomus 47 (1988), 501-525 
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document like a petition ought to explore the relationship between the language use 
and correspondences in the wider cultural context. 
It becomes apparent that dispatching verbal formulae as meaningless 
stereotypes is more a reflection of theoretical prejudice than anything else. The noted 
American linguist Deborah Tannen has observed that in modern American society 
there is a tendency to equate fixedness in speech with insincerity. That of course is 
only one particular cultural position. By contrast in Greek and Turkish societies, 
there is a strong preference for formulaic collocations of language, because they are 
understood both to lend legitimacy to the utterance and ensure that appropriate 
language is used for the situation. 81 But they are no less sincerely felt by both 
parties. We can get a flavour that a comparable cultural difference existed between 
Greco-Roman Egypt and modern Western world from a number of sources from the 
ancient world. The substance given by formulaic expressions is clear in religious 
texts such as prayers and curses, or questions to oracles.82 It appears from a 
document like P.Oxy XII 1413 (270-5 AD). This is a transcript of proceedings of the 
senate of Oxyrhynchus for the appointment of people to magistracies. This was a 
solemn task, no more so than for the lucky recipient of a liturgy. In a ritualistic way 
the senators intoned regularly upon announcement of the name of a nominee, 
"upright, faithful" so-and-so ( ayvc, maTE) and sometimes broke into spontaneous 
acclamation. If one was to compare this process with the proceedings of, say, a 
modern municipal council, it might seem somewhat ridiculous. But it clearly was not 
to the senators of Oxyrhynchus, as they carried out the task of laying sometimes 
intolerable financial burdens upon members of their community. 
81 D. Tannen (ed.), Spoken and Written Language: Exploring Orality and Literacy (Advances in Discourse 
Processes IX) (Ablex Publishing Corporation, New Jersey, 1982), 5. See also D. Tannen and P.C. Oztek, 
'Formulaic expressions in Turkish and Greek', in F. Coulmas (ed.), Conversational Routine (Mouton, The 
Hague, 1981). Her studies are of conversational speech, which is certainly qualitatively different from 
written language in public documents. The point here is the way different societies collectively react to the 
same phenomenon. 
82 See New Docs 2, 38. 
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It may be useful to pause here and take stock of the argument so far. From the 
discussion in the above sections. it is apparent that the dominant and traditional 
approaches to the use of language to understand ancient society suffer from two main 
deficiencies. Predominantly, there is the problem of cultural reductionism, that is, the 
utilisation of modern cultural presuppositions to interpret ancient evidence. This 
criticism does not deny the reality that any approach to historical evidence must 
incorporate a set of philosophical and epistemological presuppositions and values.83 
Nor does it refuse any validity at all to the claim that conventional empiricism or 
interpretism can produce satisfactory explanations of certain historical phenomena. 84 
But there is still an undoubted necessity to use methodologies which as far as possible 
make allowances for the differences as well as the similarities between the ancient 
and modern worlds. 85 For present purposes the strength and influence of the 
positivist paradigm has underpinned a very narrow view of language and its 
connection to the intellectual life of historical societies. The strong philological and 
interpretative tradition of classical language study tends to deal with language as an 
abstract system, while history has taken little notice of language as an historical and 
cultural phenomenon of itself. This view postulates an opposition between language 
and historical reality. That formulation of the relationship between language and the 
context in which it is used, it will be argued, imposes limitations on our historical 
understanding. The connection between language and context requires reformulation 
by seeing language as a form of social behaviour, capable of analysis in ways similar 
83 The point has been made often in the recent past but see, for example, Finley, Ancient History, loc. cit.; 
G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Class Struggle, at 33-34; C. Sourvinou-Inwood, 'Reading' Greek Culture, esp. 
Part I. 4. 9-10. 
84 See the discussion in Lloyd, 'Methodologies of Social History', passim. But it should be noted that, quite 
apart from the fact that simple empiricist interpretations are among the most likely to exhibit cultural 
reductionism, it has been pointed out that, unlike political or military events or economic statistics, 
conceptual phenomena, like ideologies or symbolic meanings, are not well suited to simple empirical 
analysis or objectification through socioeconomic models. R. Chartier and D. LaCapra have criticised the 
tendency of the Annales historians to treat "mentalities" in tenns of socioeconomic analysis and 
methodology: see the essays in D LaCapra and S. Kaplan, Modern European Intellectual History: 
Reappraisals and New Perspectives (Ithaca, New York, 1982). They argue that particular historical 
instances of meaning production, like a trial report, should not be reduced to mere manifestations of 
underlying structures of meaning nor should meanings be parcelled up like commodities so as to strip them 
of their creative capabilities in interactions. 
85 As Sir Moses Finley pointed out some time ago in Ancient History, esp. Ch. 3, 'How it really was.'. 
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to other social behaviour. As a consequence neither traditional linguistics nor history 
has a particularly good methodology for exploring the relationship between language 
and its historical context of use or texts as embodying the actualisation of, rather than 
simply a record of, collective cognitive systems. If the importance of the latter type 
of historical intellectual reality is to be understood, it is essential to have a 
methodology which can probe the interactions between such intellectual systems and 
the historical environment in which they operate. Consequently, we must revise our 
methodology. 
1.3 LANGUAGE, MODELS AND METHODOLOGY. 
So where do we go from here? From what has already been said it appears that from 
the perspective of historical inquiry we can obtain a broader, and therefore more 
accurate, conception of the meanings produced through language use by attempting to 
understand its relationship to the social context in which it is used. The inquiry into 
the connection between language and its social and cultural context in large measure 
invokes the same issues as the question of the relationship of the intellectual to the 
structural realities of society. So it is suggested here that we should turn to the 
methodologies based upon theories which are especially equipped to analyse the 
structural realities, and can be related to language use. 
The way to best appreciate this point is to approach it as a question of 
meaning. It is generally accepted to some extent that historical inquiry is the process 
of recovering or reconstructing meanings from the past.86 If we couple this 
observation with the desire to put language in the centre of social analysis and 
historical research, we see that we need an expanded view of meaning. As we have 
observed, linguists deal with meaning largely by resort to structuralist or other 
86 A. Kaplan, 'Historical Interpretation', in Y.Yovel (ed.), Philosophy of History and Action (D. Reidel 
Publishing Company, 1978) 27-37 at 29. Toews, 'Intellectual history' at 879 speaks of the traditional focus 
of intellectual historians being "the production, reproduction and transmission of meanings in various 
historical periods and cultural contexts ... " 
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abstract theories of semantics or discourse. Under the influence of the social sciences 
it has become widely recognised that historical understanding can be greatly 
enhanced by the realisation that meaning is not produced through words or 
combinations of words only, in a normative and ideal system.87 A change in thinking 
is required and that is provided by the simple but powerful perception that meanings 
are created through social action. Anthropologists tell us that meanings are created 
through social actions and interactions which are not linguistic, for example, rituai.88 
In social theory it is suggested that meaning is not constructed by the play of 
signifiers, but by the intersection of the production of signifiers with objects and 
events in the world, focused and organised through the acting individual. 89 When the 
idea of action and interaction is carried into the realm of language use we are 
presented with the means to draw out and appreciate the significance of the 
apparently redundant, trivial or even meaningless language in documents like 
petitions. 
For this it is best to adopt a comparative methodology. Such an approach is 
now reasonably well established in classical studies, especially ancient history.90 In 
more recent times dissatisfaction with conventional methodologies has already 
produced a trend to seek assistance from other disciplines, particularly social 
sciences, usually in the form of comparative use of models. M. I. Finley was an early 
exponent of models to understand antiquity, especially because the evidence is so 
uneven.91 Recently some papyrologists have expressed enthusiasm for the 
87 J. Lyons, Semantics, esp. Ch. I and 6. See M Hobart, 'Meaning or Moaning', in Parkin, Semantic 
Anthropology, 39-63 for a survey of many of the theories about meaning. 
88 See the very useful discussion of Sherry B. Ortner, "Theory in Anthropology since the Sixties", 
Comparative Studies in Society and History 26 (1984), 126-166, where she notes that theories of practice or 
action seek to explain the "relationship(s) that obtain between human action on the one hand, and some 
global entity which we may call "the system", on the other." 
89 Turner, see fn 58 above. 
90 Comparative use of knowledge about other societies has been around for some time in fact. For example, 
E.R. Dodds used comparative "ethnographic" techniques in his well known work The Greeks and the 
Irrational (Berkeley, 1968) 
91 See the comments in M.l. Finley, Ancient History, passim. An even earlier exponent of the use of models to 
explain antiquity was T.F. Carney, The Shape of the Past: Models and Antiquity (Lawrence, Kan., 
Coronado Press, 1975). Other examples are K. Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves, Sociological Studies in 
Roman History I (Cambridge, 1978), and the well known work of G.E.M. de Ste Croix, Class Struggle, 
which should be understood as the application of the Marxist model of social theory to the ancient world. 
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comparative use of models. 92 There are several features of a methodology using 
models which are greatly beneficial for the researcher. So the following sections will 
attempt to do three things. First. the nature of models and their comparative use will 
be discussed. Secondly, the model of social context will be set forth. Thirdly, the 
position of language use and linguistic theory will be related to social context at a 
theoretical level. 
1.3.1 The Idea of Models and Comparisons. 
It is not uncommon to demonstrate the usefulness of models by reference to the basic 
research structures of the physical sciences. The three levels in scientific research, 
namely, description, classification and explanation, provide the guide for much 
historical research.93 These different levels provide a paradigm of research activity 
and reasoning in the social sciences. Description and classification of evidence, 
followed by explanations or interpretations, are also regular activities in ancient 
history and papyrology94 The physical sciences developed strict techniques for the 
production of scientific laws which express in abstract terms regularities in the 
universe by describing constant relations between phenomena.
95 
Scientific laws have 
great explanatory power and can be used to predict outcomes in relation to specific 
empirical cases. 96 For present purposes the outstanding feature of scientific laws is 
their universality, that is, their capacity to be applied trans-historically to any relevant 
body of data so as to produce explanation.97 It is the universality of these laws that 
gives them such persuasive force in scientific explanations and it is their role in 
See also D.P. Kehoe, 'Comparative Approaches to History', in BASP 26 (1989) 153·156. Models have been 
used with particular success in the study of ancient religious contexts: see the general discussion in C.R. 
Phillips, "The Sociology of Religious Knowledge in the Roman Empire to AD 284", ANRW 16.3 (1986), 
2677·2773; P. F. Esler, Community and Gospel, fn 25 above. 
92 For example, the entirety of a recent part of the Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists (BASP 26 
(1989) 153-226) entitled "Comparative Approaches to the Social History of Roman Egypt" is devoted to the 
development and application of theoretical models to a number of social aspects of Roman Egypt. 
93 See Phillips, "The Sociology of Religious Knowledge', at 2682-2683, fn 91 above. 
94 Indeed, in a very rough way it is possible to understand the studies of Collomp and Frisk (see fn 64) as 
manifesting these different levels, explanations based on descriptions and classifications. De Ste Croix, 
Class Struggle, extols the virtues of the Marxist model partly on the basis of its capacity to provide 
explanations of historical movement, the secrets of history. 
95 M. Duverger, Introduction to the Social Sciences (George Allen & Unwin, London, 1964), 226. 
96 See the reference to Turner in fn 41. 
97 T.J. Cohen, 'Structuration Theory', in Giddens and Turner, Social Theory Today, 280-2. 
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explanations that makes scientific laws so useful to scientists. The process usually 
begins with a set of hypotheses or a theory which it is desired to validate or 
invalidate, wholly or partly, by empirical testing. In the social sciences there is no 
agreement even on the question of whether universal social laws can possibly exist, 
not to mention the problem of what such laws might be. 98 In the absence of anything 
approaching universal laws which can be applied across cultures and societies, social 
scientists have been compelled to develop other techniques to produce explanations. 
Much of the debate amongst sociologists about methods has been undertaken 
in the context of the study of contemporary social situations. When the subject matter 
of study is existing, the sampling of views, the issuing of questionnaires, the 
conducting of interviews and direct experimentation are viable means of research. 
They can also explore directly psychological states of mind. Such methods can 
produce statistics and other relevant quantitative and qualitative data which have at 
least the appearance of scientific rigour and might be used to produce explanations 
which either sustain or disprove a theory or hypothesis, even without the existence of 
universal social laws. At this point the intractable difficulties of studying historical 
situations become self-evident. Obviously, historical situations are not susceptible to 
these methods. In the case of past societies the only scope for empirical testing of 
theories and hypotheses lies in the surviving data. This is usually incomplete and 
often ambiguous. In the absence of social laws which apply across cultures and trans-
historically, and from which deductions can be made, the researcher into the past is 
faced with the real difficulty of deriving explanations which test his theories.99 It is 
in the light of this threshold problem that the comparative use of models has unique 
virtues. Models and comparisons have come to be an indispensable tool, because 
98 See generally Giddens and Turner, Social Theory Today. 
99 T.F. Carney, The Shape of the Past, at 308. 
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they can provide explanations which would not otherwise be possible, especially in 
historical situations. 100 
Models are to be understood as conceptualisations of any given group of 
phenomena, "simplified and schematised" pictures of reality. 101 They are thus 
theoretical constructions. Models also have an inherent distinguishing feature, which 
has been described as an inner dynamic, that is, "since they are fashioned from a set 
of terms in a state of inter-relatedness, the variation of one of those terms will produce 
a predictable response in the entire set" .102 It is this feature of internal patterning that 
provides the capability of "generating a set of hypotheses which, once verified, may 
either found or substantiate a theory." Comparison is the basic method of verifying 
theories or hypotheses, which are being applied to historical situations. In that way it 
can be seen that the comparative use of models becomes one of the only viable ways 
to produce explanations of the relations among the surviving evidence. 103 
A model can take the thinking of a researcher far beyond the confines of his or 
her own "common sense" and cultural categories. A good example to support this 
contention is the work Phillip Esler, in New Testament studies. 104 He has made very 
persuasive use of the sociological model of legitimation, which is also utilised in this 
thesis, to analyse the motivations of St Luke's theology. By using a model he 
demonstrated that social and political exigencies played a vital role in the formation 
100 A point made in detail by J. Ober, 'Models and Paradigms in Ancient History', AHB 3.6 (1989), 134-137. 
For instance, historical sociologists verify their strategies either by reference to individual cases or by the 
method of comparison. See Theda Skocpol, "Emerging Agendas and Recurrent Strategies" in T. Skocpol 
(ed.) Vision and Method in Historical Sociology (CUP, Cambridge, 1984), esp. 376-382. 
101 Turner, Social Theory Today, 164, defines models thus: " ... a diagrammatic representation of events that 
includes: concepts that denote and highlight certain features of the universe; the arrangement of these 
concepts in visual space so as to reflect the ordering of events in the universe; symbols that mark the nature 
of the connections among concepts." 
102 P. F. Esler, Community and Gospel, 9 
103 Comparisons may be "close" or "distant", but for most historical situations a distant comparison is the 
relevant type. Esler, Community and Gospel., 10, explains a distant comparison as follows: "[In distant 
comparisons} social structures or institutions from widely different cultures are compared. These commonly 
consist of comparisons across distinct historical periods. Here one is looking for resemblances rather than 
differences investigated by the use of close comparisons..... The main focus of interest is the extent to 
which they are similar and the significance of those resemblances. With this form of comparison the 
researcher is not seeking to verify hypotheses but to generate them, because the insights which are produced 
by the comparisons will prompt a whole range of questions to put to the historical data under consideration." 
104 See fn 25. 
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of Luke's theology. Biblical exegesis has as rich and authoritative a tradition as 
classical studies, almost its own culture one might say, but its "battery of critical 
approaches" were unable to achieve this insight or develop a similar cogent 
explanation. Another example which is perhaps more apposite for the present thesis 
is the work of Josiah Oberon mass and elite interaction in classical Athens. 105 He 
employed the concept of a model and insights from literary theory to demonstrate that 
the relationship between mass and elite in Athens was worked out through rhetoric 
and the deployment of rhetorical forms and symbols in political and forensic oratory, 
and this process helped to produce social cohesion. 
1.3.2 Objections to the Use of Models 
The use of models as a methodology has not escaped criticism. Frequently it has 
been suggested that models are arbitrarily applied, defined by reference to a particular 
culture, not properly tested against the empirical data, or all these. 106 It can be readily 
seen that where the object of study is a culture which is both alien and historical, there 
is a valuable note of caution in this. The underlying feature of models which prompts 
them derives from the manner in which a model is constructed. There are different 
views about models, but operationally one of the most important aspects of a model is 
its relationship to the empirical evidence to which it will be applied. Some treat 
models as if they have an independent reality which is not determined by the 
particular facts being modelled. Others believe that there exists a deterministic 
relationship of influence between the empirical facts and the model, so that the facts 
determine the structure of the model. 107 It has been recognised that, as mental 
constructs, models, especially when used in historical situations, are inevitably 
influenced by the available facts, because a model is constructed with a particular 
situation or set of facts in mind.108 These will affect its form and parameters. 
105 Mass and Elite. See fn 37. 
106 Skocpol, "Emerging Agendas and Recurrent Strategies". See also E.A. Judge, "The Social Identity of the 
First Christians: A Question of Method in Religious History", in JRH, II ( 1980), 202-17. 
I 07 See S. Gudeman and M. Penn, 'Models, Meanings and Reflexivity', in Parkin, Semantic Anthropology, 89-
104 for a good general discussion of modelling within anthropology, much of which has a wider application. 
108 Skocpol, "Emerging Agendas and Recurrent Strategies", esp. 376-382. 
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Therefore, it is argued, subjective choices govern the variables which are selected for 
the basis of the model, so in reality a model is no different from any other form of 
interpretism. 
This is an issue which requires comment. After all, the positivist approach to 
the obtaining of 'pure facts' represented "a legitimate response to a major 
epistemological problem", namely, the fact that all knowledge of facts is "filtered 
through human perceptual and cognitive processes.'d 09 If models are to be preferred 
as a methodology they must deal with the basic epistemological problem. The answer 
to the suggestion of subjectivism or arbitrary application lies in the fact that the 
selection of variables is explicitly stated and that provides a controlling framework. 
The articulation of a theoretical model at the very least has the virtue of setting forth 
an analytical framework, but it also controls the historical discourse. In the same way 
the process of constructing a model in light of the empirical facts acts as a corrective 
to the influence of cultural categories and anachronisms. The very nature of a model, 
being a schematised and generalised construction, has the tendency to strip from them 
"spatial and temporal markings" 11° Further, there is no necessity to test a model 
against the available empirical data to determine its suitability before applying it. To 
do so assumes the existence of some ultimate criteria to define suitability. But then 
we are left to wonder about the basis upon which to judge the ultimate criteria, and it 
becomes an infinite regression. The suitability of a model is constantly tested in the 
process of drawing explanations from the model. On the other hand to first ask 
whether a model is applicable to the data may misconceive the nature of the 
methodology by equating the comparative use of a model with the application of a 
universal law. In any event, it is hardly the case that traditional approaches to 
historical facts are free of these suggested deficiencies, to the extent that they are 
really different from the comparative use of models. Ober has even suggested that 
109 Phillips, "The Sociology of Religious Knowledge", at 2684 
110 Esler, Community and Gospels, 14 
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"all historians use models, whether or not they are conscious of the process." 111 
Finley pointed out some time ago, historians of antiquity have always indulged their 
own brand of subjectivism selecting material on the basis of intuition or other 
hermeneutic responses to the evidence. 112 That type of approach has the added vice 
of not even attempting to set out a theoretical basis for selections and interpretations 
of the empirical material. 113 Rather models should be judged against the criteria of 
"meaningfulness and usefulness" 114 For these reasons, the fears engendered by resort 
to models and sociological techniques are really unwarranted, and models should be 
embraced as a very fruitful method for understanding the past. 
1.4 THE MODEL 
Having decided to make use of a model to explain the significance of language use in 
certain ancient texts, the next step is to set out the terms of the model. It will in fact 
become apparent that the model used here is in fact an integrated set of models, which 
Ober suggests should be called a paradigm. 115 The model draws upon the concept of 
a symbolic order which comprises basic modes of signification within a society and 
which societies use to make sense of institutional and other forms of power. 
However, before the detail of the model which we apply here is dealt with, it is 
necessary to set a general theoretical framework within which to analyse problems of 
structure, change and continuity. It will become apparent that issues about the 
intellectual and the structural aspects of society are more easily understood if they are 
dealt with within a theoretical framework which addresses the problem of structure 
and action. There is not only a problem of identifying change, which is highlighted 
Ill 'Models and Paradigms.', 134. One might note in this connection the method adopted by Professor R. 
MacMullen in Roman Social Relations(Yale, Mass., 1974), l4ff of defining a "model village" from modem 
Mediterranean villages for comparison with villages in ancient rural communities, in order "to comfort 
conjecture." 
112 Ancient History, 60. Charles Phillips robustly asserts that "Value-free facts, devoid of human subjectivity 
do not exist: human input always functions." in "The Sociology of Religious Knowledge", at 2688. 
113 See the comments of D. Cohen, Law, Sexuality and Society: The enforcement of morals in classical Athens 
(CUP. Cambridge, 1991). 10 
114 Ober, "Models and Paradigms" 
115 Ibid. 
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by Professor Lewis' reference to "the terminological illusion" of continuity, but more 
of explaining how change can come about. This is a well-known problem in history 
and is often expressed as the difference between explaining a process of change and 
merely describing it. De Ste Croix adverts to it by comparing the explanations 
produced by his Marxist model with historical descriptions based upon stratification 
of society through "statuses" and "orders". Reference to statuses and orders, in his 
view, merely describes social structure, it cannot explain change. In his mind the 
process of explanation in history requires the identification of "the real secrets of 
history: the springs and causes of human behaviour and social change", which in his 
opinion is the class struggle. 116 
This is something like a substantial quandary inherent in structuralist 
approaches to social analysis. Traditional social theory conceived of "social 
structure" as something rigid oppressive and deterministic of human behaviour and 
thought, that is, social structure "socialises" human beings. Integral to this view is the 
difficulty of reconciling the observable reality of social action and change with a 
concept of static structural mass, that is, how can change and development of the 
social structure take place if social action is determined by the social structure? One 
of the most satisfying ways out of this difficulty lies in the theory of structuration, 
developed by Anthony Giddens, a theory of interaction between structure and 
action. 117 In structuration theory, social practices are conceived in terms of activities 
ordered across space and time which are continually recreated by knowledgeable 
social agents through the means they use to express themselves. Thus such practices 
are "recursive", that is, "they are not brought into being by social actors but 
continually recreated by them via the very means whereby they express themselves as 
actors." 118 This indicates that social structure has an inherent duality. Such notions 
116 Class Struggle, 45 
117 A. Giddens, The Constitution of Society: Outline of a Theory of Structuration (Polity Press, Cambridge, 
1984) 
118 Giddens, The Constitution of Society, 2. " .. .the structural properties of social systems are both medium and 
outcome of the practices that constitute those systems.", Profiles and Critiques in Social Theory (Macmillan, 
London, 1982), 36-37. 
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of social structure have been fruitfully utilised by researchers into the Greco-Roman 
world. Ian. Morris has used these ideas of social structure to explain the importance 
of death-ritual in classical antiquity. He paraphrases the concept of structuration thus: 
"[social structure] is a set of assumptions about what we should say, do and even 
think in given situations, but it does not determine our behaviour, everything we do is 
informed by learned social structure, but the structure itself is only transmitted 
through time and space by real people as they repeat what they themselves have 
learned, or react against it. It has no independent, extra-human existence.'" 19 Social 
structure then becomes a collective phenomenon that only exists and is reproduced by 
the actions of the individual in the structure. Ira J. Cohen notes that one of the great 
virtues of structuration theory is its capacity to account for structural change, to 
overcome the structural "mass" versus structural change difficulty. 120 David Horrell 
in his discussion of the theory points out that it shows how transformation is 
inextricably linked to reproduction. 121 The duality of the structural properties of the 
social system means that in the acting out the structures of the social system by social 
actors the possibility of change is constantly present. 
The theory is very apt for the exploration of intellectual realities in an 
historical society. Giddens, for the purpose of analysis, divides structures into three 
types, structures of signification, domination and legitimation, while recognising that 
in reality all are usually combined in social institutions. 122 Broadly speaking, for the 
purposes of this thesis, we may say that structures of signification embrace symbolic 
orders and modes of discourse, structures of domination embrace political and 
economic institutions, while structures of legitimation embrace normative regulation 
119 J. Morris, Death-Ritual and Social Structure in Classical Antiquity (CUP, Cambridge, 1992), 6. See also 
Cohen, Law, Sexuality and Society, esp, 24 ff, where he uses the theory to very good effect in relation to 
morals in classical Athens. 
120 See 'Structuration Theory and Social Praxis', in Giddens and Turner, Social Theory Today, 273-308 
121 D.G. Horrell, "The Development of Theological Ideology in Pauline Christianity", in P.F. Esler, Modelling 
Early Christianity: Social scientific studies of the New Testament in its context (Routledge, London and New 
York, 1995), 224-236 at 225. 
122 Giddens, The Constitution of Society, 28-34 
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and legal institutions. 123 So the relationship between the intellectual and the 
structural is more than a dialectic: the intellectual, the economic, the political and the 
legal all coalesce to form "the social structure". According to this conception, a 
socio-political collectivity such as Greco-Roman Egypt was comprised of structures 
of signification, domination and legitimation which were instantiated through various 
types of social institutions, with their associated linguistic frameworks, rules, 
procedures and activities. That is, the administrative hierarchy, the fundamental 
relations of the agrarian economy, such as landlord and tenant, represented structures 
of domination. The systems of ideas which were drawn on to conceptualise the role 
of officials and local elites in the form of saviour or benefactor and basic social values 
such as honour and shame were part of a symbolic order and a mode of discourse 
which fell within structures of signification. With these, structures of signification 
were especially connected with structures of legitimation, constituted by the legal 
system, its Jaws, procedures and court system, by reason of the intimate relationship 
between the forensic context and the conceptual systems of ancient rhetoric.124 
Since structures of signification are substantially to be seen as corresponding, 
in a practical sense, to the intellectual realities of society, structuration theory means 
that they (together with structures of domination and legitimation) were constantly 
open to interpretation and rearrangement in the process of reproduction, despite the 
tendency to simple repetition. Roger Chartier has adverted to a similar process. He 
contends that the population even in an autocratic society does not just passively 
assimilate conceptual systems imposed from above, they engage in their own 
ongoing, interpretative activity which reorganises and transforms the received 
materiaJ. 125 To Chartier, by such interpretative activity in relation to intellectual 
123 1bid .• 3!. 
124 A proposition implied to some extent by the influence which H.Schmidt saw ancient rhetoric exert over the 
development of law: "EinfluB der Rhetorik auf die Gestaltung der Richterlichen Entscheidungen in den 
Papyri", JJP IV (!950). 165-177. 
125 R. Chartier, "Intellectual History or Sociological History? The French Trajectories", in D. LaCapra and S.L. 
Kaplan, Modern European Intellectual History: Reappraisals and New Perspectives (Ithaca, New York, 
1982). 34 at 37-8. 
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aspects of society, people invite and bring about change. This is a very important 
consideration because it enables us to go some way towards identifying not so much 
where and when change occurred, because change is to be expected, but what 
symbolic concepts remained vigorous, by constant reappearance and deployment in 
fresh linguistic patterns, in articulating responses to the experience of certain aspects 
of society which were inherent and fundamental, such as power. Horrell also makes 
the point that power is fundamental to the process of change and consequently is 
present in any discussion of structuration. In structuration theory disparities of power 
account for disparities in the capacity of social actors to bring about transformation of 
the structures of society, including structures of signification. 126 This connection 
between the possession of power and the capacity for change may help explain the 
apparently formulaic or stereotypical nature of the language chosen for documents 
addressed to powerful officials, or why the interpretative and transformative activity 
of language users from small settlements in Greco-Roman Egypt seems limited, that 
is, they resorted to many of the same elements of the symbolic order and reproduced 
them in similar syntactic and textual configurations constantly over many centuries, 
as we will see, because as between themselves and their rulers they had the least 
capacity for change. However, a reduced capacity for change does not rule out 
interpretative activity, and it shows that the symbolic order provided resources of 
meaning for them. This idea lies behind much of what comes in following chapters 
but it is important at this juncture to examine the concept of power more closely. 
1.4.1 Formal and Informal Power. 
It has become recognised more generally that power is a very useful analytical tool 
for understanding societies and their structures. 127 The present writer tends to agree 
with the observation of B.D. Shaw that most definitions of power in political or social 
theory have some degree of application. 128 So it is not the intention here to digress 
126 D.G. Horrell, "The Development of Theological Ideology in Pauline Christianity", 225, 227. 
127 Runciman, Treatise and Mann, The Sources of Social Power. 
128 "Josephus: Roman Power and Responses to It" Athen. 83 (1995), 357-390 at 357. 
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into a long discussion of various theories of power. The remarks will be limited to 
some general points which seem particularly appropriate. 
Many theoretical conceptualisations of social institutions and institutional 
roles, like kings and officials give a strong impression of the coercive aspect of 
power, and subconsciously favour the 'coercion' paradigm of power, that is, 
something centred in the state and backed by force. 129 The controlling nature of 
institutions and their practices and rules reinforces this view. 130 But others take a 
more "distributive" view of power in society. W.G. Runciman defines power as "the 
capacity of persons to affect through either inducements or sanctions what is thought, 
felt, said or done by other persons." Thus understood power is always a reciprocal 
relationship, which involves "domination" when one party to the relationship has a 
greater degree of power, and "co-operation" when the relative power is more evenly 
balanced. And while it is undoubtedly true that all societies are comprised of 
institutions and these institutions have a coercive impact upon the members of 
society, Runciman argues that institutional patterns and regularities express three 
fundamental dimensions of power, namely, economic, ideological and coercive. It is 
important to note that this conception of power includes all spheres of social life, not 
just the political and it shows that the coercive is but one dimension of power. 
Runciman makes the point that power "has a contingent relation to status and 
economic class, not a necessary one", and as Giddens says, "power is not an 
inherently noxious phenomenon." 131 So we may agree with the views of scholars 
such as Simon Price who sees power as a conceptual tool for analysing "complex 
strategic" social situations and relationships, and diffused through the social structure, 
129 See J. Ober, 'Power and Oratory in Democratic Athens', in Worthington, Persuasion, 85-6. 
130 Runciman, Treatise, 2-3. Once in place, institutions operate as a vehicle of primary social control, both 
because they "control human conduct by setting up predefined patterns of conduct, which channel it in one 
direction as against the many other directions that would be theoretically possible.", and because they have a 
coercive power over society's members, both "by the sheer force of their facticity, and through the control 
mechanisms usually attached to the most important of them.", and therefore institutions constitute primary 
factors underlying the emergence, transmission and maintenance of a social order: see Berger and 
Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality, 72~3. 
131 W.G. Runciman, "Class, Status and Power", in J.A. Jackson, Social Stratification (CUP, Cambridge, 1968), 
25-61; Giddens, The Constitution of Society, 32. 
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and Josiah Ober who relies upon the notion that power is not centralised in the state 
but occupies many different social spaces, to explicate the process of rhetorical 
interaction at Classical Athens. The concept of interactions is fundamental to an 
understanding of this view of power since they are bound up with a regime of power 
which amounts to a collective cognitive conception of truth and reality. 132 It also 
helps to show that the interplay of language and power within the classical rhetorical 
tradition of Athenian social institutions fits into Giddens typology of structures of 
signification and legitimation. 
When we turn more specifically to the Greco-Roman world it is helpful to 
adopt Shaw's typology of power. He has argued, in light of the recursive nature of 
social structure, that two broad ideal-types of power are most useful in understanding 
Eastern responses to Roman power, namely, institutional or formal power and 
personal or informal power. 133 He argues that social systems in which personal 
power was a dominant factor in formation logically and historically precede those in 
which more formal or institutional types of power are dominant. Social systems 
which are strongly configured by personal power are based on types of control which 
emanate primarily from the person, and secondarily from his or her material and 
institutional resources. Power depends upon things like personal charisma, physical 
appearance, personal style, public persona, patronage, friendship and clientage and 
other ritualised forms of these basic relationships. 134 The opposite, the formal power 
system, channels power through fixed positions within the social structure, the 
institutional roles within institutional attributes. It is suggested that this is a very 
useful dualism with which to analyse the progression from Ptolemaic to Roman 
Egypt, since this in a general way exhibited just such a trend from the personal power 
of the Ptolemaic monarch to the more institutional power of Roman officials. This is 
132 Ober, 'Power and Oratory'. 
133 "Josephus: Roman Power and Responses to It", see fn 128. 
134 This formulation would include relationships of reciprocity which as we will see feature significantly in 
petitions and ancient prayer. See chapters 6 and 8 below, especially. 
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not to say that formal power was not a feature of Ptolemaic Egypt nor that informal 
power did not continue to play an important part in local communities in Roman 
Egypt. It does however mean that formal or institutional power became more 
entrenched in Roman Egypt. We will examine this idea more closely in chapter 3, but 
it is important to elaborate the distinction between formal and informal now by 
observing that at least in Greco-Roman Egypt, a balance between the personal and the 
formal or institutional dimensions of power tended to be the test of legitimacy. In 
other words, personal charisma, physical appearance, public persona, and clientage 
played a very significant part, but a sovereign or an official was seen as legitimate if 
the exercise of his formal power was circumscribed by positive ethical qualities and 
the rule of law, since these lead to material conditions of good government and social 
order. An imbalance towards personal power carne, especially in the Roman period, 
to be portrayed as the antithesis, a breach of order and source of failure of ethical and 
legal standards leading to anomie social conditions. Again this matter will be 
discussed in more detail in later chapters, but we can see at this point how power is 
integral to the social problem of anomie, about which we will have something to say 
shortly. However, it can be seen that power is most useful when conceptualised as 
something more than the purely political or coercive but suffused through the social 
structure. The next step in the model requires explication of the notion of 
legitimation of power, that is, the process of making sense of it. 
1.4.2 Legitimation 
Scholars have always understood that a connection existed between the intellectual 
aspects of social life and structures of domination, the political and economic, to the 
extent that conceptual systems or ideologies could function as a political expedient 
for rulers. Even the most despotic rulers must spend some time clothing themselves 
in a persona acceptable to those they rule. This interrelationship between ruler and 
ruled was understood in the ancient world, expressed, for example, in basic ideas, 
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such as, Euvota, the basis of the king or emperor's rule. 135 In classical scholarship 
this interrelationship is designated by phrases such as "legitimation of rule", in which 
the linguistic framework is equated with the ideology of the ruling elite.136 
This raises a rather difficult problem about the appropriate theoretical view of 
ideology, principally its nature and function, and that is usually addressed by asking 
whether to approach it from either a "critical" or "neutral" perspective. 137 In 
structuration theory, Giddens basically takes a "critical" view of ideology, at least 
according to Horrell. 138 At first blush it seems that there is some correspondence 
between structures of signification in structuration theory and conventional views of 
conceptual systems in ancient history, especially views of ideology, because most 
scholars of the ancient world have taken a "critical" view of conceptual systems to 
which they have assigned a political function. 6Eos-, l:wn]p, EuEpyhl]S" denoted the 
performance of a function, and not "membership of a class in the hierarchy of 
beings." 139 The function was heavily political and diplomatic. But Giddens identifies 
three forms of ideology: the representation of sectional interests as universal ones, the 
denial or transmutation of contradictions and the naturalisation or reification of the 
present. 140 It will be suggested in this thesis that most scholars have placed the 
135 See eg Schubart, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal"; E. Goodenough, "The political philosophy of Hellenistic 
kingship"; Le Blois, 'Traditional Virtues and New Spiritual Qualities in the Third Century Views of Empire, 
Emperorship and Practical Politics', in Mnemosyne 41, 2, (1994), 166-76. We may compare Veyne's view 
that the phenomenon of euergetism in the ancient world was in truth based upon an "historical, ideological 
or conventional pact" between the plebs and the notables: Bread and Circuses, 155ff. This conception 
implies a degree of reliance by the elite on the people, a position alien to, say, the attitude of De Ste Croix in 
Class Struggle to the effect that the relationship between elite and general population was simply 
unrestrained exploitation of the latter by the former. 
136 In terms of structuration theory, "legitimation of rule" would presumably refer to a perceived process of 
connecting asymmetries of power with symbolic orders of signification, that is, conceptual or belief systems, 
to legitimate the dominance of sectional interests. In this structures of signification, symbolic orders and 
modes of discourse, become the principle institutional locus for ideology, by which is meant asymmetries of 
domination "which connect signification to the legitimation of sectional interests.": the Constitution of 
Society, 32-3. This question is considered further in chapter 5. There is scope for confusion here with 
Giddens third type of structure, structures of legitimation, by which he means legal institutions and 
normative regulation, see above. In this thesis, these structures will be referred to as "legal institutions, the 
legal system, systems of norms etc" to minimise confusion between this and the concept of legitimation 
taken from Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality, discussed shortly. 
137 These are the categories given by J.B. Thompson, Studies in the Theory of Ideology (Polity Press, 
Cambridge. 1984). 
138 "The Development of Theological Ideology in Pauline Christianity", at 225. 
139 A.D. Nock, "Soter and Euergetes", in Essays on Religion in the Ancient World (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1972). 720-735. at 722. 
140 Central Problems in Social Theory (Macmillan, London, 1979), 193-96; Thompson, Studies in the Theory of 
Ideology. 131. 
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conceptual systems such as that associated with the ruler cult within the first category, 
whereas the work of Price and others suggests it should be placed in the third 
category which is generally more likely to refer to religious phenomena. 141 This is a 
problem which needs to be addressed in detail because it will influence our ultimate 
conclusions about the significance of language use studied in this thesis. But it is 
actually more convenient to delay it until we consider the symbolic order of Greco-
Roman Egypt in chapter 5. 
What is important to say now however is that one must bear in mind the wider 
importance in society of symbolic orders beyond the legitimation of relations of 
domination for particular sectional interests, a point of some consequence for the 
argument of this thesis. The symbolic order of a society undoubtedly does provide 
the locus for ideology with political outcomes, in the sense that they may help 
maintain existing distributions of power, and allow those that have it to keep it. But 
in the view of the present writer, it is very difficult to understand the way 
communities used intellectual resources and language to respond to forms of what 
was to them immense power, such as the Hellenistic kings and Romans, if we align 
the intellectual only with oppression. Despite what Marxists may have once thought, 
societies are not essentially a cauldron of dysfunction and conflict, although they can 
come into such a condition. Some social theories concentrate on the integrative and 
socially stabilising dimension of legitimation, especially the theories of Peter Berger 
and Thomas Luckmann, and it is this focus which will be explored in this thesis. 142 
They argue that once social institutions are established, various formulae, "consistent 
and comprehensive in terms of the institutional order", become necessary to 
legitimate the institutional order to the society and its succeeding generations. As the 
institutional order expands, it develops "a corresponding canopy of legitimations 
stretching over it a protective cover of both cognitive and normative 
141 A point made by Horrel1, "The Development of Theological Ideology in Pauline Christianity", 225-6 and see 
further chapter 5. 
142 From their treatise on the sociology of knowledge The Social Construction of Reality. 
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interpretation." 143 Thus the function of legitimation is to infuse meaning into an 
institution, to make it "objectively available and subjectively plausible." 
Berger and Luckmann distinguish, analytically between different levels of 
legitimation, but for our purposes other levels of legitimation are subsumed within the 
most comprehensive level, constituted by symbolic universes. A symbolic universe is 
defined as a body of theoretical tradition that integrates "different provinces of 
meaning" and encompasses "the institutional order in a symbolic totality." 
"Symbolic" denotes "processes of signification that refer to realities other than those 
of everyday experience" .144 So symbols are very much intellectual phenomena, 
abstracted concepts which expand the meanings of everyday life. Such a definition 
would include the meanings in any idealised system, including religion, which will be 
. h 'd l'k ' d ' ' 145 important w en we come to cons1 er terms 1 e aw-r11 p an EUEPYETllS'· It 
promotes a focus upon the normative, upon what ought to be rather than upon what is. 
Thus it overlaps with the structures of legitimation comprised in legal institutions 
which Giddens proffers as one of his three types of social structural properties. 
It is worth pointing out that the notion of symbolic universes also has many 
similarities with analysis of culture in symbolic terms. Symbolic anthropologists, 
such as Clifford Geertz, viewed culture as a phenomenon which is embedded in 
public observable symbols. 146 Thus culture is a body of "symbols through which the 
members of a society communicate their world view, value-orientations, ethos, and 
all the rest to one another, to future generations." 147 Another perspective which 
143 At 79. 
144 113. Jan Morris has pointed out that more recent scholarship has followed two basic ways to interpret 
symbols, the 'direct' and the 'linguistic'. In the direct approach, symbols are just a sort of code in which X 
stands for Y and all the researcher need do is find out what Y is. The linguistic approach symbols are part of 
a semiotic system analogous to a language. Both approaches have problems: the direct approach is too 
simplistic and the linguistic approach involves assuming that all signs are arbitrary, which they are not. As 
Morris says, it is therefore better to interpret symbols through a position somewhere between the two. See 
Death-Ritual and Social Structure, 17 ff, fn 119 above. 
145 P. Ricoeur, "The Symbol Gives Rise to Thought", in W.H. Capps, Ways of Understanding Religion 
(MacMillan, New York, 1972), 309-321. See further chapter 5 below. 
146 C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (Basic Books, New York, 1973). 
147 Sherry B. Ortner, "Theory in Anthropology since the Sixties", fn 88 above. 
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derives from the ideas of Wittgenstein, is to say culture is the rules, norms and values 
which form "the logical space .. .in which a community of people think and see." 148 
As such culture is a matrix of meanings and encompasses within it such things as 
ideology, religious beliefs and rituals, which in turn are all part of or manifestations 
of culture. This universe can be broken down into symbolic sub-sets, which include 
religious belief systems, ideologies and the specific mentalities of various groups. 149 
Horrell also makes the point that there is a large degree of correspondence between 
the "symbolic universe" and Giddens symbolic orders and modes of discourse which 
comprise structures of signification. 150 
But we must emphasise that it is a real virtue of Berger and Luckmann 
conception of legitimation that it gives an understanding of the connections between 
structures of signification and social stability in the face of asymmetries of 
domination or power. The authors argue that the most typical purpose motivating 
legitimation is integration in one form or another, which engenders such plausibility 
on two levels: first, by enabling the totality of the institutional order to make sense to 
participants; and secondly, by making meaningful the totality of an individual's 
life. 151 In a symbolic universe of Berger and Luckmann, all the sectors of the 
institutional order are integrated in an all-embracing frame of reference. The process 
of legitimation has a cohesive effect on the collective functioning of societies because 
it both gives intellectual plausibility to institutional power and thereby helps to meet 
any underlying threat or perception of anomie. 152 It is primarily this idea which 
indicates a way of understanding the potentially genuine religious sense of the cult of 
the ruler, in Greco-Roman Egypt. 
148 H. McDonald, The Normative Basis of Culture (Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge, 1986), 3 
149 See section 1.4 and fn 68. R. Wuthnow, "Comparative Ideology", /JCS 22,3-4 (1981), 121-140. Culture is 
also sometimes defined as a generalised body of socially acquired knowledge, in which case, of course, 
institutionalised rules and norms would form but one part: see R.A. Hudson, Sociolinguistics; Goodenough, 
Culture, Language, and Society. 
ISO D.G. Horrell, "Converging Ideologies: Berger and Luckmann and the Pastoral Epistles", JSNT 50 (1950), 
85-103. 
151 At110. 
152 Cf F. Dunand, "Pour ou centre une Science des Religions", Dialogues d'Histoire Ancienne 2 (1976), 479-
491. 
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Anomie itself has been an important concept in social theory. In the ancient 
world, the desire for peace, prosperity and the avoidance of adverse circumstances 
produced by internal social tensions was as an essential part of the composition of 
society as those tensions themselves. Marco Orru says that the concept of anomie is 
fundamental in a social sense because it "offers an assessment of the historical 
conditions of the individual-society relationship, while entertaining, implicitly or 
explicitly, a view of the desirable, ideal condition." 153 It will be argued that the 
connection between the objective plausibility of formal or institutional power, social 
stability and perceptions of anomie formed an essential conceptual axis in Greco-
Roman Egypt, around which structures of signification, domination and legitimation 
were all instantiated. The antithesis between stable government and prosperity on the 
one hand and chaos and war on the other is a well known theme in literature from the 
ancient world. 154 But anomie need not refer only to extremities like generalised 
conditions of lawlessness and disorder brought about by civil unrest or war, even if 
these could be frequent enough within Egypt of both the Hellenistic and the Roman 
periods. 155 It is a term which can characterise the violence within small villages 
between individuals or groups, social disruption caused by economic stress, famine, 
drought, or sickness. At this point we see how it blends with the more narrow idea of 
breach of the law or ethical norms. In the Greek thought of the classical period 
avo11ia appears in many associated ideas, such as, inhumanity, impiety and injustice. 
We will see that these find frequent correlates in the sources from the Greco-Roman 
period and their nemesis is expressed in corresponding and detoxifying positive 
153 Anomie: History and Meanings (Allen & Unwin, Boston, 1987), 8. 
154 Eg Anonym us Iamblichi fr 6.1 contrasted EUvoJ.L(a and dvo11-ta; cf Isoc., Panegyr. 39; Plul, Moralia 755B. 
155 J. Bingen, "Les tensions structurelles de Ia societe ptolemarque", inAtti del XVII Congresso lnternationale 
di Papirologia, Napoli, 19·26 maggio, 1983, vols I-III (Centro Internazionale per lo Studio dei Papiri 
Ercolanesi, Naples, 1984), 921-937, presents a generally accepted view that Ptolemaic Egypt had inherent 
structural tensions from III BC, between Greeks and Greeks and Greeks and Egyptians, which grew worse in 
II and 1 BC, resulting in the weakening of the sovereign's rule, Egyptian revolts and dynastic discord. See 
also F.W. Walbank, The Hellenistic World (Fontana, 1981), 119. In the Roman period note the Alexandrian 
pogrom against the Jews in 38 AD, the revolt of the Jews of Egypt in 115·7 AD and the uprising, centred in 
the Boukolia marshes and lead by an Egyptian priest, of 172-3 AD which had to be put down by the 
governor of Syria: SeeN. Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman Rule, 201, 205. Rostovtzeff, SEHRE, 677 fn 
52, records also the general disturbances in Egypt during the time of Antoninus Pius and the wholesale 
depopulation of some villages at the end of II AD. See further chapter 3. 
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virtues of legitimated officials, such mercy, qn;l.av8pwnia and the rule of law. So the 
confrontation between the legitimate and illegitimate was a basic and continuous 
theme in those documents from Greco-Roman which dealt with disputes, especially 
those arising from behaviour which involved transgression of normative values. 156 
Consequently, the tension between EUVOIJ.ta and civo11ia is central to the 
legitimation of the power of monarchs and officials. The asymmetries of domination 
inherent in the institutionalised position and power of monarchs and officials 
presented a beneficial side to the population because they were perceived as a source 
of stability by helping to ameliorate and neutralise the anomie effects of asymmetries 
of power in personal or extra-institutional social relations. Very often such responses 
were expressed in language which set the positive virtues of the sovereign and his 
officials in opposition to the illegitimacy of wrongdoers. The designation of 
monarchs and officials in roles defined by positive ethical and ideal attributes such as 
saviour, carer, father or helper were fulcrums of social stability at a conceptual level 
and they were given further definition by descriptions of wrongdoers as perpetrators 
of anomie behaviour, evil, unjust or extortionate. 
Here we must introduce another concept which is directly connected with the 
tension between legitimacy and social instability. Institutions must be represented by 
and function through human agency. In bringing about the functioning of institutions 
these agents fill roles. At the heart of this concept is the observation that social 
individuals and groups express capacities and perform actions which are regulated or 
set in patterns of regularity which represent the institutional order. 157 The idea of 
people filling roles therefore involves elements of Giddens' concept of 
"knowledgeable social actors". Roles have an on going significance and intelligibility 
156 Orru, Anomie, ch 2, where he notes that in early Greek thought, as portrayed in Hesiod and Sophocles, 
anomia is associated with the breach of existing social norms and customs. 
157 Runciman, Treatise at 8, says roles are positions in society "embodying consistently recurring patterns of 
institutional behaviour informed by mutually shared beliefs and expectations about their incumbent's 
capacity directly or indirectly to influence the behaviour of each other." 
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derived "from their utilisation in human conduct.'"58 Actions are performed by 
individuals in roles in recurring patterns, informed by a shared body of knowledge, or 
culture, which is comprised of such things as norms, religious and ethical systems. 
Because a symbolic universe transcends and includes the institutional order, 
institutional roles become modes of participation in it. Some roles are linguistically 
objectivated in "highly complex symbolisations of reality, and represent them in 
experience" and may symbolically represent the order in its totality, which helps 
integrate the various representations of institutions. 159 By virtue of the social roles he 
or she plays the social actor is inducted into specific areas of socially objectivated 
knowledge. 160 So "the institutional order is real only in so far as it is realised in 
performed roles" and that, "on the other hand, roles are representative of an 
institutional order that defines their character and from which they derive their 
objective sense."161 
The importance of these notions lies in their capacity to give a cogent 
explanation of the creation of meanings in social interactions. It is inherent, in fact, in 
the idea of legitimation that interactions will take place. When social theorists speak 
of a "process" of giving meaning to social institutions, of making them plausible and 
available, they are assuming interaction between social actors and institutions. 
Symbolic orders, seen as coagulations of symbols, linguistic frameworks, rules and 
procedures instantiated in social roles can be used to explain the language which we 
find in petitions and extant transcripts of court proceedings. The conceptual 
categories of classical rhetoric became attached to the roles of lawyer and litigant, 
judge and jury. Petitioner or litigant was a social role in the same way as an 
administrative officiaL The petitioner was helpless (af3oTJ8T]Tos-) while the official 
158 Berger and Luckmann, Social Construction, 93. This formulation would encompass the recursive practices 
of social actors in structuration theory. 
159 Ibid., 93. This was the role of the Ptolemaic sovereign, and later the Roman emperor, and to a lesser extent 
powerful Roman procurators in Egypt such as the prefect and epistrategos. See further examples in chapter 
5. 
160 Ibid., 94 In the case of Ptolemaic and Roman petitioners included the linguistic framework of ancient 
rhetorical theory and practice, via the scribes who generally wrote petitions. See further chapter 2. 
161 Ibid., 96 
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was saviour benefactor or helper. 162 The relationship between petitioner and 
wrongdoer was often expressed in terms of disparities of power, especially in terms of 
honour and shame. The role of the official therefore was cast in the ethical 
symbolism of the social space where good order and stability were located, the 
wrongdoer where disorder and chaos lurked. When social actors were categorised in 
the role of petitioner, wrongdoer or official through the language of the document, 
they became clothed in the persona and the symbolic language appropriate to these 
roles, drawn from the symbolic universe and deployed to make sense of the 
relationships of power inherent in the situation giving rise to the petition or dispute 
and in the interaction with the official from whom assistance was sought. 
1.5 LANGUAGE, MEANING AND INTERACTION 
As we have already noted language is closely connected to intellectual activity, and 
this indicates how the models of legitimation and structuration can be linked to 
language use. Both legitimation and structuration provide, amongst other things, 
models for understanding how the power diffused through a social structure is 
collectively understood and given meaning. Here it is suggested that the connection 
is made by seeing language as a form of social action, usually requiring interaction 
between two or more persons. If language is understood as a form of social activity, 
it becomes easier to see how its use conveys and produces meaning. Interactions can 
take many different forms. Most often we think of face to face dialogue in language 
use. Face to face interaction can take place in a highly institutionalised context, like a 
court room. But linguistic interactions can be written, as in the exchange of letters. A 
petition to an official for help embodies such an interaction. 
But in order to understand the symbolic meanings which are in play we need 
to look at the social context of the interaction. A concentration upon language as 
interaction makes it apparent that the context of the language use is a necessary and 
162 See further chapters 5, 6 and 7 
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integral factor in the generation and understanding of meaning. Context is crucial to 
theories of language like pragmatics and discourse analysis because they emphasise 
an interactional perspective. 163 In theories of discourse language is seen as a form of 
social action, language as behaviour, in particular as a way to establish and maintain 
social relationships or negotiate different situations. 164 Wittgenstein understood 
meaning in language to be found in the intermeshing of language and practice. 165 
Accordingly, the meanings produced cannot be limited to a theoretical level but must 
also be sought in the social and cultural context in which the language is used. 166 On 
that basis, texts provide important evidence for the production, expression, 
reproduction and transmission of collective conceptual phenomena, and thus can be 
understood at the same time both as a representation of and as constitutive of material 
social reality. 167 
Further, the interactional approach to language neatly connects with the theory 
of structuration. Language is a critical part of the social and symbolic order of a 
culture. 168 In structuralist terms, if culture is a matrix of symbolic meanings, "a 
semiotic construct", the semantic system, or language, should be understood and 
studied as one of the primary semiotic systems which encodes those meanings. Thus 
even if there is much in culture that is not embedded in language, 169 it does articulate 
163 A prime example is the work of E. Beneviste, Problems in General Linguistics (Uni. of Miami Press, 
Florida, 1971). See also G. Brown and G. Yule, Discourse Analysis, which defines discourse in terms of 
pragmatics. However, it must be pointed out that the work of Beneviste and those who follow him 
ultimately perpetuate the distinction between language as idealised system and language in historical 
context. They achieve "for the category of 'parole' (as discourse), what Saussure achieved in relation to 
'langue' (as system)", seeP. Goodrich, Legal Discourse, 135. 
164 G. Brown and G. Yule, Discourse Analysis (CUP, Cambridge, 1986) 
165 Giddens, Social Theory Today, 205 
166 B.J. Malina, The New Testament World: Insights from Cultural Anthropology (SCM Press Ltd, 1983), 1 ff; 
R.A. Hudson, Sociolinguistics, p84 ff. C. Sourvinou-Inwood, op. cit. 
167 See W.J. Bowsma, "Intellectual History in the 1980s: From the History ofldeas to History of Meaning", 1/H 
12 (1981), 279ff; S. Clark, 'The Annates Historians', in Skinner, The Return of Grand Theory, 179-98; 
Toews, 'Intellectual history'; R. Wuthnow, Communities of Discourse (Harvard University Press, Cam., 
Mass .• 1989). 
168 Crick, Explorations, 65-6; B.G. Blount (ed.), Language, Culture and Society (Winthrop Publishers Inc., 
1974), esp. Part 2. See alsoP. Burke and R. Porter, The Social History of Language (CUP, 1987), I 
169 Crick, toe. cit. Philosophers as well as anthropologists have appreciated social actions express cultural 
meaning and that language use should be incorporated into general theories of action. This is seen 
especially in "speech act" theory. See, for example, J.L. Austin, How To Do Things With Words (Clarendon 
Press. Oxford. 1962), J. Searle (ed.). The Philosophy of Language (OUP. 1971). D.M. de Souza Filho. 
Language and Action: a Reassessment of Speech Act Theory (J. Benjamin Pub. Co., 1984) 
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collective cognitive systems, a society's cultural perceptions and thought. 170 So in 
functional linguistics, the semantic system of language is one form of the 
actualisation of the social structure. 171 Language in fact has a dialectical relation to 
society: "language is controlled by the social structure, and the social structure is 
maintained and transmitted through language.'" 72 Consequently, social actors and 
their use of language are critical to the maintenance and reproduction of, and 
therefore change in, the social structure. The type of behaviour or social practice is 
specifically designated as discourse, an "exchange of meanings" in different contexts, 
whereby "people act out the social structure, affirming their own statuses and roles, 
and establishing and transmitting the shared systems of value and of knowledge." 173 
All this is also very apt to illuminate the notion of legitimation. The process 
of making the institutional order plausible and intellectually accessible through 
symbolic resources must be integral to or intimately linked with the maintenance and 
reproduction of the social structure. Language is fundamental to the articulation and 
dissemination of a symbolic universe and therefore to the process of legitimation. 
Berger and Luckmann express it as follows, "Any significant theme that...spans 
spheres of reality may be defined as a symbol, and the linguistic mode by which such 
transcendence is achieved may be called symbolic language ... Language constructs 
immense edifices of symbolic representations that appear to tower over the reality of 
everyday life like gigantic presences from another world .. .ln this manner symbolism 
and symbolic language become essential constituents of the reality of everyday life 
and of the common sense apprehension of this reality." 174 "Language provides the 
170 Corfield, 'Introduction: historians and language', at 14 and works cited there. 
171 M.A.K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic (Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, 1978), esp. Ch. 6, 113-4, 
123. There may be some similarities here with Aristotle's notion of language which "actualises" (Oaa 
EvEpyoilvTa <JT)~.w{vn) in rhetoric: Rhet., III, 11 ff 
172 Ibid., 89 
173 Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 2. Modern jurisprudence suggests that the notion of discourse is 
also apt to explain the processes of legal systems. Goodrich has argued persuasively that law and its 
processes should be seen as forms of an institutional discursive practice, that is, social and political 
discourse, "as a rhetoric or dialogue between legal speaker, legal institution and the various codes, contexts 
and audiences of the law", seeP. Goodrich, Legal Discourse, 1. 
174 Social Construction, 55. In many ways this is close to the ideas of Kenneth Burke, "Human beings are 
symbol users. Objects and events are interpreted are given meaning. The symbols that are used are ways of 
naming and describing. In that process selections are made and meanings is created. Language cannot be 
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fundamental superimposition of logic on the objectivated social world. The edifice of 
legitimations is built upon language and uses language as its principal 
instrumentality.'" 75 Therefore when language is understood as a type of social 
behaviour, it can be seen how it constitutes the medium for continuance and change in 
the social structure and institutional order and the means by which to invoke symbols 
to give sense and plausibility to these for the general community. This can happen 
not only in every day dialogue but in all types of linguistic interaction including 
interaction through written instruments in an epistolographical tradition. 
When we come to apply these theoretical principles to Greco-Roman Egypt it 
will be argued that there were structures of signification, domination and institutions 
of law in Egypt of the Greco-Roman period. The main focus of this thesis will be 
aspects of the structures of signification, the symbolic order and modes of discourse 
through which it was articulated. The language of certain categories of document 
embodied and indeed instantiated elements of the symbolic order. The language 
found in these documents is primary evidence of how the symbolic universe was 
employed to legitimate and make sense of power within the institutional order and the 
wider social structure. Principally it will be argued that the process of legitimating 
the power not only of Hellenistic kings or the Roman emperor, but also Ptolemaic and 
Roman officials involved the rhetorical and conventional or ritualistic use of 
language, which far from being meaningless was given added meaning by virtue of its 
formulaic character, which in fact was a prime indicator of its recursive use, since the 
same structures and lexical items were repeated consistently over centuries, even 
though change was also present. The symbolic order as it was applied to the personal 
and institutional power of the sovereign and his officials had to be imbued with a high 
degree of symbolic signification to maximise their efficacy and that is why there was 
separated from action because what the action means and what it is addressed to is symbolic in its content. 
Action cannot be separated from language because the situation within which the actor acts is defined and 
understood by the actor through the concepts available to him.", quoted from R. Gusfield, Kenneth Burke: 
On Symbols and Society (University of Chicago Press, 1989), 10-11. 
175 At 82. See also 93, 102-5. 
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a persistent resort to religious models and ideas, as we will see. But what is most 
interesting is that it can be seen that all of the three main types of structures of 
structuration theory coalesced in this process. The language embodied the symbolic 
order, while the context for these linguistic interactions was provided by the 
underlying structures of the legal system, its concepts, rules and procedures, and the 
structures of domination were represented by the officials whose positions were, 
(recursively) then the object of legitimation, and the social roles, such as debtor and 
creditor, landlord and tenant which were implicated in the fundamental economic 
categories of rent, taxation and liturgies. Oppositions between social types, such as, 
rich and poor and weak and strong, which comprised elements of the symbolic 
universe were employed as part of the process of legitimating formal positions of 
power, while reflecting realities of the structures of domination and the legal system. 
The definition of the illegitimate was a necessary part of defining the legitimate. 
Thus the characterisation of the behaviour of a wrongdoer as ou f!E'rpiws or avof!WS' 
or as contemptuous of weakness placed them in the symbolic realm of anomie chaos 
and also formed part of the legitimation of the official to whom petitions were 
addressed by defining his goodness and legitimacy through a contrast with their evil. 
1.6 CONCLUSION 
The argument in this chapter has sought to establish several things. First, language 
and language use comprise a crucial form of evidence for understanding the past. 
Secondly, the traditional attitudes to antiquity have not adequately explored the full 
dimensions of language as evidence of society and culture. Thirdly, this failure has 
largely come about because students of antiquity have remained somewhat constricted 
in their pool of analytical concepts. Fourthly, the comparative use of models, as a 
form of analytical theory derived from the social sciences, can provide a very 
satisfactory alternative to address deficiencies of method, and place language at the 
centre of social study. These comments set the context for the development of the 
rest of the thesis. The next chapter will discuss the sources in more detail from the 
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Ptolemaic and Roman periods of Egypt, basically III BC to IV AD. Chapter 3 will 
descend from the theoretical and will attempt to unite the theoretical ideas of this 
chapter with aspects of the economic and social structure of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
Chapter 4 is important because it looks at aspects of textual structure in petitions, 
within which ritualistic, religious, legal and ethical language was used to make sense 
of power. It sets some examples of petitions in full so that the reader can gain a better 
perspective on the ritual and formulaic features of the documents. Chapter 5 deals 
with relevant aspects of the symbolic order of Greco-Roman Egypt, especially 
concepts of euergetism, saviour and benefactor, but also normative motifs about such 
things as justice, the rule of law and compassionate qualities like mercy and chapter 6 
discusses a particularly important element, namely the relationship of reciprocity 
articulated in the language of supplication. Chapter 7 shows how the social 
relationships in petitions were often articulated in terms of disparities of power, 
between the strong and the weak or the rich and the poor and this was used to build a 
picture of illegitimate power confronting the stability of the current structure. It will 
be seen how petitioners used symbolic language to set their own weakness in contrast 
to the legitimate power of the official and the illegitimate power of the wrongdoer, 
which in turn established a confrontation between formal and personal power. 
Chapter 8 considers the connections between the language and structures of petitions 
and documents from other social spheres such as the religious to show that the ancient 
mentality used religious symbolism and concepts to respond to the power of not just 
monarchs but secular officials. Chapter 9 will provide a conclusion and attempt to tie 
the threads of the argument together. 
CHAPTER2. 
SOURCES 
Petitions, Speeches and Prayers 
2.1 SOURCES 
The model of social action which was outlined in chapter I suggests that the reality of 
social power in the ancient world was made sense of or "legitimated" through 
linguistic interactions which themselves exploited the content of a symbolic universe. 
The purpose of the present chapter is to consider the sources to which the model is to 
be applied. The thesis will use as its principal sources a body of documents in the 
category known usually as petitions, from which the opening quotations in the last 
chapter were taken. The reasons for this are discussed at length in what follows but 
we may note here that scholars have for many years been aware that petitions 
especially among the many types of document which have survived from the ancient 
world present us with a wide panorama of the mentality and customs of Greco-Roman 
Egypt. 1 However, the information gleaned from petitions will be compared with and 
supplemented with material from certain other specific sources, namely, the classical 
orators, transcripts of court proceedings from Greco-Roman Egypt, judicial prayers 
and the Greek novels. The reasons for these choices will also appear as the discussion 
progresses. 
But first it is important to set some general parameters. To begin it is 
necessary to prescribe the chronological period which the evidence is to cover. The 
period considered in this thesis extends from about 304 BC to about mid IV AD. This 
temporal expanse will be broken, in discussion, into more specific intervals, 
following the conventions in scholastic discourse: the Ptolemaic (c.304 BC to the 
Battle of Actium in 31 BC), the Roman (31 BC to c. 290-305 AD or the reforms of 
Diocletian) and the early Byzantine (IV AD). Reference can certainly be made to 
Eg 0. Montevecchi, La Papirologia (Societa editrice internationale Torino, 1973) 
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papyri of later centuries for comparative purposes, since petitions and transcripts of 
court proceedings are extant until the time of the Arab conquests of Egypt in VII AD. 
The work of others has suggested that appropriate termination points may be II AD or 
III AD. The studies of Kovel'man lead him to conclude that a trend to abstract 
mentality in petitions began in II AD.2 Zilliacus saw an important period of change in 
III AD.3 
But there are good reasons for terminating the present study in IV AD. One 
reason is that scholars traditionally see the fourth century as the period of transition to 
what is called "late antiquity."4 The growth of abstract terms and conceptualisations 
of powerful figures in II and III AD developed out of the conceptual categories of the 
Ptolemaic and early Roman periods, and, as we will see in chapter 4, may indicate the 
influence of the Second Sophistic. But in IV AD the many substantial changes, 
which shaped late antiquity, or the Byzantine era, took place and the complexity of 
these and their relationship to the language of petitions require separate treatment, in 
the view of the present writer. 5 Although many of the themes and linguistic motifs of 
earlier centuries continue into IV AD, one can point to the growth of Christianity and 
a more extensive reliance upon literary sources, such as the novels and the Christian 
literature, by the writers of petitions as factors which make the period late IV to VII 
AD apt for special treatment. 6 
We come then to the more difficult questions, which involve selection of 
evidence which best fits with the model set out in chapter I. Evidence of language as 
2 A.B. Kovel'man, "The Rhetoric of Petitions and its Influence on Popular Social Awareness in Roman 
Egypt." 168 VDI, 170-84 (in Russian) 
3 H. Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen und HOflichkeitstiteln im Griechischen", 
Comm. Hum. Litt. XV.3 (1949),1-111. 
4 See for example R.S. Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity (Princeton Uni. Press, Princeton, 1993) 
5 This view is well supported by the study of H. Zilliacus, referred to in fn 3. He demonstrates how many 
words and concepts from the classical, Hellenistic and early Roman periods went to make up elements of the 
"Byzantine" style. But he also shows that IV AD was in many ways a point of departure for a new era 
which laid the ground for many later developments in late antiquity and the medieval period and for this 
reason the Byzantine style constituted a special type of language use, distinguished by its overwhelming 
preference for abstract concepts in address to powerful figures. See further chapter 5 below. 
6 This is the point made by Kovel'man, "The Rhetoric of Petitions"; 'From Logos to Mythos' 28 BASP (1991) 
135-152. 
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action presents a number of obvious problems in the study of past societies, but it is 
clear that the concept of linguistic interaction must be of major significance in 
determining the appropriate sources. On this basis alone certain types of linguistic 
evidence are of less utility than others. The sources must be ones in which the 
symbolic universe or universes of Greco-Roman Egypt can be identified, and which 
permit an analysis of the way language was used to make sense of social power. For 
historical purposes, "intellectual" phenomena can be found in a variety of cultural 
productions such as ritual, ceremony, and artistic works like sculpture and in 
architecture. Often discussion of intellectual history strays into a debate about 
"popular" versus "elite" forms of cultural expression. It is unnecessary here to 
embark upon a recitation of the elements of this problem except to note that the type 
of intellectual history which is envisaged in this thesis would generally be loosely 
classified as "popular". There have been several forays into the 'popular' dimensions 
of intellectual life in the ancient world. An exemplary work is the study of Greek 
popular morality at Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries by Sir Kenneth Dover.7 
He used the literary genres of comedy, tragedy and rhetoric. But there are at least two 
major problems in trying to emulate his approach. On the one hand classical Athens 
was a special socio-political entity. On the other the nature of the Greco-Roman 
world was such that the bulk of the surviving written evidence, indeed the bulk of 
what we know as classical literature, was produced by a very small section of the 
population, a wealthy and educated elite. As a result scholars have been forced to 
look for intellectual material among the literary genres, especially philosophers, but 
also poetry and rhetoric. This has rather pushed non-literary documentation, such as 
the epigraphic evidence, into the background. 8 
7 K.J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle (Oxford, 1974). Another example in 
English is L. Pearson, Popular Ethics in Ancient Greece(Stanford, 1962). 
8 See the comments of David Whitehead, "Cardinal Virtues: the language of public approbation in democratic 
Athens", Classica et Mediaevalia 44 (1993) 37-75, esp. 38-43. It may be said however that one of the 
strengths of Dover's work on popular morality Greek Popular Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle 
(Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1974) is its extensive reference to rhetorical tracts. But these stand as evidence of 
popular attitudes because of the nature of the Athenian society and the close link between the general 
community and court processes provided by the jury system. Even a study such as that of C. Panagopoulos, 
"Vocabulaire et Mentalite dans les Moralia de Plutarque." in Dialogues d'Histoire Ancienne 5 (1977) 197-
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But literary genres are not likely to be the best sources for providing 
understanding of the more general population, at least if they are used in isolation. 
David Whitehead has argued, in relation to classical Athens, that any account of 
popular intellectual material must closely consider inscriptions as well, primarily 
because there is a clear disjunction between, say, a philosopher like Plato and 
inscriptions.9 The virtue of the latter type of source is that it can bring us closer to 
"popular" intellectual realities. If we want to study the structures of signification and 
legitimation, in particular the operation of symbolic systems instantiated in the 
language used in the smaller centres of Greco-Roman Egypt, the information comes 
principally from small parcels of text such as honorific inscriptions, and documents 
on papyrus like petitions and transcripts of court proceedings. Some examples are 
scratchings upon pot-shards and graffiti. But the papyri, mostly from Egypt, and the 
many inscriptions on stone are much more numerous and stand as an invaluable 
storehouse of information. They provide one of the best sources of material from 
which to glean an understanding of how the general populace articulated responses 
and attitudes on a range of matters, including their relationship to the social elite and 
institutional power. 10 
But of course not all types of document are the same. It is here that the 
concept of context is very significant. If we can identify a relatively stable social and 
institutional context which was characterised by interactive language use, especially 
in response to power and by which documentary sources were produced consistently 
over a long period, we have some good controlling parameters within which to 
conduct a systematic analysis. In this thesis we will use sources produced within the 
specific context formed by judicial and administrative institutions in Greco-Roman 
235, although referring to inscriptions uses Plutarch as a kind of control to understand the language in the 
inscriptions. 
9 "Cardinal Virtues, 42: "One finds immediately, for example, that half of the Platonic quartet of virtues, 
andreia and sophia, are scarcely referred to at all {in inscriptions], while others such as eunoia and 
prothymia receive a degree of attention that no reader of Plato alone could ever have forecast." 
I 0 Sir Harold Bell noted the importance of petitions for social history in 1935, 'Proposals for a Social History 
of Greco-Roman Egypt,' IV International Congress of Papyrology (Florence, 1935), 39. 
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Egypt. These institutions are a good choice because, in structuration terms, they 
formed an institutional context in which structures of signification, the symbolic 
order, structures of domination and structures of normative regulation were all 
instantiated. 11 As we have argued, structure refers to the structural properties of 
social systems, which are comprised of rules and resources, and are instantiated in 
conduct, including linguistic conduct. 12 If we concentrate on rules for a moment, we 
can say that they have structuring qualities and the rules of social life are to be 
understood as generalised procedures, which can be formulated into legal systems. 
Those properties which are taken to be institutionalised, that is, to form institutions, 
are those with the greatest solidity across time and space. 13 So the administrative and 
judicial institutions of Greco-Roman Egypt were constituted by the bundle of various 
rules, including laws, social values, especially the antithesis of honour and shame, 
and resources whereby processes such as the submitting of petitions, the formation of 
courts, processes of referral among officials, and the mode of rhetorical discourse in 
the language of petitions, were employed, enacted and reproduced. This enactment 
and reproduction continued for the entire period under consideration in this thesis, III 
BC to IV AD. This means that within the legal and administrative context, symbolic 
conceptualisations of powerful figures, both good and bad, coalesced with structural 
economic relationships, such as, landlord and tenant, or taxation, which underlay 
disparities of power, and with the conceptual systems of the law, and its rules and 
procedures, and disparities of power were given cognitive coherence through the 
modes of discourse, many of which were derived from ancient rhetoric. 
More will be said on the economic and legal institutions in the next chapter 
but even though most would have a general comprehension of what these entailed, 
some words of caution are necessary. We can all easily assent to the suggestion that 
forensic institutions form a social context, but context is a problematical concept in 
II A. Giddens, The Constitution of Society: Outline of the Theory of Structuration (Polity Press, Cambridge, 
!984). 31·3. 
12 Ibid., xxxi. 
13 lbid.,21·24 
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itself. The mention of judicial and administrative context suggests one basic 
contextual dichotomy which is often resorted to, either consciously or unconsciously, 
namely, that between "public" and "private". Scholars have often classified the 
textual products of judicial and administrative institutions in Greco-Roman Egypt as 
"public" documents. However, beyond the difficulties of defining what is "private" 
and what is "public" in Greco-Roman Egypt, which we will mention in chapter 3, 
there is a very definite spatial and gender orientation in models of Mediterranean 
societies in which "public" equates to male space and "private" to female space. 14 
While this equation may be perfectly true and viable, in a discussion of language use 
there exists a potential for unnecessary misunderstandings which, in the view of the 
present writer, make the distinction unsuitable for the analysis of the collective 
symbolic order which was employed to make sense of power in the forensic contexts 
of Greco-Roman Egypt. As a consequence the question of context is best dealt with 
by reference to the formal or institutional versus informal or personal couplet which 
Shaw supports in his definitions of power, since although overlapping to some extent 
with an analysis based upon the "public" versus "private" dichotomy, they generally 
avoid its problems. 15 
Having said that, it is in fact relatively simple to recognise a social context in 
Greco-Roman Egypt to which linguistic interaction was integral and which almost by 
definition embraced tensions between formal, legitimate and institutional power on 
the one hand and informal, illegitimate and personal power on the other. In 
administrative and forensic areas, the Greeks and the Romans had a well developed 
system for the disposition of disputes and for processing the difficulties of individuals 
arising from their legal obligations and relations with the state. These are further 
discussed later, but it is well known that the volume of papyrus documents dated to 
the period during which the Greeks and then the Romans controlled Egypt has 
14 See David Cohen, Law, Sexuality and Society, esp. ch. 4. 
15 B.D. Shaw, "Josephus: Roman Power and Responses to It", Athenaeum 83 (1995), 357-390. See chapter 1, 
41. 
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provided a vast amount of information about the administrative and judicial 
institutions, within which disputes were mediated and individual difficulties were 
confronted through the system of legal rules, social values and norms, especially 
ethical concepts like justice and mercy, as well as through the evocation of legitimate 
authority and the application of socially endorsed power, as we shall see in later 
chapters. 16 There was between III BC and IV AD a great deal of development within 
administrative and legal institutions but at all times within them the amelioration of 
anomie tensions was critical. Thus a specific institutional environment can be 
identified which provides for the modern researcher a category of social context 
which can be treated as discrete for the purpose of analysis and within which it is 
possible to observe some of the particular dynamics of power relationships in Greco-
Roman Egypt. 
The nature and importance of administrative and legal institutions for Greco-
Roman Egypt have ensured that there is available a large body of material which can 
be defined or classified by this institutional context. Letters, petitions and transcripts 
of judicial proceedings are its products and record or embody an interaction with 
institutional power and specifically do so not only within the framework of the legal 
system but also within a linguistic or rhetorical framework. So this thesis will 
concentrate upon the documents from the administrative and judicial context, but 
especially petitions. Most of these are papyrus documents or ostraka, but some are 
also inscribed on stone, such as petitions directed to the Roman emperor. 17 There 
will also be some reference to sources such as inscriptions which fall outside the 
judicial and administrative context, for comparison and supplement. Petitions and 
transcripts of court proceedings contain the traces of the usually unseen lower classes, 
16 See especially chapter 7, passim. 
17 Petitions to Roman emperors inscribed in stone have survived and as will be seen in the next chapter they 
have substantial similarities to the structure of petitions which survive from Egypt, directed to officials such 
as the prefect. But it may be noted here that a petition to the prefect was clearly within the judicial and 
administrative context we have been discussing, while a petition to the emperor, such as the petition of the 
Scaptoparenians from Phrygia (/G Bulg IV 2236) to Gordian III (238 AD) could be said to have had a 
diplomatic dimension as well. Petitions on stone to lesser officials than the emperor also are found at 
various site within the ancient Roman empire such as Ephesos, eg, I Eph. I 2.213 (88/9 AD), a petition to the 
proconsul Lucius Pompeius Apollonius about the Ephesian mysteries. 
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and something of the conceptual systems within which they operated and which they 
drew upon. 18 However, the definition of context gives petitions and transcripts of 
proceedings a characteristic which is crucial. 
The context defined by the institutional environment in which petitions were 
sent, and for that matter arguments were made in court rooms, is very important not 
only because it helps define the relevant evidence but also because it helps make clear 
the operation of the notion of social roles which was introduced in the last chapter. 
The language used in petitions helps demonstrate the interrelation between social 
roles and language use. When petitions were written and sent to a representative of 
the government the official was addressed in a particular role. This notion of the 
official or institutional role which a magistrate filled, as distinct from his informal 
persona, was understood in classical Athens. Demosthenes makes this clear in his 
speech against Meidias, saying there is a big difference between attacking a man in 
his capacity as a magistrate and attacking him as a private citizen. The former attack 
is something which concerns the entire city. 19 Similarly, petitioners, as ideal typical 
representations of the weak and oppressed, not to mention advocates in court, filled a 
role. The petitioner, the wrongdoer and the official were cast in roles which provided 
points of access to the symbolic order which was comprised of linguistic resources 
within a framework of a special type of discourse. The way language was used to 
create these short texts took on an institutionalised character and the consistent resort 
to particular structures, phrases and words was in large part, though not totally, 
determined through association with these institutional roles and procedures. 
SuperfiCially, it is this which has given modern scholars the impression of 
"monotony" and stereotypical phraseology which we noted in the last chapter. But far 
from being inconsequential, repeated motifs and the formulaic nature of the language, 
18 The role of the petition as a vehicle for the humiliores to articulate their problems is plain in a later Roman 
text like P.Cair.Isidor. 73 (314 AD) in which the petitioners call themselves f)[IJ.Ei:S" E:AdT]TwvatS' 
O:ypotKOt, EA(hToVES' being the Greek equivalent of humiliores. 
19 Dem XXI.31-5. See also Cohen, Law, Sexuality and Society, at 71-2 
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especially in petitions, constitute a positive attribute, especially when used to examine 
how popular intellectual phenomena develop or continue over long periods.20 The 
discourse of administrative and judicial institutions was directed towards the 
invocation of power and the procedures for the redress of wrongs and approaches to 
the government were informed by a version of truth and reality which was basic "to 
meaningful interchange" .21 Sir Kenneth Dover makes this point clearly in discussing 
the forensic orators of Athens:22 
"A speaker in a lawcourt stood to lose money, property, his political rights, 
even on occasion his life .. .it was of the utmost importance that the speaker 
should adopt a persona which would convey a good impression. He could not 
afford to express or imply beliefs or principles which were likely to be 
offensive to the jury; at the same time, it was important that he should impose 
a discreditable persona upon his adversary. For this reason forensic oratory 
should be treated as our main source of data on popular morality. 
In Greco-Roman Egypt, all of the roles of petitioner, official, scribe and advocate 
were informed by the beliefs and expectations of the prevailing culture, as they were 
understood to apply in the forensic or administrative context. As will be seen, this 
culture, at an intellectual level, drew a close connection between power and law and 
set up a continuous resonance between legitimate power, preservation, help and 
justice and good government on the one hand and illegitimate power, hybris, 
extortion, illegality, violence and wrongdoing on the other.23 
2.2 PETITIONS AND LETTERS 
There has been no shortage of studies of petitions. Ptolemaic petitions have been 
given careful consideration by Di Bitonto, in a three part formal or structural analysis, 
the first concerning petitions to the king,24 the second petitions to officials,25 and the 
third dealing with fragments. 26 Although there appears to have been no exactly 
20 A point made by David Whitehead in relation to inscriptions: "Cardinal Virtues", 42. 
21 As Ober, 'Power and Oratory in Democratic Athens', puts it in Worthington, Persuasion, 87. 
22 Popular Morality, at 5-6 
23 Which is not to say that the concepts and metaphors of the forensic context were thought appropriate willy 
nilly to other contexts. Demosthenes XIII 17 shows that the ancient Athenians could distinguish different 
sets of attitudes for different contexts. In that speech the distinction is between being frightening under arms 
and kindly (<jnAciv9pwnos-) in courts. See also Dover, Popular Morality, 200. 
24 Di Bitonto (1967), 5·57. 
25 Di Bitonto (1968), 53-107. 
26 "Frammenti di petizioni tolemaiche", Aegyptus 56 (1976), I 07-143 
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similar structural study of petitions from the Roman period, White made a study of 
some seventy-one petitions on the basis of which he has drawn general conclusions 
about the structure of the official petition, for both the Ptolemaic and Roman 
periods.27 More recently, Bureth undertook a detailed study of the language used in 
Roman petitions. 28 Others have examined petitions to certain specific officials: 
Reinmuth and Foti Talamanca considered petitions to the prefect, though as part of a 
more general study of the prefect;29 Thomas, who examined petitions to the 
epistrategos in both the Ptolemaic and the Roman periods, 30 has also made a study of 
the subscriptiones to petitions to officials of Roman EgyptY Mitteis made a more 
general study of the content of all the petitions available to him in 1909-10.32 One 
thing which is particularly obvious about these studies is their focus upon juristic and 
procedural concerns connected with petitions. 33 
In all these studies, it is difficult to find encompassing definitions of petitions. 
It is true that many scholars have identified petitions by reference to a series of 
technical terms or juristic categories. In the Ptolemaic era, a petition to the king (and 
queen, as they were often invoked together) was strictly called an EVTEU~ts, while 
petitions to lesser officials were, strictly speaking, designated by the technical term 
uno~VTJI.La, although Di Bitonto includes npoaayy<''-~aTa of the second and first 
centuries BC in her study of petitions, on the basis that after the third century BC 
npoaayy<''-~aTa lose their unique character and are confused in form with the 
27 J.L. White, The Form & Structure of the Official Petition (Missoula, 1972), although as J.D. Thomas, 
"Subscriptiones to Petitions to Officials in Roman Egypt." in W. Peremans (et al.) Egypt and the Hellenistic 
World (Studia Hellenistica 27)(Lovanii, 1983), 369-382, at 369 points out, White's study suffers from the 
relatively small number of documents which he relies upon (about 70). 
28 P. Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte icrite en Egypte romaine (Diss. Uni de Strasbourg, 1979). 
29 0. W. Reinmuth, The Prefect of Egypt from Augustus to Diocletian : Klio Beiheft 34 (Scientia Verlag Aalen, 
Leipzig, 1965); G. Foti-Talamanca, Ricerche sui processo nell'Egitto greco-romano I (Milano, 1974), II 
(Milan, 1979) 
30 J. David Thomas, The epistrategos in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt , Part 1 "The Ptolemaic Epistrategos", 
60-69, Part 2 "The Roman Epistrategos", ch. 10. 
31 Thomas, "Subscriptiones to Petitions to Officials in Roman Egypt.", fn 21. 
32 L. Mitteis, Zur Lehre von den Libellen (Sitzb. Leipzig 1910), 61-126. 
33 See also H. Braunert and U. Schlag, JJP 18 (1974), The concentration upon these sorts of legal questions 
can cause problems, especially when studies try to analyse petitions in terms of modern legal issues, such as 
whether the enteuxis introduced a "true" judicial proceeding or simply sought the intervention of an official 
who would use his coercive capabilities: eg, the works noted by J. Modrzejewski, "Bibliographie de 
Papyrologie Juridique", AJP 26(1978), 161-233 at 200. 
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unoiJ.VT)~w.34 It is however wise to remain a little flexible on the question of 
terminology. For example, BGU VIII 1825 (I BC) has EVTEU~tS" as the word for an 
application to the chrematistae in a dispute over a dowry. 
In the Roman period, things become more complicated. Petitions to the 
Emperor were generally called libelli in Latin.35 But in Egypt Bureth identifies eight 
terms for complaints and requests distinguished along juristic lines, as follows. First 
there is the term a va<j>opa which is soon replaced by the term ava<j>op{ov. These 
terms seem especially frequent in the Oxyrhynchite nome and the Heptanomia but 
after the reign of Antoninus extend to the Fayoum. According the Bureth, these terms 
designate initially a "true" plaint, but later a "memorandum" as well.36 Secondly, the 
term €yKI-11 11a was used from early in the Roman period to express the document by 
which an accusation was made against someone37 Thirdly, there were terms deriving 
from the verb of request, a~tw, namely, d:~iw11a and a~{wats.38 Fourthly, i'vTEu~ts, 
inherited from the Ptolemaic period, still was used as a word for petition in III-IV 
AD, although sometimes replaced by cvTuxia, while the verb EvTuyxavw remained 
common39 Fifthly, requests to the prefect could be in the form of either the <maT oi-l] 
or the u n611 VT) 11a, which carried over from the Ptolemaic period as the formal 
designation of petitions to almost any official. Sixthly, in II AD the word j3tj31.{6wv 
became the usual term for petitions to officials and more common than unoiJ.VT)iJ.a.40 
34 Di Bitonto (1968), 5, 55. Requests using the verb npocrayyEAAw continue to appear in early Roman times 
eg BGU !I 379 (27 May 67 AD) 
35 W. Williams, "The Libel/us Procedure and the Severan Papyri," in JRS64 (1974), 86-103. 
36 Eg &vacj>opa: P.Oxy. I 67 (338) AD. clvacjuSptov: P.Oxy XLIV 3164 (4 Sept 73 AD); P.Oxy XLVI 3274 
(99-117 AD). P. Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte ecrite en Egypte romaine, 7-8. The appropriateness of 
this distinction may be open to debate, but it is a question for juristic experts and not necessary to enter upon 
here. See further the comments in chapter 3, 88, where problems about the application modern juridical 
categories to ancient legal systems are touched on. 
37 Ibid .• 8 
38 cl~(wotS" see eg P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD). P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late III AD) has both a{tw<n<; and 
6El)ots-. Note P.Coli.Youtie I 12 (177 BC) in which the petitioner says (20) [6EoJ-La{ crolv J-LETO: 
nd[O"l)S'] 6El)O"EWS'. 
39 Despite suggestions that the word EvTEut;;w was little used for petitions, eg, Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-
Romon Egypt. 500. For lvTEU~t<; see P.Oxy XII 1408 (210-214 AD); P.Oxy XII 1558 (267 AD). P.Oxy 
VIII 1101 (367-70 AD) is a copy on papyrus of an edict of the prefect Flavius Eutolmius Tatianus, who held 
office in 367-370 AD. At II 6 ff he says that he has learned Et;; Ev[Tk:l)t;;Ewv that some people of non-
military have been submitting petitions (~t~A{a at I. 10) to the local praepositus, who only deals with 
military matters. The inscription /G Bulg IV 2236, which contains the petition of the town of Skaptopara to 
Gordian III (238 AD) contains the word EvTEut;;w to mean "petition" (1.110). See the discussion by K. 
Hallof, "Die Inschrift von Skaptopara", Chiron 24 (1994), 405-429, at 425. 
40 Reinmuth, Prefect, 85-6; J. David Thomas, The epistrategos in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, Part 2 "The 
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Some time ago Wilcken expressed the view that, in the Roman period, j3tj3Aiowv was 
the regular term for 'petition' until the start of the Byzantine period at end of the third 
century, when j3tj3Aiov and Atj3EHos- displaced it.41 Seventh, is the term j3tj3Atov, 
which appears after mid III AD, and differs from j3tj3At6iov in that it designates a 
series of instruments in one dossier, which supports the view of Wilcken just referred 
to.42 Finally, there were various terms which appear from time to time such as, 
ohyns-, €moToATj, and tKETT]pta.43 The formula OETJOlS" (Kat) tKEoia was used for 
petitions to the emperor by IV AD, and became common in late antiquity to designate 
petitions generally.44 But the present writer suspects that the systematisation implied 
by these categories may not have been strictly applied in ancient times for the range 
of terms which could be utilised to describe petitions.45 Further, reference to this 
terminology does little on its own to indicate the essential nature of a petition, in a 
sociological sense, apart from showing that the modem word encompasses a number 
of different types of epistolographical communications. The juristic categories do not 
help particularly in understanding how the relationship between the powerful and 
weak was conceptualised. But they are worth mentioning because they do assist us in 
allowing us to appreciate better aspects of the forensic framework in which the 
language of petitions was employed. 
Among the scholastic literature only White attempts to give a succinct 
definition of the petition, describing it as "a written plea addressed to a public official 
to rectify, by due process of law, the addressor's situation."46 This definition has the 
Roman Epistrategos", 115. Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte icrite, 10 states his conclusion that the 
Um)~vll~J.a becomes more confined at the moment when j3tj3Ai6tov appears under Antoninus, and signalled 
further penetration of Roman law into Egypt. 
41 U. Wilcken. AfP V. 262f 
42 Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte icrite, lO 
43 Ibid. 6E'T!OtS" can be found in the Ptolemaic period as in expression such as [BEol-lat otiv aou lJ.Enl 
nacr]~S" 6E~GEWS" rrpoTaeat in P.Tebt. III:! 769 (237/6-212111 BC), 82. See also P.Oxy XII 1469 (298 
AD). Bureth, ibid., seems to think that EmaToATi refers to a document for the internal workings of the 
administration. 
44 BE'Ttots- (KaU i.KEo{a: P.Ryl. IV 617 (317 AD) Constantine and Licinius; P.Oxy I 130 and 131, P.Oxy 
XXVlll 2479 (VI AD). 
45 Compare the comments of Rosalind Thomas, Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece (CUP, Cambridge, 
1992), at 134-5, concerning the unsystematic use of terminology for documents in the classical period. 
46 White, Form and Structure, 2, fn 2. The elements of this definition are important, because it allows us to 
distinguish documents, which are also requests, in substantially similar form to a petition, but which do not 
seek redress for some wrong, such as the corn dole archive in P.Oxy XL 2892-2922. The editors of P.Oxy 
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virtue of capturing the salient characteristics of petitions: the act of writing and 
presenting a petition began a process the object of which was to induce the 
administration to intervene in the petitioner's personal situation, whether the petitioner 
was a group or an individual. The reference in the definition to the "public" official 
and the "due process of law" are important, because they allude to characteristics 
which distinguish petitions from other types of ordinary correspondence. However, 
we rejected the appellation "public" above, and the reference to "due process of law" 
carries connotations, which are too strong, of modem juristic concerns. If the 
reference to "due process" is meant to imply a series of distinctions between 
administrative and judicial powers, for example, among institutional officials in the 
Greco-Roman world, then for reasons discussed in the next chapter it can be 
misleading.47 Consequently, we are better advised to recast these elements of the 
definition to indicate that petitions were a type of written communication addressed to 
a person possessing formal or institutional and legitimate power, to exercise that 
power within the parameters of his role for the assistance of the petitioner in a 
misfortune not involving others or against a person or group which has misused or is 
threatening to misuse informal power against the petitioner. Such a definition would 
for example cover the many letters to Zenon of III BC which were in form and 
content almost identical to petitions but would otherwise fall outside White's 
definition, because Zenon was not a "public" official, nor is it clear that he could give 
assistance only "by due process of law", as opposed to assistance by the exercise of a 
fiat attaching to his position as the agent of Apollonios which no doubt embodied a 
type of power, which was both personal and legitimate. But on either definition 
petitions certainly "reflect individual perceptions of rights and the role of government 
in their protection".48 Sometimes the assistance is to take the form of direct 
LVIII 3916, in their introduction suggest that the function of petitions was to obtain direct government 
intervention or, if offenders were unknown, to stand as an official record of wrongdoing in case the 
possibility of redress arose at some point in the future. 
47 See chapter 3, 93 below. 
48 R.L.B. Morris, "Reflections of Citizen Attitudes in Petitions from Roman Oxyrhynchus" in Proceedings of 
the XVI Congress of Papyrology July, 1980 (=ASP 23 )(Scholars Press, 1981), 23-31 . 
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intervention. At other times the purpose is to achieve some intermediate step, such a 
registration of the petition, pending a law suit.49 At all events, the document itself in 
every period was part of a set of rational procedures in the forensic context and 
defined by underlying assumptions about the power of the official to whom it was 
addressed. 
The nature of the petition as a written communication places it in the general 
tradition of ancient epistolography .50 This observation is of great importance. It was 
made clear in the previous chapter that interaction is a fundamental part of the model 
of legitimation. The present work is concerned to study how meanings were 
produced and reproduced in certain types of linguistic interactions in Greco-Roman 
Egypt, but by the more general population, not so much by the ruling elite. The 
writing of letters was undoubtedly a very important form of linguistic interaction in 
the ancient world. Letters were of course fundamental for the communication of 
information in the ancient world. Harris suggests that the making of written 
complaints became a standard procedure as a result of the process of bureaucratisation 
in Ptolemaic Egypt, and that is a commonly held view.51 But written communication 
in the ancient world had other values besides the simple objective of communication. 
As Harris himself notes, a written text may have a partly or largely symbolic function, 
and the fact of writing itself lends dignity to the communication; writing had 
associations with the wishes and power of the government. 52 Private letters seem 
often, in the early Ptolemaic period, to be inspired by some emergency and there may 
have been some tradition in the ancient world of utilising written letters rather than 
49 This was a common fonn of petition from I to III AD. See the introduction to P.Ant. II 88 (221 AD). 
50 This has been made clear by many scholars. See chapter 3 page 96; Collomp, Recherches, 72; M. Stirewalt, 
Studies in Ancient Greek Epistolography (Scholars Press, 1993); J.L. White, The Form and Structure; "The 
Greek Documentary Letter Tradition", in J.L. White, Studies in Ancient Greek Letter Writing (=Semeia 22) 
(California Uni, Chicago, 1982), 89-112; H.A. Steen, "Les Cliches epistolaires dans les Lettres sur Papyrus 
Grecques", Classica et Mediaevalia l (1938), 119-78. 
51 W.V. Harris, Ancient Literacy (Harvard, Cam. Mass., 1989), 123, "Such are the symptoms of administrative 
efficiency and of bureaucratic control.", although he may be speaking only about the written complaints 
known as npocrayyEAp_aTa. The procedure for submitting petitions was no doubt influenced by the same 
process. 
52 Ancient Literacy, 28, 124. See T. Lindes, "Inscriptions and Orality", Symb. Osl. LXVII (1992), 27-40, who 
argues that temple inventories at Delos in the Hellenistic period functioned in part as memorials to the 
scrupulous administration of the sacred treasures of the temple, and testified to the piety of the city. 
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simply oral messengers to underscore the desperation of the writer and his need of 
help. 53 We may note also the comment of Koskenniemi that the function of the 
Ptolemaic letter was to authorise the courier to speak in the name of the sender. 54 
Letters, including private letters, were usually used only for communication 
across large distances, and there is no evidence that they were used for 
communication within villages or towns in Ptolemaic or Roman times.55 This of 
course is a matter of some significance, especially in a society in which 
communication was beset by issues of physical as well as social distance. Face to 
face interaction with powerful officials was physically and socially impossible for 
most of the population most of the time. So the written communication was one of 
the few ways that the general population could interact with powerful officials. 56 In a 
society in which the predominant method of communication in most areas was oral, it 
is to be expected that in many ways the model for written communication was oral 
communication. 57 Ancient theorists upon epistolary style drew a clear connection 
between oral and written communication. In the treatise On Style (IIEpt 'Ep~l]vEias) 
usually attributed to Demetrius, the author has the following apposite observations to 
make upon letter writing: 
'A pTE J.LWV J.Lfv oUv 0 nls 'AptaToTEAous- d:vaypdtVas- EntcrToAciS" <Pllcrtv, 
OTt 0El Ev n~ aUn{j Tp6rrcv Bu:iAoy6v TE ypci4>Etv Kal EntaToAds-· 
Etvat yap TTJV ETTl<JTOATJV otov TO ETEpov ~Epos TOU otal.oyou. (224) 
Kal AEyEt 11-Ev Tt 'laws-, oU J.l~V &nav· 0El yO:p UnoKaTEO"KEudcr8at TTWS" 
~ii!.Aov TOU otal.oyou TTJV ETTl<JTOATjv· 6 ~EV yap ~l~ElTUl 
aUTOOXE6tci,ovra, ~ oE ypd¢E'Tat Kal OWpov nEJ.LTTETat Tp6nov Ttvci. 
"Artemon, the editor of Aristotle's letters, says that a letter ought to be written 
in the same manner as a dialogue, a letter being regarded by him as one of the 
two sides of a dialogue. (224) There is perhaps some truth in what he says, 
but not the whole truth. The letter should be a little more studied than the 
dialogue, since the latter reproduces an extemporary utterance, while the 
53 Ancient Literacy, 56, 128. 
54 H. Koskenniemi, Studien zur Idee und Phraseologie des griechischen Briefes his 400 n. Chr. (Helsinkni, 
1956), at 81. 
55 Harris, Ancient Literacy, 128 and 229. See also F.X.J. Exler, The Form of the Ancient Greek Letter: A 
Study in Greek Epistolography (Catholic Uni of Am., 1923); G. Tibiletti, Le lettre private nei papiri greci 
dellll e IV secolo d. C. (Milan, 1979). 
56 "The letter is a written message, which is sent because the corresponding parties are separated spatially. The 
letter is a written means of keeping oral conversation in motion." J.L. White, "The Greek Documentary 
Letter Tradition", at 91. 
57 See T. Lindes, "Inscriptions and Orality". 
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former is committed to writing and is (in a way) sent as a gift." 
Although the author is mainly speaking about private letter writing, this passage 
indicates well how the ancient mind placed letter writing in broadly the same category 
as oral communication. 58 
Finally we may also note that there was a physical dimension to the 
interaction. In the Ptolemaic period, the king was the supreme judge, so EVTEU~ElS 
Eis To Toii ~aot/-€ws ovofia were handed directly to him in person or to his 
representative, in Alexandria or in the country.59 In the III century BC it was 
permitted to submit EvTEU~ElS to the strategos or to the chrematists as delegates of the 
king. But this delegation was abolished for the succeeding two centuries, so that 
petitions to the king went directly to him.60 Subjects could approach the Roman 
emperor by means of two types of written document, the letter (epistula) or petition 
(libel/us), although, in something of a paradox, it seems petitions had to be delivered 
to the emperor in person, by the petitioner or an agent, which meant that a relative 
few subjects could use the libel/us procedure.61 This made the libel/us procedure 
more suitable for communities and great men, and the surviving petitions to emperors 
bear this out62 We noted above that the prefect could be approached in writing of 
one of two forms: either a unofiV'lfia, that is, "memorandum" or an £moTol-l], which 
58 A factor which may have been relevant in this regard is that official and diplomatic letters in earlier periods 
in Greece were a subordinated accompaniment to the oral message of the herald or embassy: see M. 
Stirewalt, Studies in Ancient Greek Epistolography , at 9. Collomp, Recherches, 77ff, follows Brinkman 
(Rh. Mus. LXIV (1909), 307) in noting that the nJnot EmaToAtKo{ of Demetrius left a lot of room for 
traditional and stereotypical language. Collomp argued that the regular enteuxis bore a strong resemblance 
to the crucrTanKr}, the letter of recommendation. Dem. De Eloc. §234 also notes that sometimes letters 
must be written to kings or countries, and such letters must be composed "in a slightly heightened tone" 
This perceived identification between oral communication and letter writing affects the way in which we 
view petitions, and it may suggest a way of understanding at least some aspects of the connection between 
written communications to other powerful figures in the ancient world, like deities, illustrated by such 
phenomena as Himmelsbriefe, letters between gods and men, which wil1 be discussed further in chapter 8. 
59 Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 495ff suggests that petitions could be presented to him when he 
trave11ed 8t2r. 9up(8os-. See also Yale Papyri I (=American Studies in Papyrology II)(New Haven and 
Toronto, 1967), at 124; Di Bitonto (1967) at 12. 
60 See eg P.Tebt. III:l 790 (II BC) in which the petitioners mention that they had to sail from Oxyrhyncha to 
Alexandria to present a petition to the king and queen.(12ft) 
61 W. Williams, 'The libellus Procedure and the Severan Papyri', JRS (1974), 86-103, at 94; 'Subscriptiones to 
emperors, 40 ZPE (1980), 283, disagreeing with U. Wilcken, 'Zu den Kaiserreskripten', Hermes lv (1920), 1-
42; 'Zur propositio libellorum', AJP ix, 15-23; William's view is adopted by A. Honore, Emperors and 
Lawyers2 (0xford, 1994), 33. 
62 See P.J. Parsons, "Petitions and a letter: The Grammarian's Complaint" No. 66 in Collecteana Papyrologica 
(Bonn, 1976), 416. 
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was a "letter" and the more informal of the two. But, subject to questions about 
placing petitions at the feet of statues, a phenomenon which appears about II AD, it 
seems that petitions were almost always presented to Roman officials in Egypt in 
person.63 The theme of personal presentation which seems to have been very durable 
over the Ptolemaic and Roman administrations can be seen as an important ritual 
dimension to the linguistic aspects of the petition and shows where the petition 
differed from the ordinary letter which usually lacked the face to face presentation. 
Petitions received responses, either in the form of a notation in the Ptolemaic period 
or the subscriptiones of the Roman period.64 The Roman emperor added 
subscriptions to the petitions received in his office and these were returned to the 
petitioner to become themselves sources of law.65 The prefect and other officials 
answered petitions by means of a subscription which was analogous to the 
subscriptiones of the emperor, at least in the case of the prefect. 66 
The concept of interaction makes it clear that not all types of evidence are as 
apposite for the present study as others and gives powerful reinforcement to the 
decision to rely upon documents such as petitions which come from a clear 
epistolographic tradition. When seeking evidence of provincial intellectual life in the 
Greco-Roman world, scholars have resorted to papyrus documents, coins and 
inscriptions, but often in a rather undifferentiated way. That is fine depending upon 
the nature and objective of the particular study. But in physical and linguistic 
interaction petitions possess a quality which other types of evidence lack. The point 
can be made clearer by comparing petitions on papyri with inscriptions. They each 
63 See Thomas, The Epistrategos II, at 116 who points out that presentation in person could mean through a 
representative or agent. In BGU II 467 (c 177 AD) the petitioner is a woman called Soeris who complains 
about the taking of some camels and says that she petitioned the strategos through her slave Melas (l5tcl 
MEA[a}vos- 6oUAo[u ~lou) since she herself was sick. From II AD it seems petitions could be placed at the 
feet of imperial statues. This is problematic and is discussed more fully in ch<ipter 8. 
64 For the Ptolemaic period see eg BGU VIII 1827 (52-1 BC). See also J.D. Thomas, "Subscriptiones to 
Petitions to Officials in Roman Egypt.", 369-382. Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 89ff, where he argues that 
subscriptiones to petitions to the prefect could take at least 6 forms. On subscriptiones to petitions to the 
Roman epistrategos see Thomas, The Roman Epistrategos, ll6ff. 
65 A. Honore, Emperors and Lawyers; W. Turpin, "Imperial Subscriptions and the Administration of Justice", 
JRS 81 (1991), 101-118, who argues that subscriptions from emperors which survive in petitions often 
appear to be of little value to the petitioners. 
66 J.D. Thomas, "Subscriptiones to Petitions to Officials in Roman Egypt." See for example P.Oxy XLIII 3094 
(217-18 AD). 
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perform different social functions. 67 An honorary inscription is raised in public 
approbation, and like an inscription of the text of a law or a treaty has a quality which 
though static also fills a symbolic function. 68 For that reason the language of 
honorary inscriptions gives some insight into "popular" values, especially the 
language of the ideology of euergetism, which flourished especially in II to III AD. 69 
There can be no doubt that the ideology of euergetism was one sub-set of the 
symbolic universe which played its part to legitimate elements of the social 
structure.70 The language of honorary inscriptions may therefore often bear 
superficial similarity to language of petitions, which also defers to the prestige of the 
recipient. 
However, inscriptions do not, usually, deal with the specific problems of 
ordinary lives, nor give an insight into how elements of the collective symbolic 
system could be manipulated to deal with those problems, as petitions and court 
proceedings often do. Quite the opposite. Honorific inscriptions honour the deeds of 
67 This distinction between petitions and inscriptions might is perhaps blurred somewhat by the existence of 
petitions on stone, of which there are a number of examples, mostly from the Roman period and outside 
Egypt, but see D.J. Crawford, "A Ptolemaic Petition on Stone", Chr. d'Eg. 42 (1967), 355~9 and T. 
Reekmans, "Une enteuxis ptol6marque sur pierre", Chr. d'Eg. 43 (1968), 363-4. Petitions to Ptolemaic 
monarchs could be inscribed on stone as a memorial of the legal determination of the king as in the case of 
the laws of asylum recorded in IG Fayum 112, 113 and 136. Petitions to Roman emperors were often 
inscribed upon stone, for similar sorts of reasons but usually as part of a process to enhance the status of the 
emperor's rescript. Some well known examples are: FIRA No 258 = P.F. Girard, Textes de droit romain 
(Paris, 1937), No 199 = FJRA, No 495, a petition inscribed on limestone and found at Souk-ei-Khmis in 
Tunisia in 1879, from tenants to Commodus; F.F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal Administration in the 
Roman Empire (Princeton, 1926), No 139, a petition of the Scaptoparenians to Gordian III 238 AD, 
discovered in 1868 near Dschumaja, Bulgaria; M. Rostovzev, ESHRE no 556, a petition of the Araguenians, 
an inscription found at Yapuldjan in Asia Minor in 1897, on what was an estate in Phrygia. MAMA 7, 305 = 
a petition of the Orcistans, from part of an inscription on a pillar found in 1752 on the site of Orcistus, a 
town of Phrygia in Asia Minor. However, it is possible to find in other parts of the empire than Egypt the 
record of a petition to the emperor and the transcript of proceedings connected with it raised on stone to 
honour the advocate who presented the case to the emperor. The inscription is JG Bulg IV 2236, the only 
surviving copy of an entire petition to the emperor (Gordian III, 238 AD). The most complete and up to date 
text can be found in K. Hallof, "Die Inschrift von Skaptopara", Chiron 24 ( 1994), 405-429. The restorations 
of Hallof show that 11108 to 164 of his text are taken from official proceedings at which a praetorian named 
Pyrrus represented his village, Skaptopara, before the governor. T. Hauken, "Reflections on New Readings 
in the Skaptopara Inscription (IG Buig IV 2236)", Symb. Osl. LXX (1995), 82-94, at 89 concludes that the 
purpose of the inscription is to record privately or semi-official1y the meritorious efforts of Aurelius Pyrrus. 
68 See R. Thomas, Literacy and Orality , 84. Cf M.-T. Lenger, "La notion de «bienfait» (phi1anthr6pon) royal 
et les ordonnances des rois Lagides." in Studi in Onore di V. Arangio-Ruiz (Naples, 1956), 483-499, esp. 
488-494; W. V. Harris, Ancient Literacy, 28. 
69 The studies of Whitehead, Schubart and Panagopoulos show this. Whitehead's study related to classical 
Athens, Schubart used inscriptions and papyri to systematise the content of the kingly ideal from the 
Hellenistic world, and C. Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalite dans les Moralia de Plutarque." in 
Dialogues d'Histoire Ancienne 5 (1977), 197-235 relies specifically upon honorary inscriptions in 
connection with the works of Plutarch. 
70 Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalite", concluded that honorary inscriptions were the principle 
ideological regulator of Greek society in the Roman period. 
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benefactors who were usually drawn from the ranks of the elite and the powerful. 
The language of euergetism in such inscriptions was not chosen or designed for 
interaction with the powerful figure to whom it was directed. Furthermore, the 
ideology of euergetism had its area of application in the collective responses of small 
communities to the regime of notables in their midst.1 1 In Egypt this would have 
been primarily the metropoleis.72 But many petitions in fact addressed language to 
social roles at a level above the notables in the metropoleis, and thus deal with quite 
different power relationships. This is particularly obvious in petitions in which 
notables request permission of the emperor or the prefect for some local 
benefaction.73 A comparison with numismatic evidence underlines the special nature 
of petitions. Coins were issued by emperors and the language of imperial virtues 
(brief as it was) inscribed on them undoubtedly played a role as a "vehicle for the 
propagation of belief'. 74 The symbolic virtues on coins are a prime example of the 
modern conception of propaganda, something originating from above. The language 
of approbation or adulation in petitions while certainly owing something to images 
and concepts from above reflected choices made by language users at the other end of 
the social equation, from scribes and the literate members of the small communities. 
One further comparison can usefully be made. W.H. Harris noted that written 
material is not necessarily the best or most likely form for the transmission of 
intellectual phenomena, and in contexts of limited literacy oral communication is 
perhaps of more importance.15 There is, of course, unlikely to be any surviving direct 
71 This seems to be basically the view of Veyne, Bread and Circuses, 43. 
72 It must be said the Veyne's definition of the regime of notables includes the statement that "a notable lives 
for politics but by politics.", ibid., 42. It is not entirely clear what he means by this and whether he had in 
mind only the model of Greek cities in Greece and the East or whether the special situation of Egyptian 
metropoleis were supposed to be encompassed. The problem arises because it is generally thought that one 
feature which characterised Egyptian metropoleis under the Greeks and Romans was the absence of the 
traditional institutions within which political activities could be carried out, at least in the sense of town 
councils and broadly based elections for office, until II to III AD. However, A.K. Bowman & D. Rathbone, 
"Cities and Administration in Roman Egypt", JRS 82 (1992), 107-127, at 124-5 conclude that the Egyptian 
metropoleis "were to a significant degree functioning and behaving like the Greek poleis of other eastern 
provinces" in the Julio-Claudian period, and this may resolve the problem. 
73 Eg P.Oxy IV 705 (200-2 AD) to the emperors Septimius Severus and Caracalla and P.Oxy XVII 2132 (c250 
AD) to the prefect Appius Sabinus. 
74 See A. Wallace-Hadrill, "The Emperor and his Virtues', Historia, (1990), 298. 
75 Harris, Ancient Literacy , 231. 
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record of oral communication apart from the rather specialised transcripts from court 
proceedings or the proceedings of town councils. These cannot really tell us much 
about the extent to which the general population. outside those who received 
education, had ingested ideologies and other symbolic systems, although they can tell 
us a lot about the more educated section of society. 
There is however at least one type of document which shows the organic 
dimension of linguistic interaction which honorific inscriptions lack, namely 
documents which report the content of public acclamations. Although very few 
examples survive, they provide a good comparison with honorific inscriptions 
because in many ways they have similar social functions, that is, the honouring of 
prestigious people, and with petitions because they record linguistic interaction. Two 
examples may be given. The first is a fragment of the acclamation received by 
Vespasian in Alexandria on his accession to the emperorship in 69 AD. The crowd 
apparently saluted him as OuEon]aotavos Els owTi)p Ka1 E[uEpyhTJs.76 Vespasian 
here is acclaimed by using the saviour and benefactor motif which we will see in 
chapter 5 was a staple of the language of petitions. We will see that the conception of 
the sovereign as saviour and benefactor was a fundamental aspect of the ruler cult in 
Egypt, and for the Hellenistic monarch, and thus probably the Roman emperor, the 
Greek words corresponded to basic indigenous ideas of the pharaoh. We will see in 
chapter 5 that the cult epithets owTi)p Ka1 E[uEpyhT]s were used as forms of address 
in petitions to the Ptolemaic sovereign, the Roman emperor, prefect and epistrategos. 
The second is P.Oxy. 41 (IV AD) which on its face is a report of a public 
meeting. It is drawn up to appear as an account of a popular demonstration made in 
honour of the prytanis at Oxyrhynchus on the occasion of a visit from the prefect. 
There is internal evidence which is highly suggestive of spontaneous language use by 
the people of Oxyrhynchus. At II. 16ff, the prytanis says "I acknowledge with great 
76 AjP16(1956) 111. 
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pleasure the honour which you do me, but I beg that these demonstrations be reserved 
for a legitimate occasion when you may make them with safety and I shall be justified 
in accepting them.'m 
The editors date it to the late third or early fourth century, principally because 
two Roman emperors are indicated by the phrase "AyouoTot Kuptot, meaning a period 
of joint rule. This and palaeographical considerations "make it probable that the 
Ku ptot were Diocletian and Maximian." The crowd is effusive. They call the 
prytanis, Dioskoros, "governor for the humble" (TOV apxovTa TOtS" f.LETplotS", I. 12) 
and the prefect (whose name does not appear) "beneficent prefect" (EuEpy[€]Ta 
lJYEf.LWV, I 14) and "saviour of the humble" (owTi]p f.LETptwv, I. 22)_78 As we will see 
expressions like this are very reminiscent of phraseology from petitions. 
Furthermore, the people are asking for honours to be given to Dioskoros, and in so 
doing they use the verb liEof.Lat(ll. 9, 14, 22, 26) and the noun liETJOlS" (11. 9, II) both 
of which are commonly used in and of petitions from the Greco-Roman period, as we 
saw earlier. It may be entirely a contrivance whose purpose is lost to us and 
circumspection is warranted.79 But if the document even partly reflects a true 
historical situation, it is an indication that literacy and an education were not 
prerequisites for the consumption and transmission of elements of symbolic systems 
in the ancient world. It indicates that the more general population one way or another 
were cognisant of the forms of petitioning and the symbolic appellations which were 
used for officials and government. It is likely that the crowds in these two situations 
were deploying symbolic resources to create meanings for themselves as much as 
voicing any platitudes which the powerful official may have required. 
77 "n)v 11Ev nap' U11Wv TtJl~V don&c;;oJ.lat Ka{ yE Enl Toth4l crcj>OBpa xa{pw· TCr.s- BE 
Totcnha[s-1 J.lO:pTup{a:; d:~tW EiS' KatpOv E'vvoJ.loV UnEpTE:8fjvat, Ev [ToUnl)] Ko:l \JiltS" 
j3Ej3alws- napExiTov]T[ES'] Kal E:yW d:[crcp]aA(]) Acq.J.j3dvw ". The translation is that of the editors. 
78 This, it may be noted, is the designation given to the Roman emperors (it is uncertain which ones) in PSI 
XIV 1404,9-10 (Ill AD): own)pll,lV BE E11oO O.v6p0s- J.l€'Tp(ou noAAO: 150:J.l6VTOS'. 
79 The authenticity of the document as a genuine report of a public meeting gains support from the form of 
spontaneous acclamations which appear in the proceedings of the Oxyrhynchite senate, esp. P.Oxy XII 1413 
and 1414 (270·5 AD), particularly 1414 in which the incumbent prytanis is also acclaimed and urged to 
continue in office despite being ill. See chapter I, 27·8. 
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2.3 PETITIONS AND LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
Many of the same comments apply also to transcripts of legal proceedings. Legal 
proceedings by their nature comprise linguistic interactions which are conducted 
within a specialised institutional framework. Transcripts are a record of this 
interaction and at least in some instances, constitute a close representation of what 
was actually said to and by officials. R. A. Coles has undertaken the most detailed 
study of records of proceedings.8° From the Ptolemaic to the Roman period these 
documents show a gradual change from the use of oratio obliqua to oratio recta, 
which becomes the standard in the first century AD. They also exhibit clear structural 
features, including, introductory formulae, the trial itself, the judgement (Kpiot<;-), and 
a concluding section. Transcripts in oratio obliqua raise slightly more difficult 
questions because they are in reality the written form of a scribe's version of what 
others have said at a trial. Those in oratio recta are likely to show more clearly what 
was actually said, although the earlier surviving examples may not be verbatim 
reports but again a scribe's version.81 Further, a lot of the surviving papyri are private 
copies made from official records, so they were subject to the copyist's interpretative 
foibles. 82 The point to be made however is that the transcripts on papyrus of 
proceedings in both courtrooms and the sittings of municipal senates in the Roman 
period come as close as we can get to actual linguistic interactions in institutional 
contexts. When the content of these transcripts is read with that of petitions we are 
able to build up something of a picture of the collective conceptual system which was 
articulated in the language. 
There is of course a significant difference between spoken and written 
language as evidence. Indeed, a written document, like a petition, can have functional 
and procedural attributes, like initiating legal proceedings, which do not belong to a 
80 R.A. Coles, Reports of Proceedings in Papyri (Pap. Brux. 4)(Brussels, 1966). 
81 See Coles, Reports of Proceedings, Part I. 
82 Ibid., 16. 
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transcript. However, the evidence shows there were important connections between 
petitions and transcripts of proceedings. Petitions in the Ptolemaic period often 
formed part of the transcript of proceedings, because they were read at the start of the 
hearing, or were read onto the transcript at an early stage.83 It is clear from surviving 
records of hearings before the Ptolemaic epistrategos that petitions were read out 
before him as part of the proceedings. 84 The reason for this in the Ptolemaic period 
may lie in the nature of the procedure for submitting petitions. The petition was 
drawn up and submitted, in III BC, to the strategos. In the office of the strategos 
copies were made either for his records or submission to the king or both. A copy 
might also be drawn for service on the person complained about either at this point or 
later. The strategos made his own subscription to the petition, and it then went to the 
epistates or the chrematistae, who tried to follow the suggestion in the subscription. 
When the accused person had presented his response at the trial the dispute was 
decided.85 As we noted above, it seems that there was always a predisposition in the 
Roman period to require the presentation of petitions to officials in person, and 
Reinmuth follows Mitteis in suggesting that this distinguished petitions from the more 
informal €m<rTol-ri, which could be sent as a letter to the prefect of Egypt.86 In 
similar fashion to the Ptolemaic period there was a close connection between petitions 
and legal proceedings and it appears that the petition to the prefect was a prerequisite 
to taking legal proceedings against the wrongdoer. The prefect relied upon the 
content of the petition in deciding that the strategos, for example, should be instructed 
to summon a defendant to appear at court. 87 Petitions continued to fill the function of 
83 Eg, UPZ II 161 (119 BC)(=P. Par. 15), UPZ II 162 (117 BC)(=P. Tor. I; Wil Chr. 3l)(the "HenniasprozeB"). 
See Reports of Proceedings, at 46ff. See also P.Ent. 100 (246-221 BC); P.Ent. 101 (246-221 BC); P.Ent. 
102 (III BC); P.Ent. 103 (c221 BC); P.Ent. 104 (246-221 BC); P.Ent. 105 (246-221 BC). 
84 SB 4512.82-5; SB I 4638 (145-116 BC) and see Thomas, The epistrategos, Part I "The Ptolemaic 
Epistrategos", 63-4. 
85 See Yale Papyri I (=American Studies in Papyrology II)(New Haven and Toronto, 1967), at 124. 
86 Mitteis, Ber. Ges. Wiss. Leipz. 62 (1910), 86; Prefect of Egypt, 85-86. In P.Oxy II 237 Dionysia describes a 
communication from her father to the prefect Pomponius Faustianus as an E ntoToA ri. Her father 
Chaeremon was an ex-gymnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus. The EntaTofl:rf begins Xatpr}J.lwV ct>av(olJ 
yuJ.lvaotapxr}oaS" Ti)S' 'O~upuyxnnliv nOAEwS (Col. VI, I. 12), which is a notably different formula 
to that used in almost all petitions. Thomas, The epistrategos II, 115 expresses the view that the same 
distinction between petition and letter applied to the epistrategos. 
87 Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 94-5. Another way of starting proceedings was to issue a document such as 
P.Oxy XXXVlll 2852 Recto (104/5 AD). 
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laying necessary information for a trial before the relevant official, usually the 
prefect. Clearly the information in the petition was integral to the presentation of the 
petitioner's side of the dispute and its appearance in the transcript of a proceeding is 
quite logical. Further petitions sometimes, at least in the Roman period, incorporated 
the transcripts of earlier proceedings.88 Indeed some petitions incorporate the 
transcript of proceedings, which itself incorporates another earlier petition.89 So 
petitions were intimately linked with the articulation of the oral argument which they 
often preceded. As a result, the language of petitions and the language recorded in 
transcripts is sufficiently close to enable one to say that they record the same type of 
discourse governed by many of the same factors. 90 
Petitions and, of course, legal proceedings exhibit clear rhetorical features, 
such as, discrete beginnings and conclusions, as well as distinctive structural features. 
They are extremely well suited for analysis in terms of the ancient rhetorical tradition, 
both because they involve discourse between speaker and audience designed to secure 
the adherence of the audience to the argument, and because they exhibit, as one would 
expect, many features of the classical art of rhetoric, rhetorical topoi, which by their 
nature are often the articulation of symbolic phenomena.91 This is doubly important 
because persuasive argumentation or rhetoric is the example par excellence of the 
crafted linguistic interaction to produce meaning.92 Interaction, between speaker and 
audience, is inherent in rhetorical argumentation. If we take up the notion of rhetoric 
as a set of strategic choices in language by knowledgeable social actors it becomes 
88 For example, P.Oxy l1 237 (186 AD); P. Strasb. 1018 (262 AD); P.Oxy XVlll 2187 (304 AD); P.Oxy LIV 
3775 (342 AD). 
89 SB XV112685 (4 Oct 139 AD). 
90 Even if we do not go all the way with A.B. Kovel'man, 'Form Logos to Myth: Egyptian Petitions of the 5th-
7th Centuries', in BASP 28 (1991) 135-152 at 137, where he says "plaintiffs speeches are identical to 
petitions." 
91 Ober, Mass and Elite, 44 notes "Rhetorical topoi were repeated by different orators over time; they were 
therefore familiar but certainly not empty of content. Indeed, topoi were reiterated precisely because of their 
symbolic value and demonstrated power to influence an audience." 
92 It has been noticed and argued by some in the pragmatics tradition that there is a link between classical 
rhetoric and pragmatics in linguistic theory. See, for example, J.B Benjamin, 'Performatives as a rhetorical 
construct', Philosophy and Rhetoric 9 (1976):84-95; B. Fraser and W. Nolen, 'The association of deference 
with linguistic form', International Journal of the Sociology of Language 27 (1981), 93-109; G.N. Leech, 
Explorations in Semantics and Pragmatics (J. Benjamins, Amsterdam, 1980); Principles of Pragmatics 
(Longman, London, 1983); R.D. Cherry, 'Politeness in Written Persuasion', Journal of Pragmatics 12 (1988) 
63-81. 
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possible to see that language can be responsible for the creation of social contexts as 
much as it may refer to aspects of them. In the light of this notion rhetoric often 
appears in the ancient world as the principal organising system by which social 
knowledge. be it symbolic or otherwise, was exploited to mediate the structural 
relationships of particular social contexts. This proposition can be illustrated by 
reference to the fundamental rhetorical concepts of speaker and audience. In classical 
Athens these roles were filled by individual speakers and the political assemblies such 
as the Boule and the juries of law courts. The speakers in those contexts drew upon 
the reservoir of rhetorical techniques to obtain the adherence of audience to their 
arguments. This of course is precisely the process being adopted, although in writing, 
in petitions of Greco-Roman Egypt, or verbally in court proceedings. Certainly, the 
audience is qualitatively different, with jury being replaced by the official. But the 
principle is the same. The writers of petitions and the advocates who appeared in 
provincial court rooms drew upon and set in new patterns the body of rhetorical 
knowledge transmitted from each generation. Petitions usually described disputes. In 
the language of the description we see motifs and devices from the classical rhetorical 
tradition which set the powerful good official in contrast with the powerful bad 
wrongdoer for the benefit of the weak and humble petitioner. Concepts like 
"philanthropia" and euergetism, officials as upholders of the law and protectors of the 
weak reappear over centuries, having been reinterpreted by the Greco-Roman 
population to bring meaning to this basic triangular set of relationships. 
Consequently, among the types of surviving documentary evidence petitions 
and transcripts of proceedings are most suitable for an examination of how elements 
of the symbolic universe were used to make sense of the experience of power and 
how this was done over time, as an integral part of renewing and refreshing the social 
structure. So while it is wise to bear in mind the warning of the late Sir Eric Turner 
against the danger inherent in seeking to interpret a society through a single category 
of document, because "there need be no correlation whatever between what is 
recorded and what is structurally important", it is quite feasible to attempt to 
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understand certain specific aspects of the ancient world through administrative or 
judicial documents.93 Indeed it will be argued that the language and content of 
petitions and transcripts of proceedings give us a glimpse of what lay at the heart of 
the structurally important in Green-Roman Egypt. 
2.4 PETITIONS AND AUTHORSHIP 
A question of fundamental importance in connection with petitions is authorship. It is 
of the utmost relevance to the notion of the symbolic universe and making sense of 
power to know who was utilising the elements of the symbolic universe in the 
language used in the documents. The concepts of legitimation, symbolic universes 
and structuration fundamentally rely upon the notion of social knowledge, its 
reproduction and its transmission. The transmission of social knowledge is always a 
complex area but for our purposes it makes ancient education a relevant concern 
because the question of authorship touches closely upon the problem of literacy in the 
Greco-Roman world. Therefore in this section we will consider the related issues of 
authorship, literacy in Green-Roman Egypt and the connections between ancient 
education and symbolic universes. 
The most recent research discloses that literacy was restricted to a relatively 
small section of the community in Greco-Roman Egypt, and this conclusion is 
reinforced by considering how widespread education was in Greco-Roman Egypt. In 
the Hellenistic period, it is undoubtedly true that there was greater recognition of the 
importance of general education than hitherto. This much is reflected in the writings 
of Plato and Aristotle. But there is a difference of scholarly opinion on how 
widespread actual education was and the extent to which smaller rural centres enjoyed 
the existence of dedicated institutions for the teaching of reading and writing. 
Despite earlier views, W.V. Harris has concluded that in Hellenistic Egypt "the city 
had education, and the country did not. "94 During the Roman period, the evidence 
93 CAH2, Vol. VII, Part I, 260 
94 W.V. Harris, Ancient Literacy, l29ff, 134. D.J. Thomson, "Language and Literacy in Early Hellenistic 
Egypt", in P. Hilde et al. (ed.) Ethnicity in Hellenistic Egypt (Aarhus Uni Press), 39-52, at 48 makes 
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suggests that the pattern remained the same, although it appears that endowments for 
schools decreased during the Roman occupation, as did the ideal of universal 
education. In larger centres such as nome capitals like Oxyrhynchus, Heracleopolis 
and Hermoupolis, there is evidence of the existence of elementary teachers, "but not 
by any means in the majority of Greek settlements in Egypt or indeed in really small 
places at all." 95 So the idea of paideia in practice remained an attribute of a wealthy 
elite, as did the possession of literacy. In the Byzantine period, there is evidence of a 
general decline in literacy throughout the Roman Empire, although the abundance of 
papyri from Egypt in this period also indicates that the decline was not necessarily 
uniform.96 In summary it seems likely that for the relevant period, literacy and 
education were generally reserved only for a narrow section of the community. 
Such considerations suggest the general outline of the type of knowledge that 
was processed and transmitted through education in Greco-Roman Egypt. It is clear 
that those who could write or present arguments in court came from the relatively 
narrow section of society from which also came the beneficiaries of education and 
literacy. It is also clear that the corpus of material upon which students drew to carry 
out their exercises brought them into direct contact with the vast body of rhetorical 
speeches from the classical world. 97 It stands to reason therefore that this body of 
knowledge should have provided many of the resources which the following 
generations utilised to produce their forms of rhetorical activity, whether in writing or 
orally in court. That is, we should expect to find that the expressions, devices and 
motifs of the classical orators influenced the arguments and language of petitions and 
court transcripts of Greco-Roman Egypt. This of course does not mean that we also 
find the conceptual system or ideologies of Greek city-states simply replicated 
unreflectively year after year in Hellenistic and Roman documents. As will be seen, 
reference to early attempts to takes Greek education to remoter places in Egypt. 
95 Ibid., 244-4, 273. 
96 Ibid., 280, 3I4ff 
97 Thomson, "Language and Literacy in Early Hellenistic Egypt", at 50 draws attention to the content of 
literature copied out by the twins Ptolemaios and Apollonios whilst they were detained in the Serapeum in 
Memphis, including Greek tragedy and comedy. 
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and as might be expected, the people of Greco-Roman Egypt functioned within their 
own conceptual systems and used the conceptual and linguistic resources of the 
classical era for their own purposes, set them in new patterns and utilised them for 
new interactions with the different social structures and institutional roles which 
developed in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. 
We then come to the question of whether the educated elite was substantially 
responsible for the language choices which we find in the papyri and, for those 
trained as advocates, in argumentation before courts. If we examine the situation with 
petitions we can certainly say that the educated elite could have written their own 
petitions and perhaps some did. This would seem to reflect also the fact, which we 
will discuss further in chapter 3, that the process of petitioning was in fact treated as a 
last resort in a society which tended to rely upon self help rather than formalised 
governmental avenues of dispute resolution and it was utilised predominantly by the 
property owning classes, who were not necessarily literate. 98 This comment may 
however have to be limited to Roman Egypt. For example, the editors of P.Cair.Zen. 
II 59145 {2/8/256 BC) offer the suggestion that the petitioner Sphragis, a young 
woman, may be "the natot<JKT) bought by Zenon three years ago in Transjordania (see 
no 59003)", indicating that slaves in the confined context of a owpEa of III BC in 
Ptolemaic Egypt were able to use a petitioning procedure. Whether this sort of 
situation appertained in II or I BC is a difficult question. 
However, it is generally accepted that in Egypt there existed a special scribal 
class which was responsible for all manner of documents. The influence of the 
scribal system can be seen in private letters, and as Thomas points out, even Greeks 
who were literate used scribes to write their letters.99 So it is reasonable to give 
98 See ch. 3, 121 below. On individuals composing their own petitions note J.E.G. Whitehorne, "P.Mich. inv. 
255: A Petition to the Epistrategos P. Marcus Crispus", Chr. d'Eg. 67 (1991), 250-256, which is reproduced 
below as document 9 in chapter 4, 168, suggest that the writer of this petition Ptolemaeus son of Diodorus 
probably wrote his own petitions of which several are extant and the peculiar diction reflects his own 
language choices. 
99 R. Thomas, Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece, 153ff. On the importance of scribes in Egypt at the 
start of the Hellenistic period see Thomson, "Language and Literacy in Early Hellenistic Egypt", at 42. 
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scribes the credit for the language of most surviving petitions. The presence of scribes 
in the authorship equation had several important consequences. It means that issues 
of literacy should really be partially divorced from the question of which sections of 
society actually used petitions, since the language of petitions was not necessarily tied 
to the status, background or even the type of complaint of any particular petitioner. 
Emphasis is required here because some commentators have assumed that the 
language of the arguments used in a petition should be assessed by reference to 
criteria reflecting the social profile of the petitioner, that is, his or her position in 
society and access to material resources. And, it must be said, scholarly views that 
petitions were usually presented by the propertied classes would seem to constitute an 
endorsement of such an approach. It would have the most far reaching implications 
for some of the most basic conclusions of this thesis. For example, if one proceeded 
on the basis of a connection between the language of petitions and the propertied 
classes only, it would require us to assume that the language of petitions was evidence 
of the negotiation of power only of a relatively small section of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
The intercession of scribes is a fact which exhorts us to address the problem of 
the relationship of the language used and the social class of the petitioner with some 
circumspection. 100 Scribes chose language which they deemed appropriate. They 
acted as a filter through which the written approaches to the government had to pass 
in the normal course. It was therefore the educational exposure which they enjoyed 
and their interpretative use of the social knowledge which was passed to them which 
primarily determined what symbolic meanings and which linguistics structures were 
deployed in documents such as petitions, even if the relative social position of a 
petitioner may have played a part. The connection of scribes to temples and the 
100 It is also fraught with difficulties for other reasons. For example, if one tried to draw a connection between 
the language of the humble in petitions about lease disputes and the tenants themselves in Roman Egypt one 
would immediately run into the problems produced by the fact that some large land owners also leased plots 
of land and some tenants leased such relatively enonnous tracts that they clearly should be seen as part of 
the upper class economically. See esp. D. Kehoe, "Legal Institutions and the Bargaining Power of the 
Tenant in Roman Egypt", AfP 41 (1995), 232-262, at 236. So one needs to guard against a too glib equation 
of membership of a juristic category such as "tenant" and membership of what is perceived to be a 
corresponding (oppressed) economic class. 
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religious milieu of Egypt may also have had a considerable influence on the language 
which was chosen for petitions, as many of the points made in chapter 5 seem to 
indicate. 
So what conclusion do we come to about the extent to which the language of 
petitions can be regarded as the language used to negotiate power by sections of 
society more widespread than an extended propertied elite? It is very difficult to 
know, but the following observations are reasonable. First, although it may have 
been the case that scribes most often wrote petitions for literate or illiterate members 
of the propertied classes, other sections of society were not excluded from the 
petitioning procedure on the basis only of literacy. Some petitions were no doubt 
written for those from the less propertied sections of society, particularly in Ptolemaic 
times, as the frequent references, which we discuss in chapter 7, to weakness and 
oppression in the documents would suggest. Secondly, we observed above (at 76) 
that the slender evidence of spontaneous acclamations of powerful figures by crowds 
in Greco-Roman Egypt used motifs, such as the saviour and benefactor motif and 
protection of the humble, which were fundamental in the composition of petitions, as 
we will see in chapters 5 and 7. We do not know of course what social classes 
comprised any given crowd, but there is no particular reason to think that a crowd, 
either in Alexandria or a metropolis in the chora, would be limited to the propertied 
classes. As we observed above (at 78) this evidence may indicate that the symbolic 
concepts used in petitions were known to and used by the general population. 
Therefore in that sense the language used by scribes may well have reflected the 
language which illiterate petitioners themselves would have used to negotiate power 
in the language of petitions, whatever class they came from. 
2.5 PETITIONS, FORMULAE AND PRAYERS. 
The issue of interpretative activity brings us again to the problems raised by the 
formulaic nature of much of the language used in petitions. In fact this question 
extends to the entire structure of the documents, as we will see in chapter 5, since the 
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texts were built around certain basic structural features and phrases which heightened 
the impression of formulaic composition. The question here is how meaning may be 
attributed to these linguistic phrases and structures at all and especially in terms of the 
model which was developed in the last chapter. The problem is most apparent when 
we set the formulaic composition of a document like a petition against the 
background of literary composition so well known from the epic compositions of 
Homer. Contemporary theory of the formulaic composition of oral poetry sees it as 
the individual and spontaneous realisation of inherited traditional ideas and impulses. 
The oral tradition in Homer embodies associative pathways of sound and idea that 
yield "families" of phrases, adducing a generative model. 101 Although the use of 
formulae for the oral or written composition of epic poetry is special and vastly 
different from the composition of other types of documents, the point to be made here 
is that these sorts of ideas when allied to the notion of interpretative activity involving 
elements of the symbolic order, which we referred to in the last chapter, can point to a 
way of explaining the presence of formulae in petitions and indeed stereotypical 
phraseology in court room speeches. 
Even if in most cases a petition was drafted by a scribe, we still need to ask 
why the particular collocation of formulae was chosen for a specific document, since 
variations were frequent. Variation itself suggests some interpretative activity by the 
scribe but we should not cease our inquiry with that observation. It is interesting to 
know what significance the final choice of words and their arrangement may have 
had. Partly, it is suggested the answer lies in the concept of social roles. The 
recurring phrases and formulae which scholars have called "trivial" or "meaningless" 
in truth created meaning for language users because, partly at least, they were 
linguistic motifs which formed part of the patterns and regularities of the roles around 
which they clustered. This is particularly noticeable in the transference of symbolic 
appellations such as rrwT~p, EUEPYETTJS" or O:vni.~IJ.nTwp from Greek kings to Roman 
101 J. Miles Foley, Oral-Formulaic Theory (Garland, New York, 1990) 
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procurators, a process which is discussed in more detail in chapter 5. In each case it 
will appear that the role was conceptualised for the purpose of a petition as 
somewhere between human and divine, close to either an altar or cult statue, apposite 
to receive a suppliant. 102 The fact that formulae and stereotypical phrases were 
constantly marshalled over seven centuries by language users in written 
communications, and sometimes in oral communications in courtroom argumentation, 
is more likely to be a testament to their value and authority than to their general 
irrelevance. As we will see later in chapter 8, under the influence of pragmatics, 
several scholars have noticed the performative use of ritual and conventional 
language in several types of text from the ancient world, especially those associated 
with religion and magic. The concept of ritual action which encompasses language 
use reinforces the conclusion that the use of formulae can in fact be of the utmost 
importance to produce meaning in documents like petitions. This is where 
comparison with some types of ancient prayer is very instructive, in particular the so-
called "judicial" prayers, which were very close to petitions in form and purpose. 
Judicial prayers, prayers for justice or revenge formed a specific category of ancient 
curse, identified by the interesting work of H.S. Versnel. He has observed that 
'juridical' or 'revenge' prayers from the Hellenistic and imperial periods are motivated 
by the inadequacies in the legal system of temporal state and sovereign, and judicial 
prayers were formulated as requests in the same way as petitions.' 03 They, like 
petitions, involve a relationship of subservience before an all powerful figure and the 
language of supplication figures prominently. 104 
The language of such texts is always formulaic and most would expect it to 
be. In fact the form of the language became so standardised that curses in blank are 
I 02 Price of course has argued for such an understanding of the conceptualisation of the Roman emperor in the 
context of the imperial cult: Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor( CUP, Cambridge, 
1984); "Gods and emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult", JHS 104 (1984), 80, esp. 
85ff 
103 "Religious Mentality in Ancient Prayer", in H.S. Versnel, Faith, Hope and Worship: Aspects of Religious 
Mentality in the Ancient World (E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1981), II at 21; "Beyond Cursing: The Appeal to Justice 
in Judicial Prayers" in CL A. Faraone & D. Obbink (ed.), Magika Hiera (OUP, New York, 1991), 60-106. 
See further the discussion in chapter 8 below. 
104 "Beyond Cursing", 70. 
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known as are sample books or professional formularies, which may have played an 
important part in composition. 105 This shows that formulaic composition is an 
equivocal guide to meaning. The formulaic nature of a prayer was undoubtedly seen 
as part of its efficacy and repetition especially added to intensity .106 So it will be 
argued should the formulaic language of petitions. Some scholars have made 
significant steps forward in understanding this ritual use of language by reference to 
linguistic theories which see language as a type of action, particularly speech act 
theories. The fact that judicial prayers provide close points of comparison with 
petitions in purpose and language suggests that the approach of seeing the formulaic 
language of petitions in terms of performative utterances and ritual action is likely to 
be productive. We return to this in chapter 8. 
2.6 LITERARY SOURCES 
The sources upon which this thesis will be based are primarily papyrus documents 
which embody texts which are usually described as "non-literary". However, some 
reference to "literary" sources is also essential. Both the dictates of the judicial or 
forensic social and institutional context and the influence of the authors of classical 
rhetorical tracts on ancient education and the progress of the Second Sophistic from II 
AD compel us to have some regard to Demosthenes, Antiphon and others rhetoricians 
in assessing the language of petitions and court argumentation. 107 This much may 
seem obvious, and reference to many classical antecedents of the language of 
petitions will be frequent in what follows. 
But there is another genre which also supplies very useful comparative 
material, namely, the Greek novels. The content of the Greek novelists such as 
Longus, Chariton, Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus indicates that they may also 
provide evidence of how the elements of the symbolic universe could be used to make 
105 Cl. A. Faraone, "The Agonistic Context of Early Greek Binding Spel1s", in Magika Hiera, 1-15. 
106 "Religious Mentality", 34. 
107 On the Second Sophistic see D. Russell, Greek Declamation (CUP, Cambridge, 1983), esp. 79ff; G.A. 
Kennedy, The Art of Rhetoric in the Roman World (Princeton, 1972); Greek Rhetoric under Christian 
Emperors (Princeton, 1983) 
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sense of power. Unlike the classical authors, the Greek novelists wrote between I BC 
and III or IV AD and are therefore more contemporary with the other sources from 
the Roman period of Egyptian history .108 It is however important to note that the 
novelists are not good evidence because they were written for a wide "lower class" 
audience, despite the views of some scholars. Susan Stephens makes the point that 
one cannot lose sight of the connection between wealth and education, and literacy 
required education, as we noted above, and in any event the record of papyrus 
survivals of the novels suggests, if anything, a more limited readership than the 
classical authors. 109 In particular comparison with genres which undoubtedly did 
have penetration into the lower classes, such as Christian literature, suggests a much 
closer link with classical authors. 110 But, although written for the literate classes, the 
Greek novels can be of use to the present study for four main reasons. First, the 
novelists needed, like most novelists, to rely upon familiar details in the everyday 
lives of their readership, as part of the process of giving form and texture to their 
stories to which readers could respond. Details about religious ritual and the use of 
gestures formed part of the cultural background of the novels and therefore provide a 
fair guide to that background in the Roman period. This means that novels can be 
used as evidence to assist our assessment of the language of supplication in petitions. 
Secondly, within the novels we have prose examples of the nearest thing possible to 
conversational linguistic interaction, reflected in the dialogue of characters. To be 
sure, literary dialogue is to be treated as highly stylised, but nonetheless the dialogue 
is represented to the reader as conversation and consequently can be looked upon as 
linguistic interaction with real value for comparative purposes. Thirdly, as Suzanne 
McAlister has pointed out, the heroes and heroines are much more in the mould of 
108 See the range of dates given by B.P. Reardon, Collected Ancient Greek Novels (Cal Uni Press, Berkeley, 
1989) 
109 S. Stephens, "Who read Ancient Novels" in J. Tatum (ed.), The Search for the Ancient Greek Novel (John 
Hopkins, Baltimore and London, 1994), 405-418, at 407, 412. See also Ewen Bowie, "The Readership of 
the Greek Novels in the Ancient World" in the same collection, 435-59, who concludes that most of the 
novels were primarily intended for a male readership. He makes the point at 438 that allusions in novels to 
classical authors such as Homer, Sappho, Euripides, Herodotus, the orators, Menander and Theocritus 
indicate the education of the audience. I record here my gratitude for the considerable benefit I derived from 
discussing the Greek novels with Dr Suzanne MacAlister. 
I 10 Ibid., at 413. 
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ordinary people than, say, the central characters of early Greek epic. Like the 
ordinary people in petitions, the characters in the Greek novels are thwarted and 
misused by villains who beset them with lawless deeds and general chaos. 111 This in 
many ways reflects many of the themes of anomie which we will meet in petitions. 112 
Fourthly, the novels betray attitudes and symptoms of the contemporary society 
which produced them, and in this they bear something of the same character of 
forensic speeches used by Dover to study "popular" morality in the classical period of 
Athens. 113 
2.7 SUMMARY 
In this chapter it has been argued that a specific category of surviving non-literary 
papyri, namely petitions, provides a recognisable corpus of material which embodied 
and formed part of the process of structuration, that is, both the language of and the 
procedural attributes of petitions allow the researcher to glimpse part of the process 
whereby structural properties of the social system of Greco-Roman Egypt, the 
structures of signification, were reproduced and the capacity for change was explored 
by the interpretative activity of the general population. Petitions operated as a form 
of linguistic interaction embodying a range of fundamental symbolic concepts 
through which the population made sense of the power located in roles in the 
institutional order, especially because they were the product of a very important social 
and institutional context, namely, the administrative and legal. The context 
circumscribed by legal institutions possessed certain core features which remained 
constant over the entire period covered in this thesis, III BC to IV AD. This is an 
important controlling factor in the application of the model set out in chapter 1 and 
allows us to observe how specific symbolic concepts were articulated in language in 
Ill S. MacAlister, "The Ancient Greek Novel in its Social and Cultural Context", Classicum XVII.2 (1991), 37-
43. 
112 See esp. chapter 7 below. Ken Dowden, "Heliodoros: Serious Intentions", CQ 46 (1996), 267-285, at 278 
points out that a basic symbolic and metaphorical counterpoise between something like the Platonic "good" 
and anomie terror is found readily expressed in the opening passages of Heliodoros. 
113 On the novels see again MacAlister, "The Ancient Greek Novel", at 31. See K.J. Dover, Greek Popular 
Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle, Bff. 
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response to the experience of both legitimate and illegitimate power within that 
context. The social and linguistic context of petitions, and hence their utility as 
evidence, is seen by comparison with other types of evidence, here particularly, 
transcripts of proceedings, the classical orators, the Greek novels and judicial or 
revenge prayers. In the next chapter it is proposed to consider in general outline the 
structural properties of the social system of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
CHAPTER3. 
POWER AND STRUCTURE 
Aspects of the Structural Order of Greco-Roman Egypt 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter it is proposed to investigate more deeply the contexts of structures of 
domination and normative regulation in Greco-Roman Egypt, so as to provide an 
essential point of reference when we come to consider the language of the symbolic 
order in later chapters. We will limit ourselves to an outline of some of the main 
features of the economic, legal and administrative structure of Greco-Roman Egypt, 
since these give the best idea of the structures of domination and normative 
regulation. This is very difficult subject matter which has required the input of many 
areas of expertise over the years and about which there are still many unanswered 
questions and areas of dispute. Nonetheless it is very important to give background to 
the argument of this thesis, by showing the basic structures within which the process 
of legitimation took place and developed over time. In particular a description of the 
administrative structure which was developed in Greco-Roman Egypt is integral to an 
understanding of the contours and diffusion of legitimate or formal power in that 
particular milieu, and by comparison, informal or personal power. Part of this 
process helps explicate the notion of institutions and institutional roles which were 
discussed in the previous chapter as a necessary facet of the model of legitimation. 
Positions in Greco-Roman Egypt such as the Ptolemaic monarch, the nome strategoi 
and Roman procurators are very suitable for analysis in terms of institutional roles, as 
we shall shortly see. In addition, an outline of the administrative structure is a good 
way of presenting important features of the general contours of Egyptian society in 
this period and it provides, furthermore, an understanding of the roles which enjoyed 
a presumption of legitimate power and in respect of which the symbolic universe had 
an intimate and very important operation. 
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But the subject matter of this chapter is especially necessary also to provide an 
awareness of the wider institutional framework within which the forensic context was 
located and the rhetorical interaction which it comprehended took place. Our model 
of production of meaning through linguistic interaction in a specific context cannot be 
adequately applied without a close consideration of the elements of the context. The 
administrative institutions of Greco-Roman Egypt were intimately connected with the 
legal institutions and it is not practical or correct to attempt a fearless differentiation 
of them, either factually or functionally, despite modern predispositions to do so. As 
wilJ be argued later in this chapter in the ancient world the functional differences 
between institutions and roles were often very blurred and in reality they leave the 
researcher with a strong impression of their amorphous nature. Once the structures 
have been discussed, we will then be able to entertain some more general remarks on 
the concept of power as it devolved through the institutional order of Greco-Roman 
Egypt and the social relations which were worked under the umbrella of those 
institutions. This is necessary in terms of our model but also it provides the basis for 
a consideration in chapter 6 of certain intellectual features of ancient politics and 
ideology, and the connection of these to the idea of legitimation and the symbolic 
umverse. 
3.2 ADMINISTRATION, ECONOMY AND THE EXPERIENCE OF POWER IN 
GRECO-ROMAN EGYPT 
3.2.1 Administrative Structure in Greco-Roman Egypt 
Egypt in the Greco-Roman period was notable for its complex administration. A 
great deal of work has been done with the systemisation of administrative hierarchies 
and the description of various jurisdictional limits and competences of officials. But 
most of these studies share a characteristic which is so pervasive that it should stand 
as a preface to the discussion and an invitation to exercise some caution. Analyses in 
legal and constitutional terms are always liable to fall into "the constitutional law 
trap", the tendency to elevate the systemisation of jurisdictions and competences at 
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the expense of their experience in reality .1 And more importantly, modern 
jurisprudential studies of ancient powers are often based on certain anachronistic 
preconceptions. As J.D. Thomas points out distinctions between civil and criminal or 
officials with "true" judicial competence as opposed to 'Beamtenjustiz" or judicial 
versus administrative powers in Greco-Roman Egypt relies upon a modern distinction 
which is probably inappropriate to the ancient world, and which Greek officials and 
Roman procurators would not have understood. 2 It is important therefore when 
studying power and institutions to bear such reservations in mind, since they allow us 
to see more clearly that power in Greco-Roman Egypt is not simply to be equated 
with legal notions of jurisdiction, however important these may be, it was a much 
more distributive phenomenon than is usually acknowledged, the experience of it was 
untidy and its exercise was capricious a lot of the time. 
It is convenient to begin by considering Egypt in terms of administrative units, 
of which the whole country was the largest. In the Ptolemaic period, the king or 
queen was the highest authority over the whole of Egypt, the apex of the 
administrative and judicial hierarchy and the source of law, with power over the entire 
geographic area of Egypt. 3 The king acted as a judge himself in certain types of 
cases, which Taubenschlag designates as npoaoBtKa and paatl\tKa EYKAT\~aTa, and 
the delicts of lese majeste. Other cases were devolved upon lower officials.4 Below 
the monarch stood several officials with great power and authority also throughout 
the whole of Egypt, such as the dioiketes (BtotKllTTlS") who ran the royal treasury, the 
hypomnematographos (uno~ v11 ~a Toy pa' cj> o s-) and the epistolographos 
(EmaTo).oypacj>os-). The dioiketes is known to have received petitions, at least in III 
BC.5 
I See M.l. Finley, Politics in the Ancient World (CUP, Cambridge, 1983), 56. 
2 The Epistrategos, I, 66 f, II, 138. At 140 he notes that in Roman Egypt "there was no rigid distinction 
between the types of case which could come in the first instance to strategos, epistrategos or prefect." See 
also A.K. Bowman, JRS 66 (1976), 163. Di Bitonto (1967) at 6 makes the point that in the Ptolemaic papyri 
which she studied "legal suits and administrative intervention are seen as acts of the same nature." 
3 H.J. Wolff, Das Justizwesen der Ptolemiier (MUnch. Beitr. 44, 1962). 
4 R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri (332 BC- 640 AD) (Warsaw, 
1955), 479-80. See also Wolff, Das Justizwesen, esp. ch. 2. 
5 Bitonto (1968), 56. 
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Once we move below Egypt as a whole, there were several different types of 
administrative unit to consider. On the one hand were the new Greek cities, 
Alexandria and Ptolemais, of which Ptolemais definitely had a council and an 
assembly of the people (ekklesia) and both had their own magistrates, as well as the 
supposedly autonomous older Greek cities Naucratis and Paraetonium.6 On the other 
hand, there were the administrative districts of the country. The country (xwpa) was 
divided into administrative districts called nomes (vo11o(), the capitals of which were 
called llTJTponot.ns-. However, it should also be said that administrative districts 
were often somewhat fluid in their delineation, especially early in the Ptolemaic 
period.7 There were several officials whose competence seems to have extended over 
a number of nomes. One such official was the epistrategos. Thomas has made the 
most detailed recent study of this post and concludes that when epistrategoi first 
appeared in the second century BC they were officials of overriding civil and military 
authority "throughout the chora", although later appointees to the position had more 
limited powers. The Ptolemaic epistrategos received petitions although the evidence 
relating to his civil and especially the judicial functions is not extensive, but such 
evidence as there is suggests that he had jurisdiction in civil as well as criminal 
matters, similar to that of the nome strategos including the disappearance of wheat, 
disputes over an inheritance, wrongful seizure of property.8 However, in a general 
sense, the strategos was a more important official, since there was a strategos always 
in charge of each nome, supplanting the pre-Ptolemaic nomarch (vollciPXTJS"). In each 
nome there was also a representative of the central treasury called the oikonomos 
(otKovolloS"), who seems to have been primarily responsible for the collection of tax, 
and officials, such as the epistates, the epimeletes, and the assistant dioiketes all of 
whom are known to have received petitions.9 The separate villages within nomes 
6 The question of the boule and council of Alexandria in this period is very vexed. It had its own system of 
laws deriving probably from Attic law and a set of civic magistrates See A.K. Bowman and D. Rathbone, 
"Cities and Administration in Roman Egypt", JRS 82 (1992), 107-127, at 108-9. 
7 See most recently R.S. Bagnall, J.G. Manning, S.E. Sidebotham, R.E. Zitterkopf, "A Ptolemaic Inscription 
from Bir 'layyan", Chr. d'Eg. 71 (1996), 317-329. 
8 Thomas, The epistrategos, I, 83 -86, 63-69. 
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(Kw flat) were administered by a komarch (Kwf1apxTJs) and a komogrammateus 
(Kwf1oypaf1f1UTEus), who was concerned in all local matters involving revenues and is 
attested as the recipient of petitions. 10 The strategos and all the latter officials are 
attested as the recipients of petitions in many types of dispute, such as, hybris, 
including battery, illegal behaviour of officials, extortion, violence, theft, damage to 
property, breach of contract, non payment of rent etc. 11 Also, a military official, the 
hipparch and a police official, the archiphylakites received petitions. At the most 
local level nomes were further divided into smaller units ( Tonot or Tonapxiat) under 
the jurisdiction of a toparch (Tonapxos) and a topogrammateus (Tonoypaf1f1UTEUS). 
The administration comprised of these roles has been interpreted in various ways, 
some of which will be discussed at the end of this section. But we may note here that 
it was essentially Greek in many of its basic concepts, Greeks occupied most of the 
higher positions and at some time in III BC Greek became the official language of 
Egypt.12 
The battle of Actium took place in 31 BC and its outcome allowed Augustus 
to add Egypt to his Roman empire.13 From 30 BC it came under the Roman imperial 
administration. Greek continued to be used as the official language, although Latin 
became necessary as well, and in a number of specific legal areas the procedures of 
the Ptolemaic era either continued or Roman procedures bore very close resemblance 
to them. 14 However, in a legal and political sense the position of preeminence within 
Egypt was changed from the Ptolemaic monarch to the Roman emperor. But unlike 
the Ptolemaic king the Roman emperor was actually and conceptually foreign, a 
figure who dwelt in a different country. The emperor acted through his 
representative, the Praefectus Aegypti. The first prefect of Egypt was C. Cornelius 
9 Di Bitonto (1968), 59-61. 
10 Ibid. On the competence of the komogrammateus in relation the komarch see P.Yale I, 157ff. 
II See the collection of examples in Di Bitonto (1968), 74-98. 
12 Rostovtzeff, SEHRE, 278. It must be said that the Ptolemies undoubtedly adapted and retained a number of 
Pharaonic administrative institutions, including the intense interest in revenue: see D. Delia, "The Ptolemies 
and the Ideology of Kingship: Response" in P. Green (ed.), Hellenistic History & Culture (Uni. of 
California, Berkeley, 1993), 193-4 and works cited there. 
13 See Res Gestae, §27 "Aegyptum imperio populi Romani adieci." 
14 Eg., the cruyypa:<j>ocfn)Aa:~-deeds find very close parallels in Roman documents like P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 
AD). See P.Eleph 1-4, P.Hib 96, WilckenAft' V 202. 
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Gallus, who held the position from 30-27/6 BC. 15 In a day to day sense, as Reinmuth 
makes clear, the prefect substantially carried on the functions and prerogatives of the 
Ptolemaic monarchy, and he suggests that to tbe inhabitants the prefect "stood in the 
place of the king" .16 The prefect received petitions on a wide range of subjects, 
including exemption from public duties or liturgies; restitution of property after 
violence or fraud, release from wrongful detention, personal insult and violence, 
breach of contract involving debt, poisoning and murder. 17 But Egypt was no longer 
run as a kingdom. It was run by a Roman equestrian administration, by outsiders who 
stayed for relatively short periods. Egypt also became garrisoned by a standing 
Roman army of 3 then 2 legions, three alae of cavalry and nine cohorts of auxiliaries, 
the equestrian officers and centurions of which formed the prefect's military staff and 
undertook administrative functions. 18 This facts alone would have helped foster the 
sense of physical and cultural distance between the smaller communities of Egypt and 
the high Roman officials. 
In the central administration there were underneath the prefect a number of 
important officials: the juridicus (otKawooTT)S), the archidicastes, the idios logos, 
archiereus and dioiketes. The cities Naucratis, Alexandria, Ptolemais and 
Antinoopolis had special administrative arrangements. But in the chora, it is likely 
that some time in the reign of Augustus, Egypt was divided into three administrative 
divisions, the Delta, the Heptanomia, and the Thebaid. 19 Thomas thinks that some 
time in the late second century AD the Delta was further subdivided into two. These 
districts were called epistrategeia and were presided over by the Roman epistrategos, 
a procurator appointed by the emperor from tbe ordo equester who stood immediately 
15 O.W. Reinmuth, The Prefect of Egypt from Augustus to Diocletian (Klio Bei. z. Alt. Ges., 1935), Appendix 
I. 
16 Reinmuth, The Prefect of Egypt, 1-2. The suggestion is perhaps a bit misleading. It is true that the Roman 
prefect resided in the former Ptolemaic palace and observed the taboo on sailing on the Nile in flood. But 
these observances hardly made the prefect a replacement of the king. See Bowman & Rathbone, "Cities and 
Administration", at 1 10 and fns 13 & 14 and the discussion of the Ptolemaic cult in chapter 6 below. 
17 See Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 87ff 
18 Bowman & Rathbone, "Cities and Administration", at IlO W.E.H. Cockle, "State Archives in Graeco-
Roman Egypt from 30 BC to the Reign of Septimius Severus", lEA 10 (1984), 106-122, at lOS sets out a 
very useful diagram of the administrative hierarchy in Roman Egypt. 
19 See Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 19ff, who gives a very good account of the evidence and arguments for a 
date in the reign of Augustus. 
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below the prefect in the chora. The office is known to have received many petitions 
on various subjects, including official error, release from liturgy, and violence, and 
heard cases of two basic types: requests for some administrative step to be taken such 
as ordering the strategos to have persons present at a trial and private disputes over 
debts.20 Below the epistrategos stood the nome strategoi, who continued to be based 
in the nome capitals. and in the villages the office of komogrammateus continued but 
komarchs disappeared until their reintroduction in III AD.21 
Although the prefect and the epistrategos belonged to the Roman procuratorial 
class, there was an important distinction between them. The prefect was essentially 
based in Alexandria, while the epistrategos was based in the chora. This distinction 
has been applied broadly by some scholars to the entirety of officials with judicial 
activity, that is, on the one hand the Alexandrian officials such as the prefect and the 
iuridicus and on the other the local officials such as the epistrategos and the strategos. 
Thomas rejects this for reasons which are worth mentioning since they highlight the 
important differences between levels of officials. The epistrategos was certainly 
"local" in a geographical sense, being located in his epistrategeia, but he was very 
different from the strategos, because he was a Roman procurator. By contrast the 
strategos and other local officials were by the Roman period usually drawn from the 
local population.22 Thomas makes the point that in language and format petitions to 
the prefect and the epistrategos are closest and noticeably dissimilar to petitions to the 
strategos. 23 The distance between the prefect and the strategos is well illustrated by 
those subscriptions to petitions by the prefect referring the case to the strategos but 
threatening him with severe penalties if he does not do his job. 24 
20 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 11, Ch. 10, 133-4 and Table A. 
21 C.A. Nelson, "Liturgical Nomination of <lHMO:EIOI TH:E KOMHr, Chr. d'Eg. 71 (1996), 105-114 
22 Ibid., 142. In I AD the office of strategos was monopolised by Alexandrians, but in II AD the office began 
to be filled by metropolites: see Bowman & Rathbone, "Cities and Administration", at 125-6. 
23 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 141-2. 
24 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 127, citing P.Harr I 68 (225 AD) 6 crTpaTTjyOS' npO 0$8aA~[Wv] Exwv 
T0v '(5wv Kiv6uvov E:n{Tponov Tots- O:¢n)Ati;t KaTacrTfiaat $povn€l ("The strategos under pain 
of serious consequences to himself shall see to the appointment of a guardian for the minors") As Thomas 
notes ad 1oc., these "not surprisingly differ radically from anything the prefect ever wrote to the 
epistrategos." 
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It can be said that in the area of legal jurisdiction, in the Roman period, the 
control of the prefect, the epistrategos and to a lesser extent the strategos over the 
rules governing the presentation of petitions and their subsequent fate formed a very 
important aspect of how their power was perceived. According to the study of 
Thomas the prefect and the epistrategos could refuse to accept petitions. 25 But when 
they were accepted it was the subscription of the prefect or epistrategos which 
determined where the case was sent and what action the administration would take in 
respect of it, such as, reference to the strategos for settlement or conduct of 
preliminaries before being referred back to the original delegator.26 Consequently, 
the role of the prefect and epistrategos particularly but also the strategos was critical 
to the furtherance of the petitioners claim, and thus its ultimate resolution. 
Within the nome capitals there developed a fairly uniform hierarchy of 
municipal officials after a pattern such as follows: (I) hypomnematographos, (2) 
gymnasiarch, (3) exegetes, (4) cosmetes, (5) chief priest (archiereus), (6) eutheniarch, 
(7) agoranomus. 27 These officials remained under the control of the strategos, who 
was drawn from the local metropolite class.28 The purpose of drawing attention to 
this difference between the magistracies and the strategos here is that it will be 
apparent in later chapters that it was in part responsible for language choices in 
petitions. There is a pattern which, though not invariably adhered to, shows that 
conceptualisations of the most obviously religious or symbolic nature were usually 
reserved for the higher Roman procurators, such as the prefect, the epistrategos and 
the archidicastes.29 The strategos was also the beneficiary of this sort of language on 
occasion perhaps because perceptions of his great power in the Ptolemaic period hung 
25 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 117. 
26 Ibid. 
27 This is the hierarchy given in P.Oxy XII, at 29. It should be borne in mind that there is some scholarly 
disagreement about the ranking, on which see P.Oxy XII, loc. cit. Cockle, "State Archives in Graeco-
Roman Egypt from 30 BC to the Reign of Septimius Severus", at I 08 seems to follow this basic scheme. He 
points out that this group formed a koinon until f3ouAr} were created in c. 200 AD under Septimius Severns. 
28 Bowman & Rathbone, "Cities and Administration", at 122-3. 
29 See for example Table 6.4 at the end of chapter 6. 
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over into the Roman and in the Roman period he was the "interface" between the 
metropolites in the chora and the prefect in Alexandria. 
The middle of III AD is well known as a very troubled period in the history of 
the Roman empire. The death of Severns Alexander in 235 AD inaugurated a period 
of intense instability with civil war and barbarian invasions which lasted until the 
accession of Diocletian in 284 AD. During this half century the empire came close to 
collapse several times. There were at least 27 recognised emperors and at one point 
there were 30 claimants to the throne. The average reign was only several months.30 
The third century finished with the administration of the Roman empire being 
dramatically reformed by Diocletian, in several fundamental ways. The empire as a 
whole was reorganised into administrative units which we know as dioceses 
(BtotKTl<JElS') under four praefecti praetorio. Egypt fell within the diocese Oriens and 
was therefore under the praefectus per Orientem who resided in Antiochia. Within 
Egypt three provinces were created, namely, Aegyptus Herculia which corresponded 
roughly with the areas of the old Heptanomia and the Fayum together, Aegyptus Jovia 
which corresponded to the Delta, and Thebais. These provinces covered basically the 
same areas as the old epistrategiae, which were abolished, as was the office of 
epistrategos. Each one was administered by a praeses (1\yq.Lwv or apxwv) while the 
prefect of Egypt continued to have judicial competence over the entire province. 
The former metropoleis became civitates, and the area of the particular nomes 
of which they had been capital, became the territory of each. The cities were 
governed by a board (curia), no longer a council. The powers and responsibilities in 
financial administration, formerly in the hands of the council, were given to the 
logistes or curator civitatis. The logistes had power throughout the whole nome, 
unlike the former town council, and was responsible directly to the prefect. The 
earliest reference to the logistes is from 304 AD. The official known as syndikos who 
30 See R. MacMullen, The Roman Government's Response to Crisis, A.D. 235~337 (Yale Uni Press, New 
Haven and London, 1976), 13, 38-44, 50-I, 58-60, 65-6, 69, 93-4; A. Jones, The Later Roman Empire 284· 
602 (Uni of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1964), 23. 
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in the Roman period had been a kind of liaison officer for the council with other 
branches of the bureaucracy, particularly in legal matters, after 300 AD this official 
became the defensor civitatis with competence throughout the whole nome. 
Furthermore, the nome strategos began to decline in importance. During the third 
century the strategos was the chief executive of the central government, with 
responsibilities for the collection of tax and annona militaris and, in general, the land 
economy. From about 309 AD the strategos seems to start bearing the title exactor 
and his responsibilities are limited to the collection of tax. 31 At the level of the 
toparchies further changes were undertaken. The toparchies, the rural areas, were 
subdivided into a unit called a pagus, and were headed by a praepositus pagi who 
became a very important official. The exactor, the syndic, the riparius, the praeses 
and the beneficarius all make their appearance as the recipients of petitions. Although 
these changes came into existence substantially at the end of the period with which 
this thesis is concerned it is still important to place them in the picture because as we 
will see the new "Byzantine" order was, in its early stages at least, legitimated and 
conceptualised in forensic discourse in familiar symbolic terms which continued from 
the previous periods even if they were set in new linguistic configurations. 
3.2.2 Land, Villages and Revenue 
A schematic description of the administrative structure such as that just given in the 
previous section is helpful to give a framework but it is fairly uninformative without 
being given further flesh by an indication of its relevance at a social level in the 
Egyptian communities. It becomes necessary then to examine the communities over 
whom this hierarchy was set and the basic structural social relationships which 
appertained within them. The great majority moved about rarely and with difficulty, 
so the highest officials were almost always somewhere else, like Alexandria and 
Rome. It would be fair to say that the patterns of production and economic structure 
militated against any free movement for most of the population or general opportunity 
31 See most recently J. David Thomas, "Strategos and exactor in the Fourth Century: One Office or Two?" Chr 
d"Eg. 70 (1995) 230. 
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to come into contact with the upper echelons of society. Most of the population were 
agrarian peasants. What evidence there is suggests that in Egypt of the Ptolemaic 
period the population was somewhere between three and seven million persons, most 
of whom were tied peasants ('-aot) and no more than 13% of whom were slaves.32 In 
the Greco-Roman period generally, for most of their lives the majority of the labour 
force was involved in primary agricultural production, in particular in the production 
of the staples corn, wine and olives. Conditions in Egypt rarely allowed a ten-fold 
yield (often much lower) and consequently, food production "will have required the 
labour of at least 80% of the adult population as a whole, men or women, slave or 
free."33 
The pattern of land holdings and ownership is immensely important for 
understanding the structures of domination and power relationships in Greco-Roman 
Egypt. Land was the principle source of both private and public wealth at all times, 
so that the size of land holdings reflected differences in wealth. 34 The type of land 
referred to here is primarily agricultural land and the wealth referred to was derived 
from primary agricultural production. It provided the nexus for a number of 
fundamental structural social and economic relationships. In all periods the overall 
numbers in the social class possessing significant land holdings proportionally formed 
a small section of the entire population35 This class utilised or, depending upon one's 
point of view, exploited the productive capacities of two basic under classes: unfree 
labour, represented by the categories of slaves, serfs and debt bondsmen and the 
labour of free men, represented by the categories of freed slaves hired labourers and 
small independent producers, especially peasants.36 Although De Ste Croix was 
32 CAH2, Vol. VIII, Part 1. The Hellenistic World, 270·1 and fns 75 and 75. 
33 Ibid., 264; R.P. Duncan-Jones, The Economy of the Roman Empire: Quantitative Studies (Cambridge 1974), 
49, n. 4, and 51, n. I. Most food produced was consumed within 30 kms of its place of production and the 
underlying pattern of that production was characterised by local famines and gluts, although in Egypt the 
Nile flood would have substantially helped to smooth out this pattern. 
34 CAH2, 120-133; see also R.P. Duncan-Jones, Structure and Scale in the Roman Economy (Cambridge 
1990), Ch. 8, 'Land and landed wealth', 121-142 at 126 
35 R. MacMullen, Roman Social Relations: 50 BC to AD 284 (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 
1974), 88-9 
36 Class Struggle, esp. Chapter III, III(iv), 133-174, 174-204; Chapter IV passim, esp. IV(ii) and (iii), 208-259, 
lV(vi), 269-275. 
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writing about the entire ancient Greek world not just Egypt, it appears that Ptolemaic 
and Roman Egypt was characterised by the three categories of land cultivator which 
he distinguished based upon tbe type of land tenure: (i) freeholders; (ii) holders of 
land on the condition that they perform military service, who did not have a right of 
transfer of the land without the endorsement of the king; and (iii) tenants, for a term 
of years or at will. 37 The economic relationships which were engendered by these 
types of land holding were fundamental to the social structure, and this was reflected 
in the language of documents from the forensic context like petitions and in legal 
argumentation, as later chapters will show. 
The Ptolemaic monarch was considered to be tbe owner of all the land of 
Egypt. Private ownership of land was restricted to several, relatively minor, 
situations.38 The capital Alexandria had its own territory which was exempt from 
direct royal taxation and outsiders were legally excluded from acquiring land in it.39 
Grants of large estates were made in III BC to persons of influence, such as the 
Apollonios who employed Zenon.40 Although some have argued that during II and I 
BC a concept of land ownership became broader and Greeks became not just land 
cultivators but also land holders ( yEouxot), as Bowman and Rathbone point out, in the 
Egyptian chora of Ptolemaic Egypt "tbere was a serious juridical and economic 
obstacle to the emergence of a broad and stable landowning elite."41 Such land as 
was held in private ownership was limited to house and garden land.42 Royal land 
and sacred land were rented in small plots to individuals, such as the "royal 
cultivators" (j3a<Jtf.tKot yEwpyo{) or allotments (Kf.fjpot) were granted to individuals, 
usually Greek military settlers, at low fixed rates of tax, in return for which tbey had 
to provide military service. Despite the fact that over time these allotments came to 
be held by hereditary tenure and they could be ceded for cash, it seems likely that tbe 
37 Ibid., 213-4. See at 8 for his definition of "the ancient Greek world." 
38 CAH2, Vol. Vll, 296 
39 A.K. Bowman & D. Rathbone, "Cities and Administration" at 109. 
40 F.W. Walbank, The Hellenistic World (Fontana, 1986), 108 
41 "Cities and Administration", at 109-110. CfM. Rostovtzeff, SEHRE, 282 
42 Cf J. Modrzejewski, "Regime fancier et statut social dans l'Egypte ptolemaique" in Terre et paysans 
dependants dans les soc Utes antiques: Colloque Besanron 1974 (1979), 163-188. 
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nature of land tenure militated against significant holdings of land. More importantly, 
perhaps, "it remained impossible to define the public status and public duties of the 
individual in terms of his private landed wealth", a feature of Ptolemaic Egypt which 
was significantly different from the Greek (and Roman) city-state model, from which 
the Ptolemies had otherwise borrowed many important concepts.43 
For most of the population the metropoleis and villages were the centre of 
life.44 In the Ptolemaic period the social system in the metropoleis and the villages 
was dominated, from the view point of administrative structure, by the local officials, 
such as, the strategos, the oikonomos, the komarch and komogrammateus as we have 
seen. These give the impression of formal power to the modern mind. But it is likely 
that local communities came to be dominated by individuals who held "official" 
appointments in the sense that they were made by the king, but also developed 
dimensions of personal power in particular localities.45 They formed a class of 
"Egyptianizing Greeks or Hellenizing Egyptians" who held priesthoods which were 
tenured for life and strings of royal appointments. They held such a position of status 
and power because they provided a link between the Greek king and the many non-
Greek peasants and in fact often became local dynasts.46 In the metropoleis and 
villages there was a range of other types of non-agrarian workers such as weavers, 
drivers, artisans, fishermen and sailors. There were manufacturers of various kinds of 
goods, labourers for mines, quarries and fishing grounds.47 Rostovtzeff, possibly 
driven by a strong predisposition to identify something like modern capitalism in the 
Hellenistic world, perceived a middle class of wealthy Greeks developing, based upon 
land as well as the holding of official positions, tax collecting and mercantile 
43 Ibid. 
44 D.J. Crawford, Kerkeosiris: An Egyptian Village in the Ptolemaic Period (Cambridge, 1971), Iff. 
45 Similar perhaps to the "big man" syndrome studied by anthropologists. Cf B.D. Shaw, "Josephus: Roman 
Power and Responses to It", Athen. 83 (1995), 357-390, at 360. 
46 A.K. Bowman & D. Rathbone, "Cities and administration", 109. The editors of P.Yale I, 53, at 160 in their 
detailed discussion of the komarch and the komogrammateus comment, "The accretion of power to the 
komogrammateus at the expense of the komarch can probably be understood in tenns of the power structure 
of the chora. As an officer dealing with revenues, the komogrammateus would have had more frequent and 
more direct contact with higher officials and as a man with more personal influence" gradually acquired 
more power. 
47 Rostovtzeff, SEHRE, 273~4, who asserts that membership of one of these "professional" groups was 
compulsory. 
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enterprise.48 Whatever the merits of such a view, discussion of which cannot be 
entertained here, it is certainly likely that many Greeks prospered in Egypt, especially 
under the early Ptolemies, and this reality found expression in literature such as 
Theocritus, Idyll XV. 
When Egypt became part of the Roman empire in 30 BC some very 
significant changes were made to this set up. Leaving aside special areas such as 
Alexandria, in the chora ownership of land, supported by full legal recognition, 
became entrenched and of basic importance to the assessment of taxation and the 
administration of the province.49 The crown cultivators remained lessees of the state, 
cultivating what was called crown or public land (yii ~mni-tKTJ or BTJiloa(a). The 
holdings of katoikoi however became recognised as holdings in private ownership, 
without the tied obligation for military service to the state.50 Initially, important 
Romans took grants of large estates ( ouaiat ), as Rostovtzeff notes, a move similar to 
the grant of BwpEa( under Ptolemy Philadelphus.51 Towards the end of I AD the large 
estates however started to be broken up, since they were not profitable to the 
government. The Romans also introduced a legally recognised system of statuses, 
such as Romans, Latins, Greeks, Alexandrians and Egyptians to which were tied 
liabilities for various fines and confiscations of property. Bowman and Rathbone 
point out that all this "amounts to a system of social control operated by fiscal 
sanctions through a status hierarchy and property qualification, to which private 
ownership of property, including land, is crucial."52 
In the metropoleis the Romans introduced two other innovations which were 
different from anything in the Ptolemaic period and were of major political, social and 
economic significance, namely, the metropolite class and the gymnasia! elite. It 
seems that the Romans established a group of "metropolites" in each metropolis 
48 Ibid., 279; Walbank, Hellenistic World, 104ft. 
49 A.K. Bowman & D. Rathbone, "Cities and Administration" at 112. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Rostovtzeff, SEHRE, 287-292 
52 A.K. Bowman & D. Rathbone, "Cities and Administration" at 113. 
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probably very early in their rule.53 They also established a group within the 
metropolites which was defined by membership of the gymnasium, through 
admission to the ephebate. The original members of the gymnasium may well have 
been broadly coextensive with the register of the holders of katoikic land, that is the 
descendants of the original Greek military settlers of the Ptolemies. 54 This was 
designed to be an hereditary and exclusive group. The importance of these groups lay 
in the fact that it was among their number that the municipal magistrates and 
liturgical offices were selected. These were the people who held and increased land 
holdings, both in their local and other areas, and increased wealth by mercantile 
activities. 55 They were a local elite which developed wealth and spent money upon 
the towns and villages in the first two centuries AD and around which the ideology of 
euergetism most obviously gathered. 56 The towns also came to have councils late in 
the Roman period, which conducted proceedings and made the decisions of local 
importance such as appointment to liturgies. 57 
One very important consequence of the nature of the economy based on 
landed wealth was that the interest of the state in the small communities was 
dominated by the need to generate revenue, the cultivation of crops and exaction of 
taxes, and this subject appears again and again in the surviving documents from the 
Ptolemaic period, and well into the Roman period. In economic terms the three main 
burdens imposed upon the peasant or land holder were rent, compulsory services and 
taxation. 58 These economic burdens provided one of the most basic social locations 
where the roles filled by various individuals called for the operation and utilisation of 
the symbolic universe to make sense of the experience of power. Rent, compulsory 
services and taxation involved economic relationships of credit and debt and provided 
53 Ibid., 120, where they argue that the group "may have originally been defined as those registered as resident 
in the metropoleis in the first Roman census of Egypt whenever that was held." 
54 Ibid., I 21. 
55 Rostovtzeff, SERRE, 296. 
56 C. Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalite dans les Moralia de Plutarque." in Dialogues d'Histoire 
Ancienne 5 (1977) 197-235; P. Veyne, Bead and Circuses: Historical Sociology and Political Pluralism 
(Penguin, London, 1990). 
57 A.K. Bowman, The Town Councils of Roman Egypt(Amer. Stud. Pap. 11, 1971). 
58 De Ste Croix, Class Struggle, 243 
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the source of many disputes and complaints of oppression, extortion and violence 
relating not only to officials or those who controlled capital, but all sections of 
society. 
Rent is understood by the modern mind as a basic incident of an essentially 
private contractual relationship, between landlord and tenant. However, this 
understanding needs to be tempered by remembering that the relationship of tenancy 
could be relied upon equally for the generation of income by a government in an 
agrarian economy, such as in Ptolemaic Egypt, as we saw above. There was reason 
therefore for royal cultivators, especially, in the Ptolemaic period, to lump a liability 
for rent into the general bundle of financial burdens imposed by the government. But 
the changes in the nature of land tenure in the Roman period which we have just 
discussed brought the liability for rent more into a relationship whose juristic nature is 
close to the modern counterpart. A recent study by Dennis Kehoe highlights the fact 
that the legal institutions of the Roman period in Egypt treated the relationship of 
landlord and tenant as a matter of private law and allowed tenants to enjoy a certain 
degree of independence even when dealing with much more powerful landlords. 59 
The confidence shown by both Roman landlords and tenants in conventional legal 
channels to resolve disputes and uphold rights indicates that tensions produced by 
rent and other features of the social and economic relationship brought into existence 
by a lease were likely to produce a significant number of instances where it is 
possible to observe the intersection of material circumstances of individuals, legal and 
economic institutions and the intellectual and symbolic aspects of Egypt at this 
period. 
In structuration terms, we might say compulsory services and taxation were 
fundamental to the structures of domination, and constituted the points at which the 
ordinary population fell very directly into the purview of the government. Officials 
59 D. Kehoe, "Legal Institutions and the Bargaining Power of the Tenant in Roman Egypt", AfP 41 (1995), 
232·262 
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were responsible for the carrying out of government requirements and the supervision 
of regulations, but most importantly the preservation of government revenues. The 
mere fact that tax had to be paid and services performed placed burdens upon the 
population. But these were exacerbated when officials turned their activities to 
extortion. The issue of extortion and oppression by officials and government agents 
were perennial topics in the papyri. 60 The proclivity of the social and economic 
system to promote extortion and behaviour which we would see as corrupt is reflected 
in the system of Ptolemaic and Roman law. According to Taubenschlag, extortion 
(6wunu116s) was a delict specifically recognised in Ptolemaic law and related to the 
more general crime of p{a.61 It was a delict which assumed premeditation and fell 
within the category of 0:11apT~Ilam.62 The same terminology for a delict existed in 
the Roman period denoting the extortion of payments through the abuse of official 
positions. Many petitions in the Roman period also deal with situations in which 
officials have made errors, some of which are said to have been perpetrated in bad 
faith.63 Roman law recognised that errors could be innocently perpetrated.64 
Extortion and oppression by those possessing institutional power can take 
many forms. In the Greco-Roman period the complaint can raise a problem like 
imprisonment which is said to arbitrary and wrongfui.65 UPZ I 9 (161 BC) contains a 
complaint to the king and queen about oppression at the hands of the officials of the 
village of Psichis. These particular situations do not appear to have arisen, directly at 
least, from the burden of taxation. But the fiscal imperatives of tax and government 
60 See the introduction to P.Coll.Youtie I 16 (14 Sept 109 BC) and further below. 
61 Law ojGreco-Roman Egyprl, 450. 
62 Ibid. Taubenschlag also makes the point that a dispute engendered by 6taanop.Os- could be resolved by 
the 6wAuots- procedure, citing UPZ 113, and commentary at 251ff. 
63 SeeP. Mertens, Les Services, 7-16 and as examples P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD); P.Oxy VIII 1119 (254 AD); 
P.Oxy XLIII 3105 (229-35 AD); P.Oxy XLVI 3302 Recto (300-1 AD). 
64 R. Taubenschlag, "Errors of Officials in Roman Egypt" in Opera Minora II (Warsaw, 1959), 189 discusses 
some examples of errors committed by officials by "ignorance" (Ciyvow). He points out that such errors 
under the law of Greco-Roman Egypt were not punishable wrongs (dyvorfi,.La'Ta), except the illegal 
appointment to a liturgy, which was a matter for which an official could be punished, eg, SB XVI 12713 (19 
Feb 10/II AD) a complaint about a strategos. According to Taubenschlag there was a legal distinction 
between "innocent" errors and those which were perpetrated EK npovo{as-, see Law of Greco-Roman 
Egypt, 430ff. 
65 In P.Ent. 83 (221 BC) a woman called Thamounis mentions that the komarch of Oxyrhyncha arbitrarily put 
her in prison, despite the fact that she seems to have been the one who suffered violence. CfP.Cair.Zen. III 
59421 (lll BC); P.Lond. Vll 2045 (lll BC); P.Tebt.lli:I 769 (237/6-212111 BC); P.Tebt. lll:l 772 (236 
BC); P.Ent. 84 (221 BC); P.Tebt.lll:l 777 (Early ll BC); BGU Vlll 1847 (51150 BC). 
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dues were clearly the structural impetus behind the problems mentioned in a majority 
of petitions. In II BC abuses by officials and estate administrators were the subject of 
specific ordinances, and we are given the impression that the collection of money is 
usually involved.66 P.Tebt. 111:1 788 (Mid II BC) shows a situation in which a 
strategos Ptolemaios was sent out to the Oxyrhynchite nome by the king and queen to 
give assistance (avT{I>T)t)llS) to the victims of extortion, possibly at the hands of local 
epistatai. Very often petitions involve disputes which have arisen because one person 
responsible for a certain tax has ducked responsibility so that it has fallen on someone 
else.67 
But the connection between the intractable obligations to collect government 
dues and problems of oppression and extortion is particularly obvious in situations 
which directly involve the officials most closely connected with taxes and public 
services. The Ptolemaic system for the collection of taxation has long been known as 
complex and relatively sophisticated.68 Collection of taxes relied upon tax 
contractors who bid at auction for the right to gather taxes from the populace. They 
bid for a set value for tax and effectively underwrote personally the collection of tax 
up to that amount, so that the government was relieved of the administrative burden 
of extracting the money itself.69 However, any surplus could be kept by the 
contractors.70 The officials most closely implicated in the auction and collection of 
tax in each nome were the oikonomos and the antigrapheus. These officials 
determined who would fill the posts of a further set of officials who actually carried 
out the collection of tax, the logeutai, the hyperetai and the symbolaphylakes, all of 
whom were paid a salary by the month.1 1 The tax contractors relied upon these latter 
66 UPZ 113 (156 BC). See also P.Tebt. 111:1792 (c. 113 BC) in which complaint is made by the komarch 
about a sitologos-in-chief who is ignoring the orders of the overseer of revenues. Cf P.Ent. 85 Recto (221 
BC). 
67 P.Ent. 55 (221 BC); P.Ent. 90 (217 BC); P.Tebt. Ill:! 791 (c 116 BC); BGU VIII 1814 (61/60 BC); BGU 
Vllll850 (48-46 BC). 
68 "The taxes and rents imposed were extremely varied in kind and took in every possible source of revenue." 
Walbank, Hellenistic World, 107. The survival of important fiscal documents such as P.Rev.Laws and 
P.Par. 62 give detailed infonnation about this. 
69 G.M. Harper, "Tax Contractors and their relation to Tax Collection in Ptolemaic Egypt", Aegyptus 14 
(1934). 49-64. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid .• 52ff. 
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officials to collect the tax, and many of these officials from the oikonomos down 
incited complaints by their behaviour. In P.Ent. 87 (221 BC) a certain Apollodotos 
complains of the unjustifiable behaviour of an oikonomos called Mnaseas, who 
pretends that Apollodotos owes money to the treasury.72 In P.RyL IV 578 (58 BC) 
Judas the Jew, who farmed 3 arourae of dry land, complains to the epimeletes that the 
komogrammateus has wrongfully entered him for extra dues. 
The law of the Ptolemaic period indicates the importance of taxation and 
government revenue by the number of separate delicts which appear to have been 
recognised in relation to its collection. Taubenschlag describes two categories of 
fiscal delicts which are especially connected with the collection of tax, namely, the 
npouolltKa EYKA 1] flUTa, which encroached "immediately or mediately" upon state 
revenues and ~autf.tKa EyKI.T\flaTa against the interests of royal domains and 
monopolies. These n pouolltKa covered tax fraud by taxpayers, embezzlement, 
negligence, forgery and failure to collect deficits by collectors, negligence and other 
omissions by the officials such as the antigrapheus involved in tax collection.73 The 
j3autf.tKa EyKI.T\flaTa involved things like theft, negligence and arson in relation to 
h ' 74 t e YEV'lflaTa. 
It is of some significance for the model of legitimation and issues of anomie 
which form an integral part of it that there existed a close connection between social 
disruption, some forms of social violence and the collection of taxation. This is not 
surprising. Tax collection and the social tensions generated by the burdens of taxes 
and liturgies involved very fundamental aspects of the disparities of power and 
problems of material vulnerability which are central to the concept of legitimation. 
The conduct and attitudes of officials collecting tax became representative of the 
opposition between legitimacy and illegitimacy. Tax collectors are often said to have 
72 Cf P.Ent. 88 (221 BC). 
73 Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 464-69. 
74 Ibid., 470. 
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behaved with violence and high handedness?5 In P.Tebt. I 41 (119 BC) the komarch 
Harmiusis complains to the archiphylakites about the behaviour of the 
topogrammateus Marres who had the habit of coming to the village with an armed 
band to extort money from the villagers' wives with the utmost insolence. But also 
responsibility for collection of rents and dues exposed the collector to hostility. In 
P.Tebt. I 39 (114 BC) we find a situation described where Apollodoros contracted to 
retail oil and collect taxes concerned with it at Kerkeosiris. He made an attempt to 
seize contraband oil and this resulted in considerable violence.76 The status of the 
local tax collector as a private contractor meant that he had little protection in the 
event that the correct tax could not be gathered. P.Tebt. III:1 772 (236 BC) tells of 
Nechembes who was a tax collector. A plague of locusts wiped out produce and the 
tax for a specific area could not be collected. Nechembes was imprisoned for this and 
petitioned the nomarch for a hearing and to seize impounded vineyards of certain 
persons.77 This shows how the government placed the responsibility upon tax 
collectors, who in turn were forced to pressure the cultivators in their areas of 
exaction.78 Another response of the population to fiscal burdens was the well-known 
phenomenon of avaxwp1Joto;, a sort of work boycott involving flight to a local temple. 
As Westermann pointed out this, this was an aspect of the right of asylum which was 
granted liberally by the Ptolemies to most temples.79 Allied to this was the act of 
EKXWPTJOtS", decamping from one's "own place" or i6(a to another nome to escape 
fiscal burdens, although refuge in a temple did not seem to be involved.80 
Despite the fact that the Romans brought modifications to the system of 
taxation in Egypt, almost all of the observations just made about taxation in the 
75 BGU VIII 1821 (51150 BC); P.Oxy II 285 (50 AD). This involves issues of honour and shame, as we see in 
chapter 7. 
76 Cf P.Tebt. IV 1094 (114/3 BC) in which a tax collector complains that the illicit smuggling and sale of oil 
by others has sent him into poverty. 
77 Cf P.Coll.Youtie I I2 (177 BC). 
78 Cf P.Tebt. I 40 (117 BC); P.Ryl. II 66 (Late II BC). 
79 See Rostovtzeff, SEHRE, 274. W.L. Westermann, "The Ptolemies and the Welfare of their Subjects", AHR 
43 (1937), 270-287, 276-7, referring to the work ofF. von Woess, Asylwesen Aegyptens (Munich, 1923), 47-
55. See further chapter 6. 
80 Westermann, ibid. 
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Ptolemaic period were mirrored under the Roman administration. The Roman tax 
system is a very complex subject but in simple outline the Romans introduced a 
system of compulsory services known as liturgies and their answer to problems of 
collecting tax was to introduce a liturgical office called the praktoreia.81 The persons 
who filled the posts under this rubric, including the collector of the poll-tax, another 
Roman innovation, was appointed by the local community and had to be backed by 
assets to a sufficient value, which shows clearly the connection between 
administrative service and ownership of property.82 But the point was that by this 
system the entire community became the guarantors of the tax collector, whereas in 
the Ptolemaic period the equivalent backing was given by a few personal sureties. 
The liturgical system was undoubtedly very onerous and it is generally 
believed that it became more severe in the later empire. The Roman Jaw recognised a 
number of delicts similar in scope to those which applied in the Ptolemaic period, 
such as, fraud, peculation and interception of the ).ayE{ a to the detriment of the 
fiscus.83 The populace responded, as under the Ptolemies, by taking to flight, and 
certainly in later periods were actually prepared to give up land to avoid public 
service. 84 Some French scholars viewed flight from fiscal burdens in the Roman 
period as an aspect of continuity from Ptolemaic Egypt.85 Perhaps it was in a 
practical sense and from the point of view of the fiscally burdened. On the other hand 
avaxwpl)<HS in the Roman period has been distinguished by some scholars from its 
Ptolemaic predecessor on the basis that it ceased to be a collectively recognised 
process and became "an individual counsel of despair." 86 Lewis makes the point that 
81 See generally S.L. Wallace, Taxation in Roman Egypt (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1938), still 
very useful. 
82 AK. Bowman & D. Rathbone, "Cities and Administration" at Ill and 126. 
83 Taubenschlag, Law ofGreco-Roman Egypt, 470. 
84 The procedure of cessio bonorum is well attested: see P.Ox:y XLIII 3105 (229-35 AD). It was not 
something done easily and proceedings such as those recorded in P.Ryl. II 75 (Late II AD) before the prefect 
Munatius show that an inquiry as the means of the person desiring cession was often undertaken, to test 
whether the intent was to defraud creditors. On the system generally see New Docs 7, 93ff with references. 
It can be found expressly stated that liturgies brought men to ruin eg P.Tebt II 327 (Late II AD). The 
devastation that liturgies brought about in the lives of lesser folk became so significant that reintegration 
edicts became necessary to address the problem: see New Docs 6 (1992) §15. 
85 See F. Dunand, "Culte Royal et culte imperial en E.gypte. Continuites et ruptures", in G. Grimm, Das 
ROmisch-Byzantinische Agypten (Phillip von Zabem, Mainz, 1987), 47-56, fn 4. 
86 W.L. Westermann, "The Ptolemies and the Welfare of their Subjects", 277. CfRostovtzeff, SERRE, 677 fn 
52. 
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in the Roman period flight from fiscal burdens became more common among those 
higher up the social ladder and the absences became longer. 87 The displacement and 
dispossession of what was, though small, a relatively significant group of people in 
this way had a direct impact upon the level of underlying anomie because it continued 
endemic brigandage, which the Roman administration could never remove. 88 
Until some time in the reign of Trajan, when the inhabitants of villages took to 
flight, the tax collectors had to assume the burden of shortfalls in government 
revenues. From the time of Trajan until about mid II AD the responsibility for 
shortfalls fell mainly upon the bouleutic and non-bouleutic inhabitants of nome 
capitals and the peasantry and inhabitants of villages.89 It now seems probable that in 
January, 163 AD, the prefect of Egypt, M. Annius Syriacus, decreed at his conventus 
that such collective responsibility be at an end. 90 
Irrespective of the Roman changes to the system of collection, village officials 
remained critical to its operation and some of the basic problems observed in the 
Ptolemaic period continued. This is illustrated by the fact that one official who 
appears frequently as the object of complaint in the Roman period is the one 
designated to assess property for taxation purposes and nominate for liturgies. This 
was the village scribe, the komogrammateus, then the amphodogrammateus between 
early and mid III AD, and the komarchai.91 Scribes are sometimes said to have 
nominated people to liturgies wrongly and for criminal reasons.92 More importantly 
the burden of fiscal dues continued to produce social violence, as in the Ptolemaic 
87 Life in Egypt under Roman Rule, 163. 
88 !bid .. 203-4. 
89 N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services of Roman Egypt (Florence, 1982), esp 91-96; New Docs 7, loc. 
cit., see fn 83 above. 
90 The evidence for this is basically found in P.Thmouis 1 (II AD). 
91 See New Docs?, 97-8. Nelson, "Liturgical Nomination of t..HMOl:IOI THL KOMHL" at 110 gives a 
summary of the steps involved in nomination for village liturgies. 
92 See eg BGU XI 2063 (II AD); P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD); P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD). BGU I 15 (26 July 
194 AD) is part of a record of proceedings before the strategos Julius Quintianus in which it appears that the 
komogrammateus of the city of Nei1os was being summoned as a party. In P.Cair.lsidor. 68 (309/lO AD) 
Aurelius Isidorus alleged a conspiracy between Achillas, the secretary of Karanis, Heron, Paesius and 
Horion to nominate Aurelius lsidorus as chaff collector in place of Paesius as well as protecting 13 persons 
who are evading their obligations to the village. 
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period.93 Tax collectors were entitled to an escort of Roman soldiers to aid them in 
their unpopular task.94 There was consequently a similar resonance between 
structural economic burdens and a perception of anomie as in the Ptolemaic period, 
which as we will see, was also articulated and made sense of through a linguistic and 
conceptual system of ethical oppositions in petitions. 
The response of violence is the most obvious way in which structural 
economic tensions could produce anomie conditions, and the reality of this violence 
was always a test for the success of the process of legitimation and a reminder that it 
was often fragile. But it is obvious that despite the constant threat of violence, 
anarchy or chaos was not the norm. Violence needs to be viewed against another 
response which not only provides us with our evidence of linguistic interaction but 
illustrates how the institutional order was legitimated despite structural tensions and 
difficulties. There was a consistent pattern throughout the Green-Roman period to 
seek assistance from the government in the face of fiscal oppression through what 
might be called traditional litigation, that is, through the institutional order, and to 
link such assistance with the preservation of the flow of revenue to the state. 95 Many 
petitions refer to the detrimental effect a particular situation will have upon state 
revenues, presumably as a prompt to the relevant official to take action.96 In petitions 
to the Ptolemaic sovereign, the explicit expression of this seems to be the exception 
rather than the rule. However, in petitions to Ptolemaic officials it is frequently found 
at the end of the request section in expressions such as l:va ... f!TJ8Ev Twt j3acrtAEt 
6taTTEGUl in P.Tebt. I 49 (112-111 BC) or ou8€v TWV TWl j3acrtAEt XPTJGl[fi]WV 
6wnEcrEiTat in P.Rein. I 18 (108 BC).97 This may indicate a way in which 
93 Bagnall. ""Official and Private Violence"". BASP 26 (1989). 201-216, at 204. P.Oxy VIII 1119 (254 AD); 
P.Sakaon 37 (Jan/Feb 284)(=P.Thead 18). In P.Sakaon 44 (331/2 AD)(=P.Thead 17. Sel. Pap II 295) the 
petitioners want the prefect to order the return of fellow villagers to help pay taxes. The petitioners had 
searched out these people but violence ensued. 
94 Bowman & Rathbone, "Cities and Administration" at 126. 
95 Kehoe shows in his article "Legal Institutions and the Bargaining Power of the Tenant in Roman Egypt", 
AfP 41 (1995), 232-262, that in the Roman period at least an enduring confidence was expressed in legal 
institutions. 
96 See Di Bitonto (1968), 102 shows how common the theme was in the Ptolemaic period. 
97 See also BGU VIII 1841 (51/50 BC); BGU VIII 1852 (I BC). 
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cultivators turned fiscal pressure back onto officials. P.Tebt. III: I 769 (237/6-212/11 
BC) tells of a flax cultivator who has been put under arrest for some reason which is 
lost. In a petition to the king he points out how important flax is to the government, 
calling it "most necessary" (O:vayKatomTos-) (II. 5, 72-3) and asks to be allowed to 
resume his cultivation otherwise the production of the nome would fall off. P.Tebt. 
IV I 095 (113 BC) tells of the complaint to Menches the komogrammateus of 
Kerkeosiris, by Teos a crown cultivator whose house was broken into and he was 
robbed. The perpetrators were Pyrrhichos son of Dionysios a catoikic cavalryman, 
and a villager, Herakleios son of Poseidippos. These two are known from at least 
three other papyri as leaders of a large armed band who carried out raids in the 
daytime. 98 Teos makes the point that this impeded the collection of the tax, which 
may of course have been the purpose of the raid. 99 In BGU VIII 1825 (I BC) the tax 
collector of Tanchals, Proitos, asks the strategos to intervene on his behalf in a dowry 
dispute with his son's wife, partly on the basis that it will prevent interruption to the 
collection oftaxes. 100 
In the Roman period, besides flight and surrender of land, we see the response 
to compulsory service and taxation in the form of the many applications of protest 
against or for release from liturgy. 101 However, even more contain the assertion that 
if assistance is provided the revenues of the government will be preserved, which 
indicates an important issue of basic economic continuity from the Ptolemaic to the 
Roman periods. 102 In BGU XI 2061, 3 (207 AD) the petitioner Temas son of Phatres 
draws the precise connection between his role as a cultivator of land and government 
revenue: yEwpyos- T]uyxavwv Kat xpl]oqws- T<i) tEpwTanv TafHEt4J. R.L.B. 
Morris suggests that there was a growth in appeals against liturgies and threats to the 
98 P.Tebt 45, 46, 47. See the introduction to P.Tebt. IV 1095 (113 BC). Cf P.Ent. II (221 BC) for a situation 
in which a cultivator named Pasis, complains of an attack by a 70 aroura clerouch. On violence generally in 
Roman Egypt see Bagnall, "Official and Private Violence", passim. 
99 CfP.Tebt.l41 (119BC). 
100 See also P.Tebt. III: I 786 (c 138 BC). 
101 See Lewis, Compulsory Services, 97, passim for the many exemptions which could be claimed, at least in 
the earlier empire. Note also his Table 5 on 122-7. 
102 Eg SB XVI 12509 (117-138 AD); P.Wisconsin I 34 (144 AD); P.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Ryl 114, 
Sel.Pap. 11293); P.Cair.lsidor. 78 (29 Jan 324 AD) CfP.Oxy XXVII 2479 (VI AD). 
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government revenue in II AD which reflected growing "economic and administrative" 
instability. 103 That is no doubt right, but a broader consideration of the evidence 
suggests that the concerns of petitioners in petitions from II AD can find correlates in 
petitions from earlier periods, as we saw above. That would not exclude the 
possibility that issues of fiscal oppression were more intense at certain periods, eg II 
AD. It does however seem to be the case that the sections of society who were 
complaining about liturgies became more extensive during the Roman period. II AD 
saw an increase in the number of petitions from persons of higher social status, such 
as, metropolites and estate owners. 104 
Jean Bingen has argued that Ptolemaic Egypt was internally riven by 
structural tensions from III BC, which were never resolved and gradually worsened. 
Official abuse and financial pressure produced social dislocation and brigandage. In 
II BC the well known papyrus P.Tebt 5 (118 BC) records a series of legal measures 
undertaken by Ptolemy VIII Euergetes at the end of a period of dynastic crisis, in 
which all sorts of amnesties were granted, including for those who had quit their 
domicile and turned to brigandage. The Greek rule in Egypt was marked by a general 
state of dysfunction and decline until the defeat of Cleopatra by Octavian. 105 This is 
a widely held view and reflects the reality of anomie in Ptolemaic Egypt. In 
particular, official abuses and the loss of central effective control combined with 
economic structures to create a cocktail of consistent social friction. It is fair to say 
that de Ste Croix was quite right in suggesting that rent, taxation and compulsory 
services were the main burdens in a structural economic sense for most of the land 
holding population from III BC to mid IV AD, and in large measure the other 
comments about the Ptolemaic period also apply in the Roman period when problems 
of official abuse and financial oppression continued, even if the nature of the Roman 
103 "Reflections of Citizen Attitudes in Petitions from Roman Oxyrhynchus" in Proceedings of the XVI 
Congress of Papyrology. July, 1980 (ASP 23)( Scholars Press, 1981), 23-31. 
104 See New Docs, 6, 143. 
I 05 J. Bingen, "Les tensions structurelles de Ia societe ptol6marque", in Atti del XVII Congresso lnternationale 
di Papirologia, Napoli, 19-26 maggio, 1983, vols I-III (Centro Internazionale per lo Studio dei Papiri 
Ercolanesi, Naples, 1984), 921-937. 
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administration meant that there was no experience of central decline similar to that of 
the Ptolemaic period. There were however, periods of unrest, constant brigandage 
and revolts by the native population. 106 
This general picture of Greco-Roman Egypt is important because it portrays 
areas of structural reality which are critical to our understanding of the operation of 
the symbolic order. Specifically, it raises the whole issue of legitimacy and 
confidence in the system of administration. We shall consider this first through the 
question of access to the sovereign and his officials. 
3.3 ACCESS TO HIGHER OFFICIALS AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM IN GRECO· 
ROMAN EGYPT 
Access to powerful figures involves the notion of the contexts in which linguistic 
interaction could take place with powerful figures. This entails issues of physical as 
well as social distance between the members of smaller communities and those 
officials such as the Ptolemaic monarch, the Roman prefect, the epistrategoi and the 
nome strategoi who enjoyed the application of the positive dimensions of the 
symbolic universe. These, as we will see later, were the officials most likely to be 
the recipients of richly symbolic language. 
Physical access to the monarch and higher officials in the Ptolemaic period 
was achieved largely through the formal process of the audience, which inherently 
reflected the social distance between the participants. The king had audiences in his 
palace in Alexandria. 107 Polybius V, 81, 5 records that the king gave audiences in his 
tent while on campaign. As we have seen, the strategos was one of the more 
important judicial officers and there is evidence that the strategos travelled to centres 
such as Diospolis and people with problems could have audiences with him there. 108 
This is important because the concept of the physical audience in many ways 
provided the model for approaches to the king and other officials which were written, 
106 See SEHRE. 298 and 677. 
107 On audiences see C. Preaux, Le monde hellinistique I (Presses Universitaires de France, 1978), 276. 
108 UPZ II 160 (119 BC). Cf Preaux. Le monde hellenistique l. 279. 
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and in particular this is apparent in the designation of petitions to the king as 
EvTEu~ns-. The substantive is of course derived from the verb kvTuyxdvw and as 
Collomp points out this verb has very deep and direct associations with the action of 
physical oral audience with powerful figures and supplication, which as we will see in 
chapter 7 was always a fundamental symbolic theme in petitions. 109 We saw in the 
last chapter how this Ptolemaic usage and its semantic associations continued its 
influence the Roman period. 110 
We saw in the previous section that the lower level officials with whom the 
general population had most frequent and direct interaction were often the same ones 
who became the face of government oppression. The higher officials, with whom 
there was little direct interaction, like the Ptolemaic monarch, the Roman prefect and 
epistrategos, and to a lesser extent the Ptolemaic or Roman strategos, who were 
conceptually and physically more distant from the ordinary people, became the focus 
of legitimate power, while lower officials in the nome capitals and villages, especially 
those associated with taxation and revenue, like the oikonomos and the 
komogrammateus, were usually the actual officials who perpetrated acts which came 
to be conceptualised as illegal and within the domains of illegitimate power. Higher 
officials could sometimes appear physically in nomes and villages as helper of the 
oppressed perhaps to deal with similar problems. In P.Tebt. III:! 788 (Mid II BC), 
the strategos was sent out by the king and queen to help the vexed and abused. 1ll 
Evidence like this shows how the higher officials were set in sharp contrast with both 
bad village officials and local dynasts not only by physical absence but by being 
conceptualised in the symbolic attributions of legitimacy, which both helped to give 
rise to a cumulative perception of great distance from the ordinary person. 112 
109 Recherches, 51ff. 
ll 0 See chapter 2, 66 ff. 
Ill The petition in P.Princ. III 117 (52-3 BC) anticipates the return of the strategos for further hearings. 
112 It has been observed how language use could reflect social distance in Greco-Roman Egypt. For example, 
several scholars have referred to language use as evidence of the growth and development of social distance 
between ruler and ruled. eg. the remarks of Sir Harold Bell about the Ptolemaic petition P. Hibeh. 34 in 
respect of which he asserts that a minor official from a small village can address the all-powerful King 
Ptolemy III Euergetes "without servility or verbiage, as man to man" in Egypt from Alexander the Great to 
the Arab Conquests (1948), 125. This was compared to the pusillanimous and servile language of the sixth 
century AD from the village of Aphrodite to the Dux of the Thebaid in P.Cairo. Masp. 1.67002. See also the 
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With the arrival of the Romans who were both culturally different and 
reserved for themselves the highest administrative positions the issue of social as well 
as physical distance could only have been exacerbated. The experience of remoteness 
and inaccessibility may have been, as Bagnall has noted, the product of the power 
structure in Roman Egypt. There was a lack of resources which prevented the higher 
Roman officials from intervening in the lives of the smaller communities. 113 Richard 
Alston has recently suggested that this view should be subject to a general 
qualification to the extent that the system of Roman forts and the general military 
presence in Egypt allowed the Romans to exert considerable influence over the local 
populations and deal with crime with reasonable efficacy. 114 
3.3.1 The System of Law Courts 
On the other hand, the fora constituted by the court system and its procedures, 
including of course the petitions and other written communications which formed part 
of those procedures, allowed a special type of institutional access to the sovereign and 
his officials and the prefect, his officials, the strategos, the epistrategos in the chora in 
the Roman period. It will be seen that it was in connection with this form of 
institutional access that the sovereign and his officials had a special signification as 
protectors and helpers. The Ptolemaic court system enjoyed a number of different 
fora for the resolution of disputes. In III BC at the village level a type of tribunal was 
composed of the epistates and the village elders, but its decisions may not have been 
recognised as having any force of law. 115 The higher courts presided over by more 
powerful officials were required to exercise greater power. There were a range of 
courts which operated solely in the autonomous cities, but in the chora courts 
consisting of single officials are known to have been presided over by the epistrategos 
discussion of the same material, quoting Bell, by G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Class Struggle, at 223-4. Price, 
Rituals and Power, 244-7, sees language use as indicating the way in which the ancients understood and 
interpreted burgeoning institutional structures and political intervention. 
113 "Official and Private Violence in Roman Egypt". 
114 Richard Alston, "Violence and Social Control in Roman Egypt" in A. Biilow-Jacobsen (ed.), Proceedings of 
the 20th Congress of Papyrologists Copenhagen, 23-29 August, 1992 (Museum Tusculum Press, 
Copenhagen, 1994), 517. 
115 See P.Cair.Zen. III 59520 (Ill BC), where one party declined to be bound by the decision. 
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and the strategos, who were the most important, as well as a range of other officials, 
such as the oikonomos, the epistates, the komarch and komogrammateus. 116 The 
court of the strategos in particular would have constituted the forum in which the 
majority of the population were most likely to experience official power in an 
institutional setting. The strategos in fact from III BC had several important functions 
associated with dispute resolution. We have observed that he sorted out petitions, and 
he undertook attempts at conciliation, as well as exercising considerable power of a 
judicial nature. 117 
Several collegiate courts are also known, in particular, the court of the 
laocrites and the court of the chrematistae. The court of the laocrites is usually 
understood as being under the supervision of the strategos and was comprised of three 
priests and an eisagogeus. It dealt with civil cases between Egyptians and later 
Egyptians and Greeks. 118 Recently S. Allam has argued that the t.aoKptTat were in 
fact taken both from priests in a judicial capacity and layman from the class of 
notables. 119 There is some significance in the fact that this court, according to Allam, 
was basically a continuation of a court that had existed for centuries in the Pharaonic 
period and which sat within temples, with priests being given jurisdiction over 
citizens, and it appears that local jurisdiction continued into the Ptolemaic period. 120 
In the Ptolemaic period the court of the t.aoKptTat sat in a building called the 
t.aoKpt<nov, which was apparently not a temple, although in one source there is a 
reference to a "judgement house" in the local Hathor temple, so the connection with 
temples remained.121 
There was also another collegiate court called the Kotvoo(Ktov, which dealt 
with civil cases between Greeks and Egyptians. 122 It seems to have been composed 
116 Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 485-88. See also for the epistrategos, Thomas, The 
epistrategos, Part 1 ''The Ptolemaic Epistrategos", 63ff. 
117 C. Pn!aux, Le monde hellenistique I, 280, where she speaks of "un pouvoir coercitif" on which see the 
comments at 95 above. 
118 Taubenschlag, Law ofGreco-Roman Egypt, 481-2 
119 S. Allam, "Egyptian Law Courts in Pharaonic and Hellenistic Times", lEA 77 (1991), 109-126, 123ff. 
120 Ibid .• esp. 121. 
121 Ibid .. 123. 125. 
122 Taubenschlag, Law ofGreco-Roman Egypt, 483-4. 
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of six men one of whom presided and was assisted by an "introducer" ( Ei.uaywyEus-) 
and acted on request from the strategos. It seems to have been based an urban court 
model and exercised the jurisdiction of the king, because it was convoked by the 
strategos. 123 The court of the chrematistae was a circuit court comprised of three 
members appointed by the king for a fixed term and sometimes had to judge disputes 
under the presidency of a high official such as the ~autAtKos- ypaiJ.IJ.aTEus- or the 
epimeletes.124 They formed a court which held its sessions in the autonomous cities, 
such as, Alexandria and Ptolemais, but also in the metropoleis, and dealt with a range 
of matters and has been described as a "most important court, which anyone, even a 
villager, could easily reach and appeal to." 125 This comment applies equally to the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods and alerts us to an important dimension of the court 
system of Egypt which distinguishes it, for example, from the court system which 
produced the Attic orators in classical Athens. Access to the forum of a court room 
was impeded by problems of both physical and social distance, as we have seen. This 
feature of Greco-Roman Egypt helps put in perspective the importance of written 
communications with legitimate power by means of an epistolographic document like 
a petition which had heightened significance because it had to substitute for oral 
linguistic interaction, as we discussed in the previous chapter. 
In the Roman period the institutional forensic context was constituted by a 
range of courts, of which the highest and most important was the court presided over 
by the prefect, since he became the highest and most important official in Egypt under 
Roman rule, apart from the emperor who was relatively rarely present in the 
prefecture. It was difficult to achieve physical access to the Roman prefect or his 
office. For most of the year people who wished to see the prefect had to travel to 
Alexandria. Reinmuth argues that the prefect of Egypt went on "frequent" tours of 
inspection of the province as well as the annual circuit known as the conventus, held 
123 C. Preaux, Le monde heltenistique 1, 278. 
124 Ibid. 
125 See the intro. to P.Heid VI 363, at 19; G. Foti-Talamanca, Ricerche sul processo nell'Egitto greco-romano(1 
(Milan. 1974).11 (Milan. 1979)). 
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at a nome capital such as Memphis or Pelusium between January and April, for the 
principle purpose of auditing the accounts of local officials, as well as to carry out his 
judicial functions. 126 At the conventus each village was apparently granted an 
appearance with the prefect at which both administration and judicial matters were 
dealt with, and it was considered an honour to receive early consideration. 127 People 
in nomes further up the Nile had to travel to meet the prefect at the place of conventus 
and, as Reinmuth says, appearance at the court of the prefect involved great 
inconvenience for most inhabitants. 128 But even at the conventus access was 
restricted in a practical sense, simply by the volume of petitions. P.Yale !.61 
discloses that the prefect sitting at the March conventus at Arsinoe in 209 AD 
received I ,804 petitions in just over two days. Lewis says, "It takes no great 
imagination to visualise the suppliants forming a long queue well before sun up and 
waiting as long as need be in order to tender the precious paper on which rode so 
many hopes and fears." 129 An added problem was that sometimes petitions were 
submitted at the conventus and decided without the relevant parties ascertaining the 
outcome. This required specific steps such as that apparent in P.L. Bat. XXV 41 
(IIAD) in which a high official, probably the prefect, in Alexandria writes to the 
strategoi of the Arsinoite nome asking them to publish the letter to enable people to 
find out the fate of their proceedings. Access to the prefect may have been further 
restricted by proclamations to the effect that certain private applications were not to 
be made to him. 130 It is probable in fact that the higher Roman officials themselves 
had little interest in direct association with the population, except at the conventus 
where many Alexandrian officials, such as, the iuridicus, the idiologos and the 
126 Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 98; G. Foti-Talamanca, Ricerche sui processo nell'Egitto greco-romano(I 
(Milan, 1974), II (Milan, 1979)). 
127 Ibid., 101. In P.Cair.Isidor. 73 (314 AD) Aurelius Isidorus used the presence of the prefect Julius Julianus in 
the district of Karanis to petition him about the fraud and extortion committed by the local praepositus pagi 
and komarchs of Karanis. 
128 Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 101; N. Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman Rule (Oxford, 1983), 189. 
129 Life in Egypt, 190. In P.Oxy XXII 2343 (288 AD) the petitioner Septimius Heracleides, who was the 
eirenarch of Oxyrhynchus, had to try no less than four times to get before the prefect to have his complaint 
for wrongful nomination as decaprotus heard. 
130 P.Oxy II 237 (186 AD), Col. VI, II. 6 and 35 
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archidicastes, were assigned to hear cases after delegation from the prefectY1 The 
courts of the chrematistae, the komogrammateus and the epistates continued to deal 
with matters of much the same sort as during the Ptolemaic period. Under his 
enhanced role the epistrategos presided over an important local court in the chora and 
is known to have made regular visits to the nomes in his epistrategeia, and heard 
cases at various localities. 132 The strategos also travelled in the nome and heard cases 
although his importance declined during the empire. 133 
3.3.2 Confidence in the Institutional Order 
We may conclude this section by briefly considering the question of whether the 
community of Greco-Roman Egypt continued throughout our period to feel 
confidence in the institutional order. Confidence is a significant question because if 
we conclude that some conviction was felt in the efficacy of the institutional order, 
this is itself evidence for the success of the process of legitimation, but also it will 
have an impact upon what meanings we attach to the language used in its institutional 
contexts. In particular, if we proceed on the basis that language users in petitions felt 
confidence in the capacity of officials and the legal system, we are more likely to 
conclude that formulaic language was not a grouping of empty banalities. In a way 
the entire topic of this thesis is directed to aspects of collective belief in the 
institutional order. But here we shall refer to evidence which is not linguistic in its 
nature but more which constituted conduct from which conclusions can be drawn, in 
other words we shall look beyond the use of language to behaviour which is 
consistent with confidence in the established order. 
Confidence in the system is not self evident. For one thing, the existence of 
judicial prayers or prayers for revenge could be seen as a sign of the failure of 
confidence, since such prayers represent resort to a god because of the incapacity of 
131 Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 102 
132 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 127 
133 Taubenschlag, Law ofGreco-Roman Egypt, 488ff. 
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the state apparatus. 134 However, here it depends somewhat upon the perception of a 
logical and conceptual disjunction between the sanctions of the secular state and the 
activities of metaphysical agents. Contrary to this some argue that revenge or 
juridical prayers presuppose and confirm a world view where both cosmic and social 
order follow the same principle of retribution. Both fall along the same spectrum of 
connective justice.135 So the existence of juridical prayers do not clearly signal a 
crisis of confidence. For another, R.S. Bagnall used a model drawn from 
contemporary studies of Mediterranean and Arab societies to help understand 
violence in Roman Egypt which suggested that small communities eschew the formal 
structures of government in dealing with crime and disputes. 136 Bagnall himself 
however doubted whether this model was applicable to the communities of Greco-
Roman Egypt which were not so loath to look to the government for assistance. That 
doubt is accepted here. The very fact of the large body of petitions over so many 
centuries which have survived shows that the role of the government in many types of 
problems, not just those arising from violence or other crimes, was always very 
important. Further, as we have already mentioned, the recent study of Dennis Kehoe 
which indicated a high level of confidence in the institutional order at least in the area 
of landlord and tenant, which was, as we have seen, structurally very important. 137 
We may point also to the preparedness to continue approaching the 
administration, despite delays and administrative lethargy and some evidence of 
ineffectual decisions, to support the existence of such confidence. In the Roman 
period there is clear evidence that decisions of officials were often ignored, one factor 
134 See chapter 8, 397. 
135 J. Assmann, "When Justice Fails: Jurisdiction and Imprecation in Ancient Egypt and the Near East", JEA 78 
(1992). 149-162. See further chapter 8, 400ff. 
136 "Official and Private Violence in Roman Egypt". Compare the argument of D. Hobson in, "The Impact of 
Law on Village Life in Roman Egypt" in B. Halpern, D. Hobson (eds.), Law, Politics and Society in the 
Ancient Mediterranean (Sheffield Academic Press, Sheffield, 1993), 193-219, at 199 where she concludes 
petitioning was the last stage of the disputing process in village life and at 205 where she remarks that the 
petitioning process existed on the perimeter of what was essentially a system of self-help rather than a penal 
system as we know it. See also Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity (Princeton Uni. Press, Princeton, 1993), at 
168. 
137 "Legal Institutions and the Bargaining Power of the Tenant in Roman Egypt". Bagnall, Egypt in Late 
Antiquity, at 167, remarks that, at least in the period III to IV AD about which he is writing, those who 
petitioned were usually from the propertied classes. 
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which on its own might be thought likely to undermine confidence to a serious 
extent. 138 Further, in both the Ptolemaic and Roman periods although a petition was 
received by an official's office, this might mean only that a merry-go-round of official 
referrals was set in train, and although adjournments and delays in litigation were 
frequent, the population kept returning to the institutional and formal fora to litigate 
their disputes. 139 In P.Ent. 63 ( c 221 BC), a fragmentary petition, the unknown 
petitioner seems to make a point of relating the lengths to which he has gone to obtain 
justice. P.Ent. 86 Recto (221 BC) shows that witnesses could be deterred by 
violence. The subject of P.Ent. 91 (221 BC) is not clear but it is certain that the 
petitioner is submitting a petition on his problem for a second time, so presumably the 
first did not achieve anything. Thomas makes the point that in the category of 
petitions to the Roman epistrategos seeking the hearing of a case, there was a range of 
responses. Sometimes the epistrategos simply grants the request for a hearing without 
further comment. 140 But there are also a number of examples of occasions when the 
epistrategos delays the matter or forces the petitioner to petition again. In P.Meyer 8 
(16 Aug 151 AD) the epistrategos tells the petitioner to petition again after the sowing 
((23) flETa KaTaanopav i'vTux<' 11ot). 141 
Thomas also points out that subscriptiones to petitions to the prefect show 
how many were delegated to subordinates. 142 Thousands of petitions could be lodged 
and passed around subordinates to the Roman prefect without apparently progressing 
the matter. A couple of examples from the period II to III AD demonstrate this. A 
fairly simple claim for a debt to the archidicastes could involve at least four steps 
before the defendant was even summonsed to court. 143 In P.Oxy III 486 (131 AD), a 
138 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 137-8. We may compare the conclusion of W. Turpin, "Imperial 
Subscriptions and the Administration of Justice", JRS 81 (1991), 101-118, about subscriptions by emperors 
to petitions by sma11 communities, often about abuses by local officials in the wider empire. At 114 he 
makes the point that, unlike the subscriptions collected by ancient jurists, most of the surviving subscriptions 
from emperors say very little of real value to the petitioners. 
139 A point noted by Philo In Flaccum. 29; cf SB 5239 (14 AD) 
140 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 119, citing P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD), a petition to the prefect, but in respect 
of which the epistrategos acts as his delegate via the dioiketes. 
141 Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 119-20. 
142 Ibid. 
143 In P.Oxy Ill 485 (178 AD) the process seems to have been: (i)Serenus, a freedman, applies to the 
archidicastes Antoninus also called Prudens for a claim on a debt; (ii) archidicastes appends a notification on 
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woman called Dionysia petitioned the epistrategos Claudius Quintianus about a 
property dispute with Sarapion son of Mnesitheus over a vineyard and some corn 
land. Quintianus heard the case and referred it to the prefect. Dionysia attended the 
prefect's court but Sarapion failed to appear, so the prefect sent the case back to the 
epistrategos, who was by then Julius Varianus. Dionysia then had to issue a further 
petition to V arianus to have the case heard "on the spot", where the epistrategos was, 
when she sailed back (from where is not clear), because she had pressing matters at 
home to attend to. 
In P.Oxy VI 899 (200 AD) a woman called Apollonarion applied to be 
released from a liturgy. She petitioned an official, probably the dioiketes, some time 
shortly before Phamenoth 6 of the 7th year of Septirnius Severns. This date seems 
likely because the dioiketes who received the petition wrote a letter on that date 
admitting the force of Apollonarion's claim. 144 Apollonarion then had to petition the 
acting strategos, Ammonianus, sometime between Phamenoth 6 and Pachon 27 of the 
7th year, enclosing her original petition and the letter of the dioiketes, and she no 
doubt asked him to give the necessary instructions to local officials of the different 
villages to remove her name from the list of cultivators. On Pachon 27 of the 7th year 
the acting strategos Ammonianus wrote a letter to the komogrammateis of the 
relevant villages enclosing Apollonarion's petition to himself, the petition to the 
dioiketes and the dioiketes' letter, and asked for an inquiry and report. Nothing 
happened, apparently, for eight month's later in Tubi of the 8th year, Apollonarion 
sent a second petition to the dioiketes seeking that stricter instructions be given to the 
new strategos to order the local officials to release her from the liturgy. She enclosed 
an O:vaypa<ln), which was a report of her land holdings. The dioiketes seems to have 
again replied favourably, but this did not produce results. On Thoth I of the 9th year 
she must send yet another petition to the strategos, which enclosed the whole dossier. 
it to the strategos of the Oxyrhynchite nome to summon the defendant, a woman called Sarapias; (iii) 
Serenus then takes the petition back to the strategos; (iv) the strategos orders that the petition be served on 
Sarapias. Cf Hobson, "The Impact of Law", at 210. 
144 See the editors introduction, P.Oxy VI, 224. 
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We do not know the outcome. But this procedural history shows how the power of 
officialdom could be slow moving and ineffectuai. 145 P.Oxy XLIII 3094 (217-18 
AD) gives a rare view of the attitude of litigant's to the experience of officials dealing 
with cases. It is a private letter from two women, Sarapas and Gaia, who seem to be 
Alexandrines, to Eutychidas in which they tell the tale of legal proceedings involving 
Gaia. 146 Gaia obtained a decision from an official called Agrippa which was 
ambiguous so she applied to the prefect. This seems to be another instance in which 
members of the community keep applying in the face of unsatisfactory decisions by 
officials. The decision of Agrippa was ambiguous and prolonged the proceedings. 
The evidence considered in this section shows that despite inherent problems 
which might be thought to undermine confidence in the efficacy of the system, the 
population was prepared to keep having resort to it. It should be said as well that, in 
spite of everything, this confidence was justified to the extent that the administration 
showed a level of responsibility and continued to act, even if the response was 
somewhat plodding and inefficient. 147 Indeed this may have helped engender a 
perception of stability and a pattern of regularity which is vital to the continued 
functioning of a social institution. The structures of normative regulation apparent 
especially in Ptolemaic and Roman legal rights, rules and procedures were perceived 
then to play a real role in the practical ascendancy of the nomic, order and stability, 
over the anomie. We will see how the symbolic order was important to align the 
power of high officials, such as the Ptolemaic monarch and the Roman prefect and 
epistrategos with legal concepts, regulations and institutions, since intellectual and 
145 See P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD) for a similar situation in IV AD. Compare P.Wisconsin II 48 (II AD) which 
contains a report of proceedings which is very fragmentary, but it appears that the plaintiff suffered violence 
and detention at the hands of soldiers, and had to petition the prefect four times about the problem (II, 18, 24, 
31. 39). 
146 See the commentary by the editors on I. 5. The letter begins with a formula of obeisance to Sarapis, which 
usually indicates that it was written from Alexandria: Aegyptus 51 (1971), 172-9. 
147 See D. Hobson, "The Impact of Law", at 214 says, "Again and again the petitioner describes a process where 
he or she is referred back and forth between one level and another of the system .. .I assume it is the 
unlikelihood of success which caused petitioners to tell their story simultaneously to two different levels of 
the system, eg, the centurion and the strategos." Against this we have the opinion of R.S. Bagnall, Egypt in 
Late Antiquity (Princeton Uni. Press, Princeton, 1993), 169," ... the persistent use of the petition process 
suggests some result. In fact responses were fairly swift." 
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legal structures of Greco-Roman society helped to harmonise the perception and 
experience of anomie, so often located within structures of domination. 
Dorothy Crawford has expressed the view that the symbolic and ethical 
system which we find in official documents and petitions, about the "good" Ptolemaic 
official, was the rhetorical opposite of an entrenched delinquency of officials and 
amounted to an almost feckless response by a central power which was avoiding its 
responsibilities. 148 Later chapters will show that our model redefines such a 
formulation of the relationship between social tensions, social structures and 
collective cognitive systems. The language of the good official, or sovereign, was a 
symbolic resource to give meaning and substance to those positions in the face of 
financial pressure or official oppression, that is, problems with types of power, and a 
general sense of anomie which they produced. To paraphrase Samuel Johnson, some 
may call this a triumph of hope over experience, and point to the gap between what 
was and what should have been, between symbol and "reality". But all those petitions 
and court proceedings which deal with problems arising from official abuses or the 
tensions of the economic structure of Greco-Roman Egypt should be seen as 
predicated upon some meaningful sense of the legitimacy of the institutional order 
and embody conduct which supports the conclusion. 
3.4 SOME CONCLUSIONS ON POWER AND STRUCTURE IN EGYPT 
It is important to bear in mind that the systemisation of the hierarchy which is 
presented by scholars may give a semblance of rational order which was really absent 
from the administration of both Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. Despite any appearance 
of careful delineation of positions and jurisdictions, power was distributed unevenly 
throughout the social and administrative structure, but in its various forms it was 
always closely connected with individuals as well as roles. A.E. Samuel rejects the 
conception of the Ptolemaic kingdom as a directed and planned system. He conceives 
148 D. Crawford, "The Good Official in Ptolemaic Egypt", in H. Maehler, V.M. Strocka (eds.), Das 
ptolemiiische Agypten (Mainz, 1978), 201 
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of the Ptolemaic bureaucracy, for example, not as entirely rational and tightly 
controlled from the centre. Rather it was a structure with power distributed among 
officials on an ad hoc and often irrational basis and operating at times independently 
of the monarchy. He has made the point that the Greeks in Egypt carried with them 
the city-state model of an organic relationship between individual and state which 
made a clear demarcation between "state" and "private" inappropriate. 149 There may 
not in the Ptolemaic period have been any meaningful distinction between state and 
private which implied a degree of functional differentiation of institutions which the 
modem world understands but which was not necessarily experienced in the ancient 
world. The activities of Zenon of Caunus seem to bear this out. As Samuel says, 
"Zenon himself was, of course, not an official at all; but his position as manager of 
the gift-estate of 10,000 arourae which Apollonios held in the Fayum meant that he 
was a vital cog in the private domain of an important person in Alexandria. As such, 
he had access to power; and such access meant that, in the realities of power, he could 
intervene in the activities of official appointees in the administration.'.! 50 He 
exercised a kind of judicial function in the BwpE<i of Apollonios which had some kind 
of internal court system. 151 William Harris observed that in view of the great power 
exercised by Apollonios and his agent Zenon, and the range of their activities, the 
distinction between "private" and "public" may be "somewhat unreal.'.! 52 The fact of 
patronage ( oKETTTJ), being the protection of individuals including tax collectors by the 
personal fiat of a highly placed official, also supports the view that important 
manifestations of power did not rely upon some "public" position in the sense that we 
would understand it. 153 The observation made above about the probable lack of 
149 A.E. Samuel, 'Ptolemies and the Ideology of Kingship', in P. Green, Hellenistic History and Culture (Uni. 
of California Press, Berkeley, 1993), 168·192, esp. at 173-174; The Shifting Sands of History: 
Interpretations of Ptolemaic Egypt (Uni of America Press, Lanham, 1989), 59. 
150 Ibid., at I 72 
151 M. Rostovtzeff, A Large Estate in Egypt in the Third Century BC (Madison, 1922); C. Orrieux, Unon de 
Caunos, paripidemos et le destin grec (Annates Litt&aires de l'Universite de Besan~n. 1985), l8lff. 
152 W. Harris, Ancient Literacy, 119 
153 On <JKETT~ see D.J. Crawford, "Skepe in Socnopaiou Nesos",JJP 18 (1974), 169-75 and P.Tebt. I 40 (117 
BC) Cf P.Tebt. I 34 (100 BC) in which some high official seeks to obtain released from prison and tax 
liability of a tenant. Zenon himself provided aKEmr P.Ryl. IV 569 (III BC) The idea is neatly expressed 
by use of the language of alliances as in P.Cair.Zen. V 59852 (Ill BC): EJ; d:pxiis- aot IJ.OU 
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distinction between civil and criminal cases or military, judicial and administrative 
powers also accords with this perception. Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt tried from an 
early period to find an administrative post for themselves and thus drove the 
development of the bureaucracy for their own profit more than any benefit to the 
crown or the "state" .154 
L. Mooren has shown that in II BC the honorific titulature connected with 
administrative posts appeared whereby higher officials were graded according to 
court rank which was different from the traditional circle of the king's "Friends" 155 
Mooren pointed out that such an honorific hierarchy was a noticeable shift in the 
Ptolemaic government and is characteristic of the development of administrative 
structures. This can be seen as further support for the idea that the bureaucracy grew 
strong independently of the central monarch. The catalyst for this was the shift in 
power balances brought about by a combination of the death of Philopator in 204 BC 
and the accession of a minor, Epiphanes. As a result of this Sosibios and Agathocles, 
who held the position of regents, came to dominate affairs. This reinforces the view 
that the Ptolemaic hierarchy lay within a social system which only partly configured 
by power which was formal in the sense of being located most strongly in fixed 
positions within the social structure. The particular qualities and motivations of 
individuals, some of whom held positions appointed by the king and some of whom 
did not, and even the monarchs, tended to determine where power came to be located 
from time to time. Overall the impression which is left to us is that the Ptolemaic 
world knew and experienced formal and institutional power in the form of a strong 
bureaucracy but this was heavily mixed with informal or personal power of the people 
who held particular positions at different times. There was a constant tension 
between the formal and the informal powers of royal officials and figures with power 
ouv[an.]cruoTa8Ev,.-os- See also Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 61 fn 52 where he gives bibliographical 
references and notes that this sort of crK€TTr] is nearly always referred to in a bad sense of illegal protection. 
154 Samuel, "Ideology of Kingship", 178-9, including references. At 180 he says, "In such a context the 
monarchy is not quite the whole government, but rather an institution making up only part of the structure, 
albeit nominally and conceptually at its head." 
155 L. Mooren. The Aulic Titulature in Ptolemaic Egypt: Introduction and Prosopography (Brussels, 1975) 
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and influence in the localities, who held strings of appointments and came from 
hereditarily powerful families. It has been observed that official positions "did not 
have a fixed jurisdiction, but, rather, depended on the official given the 
appointment.'" 56 So legitimated power was not coextensive with an institutionalised 
position with a legally recognised jurisdiction. The manner of exercise was a very 
important basis of the legitimation. The exercise of power had to accord with ethical 
considerations as well as the rule of law. 
It is true that in many ways the Roman administration was characterised by 
tighter control than the Ptolemaic. Partly that was inherent in the nature of the 
Roman administration. Egypt was no longer a kingdom under the Romans. It was 
administered as a Roman province. The administration was undoubtedly more 
controlled and directed not only in Egypt but elsewhere. Consequently, institutional 
and formal power became more predominant. One observation which suggests this 
strongly is the development and formalisation of the gymnasia! and metropolite 
classes in the nome capitals. The katoikic land holders of Ptolemaic Egypt no doubt 
also had a degree of status based upon their position as Greeks in the kingdom and 
their enjoyment of special tax rates. But since membership of the gymnasia! group 
within a metropolis and the development of the private land holdings were both quite 
closely related to the Ptolemaic katoikoi, it is likely that in the Roman period the 
status of the local katoikic influential figures or local "dynasts" became entrenched 
more firmly within the range of formal power. Similarly, the joining of qualification 
for municipal magistracies and liturgical office to membership of the gymnasia! group 
within a metropolis solidified and formalised positions in the administrative 
hierarchy. Another trend which may be cited to support the perception of increasing 
institutionalisation and definition of formal power is the advancing dominance and 
influence of written texts in many areas of the Roman world. 157 This is nowhere 
I 56 Bagnall, Manning, Sidebotham, Zitterkopf, "A Ptolemaic Inscription from Bir 'Iayyan", at 325, referring to 
A.E. Samuel, "The Internal Organisation of the Nomarch's Bureau in the Third Century BC" in Essays in 
Honour of C. Bradford Welles (New Haven, 1966)(=Am.Stud.Pap 1), 213-229, who observed that 
"appointments of officials could be to rank, with jurisdiction then assigned." 
157 R. Thomas, Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece (CUP, Cambridge, 1992), 159ff. 
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more apparent than in the realm of legal decision making. The growth in the use of 
written precedents by Roman officials in deciding cases is has long been recognised 
and demonstrates a formalisation of the process of decision making, as well as a 
definite furtherance of the tendency to circumscribe the exercise of power by the rule 
of law. 158 
In line with this, Bowman and Rathbone argue strongly that "The Romans, 
through the application of the polis-chora model to Alexandria and Egypt, set up a 
system of direct centralised administration which helped to break the previous local 
structures of power." 159 But on the other hand, whatever the intentions of the 
Romans it is another question how successful this was. There can be little doubt that 
the possession of local personal influence continued throughout the Roman period, 
was a source of specific complaint, and above all was a constant reminder of the 
physical and psychological distance at which the powerful figures in the hierarchy 
stood from the dwellers in the chora. 16° Clear examples of this tension can be seen in 
petitions which contain instances where complaints are made about local potentes 
who abuse their position, eg., P.Ryl. II 119 (54-67 AD) (Provenance unknown), in 
which Musaeus the local gymnasiarch is accused of scorning court orders "in virtue of 
his local power." (Kat €v oU6EV1. ljyl]uaTo Ka8o unEpwxuwv lj~cis Enl. Twv 
Tonwv.) or P.Ryl. II 114 (c. 280 AD) (Provenance unknown) in which Aurelia 
Artemis complains to an unidentified prefect about a certain Syrion who was an (ex-
?) decemprimus of the village of Thraso. Her husband and Syrion had dealt before 
her husband's death, but once the latter died, Syrion "rushed in" and took possession 
of her husband's (now her) flocks, abusing his "local power" ( Tfj TontKfj ouvauTEtQ: 
xpw~Evos). In P.Mich. inv. 255 (22 Oct 147 AD) the accusation is that the son of an 
ex-gymnasiarch gads about the villages of the Arsinoite extorting excessive rates of 
interest from people, supported a gang who commit acts of violence, while enjoying 
158 SeeR. Katzoff, "Precedents in the Courts of Roman Egypt", ZSS R.A. 89 (1972), 256-292; H.C. Youtie, 
"P.Mich.lnv.l48, Verso: The Rule of Precedent", ZP£27 (1977), 124-137. 
!59 "Cities and administration", at 125. We may note in passing that this conclusion indirectly supports Samuels 
view that power positions in the Ptolemaic period grew up along side and perhaps in spite of the monarchy. 
160 See chapter 7, 366ff below. 
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the connivance of cronies in the office of the strategos. 161 This accords with the view 
of Bagnall who describes the Roman imperial state as having "highly concentrated 
central power and weak ties to local communities." 162 This observation indicates 
where the notion of formal power gives way to the more informal. A survey by Brunt 
of prefects of Egypt concluded that one in three could not have been in real control of 
the province because they knew little or nothing of its complex infrastructure. 163 A 
study by Whitehorne reaches similar conclusions about the strategoi in Roman 
Egypt. 164 But powerful figures, who also held offices endorsed by the state, 
continued to dominate local areas in Roman times. 165 Local officials often ignored 
the directives of higher officials like the prefect to exempt certain persons from 
liturgies.166 Furthermore, the Romans do not appear to have overcome problems 
arising from the constant overlap between the various jurisdictions of officials which 
we noted above in connection with the Ptolemaic administration. 167 
So it is probably right to agree with R.S. Bagnall, who makes the point that 
despite the systematising bent of historians of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, it is more 
correct to view ancient government as a "rather amorphous and undifferentiated group 
of political, administrative and judicial powers" and these were often closely tied to 
161 Compare P.Fouad 26 (158-9 AD), where the petitioner complains about the influence of a person called 
Heron over the local jury. 
162 R.S. Bagnall, "Official and Private Violence", at 203. 
163 P.A.Brunt, 15JRS(1976),95·102. 
164 J.E.G. Whitehorne, 'The Strategia in Administrative Continuity', in Proceedings of the XVI Congress of 
Papyrology July, 1980 (=ASP 23 )(Scholars Press, 1981), 419-428. 
165 See below chapter 7, 365ff and the intro to P.Coll.Youtie I 16 (14 Sept 109 BC). This may help explain an 
unusual petition in P.Ryl. II 133 (33 AD) which is addressed to Evander the priest of the emperor Tiberi us, 
asking him to "deal with" (6taAa~ttv) damage to a dam. He may have been approached because he was a 
person of great influence not because he had specific judicial or administrative competence to investigate 
that type of problem. Another suggestion relies upon the conclusion of Allam, above, 115, that the court of 
the Ao:oKplTo:t in Ptolemaic Egypt included priests as judges and this was a carried over from the Pharaonic 
period. In the same way in the early Roman period priests may have possessed judicial functions which 
meant they were at least perceived to be the appropriate destination for petitions. 
166 See the introduction to P.Wisconsin I 3 (257-9 AD) 
167 The fluid nature of the jurisdiction of the various high officials allowed the procedures of litigation to be 
exploited, much no doubt as modern procedures can be. A good example is found in P.Mii.Vogliano IV 229 
(140 AD) a petition to the archidicastes. The petitioner Diogenes, rashly as it turned out, quarrelled with his 
wife Heracleia and his married daughter Ptolema. While he was absent from Tebtynis Ptolema laid claim to 
some of his property, which he had left in her keeping and filed for divorce, although it is not clear how that 
step was supposed to harm Diogenes. He applied to the strategos who restored patria potestas over Ptolema 
and also obtained a favourable order from the epistrategos. The women then applied to the archidicastes, 
trying to outflank him. The surviving petition is that of Diogenes to the archidicastes as counterclaim, 
asking that the strategos be ordered to settle the matter. 
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the individual authority and power of important figures. 168 That conclusion has some 
importance for the present undertaking because it shows that the concepts articulated 
through language to give meaning at an intellectual and symbolic level to the 
experience of power would not have been so constricted by perceptions of functional 
differentiation as might be the case in modern societies. That is not to deny the 
population had a strong sense of hierarchy. But it meant that the concepts and 
symbols which were drawn upon for legitimation were not hide bound by limitations 
which appear to exist in the modern mind for the very reason that modern institutions 
are usually sharply differentiated for the purposes of social analysis into political. 
religious. judicial, economic etc. As we will see, an attitude of linguistic supplication 
in judicial and administrative documents was appropriate to a divine king in his cult 
persona but also in his judicial and administrative persona, at least in part, because of 
the power located in the role of monarch had both personal and formal aspects. It was 
appropriate to a Roman procurator for the same reasons because despite a trend to 
greater formal or institutionalised power in the position of prefect or epistrategos, we 
will see that a personal element remained highly significant. 
The picture we gain shows that economic relationships connected with the 
generation of revenue were at all periods fundamental in Greco-Roman Egypt, and 
provided the social location for factual situations in which many of the tensions 
between normative regulation and anomie behaviour were brought to light. Further, 
manifestations of power intervened in the lives of the population across a broad 
spectrum from close and oppressive to distant and eminent. The social roles with the 
greatest authority and power, such as Ptolemaic kings and Roman prefects, were both 
actually physically distant and felt to be socially distant from the population. There is 
168 "Official and Private Violence", at 209, quoting from Simon Roberts, "The Study of Dispute: 
Anthropological Perspectives," in John Bossy (ed.), Disputes and Settlements: Law and Human Relations in 
the West, (Cambridge, 1983), 1-24, at 23. To some extent this is reflected in the legal categorisation of 
disputes involving functionaries like tax officials whom we would treat as "public" officials. Often these 
disputes were treated in the documentation evidently as private disputes. In P.Ent 87 (221 BC) Apollodotos 
complains about the tax collector Mnaeses who has pretended that Apollodotos owes more tax than he does. 
Gueraud noted, ad loc., that Apollodotos seems to treat his dispute as a private dispute at law. See further 
Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 440ff, 446ff, which shows how actions of tax officials were 
assimilated to actions of private persons for the purpose of categorisation in legal proceedings. 
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no more apt expression of this than in P.Mich. inv. 255 (22 Oct 147 AD), a petition to 
the epistrategos by an avid petition writer, Ptolemaeus son of Diodorus, from the 
meris of Themistes and Po lemon in the Arsinoite. Ptolemaeus, who probably wrote 
his own petitions, while complaining of the local power of a moneylender, says of his 
place of residence: (II. 5-6) not.t.aKts ouv, KUplE, j3oul.oiJ.EVOl Ey(l~Kias TUXE'iv, 
<h.rqr.oDiJ.EV Bdx To iJ.aKpav Etvm Toil Ev8a6E 61Kaiou, "Although we have often 
wanted to get legal satisfaction, we are at a loss because of being far from justice 
here." 169 The conceptualisations of distant positions utilised a large number of 
symbolic attributes, like goodness, justice, and mercy. The experience of close or 
local power, being especially implicated with structures of economic domination , 
was often negative, oppressive and injurious to person or property. Overall we 
conclude that within the structures of domination of Greco-Roman Egypt there 
existed real tensions between the forces of control, order and stability and forces 
which threatened to upset the patterns of regularity, constituting EUVOIJ.ta, which the 
former upheldY0 
3.5 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, we have endeavoured to set forth the salient features of the basic 
economic, social and administrative structures of Greco-Roman Egypt. There are 
undoubtedly many areas in both the evidence and scholastic opinion where there is 
room for disagreement. However, the interrelationships between the economic 
imperatives of an agrarian economy and their social consequences can be accepted 
with a fair degree of confidence. This means that we have a broad understanding of 
structures of domination and normative regulation and specifically the material reality 
of power in respect of which one of the more accessible symbolic universes which 
obtained in Greco-Roman Egypt, that is, the conceptual system which was articulated 
in Greek and owed a good deal, if not everything, to a Greek cultural heritage, 
169 See document 9, chapter 4, below. D. Hobson, "The Impact of Law on Village Life", compared petitions 
from three locations, Soknopaiou Nesos and Tebtynis, which were small vi11ages removed from central 
locations, and Oxyrhynchus which was a metropolis. At 201-2 she concludes that those in the more central 
locations were more accessible to the machinery of judicial power than those on the periphery. 
170 See further chapter 7. 
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fulfilled the process of legitimation. In the next chapter it is proposed to consider the 
general structure of petitions in some detail. It is appropriate to devote a separate 
chapter to this enterprise because it will allow us in passing to gain further insights 
into the institutional context which produced petitions. 
CHAPTER4 
TEXTS AND STRUCTURES 
Petitions 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present chapter is to set out examples of petitions so that their 
structural features are clear to the reader and so that they can provide a basis for 
comparisons with other document types in later chapters. The structural features of 
texts, even short texts like petitions, can reflect social structure and social space, and 
in so doing express various aspects of social relationships. At an obvious level, the 
epistolary nature of petitions, for example, reflects in part a perception of sociahpace 
between petitioner and recipient. Furthermore, a sense of the overall structure of the 
documents can help provide us with some appreciation of the textual edifice in which 
the linguistic motifs considered in later chapters were used. 
There have been many studies in the last twenty years based on the concept of 
the "text", especially in literary theory, although many have problems and applying 
them to an ancient text is risky .1 But whatever their deficiencies, they do possess the 
virtue of urging us to give renewed attention to the idea that wider structures in 
language use can yield insights and wider perspectives on meaning.2 Texts have 
overall structure which helps give them form and coherence as well as more complex 
dimensions of meaning. The structure of the documentary texts can be used to 
broaden the scope and nature of meanings in specific words and phrases. It has been 
recognised that the products of a culture, such as rituals, burial patterns and artefacts 
Eg, R.H. Brown, Society as Text: Essays on Rhetoric Reason and Reality (University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1987); M. Phillips, Aspects of Text Structure: An Investigation of the Lexical Organisation of Text 
(Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., Amsterdam, 1985). 
2 For ex:ample, E.J. Bakker has used theories of discourse to explore aspects of Ancient Greek syntax, in 
particular, temporal subclauses in stories reported in indirect speech in Herodotus: "Foregrounding and 
indirect discourse: Temporal subclauses in a Herodotean short story." Journal of Pragmatics 16 ( 1991) 225-
247, at 225·6. 
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generally tend to reflect the social structure of their community.3 Some studies of 
language use and texts have drawn attention to the links between the structures of 
language use, the structures of whole texts and elements of the wider social structure. 
It will be argued here that this type of idea can be taken and applied fruitfully to texts 
and language use from the ancient world. Scholars of the papyri have always shown 
an awareness of the distinctiveness of the sections of ancient letters and petitions. We 
noted in chapter 2 that petitions are clearly to be placed broadly within the category of 
ancient letters, and this was a very important factor in determining their textual 
structure. The delineation of special sections, the recurrences of formulae and motifs 
bear witness to a definite bias towards deliberate construction according to rules or 
patterns in the way the ancients interacted linguistically, at least in the judicial and 
administrative contexts. 
It will be seen that the structure of petitions from Greco-Roman Egypt reflects 
and was used to articulate and instantiate certain of the fundamental relationships 
within the social structure. These are the basic relationships of power involved in or 
presumed by the invitation to an official to intervene. The core relationship is that 
between the powerful official and the pitiful petitioner or complainant and in nature it 
was a relationship of reciprocity. The official has the symbolic attributes of a good, 
strong, kind saviour or benefactor. His role is defined by a number of capacities, 
particularly, to save, preserve, help and benefit. Such ethical attributes of the 
sovereign or official merge into a religious stature and are set in counterpoise to the 
humbleness, inferiority and weakness of the petitioner, which produces an enduring 
flavour of paternalism in the documents on the part of the government and 
characterised the relationship with the government as open and sympathetic. This 
relationship is the central reference point of the document and relied upon religious, 
ethical or generally symbolic language and was predicated upon the lack of power (in 
3 E.g. I. Morris, Death-Ritual and Social Structure in Classical Antiquity (CUP, Cambridge, 1992). 
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the case of the victim or petitioner), in the face of the possession and exercise of 
legitimate power, 
In heavy contrast the wrongdoer stands outside the sympathetic relationship in 
an alienated and negative position. Here again we are presented with disparities of 
power, but these are negative in symbolic terms. We will see that the symbolic 
universe of Greco-Roman culture was utilised to explain and define both the ethical 
and moral dimensions of, and the complainant's experience of both the legitimate and 
the illegitimate manifestations of power, As the Russian scholar Arkady Kovel'man 
puts it in his analysis of Roman petitions "The petitioner is classed with the "poor", 
the offender with the "powerful". The poor man lives the lonely life of the country 
farmer, he fears law, god and officialdom, he is mild and meek ... The powerful man is 
greedy, wrathful, tyrannical, the fear of god and law is not in him. This rhetoric made 
it possible to discern moral attitudes, "typify" social relations."4 The language is used 
therefore to augment and give meaning to the real tensions in social relations which 
were then mediated through the legitimate and symbolic attributes of the official. The 
context of the request was often further defined by the confrontation between the 
legitimate power of the official and the illegitimate power of the wrongdoer, The 
petitioner is placed between the two as powerless. We will see that this position is 
given depth and meaning especially through religious vocabulary and related 
syntactical forms. The use of religious and ethical language to articulate the role and 
public activity of the official was basic to defining both the position of the petitioner 
or complainant and the wrongdoer or the particular injustice complained of. The 
legitimacy and symbolic ethical ascendancy of the official is enhanced by comparison 
with the pathetic position of the petitioner and the despicable mean and corrupt 
character of the wrongdoer is thrown into sharper relief. 
4 A.B. Kovel'man, "The Rhetoric of Petitions and its Influence on Popular Social Awareness in Roman 
Egypt." 168 VDI, 170-84.(1n Russian). 
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Moreover not only the words and phrases but structural elements of petitions, 
and for that matter, many forensic speeches, articulated these relationships in different 
ways. These are examples of the modes of discourse which play such an important 
part in the symbolic order of Greco-Roman Egypt. Most fundamentally, we can see 
that the essence of a petition and a court room argument can be found in the concept 
of the request. The structure of petitions and court room speeches was built around a 
request to legitimate power. That was their essential function, and therefore it is 
usually possible to identify such a section in the text. Within the confines of the 
document or speech, the request can be seen as a type of social action directed to the 
invocation of power represented by the assistance of the powerful government figure. 
This conceptualisation of the nature of petitions and courtroom speeches has 
importance particularly when compared to the act by which people invoked the 
assistance of deities in the ancient world. In this there is apparent a relationship of 
influence in particular with the language of documents which are more readily 
categorised as religious, especially prayer. This, it will be argued, is indicative of the 
mentality of the ancient world in which it was the conceptualisation of a powerful 
figure, whether deity, monarch or high official, as the distant manifestation of great 
and legitimate power which determined both the language choices and the structure of 
the text. We can see the intermingling and conscious combining of motifs from social 
contexts, such as the political, the judicial and the religious, which are usually sharply 
distinguished in modern societies. These themes are of great interest but further 
consideration must be delayed to a later chapter5 
The internal tensions set up by the language in the documents reflected social 
and structural realities which we canvassed in the previous chapter and were 
underscored and expanded by structural features in the documents. For example, the 
existence of enduring formulae of address to official and motifs of wretchedness on 
the part of the complainant are found in specific sections of the documents, which 
5 See Chapter 8. 
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exhibit a high degree of rigidity or formality at a particular time and this tends to 
associate the official and the petitioner with legitimacy and order. The description of 
the wrongdoer lies most often in the more flexible and idiosyncratic background 
sections, helping to promote the sense of the wrongdoer's connection with evil and 
social disruption or anomie. Some of these general ideas will be explored in the 
following sections. Others will be examined more closely in later chapters. The next 
section will consider structure in petitions from the point of view of earlier studies. 
After that a number of examples of the documents will be discussed. 
The approach adopted here involves setting out in full some 14 examples of 
petitions ranging in date from III BC to IV AD. A note of caution must be sounded 
now. The examples are taken from a total group of 786 documents. The reader may 
therefore feel some concern that the small sample is unrepresentative and when 
placed together in the text, gives a distorted view. This potential problem is 
recognised, and it should be stressed that the examples in this chapter have been 
selected on two main bases. First, they are all close to being intact. Many surviving 
petitions do not survive in a complete form. Secondly, they have been chosen 
because on balance each one contains some representative structural or textual 
features which can be related to the wider corpus of surviving documents. 
4.2 STRUCTURE IN PETITIONS 
The existence of formalised sections in petitions has been remarked upon often. 
Structure has always been an issue. In fact, it is fair to say that structure and formulae 
have been the crux of most studies of petitions. There are four main studies of 
petitions known to the writer, which cover petitions from the Ptolemaic period. The 
French scholar Lesquier in his 1912 edition of papyri from Magdola gave 
consideration to questions of form and structure.6 Two later studies by French 
scholars appeared within five years of each other. One of the more thorough was that 
6 J. Lesquier (ed.), P.Lille llPapyrus de Magd61a, Fascs. I-IV, Planches (1912) (=P.Magd.) 
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of Paul Collomp, who produced a comprehensive analysis of Ptolemaic petitions in 
1926.7 Collomp divided the structure of the enteuxis, the petition to the king, into 
three parts: (i) "L'expose", which set out the nature and facts of the complaint, often 
introduced by the formula a6tKOUIJ.at im6;8 (ii) "La requete", in which the petitioner 
sets out the action he or she wishes the king to take;9 and (iii) "La motivation", the 
part in which the petitioner indicates the symbolic outcome, usually expressed as a 
moral or ethical virtue or attribute, which it is hoped the petition will achieve, such as, 
<lnl.av8pwnia, f301]8na, TO 6{Katov, aVTlAl]lj;lS', EAEOS' etc. 10 0. Gueraud followed 
in 1931, with the publication of some 113 petitions (€vTEu~ns-) addressed to the 
monarch. His documents ranged in date from 258 to 218 BC. 11 They came from two 
provenances only, Magd6la and Gh6ran. He followed Collomp's tripartite division 
closely and distinguished three basic sections in the documents. 12 We may pause 
here to note that both scholars isolate as their second structural feature the "request" 
or "demand", the commencement of which is indicated by a verb such as 6Eo11at or, 
especially in petitions to lower officials, a~uii. This is important because it indicates 
how the concept of the request was fundamental in constructing an approach to 
powerful figures, and, it will be argued, gives a basis for understanding how the 
petition and its language can be fitted into its wider cultural context. 
The studies next in time are those of the Italian scholar Anna Di Bitonto, 
which were undertaken in the late 1960s. Like her French predecessors, Di Bitonto 
restricted her study to documents from the Ptolemaic period. However, she used a 
larger range of documents, both in number, official and period covered, that is, 173 
7 Collomp, Recherches. 
8 Discussed by Collomp, Recherches, at 88-92. 
9 At 92-llS. 
10 At 118-122. 
II 0. Gueraud, 'ENTE!EIL (Cairo, 1931) x-xiii et seq. 
12 The sections are distinguished thus:-
(i) The first sets out the facts giving rise to the petition ("Ia premiere expose les faits qui ont provoque 
Ia petition"); 
(ii) The second presents the demand, properly called (''Ia seconde presente le demande proprement 
dite"); 
(iii) The third seeks justice or some other substantive form of the monarch's ideal attributes ("Ia 
troisieme, sorte de remerciement anticipe, affirme qu'en donnant satisfaction au solliciteur le roi 
temoignera de sa justice ou de sa bontt~, et se montrera le refuge, le soutien, le sauveur, le 
bienfaiteur de ses sujets"). 
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documents addressed to the monarch and 193 to functionaries, covering the entire 
Ptolemaic period, and three types of document, EVTEu~ns, imofivTi~wTa, and 
npoaayy£/.fiaTa. It is apparent that Di Bitonto organises the documents into five 
main sections: the Prescript (1), the Exposition of the Case (2), the Demand(3), 
Secondary Elements in the Demand (5), the Conclusion and Final Appeal (6). 13 This 
does not in fact represent a great variation upon the structure of Collomp and 
Gueraud. Di Bitonto has split Collomp and Gueraud's first and third sections into 
two, but otherwise she subscribes to the same basic divisions in the structure of the 
texts. 14 
Some detailed studies of Roman petitions of similar type have been 
undertaken, particularly that of the French scholar P. Bureth, although, as far as the 
present writer knows, his thesis is unpublished. 15 Bureth seems to follow the general 
elements of structure of his predecessors. Apart from this study and that of White, 
which is dealt with shortly, there are only limited discussions in specific editions of 
papyr1. It is interesting, however, that J. Enoch Powell analysed later Roman 
petitions on a more expanded scheme reminiscent of Di Bitonto. 16 He describes 
P.Harr. I 68 as consisting of the following elements: (1) address with office and title; 
(2) preamble on the petitioner's confidence of obtaining justice from so enlightened a 
prefect; (3) brief transition to the matter in hand; ( 4) statement of the grounds of the 
petition; (5) the petition itself, with the formula Edv aou Tfj TUXlJ 66~1J; (6) a 
statement ofthe desired result in two clauses, 1va .. and npos To .. ; (7) 6tEuTuxn; (8) 
signature of the petitioner. 
Finally we come to the attempt of J.L. White to construct a paradigm of 
petitions through a study ranging in date from 254 BC to 458 AD. 17 White relies 
13 See Di Bitonto (1967), 11, 12, 15, 20, 47, 50, 55; (1968), 62, 68, 70, 74, 98, 100, lOS. 
14 There are eight numbered sections in both Di Bitonto's articles as follows: 1. Prescritto; 2. Esposizione del 
Caso; 3. Introduzione della Domanda; 4. Specificazione della domanda secondo i vari tipi di istanze o 
richiesta; 5. Elementi secondari della domanda; 6. Conclusione e appello finale; 7. Postilla (1967) or Note 
deg1i Uffici (1968); 8. Verso. 
15 P. Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte &rite en Egypte romain (Diss. Uni de Strasbourg, 1979). 
16 J. Enoch Powell (ed.), The Rendell Harris Papyri ofWoodbrooke College, Birmingham (Cambridge, 1936) 
(P.Harr. 1), 51. 
17 See the discussion in New Docs 6, § 18. 
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upon seventy-one documents, spanning the Ptolemaic and the first four centuries of 
the Roman period, and in that sense he extends the range of study, even if his body of 
evidence is smaller in number than either Gueraud or Di Bitonto. His study indicates 
that there was a powerful drive to conform to structural characteristics to a greater or 
lesser extent among the writers of petitions. 18 He concluded that petitions of all 
periods exhibit four basic structural sections: (i) the Opening Address or Salutation; 
(ii) the Background containing the exposition of the facts; (iii) the Request for 
intervention; and (iv) the Closing Address. 19 The full scheme can be set out as 
follows: 
!. Opening: 
a. Salutation: To A from B 
b. Lineage of petitioner 
c. Vocation of petitioner 
d. Residence of petitioner 
2. Background: a description of the state of affairs giving rise to the petition. 
3. Petition: (e.g. 'I request', therefore, you write to the strategos to investigate 
the matter, if it pleases you, that I may obtain justice") 
A) a. The verb of petition (e.g. 'I request'- 6Eo[lot or a~uii) 
B) 
C) 
b. The conjunction between the formal elements of the 
background and petition (e.g. 'therefore' - oilv, Bt6 or 
oeEV) 
c. Pronominal object, i.e. the address to the official 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
The request to the official, usually in an infinitive clause 
The anticipated action ofthe official (e.g. 'to investigate 
the matter') 
A qualification to e. (e.g. 'if it pleases you') 
Statement regarding anticipated justice ( eg, 'that I may 
obtain justice') 
4. Closing: HhuxEl 
It is clear that White took the approach of building his paradigm by trying to 
accommodate every occurrence of an identifiable structural feature within it. That is 
not itself an unreasonable thing to do but it runs into methodological problems. While 
18 J.L. White, Form & Structure, passim, esp. 63 ff. 
19 White, Fonn & Structure, xi, 9, 63. For petitions of the Roman period see further J. David Thomas, The 
epistrategos in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt , Part 2 "The Roman Epistrategos", (Papyrologica Coloniensia 
VI), Opladen, 1982, 114; O.W. Reinmuth, The Prefect of Egypt from Augustus to Diocletian (Klio Beiheft 
34), Leipzig 1935,86-7. who seem to subscribe to the basic fourfold scheme. 
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there may be no major objection to the overreaching fourfold structure, there is a 
difficulty in the delineation of sub-structural features, because they are not apparently 
selected against a set of systematic criteria. Ultimately, therefore, White needed to 
take the course of constructing a new category as new structural features are found, 
causing modification and expansion on a rather ad hoc basis. Further, the lack of a 
systematic set of selection criteria does not, by and large, have great significance in 
short documents, but it can make a difference. For example, there is no specific place 
for the type of introductory sentences studied by Frisk. 20 The earliest examples of 
these sentences appear in the second century AD and they grow in frequency 
thereafter.21 In White's paradigm there would need to be a separate entry at the end of 
I or in 2, since the sentences studied by Frisk, although introductory, really introduce 
the background, and could be seen as falling more properly into the background 
section. 
So there are reasons to hold some reservations about all the above studies, in 
the sense that no one of them is adequate in every way. The first three list strongly to 
the Ptolemaic period while White's number of petitions is somewhat limited. There 
are obviously differences of perception in the scope of each structural element and as 
noted some aspects have not been considered by anyone. But even so, these early 
studies provide a very sound base for exploring more deeply the significance of the 
structural elements of the documents. For when we come to compare these three 
descriptions of structure, those of Gueraud, Di Bitonto and White, it appears that in 
fact the differences between them are not great. Although Collomp and Gueraud 
mention only three structural elements, this is because they ignore the Prescript. They 
seem to subsume it under the Background section. Otherwise, their three sections are 
basically equivalent to White 2, 3 and 4. Similarly the differences between Di Bitonto 
and White are not significant. For example, Di Bitonto I and 2 equate to White's I 
20 H.J. Frisk, Bankakten aus dem FaijUm nebst anderen Berliner Papyri (P.Berl.Frisk)(GOtborg, 1931), 81-91, 
which is a specific study of introductory sentences in Roman and Byzantine petitions, and P.Tebt. 326. 
21 Frisk began his catalogue with BGU 983, a petition from Karanis to the epistrategos, and BGU 613, a 
petition to the prefect Volusius Maecianus from a veteran in the FaijO.m, so dated to the period 160-62 AD. 
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and 2. Di Bitonto 3 and 5 equate to White's 3, and 6 to White's 4. Di Bitonto's 4 is a 
classification and incorporates a discussion based upon legal categories, which is too 
removed from arrangement of the linguistic components and does not reflect to any 
significant degree the internal organisation of particular or groups of petitions. The 
same observations may be made about 7 and 8. So if we return to Di Bitonto I, 2, 
3/5, and 6, it appears that this is a broader set of structural delineations, but it 
corresponds in general terms with the four main categories of White's paradigm. The 
motivation for section 5 in Di Bitonto's studies arises from her focus upon formulaic 
expressions and phrases within the documents. For our purposes the distinction 
between 3 and 5 can be ignored. There is one noteworthy difference between Di 
Bitonto 6 and White 4, in that White 4 incorporates only the closing, like El'nuxEt. Di 
Bitonto 6 seems to include expressions which fall within White 3 (C), that is, 
statements of the anticipated justice, benefaction or assistance. All in all they show 
very clearly that petitions were characterised by definite structural features, and 
consequently are apt for analysis in terms of an overreaching fourfold structure. A 
fourfold structure seems to provide a point of consensus for all the studies if we 
acknowledge, without trying to decide between, the differences, we can use the 
concept of the fourfold structure as tbe point from which to progress the discussion. 
Accordingly, the ensuing discussion will be based upon the following four 
structural delineations in petitions: 
1. The Opening, including address to the official and name of the 
petitioner 
2. The Background, including an Exposition of the Facts of the Case, 
and including introductory sentences. 22 
3. The Request for official intervention, including the expectation of 
justice, kindness etc. 
4. The Closing 
22 Such as those catalogued by Frisk, Bankakten. They are included here because as will appear such 
sentences from the Roman and Byzantine periods were employed to articulate the relationship between 
petitioner and official and usually finished with a phrase or sentence which introduced the second section, 
the background, e.g., Exn BE oihws- or TO o:E npay~a ExEt o{hws-: P.Oxy 2131 207 AD and BGU 
970 (=Mitteis, Chrest. 242) 177 AD respectively. 
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It needs to be borne in mind that the concern of earlier studies has been to collect and 
describe the full contours of the ancient petition and provide a paradigm. In the view 
of the present writer when studying very ancient documents a degree of flexibility 
should be maintained because the evidence will always be incomplete and any new 
find can have a significant impact on the overall conclusion. Further, the current 
study is more concerned with ascertaining how structural features of the documents 
relate to wider social issues. This is an interpretative exercise which is assisted more 
by the isolation of an overall structure, since it provides a framework within which to 
analyse expressions in some documents, which may be idiosyncratic. 
4.3 DOCUMENTS 
If we then turn to some early examples of petitions from the Ptolemaic period we can 
see the elements of structure more clearly. In considering the structure it is worth 
remembering that scholars have usually taken the view that petitions of the Ptolemaic 
period, like those of the early Roman period are characterised by their "extreme 
simplicity."23 We will return to the precise import of this view in the chapters which 
follow. But in the discussion in this chapter, we will note how the overall structure of 
the texts can yield insights into the social relations. It will appear that there are many 
subtle complexities involved. It is appropriate to bear in mind the description of the 
Ptolemaic administration given in the previous chapter to gain an idea of what 
administrative structure the texts were produced by, and then set out two documents 
from the collection of Gueraud. 
It is of course difficult to choose examples among the plethora of officials in 
Ptolemaic period and the petitions sent to them. However, one requirement for this 
exercise must be that the text is largely or completely intact. This excludes a large 
number of documents which are fragmentary to a greater or lesser extent. But in any 
event it is convenient to begin at the top of the social and administrative hierarchy 
23 Powell, The Rendel Harris Papyri, 51; Kovel'man, "The Rhetoric of Petitions"; 'From Logos to Mythos' 28 
BASP (1991) 135-152. Kovel'man asserts that Ptolemaic and early Roman petitions simply stated the 
"essence of the business", there was no wider reference to social and moral types. 
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with the EVTEU~ts, the petition to the monarch, since these to some extent set the 
pattern. P.Ent 46 is a petition to Ptolemy Philopator from a certain Theonides who 
complains that he sold 15 artabas of barley to Seuthes to be paid for at the next 
harvest. Seuthes has not paid. The provenance of the document is Magdola. The text 
is as follows: 
Document 1 P.Ent 46 Magdola (221 BC) Petition to the King 
Baati.Et II[TOAE~la(]Wl xaipHV eE[w]vt8T]S, E~ 'AIJ.IJ.WVta8os. 'A8tKOUIJ.al un[o] 
l:Eu8ou 
inncws haT[ovTapou]pou, os KaTotKEt €v Tfjt mhfjt K[w]IJ.TJL 'O<PEil.wv yap 
IJ.[o]t 8ul: XEPOS 
Kpt8wv (apTaj3as) lE a[s IJ.Ol €]Ta~aTo ano8WOElV UTTO TWV YEVT]IJ.UTWV TOU KS 
(hous) Kat napE I. TJ-
Au80Tos- TOD xp6v[o]u, nAEov&Kt d:nT)lTT)~Evo[s-] Un' Ef..LoD, aUK d:noO{Owcrlv J.I.Ol. 
AEOIJ.at 
5 ouv oou, j3aOlAEU, Et OOl 80KEt, npooTa~al bto<J>avEl TWl OTpaTTJYWl ypa<)Jat 
'Aya80KAEt 
nDt EntcrTdTT)l d:nocrTElAat LEU811v [E]n' aUTOv Kal, EO:v ~l TaDTa d:A118fi, 
€navay-
K&aat alnOv d:noBoDva{ IJ.Ol, Ei BE Tt d:vTti\EyEt, 11 ~ OQ>ElAEtV 0 J.L6aas- J.I.Ol, 
O:noi.EI.uo8w 
lva 11-i} 0:6tKT)8W, d:i\A' Enl crE KaTa¢uyWv, f3acni\EG, T0v n&vTwv EUEpyfTT)V, 
TaD 8tKaiou TUxw. ElnUxEt 
"To king Ptolemy from Theonis from Ammonias. I am wronged by Seuthes a 
hundred acre knight, who lives in the same village. For owing me roughly 15 
artabas of barley, which he contracted to return to me from the produce of the 
26th year, when the time had passed, having been asked by me many times, he 
is not giving the barley back. Therefore I ask you, my king, if it seems good 
to you, to direct Diophanes the strategos to write to Agathocles the epistates to 
send Seuthes to him and, if these things were true, compel him to give back 
the barley to me, and if he gainsays me in some way, swearing that he is not 
indebted to me, let him be discharged, so that I may not be wronged, but 
having taken refuge with you, my king, the benefactor of all, I may meet with 
justice. Farewell." 
Closely comparable in form and structure is P.Ent 60 also from MagdOla, dated to the 
fourth year of the reign of Ptolemy Philopator, that is, 221 BC. The petitioner is 
Idomeneus, a farmer of the 8w pEci of Chrysermos. He wants the king to intervene 
against Petobastis, son of Taos and Horos, son of Keleesis, who have caused a flood 
on his land. The petition is a good example of how the burdens of rental and taxation 
helped produce circumstances where the aid of the king was crucial. 
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Document 2: P.Ent 60 MagdO!a (221 BC) Petition to the King 
Bacnl\Et IlTol\qtalWL xa{pnv '!Boi!EVEUS', TWV ano TijS' XpuaEpi!OU BwpEaS' 
yEwpywv, EK KWI!TJ'> 
KalllVWV. 'ABLKOl] llaL uno IlETO~U<JTLOS' TOU TaWTOS' Kat "Q[p]ou TOU 
KEAET)atos-, nilv EK Tf)S" all'rfjs KW-
IlTJS'. 'E11ou yap wa8waa11EVOU d:no TijS' Xp[u]aEpi!OU BwpEaS' [ . .] 
(apoupas-) ~ Kat KaTa<JTIEtpaVTOS' I!OU 
T~V yijv apaKWL, IlETO(:lU<JTLS' Kat •Qpos- Ol np[o]yqpai!I!EVOL KaT[E]Kl\u<Jall 
11ou Tov an6pov, waTE d:x[pE'i]-
5 6~ JlOU yEvfrr8at T0v c'ipaKOV, Kal Jl~ 6Uvarr8at jlTpS£ TO: d:vT)f..WIJ.aTa TO: 
YEVOI!EVa ElS' T~V [y~v] 
KOJl{rraa8a{ JlE. ~Eoilat oUv crou, ~acrtAED, El <JOt OoKEl, npocrT&J;at .6.to4l&vEt 
TWL <JTpaTT]yWL ypa<)Ja[L] 
'H<f>ataTiwvt nlh ETTt<JTdTrJt d:nocrTElAat IIETo~dcrTtV Kal "?-Qpov ToUs-
EYKE(K)ATJI!Evous- ElS' KpoKo-
O{Awv n6Atv, Onws- 6taKpt8W alJTols Enl .6.to4>dvous, Kal EO:v Ev0E{J;w1J-at 
alrroUs- KaTaKEKAu-
K6TaS" JlOU T0v cnr6pov, EnavayKaa8ijvat alnoUS" T0v E110v an6pov d:vaAaf3Elv 
Kal TdJ;aa8at aU-
10 TaUs- TO: Ex4>0pta, d:nO aE TfiS' alnol yEwpyoDcrtv yfjs d:vTt6o8fJva{ JlOl TO 
l<JOV nl\fi8os- av8' ~S' Ka[T]aKE-
Kf..tJKa<JtV. ToUTou yO:p yEVOIJ.Evou, Enl crE KaTacj>uyWv, f3acn/\ED, n:i TE 
€x¢6pw Xpuacp11wL Bu[vh)aollat 
d:no6oUvat. EyW TE EaoiJ-at Tf}S' napO: ooD <f>tAav8pwn{as- TETEuxWs-. 
ElJTUXEt 
"To king Ptolemy greetings from Idomeneus, a farmer of the BwpEa of 
Chrysermos, from the village Kaminoi. I am wronged by Petobastis, son of 
Taos and Horos son of Keleesis who are from the same village. When I 
leased 2 arouras from the estate of Chrysermos and sowed the land with vetch, 
the aforementioned Petobastis and Horos inundated the harvest, so that the 
vetch were destroyed, and I am unable to recover the imposts which exist for 
the land. I ask you therefore, my king, if it seems good to you, to direct 
Diophanes the strategos to write to Hephaistion the epistates to summon 
Petobastis and Horos, the ones who are accused, to Crocodilopolis, so that I 
may be judged with them before Diophanes, and if I prove that they inundated 
my planting, that they be compelled to make restitution of my crop, and that 
they be assigned the taxes, and to give to me in exchange from the land which 
they farm the amount of land equal to what they inundated. If this happens, 
my king, having sought refuge with you, I will be able to pay the rents to 
Chrysermos. And I will have met with kindness from you. Farewell" 
We may take some time here to draw attention to a number of structural aspects 
which are important and can be traced in later documents. The first feature which is 
very obvious is the distinctly delineated opening and closing sections. The opening 
salutation functioned to initiate the interaction between petitioner and official and 
thus set its broad outlines. Both examples manifest one of the most frequently 
occurring opening constructions in the Ptolemaic era. It has been observed often that 
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petitions usually began by giving the name of the person addressed followed by his 
title and the geographical and residential details of the petitioner.24 The variations on 
this theme were slight. 'EvTEU~ElS to the Ptolemaic king usually employed the 
formula "[addressee in dative case] + xaipEtv + [name of addressor in nominative 
case]".25 However, there are two extant variations, namely, the formula "[addressee 
in the dative case] + [addressor in nominative case]", for example, "~a<ni-Euot 
TIToi-Efia'los rt-auK(ou"26 and the formula "[addressee in the dative case] + xa(pEtv 
napa + [addressor in the genitive case]", for example, Baotf-E'l TIToi-Efiatwt Kat 
~aOlAtOOT]l Kf-Eonc:i'fpat Tfjt a6Ef-$fjt 8EOlS <l>tAOfll)Topot xatpElV napa 
TIToi-Efia(ouY The opening formula most frequently employed in unof!vlifiaTa and 
npooayy€1-fl.aTa to lesser officials in the Ptolemaic period followed the pattern Twt 
B ' ' ' B ' 28 . t' B ' ' ' B ' 29 th Etvt napa Tou Etvos-; vana tons are: totKT}Tllt xatpEtv o Etva, or e 
simple use of napa BE'lvos.30 The closing section is at all times a short salutation, in 
the case of the above documents EtnuxEt. The opening and closing sections are 
important because they indicate the epistolographical nature of EvTEu~ns and other 
types of petitions, which we mentioned in chapter 2.31 Letters to powerful figures 
were a serious endeavour which required careful thought. 32 So the opening and 
closing sections of the petitions serve to frame the communication. And one of the 
ways in which they not only set the parameters for the text itself is to place the 
communication within the epistolary style. 
The background section follows and has special importance, because it is the 
most unstereotyped element within the structure, although certain formulas or 
common expressions do begin to appear. 33 It is in the background section that the 
author of a petition exercised the greatest scope for creativity and originality. 
24 J. David Thomas, The Epistrategos 11, 114; O.W Reinmuth, The Prefect of Egypt, 86-7. 
25 See Bitonto (1967), especially p. 11 ff; White, Form & Structure, 21. 
26 UPZ.1, 3. 
27 UPZ. I, 6 
28 White, Form & Structure, 21. 
29 PSI. V, 538; P.Cair.Zen II, 59236; III, 59341 a 
30 P.Tebt. I, 38. 
31 See chapter 2, 68ff. 
32 See Dem. De Eloc. §234 
33 White, Form & Structure, 14, 28, 32, 34-5, 36. 
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Consequently, it is also in this section that we get a clear picture of how language was 
used to describe and classify social relations. In both documents the background 
section gives the description of the case and is dramatically launched with the verb 
d: 6tKmJ [Lat. The person, tense, mood and placement of this verb have some 
significance. The use of the present indicative and the first person gives the address 
to the king immediacy and personal intensity. The placement of the verb at the 
commencement of the section throws the reader directly into the personal world of the 
petitioner, a world suffused with an aura of wrongdoing. The petitioner also defines 
him or herself in the position of a victim, through the usage of the passive mood. 
These factors are enhanced in the following section of the document. This method of 
initiating the description of the case is particularly noticeable in enteuxeis, that is, 
petitions to the king, in the III BC. However, this in one area where it will be seen 
. that petitions show considerable change and development. For example, in II BC the 
indicative is replaced often by a participial construction. Sometimes this begins the 
background section, at other times it appears elsewhere such as in the request section. 
Much later, as will be seen shortly, opening sentences appear in the second century 
AD and take the language of wrongdoing and injustice, resorting often to the 
participial construction. These sentences fulfil the same function of initiating the 
interaction, but in a more embellished fashion. 34 This is a good example of how the 
petitioners used specific language to clothe themselves in the role of the victim and 
how the same language and verbal forms were resorted to and recombined in new 
ways over many centuries. 
The request section is introduced by 6€o[Lat ouv aou, paatl\ED which again 
places the first person indicate verb at the start of the clause. The verb 6€o[Lat is the 
most common for petitions to the Ptolemaic kings, at least in III BC.35 In later 
periods d:~uil or napaKal\w appear but in White's view 6€o[Lat is used so frequently 
34 See below at 172. 
35 Di Bitonto (1967), 15. 
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throughout the period that it is the single most indicative feature of the petition.36 
Steen argued in 1938 that such phrases of request in Greek letters were periphraseis 
designed to avoid the brusque and rude tone which would be set by use of the 
imperative, and were modelled on the same periphrastic use of verbs of request by the 
Attic orators in their Prooimia. 37 
Further, the use of the vocative in such close connection with the request verb 
heightens the closeness of the interaction, and opens the way for the writer to develop 
the relationship with the king and give it deeper significance by use of the language of 
supplication in the next sentence. For example, in P.Ent. 60 the petitioner says To1hou 
yap YEVOIJ.Evou, €nl. u€ KaTa<j>uywv, ~a<rlAEil. Again we have the vocative used 
but in connection with the verb of refuge, KaTa<j>Euyw. Although the petitioner is 
speaking directly to the king he is doing so as a suppliant, and his whole document 
takes on the quality of an act which acknowledges and takes its character from the 
power of the king, which will lead to the exercise of <j>li.av8pwn(a or TO OlKa(ov. 
The use of the vocative, a form of addressing the king directly as if he was present, is 
something which carries on right through our period and beyond. It was clearly seen 
at all times as an important inclusion in any petition. White is right to assert that it is 
in this section that phrases which metaphorically cast the petitioner in the role of a 
suppliant are frequent in III BC petitions. 38 As in Document 2 the most common and 
noteworthy phrase is based on €nl. u£ KaTa<j>Euyw, in an aorist or a perfect 
participial construction allied to concepts like <j>li.av8pwn(a or Ei.Eos39 The use of 
the perfect in this construction of the refuge motif is noteworthy because it denotes a 
completed action and must refer to the act of presenting the petition itself. It shows 
36 See White, Form & Structure, 24, 30. See also New Docs 6, §18, 145ff, where verbs of request are 
discussed. 
37 H. Steen, "Les cliches 6pistolaires dans les lettres sur papyrus grecques", Classica et Mediaevalia 1 (1938), 
119-176. We may note in passing that 6{o1J.at, followed by a vocative, as in documents land 2 appears in 
literature of I AD as a polite fonn of expression among the upper classes as in 6Eo11a{ crou, tii 6EcrnoTa, 
Chariton, Callirhoe 11.5, and it appears in official correspondence from the strategos to the prefect as in 
BGU III 747 (c 139 AD), I 16. See fn 15 above, where the study of Bureth is cited. He notes that in his 
group of 390 Roman petitions, ci.!;ull is most often used, rather than BEo~at. See further below, 167 and 
chapter 8 on 6Eo~at. 
38 See White, Form & Structure, 50, 52 
39 See New Docs 4, 30, 133. See further Table 6.1 at 273 below and ch. 8, 404ff. 
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therefore how the act of petitioning was from the earliest point assimilated to the 
action seeking asylum or taking refuge. However, in later periods, as we shall see, 
these motifs and themes could appear in other places in the text, such as introductory 
sentences. 
It is possible to see in the unfolding of the fourfold structure of the documents 
how a relationship is established with the king, how it is developed to have specific 
meanings for the individual petitioner and how it is given form and depth by the 
verbal tense, the use of vocatives and language appropriate to supplication. It 
becomes apparent how these elements are constructed around the notion of the 
request, and combine to define the social space between the petitioner and the king 
and give it form and significance. As already noted, the fourfold structure of 
petitions, the opening, the background, the request and the closing, takes some of its 
elements from the epistolographic function of the document. This observation applies 
most obviously to the opening and closing sections. 
But the point can be made here that there are also some fairly clear 
connections with the rhetorical tradition evident in the fourfold structure as well. 
That petitions may bear the signs of influence of the rhetorical tradition should cause 
little surprise, since, as we remarked in chapter 2, the system of education in Greco-
Roman Egypt was such that it ensured that classical orators would be known and 
studied among the literate classes and the professional scribes. 40 Of course structure 
was a basic concern of professional rhetorical training. The ability to produce 
coherent and clearly structured speeches was a prime goal of rhetoric.41 The fourfold 
structure of petitions could be understood in terms of a text with a definite beginning 
and end, according with the periodic style which Aristotle says is best.42 A fourfold 
structure itself brings to mind the fourfold structure of speeches outlined by Aristotle, 
40 See Chapter 2, section 2.2, at 65ff. 
41 E.g. Arist. Ars Rhet III.l3-14. 
42 Ars Rhet. III.9. 
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prooimium, statement of the case, proof and conclusion.43 Collomp was alive to these 
connections. He suggested that the elements of the fourfold structure can be found in 
speeches of the classical orators. For example, he expressed the view that it is almost 
possible to extract an "enteuxis n!guliere" from the opening of !socrates' speech 
Contra Leocharem, 1-3.44 These points are interesting, but the degree to which 
rhetorical structures from classical authors may have influenced the form of petitions, 
at least in the early Hellenistic period, is a complex question and cannot be finally 
resolved here. However, it seems clear that the forensic speeches of the Athenian 
orators at least, did have influence over many aspects of early petitions, so petitions 
should be seen as a part of the wider classical rhetorical tradition. It may in fact be 
closest to the mark to describe the ideal petition as a marriage of two traditions, a 
minimalist rhetorical tract, suitably modified by the inclusion of elements of 
epistolography to cope with its function as a written communication which literally 
had to travel over long distances. 
Letters to persons in powerful positions apart from the king provide a useful 
point of comparison. The archive of Zenon contains a number of suitable documents. 
Zenon was employed by Apollonios, the dioiketes of Ptolemy II Philadelphus and III 
Euergetes. Apollonios was the finance minister for the king and clearly an official of 
great power. He engaged Zenon to manage his estate or llwpECf. The point to note is 
that Zenon was not an official in the king's hierarchy, but he stood high in the 
hierarchy of Apollonios' own little kingdom. However, Zenon had a great deal of 
power himself and seemed to discharge functions analogous to those of "regular" 
village officials at Philadelphia, and the way in which the general population spoke to 
him in their letters to him closely resembled petitions. 45 In P.Lond. VII 2045 we have 
a petition to Zenon from an Egyptian named Pais, who has been languishing in jail for 
43 Rhetoric 1414b Sf. See R.W. Smith, The Art of Rhetoric in Alexandria (Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, 
1974), 66ff. 
44 Recherches, 130. 
45 M. Rostovtzeff, A Large Estate in Egypt in the third Century BC (Madison, 1922), 50-3. The situation in 
P.Tebt. Ill:l 773 (Late III BC) provides an interesting comparison. The petitioner Petimuthes, cultivator of 
a vineyard, complains to Demetrius and Numenius about loss of his crop. The editors suggest that the latter 
two persons are managers similar to Zenon, such that Sebennytus at the time was part of an extensive 6wpE& 
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5 months. He offers to provide sureties for his continued stay in Philadelphia, which 
suggests to the editors that he was in breach of some contractual obligation.46 He 
writes to Zenon in the following terms:-
Document 3: P.Lond. VII 2045 Philadelphia (Ill BC) Letter to Zenon. 
Zr]vwvt xaipEtV ITO:EtS' 6 Tm) ITdTEl TOS' d:6EAQ>6s. d:<f>' olJ i}Kw Toi.r(s") T6nous 
olhE 
AEAEEt<JJ..Lat oUTE KEKAoQ>a oUS' l)KEt KaTaf3oWv oUSElS' np6s <JE KaTO: IJ-oD· 
£on 6E a<j>' ou anfjyiJ.a[t] 
TiBll n~vT&IJ-TjVOS'. E:yAEAotTTE ~J..LiiS' nclV'ra WaTE Kal TWv d:vavKaiwv EvOEi}S' 
• ElV(ll. 
vDv oUv lKETat KaTanE¢EUyaJ.LEV npOs- <JE. oUK ExoJ..LEV (3oT)80v liAAov oU8Eva 
O.AAO. crE{s-}. OJ..LvUw 
5 Tl)~ qljv TUXTJV Kat Ti>V j3aotAEWS 6a(IJ.OVa tjJEu6fj anfiyiJ.al. Kat mhos 
EnlcrTT) O'n ·nl>v Etncl(K)Tw[v] 
EiJ..LEl. EyyU11cra{ J..LE aU napaJ..Lovi)s· EyW aE crot EtEA8Wv EyyUous- crot 
KaTaoTl]ow{E} 
ElrrUXEl. 
"To Zenon greeting from Pais the brother of Patis. Since I came into these 
parts I have neither robbed nor stolen, nor has anyone come to you making 
complaint against me. It is now five months since I was arrested, and I am 
now bereft of everything so that I lack the necessities of life. Now therefore I 
throw myself upon you as a suppliant. I have no other helper than yourself. I 
swear by your good fortune and the genius of the King that I have been falsely 
arrested. You yourself know that I am a man of reliability. Go bail for me, 
and when I am released I will provide sureties for you. May you prosper. "47 
This letter is strongly reminiscent of the petitions to the king because it is cast in the 
language of supplication and is a type of request for assistance. However, it appears 
to lack some of the rigid formulaic sections which are evident in petitions to the king. 
Although the document amounts to a request for help, there is no clear section which 
introduces a request. Moreover, the request does not involve administrative actions in 
the chain of the hierarchy such as are contemplated in Documents I and 2 above. It 
proceeds on the assumption that Zenon can himself "fix" matters. Nonetheless the 
correspondences between the language addressing Zenon and the language addressing 
the king are very clear. It may be said that the language of supplication and the 
46 F.G. Kenyon et al., Greek Papyri in the British Museum: Catalogue with Text Vol. VII(London, 1973). 
47 CfP.RyL IV 569 (Ill BC). 
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structural features of the document articulate the response of Pais to the social 
distance between him and Zenon, since whatever else he may have been, Zenon was 
associated with someone who was very powerful, and this would have determined 
how he was perceived. In this way it can be seen that the language of the document 
instantiated disparities of power between Zenon and Pais. 
If we turn to a petition to a lesser official such as the strategos we see many 
points of identification. UPZ 8 is a petition to the strategos Dionysios from 
Ptolemaios the son of Glaukios. Ptolemaios is known from a number of documents 
which were discovered at the site of the temple of Sarapis in Memphis. He had a long 
running dispute with two holy twins of Sarapis from the temple. 
Document 4: UPZ 8 (163 BC) Petition to the Strategos 
t:.wvuoiwt Twv <jJiAwv Kat oTpaTT)yWt 
napa IlToAqwiou Toil I'AauKiou MaKEBovos 
TWv OvTwv Ev KaToXflt Ev TWt Ev MEJ.L<f>Et IJ-ey&Awt 
Lapantelwt ETaS" BwOEKaTov. 'HBtKll\lEvos oU J.l.E-
5 Tplws Kal TWt (;i)v nAEtovc:iKtS' KEKtvBuvEuKWS' UnO 
TWv {rrroyEypaJ.LJ.LEvwv EK ToD lepoD KaAAuvTWv En\. crE 
Ti}v KaTa<t>uyTw notoDJ.Lat voJ..Li(;wv 11-&Atcr8' oihws- TeU-
~E08at Twv BtKaiwv. Toil yap Ka (hous) <t>aw<jlt f[ napa-
yevoJ.lEvwv Enl TO Ev Tc.lh lEpWt 'Aa'TapTelov, Ev Wt 
10 Tuyxcivw h Tfit KaToxfit yEyovws Ta npoKEtf!Eva 
ETT}, Kal 'TlVWV J.LEV Ex6vTWV J.l.E'TO: xEpa A{8ous, 
ETEpwv aE Kal p&f30ous- Kal EntXEtpoUV'rwv ela(3ta-
aaa8at, Onws- Oul napEupEoEWS' TO TE iEpOv oKUAwotv 
E11E TE napa TO ''EI\ATJva etvat Ka8&nep ol E~ Ent(3ouAfjs 
15 Entf3aAA6j.1EVOt Toll (;fjv O:veAelv, Kal Titv J.I.EV 
8Upav ToD lepoD npo<f>8&aavT6S' 11-ou Kal KAE{oavTOS' 
11-Enl Kpauy~S' TE 6ta<JTEAAo11-Evou 1.1E8' i}ouxlas d:va-
AUEtv, oUO' Ws d:nExWpouv, Alq>tAov OE Ttva nDv 
napaKaTEXOil-Evwv UnO ToD l:apcintos 8EpanEuTWv 
20 O:yavaKToDvTa E¢' ots OtETEAoUvTo Ev TotoUTwt lEpWt 
avwoa( TE Kat OU flETptWS OKUAat U~pt(;OVTaS 
Kal TUnTOVTaS', WoT' &v Ti}v napcivoll-OV j3{av 
&naot EU011Aov KaTaoTa8ijvat. Ol. 8' aUTol Kal TaU t8 (ETous) 
<t>aw<!Jt Ta o~ow E'is ~E Bwnpa~a~Evot €v€Tux6v oot 
25 nap' a\nOv T0v Katp6v, UnEp Wv napO: ,-Q 11-il ExEtv (11-E) 
,-Ov Ti}v Ev,-ux{av notll<Jcill-EVOV ouvj3fjoat 
livEntnAr}KTWV aUTWv OvTwv ElS' ~E{,ova KaTa-
<jlpovl)OlV EA8E1v. 'A~tw oDv oE, €av <jlatvl)Tat 
ouvTci~at KaTaoTfloat aU,-oUs En{ oE. Onws- nEpl 
30 O:ncivTwv ToUTwv TUxwot TfjS' npoo11KoUo11S' ~toono-
Vllp{as ElnUxEt. 
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"To Dionysios, one of the friends, and strategos, from Ptolemaios son of 
Glaukias a Macedonian of those holding land in the great Sarapion in 
Memphis for the twelfth year. Having been wronged beyond fair measure 
and many times having been put at risk of my life by the undermentioned 
twins from the temple, I take refuge with you believing that I will especially 
meet with justice. For in the 21st year on 8 Phaophi there were present at tbe 
Astarteion in tbe temple, in which I happened to have lived in the precinct for 
the previous years, even certain persons with stones in their hands and others 
also with sticks, and having tried to force their way in. so that through 
opportunity they might plunder the temple and because I am Greek, kill me 
just like people who by treachery in attacking destroy life, and when I in 
anticipation closed the door of the temple with a cry and ordered tbat I be left 
in peace they would not tbus go away, and a certain Diphilos from those who 
had become Therapeutai at the hands of Sarapis being angered at what they 
perpetrated in such a temple, he they pushed away and not in proper measure 
troubled, causing outrage to him and beating him, so as to demonstrate their 
lawless violence clearly to all. When the same men even in the 19th year in 
Phaophi perpetrated the same such things against me, I petitioned you 
immediately, but since I had no one who could make the petition it turned out 
that they were without admonishment and went into a state of greater 
contemptuousness. I ask you therefore, if it seems good, to order them to 
appear before you, so that concerning all these things they may meet fitting 
hatred of wickedness. Farewell." 
German scholars in particular earlier this century drew a distinction between this type 
of petition and enteuxeis to the king which we discussed above, based on juristic 
considerations. To Wilcken the present document was not a complaint through which 
to initiate a legal process, but a plea for intervention based upon official authority.48 
This reflects the distinction between real judicial competence and "Beamtenjustiz" or 
judicial versus administrative powers which we discussed in chapter 3.49 The 
distinction, even if appropriate, is not very important here because it had no apparent 
impact upon structure. We can see in I. 4 how in opening his story the writer adopts 
an approach which is reminiscent of the documents from III BC. 'HotKT) 11€vos ou 
IJ.ETpiws launches the reader squarely into an atmosphere of wrongdoing which is 
intended to underlie the whole description of the case. The meaning is intensified by 
the adverbial phrase ou IJ.ETp(ws. This expression is noteworthy because it denotes 
behaviour as being beyond proper limits and by implication breaches the boundaries 
set by structures of normative regulation, being mainly the legal systems and ethical 
48 UPZ I 2, at 117 following Mitteis, Grundziige, 14. 
49 See above 93. 
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value systems of Egypt. More of this will be said in chapter 7, but we may say here 
that this is one example of expressions which implied strongly that the behaviour 
complained of was a threat to stability and therefore associated with anomie social 
conditions. It is clear from the study of Di Bitonto that the use of an opening verb 
such as a8tKoD 11at was frequent in petitions to officials below the king, however the 
verbal form here is participial, and made dependant upon the indicative expression 
€n'L a€ TTJV KaTa<j>uyTjv notoilllat in lines 6-7.50 This neatly captures the notion of 
refuge in the face of wrongdoing, and this in turn is expanded by the appended 
participial phrase voll{(;wv 11al-w8' oihws TEU~Ea8at Twv 8tw{wv in lines 7-8, 
which raises the further dimension of the strategos as dispenser of justice. These 
elements are all present in documents I and 2 which were petitions to the king, but it 
can be seen how the placement of the language expressing these ideas is rearranged 
and gathered into one linguistic parcel at the start of the description of the case, whilst 
in the earlier documents they were separated throughout the text. This is an 
interesting point and it should be kept in mind when we come to discuss the 
introductory sentences of Roman petitions which appear in II AD, probably under the 
influence of the growth of rhetoric during the Second Sophistic. On one view the 
sentence beginning 'H8tKTli1Evos ou llETp{ws ... constitutes an early precursor to 
those sentences. The essential difference, as will be seen, is that the present sentence 
is constructed by reference to the specific facts of the instant case. The introductory 
sentences of the Roman period tended to express more abstract concepts. Finally, the 
request section clearly begins at line 28 but it appears shortened and less embellished, 
since the refuge theme has been established earlier at lines 7-8. 
In II to I BC it is possible to see changes in the formulas and structure of 
petitions. Take for example UPZ I 06, which is a papyrus containing a letter from 
Ptolemy Alexander to various officials in Memphis and appending a petition of 
Petesis. Only the text of the petition is reproduced here, which is as follows:-
50 Di Bitonto (1968). 68-70. 
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Document 5: UPZ 106 (c.99 BC) Petition to the King 
[B]a<nAEt IlTo[AEfi]atwt T<iit K[a]t 'AI.E~avBp[w]t 8E<iit <f>[tl.ofil]Topt Kat 
j3ao[tAHHJT]l BEpEVtKT]t] 
[T]f\t aBEA[cp]f\t 8EQl <f>tl.a[BEI.]cpwt xatpElV. llETij[ots XEvoucptoS 
apXEVTacptaOTYJS] 
'Ooopamos Kat 'OoopOfiVE[u]tos 8EWV aEt,"ltWV fiE[ytoTWV. XpEtas 
TTAElOUS Kaft avayKailas] 
[n]apEXOfiEVOS TOtS npoyqpafifiEVOtS 8Eots TUS X[E]!:p[as a]~T[ol:]s 
np[o]q<(l¢[pwv Kat T]<):s unEp 
5 [u]fiwv, fiEYtoTot 8Eot Kal1.l vtKTJ<i>6pot, Euxas wt 8uoials €]mTEI.<ii[v 
BtBovat u fit]v uy{Etav 
[v]tKT]V KpaTOS o8€vos KUptEtav TWV [u]no TOV oup[av]ov xwpw[v, 
OKUAAOfiEv]os BE Kat 
thacrEt6f..LEVOS" nap' E'Kaa'fov ElKfj Kal Ws ETUXEV [Uh:r6 Ttvw[v Enl] TWv 
'n5nwv, Ti}v 
[€]<!>' u fias KaTacpuy-/jv nEno{ TJ fiat Kat d:~t<ii BEo[fiE]vos, €ch [BoK]f\t, 
npOOTa~at <f>tAOKpciTEl 
Twt ouyyEvEt Kat £moTol.oypacpwt €yBoDvat nEpt Efi[oD] Kat Ti\S ol[Kials 
fiOU EvTOATJV TTEpl-
10 €xouoav fiTJ8Evt E~Etvat Eioj3ta,Eo8at Eis mh[-/j]v fiTJB' EK [Ta]uTTJS 
nEptcrn&v 
K[aha fiTJBEva Tponov fiTJBE BwoEtElv fiE fiTJB' £mj3ai.I.Etv [fiotl Tas 
XEtpa[s] Ka{, (€0:v BoKijt), €n' mhfjs BE 
T[fj]s o[lJKias (fiou) T)[p]o[8]Etv[a]t [€v I.]EUKWfia[T]t Kat Twt [j3]ao[tl.t]Kwt 
ypafi[fiahEi npoocpwvT]8fjv[at], 
tv[a] Tuxwv Tfjs nap' u[fi[wv cptl.[av]8p[w]n{as [€]mTEAWt Tas Twv 8Ewv 
I.E[thoupy{as. 
EuTlulxE'i:TE. 
"To King Ptolemy Alexander the god Philometor and queen Berenice the 
goddess Philadelphos greetings from Petesis son of Chenouphis the chief 
burier of the god Osorapis and Osoromineuos the greatest everlasting gods. 
Having provided many services and necessities to the aforementioned gods 
stretching out my hands to them and for your safety, greatest and victorious 
gods, providing prayers and sacrifices to give to you health, victory, 
dominion, strength and mastery of the lands under heaven, but being vexed 
and oppressed at every opportunity without reason and as it happens by 
certain people on the spot, I take refuge with you and I ask beseeching, if it 
seems good, to direct Philokrates your relation and epistolographos to give out 
an official instruction about me and my house, that it is permitted to no one to 
make forced entry into it nor to remove anything from it in any way nor to 
oppress me nor lay hands on me and, if it seems good, at my house itself set 
forth on a whitened sign-board even as is set up for the royal scribe, so that 
meeting with kindness at your hands, I may complete the services for the 
gods. Farewell." 
We can see in this document certain new features. Prominent among these is the 
appearance of cult appellations of the monarch. In I I the writer refers to the king as 
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8Ewt <!>tAof!T\Topt. 51 This is an example of the appearance of the cult titles of 
Ptolemaic rulers which began in II BC and is usually explained on the basis that the 
form and content of the royal cult had not been finally determined in the third century 
and that in that period petitions did not actually go to the king but were directed to his 
office and were read by a lower official. This changed in the second century and the 
king did actually read petitions. 52 The interest lies in the fact that the sovereign is 
addressed ostensibly in his and her cult capacity, that is, as a god. There is a 
significant point of analogy with ancient prayer forms which indicates why it may be 
more appropriate to understand this use of language as showing how the role of the 
monarch as "Richter" was conceived not only as consistent with his role as a cult 
figure but also as an aspect of that role. 53 This text like many of those from the UPZ 
collection may particularly betray the influence of their origin in the one local area, an 
area dominated by religious atmosphere, namely, the precincts of a temple. The 
formula in 11. 13-4, OlOOVat Uf!t]v uy{EtaV [vllKTJV Kp<ho;; o8€vo;; KUptdav TWV 
[u]no Tov oup[av]ov xwpw[v ("to give to you health, victory, dominion, strength and 
mastery of the lands under heaven") is probably connected with Egyptian 
precursors. 54 This accords with the general view that pre-Ptolemaic Egyptian culture 
survived most strongly among the priests and temples of Egypt. It may be noted here 
that in these later petitions to the sovereign the request expression commonly 
included references to the deified status of the rulers as in P.Tebt. I 43 (118 BC), 28: 
0Eo~E8a, 8Eol 11-EytcrTot VtKl)q>6pot, jlEplcravTaS" Kal 1)11-lv ~S' EXETE npOs 
navTa;; UVTlATJf!<I>Ew;;55 This will be further discussed in chapter 8. 
The Greek domination of Egypt was to end in 31 BC. There is in existence an 
extensive archive of official documents from the office of the strategos at 
Heracleopolis, covering the approximate years 64 to 45 BC. They are published in 
BGU VIII. Among these papers are a number of petitions. The date and number of 
51 See other examples in Di Bitonto (1967), 12. 
52 Ibid. 
53 H.J. Wolff, Das Justizwesen der Ptolemiier (MUnch. Beitr. 44, 1962), ch. 2. 
54 UPZ 106, commentary on 1113-4, at 461. 
55 Cf IGFayum 112, 16 (93 BC), 113, 17 (93 BC): 8E6TaTE ~aott.ED. 
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these documents give us a good sample of the state of form and structure in petitions, 
to officials below the king, at least, at a point in time very close to the Roman 
conquest. Many in the BGU VIII series are incomplete but 1828 is well preserved 
even if there is a lacuna at line II which makes comprehension difficult. It is a 
petition to the strategos Seleukos, who is known as a strategos in 52-51 BC.56 
Document 6: BGU 1828 Heracleopolis (52-1 BC): Petition to the Strategos 
~EAEUKWl <ruyyEVEt Kat <rTpaTTJYW[t] 
Kal Enl TWv npoa68wv 
napO: IIToAEIJ.a{ou ToD 'EntvlKou 
6E<r"o<j>uf.aKos- Tou <v <l>vEj3t€i: 6Eu-
5 "WTT]ptou. rEyEwpyT]KOTOS" "OU 
Ev TQ EvE<YTWTl ~ TWl (Kat) cy$ 
d:nO Tf}s- np6TEpov 'ATJtKKiou npoo-
66ou TTEpt <f>VEj3tEa Ev TWl npo· 
TEpov 'AyE!.aou Kf.l]pwt apoup(as-) ~ 
10 EK¢op{ou ToD <JTa8EV'ros EK<i<JTl)S" 
apoupas- <j>aKOU -;- E napa ~WTE~9VS" 
npofjyf.iat Ti}v ToD lmoiJ.VriJlaTOS" En{-
Oootv nonjoacr8at. 'AJ;uJl EO:v 
<j>atVT]Tat <rUVTa~at ypa<)Jat 'Hpa· 
15 KAEt6T]t TWl "Ept6apXTJl KO"toa· 
IJ.EVov TO npoKEi\lEvov nDv EK¢op{-
wv KE<j>at.awv "i] napEvoxt.£i:v fiE, 
lv' W TETEuxWs Ti}S' napO: croD 
j3oT]8l]as-. 
20 ElnUxEt 
To Seleukos kinsman and strategos 
and in charge of the revenues 
from Ptolemaios son of Epinikos 
guard of the prison in Phnebies. 
I have been cultivating, in the 
present 
year 45 arouras from 
the former revenue land of Apicius 
around Phnebies in the former 
allotment of Agelaos, 9 arouras, 
when the rent was established for 
each 
aroura of lentils--at 5 (artabas?), 
from 
Soteles I arranged to make a 
lodgement 
of the memorandum. I ask, if 
is seems good, that you direct 
Heracleides the meridarch that if I 
provide the proposed capital sum of 
the rents I should not be troubled 
so that I may meet with help 
at your hands. 
Farewell 
The subject matter is obscure in this document, but the petition seems to concerned 
with rent and in form the document is less adorned than earlier ones. However, it 
accords with the basic fourfold scheme, there is a clear opening and closing, a section 
which describes the basic facts of the case and a distinct request section. The opening 
salutation is in the common dative construction, being a straightforward (~EAElJKWt 
uuyyEvE1 Kat <rTpaTT]yw[t] Kat €nt Twv npou66wv), and indeed the vast majority 
56 See the comment on BGU Vlll1832. 
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of the petitions in BGU VIII follow that pattern. We see that the request is introduced 
by the verb a~lw, which becomes more frequent in the Roman period. 57 
The description of the case is carried out in simple language. The abrupt 
mention of wrongdoing which we have seen in earlier documents (such as aolKOilflal) 
is not present in this document. However, we can see echoes of it in other 
contemporaneous texts. BGU VIII 1816 (60/59) is a petition to Paniskos about some 
violence. The petitioner Ammonios, after the opening address, writes: t.[ ... 
[nap]T)')'')'EA1!4li(J)l/ ~T)Q TOU Kup{ou j3aalAEWS' ET)L.. KEKlVOUVEUKWS' uno 
6uaaEj3wv O:v8pwnwv, at lines 2-4.58 Again this seems to foreshadow the 
introductory sentences of later epochs and it suggests a direct launch into the tension 
between law and wrongdoing. Perhaps more recognisable are the words opening the 
description in BGU VIII 1831 (51-50 BC): IIoMO)v Kat l)qq:{l.wv aolKTJfl<hwv 
auvTETEAEaiH~vwv E'is ~E UnO 8Eo¢>{Aou Tou NtKof3{ou TWv EK ToD l:a6ai\Elou 
("Many and great wrongs have been perpetrated against me by Theophilos and 
Nikobios together from the Sadaleion. ") 
Vocatives continue to appear in petitions to lesser officials, to lend familiarity 
to the relationship between strategos and petitioner. In BGU VIII 1816, mentioned 
just above, a petition about some act of violence committed against the petitioner, at I. 
15, which lies in the section dealing with the facts of the case the editors restore 
[aT]paTlJ')'E. In the request section of BGU VIII 1843 (50/49 BC) we find the more 
interesting: 'A~lOUflEV, GEflVOTUTE GTpUTTl')'E, aa8EVEGTEpOl unapXOVTES' (J. 13-
4). The petitioners are the royal cultivators and "the others" from the village of 
Tinteris, who are in some weakened position. The adjective a<'flvos- is unusual to find 
in connection with the strategos, and there is no suggestion of any aspect of the social 
position of the petitioners, as there may be in the case of priests, which would indicate 
why such ritualistic language might be used. We may compare this with the address 
57 P. Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 99ff. 
58 Cf P.Tebt. I 42 (c. 114 BC). 
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to the strategos in BGU VIII 1837 n;it 8EoTciTwt Kat Kup(wt aTpaTT]ywt ("to the 
most divine and noble strategos.").59 This is syntactically different but still involves 
strongly religious language. We are probably right to see in this type of address to the 
strategos a reflection of the local power of these officials and an indication of the 
general relativity of the power of the monarch, especially in the last decades of the 
Ptolemaic dynasty. 60 More will be said about these expressions in chapter 8, but we 
should make the comment here that this sort of language used in connection with a 
strategos, who of course was not a cult figure, shows a development in the application 
of a motif, which was once reserved for the sovereign. 
ROMAN PETITIONS 
We made the point in chapter 3 that the Roman emperor stood in a more physically 
inaccessible position than the Ptolemies, being present in Rome, or if not in Rome 
elsewhere in the empire but rarely in Egypt itself.61 The emperor relied upon written 
communication to administer the empire. Harris makes the point that "In manifold 
ways the Roman world was now dependant upon on writing, particularly with respect 
to political and administrative power."62 We drew attention to the fact in chapter 2 
that the requirement for personal presentation made the libellus procedure more 
suitable for communities and great men, and the surviving petitions to emperors bear 
this out.63 It is proposed to set out one extract of a petition to the emperor from 
Egypt, mainly because no other example survives on papyrus which is in a 
59 Cf the much later P.Oxy XLV 3246 (297-8 AD), which through very fragmentary has &:pt<JTE nDv 
[aT]pcn[rlYW]l(. See a] so P.Cair.lsidor. 64 (298 AD); P.Cair.Isidor. 65 (298/9 AD) for the same formula in 
relation to the strategos. See Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 214, fn 155. 
60 See chapter 3 section 3.4. 
61 We know of several occasions when emperors visited Egypt and their presence could cause quite a stir, eg, 
Vespasian went to Alexandria : Suet. Vesp. 7.1. The most famous must Caracalla's massacre of the 
Alexandrians in AD. Marcus Aurelius visited the prefecture in 176 AD, about four years after a revolt in 
the Delta (172 AD), which was que1led A vidius Cassius, who then proclaimed himself emperor in Egypt 
with the support of Egypt the eastern provinces except Cappadocia and Bithynia in 175 AD; he was 
murdered three months later: see Dio Cassius 72. 
62 Harris, Ancient Literacy , 209, 232. 
63 Chapter 2, 69. See P.J. Parsons, "Petitions and a Jetter: The Grammarian's Complaint" No. 66 in 
Collecteana Papyrologica (Bonn, 1976), 416. A subscription of Antoninus Pius recorded in P.Harr I 67 
(cl50 AD) is interesting in this regard. The petition concerned guardianship and the emperor states that his 
decision was influenced by precedent and "the eminence of the petitioner", Valerius Zoilus (n~ ToD 
E:m66vTOS' (w61J.aTt ). 
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satisfactory state of completeness. Petitions to the emperor will be discussed further 
below, because the surviving evidence falls mainly in the period II to III AD and is 
more appropriately considered together with the other texts from that general period. 
Within Egypt we are safe to assume that the social and physical distance which 
characterised the hierarchy of Roman Egypt as outlined in chapter 3, remained and we 
should not be surprised that the letter form remained the predominant vehicle for 
communication with the powerful. From Roman Egypt, the surviving petitions are 
addressed to officials falling into three basic categories: "the prefects of Egypt, the 
Roman procurators (especially the epistrategoi, but including as well the iuridicus, the 
dioiketes, the idios logos and the archidicastes), and the local nome officials, above 
all the strategoi."64 
In determining what impact the incorporation of Egypt into the Roman empire 
had upon the structure of petitions, we are fortunate to have examples from shortly 
after 31 BC. Scholarly views have tended to group Ptolemaic and Early Roman 
petitions together. We have noted already that they treat the language of petitions 
from I and II AD as very simple and in that sense similar to the Ptolemaic. We have 
seen that at the nome level the social and administrative structure remained much the 
same. The similarities can be seen in a petition to the centurion after about sixty 
years of Roman occupation. Although essentially a military position, the centurion 
exercised a number of administrative functions in Egypt. 65 In the following 
document Hermon, son of Demetrius complains of robbery and violence at the hands 
of some fishermen called Pausis, Papsious and his brother and other named 
individuals:-
Document 7: P.Oxy XIX 2234 (31 AD) Petition to the Centurion. 
Ku[{v-r]U)t Ka{wt IIauuEpt EKaTovTapxl)t 
napa "J;:p[~]WVOS TOU .:l.l)~l)TplOU. unapxn ~Ol TIE-
64 J. David Thomas, "Subscriptiones to Petitions to Officials in Roman Egypt." in W. Peremans (et al.) Egypt 
and the Hellenistic World, (Studia Hellenistica 27), Lovanii, 1983, 369 • 382, at p. 369. 
65 SeeP. Meyer, Jurisr. Papyri, 281-2, P.Mich Ill175 and P.Os1 II 21 and 23. 
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pt KW~T]V Tfitv Tfi<; e~otuE<j>Wl TOTTapxia<; TOU 
'oeupuyXElTOU TTaTTT)lKO<; TTaTptKo<; KAi)po<; t.pu-
5 ou AEYO~EVO<;, Ev Wilt BT]~O(JlOV xw~a Kat :X.cfK-
KOS' KaTO: 11-foov TWV ~llETfpwv Kal vmJ~ta 
Kal ETEpa UnEp TE n&vTwv TEAWv TO: Ka8~­
KOVTa BT]~ocna, KaTa(:lta(o~Evo<; BE Kat cruv-
apno<:;o~Evo<; UT)o a:X.tEwv Ilaucno<; Kat {II} 
10 Tlatj.>toUTc;><; Kat TOU aBE:X.<j>oD Kat Ka:X.EOU<; Kat 
MEAavos Kal 'ATTivou Kal Ilacro{TOS' Kal TWv 
aUv aU[T]Q1s oUK OvTwv Ot..iywv· Enayay6v-
TES' Ka't T{ TlOV <JTf;>QTUthT}V 1J-ET0: noAAWv 
Aivwv Kal ~l,laTpWv EnEA86vTES' En't T0v 
15 1\~h[E]pov :X.aKKov ~ETa Ko:x.Aopo(:lwv 1\:X.t-
Euaav Kal CtvEanaaav lxl;I[D]v a~tOV Enl TO 
cn)T9 [d:]pyup{ou Za, K[aTt :X.oyonotou~Evou 
~ou [mhol:<;] ~yytuav ~E w<; ~EAAOVTE<; ~E 
EKT,Tc;>[ Jv €n[dt B£ KaTa no:X.:X.a (:lta<:;ovTa(i) 
20 ~E, TQV €n{ erE KaTa<j>v[y]~v notmJ~Evos­
O:~ul>, EQ:v cflail!l]Tat, d:x8fivat Toils EyKaAou-
hi-Evou[s] ~n{ a~. Qnws ch:r[o]tSWcr{ J.lOt T~V 
n~~v TaD txeuo<;, ws- npo[Eiplmm, El<; BE To ~<:x.­
Aov (hwaxWvTat TWv ~\lETEpwv, ly' W 
25 EUEPYETT]~EVO<; BtEUTUX(El) 
lt<:: Tt(:lEpiou Kaiuapo<; ~E(:lacrToD IIaxwv lZ 
"To Quintus Gaius Passer, centurion, from Hermon, son of Demetrius. 
There belongs to me near the village of Tels in the Thmoisepho 
toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome an allotment inherited from my 
paternal grandfather, called "of the Woodland", in which there is a 
public dyke, and a cistern , which is in the middle of my property, and 
cubic measures and other things; for the whole of which I pay all the 
appropriate public taxes. But I am suffering violence and being robbed 
by the fisherman Pausis, Papsious and his brother and Cales, Melas, 
Attinus, Pasols, and their companions, not a few in number. They 
brought also with them the soldier Titius, with many lines and knives 
for scaling, and coming to my cistern they fished with gaffs and drew 
up fish to the total value of one silver talent And when I remonstrated 
with them, they approached me with the apparent intention of ....... .ing 
me. Because they act towards me with great violence, I have recourse 
to you and ask that, if it seems good to you, the accused be brought 
before you in order that they may pay me the price of the fish, as 
aforesaid, and for the future keep their hands off my property, so that I 
may be relieved. FarewelL The 17th year of Tiberius Caesar Augustus, 
Pachon 17. 
It can be seen the text is very similar to document 5. The background is presented in 
a simple and unadorned manner. There are no vocative usages, like document 5. 
however, unlike document 5, the request is linked with language of supplication in a 
participial construction, II. 20-1: T~v €n{ erE KaTa<j>v[y]~v nowu~Evo<;, which is a 
present construction, unlike the perfect forms which we saw in connection with the 
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early Ptolemaic documents. It should be noted in that connection that the translation 
of the editors gives KaTa<j>Euyw as "have recourse to". If this is the right meaning it 
suggests that the word has begun to lose its symbolic connotations of "refuge" and is 
becoming simply a standard term for making approach to the administration. This 
raises a difficult issue which is dealt with in chapter 6. In any event, the document 
shows that the structure and formulae of supplication and request have been carried 
over from the Ptolemaic to the Roman administration. Clearly the same symbolic 
concepts are being used to conceptualise the power of Roman officials. This may be 
compared with a roughly contemporary petition to the strategos. 
Document 8: P.Oxy. II 285 (c. 50 AD) 
Tlj3Ep(wt K/.auB(((l Ilaa(wv[t] aTp[a~ 
(TTJY<ji) 
napO: Lapanlwvos- -roD eEwvos-
Twv an' 'O€upuyxwv TIOAEWS 
yEpB{wv t.aupas Bpof!ou !uf!v[a~ 
5 a{ou 'Anot.t.o<j>av11s yEvof![Evos 
npaKTwp xtpwva€(ou yEp~ 
B(wv T0 a (ETEl) Ttj3Ep(ou K/.auB[(ou 
Ka(aapos l:Ef3aaToD !Epf!aVtKoD 
AUTOKpa[T]opos no/./.ij f3tq XPW~ 
10 f!EVOS a<j>r\pna<JEV OV llflllV 
£vBE6uf!EVO(S) XtTwva ;x_.,,voDv 
a€t(o)v Bpaxf!wV OKTW, Kat BtE~ 
<Jl<JEV f!E at.t.as Bpaxf!as TE<J<Ja~ 
pES, Kat ano flllVOS NEOU l:Ej3aa~ 
15 ToD Ev&-rou ETous- Ttf3Ep{ou 
K/.au{B}B(ou Ka(aapos l:Ef3aaToD 
!Epf!avtKoD AiJToKpaTopos €ws 
<I>apf!ou8t, 1111vwv €~, KaT a 11 fiva 
Opax11-0:s- OUo, a'i auvay6~J-Evat 
(Bpax11atl KB. 
20 Bto a~tw Btaf.aj3£i:v KaT' mhou 
Ws- Eciv aot ¢wivETat. 
ElnUxEt 
Petition to the Strategos 
To Tiberius Claudius Pasion strategus 
from Sarapion son of Theon 
a weaver from the city of Oxyrhynchus 
living in Gymnasium square quarter. 
Apollophanes, ex-collector 
of the trade tax on weavers 
in the first year of Tiberi us Claudius 
Caesar Augustus Germanicus 
Imperator using great violence 
seized from me 
a linen tunic, which I was wearing 
worth eight drachmas. He also extorted 
from me four more drachmae and two 
drachmae each month during the six 
months from the month of Neos Sebastos 
in the nineth year of Tiberi us Claudius 
Caesar Augustus Germanicus lmperator 
to Pharmuthi, 
total, 24 Drachmae 
I therefore beg you to proceed against him 
as you may think fit 
Farewell 
The nome strategos was the representative of the prefect in the metropoleis and in I 
AD he was almost certainly an Alexandrian in origin and to this extent was probably 
regarded in nome villages as being closer in a social sense than the Roman 
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procurators.66 As we saw in chapter 3 nome strategoi were still powerful, being 
higher than the magistrates of the metropoleis.67 However, the address to the 
strategos has become very straightforward with none of the language of power or 
elevation which we have seen directed to strategoi towards the end of the Ptolemaic 
period. 
This document shows a move away from the embellished language used in the 
petitions to the strategos of the late Ptolemaic period. The essential nature of the 
document is preserved, as a request, although the verb of request here is O:~uii. Bureth 
notes that O:~uii is used most frequently in his group of documents (390), and that it is 
sometimes combined with Em6(6wrtt. 68 'Em6(6wrtt appears on its own and often 
various periphraseis are employed in the Roman period, such as, T~v Entoocnv 
notoDf!at. Bureth also makes the point that the verb 6Eortat sometimes accompanied 
by O:~uii, and sometimes not, appears throughout the Roman period and suggests a 
more affected tone or the tone of a prayer addressed to a deity .69 There is great 
significance in this and it will be explored further in chapter 8. 
If we compare document 7 with a petition to an official higher in the 
administration but below the prefect it is possible to see changes of usage and nuance. 
Document 9 is petition to the Roman epistrategos Publius Marcius Crispus, who 
seems to have held the office for a relatively short period, c 146 to 148 AD.70 As we 
saw in chapter 3 the Roman epistrategos was an equestrian procurator so again the 
title of vir egregius or its Greek equivalent KpdnaTOS" would be expected, and 
appears in the decade 110-120 AD, thereafter becoming standard until the 
disappearance of the office of epistrategos about the time of Diocletian.71 The 
petitioner in document 9 is Ptolemaeus son of Diodorus alias Dioscorus and is known 
66 Bowman and Rathbone, "Cities in Administration.", at 125. 
67 Above 121. 
68 Recherches sur fa plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 99ff. 
69 !bid., 102. 
70 See J.E.G. Whitehorne, "P.Mich. inv. 255: A Petition to the Epistrategus P. Marcius Crispus", Chr. d'Eg. 67 
(1991), 250-256, from whom the text and translation of document 9 are taken. 
71 J.D. Thomas, The Epistrategos II 45; 64 ff. 
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from other petitions. J.E.G. Whitehorne who has published this petition gives a 
number of reasons why the text was probably written by Ptolemaeus himself so the 
text is an interesting example of non scribal composition and several idiosyncrasies 
are noticeable.72 
Document 9: P.Mich. inv. 255 Arsinoite (22 Oct 
147 AD) 
IIonA{f.V M&p~c.p Kpfcrnc.p ·nlit Kpa'flcr'Tc.p ErncrTpaTTlY4l 
Petition to the Epistrategos 
napa TlTOAE~lalOU C.to6Wp<?u To[u) Kat C.toKopou TWV ana TOU 'Ap<HVOEtTOU. 
n4yTwv a'laxtaTov TWv Ey ~{c.p d:ToTTTj~.u:fTwv E<J'r\.v TO TaUs EAEu8Epous TU-
fnT]~q8at Kal Uf3p{<:;Ecr8at ~~1.. ~[ciA]toTa UnO OoUAwv EUWvwv fl Kal UnO Otl;wvta-
5 'oJJ.Evwv. Toiho BE XElpOv EqTtv \Jf3pEWS' d:vTjKEcrTou. noAA&KtS' oUv, KUptE, f3ou-
A6JJ.EVOt Ey<51.Kias TUXElv, d:r.rqpoDJ.LEV Bu:l TO JlaKpO:v Elvat ToD EvedOE OtKa{ou. 
wv 
Eonv IlToiiE~w'los uios II&nn<:>[u] Ttvos yqu~vaotapXTJKOTos O:no ToD mhoD 
'Apowo· 
E{Tou, q:\)8dBrts nl) Tp6n41 K[al (3{]q:1.-QS, 6chcrTqJ.Ov f3lov t;:wWv Kal np&acrwv 
d:v6cna 
nav[Ta] a'jnHpTj~Eva, OTaTTjpt[a{olus TOKOUS' anatTWV Tfj nEpt mhov Ev T<]i vo~<]i 
10 Bull[a~E]t, napT]yT)oa~Evos Tas TQ[v] ~napxwv Kptons Kat Tas TWv 
AlvroKpaT6pwv 
EvT<;>A&s-, Ev ols KqJ.lot TO aUTO 6tETTp&J;;aTo, Kal crTaTl)ptalous T6Kous np&crcrEt 
ETTtKaTEPXO~EVOS' ElS' TaS' K[w~las ~ETa n111)8ous Kat \ff3pns nAEt<JTas TOlS' an· 
TO~]EVOlS' napEXOi,tEVOS' l)[oH&lKts ouv Ka~Ol, KUplE, TO mho notl)oas ai16yous 
uf3 P'' 
6ta] TWV un' atJTOU, EaV ~ou[ATj]8Ui1J.EV OTpaTTJY<Ji EVTUXElV nEpt TfjS' mhoD ~{as 
15 T0:] \JncipxovTa ~W~ ToD (v]Djv ~Q>EAKE'fat fnl TO: O"TpaTl)yta Kal GUVE6pEUoucn 
Tc$ 6tKacr-
Tl6. ~'> TOlJTou crullf?alvEt 11Tl TuyxcivEtv iJI.l-iiS" Ey6tKias. d:noBE{~w BE alnOv 
{anoB{~w) 
B4v~ov Ev Ill~ KW!J.TJ EK6avioavTa Tpia iflluJu TO: AEnTa KaTO: 11Epos AaJ.1.(3&vwv-
Ta] <!TaTT}piatov TciKov Ws- ouvc:iyEo8at KaT' ETOS' Tnn6Atov, Ov Kal EUpr}oEtS' 
nap' E-
viwv 0KTanA&at6v TOU Kal liAAou ElA11¢>6Ta Ev OA{yo(t)S' ETEOl. OnEp d:nE{pT)Tat 
nll~-
20 ov TOU toou KE<jlail[a]{ou TOKOV' ~ ~ ' EKnp&ooEo8a{ nva navTt T<]i XPOV<(l. TWV 
• ouv 
TQ~othwv EntaTcioEWS' O¢nA6vTwv Tuyx&vEtv, Enl oE T~v KaTa<l>uy~v 'E ~not­
TtCJciJ.!.llV T0v n&vTwv EUEpyETTJV Onws ~[v] Tols EU!lEVEO'r<lTots- ToD Kup{ou 
i]~wv 'AvTwv{vou [K]atpo'ls (6uvT]8Ui) EV TD iB{q ouv~cvnv (Kat) KEAEUOTJS' 
ypa<jlfjvat T<]i Tfjs 
'I-I P.<r~;\.Etllou OTP.[altT)y<i) onws 0: vEnT) pE aoTOS' Kat a vu ~ ptoTOS' uno TaD 
IITOAE~a{ou 
25 <jluilax8w Kat (ou) O:nollEilWKa ElS' TOKOV nEptooov TOU Bpax~a{ou ElS' KE<jlailat· 
6v IJ-Ot EAAoyT)8fivat, Kal E&v Tt <PavW alnc$ bQ>E{Awv IJ-ETO: TaDTa, hrxUow alnc$ 
anoBwvat EUYV4'~0VWS', ElS' 6£ an66t~lV TWV npoyEypa~~EVWV TOV OTpaTTJYOV 
KEAEU<Jal ax8fivat En' alJTOV 'A<jlp[o]o~<n<?v T[tv]a Kat Zw{ilov cn)!wvta'O~EVOUS' 
72 J.E.G. Whitehorne, "P.Mich. inv. 255", 251. 
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UTI' a1JTOU ~ETa TWV U~Epatw~[EVW]V Tij[<; E]tanpa~EWS' TWV TOlKWV, l\a~j3a-
30 vwv alnWv lKavOv Enl Ti}v ai}v Ou:iyl!(J![ot]v, 
Kal EK TOUTou $avl]crETat i} EKElyQu tQla 6tanpao<Jof.I.EVTJ, lv' W UnO ooU 
j3Ej3011811 ~EVO<; 
6tEUTUXEl 
"To Publius Marcus (sic.) Crispus, vir egregius, epistrategos, from Ptolemaeus son of 
Diodorus alias Dioscurus of those from the Arsinoite. Worst of all offences in life is 
for free men to be beaten and outraged, particularly by cheap slaves or indeed by 
those who work for hire. This is worse than utter insolence. Although we have often 
wanted to get legal satisfaction, lord, we are at a loss because of being far from justice 
here. One of these men is Ptolemaeus, son of a certain Pappus ex-gymnasiarch, from 
the same Arsinoite nome, reckless in his conduct and violent, leading the life of a 
money lender and committing every impious and forbidden act, by demanding interest 
at the rate of a stater per mina per month by virtue of the power he has in the nome, in 
disregard of the prefect's decisions and the ordinances of the emperors. I too am 
among those against whom he has committed the same act. And he exacts interest at 
a stater per mina per month by descending into the villages with a gang and 
committing very many acts of outrage against those he lights upon. Accordingly 
having likewise committed groundless acts of violence against me too, lord, via those 
under him, if ever we want to make an approach to the strategos about his violence, 
up until now he has been dragging the present matters before the office of the 
strategos and it is they who sit in council with the judge. As a result of this we are not 
getting legal satisfaction. And I shall lay evidence how having made a loan in one 
village, by successively getting three and a half obols as interest at a stater per mina 
per month, he is collecting annually half as much again. You will also find from 
others that he has got eight times the capital from someone else in a few years, 
although it is forbidden for anyone to exact more interest than the sum of the loan 
over the whole period of the loan. Accordingly, since such persons should meet with 
a deterrent, I have taken refuge with you the benefactor of all, that in the most 
gracious times of our lord Antoninus (I may be able) to remain in my place of 
residence and that you may order written instructions to be sent to the strategos of the 
meris of Heracleides so that I may be kept free from threats and acts of outrage by 
Ptolemaeus, and that the interest (which) I have paid in excess of a drachma per mina 
per month be credited for me against the principal, and if it is apparent that I owe him 
anything after this, I shall undertake to repay him in a reasonable manner. And that 
for proof of the aforementioned matters the strategos give orders for a certain 
Aphrodisius and Zoilus, who are in his pay, to be brought before him, along with 
those who are innocent of the exaction of interest, taking surety from them for your 
investigation, and as a result of this that person's private intrigue will be made 
apparent, in order that I may be benefited by you. Farewell." 
The language of this document is richer with symbolic concepts than the petitions 
which we have seen addressed to lower officials. In particular one should note the 
connections between arrogance, or dishonouring behaviour, "impious acts" and the 
particular illegality complained of, namely, overcharging interest and the behaviour of 
a money lender (ll. 6-9). Another noteworthy feature is the opening sentence which 
expresses the outrage of Ptolemaeus, equating his treatment at the hands of 
Ptolemaeus son of Pappas with the hybristic treatment of free men. This is a 
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manifestation of the importance of the social value of honour which is a constant 
theme in petitions, as we will see in chapter 7. From the structural point of view there 
is no precise verb of request although the expression containing the refuge motif at I. 
21, ETil <JE TYJV KaTa<j>uyiJv. E 'not· I T)(J(ff!.TJV TOV naVTWV EUEpyETT)V seems to 
fill this function. In a relative sense the text is quite long and gives a very interesting 
insight into the machinations of local power and the role which the epistrategos as the 
representation of legitimate power is supposed to play in them. 
We may pause here to make mention of a very important cultural event which 
began about the end of I and flourished in II AD, and which is usually referred to as 
the Second Sophistic. At this time there was renewed interest in the art of rhetoric. 
Vespasian established publicly funded chairs of rhetoric at Rome, and the influence of 
rhetoric in education was greatly increased.73 It was actually Flavius Philostratus 
who coined the term Second Sophistic, and he in fact traces it from Aeschines. In the 
Lives of the Sophists (1.19) he considers that individuals such as Nicetes in the time of 
Nero, followed by others like Dion of Prusa, revived the sophistic movement and 
rhetorical arguments became used again to prove a position (1.481)74 According to 
Kennedy, we see in these developments a fresh conjunction of rhetoric and moral 
philosophy.75 Philostratus (1.481) made the point that the proponents of the Second 
Sophistic were more interested to present moral types, such as, the rich man and the 
poor man, than their predecessors. We may say that such an observation finds 
parallels in the articulation of tensions in the real social world of Egypt, covering the 
range of social problems which appear in petitions, whatever the exact influence of 
the Second Sophistic may have been. It will be apparent that petitions become more 
involved conceptually through II to IV AD, and the conceptualisation of power and 
the construction of opposites between the legitimate and illegitimate more complex. 
73 A. Lesky, A History of Greek Literature (Methuen, 1966), 829ff 
74 Ibid., 833. 
75 G. Kennedy, The Art of Rhetoric in the Roman World (Princeton Uni Press, Princeton, 1972), 557ff. 
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It is important now to consider a petition to the prefect, the highest point in the 
internal Egyptian hierarchy. As we pointed out in chapter 2, an individual with a 
grievance could approach the prefect in writing by a document which could take one 
of two forms: either a imoilVllila, that is, "memorandum" or an i:mrJTot.l], which was 
a "letter" and the more informal of the two.76 The petition on the other hand could be 
presented only during the hours which had been appointed for the reception of such 
documents. As we saw in chapter 3, in the case of the prefect this was usually the 
conventus. P.Mich VI 422 Recto (197 AD) is a petition to the prefect Quintus 
Aemilius Saturninus, who held office from spring, 197 AD to 23 September, 198 
AD.77 It is an example of the petition procedure, not the epistula. The editors believe 
that the petition "would naturally have been presented at the spring conventus at 
Memphis". 78 It tells a story of fatherless children who are victims of violence and 
arrogance. 
Document 10: P.Mich. VI 422 Karanis (197 AD) Petition to the Prefect 
5 
IO 
!5 
20 
KutVT<jl AlfltAAt<jl l:aToupvEiv<v 
Encipxl.V Al yUnTou 
napa f'Ei!EAI.ou ToD Kat 'Qp{wvos 
['a{ou 'AnoAtvap{ou 'AvTtvoEws 
Kat WS XPll ilaTt'El YEOUXOUVT(os) 
Ev Kapav{Bt ToD 'ApcrtvoE{Tou 
VOflOU TfjS 'HpaKAElOOU flEpto(os). 
npO noAAoD, KUptE, 0 illlETEPOS' 
naTi)p ETEAEUTT]GEV En' E-
flOt Kat aoEI.<j>fj !lOU KAllpovo· 
!lOtS Kat d:vni.T\i1i1E8a 
nDv imapxovTwv 1111· 
BEvOs EnEi\86vros. Ollo{ws-
BE cruvEf311 Kal T0v 8Et6v IJ-OU 
lchov 'IoUAtov AoyyEivov 
TEAEU'T~Oat np0 0KTaET{as 
Kal ToUTou TO: UncipxovTa 
ETIEKpaTll<ra Kat rruv(E)KOfltrra· 
flllV T~v nporrooov f1116Evo(s) 
KwAUoavTos. vuvEl BE 
'IoUAtOS' Kal Luhas 0:1l<t>6TEpot 
Euoihos ou oEovTws ~taiw(s) 
76 Chapter 2, 72. 
To Quintus Aemilius Saturninus, 
prefect of Egypt 
from Gemellus, also called Horion 
son of Gains Apolinarius, Antinoite 
and however he is styled, landholder 
at Karanis of the Arsinoite nome 
in the division of Herakleides. 
Some time ago, my lord, our 
father died, leaving me 
and my sister as heirs 
and we took over 
his possessions 
without opposition from anyone. Likewise 
it came to pass that my uncle also 
Gains Julius Longinus 
died eight years ago 
and I entered into ownership 
of his possessions and collected 
the income, without hindrance 
from anyone. But now 
Julius and Sotas both 
sons ofEudas, wrongfully, with violence 
77 Reinmuth, Prefect of Egypt, 137. Reinmuth gives the start date of Quintus Aemilius Saturninus as ll July, 
197. The editors of P.Mich. VI 422, 423, 424 conclude that those petitions extend his incumbency to spring 
197. 
78 P.Mich. VI, at 121. 
25 
30 
35 
Kal aU8&0ws- EnEA 11AU8aot 
EB&<j)Eai ~ou IJ.ETO: TO Ti}v 
KaTaanopO:v notl)oao8a{ 
1-LE Kal EKWAuociv 1-lE 
Ev Tot.hots- Ouvcillt T(i 
TTEpl alnoUs Enl TWv T6~ 
TTWV, KaTa<j>povoUvnuv 
TTJ(V) TTEpl TTJV ot(Jtv f!OU 
d:o8Evtav· 08Ev En\. aE 
T0v crwTilpa KaTE¢uyov, 
O:~uDv Eciv oou Tij nJxu 
66~TJ aKoDaa( f!OU TTPDS" 
alnoUs- Onws- 6UVT)8W 
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Twv iB(wv avni.af!j3avEa8(at) 
' 1' t ' ,..., " ~ Kat W UTTO <JOU TOU KUptOU 
EllEpy(ETT] f!EVOS") 
BtEUTUX(El) 
and arrogance, entered 
my fields after I had 
sown them 
and hindered me therein 
through the power 
they enjoy locally 
contemptuous of me 
on account of my weak 
vision. Wherefore I take refuge 
with you the saviour 
asking you if it seems good 
to your fortune to hear my complaint 
against them, so that I may be able 
to recover my property 
and receive this benefaction from you the 
lord. 
Farewell 
Petitions to prefects followed many of the structural patterns established in earlier 
periods. In general the opening formula most frequently employed in petitions to the 
prefect of Egypt followed the pattern Twt B€i:vt TTapa ToD BE1vos-, whereas 
epistulae tended to follow the form 6 BE1va T<\) BEt vi xa(pEtv.79 In this document 
the opening address is plain and this is interesting. The appellatives used for the 
prefect in petitions usually follow the general honorific titles for Roman magistrates 
of similar status.80 Thus from the time of Nero to Antoninus Pius the appellative 
KpanaTos- was used in petitions, corresponding to the Latin title vir egregius. 81 
From Antoninus Pius to about 270 AD senators were usually appointed to the 
prefecture and the appellative therefore was i.af!TTpoTaTos-.82 Between 270 AD and 
334 AD BtaalJ f!OTaTOS" was also used, corresponding to the Latin vir peifectissimus 
. 
83 We see that the description of the case is presented in simple language, and the 
prefect is spoken to, as it were, in the vocative at line 8. But at lines 20-31 the 
wrongdoers, Julius and Sotas, sons of Eudas, are portrayed as arrogant and violent (ou 
BEovTws- j3w(ws-) local grandees possessing contemptuous attitudes. This description 
79 G. Foti-Talamanca, Ricerche sui Processo nell'Egitto Greco-Romano II (Milan,l979), 1, 104 
80 On appellatives used to address the higher powerful figures in Roman petitions, see Bureth, Recherches sur 
Ia plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, Part I, chapter I, esp. 43 ff. 
81 Reinmuth. Prefect, pp. 9-10; P.Oxy. VII 37, VIII8, 11 p. 151. 165. 
82 Reinmuth, ibid.; P.Oxy. II 237 col. V 1. 18; P.Oxy. VI 2, 14; Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 114, n. 4. Bureth, 
Recherches sur la plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, shows this was the adjective for the prefect, the 
epistrategos, the juridicus, and the idiologos. 
83 Reinmuth. ibid.; P.Oxy. V1 34. Vll 6. 
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leads into the request and the formulae for benefaction. The text has clear similarities 
with Ptolemaic predecessors. But this is not a petition to a king, even though we see 
the recapitulation of two linguistic motifs which are closely derived from the 
language used to address the Ptolemaic sovereign, the refuge theme in line 31-2, ion\. 
a£ Tov awTfjpa KaTE<j>uyov, together with the designation awn)p. Both have great 
importance, and are discussed in chapters 5 and 6 more fully. 
As we mentioned in chapter 3 the third century AD was a very difficult time 
in the history of the Roman empire. But outside the political and military arena, the 
third century was important because the dominance of rhetoric and strands of the 
rhetorical organisation of linguistic interaction developed by the Second Sophistic in 
late I and early II AD became enhanced and the form and style of petitions seem to 
reflect this. The petitions from III AD however retain many of the features of the past 
but a more fully rhetorical style and content is clearly identifiable. Marco Orru would 
argue that anomie conditions of economic and social decline are matched with a 
tendency to concentrate upon the conceptual dimensions of social life and this may 
have been one factor which gave special impetus to the rhetorical content of petitions 
after mid III AD. 84 
Document 11: P.Oxy 2131 (207 AD) Petition to the Prefect. 
5 
84 
L:ouj3anav<\l 'AKul-q: cnapx4' AtyunTou n(apa) ToTOEWS XPllllUTt<;ovTos 
IJ.l]TpOS l:EVTTET<JEtp[to)s an' 'Q~upuyxwv TTOI-E[w}s. 
TilS' E11<tnJTou crou, l)yEIJ.Wv OEcrnoTa, BtKato6oaias- 6tT}KOU<JT}S' ElS' n&vTaS' 
d:v8pWnous Kal alrrOs- 0:BtKT}8Els Enl crE KaTa$EU-
y[w] a~lWV EK8lKlUS TUXElV. EXEl 8£ oihw[s· Ev] IJ.l)TpOTTOA(El) Tuyxavwv 
avaypa<j>OIJ.EVOS Ell' aiJ.<j>o8ou TiapEIJ.j3ol-fis aEt XPll-
IJ.UTt<;wv T<\l np[o]KEliJ.EV(j) OVOIJ.UTlW, 4i <JUIJ.<j>WVWS O:va8o8EtS ETl avw8EV 
ElS <j>ui-aK{av TUUTl)V aiJ.E 11 TTTWS E~[€]T[E-
AEcra, oU 116vov d:AAO: Kal TO: KaT' ETaS' 0¢>EtA61J.EVa EntKE¢>&1\ta TEAW 
yEwpytKOV [Kaft anpayiJ.OVa j3{ov <;wv, avE868l)V OU 8E-
OVTWS UTTO 'HpaKAUIJ.IJ.WVOS TOU vuvl. aiJ.<j>o8oypa1J.IJ.UTEWS npWTl)S <j>ul-fis 
ElS 8l]IJ.O<J{av OVl)Aaa{av Tfjs auTfjs TTOAEW[s-
navu j3apuTaTl)V pdav ETEp(J} OVOIJ.UTl(j) L:f3tXlS 'ApiJ.lU<JlOS IJ.l]Tpos 
TacrEi.hos, awiJ-aTiaaV'r6s f.I.Ot d:vUnapKTov n6pov 
(8paXIJ.WV) , Aa· o8EV, KUplE, j3{q: O:vayKa<J8EtS TUUTl)S Tfjs OVl)i-aa{as 
d:V'nAa~Ecr8at c:'inopos- navTEAWs Un&pxwv 11110' OAws Uno-
Anomie: History and Meanings (Allen & Unwin, Boston, 1987). 
10 
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<JTEAAWV T4i [v]uvt a~<jlo6oypa~~aTE'i aAi.' Els Tmhni;>v TOU 1\~ETEpou 
a~<jJ66ou 'ITTTTEWS IIapE~f3oJ\fis ~EAAOVTOS AEl[To]u[p-
YElV aKOAou8ws T<ii YEVO~EV"I UTTO ra~nv{ou Mo6E<JT{pt}ou 
Kpa(TlOTOU) ETTlOTpa(nfyou) T<DV a~<jJ66wv KAT(pU/, 
'HpaKJ\a~~wvos 
TOU 
[To]D 
av6~ws Kat pEttjJOKtv6uvws ava66VTOS ~[E,] d:~t<D, EaV oo[D] Tij 
EU~[EV]EoTaTlJ TUXlJ 60~lJ, BtaKOUOat ~au npos auTOV, Tfjs y[a]p 
ofi[s] ~EyaJ\EtOTT]TOS EOTlV ETTE~EA8EtV TOtS [a6{K]ws Kat avo~w[s] 
TETo/q.LT}IJ.Evots, Onws TuxWv TWv OtKa{wv 6uvl]e~ ~ls 
V<!TE[po]v T<ii Em{3aAAOVTl ETEl avnJ\a{3E[o]8at Tfjs hxnptu8T]OWEVT]S ws 
np6KEtTat, lv' Jl EUEpyETT)IJ.Ev[ok. OtEuTUXE!-. 
"To Subatianus Aquila, prefect of Egypt, from Totoes, styled as having 
Senpetsiris as his mother, of the city of Ox.yrhynchus. Since your ingrained 
justice, my lord prefect, is extended to all men, I too, having been wronged, 
have recourse to you, begging for redress. The matter is on this wise. 
I happen to be registered in the metropolis in the Camp quarter and am always 
styled by the name above written, in accordance with which I was designated 
some time ago to the duty of guard, which I discharged blamelessly; and I 
have besides paid my annual personal dues, living a quiet cultivator's life. I 
have been wrongly designated by Heraclammon, the present district-scribe of 
the first tribe, for the post of public donkey-driver in the said city, a most 
onerous service, under another name, Sbichis son of Harmiusis and Taseus, 
and have had booked to me by him property to the value of 1200 drachmae 
which I do not possess; wherefore, my lord, as I have been compelled to take 
up this post of donkey-driver although I am entirely without means and am 
not at all subject to the present district scribe, our quarter on the contrary 
having presently to serve in accordance with the lot drawn for the districts by 
his excellency the epistrategos Geminius Modestus, and have been lawlessly 
and recklessly designated by Heraclammon, I beg you, if it seem good to your 
most benign fortune, to hear me against him, for it appertains to your power to 
punish the unjust and lawless deeds of daring, in order that I may obtain my 
rights and be able subsequently in the year that devolves upon me to take up 
the service with which I may be entrusted. Farewell." 
This text exhibits a feature which is not present in P.Mich. VI 422, namely an 
introductory sentence. J. Enoch Powell describes the style of this type of petition 
from this period as falling "into its place in the evolution of the praefect-petition, a 
form in which the characteristic "Byzantine" floridity naturally made its first 
appearance."85 The appearance of introductory sentences such as that in ll. 2-3 form 
part of a trend away from the simplicity of first and second century petitions towards 
the "swollen" forms which appear in the third and fourth centuries.86 However, we 
85 J. Enoch Powell (ed.), The Rende[ Harris Papyri, 51. 
86 The origin of introductory sentences is not clear, but Frisk, Bankakten, 90-l makes the suggestion that these 
sentences were employed as a suitable starting point for petitions and show the influence of the Second 
Sophistic which appeared and was in circulation in II AD. One should note the similarity also between these 
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noted earlier that there seems to be precursors to these introductory sentences in 
Ptolemaic petitions. If we compare 114-8 ofUPZ 8 (163 BC): 
'HOtKT)J.LEvos- oU llE'rplws Kal TWt (fiv nAEtovciKtS' KEKtvBuvEuKWS UnO 
TWv UnoyEypaJ.LJ.LEvwv EK TaD lEpoD KaAAuvTWv Enl oE T~v KaTa¢uy~v 
notoDIJ-at voJ.l{(wv 11&i\to8' o{hws TEU'~Eo8at nOv 6tKa{wv 
with II 2-3 of P.Oxy 2131 (207 AD): 
Tfjs Ef!<inhou crou, 1\YEf!WV BEanoTa, 6oKato6oaias BtTJKOlJOT]S Eis 
n&vTas- d:v8pWnous- Kal alnOs 0.6tKTJ8ElS' En\. oE KaTa¢EUy[w] d:~uDv 
EK6tKias TUXElv. Exn BE oUnu[s" 
it is possible to discern both the similarities and the differences. The sentences are 
similar in that they combine both the refuge motif with an expectation of justice, 
clearly variations of a conventional theme. The sentence of the Roman petition 
however exchange the specific for the general, particularly in the "ingrained justice 
for all men" of the prefect. This no doubt may reflect in part the conjunction of 
rhetoric and moral philosophy of the Second Sophistic. But such a conjunction drew 
upon the linguistic constructions of earlier periods. Indeed, it is probably correct to 
see in the reference to the "ingrained justice" of the Roman prefect extended to all 
men, an echo of and an extension of the conceptualisation of the Ptolemaic monarch 
as "saviour and benefactor of all." But more of this in the next chapter. 
A similar point may be made in respect of certain structural features of the 
text. In the study of Roman introductory sentences undertaken by Frisk, the earliest is 
dated to the mid second century, but we have already pointed out how certain late 
Ptolemaic structural features in some ways seem to anticipate the introductory 
sentences of Roman times. 87 The point of correspondence between the Ptolemaic 
phrases and these sentences is that the latter functioned as part of the way in which 
the interaction with the official was framed by the writer. In the present document the 
reference to the prefect's "ingrained justice" and the statement that the designation of 
the petition being an act of refuge and beseeching provides the outline of a 
sentences and introductions to petition to one official which enclose a petition to a higher official as in SB 
XVI !2678 (27 July 179 AD). 
87 See 150 above. 
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relationship between prefect and petitioner, with the ethical content of justice, and this 
provides the framework for the rest of the petition. However, there can be no doubt 
that, whatever its origins, the introductory sentence was a new feature. It was also a 
structural element of petitions which became the place where old linguistic motifs 
were mixed in fresh combinations and arranged at the start of the petition. In 
document 14 we see the vocabulary of wrongdoing, expressed in the verb aBtKEw, 
which referred to the situation of the petitioner and came frequently at the start of the 
petition in III BC, combined with the language of supplication, expressed by the verb 
KamqlEl)yw, which in the same period came usually at the end. In the phrase a~uiiv 
EKBtKLaS" TUXEtv we also see a request directly coupled with the expectation of some 
ethical attribute, here "justice", as the outcome of the petition express by the usual 
verb Tuyxavw. This is a good example of old symbolic language being recycled in 
innovative fusions. But importantly these linguistic motifs are also combined into a 
package which produces a wider dimension of meanings. They are placed together to 
articulate the ethical dimension of the power of the position of prefect and express 
this as a general principle applying to all men. We can see a similar process taking 
place in another petition to Subatianus Aquila, BGU XI 2061 (207 AD): eappwv, 
KVptE, Tij uij €na<j>po61T"' ~YE[!ov{q TTJV cnl. <JE KaTa<j>uyl]v not]QD[lat 
E~TJYOU[t(EVOS") TTJV YElVO[!EVT]V [!Ol ~{av uno TlVWV no)-[ c ?] [ c 30 . [taT 
. ElS". EXEl B€ oihw>· yEwpyoS" T]uyxavwv Kat xpl\uwo> T<il iEpwTaT"' Ta[ltEL"' 
a6tKOU [ta[t uno 'Op<YEVOU<j>EWS" ("Having confidence, my lord, in your gracious rule I 
take refuge with you explaining the violence committed against me by certain 
men ..... ; the matter is thus: Chancing to be a farmer and useful to the most holy 
treasury I am wronged by Orsenouphos ... ") This passage clearly harks back to 
Ptolemaic predecessors particularly in the use of the refuge motif and the presence of 
aBtKoD [tat which echoes the usage for opening the background of petitions to the 
Ptolemaic monarch in III BC. However, the combination of these elements in an 
introductory sentence is new. Introductory sentences were probably an minimalist 
adaptation of the type of linguistic figures found in the Prooimia of classical orators 
and show a trend towards a more abstract conceptualisation of the role of officials and 
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a conception of the ethical dimension of legitimate power which attains a definite 
complexion of universality, both of which are seen here in the phrase Tij oij 
cnacppoo( np 1\yqwv(a. 
Before examining the "swollen" Byzantine form, it is appropriate now to say 
something about petitions to the emperor. Petitions to the emperor in Greek appear 
rarely, in a relative sense, in the surviving sources.88 It appears that at present no fully 
complete petition to a Roman emperor in Greek survives recorded on papyrus from 
Roman Egypt. 89 There are some which survive from provinces elsewhere in the 
empire. 90 They most often come down to us because they were inscribed on stone, 
and they generally derive from the period II to III AD. In fact the only complete 
surviving petition to an emperor or emperors is the well known inscription containing 
the petitions of the Scaptoparenians from Phrygia to Gordian III dated 238 AD 
(IGBulg IV2236) 91 That document is too extensive to reproduce here. But we can 
reproduce the surviving text of PSI XIV 1422 (IliAD) which contains the bulk of a 
petition from a former athlete to unknown emperors requesting the privilege of being 
Kfjpu~ for the em Tponl] of the Heptanomia.92 The provenance is also unknown, but 
there is sufficient text remaining to justify its reproduction here. The text is 
commenced from line 5, since the first 5 lines are almost totally lost. 
88 J. David Thomas, "Subscriptiones to Petitions to Officials in Roman Egypt." in W. Peremans (et al.) Egypt 
and the Hellenistic World, (Studia Hellenistica 27), Lovanii, 1983, 369. 
89 Those collected by the present writer on papyrus are: SB XVI 12509 (117-138 AD); P.Oxy IV 705 (200-2 
AD); P.Oxy XLVII 3366 (253-60 AD)(=P.Coli.Youtie II 66); PSI XIV 1404 (IliAD); P.Ant. II 99 (Early IV 
AD); P.Ryl. IV 619 (313 AD); P.Ryl. IV 617 (317 AD); P.Ryl. IV 618 (317 AD); P.Ryl. IV 620 (IV AD); 
P.Ryl. IV 621 (IV AD). Among these PSI XIV 1404 (IliAD) is the most complete. 
90 For example, P.F. Girard, Textes de droit romain (Paris, 1937), No 199 = Fontes Juris Romani 
Antejustinian~ No 495, a petition inscribed on limestone and found at Souk-ei-Khmis in Tunisia in 1879, 
from tenants to Commodus; F.F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal Administration in the Roman Empire 
(Princeton, 1926), No 139, petition of the Scaptoparenians to Gordian III 238 AD, discovered in 1868 near 
Dschumaja, Bulgaria; M. Rostovzev, ESHRE no 556, petition of the Araguenians to Phi11ip the Arab, an 
inscription found at Yapuldjan in Asia Minor in 1897, on what was an estate in Phrygia, with the rescript in 
Latin, petition in Greek; MAMA 7, 305 (Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua (Manchester, 1928)), petition 
of the Orcistans, part of an inscription on an pillar found in 1752 on the site of Orcistus, a town of Phrygia in 
Asia Minor. 
91 The most complete and up to date text can be found inK. Hallof, "Die lnschrift von Skaptopara", Chiron 24 
(1994), 405-429. See also T. Hauken, "Reflections on New Readings in the Skaptopara Inscription (IG Bulg 
IV 2236)", Symb. Osl. LXX (1995), 82-94. 
92 See the introduction by Mario Amelotti, l30ff, on what this reference might be, and R. Taubenschlag, "The 
Herald in the Law of the Papyri", in Opera Minora II (Warsaw, 1959), 151-157. 
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Document 12 
AD 
Petition to Unknown Emperors from a Former Athlete III 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
Col. II 
.K. (. . . . . . . ) . TOU<rt)ap(. . ) ... VET .. 
Tiis BE [ ....... lt napaaxou[al]]s Tas 66~as 
Twv Kq:[. .... lv [o]t.tywT£pas [<?vKof.tyow] 
[yapxpov[ot]a] £anEuaa napa Ta 'lxvll ufiwv 
Twv Kup[(]wv Tijs of.T]S otKOUflEVT]S, awTT\-
p(J)v BE E f!OU avBpos flETptou not.t.a Ka-
~6VTOS'. ElKoat yO:p Kal 0KTW ET11 11Expt 
VUV aywvwTi]S Tuyxavw[v] <j>OtTW' Ev TOtS 
d:yo11fvots d:yWotv {mfp TflS' {q.LOll! vE{-
KTJS' 15al alwv{ou OtaiJ-mrils\ Kal Ev T9VTotS' 
TpE<j>Of!Evos EnEUXOfiat ln1 'Ot.u f1 nt4J 
Tq:ls d:Et6lotS' EUxats Ota<f>uAc:hTEtv Kal EnaU-
<:Etv Els jlaKpoUs alWvas Ti}v lq.t.EH~-
pav apxi]v Kat OlJTWS [Kat] fiE TUXElV TijS 
{TT}<J} d:q>' U11Wv ,-wv Kuplwv EUEpyEcr{as. E[n]El yO:p i)Ol) 
UnEp TTEvTriKovTa En1 npo~aivw Tij Tr 
:X.tKtq: Kat EtS yijpq:s TpEnOhl[at], npoaEt-
fll Bta TmiTT]s fiou Tijs BET\aEw[sJ <\:~twv, Eav 
BoKij Tij oupaVt(J) Uf!WV TUXlJ, xq:p(aq:[a]~a( 
f!Ot unl]pEa(as Ev At yuTTT4J Ta~tv KT\puKos [Ef.A[l]]vtKo[u]] 
napa Tij Tijs 'EnTavofi(as Em TponlJ . [[ .. ]. ... [. J] 
[tBtwTatTUYX'1'1!<?V<nv] naf.at TE[T]l):KTat KaL UT)Q 
TWv Eltallv npoy6vwv U11Wv nDv KVPJ..WV Cl[A]Aov 
1+116Eva ~v UnT)pEa{q: Elvat, 116vous 
TOUS Ev a<wl\aEt Kat n6vots yEy[ElTJ f!Evous 
<):ywvwTas. TaUTTJS yap Tijs Ta~Ews f!Ot Bo-
8EiollS' UnO Ti)S' oUpav{ou U11Wv TUXl)S' .. 
[ ....... ) . (d:]l:rQ Ti)S' 9~o<1>t~«oniTTJS {Jhi-~V ElJEpyEo{q:s 
" ... .1 hurried to the feet of you the lords of the whole world, saviours of me a 
humble man much wearied. For it is twenty eight years since I was a 
contestant continually moving back and forth among the contests which were 
held for your victory and eternal continuance, and in these circumstances 
enjoying being looked after I pray to Zeus Olympios with everlasting prayers 
to watch over you and increase your rule to a great age and thus that I meet 
with benefactions from you the lords. Now after 50 years I advance in time of 
life and I turn my steps to old age, ... .1 approach you through this my petition, 
asking, if it seems good to your heavenly Fortune, to grant to me as service the 
position of herald for the governorship of the Heptanomia .... formerly it was 
decided by the divine forebears of you the lords that no other be in the service, 
only those being athletes in training and toil. If this position was given to me 
by your heavenly fortune .... from your benefaction, most beloved by the gods ... 
Despite the gaps, this petition has many obvious similarities with structural elements 
from petitions to officials in Egypt. The notion of supplication which opens the 
surviving part of the document is particularly noteworthy (I. 8) The text is built 
around a request while the request phrase itself, (11. 21-3) npoaEtllt Bta TaUTTJS f!OU 
Tijs BET\oEw[s] a~tWV, Eav BoKfj Tij oupaVt4J Uf!WV TUXlJ, underlines the highly 
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religious tone of the language.93 Overall. although the language is special in many 
respects, the structure and phrases which articulate the basic nature of the text are 
clearly related to other petitions from Egypt. Here we may briefly compare the 
language of a petition to an emperor from another part of the empire, ESHRE 556 a 
petition of the Araguenians to Phillip the Arab (238 AD). In particular we may note 
the introductory sentence which set the complaint in the context of the quietness 
which is said to be the general standard of life and the good order of the reign of the 
emperors (navTwv Ev TOtS" IJ.aKaptwTaTot<; u11wv Katpot<;, EU<JEj3EohaTot Kat 
d:Au)-n6TaTol TWv nu5noTE ~a<n/\Ewv, T}pEJ.LOV Kal yaA:rwOv T0v (3{ov 
Bwy[oVTwv ). The characterisation of the petition as an act of supplication is present 
(TT]vBE T~v iKhnav [u]I!Etv npouayo11Ev) as is the use of the vocative (wl 
L:Ef3a<JTE). 
Several other papyrus documents from Egypt survive which carry the 
fragmentary text of petitions to the emperor suggest that the basic fourfold structure 
and other structural elements were used in libelli and epistulae. For example, P.Oxy 
IV 705 (200-2 AD) contains the fragmentary text of two petitions to Severus and 
Caracalla, and the majority of one petition survives.94 It begins with the formula 
(Col. iii, ll. 54-5) Tot<; EUilEVE<JTaTot<; AlnoKpaT[o]put L:E[oul)p]'-\l Kat 'AvTwvtv'-\) 
TOl<;" TTQVTWV avepwnwv uwn]putv [K]at EUEPYETat<; Aupl)Ato<;" 'QE{wv 
yEVO!!EVO<;" upTaTll[y]o<; Kat apxtBtKa<JT~S" Tij<; Aall[TT]poTaTllS" TTOAEWS" TWV 
'AAE~avBpEwv xa{pnv. ("To the most gracious emperors, Severus and Antoninus, 
the saviours and benefactors of the world, Aurelius Horion, formerly strategos and 
archidicastes of the most illustrious city of Alexandria, greeting.").95 This follows 
the same formula which we have seen was usual for petitions to the prefect. Shortly 
thereafter the emperors are addressed in a vocative phrase: (Col. iii, ll. 69-70) w 
e , A, ~ 96 <j>tAaV pWTTOTaTOt UTOKpaTOpE<;. 
93 See fn 90 above, and further chapter 8, 405. 
94 =W. Chrest. 407. 
95 Cf SB XVI 12509 (117-138 AD) in which the last 6Iines of a petition to Hadrian survive. 
96 A similar vocative appears in P.Oxy XLVII 3366 (253-60 AD), a petition to the emperors Valerian and 
Galienus. 
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Powell's reference to a "swollen" form can be seen in the next three 
documents. These are taken from the archive of Aurelius Sakaon and cover the 
period from Diocletian's reforms of the empire, until the period when Christianity 
became more established in Egypt. The first is dated 280 AD, the second 322 AD, 
and the third 343 AD. On both counts therefore they give a good insight into how 
petitions and language use developed over a period of sixty-five years in a climate of 
change but within the same geographical and demographic location. But the Roman 
world was also developing in a way which bore the stamp of a society in which the 
spoken word, though important, was increasingly dominated and influenced by 
written texts.97 This can be seen in petitions from this period. The penetration of 
Christianity was growing in Egypt and the Roman world generally. It is the view of 
Kovel'man that the resort to social typifications from rhetoric in petitions of the II to 
IV AD gave way in V to VII AD to allegory from epic or drama, particularly 
Christian texts and the Greek novels. 98 In part this can be viewed as a definite shift 
from texts which were constructed within an essentially oral linguistic tradition to 
texts which drew more deeply and consciously on a decidedly textual written 
tradition. This development was partially at least responsible for the "Byzantine" 
form of petition which Powell thought "swollen." In any event, this change of style 
and content provides a natural point after which the present study will not go. By the 
mid IV AD, these currents came to influence the use of language and content and 
deserve separate treatment. So what we will examine now is how the structure of 
petitions continued into the fourth century. We will examine the three texts to see 
how the features of earlier periods are dropped or altered, and how the changes we 
have mentioned are manifested. 
Document 13: P.Sak 36 c. 280 AD Theadelphia (=P.Ryl. 114; 
Sel. Pap. II 293) 
Petition to the Prefect 
97 This is how Rosalind Thomas, Literacy and Orality, 159 thinks Rome should be understood, drawing on the 
ideas of the medievalist Brian Stock. 
98 "From Logos to Mythos", see fn 28. 
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['A6ptaVt4J 2:aA]Aou[aTJi4J T<]i 6ta<YT]I.lOTclT4J ~YEI.lOVl 
[napa AupTJi-ias-l 'Ap1EiltTos- IIaTJaiou d:no KWI.LTJ> epaaw 
[Tou 'Apawohou) VOI.LOU. TO 11ETpto$LAES' aou ala80I.LEVT], 
[OEcrno'n:l ~ou Tj]yE~uJv, Kal nEpl n&vTaS' KT)BE~oviav, 
5 (l.lclALUTa TTEpt yu]vatKaS Kat Xfipas-, TIJV TlpO<YEAEU<YlV TTOl-
(oUI.lat <YOl a~w)i)aa Tfjs- d:no <YOU f3oT]8Eias- TUXElV. TO 6E 
[npay11a o\hws- E]xn· Z:up(wv yEvollEvos- 6EKanpwTos-
[0:nO TflS' a\n]i)S' Kulf.Ll)S' 6pacrW d:van{oas JlOU T0v llv-
[Opa KafiT Ov6]~q:Tt noq1Evtv aUToD TO: np6f3aTa - OaTtS' 
10 [a6iKWS' Tas- TOU] npOKEWEVOU av6pos- at yas- Kat npo(:laTa TOV 
[O:pt811-0v E~TiKo]vTa cruvanEcrnaoEv alnQ. Kal E¢>' Oaov 11Ev 
[nEptfl 6 npoKElJ.L]Ev6s J.LOU d:vl]p, EKaoTOS' TO: EauToiJ EKapnoD-
[To, 0 TE E 11-0S' d:vi}]p Tll 'l8ta Kal 6 npoKEiJ.LEVOS' TO: EauToD. Enl oUv 
[KaTO: Tp6nov d:v8]pWnwv EyEvETO b npoKEiJ.LEV6S' J.LOU d:vrlp. 
IS [ElaEm]6TJ<YE f3o]uA611Evos- 6 Z:up(wv Kat d:<Papna(Etv Ta Twv 
[vl]niwv 11ou TE)Kvwv TU TomKfj 6uvaaTEt<): XPWI!Evos- napa 
(aUTijS' TfjS KOt]TT]S' TOU av6pos- !lOU Kat TOU <Yull.laTOS Kli.LEVOU. 
[Enl aE EonoUB]q:cra TO: Tu.!.ETEpa d:noAaf3Elv Kal TTEpUYTElAE T0v 
(av6pa !lOU, !lET'] ami-fjs- I.LE aTTETIEI.ll)JEV Kat l.lEXPl Tfi> <Yl]I.LE-
20 (pov KaTEXWV T]uyxavt Ta ~llETEpa T!Oli!Vta. 610 TTapaKaAW 
[aE, 6E'anoTa, n<' l.lll)Jat 1101 f3oTJ8ov EK Tfjs- afjs- npoaTa~Ews-, 0-
[nWs Tel 'TE nl>v VT}]niwv !lOU TEKVWV Kal Tel: E J.LOU 'Tf}S" xilpas d:no-
[i-a(:lw Kat 6UVT]8)w EUI.lapws- imaKO\JElV T<]i aTTOTclKT4J - ou yap 
(Ev TTEpl ypa$)ats- KaTEA1)1!$8T] 6 npOKEll.lEVOS' !lOU avl]p lJTTEp 
25 (TWV 6ta$EpOVTW]~ T<ji Tal.ll4J, olKtWTal 6E T<ji TlpOKEl1.LEV4J Z:up(w-
[vt EJ.LE Ti}v xrlpa]v J.LE'Tcl VT}TTiwv TEKVWV d:El d:noOTEpElv, 
[waTE Tov Tou TEhEAEUTTJKOTos- 11ou d:v6pos- ahov i-a(:lovTa 
[6ta o]u j3oT]8ou {mEp Twv €m(3ai-i-ovTwv l.lETpTJ-
[I.laTwv au11f3oli-ov llTJ EK6ouvat - onws- Ta l6ia EK Tfjs- afis-, 
30 [Tou Kup(ou Kat) navTwv EuEpyhou <l>ti-av8pwnou {moypa<l>fi> 
[d:noi-af:lw Kat 6uvl]]8w !lETa VT]TTtwv TEKvwv iov TU l6t<): auv-
[l.lEVEtV Kat aEt] T'(j TUXlJ <YOU xapt Tas- 61.LOAOYElV 6UVT]8W. 
BtEunJxEt. 
"To Hadrianus Sallustius, the most eminent prefect, from Aurelia Artemis 
Daughter of Paesos, from the village of Thraso in the Arsinoite nome. 
Conscious of your love of equity, my lord prefect, and your solicitude for all, 
especially for women who are widows, I approach you asking to obtain your 
help. The matter is as follows. 
Syrian, formerly decaprotus, from the said village of Thraso, had persuaded 
my husband, Kauet by name, to tend his flock of sheep - this man who 
wrongfully appropriated to himself my aforementioned husband's goats and 
sheep to the number of sixty. And as long as my aforementioned husband 
lived, each profited by his own, my husband by his property and the 
aforementioned person by his. Now when my aforementioned husband went 
the way of men, in rushed Syrian in covetousness and, making use of his local 
power, carried off the property of my infant children from the very bed of my 
husband, and his body lying there! When I endeavoured to recover our 
property and prepare my husband for burial, he drove me away with threats, 
and to this day he remains in possession of our flocks. Wherefore I beseech 
you, my lord, to send me a helper by your command, so that I may recover the 
property of my infant children and of myself the widow, and be able to 
discharge my tax obligations comfortably (for my aforementioned husband 
had not been detected in any fraudulent action touching the interests of the 
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treasury, while it has become a habit with the aforementioned Syrion on all 
occasions to rob me and my infant children, so that when he received, 
through ......... his assistant, the corn of my deceased husband for the public 
imposts due from us, he gave no receipt), so that, by tbe kind decision of you, 
the lord and benefactor of all, I may recover my property and be able to 
remain, me and my infant children, in my village, and be able to acknowledge 
for ever my gratitude to your fortune. Farewell." 
The text is in the well familiar form of a letter. The approach to tbe prefect is given 
immediate definition by the introductory sentence. He is addressed in the vocative 
construction 6Eanon1 fiou 1\]yEf!WV (1. 4) which becomes very common hereafter in 
petitions to the prefect. The construction again lends intimacy and operates to set the 
scene for the alienation of the position of the wrongdoers later in the text. The 
expectation of assistance, an old motif, appears compendiously expressed in the 
phrase of the introductory Sentence a~w]i)aa TfjS ana <JOU poT]8EtaS TUXElV, a 
theme which is taken up again in lines 20 to 32, where we see the request for action, 
here, the sending of a "helper", which will result in a desirable outcome for the 
petitioner, expressed in line 29ff by the words onws Ta toia EK Tfjs afjs.. We 
also see the underlying conception of the universality of the prefect's role by the 
designation of him as helper or carer of all men. This general principle is given depth 
by its association with the attribute of fairness, and then specific meaning by 
association with particular social categories, in this case women and orphans, which 
as we will see later, were conventionally treated as weak in the discourse of petitions 
and in the law of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
The next document, although from the same archive and provenance comes 
from a date after the reforms of Diocletian had largely been completed. The 
following petition is addressed to the praeses of the province Mercurian Egypt. 
Document 14: P.Sak. 41 Theadelphia (14 July 322 AD)(=P.Ryl. Petition to a Praeses 
IV 659) 
2:ap[tv]t[av]<iit T<i\ Bta<JT] f!OT<ITWt 1\yE f!(o)vt MEpKouptavfjs At yunTou 
napa 'Ap(wvos AlO<JKopou ana KWf!T]S 8Ea0EA<jltas TOU 'Ap<JtVOlTOU VOflOU. 
npocrETat;Ev crou TO f.I-EyaAElov, 6EcrnoTa TjyE~H.Jv, Kanl 8Elov npOoTaylla, 
fill BE-
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va lnTEpanat TT}8flvat O::AA' EKaoTov Urravrav npOs- ,.-0: lata p&pTJ. 
5 EnEl Toivuv ouvE~{aoa yuvatK't. Elp~Vl) Kal ETEKVOTTOlT}<Hi~T)V E~ aU-
n)s Kal alnl] TE ciJ.La Tols TEKvols ,.-Qv f3{ov J.LETtiAAa~av - EnEl Toivuv 
ol npaKTi)pES" En\. T6nwv, KaTaq>povoDvTES" Ti)S' JlETpt6TT}T6S" J.LOU Kal 
d:npayJ.LomJVT}S' OJ.LoD TE Kal ToD yr}pous Kal Tf]S' d:TEKVEias JlOU, EnEp-
~ovTat 110t j3u:iaaaeai 11E j3ouA011EVot Tfjs yfjs Tou TTEVBEpoD 110u EVEKEv, 
10 TaD jlT)OEJ.Liav f.l.ETouoiav ExovT6S' J.LOU npOs a\n6v, 6t0: TODTo OEoJ.Lat Kal 
TTapaKaAW Tfjs afis apETfjs OTTWS olKTElPlJS 110U TO yfjpas Kat TTJV KaTa-
Aa(3oiJo&v J.LE cruJ.LG>opO:v nOv d:noyEvo~H~vwv J.LOU TEKvwv Kal KEAEU-
<Jl)S lit' Et'novwT<lTT)S aou imoypw!>fis Bt' o\i f.av BoKtllU<JlJS KWAU6fjvat 
TiJv ytyvoJJ.EVT}V KaT' EJ.LoD (3iav Enl T6nwv, 'lva 6UVT)8W Unav,.-av 
15 npos TU 'lata j3apl) Tfjs yfjs 110U Kat ota TTaVTOS TU T\lXlJ <JOU xaptTas 
OllOAoyfiaat. BtEUTUXEl 
"To Sabinianus, the most eminent praeses of Mercurian Egypt, from Arion 
son of Dioskoros, from the village of Theadelphia in the Arsinoite nome. 
Your majesty has commanded, my lord praeses, in conformity with an 
imperial command, that no one be subjected to undue levies, but that each 
meet his proper burdens. Since, then, I lived with my wife Eirene and begot 
children by her and both she and the children departed this life - since, then, 
the local tax collectors, in contempt of my humble station and unobtrusive 
way of life, as well as of my old age and lack of children, are presenting 
claims against me wishing to do me violence because of the land belonging to 
my father-in-law, although I am in no partnership whatever with him, I beg, 
therefore, and beseech your virtue to take pity on my old age and the disaster 
of my children's death that has befallen me and command by your most 
stringent decision that this local act of violence against me be repelled by 
whomever you may approve, so that I may be able to meet the burdens proper 
to my own land and acknowledge for ever my gratitude to you. Farewell 
The petition was not written by Arion son of Dioskoros, but by someone called 
Isidorus. After the opening address we see the introductory form of sentence in 
which the praeses is addressed in a vocative construction: BEanoTa ~YEil'DV (ll. 3-4). 
The interaction is defined by reference essentially to the rule of the law, and this 
prepares the way later in the document to set the criteria against which to assess the 
behaviour of tax collectors. The request section begins at line 10 with the words Bta 
ToDTo o£o11at Kat napaKaAw, and we see the result clause retained at line 14 with 
the words eva OUVT)8W imavTav ... 
The last document in this archive shows a further set of developments. From 
about 309 AD the strategos seems to start bearing the title exactor and his 
responsibilities are limited to the collection of tax, while at the level of the toparchies, 
the rural areas were subdivided into a unit called a pagus. These were headed by a 
praepositus pagi who became a very important official. In the following petition, 
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Aurelius Zoilos son of Melas, deacon of principal church (meaning, of course, that he 
is a Christian) complains to the praepositus of violence committed against him. 
Document 15: P.Sak. 48 Theadelphia (6 April 343 AD) Petition to the Praepositus Pagi 
Aupl)AlU) 'la{wvl noA(lTEUOilEVU)) npalTTOOlTU) [T)] II na[yo]u VOilol! 
'Apal(vo"tTOU) 
napa [Au]pl)Atou Zw"lAou ME'Aav[o]s- B[tlaKovos TiiS" Ka8oAtKi}S" EK15ATJ[a]{a[s] 
ana KW!ll)S" eEqQ[E]A<j>ias TOU aUTOU voi!-OU 
oi TOV av[atB]ii [K]qt AlJOTplKOV [Tpo]nov ~lll)ll[E]v[o]l, Ka8qP.WTaTE TWV 
[alvBpwv, Bi15q[wi Ell<n <Tiis> Twv v611wv 
EnE~EA[E]~OEWS" TUXElV. ETl [nEp]lOVTOS" TOU [!la]Kap([ou !lOU] uto\i iEpOVT~OU 
Touvwq [aulvi]A8Ev. ws Et8E 
5 11-rinoTE, npos YU!lOU KOlVWVtav [yu]valKt Novvq 8uy(aTpli 'Avvoi!ToS" ana 
TiiS" atJTiiS" KWilTJS". VO!lt<:"lv 
Euvowv Ka['l] aT[o]py~v auTJjv [6]t[aa]0<:;[E]tv npos T~v au11f3iw[ai]v 11ou, 
TouvavTia BtEnpd~aTo· ToD yap aiJT[oD] 
npo[Ktl!l<'vou 11ou uioD voaou KQ:TQ:I5[At]8E'v[T]os Kat llEAAovTOS" T[o] xpEov ToD 
f3{ou 0:TTQQQDvat, aUK oltiq: 9TJWS' 
LaKa[w]v TlS" TOU VO!lOU ano TijS" q1)Tijs 15Will)S" lQl[oJv ll[ou] otKOV 
avaAaf3oi1EVOS" ETilOTaS" Btl]pna~EV 
Ti)v yvva'iKa ToiJ aUToD ~ou uloD Kal TTP.QKt~4vrw l'-l41!1!Q:l! [Kal..] atnT)V 
d:Tn)yayEv ~~S T'Dv EauToD otKlav 
10 ou BE6vTws Kat napa navTas [T]ous vo11ous, auvEpyous €axTJKWS" Tijs 
TT}AtKaUTllS' napavoiJ.ias- TaUS' EauToD 
aOEA<j>OUS" Kat T~V lllJTEpa TiiS" [yuvalKOS"] Kat npOKlllEVT)V 'AvvoD. aAAa 
n&pauTa T<,>\) q:\noD IJ.OU uloD TEAEu-
Tl\aavTos Ef30UAO!l T)V TOT[E Tij] TWV v[o]llWV aKOAOU8tq: xpl]aaa8al nEpt ou 
[ET]OA!ll)Oav pujJOKlVOUVOU 
npdyllaTOS" Kat 6~ Et~a TOV [anlP.<irlloda f3iolv aaKWV. aAA' OUK otoa TlVl 
Ac5y[4) o]Uv, TaD ETEpou IJ.OU uloD 
II&qEt ToiJvo11-a 8Ewpr}oavTOS' T0v Em.JTQ\J 1J4nnov \Jf3pt\:61J.EVOV UnO TWv 
1JQ:VKaK{<JTWV 0:vBpWv 
15 K[aft npoKtll<'vwv €a8ij[Ta] q~ToD 15aTq1JEAEKtaat Kat BlKatoAoyoull<'vou npo[sl 
q:lnoUs- nEpl Tothou, 
Q~ aE n&Atv, EK TWV EvavTiw[v] De[o]s- 1Jq:l(K£iKHJ'TOV Kal O:novoias IJ.EOT0v 
avaAaf30ilEVOl, EnEA80VTES" 
K[aft auT<ji !lETa nEAEKWV Kat ponUAWV Ef3ouAOVTO aun;i Kat TOU <;ijv aVEAlV 
- Et 11~ yap TUXTJ> i!pyov yq<'vTJ-
Tat, ToD <f>uyU aUTOv Ti}v 'won6Tav notTloao8at, n&AE &v Kal ToD Cfiv 
alnOv £lv1AQ1! ~ KaTa¢>povr)aavTES' 
T[fi]s- TWv KatpWv EUVoiJ.{as- Kal TfiS" liUETEpas- G:npayiJ.oaUvllS"· Enl Tolvuv 
Kal llnEp ~lxav Ev 1J.ta8olaEt 
20 ol aUTo{ IJ.OU ulo't. np6(3aTa TIE[vh .[ ] ta Ka't. (36as- 0KTW Kal OvtKO: 
TETpcino6a nEvTE £l¢>1)pna~av Kal OtEa~ 
na81Jaav, Kayw aUTOS" o a8<A>to[S"] a[v]qyK~<:;ollal uno TWV OEanoTWV TaUTa 
ano6oDvat, 6tci TOl TODTO 
TUOE Ta f3tj3Ata ETilOlOU)[!ltl, Ev [aa<j>]qA[t]q: a~tw[v] axeijvat aUTOUS" Ent ao(, 
[Karl npWTOV !lEv ou ETOA-
1!-T)Oav napaVO!lOU Kat pt[ljJoKtv6uvou] npdy!laTOS" [EK]OtKtas TUXEtv, EnlTa 
~~avayKaa8fivat aUToUs-
Tl)[v] TWV nponpl) ilEVWV [TETp]aT]QOWV <anoBoaw> notl]qqa[8]qt flOE 11-ri, 
EKnEnEa8at a\!ToUs- [El]s- TO IJ.Eya 6tKaa~ 
25 Tl]pwv ToD Kup(ou 11ou BtaalJ[!loTa]T[olu BYEI!-<ivos TiiS" AuyoucrTonoTallias 
<PAamhou 'OAu 1J. nlou, Onws-
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~ oEouoa €moTpE<jna npo[oTaxel]ol]Tat] t>aT' mh<\i[v] 
OtEUTllXEl 
"To Aurelius Ision, curialis, praepositus of the 8th pagus of the Arsinoite 
nome, from Aurelius Zoilos son of Melas, deacon of principal church, from 
the village of Theadelphia in the said nome. 
Those who have chosen the way of shamelessness and robbery, 0 purest of 
men, deserve to experience the visitation of the laws. 
While my late son, Gerontios by name, was still alive, he entered (would that 
he had never!) into matrimonial alliance with a woman, Nonna daughter of 
Annous, from the said village. I thought that she would keep goodwill and 
natural affection towards my family life, but brought about the opposite. For 
when this said aforementioned son of mine was lying in sickness and about to 
render up life's debt, for reasons unknown to me a certain person, Sakaon by 
name, from the said village, took possession of my very house and by assault 
abducted the wife of the said son of mine, the aforementioned Nonna, and 
carried her off to his own house wrongfully and defiance of all laws, having 
as confederates in this great illegality his brothers and the woman's mother, 
the aforementioned Annous. Now since the said son of mine died 
straightaway, I intended at the time to avail myself of the proper course of the 
laws with regard to the audacious act they had dared to perpetrate; and indeed 
I yielded and continued practicing the unobtrusive way of life. Nonetheless, 
for reasons unknown to me, when my other son, Pasis by name, saw his 
grandfather being ill-treated by these villainous men, who were about to chop 
up his cloak with axes, and remonstrated with them about it, they once again 
took up with a temper villainous and full of cruelty, set upon him too with 
axes and clubs, purported to deprive him of his very life (for had not an 
operation of fortune intervened, I mean the fact that he escaped with his life 
by taking to flight, they would indeed long ago have deprived him of his very 
life) in utter contempt of the good order prevailing in these our times and of 
our unobtrusive way of life. Since then they also carried off and 
plundered ... sheep, sixteen oxen, and five asses that the said sons of mine had 
on lease, and I myself, poor wretch, am constrained by their owners to restore 
them, I submit, therefore, this petition asking that they be brought before you 
in custody so that first they may receive retribution for the lawless and 
audacious deed they have dared to perpetrate, and then that they may be 
forced to make restitution of the aforementioned beasts; or else, that they may 
be escorted to the great court of my lord Flavius Olympius, the most eminent 
praeses of Augustopotamia, so that the appropriate severity may be prescribed 
against them. Farewell." 
This petition, like the previous one, was written by a scribe. It may seem strange that 
a church deacon is unable to write. The scribe's name is lost but it is clear from the 
end of the document that someone else wrote it. The request comes at II. 21-2, and 
the writer adverts to the act of presenting the petition as the focus for the request, 
through he expresses the reality that : T<lllE Ta j3tj3Ata €m8(8w[~n], €v [ao<j>]aA[(]q: 
a~uii[v] ax8fivm at'nou<; €nl. aoi. We can note again how the introductory sentence 
is used to establish the dimensions of the interaction and adverts to the importance of 
the laws. A well used expression (A lJOnKiw Tponov) is coupled with the relatively 
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new idea of "shameful" (avat6l]s-) and together these describe the malefactors and the 
syntactical arrangement has the effect of setting this in contrast with the laws (II. 3-4) 
and the praepositus, who is addressed in a vocative construction, and imbued with the 
quality of purity: Kaeq:r.ohaTE Twv [a]v6pwv. This symbolic antithesis is followed 
later by an opposition, directly evoking the threat of anomie, between the Euvo~(a (1. 
19) of the praepositus and the lawlessness of the malefactors behaving ou 6EovTws-
Kat napa navTa<; Tous- vo~ous- (1.10) Again old themes and concepts are rewoven 
in a more complex linguistic structure, representative of the period. 
4.4 TRANSCRIPTS OF PROCEEDINGS 
In light of the examples set out above it would be useful to say something about 
another type of document which will be referred to in this thesis, the transcript of 
proceedings in court, because, as we have noted, such documents record linguistic 
interactions which took place orally. It is not proposed to set out examples in full. 
Such documents are very long and space does not permit the replication of entire 
texts. But certain points can usefully be made by comparison to the structure of 
petitions. The structure and syntax of reports of proceedings from the Ptolemaic 
period present some difficulties because they ar~ written in oratio obliqua, which 
means that the actual structure of speeches can be ascertained by a process of 
interpretation.99 But it has been established that the structure of speeches of 
advocates in court followed many of the structural dictates of formal rhetoric. 100 This 
should not cause any surprise. The speeches of classical orators were clearly part of 
the general knowledge passed from generation to generation by the content of 
education systems, so it can be assumed that the writers of petitions in III BC Egypt 
were educated to know some at least of the Attic canon. Greek children were exposed 
to education in three stages: elementary school (6t6aaxaAE'iov), the gymnasium 
99 See R.A. Coles, Reports of Proceedings in Papyri: Pap. Brux. 4(1966). 
100 H. Schmidt, "EinfluB der Rhetorik auf die Gestaltung der Richterlichen Entscheidungen in den Papyri", JJP 
IV (1950), 165-177. 
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(yu~vaawv) and for some the ephebeia (E<I>TJf3Eia). 101 In a broad sense education 
continued through the entire Greco-Roman period of Egypt, even though the relevant 
institutions underwent changes and there may have been declines in real levels of 
literacy. 102 Apart from learning to read and write the ancient student was given a 
wide-ranging training in rhetoric. This has long been known and accepted by 
scholars. 103 This meant that the classical orators were studied continuously and in 
some detail for all of our period. It is clear from papyrus finds that classical orators 
such as Aeschines, Antiphon, Demosthenes, Isaeus, !socrates were copied and studied 
as well as Plato and Aristotle. 104 Further, it is known from the papyri that advocates 
in court used structures for their speeches during the Greco-Roman period which 
follow the classical model. 105 For the Ptolemaic period, a good example is the well-
known case of Hermias against the Keepers of the Mummies, in which Deinon's 
speech for the defendants exhibits the four divisions outlined by Aristotle, prooimium, 
statement of the case, proof and conclusion. 106 In the Roman period we may note the 
case of Dionysia against her father. 107 It is interesting to note that, at least by the time 
of the Roman Empire rhetorical training was heavily weighted towards forensic 
argumentation. 108 This no doubt meant that the argumentation in court rooms was 
even more likely to reflect the rhetorical tradition of forensic oratory. Schmidt has 
argued that rhetoric was an important influence on the development of law in Greco-
Roman Egypt. 109 
101 Smith, The Art of Rhetoric, II Off. 
!02 Harris, Ancient Literacy , 129 ff, 233, ff, 306 ff. 
103 See for example D.L. Clark, Rhetoric in Greco-Roman Education (New York, 1957); W. Boyd, History of 
Western Education (London, 1950). 
104 Smith, The Art of Rhetoric, 124-5. 
105 Smith, The Art of Rhetoric, at 59 to 72. 
106 UPZ II 161 (119 BC) and UPZ II 112 (117 BC). See Arist., Ars Rhet. 1414b 5f; Smith, The Art of Rhetoric, 
66ff. See the discussion of the case in H.Schmidt, "EinfluB der Rhetorik auf die Gestaltung der 
Richterlichen Entscheidungen in den Papyri", JJP IV (1950), 165-177. 
!07 P.Oxy 237 (186 AD). 
108 Smith, The Art of Rhetoric, I I 2. 
I 09 Ibid. It appears that the same Herwald Schmidt wrote a doctoral dissertation (non vidi) entitled Der Einjluss 
der Rhetorik auf das Recht der Papyri A.gypten (UniversiUit Erlangen, 1949) which is mentioned by Smith, 
The Art of Rhetoric, at 59. Smith notes that the argument of Schmidt is that rhetoric exercised a strong 
influence on law throughout the Greco-Roman period, and that it served as the fountain of law in Roman 
Egypt. 
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Reports from the Roman period however seem often to be much closer to the 
actual language used and some trials are reported in a lively first person manner. 1 10 
Transcripts from all periods show the use of language similar to petitions including 
verbs of request, and standard concepts from petitions like KaKoupyd a, 
anapEvoxt-T)Tos .111 The advocate's speech is often brought a conclusion by the same 
request verb as appears in petitions as in P.Tebt II 287 (161-9 AD), an appeal of the 
fullers and dyers of the Arsinoite nome against exaction of an undue amount of tax, 
where the advocate for the fullers and dyers, Longinus (probably), bring his speech to 
a finish by a sentence beginning 8£o~E8a oil[v. 112 We also find the statement by 
advocates on behalf of their clients such as "we are assisted" (j3ol)8ou ~E8a), referring 
to the actions of an official. 113 
But other expressions are also indicative of the connection between petitions 
and reports of proceedings. BGU I 361 (184 AD) is a case about a will and the 
advocate Philotas who appears for Casius describes the appeal to the strategos by his 
client thus: (28) avayKaiws EVETUXEV uoi, a~[t]wv mho[us] I ~ETaTTE~<j>8i]vat. .. , 
which as we will see is a direct transposition of elements which were standard in 
petitions. 114 The advocate Diadelphos in BGU I 15 (26 July 194 AD) opens his 
remarks to the epistrategos Julius Quintianus with the phrase 'Eav uot BoKij, 
• ' - N '• '• ; "' • f I ' "' 115 KaAE<YOV TOV TT)S' ElAOU TTOAEWS' KW~oypa~~aTEa, 4l 0 T)~ETEpOS EVKaAEl. 
In P.Sakaon 34 (12 Dec 321)(=P.Thead 13) we find a transcript in which the advocate 
Isidoros finishes by saying: 8Eo~E8a Toil ~EYaAEtou Toil uo() €navayKau8i]vat 
TTJV hox'-TJ<rtv TIJV KaT' mhoD ytyvo~EVT)V Kw/-uw8[at] ("We beseech your 
majesty that the harassment against this man be forcibly repelled") Some opening 
remarks by advocates are very reminiscent of the introductory sentences which 
110 CF Coles, Reports .. J.R. Rea, "Proceedings before Q. Maecius Laetus, Praef. Aeg., etc.", JJP 29 (1983), 91-
101. 
Ill UPZ I! 161 (119 BC) and UPZ I! 112 (117 BC);BGU Vlll 1773 (59/8 BC); P.Mil.Vogliano I 25 (127 AD); 
P.Yale 351 (26 Sept 171 AD)(=P.Bacchias 20). See chapter 7. 
112 Or a~uii as in BGU lll969 (c 142 AD). 
I 13 BGU Vlll567 (III AD). 
114 See page 339 below. 
115 'Edv crot BoKlj as a standard expression in the epistolographical tradition and is found in private 
correspondence such as BGU I 48 (II AD). 
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appeared in II AD. A good example is SB XVI 12692 (339 AD) which was a case 
before the syndic of the Arsinoite nome. The plaintiffs are two women Aurelia Taesis 
and Aurelia Herais who it seems were forced to flee their home after the death of their 
father, because of an inability to pay tax. At l. 15 Theodorus their advocate opens 
with the words-
ou BEOVTWS Ka\. napa Tous vofious <voxl\ouf!Evq[t] [ai [ouvT)yopouf!EVat 
TIEpl yl]B(]wv TWV fl~ Bta<I>EpOVTWV auTais KaTaTIE$EuyaotV Bta 
l\t~£!\)..wv €n\. Tov Kuptov Tov l\afi[npoTaTov €napxov Tfjs At yunTo]u 
<Pl\(auwv) <Ptl\aypwv 
"Improperly and contrary to the laws the plaintiffs, being troubled concerning 
little farms which are of no importance to them, took refuge via petitions with 
the lord and most esteemed prefect of Egypt Flavius Philagrius" 
While obviously adapted for the oral submission in court this passage bears a striking 
similarity to the introductory sentences which we have discussed above. 
4.5 SUMMARY 
We have seen that the use of the letter form as the vehicle for a written linguistic 
interaction was a standard feature of the communication between powerful officials 
and the general populace in Greco-Roman Egypt well into IV AD. The defined 
opening and closing sections set the frame for the interaction which was presupposed 
by the petitions and other communications which were sent to the government 
representatives. The opening section contains verbal appellations which were drawn 
from the wider social context in which the documents were produced. The power of 
officials was invoked through the linguistic interaction built around the concept of the 
request. The use of vocatives at certain points in the documents enhanced the sense 
of connection and intimacy with the power of kings, prefects and other officials in the 
administrative hierarchy of Greco-Roman Egypt. That is the picture which has 
emerged from a consideration of the general structural features of petitions, which 
always employed special parts and deliberate patterns. The petition falls broadly 
within the epistolary tradition of the ancient world, and this conclusion is appropriate 
for the entire period under discussion. It is an important point because it shows how 
the letter form was relied upon consistently to enable communication across both 
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geographical and social distance. The communities of Greco-Roman Egypt 
developed, understandably, a mentality in which access to powerful figures was 
achieved by a cultural product, a written text, which required movement from one 
place to another, and which was required to cross social as well as physical space. 
This idea has some significance for understanding why communications in the form 
of letters were used to bring about contact with other manifestations of power in the 
ancient social world, especially deities. This last matter is taken up in chapter 8, but it 
is worth mentioning here because it provides a good example of how the populace 
drew on elements of the symbolic universe within the same or similar physical as well 
as intellectual framework to legitimate and make sense of the experience of power. In 
the next chapter we will tum to the specific symbolic content of petitions as it relates 
most directly to the relationship with officials, or, to be more precise, those 
approached for the exercise of legitimate power. 
CHAPTERS 
SAVIOUR, BENEFACTOR, HELPER: SYMBOLS & ORDER 
The Symbolic Universe I 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last chapter we saw how the epistolographical style and structure of the petition 
betrayed its nature as an artefact principally designed to further linguistic interaction 
between ordinary members of the population and powerful officials. A central 
structural element of the petition was the request, which recognised power as the 
productive feature of the relationship between petitioner and official. The request and 
the relationship upon which it was based also presupposed a particular quality for this 
power, namely, that it was legitimate, a stabilising, preserving and protecting force 
against the chaotic and destructive power implied in the behaviour of the wrongdoer. 
In this chapter we are going to look at some of the principle symbolic terms applied to 
the sovereign and his officials in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. Bearing in mind the 
general structure of petitions we can move to the level of phrases and lexical 
constructions in the documents, to understand more clearly the ways in which the 
population manipulated elements of such a symbolic universe to legitimate the power 
of officials. However, before we do so, there is a theoretical issue which needs to be 
sorted out at the start, that is, the interrelationship of legitimation, symbolism and 
ideology, which was touched on briefly in chapter 1. 
5.2 SYMBOLIC ORDER AND IDEOLOGY. 
Scholars have always been aware that a complex conceptual system existed in the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods connected with the power interests of the ruling elite. 
At the start of this century Goodenough referred closely to literary works, like the 
extracts of the philosophers Diotogenes and Ecphantus preserved in the writings of 
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Stobaeus to outline the dimensions of Hellenistic kingship in terms of political 
philosophy .1 This showed for example that the goodwill of his subjects was the 
critical foundation upon which the Hellenistic monarch's rule was built. W. Schubart 
turned to the vocabulary used in papyri and inscriptions to describe the public 
ideology of the Hellenistic state.2 He was able to reconstruct a system of 
symbolically important concepts which were articulated in specific vocabulary, 
including Euvow, <jnl.av8pwn{a and EAET]~oouvT], but concluded that the role of the 
Hellenistic monarch was especially defined by the fundamental concepts of Saviour, 
Benefactor and Helper, owTT]p, EUEpyhT]s and ~oTJ86s. Dorothy Crawford has also 
shown that an extensive ethical system existed to govern the behaviour of officials in 
Ptolemaic Egypt. 3 These together constituted an important part of the symbolic order 
of the Hellenistic world. 
Although the Romans inherited much of this, they ushered in a new era. If we 
take the position of the emperor, there lay a great distinction between the concept of 
~aoti.E{a embodied in the person of the Ptolemaic king and that of Augustus and his 
successors as principes of a res publica.4 L. de Blois used the works of Cassius Dio, 
Herodian, Philostratus and Ps.-Aelius Aristides to understand the dimensions of 
ideology in the third century AD, which was a time of considerable change in the 
empire.5 His study not only demonstrates that good terminological evidence of the 
symbolic matrix surrounding powerful roles can be found in such evidence. More 
importantly, he shows that the conceptual system which surrounded the Roman 
emperor derived from Isocratean precedents and included the sort of concepts which 
Schubart identified, including the emperor as an embodiment of the rule of law, 
qni.av8pwnia, 6tKatoouvT] and Euvow. He quotes Cassius Dio 52. 39, 3-4 where the 
I E. Goodenough. 'The political philosophy of Hellenistic kingship', YCS I (1928) 53-102. 
2. W. Schubart, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal nach Inschriften und Papyri", AJP XII (1936), 1-26. 
3 "The Good Official in Ptolemaic Egypt" in H. Maehler & V.M. Strocka (ed.), Das Ptolemiiische A.gypten 
(Mainz am Rhein, 1978), 201. 
4 J. Gaudemet,lll Ktema (1978), 165-75. 
5 'Traditional Virtues and New Spiritual Qualities in the Third Century Views of Empire, Emperorship and 
Practical Politics', in Mnemosyne Vol. 47, 2, (1994), 166-76. 
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writer discusses the symbolic role of the emperor as "father" (nanfp) and "saviour" 
(awn\p).6 He then suggests that after the middle of the third century other views of 
emperorship emerged. The goodwill ( EUVOla) of the people becomes supplanted by a 
monarchy based upon divine grace.? Studies such as these show there was a definite 
vocabulary of power which was symbolic in nature. They are a good guide to the 
symbolic order, the conceptual systems and modes of discourse which helped to 
constitute some of the structures of signification within which the institutional 
positions of monarchs were legitimated in the Greco-Roman world. 
C. Panagopoulos identified a similar symbolic order in connection with the 
local elites through a study which relied upon evidence of a kind similar to Schubart, 
namely, honorary inscriptions, although with different theoretical background. His 
study is interesting because it moves the search for the vocabulary of ideology away 
from the political centre of the Roman empire to the more ordinary experience of the 
general population in small local centres. He has studied the expression of ideals in 
the language of inscriptions registering public tributes to notable citizens in the Greek 
cities of the Roman empire.8 This is the language drawn from the economic system 
of "euergetism" and it is rich in eulogistic, moral and ethical terms. Panagopoulos' 
method was to draw this vocabulary "into a systematic order, along socio-linguistic 
lines, in the light of the Moralia of Plutarch"9 The language of euergetism is mostly 
used in relation to the members of the dominant classes, and forms a social and moral 
portrait of them in the Greek cities of the Empire, primarily, Panagopoulos argues, 
drawing their wealth, power and moral standards from their position as landed 
property holders. 10 The unceasing production of public eulogies of notable members 
6 Cf the honorific use of the title "father" in the letter of Antiochus III to his governor Zeuxis quoted in 
Josephus, AJ 12.148-52. 
7 At 170 ff. 
8 C. Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalit6 dans les Moralia de Plutarque." Dialogues d'Histoire Ancienne 
5 (1977) 197-235. On the notion of "euergetism" see Paul Veyne, Bead and Circuses: Historical Sociology 
and Political Pluralism (Penguin, London, 1990), first published in France as Le Pain et le cirque (Editions 
du Seuil, 1976); P. Garnsey, Famine and Food Supply in the Graeco-Roman World (CUP, Cambridge, 
1988), 8lff. 
9 See E.A. Judge in New Docs 2, at 105-6. 
10 Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalit6", at 197. 
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of the community can be seen as a system, which functioned as the principal 
ideological regulator of Greek society under the empire and were part of the "extra-
economic" factors which were indispensable for maintaining cohesion amongst 
different levels of society .11 In such a way public eulogies reflect one of the ways the 
populace expressed its conceptualisation of rulers and elites, and assessed their public 
actions. 
5.2.1 Political interest, ideology, and legitimation 
Such references to scholarly studies indicate quite well a large measure of correlation 
between the notion of symbolic universe and the ancient intellectual systems which 
scholars usually call "ideology". Sir Moses Finley defined ideology as "the matrix of 
attitudes and beliefs out of which people normally respond to the need for 
action ... without a process of ratiocination leading them back to the attitudinal roots or 
justification of their response." 12 While this definition makes no explicit reference to 
symbols or symbolism, it implicitly relies upon the idea of intellectual activity 
incorporating the use of symbols to give heightened signification to, and thereby 
integrate responses to, external events. It also contemplates belief in the 
naturalisation and reification of particular social roles such as the monarch in people's 
basic responses to the external world. These points indicate that a discussion of 
ideology provides the best way to integrate scholarship about ancient conceptual 
systems with the notions of symbolic universes and legitimation. 
Berger and Luckmann point out that when a symbolic universe is attached to a 
concrete power interest it becomes an ideology, and ideologies help generate social 
solidarity .13 This seems close to a conventional idea that ideology is a conceptual 
system designed to support sectional interests, which usually means keeping rulers in 
II Ibid., at 233. 
12 See Authority and Legitimacy in the Classical City-State (Danske Videnskab.Selbskab. Hist.-Filos. Meddel. 
50:3, Copenhagen, 1982), 17; see also Politics in the Ancient World (CUP, Cambridge, 1983), 122-41; 
Ancient History: Evidence and Models (London, 1985), 4-5. 
13 Social Construction, 141, 143. 
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control. The symbolic systems associated with power positions in the ancient world, 
whether of the Hellenistic kingdoms or the Roman Empire, have usually been judged 
ethically as a political a tool for the "legitimation of rule" exploited by rulers to 
deceive the populace and maintain the institutional order and thus themselves. 14 By 
and large that is what scholars of the Greco-Roman world have had in mind when 
using the term "legitimation" and what they see as the function of ideology. 15 Such 
an analysis involves, of course, an acceptance that integration of the populace is the 
aim of the ideology, at least in part, and it is undoubtedly true that maintenance of an 
existing institutional order and its positions of power was one goal and often one 
consequence of legitimation. But this conception of legitimation becomes 
excessively functionalist because it postulates the purpose of symbolic conceptual 
systems as being only or most importantly a political issue about the maintenance of 
the power position of the ruler. Legitimation is a deception undertaken by rulers, 
something they perpetrate on the general population. 16 
The problems with this view can be exposed by reference to one area where 
political interpretations have long had great prominence, the religious ritual of the 
ruler cult of the Hellenistic monarchies and the Roman emperor. Political interest 
theories designate ruler cult as a political phenomenon.'7 Such attitudes to ruler cult 
have had considerable influence on the study of language use, because no doubt the 
"Saviour" and "Benefactor" motifs, for example, remained very much a part of the 
ruler cult itself, with the result that researchers tend to assimilate all examples of such 
14 See for example Price, Rituals and Power, 240-l; de Ste Croix, Class Struggle, 411. 
15 De Ste Croix, The Class Struggle, 411 ff, quotes E.D. Genovese, In Red and Black: Marxian Explorations in 
Southern and Afro-American History (USA, 1968), 33, who writes, "An essential function of the ideology of 
a ruling class is to present to itself and to those it rules a coherent world view that is sufficiently flexible, 
comprehensive and mediatory to convince the subordinate classes of the justice of its hegemony." 
16 Political interest theories have been very pervasive, for example in theories which deal specifically with 
propaganda. Thus "vertical integrative" propaganda refers to a situation where the ruler seeks to influence 
the population. Hence it is "vertical" or unidirectional. See J. DeR. Evans, The Art of Persuasion: Political 
Propaganda from Aeneas to Brutus (Uni. of Mich. Press, Michigan, 1992), who relies upon the theories of J. 
Ellul, Propaganda (Vintage Books, New York, 1973). 
17 See below. Others have drawn attention to the complications in the case of Egypt brought about by the 
assimilation of the Ptolemies into the Pharaonic tradition, which is discussed further below. Nonetheless, 
political interest analyses tend to be the orthodoxy, see, eg., M. Carey, A History of the Greek World 323 to 
146 BC (Methuen. London, 1963), 367. 
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linguistic motifs to the realm of politics after their explanation of the ruler cult. Thus 
in one well known work on Greek political theory we find the following: "By calling 
him Benefactor, Saviour, god manifest, men were partly expressing gratitude, partly 
asking favours. From the king's point of view too, this Ruler-cult was extremely 
convenient...As a political device it was successful; .. .'.t 8 This presupposes that in 
analysing the choice of language one needs only to look to the isolated intentions of 
individual language users, and that those intentions or motivations were essentially 
political, coolly rational and informed by a calculated assessment of individual 
advantage. Such descriptions place the phenomenon of ruler cult and its associated 
symbolism firmly in the category of politics and propaganda. 
But is it so clear? Fundamentally, a political interest explanation relies on 
modern attitudes to ideology which are built upon a long tradition of unfavourable 
evaluation.19 Any study which identifies a conceptual system as an ideology 
therefore by definition condemns it ab initio. But there is a more substantial 
objection. As we noted in chapter I, Giddens identifies three forms of ideology: the 
representation of sectional interests as universal ones, the denial or transmutation of 
contradictions and the naturalisation or reification of the present. 20 The first category 
seems to encompass the political propaganda view of ideology. The ascription of the 
ruler cult and the terms associated with it to this category are reflected in a comment 
by a very highly respected scholar of ancient religion, A.D. Nock, who said about the 
signification of Soter that "at all times it denoted the performance of a function and 
18 T.A. Sinclair, A History of Greek Political Thought (Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, London, 1959), 288-9. 
19 See C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (Basic Books, New York, 1973), Ch. 8 'Ideology as a Cultural 
System', 193-233. He makes the same point in relation to "strain" theories of ideology. Strain theory sees 
ideologies as symptoms of and a remedies for the insoluble tensions, structural inconsistencies and chronic 
dysfunctions in society. Both views find expression in studies of the ancient world. Ruling elites are 
habitually seen as remarkably clinical and successful in the manipulation of ideas to serve their interests and 
keep themselves in control. On the other side of the coin the bulk of the general population is seen as caught 
in such a condition of brutal oppression and material destitution that they must tum to a set of integrating 
ideas to provide some psychological amelioration. The difference between this and the notion of the 
symbolic universe is that it amounts to saying the population retreats into a world of massive self delusion. 
There is an obvious distinction between making sense of disparities of power through symbolic 
significations and delusion. 
20 See chapter 1, 44-45 above; Central Problems in Social Theory (Macmillan, London, 1979), 193-96; 
Thompson, Studies in the Theory of Ideology, 131. 
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not membership of a class in the hierarchy of beings." 21 The assimilation of the 
performance of a function to political action is all too tempting. Do politics and 
domination necessarily define the purview of ideology? By adopting Giddens' 
categories of ideology, we also embrace his suggestion that ideology is not a type of 
symbolic order but more the way a symbolic order is brought into connection with the 
legitimation of sectional interests.22 This conception of ideology shows how a 
symbolic order can, both intentionally and unintentionally, sustain relations of 
domination, but still constitute an important resource of meaning for the dominated.23 
We should see the ideology of the ancient world, with its usual religious component, 
in terms of Giddens' third category. As Horrell remarks, "It is perhaps in this third 
form [of ideology] that religion is most likely to feature, for it has a particular 
opportunity to legitimate and sustain forms of social organisation. elevating such 
forms above the status of merely human products and reifying or naturalising them by 
rooting them in the divine will. "24 Religion and political ideology can be aspects of 
the same symbolic phenomenon, crwn)p may well have denoted both the performance 
of a function as well as membership of a class in the hierarchy of beings. 
The work of Simon Price seems to support this view. He has shown that the 
political interest interpretation of the Roman imperial cult, at least in Asia Minor, is 
very unsatisfactory. To treat ruler cults as secular or political phenomena really 
presses the historical reality of the social world of the Roman Empire into 
ethnocentric analytical categories of a modern Christian culture, such as, the 
opposition between secular and divine, and the nature of religious belief. It makes 
"christianising assumptions" which draw an unjustifiable distinction between the 
21 A.D. Nock, "Soter and Euergetes", in Essays on Religion in the Ancient World (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1972), 720-735,722. 
22 A. Giddens, The Constitution of Society: Outline of the Theory of Structuration (Po1ity Press, Cambridge, 
1984), 32-3. 
23 Strangely perhaps, this seems close to the view of ideology which Veyne arrived at, through his own special 
form of reasoning, in Bread and Circuses, 379. 
24 D.G. Horrell, "The Development of Theological Ideology in Pauline Christianity", in P.F. Esler, Modelling 
Early Christianity: Social scientific studies of the New Testament in its context (Routledge, London and New 
York, 1995), 224-236, at 226. 
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secular and the divine, politics and religion.25 One comes closer to an adequate 
understanding of ritual if one sees it as a collective process, something undertaken at 
all levels of society. The ritual of the Roman imperial cult was part of the way in 
which the Greek communities of Asia Minor made sense to themselves of a new form 
of power, namely the Roman Emperor, which appeared in their universe and had to be 
accommodated somewhere between human and divine.26 Consequently, it rather 
misses the complexity of the whole phenomenon to speak only in terms of politics. 
These conclusions have important consequences for the study of language use. 
Religious vocabulary and expressions in 'secular' documents embody aspects of the 
mentality of Greco-Roman Egypt. Thus if we agree with T.A. Sinclair that by calling 
the king Saviour or Benefactor with words of supplication, a petitioner was "partly 
expressing gratitude, partly asking favours", it is a little puzzling that he or she should 
choose to do so through particular language taken from a religious setting, including 
the language of supplication, since the Greek language was broad enough to permit 
the expression of gratitude without such apparently elaborate posturing. But to say 
that a petitioner is expressing gratitude or laying the basis for the grant of a favour by 
addressing a king as "Saviour and Benefactor" is an excessive form of methodological 
individualism, because it imputes modern and secular intentions and motivations to 
the ancient language user on a personal psychological level. 
We get much better results if we try to be inclusive rather than exclusive. If 
we take power as the key concept and assume that religious systems of ritual and 
25 Price, Rituals and Power, 15-16 and the works cited there. M. Crick, Explorations in Language and 
Meaning (John Wiley & Sons, 1976), 95 and 119 notes how such views of the relationship between 
symbolic representations and politics have dominated much traditional and functionalist thinking in 
anthropology. See I. Morris, Death-Ritual and Social Structure in Classical Antiquity (CUP, Cambridge, 
1992), 15. 
26 Price, Rituals and Power; passim; "Gods and emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult", 
JHS 104 (1984), 80. An important fact underpinning Price's theory is that the Greek communities initiated 
the induction of cults in many places. So the cults were their response, not so much a Roman requirement. 
Of the Hellenistic monarchies he says " ... the extension of monarchic rule over the traditional and flourishing 
Greek city created the tensions that generated the ruler cult." (27); " ... the cities established [ruler] cults in an 
attempt to come to terms with a new type of power ... and the cities needed to represent this new power to 
themselves."(29); see also 132, 145. See also Carey, A History of the Greek World, 369. 
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language were chosen to give meaning to the experience of power, it is easier to see 
how things fit together. Many years ago the anthropologist Clifford Geertz suggested 
that it is better to approach ideologies from a non-evaluative stand-point, and see 
them as systems of interacting meanings, a semiotic system through which 
individuals can collectively come to terms with their cultural world. This sort of 
approach overcomes the problems of theories based upon oppositions between 
different social spheres like religion and politics, while maintaining the advantage of 
encompassing disparate material in the one coherent explanation. As we argued in 
the section of our model dealing with structuration, it makes more sense to assume the 
existence of an autonomous symbolic system which embraced different institutional 
contexts and passed to different generations, or to put it another way was instantiated 
through recursive practices. The existence of old forms and new patterns over time 
makes any simple notion of imposition from above unworkable. The population had 
some choice, a discretion as to when and to whom language was addressed. Once we 
accept the existence of a discretion it is clear that the writers of petitions and those 
trained in advocacy could not simply be using language in accordance with dictates 
from above or for idiosyncratic personal advantage. It is more likely that the writer is 
deploying symbolic resources and setting them in new patterns for the purpose of a 
special type of discourse with legitimate power.27 This latter suggestion is more 
satisfactory to explain both the presence of religious language in 'secular' documents 
and the consistent usage of identical language in relation to Ptolemaic and Roman 
officials over very many centuries. Again we can see the force of the contention of 
Roger Chartier that the meanings in an intellectual system are really never static, but 
they are constantly reinterpreted, evaded supplemented and revised, even in autocratic 
cultures.28 
27 The reader is referred again to the discussion of the position of Zenon in Ptolemaic Egypt (above chapter 3, 
129f0 and the comparison in chapter 4 between an EvTEuetS' to the king (Documents I and 2) and a 
petition to Zenon (Document 3). 
28 See chapter 1, 39, fn 125. 
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All this highlights the great virtue of the theory of legitimation used here. It 
does not describe a simplistic unidirectional social fact, from the top to the mass 
below, but a collective process whereby communities make sense of the power 
present in their institutions and roles.29 The primary concern of Berger and 
Luckmann is how legitimation provides social order and cohesion, that is, how it 
addresses the threat of anomie, not whether the content of the process meets some 
ethical or moral standard, even if the success of the former is linked to the latter in 
practice. 30 It therefore helps us to abandon the limited ethical stand-point of political 
interest legitimation, and consequently, it resolves problems which seem to be present 
when societies are divided into apparently exclusive spheres such as secular and 
divine.31 As a result, it becomes clear how power can provide an explanatory key of 
great force. This point is worth emphasising. Whatever else it may be, religion is 
concerned with "the systematic ordering of different kinds of power, particularly 
those seen as significantly beneficial or dangerous. "32 A little reflection suggests that 
this idea holds a cogent way to explain the introduction of moral and religious ideas 
into administrative prose?3 In their interactions with institutions, writers of petitions 
and advocates in court engaged in a process of "systematic ordering" of significant 
power and they drew upon symbolic, ethical and religious resources from what seem 
29 This is how it is expressed by Luckmann later in "Comments on Legitimation", Current Sociology 35.2 
(1987), 109-117, at 111-112. This does not mean that Berger and Luckmann are not alive to the political 
uses to which symbolic systems can be put or that generally legitimation has a political aspect. For example 
at 120-2 they maintain that by providing a comprehensive integration of all discrete institutional processes, 
symbolic universes legitimate the political order by reference to a cosmic order of power and justice, and 
political roles are legitimated as representations of these cosmic principles. This produces the necessity for 
constant reaffinnation of the institutional order. But Luckmann says,loc. cit., "Making sense to whom? .. .ln 
opposition to the conventional sociological wisdom I suspect that legitimation which makes sense to both 
[those who exercise power and those who are subject to the exercise of power] is the most frequent case in 
human history." 
30 Alberto Izzo, The Sociology of Legitimation, 48. This non-evaluative conception of legitimation is not 
embraced by all. One of the problems with a great deal of social scientific writing on this subject lies in the 
fact that it proceeds from a position of judgement on the nonns which legitimate activities in society: see 
Izzo ad loc. 
31 Price, Rituals and Power, 241 says "Religion and political structure are often quite explicitly aspects of a 
single coherent ideology, so that 'government' is not a separate sphere but merely a dimension of a total 
symbolic classification.": Crick, Explorations, 119. Cf T. A sad, 'Anthropological Conceptions of Religion: 
Reflections on Geertz.' in Man (ns) 18: 237-59. The ideas of Price find an interesting analogue in the article 
of W.R. Connor, '«Sacredn and «Secular>>: 'Iep<l Kat Oata and the Classical Athenian Concept of the 
State', in Anc. Soc. 19 (1988), 161-81, in which he demonstrates that the Classical Athenians did not move 
from Archaic religiosity to classical secularism, and thus make an operative distinction between "sacred" 
and profane.' 
32 Burridge, New Heaven, New Earth (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1969), 5. 
33 As Collomp, Recherches, puts it at 115. 
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to us to be entirely different social spheres, which were directed towards a common 
purpose, namely, imposing cognitive coherence and meaning upon various forms of 
power. It was the fact of needing to give meaning to relations with significant social 
power that, in part, prompted ancient scribes and advocates to select the type of 
language which they did. The religious was a necessary component for 
conceptualising the role of the powerful, both as political actor and giver of law. And 
as we will see the drive to align the social roles, apart from the sovereign, which were 
closely connected with the rule of law, such as Roman procurators, with religious 
action, remained strong well into IV AD. 
5.3 THE SOVEREIGN AND OFFICIAL As SYMBOLIC FIGURE 
With these ideas in mind it is now possible to proceed to examine some representative 
elements of the vocabulary which articulated the symbolic conceptualisations of the 
role of the sovereign and official in Greco-Roman Egypt. It is not proposed to 
provide an exhaustive list of terms. Such information can be found in other places. It 
is proposed to consider the history of the usage of many of these ideas and their 
associated language, to ascertain how they were placed in the texts of petitions as part 
of an interactive process by the general population. This provides the best way for 
the reader to gain an insight into how particular concepts were replayed and 
revitalised over the centuries in petitions from Greco-Roman Egypt. 
Saviour, Benefactor and Helper 
A number of concepts, such as Euvota, <j>tl.av8pwn(a, 6tKatocnivl) or EAET)f!Oouvl) 
were clearly a very important in both Ptolemaic and Roman times to both explain and 
give meaning to the positions of king and emperor, but it is clear that from the earliest 
times one of the most important motifs was that of saviour and benefactor: the king 
was thought to be ~wTT)p, EuEpyETl)S" and Bol)8os- (Saviour, Benefactor and Helper) 
to his subjects. The French scholar Claire Pn!aux made the point that the sovereign as 
protector liberator and saviour was early an important conceptualisation of his role in 
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the Hellenistic world.34 Another aspect of this was his function as the "nourisher" of 
peace, social stability and prosperity. It can be seen here how important the 
sovereign's role became as a bulkhead against disorder. The substantive equivalents 
rrwTl]pta and EUEpym(a reflect the responsibilities of the sovereign to his subjects: he 
was to preserve and protect them, and bestow benefactions on them. 
However, it is suggested here that it is not possible to discuss the signification 
of the monarch as saviour and benefactor without reference to the dynastic cult of the 
Ptolemies, of which the terms formed an integral part. 35 In tackling this question we 
must look first to the notion of the sovereign as 8Eos. Price has argued very 
convincingly that there were no uncontroversial criteria for the predication of the term 
8E6s in Greek, at least in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, unlike the position 
regarding divus or deus in Latin. He established a range of indicia which demonstrate 
that the predication of the Roman emperor in Greek as 8EOS' placed him in the 
company of the gods. One was the practice of assimilating the sovereign to particular 
named deities such as Zeus.36 Another was the language of praise in festivals, which 
was "calqued on the cult ofthe gods", as well as prayers to the emperor.37 
In light of this the well known scholar of the Hellenistic period A.E. Samuel 
makes some highly pertinent observations about the cult of the Ptolemies. Contrary 
to the political interest interpretation, he suggests that the potential religious 
significance of the cult can be supported by a number of attributes of divinity. 38 In 
the first place the Ptolemies were designated 8E6s in the context of cults, which were 
particularly diverse. There were three dimensions to them, the dynastic cult, private 
cults for individual rulers and the Ptolemies as pharaohs within the indigenous 
34 C. Preaux, Le monde hellinistique I (Presses Universitaires de France, 1978), 194 and 20lff. 
35 Schubart, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal ",at 3ff, and often joined with KT(OTT)S, ibid, l3ff. There were 
also important connections with indigenous Egyptian concepts, see below 205 ff. 
36 S.R.F. Price, "Gods and emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult", JHS 104 (1984), 80, 
at 85ff. 
37 Ibid., at 90, 93. 
38 A.E. Samuel, The Shifting Sands of History: Interpretations of Ptolemaic Egypt (Uni of America Press, 
Lanham, 1989), ?Iff. Contra eg A.D. Nock, "Luvv&os- 9€6:;", in Essays on Religion in the Ancient World 
I (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1972), 202. 
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Egyptian religion. The dynastic cult had its origin in the cult of Alexander, and began 
in Alexandria. 39 In 279/8 BC the first Ptolemaiea was celebrated at Alexandria to 
honour Ptolemy II Philadelphus' deified parents, the "Saviour gods," 6Eot ~wTfjpE<;, 
Ptolemy I Soter and Berenike 1.40 In the seventh idyll of Theocritus we find reference 
to the institution of the cult of the dead Soter at Alexandria by 270 BC41 It seems 
also that as early as 272/1 BC Ptolemy II Philadelphus and Arsinoe II assumed the 
appellation 6Eot 'ABEI\<jlo{, the "Brother and Sister Gods" and received a cult 
associated with the cult of Alexander.42 It seems now clear that the living monarchs 
were venerated in cult, as well as their ancestors, as the gods mentioned above. 43 In 
the chora a basileia was held to celebrate the birthday of the sovereign.44 The 
Ptolemies are well known as synnaoi theoi (temple-sharing gods) which amounted to 
a way of including them in the traditional pantheon of Egyptian religion, and the 
· Egyptian clergy probably developed their version of the Greek dynastic cult founded 
by the Ptolemies.45 Fraser has discussed how the queens of the Ptolemaic monarchs 
were often merged with Egyptian or Greek deities. For example, we find Arsinoe and 
Berenike II designated ~wt<:;ourra, amounting to an identification with Aphrodite and 
Isis. 46 In I BC Ptolemy Auletes and his daughter Cleopatra VII are found as v€os-
tn6vurro<; and v€a 'Irrts-.47 Further there were dedications connected with public 
cults of the sovereign unconnected with the dynastic cult itself, which show private 
dedication to the sovereigns either as deities themselves or as assimilated to other 
deities. Even more significantly, we have representations of the Ptolemies, for 
example, in small marble heads which could be affixed to figures made of cheaper 
39 P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (Oxford, 1972), 215ft. 
40 Kallixeinos in Athen. Deipn. 5.203a = FGrH Ill 627; E.E. Rice, The Grand Procession of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus (Oxford, 1983) The 9Eol I:wTfiPES continue to appear in official documents well into the 
Roman period such as BGU II 362 col. V (214-5 AD) a letter from the magistrates of the Arsinoite nome to 
two cosmetes. 
41 17.16-17. SeealsoPhilol.eg. adGaium 138. 
42 P.Hib. 199.11-17; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (Oxford, 1972), 1.215-20. 
43 See the evidence discussed by J. Quaegebeur, "The Egyptian Clergy and the Ptolemaic Cult", Anc. Soc. 20 
(1989). 92-113. 
44 Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, 232. 
45 Ibid. Cf A.D. Nock, "I:uvv&os- 9E6s-", fn 38 above, 202 for the secular interpretation of this. 
46 Ibid., 238-41. 
47 Ibid., 244. Samuel, The Shifting Sands of History:, 71, makes the point that the identification of a queen with 
Isis must have had a big impact on how she was perceived. 
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material like wood, and these were probably for private people, officials, soldiers or 
townspeople. In a similar category are the prolific terracotta and plaster 
representations and the faience oinochoai which were used as ritual vessels, for cult 
activity which was chthonic in nature. 48 
But we get a much clearer view of the religious stature of the Ptolemies when 
we examine more closely some of the connections with the indigenous religion. In 
Egypt particularly the phrase own]p Kat EUEPYETTJS' is well understood as a special 
designation taken from the trappings of the ruler-cult. The German scholar Ludwig 
Koenen has shown conclusively that Greek words and ideas applied to the Ptolemaic 
king were concepts drawn from the indigenous Egyptian conception of the nature of 
the monarch, and in particular own]p and EuEpyETT)S' were Greek equivalents of the 
Egyptian pharaoh as divine protector of his (or her) country or protector of the gods: 
" ... the Greek cult-names capture more of the tenets of the Egyptian titulary than can 
be assumed at first glance". 49 The phrase awn]p Kat EUEpyhT);; maintained its cult 
associations for the emperor in the time of the Romans.50 So it is frankly easiest to 
believe that cult appellations appear in language addressed to the Ptolemies in a 
forensic setting because the judicial and the religious were both conceived of as an 
aspect of the sovereign as SEo;;, and broadly speaking a similar explanation should 
apply to the Roman emperor, was also "saviour and benefactor". 
So the view which is adopted here is that the Ptolemies as gods present us 
with an aspect of genuine religious sense from the ancient world. It is difficult to 
understand in many ways to the modern mind but that does not mean a secular 
interpretation must be followed. 2:wn)p was of course also especially an epithet of 
48 Samuel, ibid. On the chthonic resonances of the ruler cult see D.B. Thompson, Ptolemaic Oinochoai and 
Portraits in Faience: Aspects of the Ruler Cult (Oxford, 1973). 
49 L. Koenen, "Die Adaption iigyptischer KOnigsideologie am Ptolemaerhof' in W. Peremans, et al (eds.), 
Egypt and the Hellenistic World (Lovanii, 1983)(=Studia Hellenistica 27), 143-190, at 152-170; "The 
Ptolemaic King as Religious Figure" in A. Bulloch, et al (eds.), Images and Ideologies: self-definition in the 
Hellenistic world (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1993), 25-105, at 61. 
50 See 210ff below. 
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various gods such as Zeus, Pan and the Dioscuri, or the Egyptian god Harmachis. 51 
Sarapis and Isis are found also as eE'ot ~wTf\pEs.52 Accordingly, as gods the 
Ptolemies should be placed within the general phenomenon of Hellenistic saviours, 
and in petitions the use of the familiar saviour and benefactor motif must be seen as 
invoking their cult position as theoi euergetai or theoi soteres.53 Against this 
background, it makes most sense to conclude that tbe monarchs were addressed in 
their symbolic role as cult figures as well as for their symbolic position as legal and 
ethical paragons. The two aspects of their role were combined and seem to have been 
treated as part of the same spectrum of symbolic attributes by those who sought their 
aid. It seems fairly clear that the sovereign as saviour and benefactor was indeed an 
aspect of the sovereign as 8Eos and tbis motif in petitions indicates tbat in the forensic 
context of petitions the king and queen were conceptualised at least partly in terms of 
their cult position as well as their secular position as law givers. This shows how the 
role of the Ptolemaic monarchs as addressees of petitions was brought, on a 
conceptual spectrum running between man to god, closer towards the role and 
importance of deities, when invited to provide assistance to ordinary folk in the 
forensic context. 54 
In the Greek of petitions the saviour and benefactor motif was expressed in 
three main constructions. The first was a direct designation of the sovereign or 
official as saviour, helper or benefactor by the substantives EuEpyETl)s and awTl)p 
and in connoting assistance like ~ol]86s. The second construction used various forms 
51 Zeus, SB 1949 (III/IV AD); Pan SB 3448 (I I6 BC); Harmachis, SB 8303 (Claudius, I AD) who is 
designated"HAtov "Ap!J.[axltv En6TTTTJV Ko:l ounfipo:. CfC. Andresen, "ErlOsung", RACVI.S4ff. 
52 SB 169 (Ill BC), SB 596,597 (214-205/4 BC); SB 2136 (Ill BC), Alexandria, SB 4076 (Ill BC), Philae. 
53 Cf Quaegebeur, "The Egyptian Clergy and the Ptolemaic Cult", 95. Koenen, "The Ptolemaic King as 
Religious Figure", above fn 49, at 61, notes that when Ptolemy Philopator "in his nb.tj name is called 
"saviour of men" ... , the same Egyptian word is used that appears in the translation of 8Eol ZwTfjpES" (ntrw 
ndw) 
54 See especially Price, "Gods and emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult." It is of course 
contrary to traditional views of the designations EUEpyETTi'S" and awTTi'P , such as those espoused by A.D. 
Nock, "Soter and Euergetes", see fn 21 above. Claire Preaux, whose comments on the Hellenistic world are 
always worth a second look, approached the issue through a distinction between "sacralite" and "divinite", 
where the former expresses the nature of the ruler-cult and the latter expresses the nature of deities: see Le 
monde hellinistique I, 254. It is not clear how far this really differs from Price's position. 
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of EUEpyETEw, <jnt-av8pwn£w, ~ol]8Ew or avnt-a~~civw. The third was a construction 
using abstract terms for benefaction, help, or sometimes safety, such as <jnt-avepwn(a, 
awTT]pta, ~ot]ena and dEpyEata. qnt-avepwn{a and EUEpyEata both feature 
consistently, although Bell thinks EuEpyEata becomes more frequent in the Roman 
period. 55 This was an important construction because it laid the basis for a greater 
development in the Roman period of the use of abstract ideas in connection with 
officials. It is proposed to consider each of these constructions in turn and examine 
how they carried into the Roman period. 
The saviour motif appears in the earliest petitions usually in association with 
the benefactor motif. In III BC Ptolemy is addressed directly as saviour benefactor or 
helper in section 3 of the petition, that is, in clauses which modify a preceding 
vocative ~aott-Eu, but depends for its case upon a preceding prepositional 
construction €n1 aE as in P.Ent 81 (221 BC) 
(14) tva, T]Olhou yEVo~E'vou, ETit aE Ka[Ta]· 
<j>uyoDoa, (:laatA[ED, Tiw ncivTwv Kol]~\>~ f'[UEpyhl]v, TUXW Tfjs napa 
ooD <j>tt-avepwn[(asl. 
According to Di Bitonto in III BC the king was addressed as saviour and benefactor 
in phrases in the request section of the petition, in constructions substantially similar 
to P.Ent 81, with the following variations: Tov Kotvov ncivTwv awTfjpa, Tov 
n&V'rwv awTfjpa, T0v ndvTwv KotvOv crwTfjpa Kal EUEpyETT}V, T0v ndvn.uv 
KotvOv EUEpyETT]V, T0v ndvnuv KotvOv EUEpyETT}V Kal ~OT}86v, T0v ndvTwv 
(:lol]86v and Tov Kotvov nciVTwv ~ol]86v.56 There seem to be no examples of such 
expressions directed to lower officials in Ptolemaic petitions. 57 
55 H.I. Bell, "Philanthropia in the Papyri of the Roman Period", in Hommages d Joseph Bidez et d Franz 
Cumont (Collection Latomus II), 31-39 at 33. Philanthropia, although having its primary meaning as 
"kindliness" was always part of the central vocabulary of benefaction and euergetism. See eg M.-T. Lenger, 
"La notion de «bienfait» (philanthr6pon) royal et les ordonnances des rois Lagides" in Studi in Onore di V. 
Arangio·Ruiz (Naples, 1956), 483-499. 
56 Di Bitonto (1967), 54~5. It may be noted that these conceptualisations of the king as saviour and helper are 
somewhat different from the Homeric kingly virtues with which Theocritus eulogised Ptolemy Philadelphus 
in the seventh idyll. 
57 Cf P.Petrie III 36 Verso (III BC) a petition to the epimeletes Nikanor concerning wrongful imprisonment 
which concludes: 'tva Tf}s- owTT)p{as- nlxw. 
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It is interesting that these expressions in that position disappear entirely from 
petitions to the monarch in II-I BC.58 However, it is possible to find examples from 
II BC of a similar device in a slightly different position in the petition. In P.Tebt. III 
740 (c. 113 BC) we meet the passage on the verso (ll. 19-21) o8Ev €<!>' ufia> T[oDs-
navTWV K]OtVOU awTijpas- ( TTJV KUTa<j>uyi](v TTOtT)OUflEVOt] 0EOf1E8' Uf!WV TQ[v 
flEYlaT[wv 8Ewv which is clearly very close. In this passage we can see that the 
saviour phrase is still in section 3, but it comes earlier, agreeing in case with the 
prepositional phrase €<1>' u flaS" which itself relies upon the refuge motif, which is 
expressed in a participial form and modifies the request verb oEOf!E8a. This is in fact 
a quite different arrangement to III BC petitions, as we can see from P.Ent 81 (221 
BC) above. In such earlier petitions, although the saviour and benefactor phrase 
depends upon the participial refuge passage, the latter words modify the expectation 
of justice or kindness, not the request verb, which comes earlier in the section. The 
arrangement continued into I BC as we can see from IFay 112 (70 BC) which 
contains the text of the petition of Phillip the Corinthian son of Timocrates to Ptolemy 
Auletes and Cleopatra Tryphaena for asylum rights at Theadelphia. The request 
clause is in the following terms: BEofiat Uf!WV Kotvwv Lwn]pwv (31-2) The 
association of this with the cult of Ptolemies as the eE'ot LWTijpEs- is clear. There is 
no reason to exclude the possibility that the author of this petition, in light of its 
particular subject matter and importance for the community of Theadelphia, was 
invoking the monarchs in their role as objects of cult as well as their role as the 
judicial apex, or benefactors and dispensers of <j>t).av8pwna. Di Bitonto makes the 
comment that these appellations of the monarchs in the request clause are those of the 
dynastic cult whereas the designations in the final appeal are used to define a virtue of 
the monarch. 59 Whatever the truth of that distinction, it was clearly used as a special 
way of addressing the monarchs, and not his officials and this can be seen by 
58 Di Bitonto (1967). 54-5. 
59 See Di Bitonto (1967), 16-17 and the examples collected there from petitions to the king. Against this is the 
view of E. Breccia, cited by Etienne Bernard, in his edition of the inscriptions Recueil des inscriptions 
grecques du Fayoum 11 (Cairo, 1981) 112, note to 1131, that the expression KotvWv 1:wTr}pwv was not an 
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comparing UPZ I 9 ( 161 BC) addressed to the monarchs: (9) 6Eo11at u wilv f1E8' 
tKETEtas, 8Eot I 1:uJTfjpEs EuEpyhal, with UPZ I 46 (162-1 BC) addressed to the 
hypodioiketes Sarapion, with the same phrase, 6EOf1E8a oou flET' ElKETEias, but no 
inclusion of the saviour and benefactor motif. Further in II BC the opening address in 
the dative begins to incorporate the appellatives of the dynastic cult by which the 
Ptolernies were addressed as gods, e.g. 8Eo'ls <l>lAof1TiTopot60, 8Eo'ls EuEpyhalS,61 
8 - ~' ' " - 62 8 -EOlS" 'VlAOJ.lTJTOp<H ~WTTJ pot, EWl <f>lAOflljTopt,63 8EOJl <f>lAOTiaTOpl Kal 
<!>lAa6EA<!>Wl,64 8EOlS <l>lAOTiaTopol Kat <l>tAa6EA<!>OlS,65 8Eih 'Em<!>avE1.66 It is 
noteworthy that the use of these appellations does not seem to be attested in 
EvTEU~E'ls earlier than the second century BC, before which the simple opening 
address BaolAEt was favoured. Di Bitonto suggests that because this change is so 
clear as between the third century BC and the subsequent two centuries, it probably 
reflects both the fact that between the third and the second centuries BC the 
systemisation of the royal cult took place and that after that time petitions addressed 
to the king actually went to him and not just to the strategos, so that petitioners felt it 
necessary to use the specific titles of the monarch. 67 
This evidence shows pretty clearly that the sovereign was invoked in the 
petition as a cult figure, or god, for the purpose of involvement in the individual 
problems of the petitioner. This accords with our observations above concerning the 
ruler cult and its importance for ordinary folk. So throughout the Ptolemaic period 
the appellations owTi)p Kat EUEPYETTJS articulated an aspect of the cult position of 
official designation but "une formule d'adulation" used by the author and Wilcken UPZ I 9 (161 BC) 1 10, 
referring back to UPZ I 93(164 BC), 110 "Natiirlich ist das bier nicht als Kultbeinamen aufzufassen, sondem 
als adulatorische Beinamen." This may be so but one can say that it is likely to have invoked the cult 
position of the king in the mind of the reader. We may compare the IFayum, 136 which contains the text of 
the petition of Dionysiodorus the Athenian, son of Athenodorus to Ptolemy XII Auletes seeking asylum 
rights for the sanctuary of Ammon at Euhemeria in the Arsinoite nome, I 20 6EolJ.o:t qoD 'foD VlKllcflOpou 
8EoiJ, which would have produced the same response. 
60 UPZ 1,19; 20; 6; 42; 9; 41; 11; 10; 14; P.Amh. II, 34; 33; UPZ I 15 recto; 16 verso. 
61 UPZ II, 170 AB; P.Tebt. I 43; 124. 
62 P.Fay. 1!. 
63 P.Fay. 12; SB III, 7259; 6152; 6153. 
64 SB III, 6155. 
65 SB III, 6236; 6154. 
66 SB III, 6156. 
67 Bitonto (1967), at 12 ("i suoi appellativi specifici"). 
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the sovereign and thus an aspect of the sovereign as 8Eos-, but also in petitions this 
symbolic aspect of his (and her) role was married to the symbolic dimensions of his 
role as representing the institutions of normative regulation, including the legal 
system. The sovereign's role represented the institutional order as a symbolic totality 
in many, if not most, respects. It is important also to note that by invoking the 
sovereign through cult appellatives, the general population was involving the 
sovereign as 8Eos-, as a saviour and benefactor placed somewhere between human and 
divine, in their ordinary problems, thus making the sovereign's power meaningful to 
them at a level of existence far removed from the diplomatic. 
Dunand makes the point that in Egypt for centuries before the Romans came, 
the royal position and function had been sanctified and had been given an essential 
role in the social order and the order of the world. This was a critical part of vital 
religion in 30 BC so it is not surprising that the Romans quickly became part of this 
political and cultural reality.68 Roman emperors from the time of Augustus, and 
members of the imperial family, can be found with the designation "saviour and 
benefactor" in Greek speaking areas of Asia Minor. 69 In an edict of Germanicus from 
19 AD preserved on papyrus he begs off acclamations of divine honours saying 
npEnoucrt yelp ~Ov41 TWt awTfipt OvTWS' Kal EUEpyETTJ Toil cnJvnavTOS' TWv 
d:v8pwnwv y€vous-, that is, his father Augustus.70 But in Egypt the religious 
significance of the saviour and benefactor motif continued. Dunand has argued 
cogently that the appellations of uwT~P Kat EUEpyhl)s- were granted to Augustus as 
part of the imperial cult as an expression of his more than human position.71 He was 
addressed as 8Eos-, and 8Eos- EK 8EoD in Egypt while still alive, after the manner of 
68 F. Dunand, "Culte Royal et culte imperial en :Egypte. Continuites et ruptures", in G. Grimm et al., Das 
ROmisch~Byzantinische A.gypten (Phillip von Zabem, Mainz, 1987), 47-56, at 55. 
69 DocsAug 72 (end I BC), an inscription from Myra in Lycia in which Augustus is called T0v EiJEpyET(TJV] 
Kat awTijpa TaU ativTTaVTOS' K00J.LOU. In the same inscription Marcus Agrippa is called n)v 
E:UEpyEnw Kat owTflpa ToO E8vous-. 
70 DocsAug 320 (19 AD)(= Sel Pap II 211). 
71 "Culte Royal et culte imperial en :Egypte", at 48, contra F. Blumenthal, "Der agyptische Kaiserku1t", AfP V 
(1913), 317, who seems to have been too concerned to argue too stridently against the earlier views of W. 
Otto, Priester und Tempel im Hellenistischen A.gypten (1905-8). 
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the later Ptolemies, and was depicted in the same costume, with the same functions 
and ritual postures as the Ptolemies, and the Egyptian clergy seem to have become 
involved in the propagation of the emperor as god, in a line of god kings.72 These 
early adaptations of the Roman princeps into the Egyptian milieu were carried on in 
later decades. It seems from a very fragmentary papyrus that upon his accession to 
the emperorship in 69 AD Vespasian was acclaimed by the people of Alexandria as 
the OuEaTT]aawvos- • ElS" <JWT~p Kat duE pyhl)s- ("the one saviour and 
benefactor").73 There is also a clear tradition of Vespasian as thaumatourgos in 
Egypt.74 Marcus Aurelius is found designated as EuEpy<'nJv Kat awTfjpa Tf\S" oi\T)S" 
otKOUf!EVT)S" on inscriptions from Egypt.75 The same phrase was applied to Severus.76 
It is undoubtedly true that there were many areas of discontinuity between the 
Ptolemaic cult and the imperial cult of the emperors in Egypt.77 But the evidence 
regarding the saviour and benefactor motif shows quite clearly that its signification of 
the sovereign's religious attributes continued in Egypt with the coming of the Romans 
and irrespective of whatever propaganda bonuses it produced. Dunand makes the 
point that whatever political consequences it might have had, it was "et en meme 
temps un facteur de stabilisation des rapport sociaux."78 In the Egyptian context, 
including the forensic context, at least the sovereign as awT~P Kat Et!Epyhl)S" 
remained an aspect of the sovereign as 9E6S". 
The designations of the Roman emperors as saviour and benefactor can be 
found in what remains of petitions directed to them from people in Egypt, but not 
necessarily in the request section, as they were usually in the Ptolemaic period in 
72 Ibid. 
73 AJP 16 (1956) 111. It is a pity that the document is so fragmentary, being a rare example of language used 
orally in connection with a particular emperor. Cf SB 8901 (I AD) an inscription from Philae dedicated to 
Vespasian. 
74 A. Henrichs, "Vespasian's Visit to Alexandria", ZPE 3 (1968), 51-80. 
75 SB 176, 2; SB 6674 (161-180 AD) CfTrajan, SEG 42, no. 1261 (102-1 17 AD), llistra. 
76 SB 8277 (8 Nov 212 AD). 
77 Over emphasised by Blumenthal, "Der 3.gyptische Kaiserkult", in the view of the present writer but 
satisfactorily acknowledged by Dunand, "Culte royal et culte imperial en :Egypte." 
78 "Culte Royal et culte imperial en :Egypte", 55. 
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petitions to the king or queen?9 SB XVI 12509 (117-138 AD) contains the last six 
lines of a petition of priests to Hadrian. The first two of the surviving lines are : 
[L:w]Tfipa Kat EuEpyETTJV EAEfj<Jat ~11iis Kat Tov ~llE[TEp]ov 8Eov L:o~Etv (" ... the 
Savour and Benefactor to have mercy upon us and our god Soxis"). From this we 
gain the impression that pity is a dispensation which the emperor can confer upon a 
deity. It may be that the preceding lost line had a request construction.80 In P.Oxy IV 
705 (200-2 AD). a petition from Aurelius Horion, strategos and archidicastes of 
Oxyrhynchus, the emperors are addressed in the opening section as follows: Tots 
Eu 11EVE<JTciTots AuToKpc:iT[o]pat L:E[oUT]plcv Kat 'AvTwv{vcv Tois navTwv 
av8pwnwv uwTijpatv [K]at EUEpyhaw (''To the most gracious emperors, Severus 
and Antoninus, the saviours and benefactors of the world"). Whatever else may be 
said about them, these usages have an association with the ruler cult of the Caesars 
and stand as an important continuation from the Ptolemaic concepts. 81 They continue 
in play for many centuries. By IV AD the emperors can be found as EUEPYETTJS" in 
connection with the language of supplication as in P.Ryl. IV 617 (317 AD): (10) 
ptl<)npaTOS" EYEv<Hi!lTJV avayKT]V OE EX<?[uu]a poT]8<;[{as TUXElV l Kat 
KaTacp[uy]Tjv £notT]<Ja 6ta TallTTJS" f!.[ou Tfjs O:~tlW[u]Ews €nt Ta tEpa Ui1WV TWV 
EVEp[yETEw]v ~11wlv PTillaTa ("I am subject to compulsory property sale and have 
necessity to meet with assistance ... and I took refuge through this my request at the 
sacred tribunals (?) of you our benefactors ... ") In P.Mich VI 425 (198 AD) the 
substantive awTT]p on its own is used to predicate the emperor unambiguously within 
a petition to the prefect, in the same way that 8Eos predicated the emperor in some 
inscriptions. 82 
In Book IV.7 of the Aethiopica of Heliodorus (I-III AD) there is an interesting 
parallel which suggests that a concatenation of the significations of awTT]p and 8Eos 
79 Blumenthal, "Der agyptische Kaiserkult". 
80 The editors of SB XVI at 181 suggest a reconstruction something like [Kat O:eto01J.e:v/Be:Op_e:8& cre: 
1:w]rfipa Kal EUe:pyETTJV. 
81 On which see Blumenthal, "Der agyptische Kaiserkult", passim. 
82 See Price, "Gods and emperors", 81-2, and chapter 8, at 397 below. 
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had taken place quite generally, as a designation for a relationship of assistance in a 
situation of last resort. Charicles the father of the heroine Chariclea approaches the 
wily old Egyptian Calasiris for help in finding the man whom Chariclea loves and 
who can calm her fevered condition. He addresses Calasiris thus: npos oE oE €yw 
8po1J-alos- T0v €11-0v Kal crwTi)pa Kal 8E6v, Ov 11-6vov EUEpyETi)crat BUvao8at 
KaKE{VTJ ytvwoKEl ('' ... so I have come in haste to you my saviour and my god, whom 
both I and she acknowledge to be alone able to help us")83 
Bearing in mind its heavy cultic connotations in many ways the application of 
the saviour and benefactor motif to the Roman emperor seems understandable 
because he was the successor to a cult position. But what is more difficult to explain 
is its application to Roman procurators. In the Roman period there were limitations 
on usages which reflected the hierarchy. Just as the Ptolemaic official was not 
(usually) 8E<5s or owTI]p, but j3oT]8os, the high Roman procurators were not 8Eos but 
were often owTI]p or EVEPYETTJS, or similar language.84 The precise saviour or 
benefactor phrase or the two together, often relying upon and taking its case from the 
prepositional phrase €nt o€, is known in connection with the prefect, the 
epistrategos, and later the praeses.85 An early example is BGU IV 1200 (2-1 BC), 
83 Compare the address, in Book IX.22, to Hydaspes the king of Ethiopia by the priests of Syene upon the 
former's conquest of their city as "saviour and god", where the acclamation by the priests recalls the 
acclamation of the Alexandrians to Vespasian in 69 AD (page 211 above) and the acclamation of the 
prytanis in P.Oxy. 41 (IV AD), see chapter l, 76 above. 
84 The position is complicated because in the later Ptolemaic period 9E0S" is found in connection with some 
officials: see chapter 8. 
85 Prefect: BGU IV 1138 (c 18 BC): (18) O:i;tW a~ I T0v n&vT(wv) crwTfi(pa) Kal d:vnAITillnTopa); 
BGU IV 1139 (c 5 BC): (16) t!.tO d:~toU11€v [crE] I TOv n&vTwV crwTfipa Kal d:vnATlllTTTopa; BGU 
IV 1140 (c 5 BC): (22) aetw 0~ I TOV navT(wv) OWT~(pa) ~~ 1NV>IBEtv); SB XVI I2713 (I9 Feb 
lO/llAD): d:~tWt crE T0v ncf[vhwv ~U[Ep]yE[T]lJJ:'; P.Oxy I 38 (49-50 AD): Enl crE TO~lJI!W T6v 
O"WTfipa TWV 6tKaiwv Tuxdv; P.Oxy XXII 2342 (102 AD): [Wv xdpt]v d:6tKOU'Il€VOS" Eni O"E T0v 
ndvTwv [d:v9pu5n]U)I! EUEpyETl)V ~q[T]acj>EU'yw; P.Oxy XLVI 3274 (99-117 AD): EJBTlAwcra qQJ. T()) 
EUEpyETlJ; PSI XIII 1323 (147/8 AD), Arsinoite nome: Tfi:; crfi:; Endp[xou 6]tKaiou lltcronovl)pla:; 
6E611EVOS' KaTEij>uyov En{ a£ ndv[Twv] ElkpyE'Tl)V.; BGU XV 2460 (II AD), Arsinoite nome: [ .. 
v]Uv otlv, TjyqH1v KUpt[E, KaTE$Uyo11EV ? ] [Enl crE] T0v ndvTwv crwTfipa [6e611EVOt ? ; 
P.Mich III 174 (145-147 AD), Arsinoite nome: (15) 08Ev Enl I aE T0v 1J&vTwv d:vnArJJ.LnTopa 
KaTEq,uyov Kal d:~tW ... P.Oxy VII l032 (162 AD): (11. 36-39) d:vayKaiw[:; otlv,] ~YE11Wv KUptE, 
KaTEcj>U'[yo]J.LEV [E:]nl.. crE T0v n&vTwv [crw]Tfipa Kal EUEpyEnw Kal d:~totillEV, E&v crou Tij 
nlxij 66~1J, ypd4Jat; P.Mich VI 422 Recto (197 AD), Karanis: (1.31) 09Ev E:nl crE T0v crwTfipa 
KaTEij>uyov, d:~tWv E&v aou Tfj TU'Xl) < ao~lJ d:Koticra{ J.LOU; P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD): 
(II. 19ff) Tfi:; crfi:; EnaypUn[vou TU'Xl)S' cruvapa11€Vl)S', d:pXQ[J.Lil€Vl) Te] E11o:uTTtv yvwpi<;Hv 
oU6Evl Eno:vE[A9Elv] T) crot n;;l E114l Kat ndvrwl! [Et'JEpyE'T]lJ Kat KT)6EJ.L6Vt EcrnEucro: 
6El)9fiva{ crou.. Epistrategos: P.Oxy XXXI 2563 (c170 AD): Ent crE KaTE'cj>uyov T0v n&vTwv 
awTfipa Ko:l EUEpyE'TT)V d:Koticro:( 11ou npOs- mh6v; SB XVI 12678 (27 July 179 AD): d:vayKaiws-
Enl crE T0v awTfipa KO:TEij>uyov Kal d:~uJJ. Praeses: SB III 7205 (End III AD): T0v n&vTwv 
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which appears to be a draft petition by priests of Apollo to the prefect Publius 
Octaeus about illegal behaviour of the prostates and sitologos of the village of Line: 
(24) [6t] i;nl. a< Ka[TanE<j>Eu-J 
a~toi:iiJ.EV OE T0v n&vT[wv] EUtpyEnw 
ya[lEV [TilV TTUVTWV] <JWTf\pa Kat [avnAl][lTTTOpa, onws .. ] 
This pattern is reminiscent of petitions from III BC but simpler. The interlineations 
show that the appropriate tum of phrase was given due consideration by the drafter 
and the precise choice of words was probably the result of some careful reflection. 
Bearing in mind that Augustus at this time was venerated as a living god in Egypt, it 
seems very unusual that the prefect, who after all was only a procurator of equestrian 
rank, should be addressed in the same terms of obvious cult significance. A ready 
explanation may be that the populace deemed the prefect appropriate for this form of 
address because he was both the emperor's personal representative in Egypt but also 
the successor to some aspects of the Ptolemaic rule. 86 Nonetheless we may be 
justified in thinking that these terms of wide symbolic signification were being set in 
new relationships with the structures of domination within the institutional order of 
Egypt. 
This is borne out by the development of the saviour and benefactor motif in 
subsequent centuries. In the later empire a more usual pattern is found from II AD in 
documents such as P.Oxy XXII 2342 (102 AD) [wv xapt]v a6tKOU[lEVOS ETTl <JE 
Tov navTwv [avepwnl!J!v EuEpyhTJv ~Q:[T]a<j>Euyw. In this passage we see elements 
familiar from the Ptolemaic period combined differently, with the verb of being 
wronged closely connected with the verb of refuge and the benefactor phrase in 
section 3 of the petition87 We may recall that in enteuxeis of III BC these elements 
were separated, with the verb a6tKEw put in the indicative at the start of the 
awTfjpa. Unknown: P.Mich X 582 (49/50 AD): BtO &t;uJh crE T0v n&vTU)l! ounfipa; BGU XV 2464 
(lli AD): c ? ] 8E0v E'lhuxr}cras- T~v [ c ? KaT]q<flnlyw T0v n&:vTwv [awTfipa . See also the 
commentary to P.Mich X 582 (49/50 AD) fn 18 and 19. Thomas, Epistrategos, II, 115 notes only P.Oxy 
XXXI 2563. 
86 See chapter 3, 98 fn 16 above. 
87 Cf P.Meyer 8 (16 Aug 151 AD): (16) dvayKalws- T~v €nt erE T0v EiJEpyETl)V KaTa$lJyr)v 
TTOtOU'lJ.EVO[t cli;totiiJ.EV. 
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background. The participial form here in the request section is more reminiscent of a 
II BC petition such as UPZ I 8 (c. 163 BC), document 4 in chapter 3. It is from II AD 
that the epistrategos becomes the beneficiary of this language.88 P.Oxy XXXI 2563 
(c170 AD) is a clear example of the precise language being used to address the 
epistrategos: ETit UE KaTE<jluyov TOV naVTWV awTf\pa Kat EllEpyETT)V aKoDaa( 
IJ.OU npos atm5v. This was obviously modelled on the petition to the prefect, but it 
shows how this symbolic language has grown out of its original symbolic locale in 
the dynastic cult of the Ptolernies and has been adapted for interactions with a new 
administration. In late III AD it appears in introductory sentences, such as SB III 
7205 (End III AD), a petition to the praeses, I. 3: Tij aij 8tKatoKptaE(q:, 8Eanom I 
1\y[E]IJ.WV, '8appw[v]', TatlT[T)]v TlJV BET)[at]v npos [a]E, TOV naVTWV UWTf\pa, 
now(i IJ.at ("Heartened by your just decision making, lord praeses, I make this request 
of you, the saviour of all") 
EuEpyETT)S" can appear on its own in the Roman period.89 It usually appears in 
an accusative construction such as P.Oxy XXII 2342 (102 AD) to the prefect: (36-7) 
[wv xapt]v d:8tKOUIJ.EVOS" ETil UE TOV naVTWV [d:v8pwn]wv EUEPYETT)V 
K'!'[T]a<jJEuyw or PSI XIII 1323 (147/8 AD) to the prefect: (3) Tfls afls €nap[xou 
8]tKa(ou IJ.lUOTIOVT)p(as 8EOIJ.EVOS KaTE<jluyov ETil UE nav[Twv] EUEPYETT)V. 
P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD) is a late example which uses a dative 
construction: (19) Tf\S afls €naypun[vou TUXT)S" auvapaiJ.EVT)S", apxo[IJ.EVT) TE] 
EIJ.aUTlJV yvwpt,ElV oUBEVt EnavE[A8EtV] i) UOl T<i\ EIJ-0 Kat naVTU)v [EUEpyhhl 
Kat Kl)8E IJ.OVt i!anEuaa 8El)8f\va( aou .. and shows the extension of the basic 
symbolic domain of El!Epyhl)s by its association with KT)8EIJ.WV. This variation 
should clearly be located firmly within the same symbolic domain as the motif with 
saviour and benefactor together. 
88 P. Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte ecrite en Egypte romaine (Diss. Uni de Strasbourg, 1979), 180. 
89 Ibid., !76 fn 73. 
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We may pause here to note that the history of the saviour and benefactor motif 
provides a clear example of the development of a specific symbolic theme. But once 
a structural change was made and the position of king was removed it became more 
autonomous, floating, as it were, in the symbolic universe until it settled on the 
emperor, which may be expected, and several officials high in the Roman hierarchy, 
particularly the prefect and the epistrategos. These usages show how a ritualistic 
expression which developed for a ruler cult position gradually came to be applied to a 
range of non cult but powerful figures in Egypt. This is particularly noteworthy when 
the expression was retained and incorporated into a fresh cult association in the 
Roman period, namely, that of the emperor. Nonetheless, in the documents in which 
the lower sections of society addressed the Roman procurators the symbolic 
designations of saviour and benefactor remained consistently very important. This 
observation indicates that the general population understood the fact of institutional 
change and the responses to it are good evidence of an interpretative activity which 
adapted the saviour and benefactor concepts to a form of power which was new in the 
sense that it was Roman. We may say the symbolic order of Egypt retained therefore 
its more important structures of signification and modes of discourse despite changes 
to the structures of domination. 
The foregoing strongly suggests that <rwTl]p and EUEPYETTJS" both came to lie in 
very similar semantic and symbolic domains. So it is interesting to compare the 
continuation of another substantive, O:vnA 1] 11 nTwp, which was used in the Ptolemaic 
period as another expression of the assistance dimension of the saviour, benefactor 
and helper motif. From UPZ I 14 (3 Oct 158 BC) we know that it was frequently 
applied to the king and queen: (16) Ka8on ou8af108Ev EXW TU EntTl]6T]at TIATJV 
Toii TIJV <¢' Uf.lQS' KaTa<j>uyiJv TOUS" 8Eous- f.lEYl<YTOUS' Kat O:vnAl]f.lnTopas-
notl]<YUf.lEVOV TUXEtv. This petition expresses a sentiment which characterises the 
monarch as helper but helper of the last resort, which of course heightens the 
atmosphere of desperation and extremity. Interestingly, it seems to derive from a 
sentiment directed to Zenon in III BC: P.Cair.Zen. III 59447: npos- hEp[ov yap 
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o]u8€va Ka·ra<j>uyEi:v E<YT{ f!Ot KaAWS" €xov; P.Lond. VII 2045: vDv ouv tKETat 
KaTanE<j>Euyaf!EV npos- crE. ouK EXOf!EV f3olJ8ov iiAAOV oU8€va aAAa u€{s-}; 
P.Cair.Zen. V 59852: npos- ETEpov yap oUe.!va KaTa<j>uyEi:v EaT{ f!Ot KaAWS" 
<xov, E~ apxfis- <JOl f!OU uuv[an.]uuuTa8EVTOS". From II BC there is another 
example addressed to the sovereign: UPZ I 4 Verso (164 BC)(=P.Par.24 Verso): 
a[!;tw] u fi[as- OUK €]xwv iiAA[l]V] f3[01\]8Eav an. i) I T[i]v] E<j>, >i fia[s- KaTa<j>u]yl]v 
wv ... , it is also used of the hypodioiketes Sarapion in association with the god Sarapis 
in UPZ I 52 (161 BC): (8) OUecva EXWf!EV f3ot1]8ov I aAA' i) u€ Kat Tov 
~dpamv.90 The use of avnAl)f!TITwp in UPZ I 14 shows clearly that it and the 
sentiment of last resort became part of tbe conceptualisations associated with the cult 
position of the Ptolemies. It is important to note that the symbolic dimensions of the 
ordinary persons relationship with Zenon should come to be part of the symbolic 
attributes of the sovereign. In we may note that it perhaps once more testifies to the 
personal nature of Zenon's power. 'AvnAT\f!nTwp continues into the Roman period 
with early appearances in connection with the prefect such as CPR VII 1 (7-4 BC): 
(19) [ca 4 6to a~to]Uf!EV <JE TOV [ndvTWV UWTfjpa Kat avnAhJf!TIT<;>pa 
(" ... wherefore we ask you the saviour and helper of a!L"). 91 But it later also appears 
in petitions to lower officials such as the strategos as in P.Oxy L 3555 (I-II AD): 
d:vayKaiws oUv Ka'TaTTE<f>Euyula Enl aE T0v d:vTtATiJ.LTTTopa. 
In the Ptolemaic period according to Schubart the other major substantive to 
express "helper", f3olJ8os-, had no particular connection with the Ptolemaic cult and 
consequently was more a designation of officials rather than the sovereign.92 Since 
the king more often than not operated through his many administrative and judicial 
officials they too had to meet the same standards and exhibit the same moral 
90 The sentence is repeated in UPZ I 53 (161 BC). 
91 See also P.Mich III 174 (145-147 AD). 
92 "Das He11enistische KOnigsideal.", 15. However, ~o..,eOs- can be found in association EUEpyETTJS" in 
petitions to the monarch eg Mitt., Chr. 10, 8-9: TO'Ihou yO:p yEvo~E[vo]u, ~acnAEil, En{ O"E 
n[pocrcpuyWv] ,-Qv KotvOv EllEpyETT}V Kat ~OT]96v, which suggests that it was also gathered into the 
symbolic domain of the saviour and benefactor motif. 
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attributes expected of the king.93 Schubart concluded that, unlike the king, officials 
were not often revered as Z:wni p, no doubt because in the collective mind of the 
populace Z:wn]p and EuEpyE'TTJS" were higher and more divine.94 But they were often 
turned to as f:loTJ8os-, more often than the king in fact, or for their <jni-av8pwn{a.95 It is 
interesting to note that a reflection of this distinction may have been carried over into 
the Roman period, to the extent that j3ol]8os- seems to be reserved for the epistrategos 
and the strategos, but not the prefect.96 
The role of the powerful Roman official as "lord" (Ku pto<;) was very frequent 
in the Roman period and shows an important development in the symbolic order. 
According to the study of Bureth Ku pto<; appears throughout the Roman period, in the 
several different constructions. The nominative is used throughout the period to 
designate the prefect, in phrases such as P.Amh. II 79 (186 AD): au 6 Kupws-
napayy€i-i-ns-. It is used to refer to the prefect, the epistrategos, the archidicastes and 
perhaps the strategos in accusative constructions such as P.Oxy XLIX 3466 (81-96 
AD) to the archidicastes: KaTa To ava[yKatov KaTa]<j>Eu[ywl £n[t a€ Tov Kuptov 
Kat a~uii.. The conjunction of Kupws- with EUEPYETTJS" in phrases such asP. Brem 
38 (118 AD) (23-25) a~uii <JE TOV KUptov Kat EUEPYETTJV show how it was joined 
into the familiar symbolic domain of the saviour and benefactor motif.97 Several 
papyri have the rather remarkable designation of the strategos or idiologos as Kupwv 
auToKp<hopa.98 KuptoS" also appears in genitive constructions such as BGU III 970 
(c 174 AD) to the prefect: (9) Kat fll]OEfilav f:l01][8n]a[v] I EXOU<Ja El f!~ uno <JOU 
Toil Kup{ou T~v £nt a€ KaTa<j>uy~v £notl]<Jaf!TJV. In the genitive construction it is 
found in petitions to the prefect, the idiologos, the epistrategos and the strategos.99 
93 See Schubart, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal", 6-7, 8, 12, 18. 
94 At 15. This limitation had disappeared by Roman times as we see below. 
95 There was a practical reality expressed in deeds behind the language. In P.Tebt.III:l 788 (Mid II BC) there 
is reference to royal instructions given to a strategos to make a tour of the Oxyrhynchite nome to give 
assistance to the oppressed. 
96 See further Bureth, Recherches sur Ia plainte &rite en Egypte romaine, 205 fn 88. 
97 Ibid., 2!0 fn !25. 
98 I.L. Forslev, "Two Papyri from the Oslo Collection", Symb. Osl. LVIII (1983), 123-8. 
99 Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte &rite en Egypte romaine, 182. 
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The conceptual reach of Ku ptoS' was sometimes extended by connection with the 
substantive "helper". P.Oxy III 488 (II -III AD) to the epistrategos uses the dative 
with the variant npoo<j>Euyw: (23-4) npoo<j>Euyw oot n;Jt Kup(<\> Kat ndv-rwv 
~oTJ8<il. which is another example of how Ku ptoq was assimilated into the symbolic 
reach of the saviour, benefactor and helper motif. 100 Bureth examined how often it 
appears in a vocative form, KuptE, and this was used by writers for rhetorical effect 
which articulated aspects of the relationship between the petitioner and the official, 
allowing them to be placed side by side in the one expression, with the vocative 
highlighting the weakness of the petitioner: 'H~wv, KuptE, anot-u6v-rwv or ·rndpxn 
~ot, KuptE. 101 In P. Brem 38 (118 AD) the phrase to an unknown official is oE -rov 
Kuptov Kat EuEpyhT]v. Bureth concludes that the use of Kupwq is so frequent in the 
documents that it was little more than a simple conventional form of politeness. 102 
That may be ttue a lot of the time but on the other hand the syntactic structures where 
it is found, such as those cited above, place it at times in an alignment with the more 
symbolic and "sacral" usages of the saviour and benefactor motif. 
That concludes our consideration of the use of substantives to articulate 
saviour elements of the symbolic universe. It is clear the saviour and benefactor 
motif, with variants, remained strong right through the Roman period. Especially in 
100 See J.D. Thomas, The Epistrategos II, 115; with references. Compare P.Amh.II 79 (186 AD); BGU I 19 
Verso (11 Feb. 135): l}~(ou npocr¢'uyEtv T'Q x&ptn TOO 8toU Ent¢'aVEO"Tchou alJToKpchopos, 
and P.Oxy XLV! 3274 (99-117 AD): (]6~/.waa crot T<ji EU<pycT~; P.Wisconsin I 33 (147 AD): (12) 
6ul T<;rQTo npoo¢'El5yw oot, Tcl;i Kup(U:>; BGU I 180 (11-Ill AD): .6.t0nEp npoo¢'EtlyEtv oot 
i}vayKo:o8r)V. In this connection we should note the restorations in P.Oxy X 1252 Recto (288-95 AD) (37) 
KO:T<l TO avayKo:tov [npoact»eUyw I En\ T~V o~v lAElKpivElaV aeuJlv 8ul TOO OTpO:Tl)YOO 
and P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD) has oti EnEBwKa Atf3EAAou npo]q(l[eUyoJvqq ~1J\. Tijv O:pET~V ToO 
KtJp{otJ IJ.OtJ o:fltAayp{ou. In the view of the present writer, the restorations of npom~El.J'yw instead of 
Ka,-acpEtJ'yw are open to some doubt. The restoration in Mitt., Chr. 10, 8-9: ,-o,.hotJ y<lp j'EVOJ.L€[vo]u, 
~aatAEO, En{ O"E n[poacpuyWv] ,-Ov KotvOv EUEpy€n)V Ka\. ~OT]86v, suggests the possibility that 
npocrcpEUyw may have taken the En{ plus object construction, in the Ptolemaic period, although there must 
be some doubt. But there is reason to think that this was not the pattern in the Roman period. In the two 
examples there in only one surviving letter of npocr-, being the -q- in P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD), which is 
itself doubtful and although the papyrus has not been sighted by the present writer, the possibility that the 
letter is an a should not be overlooked. Further, since both documents are from IV AD we can compare 
P.Oxy VIII 1101 (367-70 AD), which is an edict of the prefect Flavius Eutolmius Tatianus concerning 
recourse to the military praepositi in civil matters. In the text of the edict both npocr<PEUyw and 
KaTa<!>EUyw are used, but only KaTacf>EUyw takes the construction with En{ while npoa<PEUyw takes the 
dative. This suggests that the restoration should usually be KaTacf>El.J'yw with EnC 
101 Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte &rite en Egypte romaine, 182, 2ll fn 128 .. The examples are taken from 
SB 9238, 6 and P.FamTeb 37, 5 respectively. 
102 Ibid. 
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the first two centuries of Roman rule there was a clear attempt to utilise the highly 
symbolic and religious terminology of saviour and benefactor to respond to the power 
of the Romans, in the context of petitions. But the phraseology of the saviour and 
benefactor motif, such as awTl]p Kat ElJEPYETT)S' definitely becomes more scarce by 
III AD and a marked preference becomes evident for approaches to or refuge in 
abstract virtues of powerful figures, like av6pE{a or fi.WOTTOVT)pta, rather than in their 
roles articulated through the substantives EUE pyETT)S' or awTl] p. This is discussed 
further shortly. 
The second construction by which the saviour, benefactor and helper concepts 
were expressed was in a verbal form of EU E pyETE w, <jnAav8pwTTEW, j3ol)8Ew or 
avnAaf!.f3avw, as in a participial periphrasis, such as, w (i'aof!.at, E<YOI!E8a or WllEV) 
EUE PYETT) fi.E VOS', TTE<jHAav8pWTTT) llE VOS', aVTElA T) fl. fi.EVOS', j3Ej30T)8T) fi.EVOS', with 
appropriate changes for gender and number. 103 These constructions continue well 
into the Roman period and were placed almost invariably at the end of section 3, just 
before the closing salutation, as in Document 10 of chapter 3 (P.Oxy XIX 2234 31 
AD). 104 Sometimes they are combined as in BGU I 46 (May 193 AD), a petition to 
the strategos Artemidoros: (19) tv' w I tmo aou ToD Kup{ou EUEPYETT)- I fi.EVOS' 
Kat j3Ej3ol)8T)f!.Evos-. In late III AD it is possible to find more sophisticated variations 
of this construction such as P.Sakaon 37 (Jan/Feb 284)(=P.Thead 18) directed to the 
prefect: (18) ou[T]W yap 6UVT)UOfi.E8a u[TT]O q[o]i) j3Ej30l)8T)fi.EVOl 6ta TTUVTOS' [aot 
103 QnAav8pwnEw is found in P.Oxy XLI 2981 (II AD) a private letter in the sense "reward" 
104 For the Ptolemaic period see Di Bitonto 1967, 53; 1968, 103-4, and eg tv• ~ TT€,tAav8pwTTT)JlEvos-: 
P!olemy: SB III 7259 (95-4 BC); 6236 (70 BC); Strategos: BGU VII 1572 (139 AD) Philadelphia. tv' ~ 
f3€{30T)8T) JlEVoS": See Di Bitonto 1968, 104. For the Roman period some examples are: Prefect: P.Oxy XII 
1467 (263 AD).Epistrategos: P.Meyer 8 (16 Aug 151 AD); P.Oxy. IV 718 (180-192 AD); P.Oxy III 488 
(II·III AD); P.Mich IX 530 (III-IV AD)(?);Deputy epistrategos: P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD) Centurion or 
Decurion: P.Tebt II 332 (176 AD); BGU II 454 (193 AD). {v' ~ <~<py<T1JJ1EVOS': P!olemy: BGU VI 
1245 (III-II BC); SB III 6152 (93 BC); 6153 (93 BC); 6155 (69-8 BC); 6156 (57 BC). This verb formation 
does not appear in petitions to lower officials in the Ptolemaic period. It becomes more frequent in the 
Roman period: Prefect: BGU IV 1200 (2-1 BC); SB XVI 12713 (19 Feb 10/1 lAD); P.Mich IX 525 (119-
!24 AD); P.Fay. !06 (c. 140 AD) Fayum; P.L. Bat. XXV 34 (140 AD); P.Ross.Georg II 20 (146 AD) 
Arsinoite nome; P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD); P.Oxy VIII 1117 (c 178 AD); P.Oxy XXXVI 2760 Recto (179/8 
AD); P.Oxy VI 899 (200 AD); P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD); P.Tebt II 326 (c. 266 AD); P.Oxy XVII 2133 
(Late III AD). Centurion: P.Oxy XIX 2234 (31 AD). Epistrategos: P.Oxy III 486 (131 AD); BGU II 462 
(138-I61AD); P.Oxy III 487 (156 AD). BGU XI 2064 (173 AD); SB 5343 (182 AD); BGU I 168 (II-III 
AD) Strategos: P.Mich IX 524 (98 AD) Unknown: P.Mich X 582 (49/50 AD), Philadelphia; P.Strassb III 
31! (24/81!23 AD). provenance unknown; P.Mich IX 534 (156 AD). Karanis; P.Oxy XXIV 2411 (c 173 
AD). {v' ~ d:vT<tX1JJ11lEVOS: Strategos: BGU IV 1187 (I BC) Unknown: P.Oxy XII !465 (I BC). 
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xapnas Tas IJ.EytoTas 61J.oAoyl]]oEtv ("thus being helped by you we shall be able 
for ever to acknowledge our highest gratitude to you."). The same idea can be found 
expressed in other verbal forms such as in P.Tebt. III: I 777 (Early II BC) in which the 
petitioner says of an unknown official: (8) a~uii oE, ... , Ka86n 6taTEAEtS 
ouvavnAa~J.j3avo1J.EVDS, llll unEpt6El:v IJ.E KaTE<j>8ap1J.Evov ("I ask you, .. , wherefore 
you continue to render assistance, not to suffer me being ruined .. ") 
The third construction involved the use of abstract terms. The studies of Di 
Bitonto show how often Ptolemaic petitions to the king concluded with the expression 
of an expectation on the part of the petitioner that he or she will be the beneficiary of 
some moral attributes of the monarch. Often this is expressed by the verb Tuyxavw in 
an aorist subjunctive or future mood or participial form: n!xw, TEu~oiJ.at or €oo1J.at 
TETuxws. The result for the petitioner, usually expressed in the genitive, could be 
<j>tAav8pwn{a, 6{Katov, j3ol]8Eta, EAEDS, avTtA lltJ!ts, EntOKEtjJts or combinations of 
these such as TEu~oiJ.at Tou 6tKaiou Kat EAEoD. 105 We may note that the principle 
verb form here is always in the first person which ties the action of the monarch very 
personally to the needs of the individual petitioner. There were often similar 
expressions of expectation in petitions to lower officials, including justice: TEu~oiJ.at 
ToD OtKalou, lv' W 'TETEUXWS' Tf}S' ofis BtKatooUvT)s; <t>tAav8pwnla, <JWTT)p{a, 
j3ol]8Eta, and avTtAlltJ!tS. 106 This was the general construction in which the saviour 
and benefactor theme was expressed and provided the basic vehicle for expression in 
later periods, although in the late Ptolemaic period it is possible to find variations in 
which <j>tAav8pwn{a is directly connected with the request verb, such as Ti\s ofis 
8 ' '<'107 <j>tAav pwmas a,tw. 
Elements of this vocabulary, especially 6tKatoouvll and EAEOS, although 
closely connected to the general symbolic domain of the saviour and benefactor, 
105 Di Bitonto (1967), 53. 
106 Di Bitonto (1968), I 03ff. a VTiA ~<)it<; is found in P.Tebt. Ill: I 784 (Early II BC) embellished by the 
adjective O~da, translated as "energetic". 
107 P.Ryl. IV 578 (58 BC). 
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spread to wider aspects of the legitimation, and will be discussed shortly. However, it 
is hard to leave the saviour and benefactor motif without discussing the concepts of 
<jnl.av8pwn{a and EuEpyEota. The acts of benefaction of the Ptolemies were 
invariably called <jnl.av8pwna and here we can also see the conceptual correlation 
between kindness and benefaction. 108 In the Roman period <jnl.av8pwn{a is an 
attribute of the emperor. This can be seen in letters from emperors; 109 in letters and 
appeals to emperors; 110 in private letters and legal relations, 111 and in descriptions of 
the emperors role in bringing stability and beneficence. 112 By the time of P.Oxy XIX 
2235 (c 346 AD) <jnl.av8pwn{a of the emperor has become joined with notions of 
piety: Tel Ti\S' <jnl.av8pwn{as [ ] Ti\S' aiwv{[wv] 'ou' j3aotl.{as 'TWV BmnoTwv 
Til> otKou"EvT]s T<iiv EuoEj3E<JTaTwv j3aotl.€wv Petitions to officials in Egypt 
indicate the continuity of use of both forms into III to IV AD. 113 The formulaic 
conclusions to the request section of petitions continues to be the position in the text 
where they most frequently appear, often in close connection with the request verb. A 
few examples will suffice here, SB 9168 (298 AD): [o]Eo"E8a Kat napaKal.oD"Ev 
TTJV oi]v <jnl.av8pwniav 15nws KEAEUOlJS', in a petition from Karanis addressed to the 
strategos. 114 On the other hand in BGU I 522 (II AD) the <jnl.av8pwn{a of the 
centurion is mentioned in an introductory sentence. In 300 AD release from a liturgy 
is an indulgence referred to as <jnl.av8pwn{a. 115 In C.P. Herm. 52, the senate of 
Hermopolis appeals to the prefect against a strategos who has exceeded his powers 
has confidence: Ka'fel TTJV £ "<j>uTov auToD npos To[ us un]T]Koous <jnl.av8pwn{av 
Kat npos Tel 8E'i:[a] Euo£j3E[tav] £mvEuonv Tij oET\on. In the later Roman period 
108 M.-T. Lenger, "La notion de «bienfaib> (philanthrOpon) royal". 
109 Claudius: P.Lond Ill 1178, I 23f and 27; Hadrian: BGU I 140; in edicts: P.Fay. 20, I !Sf (Severus 
Alexander); C.P. Herm. 119 (Gallienus); P.Oxy. VI 889 (Diocletian and Maximian); BGU II 372. 
110 P.Oxy IV 705 (200-2 AD) to Severns and Caracalla which contains two petitions; in the second at 11. 54-79 
of Col. iii, the text of the petition is well preserved. At Col. iii, II. 69-70, Aurelius calls the emperors cL 
(lnAav8pwn0TaTot AVToKp<:hoptS'. 
Ill H. I. Bell, "Philanthropia in the Papyri of the Roman Period", in Hommages ii Joseph Bidez et a Franz 
Cumont (Bruxelles, 1949), 31-39, at 33. 
112 P.Oxy XX 2267 (360 AD). 
113 EUaE~E{a is mentioned in Ptolemaic petitions such as UPZ I 39 (c. 161 BC), but see 270 below. 
114 See also the following: Praepositus pagi: P.Sakaon 46 (29 Mar 342 AD)(=P.Thead 22); P.Sakaon 47 (29 
Mar 342 AD)(=P.Thead 23, P.Abinn 44). Strategos: PSI Xlll 1327 (189/90 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 64 (298 
AD) Karanis. 
I 15 P.Oxy VI 889. 
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the adjective <j>ti-av8pwnos is employed as an honorific title as in P.Herm.Rees 19 
(392 AD): <j>ti-av8pwnE Twv BtKaoTwv. 116 The same comments apply broadly to 
EUEpyEota. Again a few examples will suffice: onws Tl.Hxw~Ev Tfjs uno ooiJ] 
EUEpyEO(as-; 117 onw;; TOUTT]S Tfjs EUEpyEota;; anoi-auow. 118 BGU XI 2065 (I 
AD) has an early use of the adjective "ingrained" (i'~<j>uTo;;) to describe the 
EUEpyEota of the prefect Mettius Rufus: TYJV ii~<j>uTov auToiJ EUEpyEo(av. In BGU 
II 613 (138-161AD) it is the EU~EvEla of the prefect Volusius Maecianius which is 
ingrained: TYJV ii~<j>uTov oou EU~EvEtav. Petitions from III to IV AD also show 
how a wider trend to abstractions recombines many earlier themes and motifs. A 
good example is P.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Ryl 114, Sel.Pap. II 293) in which the 
prefect Hadrianus Sallustius is referred as follows: (29) onws Ta l.B(a EK Tfj;; afjs 
[Toil Kup(ou Kat] naVTWV EUEpyhou <j>ti-av8pwnou unoypa<j>fjs [anoi-aflw ("so 
that by the kind decision of you, the lord and benefactor of all I may recover my 
property"). It is the decision (unoypa<j>l]) which is modified by the adjective 
<j>ti-av8pwnos although the prefect is called directly lord and benefactor. 119 
Assistance or help lay at the heart of what the petitioner sought from the 
official and are an obvious extension of the role of saviour or benefactor. Many 
petitions in the Ptolemaic period concluded with a reference to the abstract terms 
flol]8E(a and avT(i-T]<j;t;; to be bestowed by king or officiai. 120 Writers of Roman 
petitions continued to utilise expressions which incorporated this vocabulary. 121 
BGU XI 2065 (I AD) is an early example and finishes with the familiar expression of 
assistance clearly deriving from Ptolemaic precedents: Bto €nl. oE Kam<j>uywv 
[a~tw Tfj;; ofj;;] avni-l]<J;Ew;; TUX[E'ivJ. 122 By III-IV AD these concepts were often 
116 SeealsoP.OxyVIII 1102(367-70AD), 7. 
117 P.Amh. II 77 (139 AD); P.Monac. Ill 74 (3118/158 AD), Arsinoite nome. See also P.Sakaon 42 (c. 
323)(=P.Thead 20). 
118 P.Henn.Rees 19 (392 AD) Hermopo1is. Other examples are: P.Oxy. I 67 338 AD; P.Herm.Rees 19 (392 
AD), Hermopolis. 
119 Cf P.Sakaon 38 (17 Aug 312 AD)(=P.Flor 36, Mitt. Chrest II 64) in which the prefect's decision is "sacred": 
(27)6t0: lEpO:s crou {moypo:c.)lfJc;. 
120 Di Bitonto 1967, 53; 1968, 103-4. 
121 Eg BGU IV 1189 (I BC·l AD); BGU I 226 (99 AD). 
122 See also BGU IV 1187 (I BC). For II AD see eg P.Oxy X 1272 (144 AD); SB 5343 (182 AD). 
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placed at the start of the background in the introductory sentences which became 
commonplace. In P.Oxy I 71.2.3 (303 AD) a woman called Aurelia petitions the 
prefect of Egypt with an introductory sentence: II. 3ff nuat IJ.Ev j3oT]8EtS", -i]yEIJ.WV 
BE<JTTOTa, Kat TTU<Jl Ta l[B]ta aTTOVEIJ.lS" [IJ.aAl<JTO BE yuvat~Elv Bta TO Tfis-
¢nfcrEWS" d:cr8EvEs· 08Ev Kal aliTl} np6o~q.J.[l ·n~ crQ ~EyaAE{<v EUEATnS oUcra 
TfjS" a no a oil j30T]8ElOS" TUXEtV ("You extend help tO all, my lord prefect, and you 
render to all their due, but especially to women on account of their natural weakness. 
Therefore, I myself make this petition to your highness in the full confidence that I 
shall obtain assistance from you"). 123 Very similar language can be found in judicial 
proceedings of the same period, spoken therefore orally to the presiding official as in 
P.Oxy LI 3627 (IV AD(?)) where the advocate for the plaintiff completes his 
argument for the return of a house with the words (1. 6): B[ta] Ti]v al)v, -iJ'YEklwlvl 
KuptE, KTJBEIJ.ov{av, h[<;]t 'YE IJ.lJV Bta Tfis- m)Tfi[s-J j3[oTJ]8{as- (" ... on account of 
your solicitude, my lord governor, that through the same assistance ... "). The presence 
of the vocative too is very reminiscent of petitions, of all periods. 
The use of the saviour benefactor helper motif does not appear to have any 
direct connection with the subject matter of the petition, in the sense that it is used by 
petitioners who have a complaint of a particular type. But at times the language of 
saviour and benefactor is used and at other times it is not, in connection with the same 
type of dispute, and even to the same official. Further in a petition such as P.Oxy IV 
705 (200-2 AD) the petitioner uses the motif but is not seeking assistance for a 
problem so much as the imprimatur of the powerful for a proposal. In the latter 
petition Aurelius Horion held many high offices in Alexandria and was a rich 
landowner in the Oxyrhynchite nome. 124 His petition seeks the approval of the 
emperors for the establishment of a benefaction whereby each village in the nome 
was to be presented with a sum of money to be invested in hay, with the yearly 
123 Compare P.Panop. Ill 29 (24n/332 AD). 1n P.Oxy XLVI 3311 Recto (373-4 AD) which shows the 
substantive appearing in the concluding section of the petition; P.Cair.Isidor. 67 (299 AD). 
124 So say the editors at P.Oxy IV page 162. 
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revenue being devoted to inhabitants on whom liturgies fell. So Horion is not seeking 
help with a personal problem, but the endorsement of the emperors for his plan. This 
suggests that the resort to the saviour and benefactor motif may have been partly a 
gesture to convention but also was a way of acknowledging the power of the 
addressee. It not hard to see that the language of benefaction and euergetism, of royal 
and official virtue belong to a body of theoretical tradition that integrates "different 
provinces of meaning" and encompasses "the institutional order in a symbolic 
totality." These are readily explained as linguistic articulations of symbolic sub-
systems within the general symbolic system of ancient culture. 
Before leaving the saviour and benefactor motif it is necessary to make the 
point that the theme of benefaction and preservation by powerful figures in petitions 
should be considered, partly, in connection with the notion of benefactions and 
"euergetism" in wider social context of the Hellenistic and Roman worlds. It was not 
a theme which existed solely in connection with the relationship between individuals 
or small groups and institutional power in judicial or administrative contexts. In 
Hellenistic times, To cjn:\av8pwnov or Ta cjnt-av8pwna of the sovereign denote the 
concrete and actual results of the exercise of the more abstract moral attributes 
cjnt-av8pwnia or EuEp")'E<Jta. They referred often to the provision of particular royal 
privileges, advantages or concessions, which touch every almost every aspect of 
private and public rights, such as the granting of an amnesty, relief from fiscal 
charges, rights of asylum, guarantees against arbitrary actions and rights of protection 
of person and property .125 A similar vocabulary continued in connection with actions 
of the Roman emperor.126 Euergetism was a system of generosity by private wealthy 
citizens on behalf of their community. It is a difficult subject and it is not proposed 
explore euergetism in detail here except to acknowledge that it had economic and 
political benefits for the wealthy but to point out that the largesse of important local 
125 Schubart, 'K6nigsideal', 10; ,M.-T. Lenger, "La notion de «bienfait»", at 495. 
126 Bell, "Philanthropia". 
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figures was an example of the powerful helping the weak, with the consequence that 
their personal honour and social superiority were increased. 127 This is significant 
from the point of view of typologies of power because it demonstrates how in the 
Greco-Roman world there was a high degree of correspondence between personal 
wealth and personal power, and euergetism provided a socially crucial economic 
expression of personal power. In the Roman period, it is often thought that the 
institution of public benefactions (EuEpyEoia) by the senatorial, equestrian and 
municipal aristocracies constituted a means by which the economic surpluses 
accumulated by such "notables" were redistributed in their cities and communities 
and as a result of which they were granted the title "Benefactor" or "Saviour and 
Benefactor" and public honours. 128 The quid pro quo for the largesse of notables was 
the reward of community recognition, and this shows one point at which the language 
of benefaction in petitions connects with honorary inscriptions. The system of 
honours granted by communities, such as, inscriptions, statues and privileges, was the 
complement of EuEpyEota. It is often thought that one consequence of these public 
expressions of gratitude for aristocratic beneficence was to consolidate the position of 
the upper classes and certainly, the values which are expressed in the language of 
public honours were a reflection both of political and economic power. 129 But 
however that may be, what matters is that royal benefactions and individual 
euergetism were linked to a fundamental value in Greco-Roman society, namely, 
honour and prestige and it involved an element of reciprocation, to the extent that the 
community received the benefaction and the benefactor received the honour. 
It is probably correct to conclude that the language of benefaction as it appears 
in petitions shows a recognition of these underlying aspects of the more general 
process for the provision of help and resources to the wider community. There was 
127 P. Veyne, Bread and Circuses, 152. P. Garnsey, Famine and Food Supply in the Graeco-Roman World 
(CUP, Cambridge.l988), 81-3. 
128 The term "notables" was coined by Finley, The Ancient Economy. Veyne, Bread and Circuses, 152 rejects 
this view. 
129 Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalite", 197-8,206,231-2. 
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however an important distinction between the underlying context of honours for 
benefactions and the saviour and benefactor motif in petitions. The grant of honours 
by a city or community was a collective action for something already undertaken. In 
petitions the language of benefaction and preservation, was used by individuals in the 
hope of the exercise of power, through the legal system in their favour. Bureth in his 
study makes the point that the constructions in petitions to designate help, kindness or 
benefaction at the conclusion, relied on final particles like iva or onws, eg, 1v' w 
f3Ef3oTJ8TJ~Evos or tv' w TETEuxws Tfjs rrfjs <l>tf-av8pwnias, in such a way that the 
kindness or benefaction was made to be the more important outcome for the 
petitioner, rather than the formal vindication of a legal right. The benefaction being 
more personal was placed ahead of the more formal legal basis for action. 130 In this 
way there was an element of a personal interaction with the powerful sovereign or 
prefect which was to bring about a consequence in the future. 131 Although Bureth 
does not mention this, it may be because the former was conceptualised as part of a 
symbolic order, incorporating the notion of the personal benefaction of the sovereign 
or the wealthy and prestigious local individual, which promoted honour more than the 
latter. 132 So we can see that the ideal-typical formal and informal dimensions of 
power, could both be instantiated in the language of petitions and legitimated through 
the saviour and benefactor motif. 133 
Elivma, and related concepts 
The conceptualisation of the king or official as saviour and benefactor was enhanced 
and deepened by connection with a much broader ethical and moral vocabulary. 
Despite a large degree of overlap, for analysis these can be grouped into three basic 
categories, kindness and compassion, which is already present in <l>tf-av8pwnia, 
130 Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 177, 178. 
131 This has analogies with judicial prayers. See chapter 8, 389ff. 
132 The takes into the area of the basic social antithesis of honour and shame, which is discussed in both the 
following chapters. 
133 See chapter 1, 42 above. 
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courage and goodness, and law and justice. The associations of <jnl\av8pwn(a seem to 
have had considerable importance in the ancient world and mention of it leads us to a 
consideration of the many other terms which were associated with it and powerful 
roles. Schubart, again, made the point that, in the Ptolemaic period, at the heart of the 
relationship between king and subject was Eiivow, "good sentiments" and "good 
will", which was manifested in n(unS', <jnl\av8pwn(a and <jnl\dv8pwna from the 
exercise of <jnl\av8pwn(a, EmEtKta, Euyvwf1ouuvll and EJ\EOS'. All flow from or are 
connected with Euvow. 134 Beyond Euvota essential prerequisites for the head of the 
Hellenistic state were d:pET!], Kal\oKd:ya8(a and, as one might expect, avBpayaB(a. 
The king's d:pET!] was exhibited through Eucr€j3na and <j>tl\ouTopy(a. 135 As the king 
was the creator, servant and protector of the law, BtKmouuv11 or To B(Katov were part 
of the core of a ruler's virtues. The expression of BtKatocruvll or To B(Kawv was the 
· enactment of good and proper laws, so as to produce a condition of EUVOflta and the 
attribute of fltuonovllp(a was the natural complement of BtKatouuvll or To 
B(Kawv. 136 The system of concepts appears in relation to the king's officials as well. 
Indeed since the king more often than not operated through his many administrative 
and judicial officials they too had to meet the same standards and exhibit the same 
moral attributes expected of the king, including BtKatocruvll and To B(Katov. 137 Like 
the king, an official ought to exhibit d:pET!], through the exercise of his Euvow and 
EuEpyw(a, which should be a continuing attitude, although the mercy of officials was 
not often referred to. More often it was his fairness, expressed in the terms 
BtKatoBou(a or BtKmo6oT11S' of which fltuonovllp(a ("hatred of wickedness") was a 
natural incident.'38 
134 W. Schubart, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal ",at 8.("guter Gesinnung" und "gutem Willen"). 
135. Ibid., at 6ff. 
136. These attributes make a "sittliche und wohlgebildete KOnig". 
137 See Schubart, "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal", 6-7, 8, 12, 18. 
138 Schubart, toe. cit., 18 to 22. The notion of hating wickedness was also expressed in adverbial phrases like 
Bta!.a~<tv ~taonov~pwS' as in BGU VIII 1824 (I BC); BGU VIII 1832 (I BC). See also P.Ent. 49 (221 
BC); So petitioners ask for the appropriate chastisement of wrongdoers as in BGU VIII 1860 (I BC): a\JTo't 
BE Ttlxwot TfjS" npQQT}~oUallS" KoAdoEwS". See also D. Crawford, "The Good Official in Ptolemaic 
Egypt", in H. Maehler, V.M. Strocka (eds.), Das ptolemiiische A.gypten (Mainz, 1978), 201. 
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One way of gauging the importance to the general population of these 
concepts and vocabulary can be seen in the ways in they were incorporated into 
petitions. As pointed out in the previous section, the studies of Di Bitonto show how 
that the ethical and symbolic attributes of the king and officials appeared in the 
Ptolemaic petitions most frequently at the end of the document as part of the hoped-
for outcome. This applied to a range of ideas apart from <lnf-av8pwn(a or f3or\8Eta, 
including TO o(Katov and EAEOS .139 TO 6(Katov or 6tKatouuvr\ were very frequent in 
phrases such as n!xw (TEu~o>tat, €uo>tat TETuxws) Tou otKa(ou, or in combinations 
like TEu~o>tat T01J 6tKaiou Kat f3oTJ8E(as or €1-Eoil, and continue into the Roman 
period. 140 Euu€f3Eta and Euyvw>to<ruvTJ can appear together as in UPZ I 41 (c. 161160 
BC): (9-11) 'i>tEtS o€ 6t' ijv EXETE npos TO 8€tov Euu€f3Etav Kat npos 
navTas O:v8pwnous EUYVW>tO<YUVT]V npo<rETa~aTE, and sometimes this language 
was expressed in verbal forms such as [t1v' w Euyvw>tOVTJ>t<'vos, which is clearly 
analogous to some of the expressions of the saviour and benefactor motif discussed 
above. 141 When one takes account of the position of these items of vocabulary and the 
surrounding syntax, it is apparent that justice, kindness mercy or succour were 
conceived as the outcome of the action of the king or official. This is made especially 
plain by the use of result clauses introduced by tva or onws or future conditional 
. d d b . . b I h ' ' ' 142 I sentence mtro uce y gemtlve a so utes sue as TouTou yap "YEVO>tEvou. n a 
sense the petitioner thus imposed upon the addressee, in his role as king or official, 
positive social and ethical outcomes and this was part of the process of making sense 
of his power. 
Elements of this conceptual system surrounding the Ptolemaic monarch and 
his officials were carried over into the Roman period, although in the period II to III 
AD important changes took place in the way the role of the powerful official was 
139 Di Bitonto (1967), 53; Di Bitonto (1968), 103ff. 
140 Eg BGU 1157 (li-lli AD); BGU II 515 (193 AD). 
141 See also BGU Vlll 1865 (I BC). 
142 See for example documents I, 2, 4, 5, and 6 in chapter 3; Di Bitonto ( 1967), 50ff and ( 1968), l 01 ff. 
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articulated and conceptualised. It is useful therefore to examine how some concepts 
retained their importance and how new ones were introduced in the later Roman 
period. For example, the close connection of <lnl\av8pwn{a or EUEpyEO{a with other 
moral and ethical values, such as mercy (EAEos) seems to have remained well into the 
Roman period: for Plutarch <jnl\av8pwn{a is associated not only with mercy, but also 
with justice, wisdom and courage and is a fundamental moral virtue. 143 We noted 
already that scholars have identified many significant changes in the way the Roman 
emperor was understood. It is worth repeating the conclusions of L. de Blois that the 
conceptual system which surrounded the Roman emperor derived from Isocratean 
precedents and included the sort of concepts which Schubart identified, including the 
emperor as a good example of adherence to the laws, <jnl\av8pwn{a, otKatoouvT) and 
Euvota. The symbolic role ofthe emperor as "father" (naTT]p) and "saviour" (owTT]p) 
is clearly associated with this. This shows how fundamental Euvota remained as a 
basis for legitimate power, until it became supplanted by the notion of divine grace. 
From II AD at least there is clear evidence that similar sentiments were utilised by 
powerful Roman procurators of themselves in official correspondence, although this 
was unusual. P.L. Bat. XXV 41 (IIAD) is a letter by a high official to the strategoi of 
the Arsinoite nome in which he speaks of his general concern for everything which 
happens in the province and his <j>tl\av8pwn{a (2-4: ~,t<?[t] n<iv I [Twv Twv ... -1! 
,t, • ' ,t, ' 8 • ) 144 
'+'POVTlS' ECYTlV ... '+'l~q:V punnas . 
"EAEOS' 
Among other attributes of compassion and kindness, mercy has a comparatively long 
history in petitions. Substantival forms such as EAET)~oouvl) and EAEOS' are found 
from the earliest period. From III BC we have P.Cair Zen. III 59495 where two 
143 Letter of Aristeas, § 208, quoted by Schubart, 'Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal', at 8. and Plutarch, De virt. 
mor. 461 DEF, cited by Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et Mentalite", at 219. P.Oxy XXXVI 2754 Recto (Ill 
AD) is a copy of an edict which mentions the EAEo<; of Trajan. 
144 The editors note that the conceptualisation of the role of the prefect in petitions often contains reference to 
this generalised notion of goodwi11 and concern. They cite a number of petitions some of which will be 
discussed shortly including P.Oxy XLVII 3339 (191 AD): 3-6 n]p]Ovotav notoU~Evos- 1J[E]plt n]£iQ"llS" 
~Ev AlyUnTou, E~atP.[ETW]S" BE: TflS" nOAEWS" Tcliv 'O~upu[yXEtT]cliv and Dio Cassius, Hist 53, 12, 
I. 
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swineherds implore Zenon to release them from prison. They are there for some fault, 
and do not deny that they have been rightly punished, but appeal to Zenon to have 
pity on them: npos a€ oi'iv KaTa<j>uyyavOJlEV, tva EAET\IlO<JUVTJS TUXWJlEV. In 
similar vein another letter, P.Cair.Zen. III 59482 (III BC), shows the 
conceptualisation of Zenon as merciful preserver, for a man whose wife lies sick in 
prison: WonEp oUv OtaTEAElS' ndvTas oWu;wv Kal oU8Els- Oul ooD oU8Ev 
n€noaxEv ihonov, Kat € JlE OEOJlEVov aou EAETJ<JOV. The beginning of P.Ent. 43 
(221 BC) is lost, but it refers to someone who has held the old age of the petitioner in 
contempt. The request section finishes with the declaration of an expectation of 
justice and mercy from the king: tva w, {3aatl-ED, 6ta aoD Toil 6tKaiou Kat EAEoD 
TETEuxws Eis To [t-o'i]nov Toil {3toD. Verbal forms especially EAEW are also in 
evidence from an early period. In P.Cair.Zen. II 59145 (2/8/256 BC) Sphragis 
petitions Zenon about a theft of two garments, some wool and a little copper money. 
She writes ... 6EoJlat oilv aou, Ei Kat aot ooKE'i, €1-Eijaa{ JlE ypat)Jqs 
AEOVTl<JKWl TWl apxt<j>uAaKtTTjl ETTl<JKE<jJaJlEVOV Tijv t-Eiav anooouvat. In 
P.Cair.Zen. III 59482 (III BC) we are presented with a situation involving 
imprisonment as in P.Cair Zen. III 59495. This is a memorandum from Pathiopis to 
Zenon, in which Pathiopis asks for the release of his wife from prison and appeals 
directly to the mercy of Zenon as the basis for so doing: wanEp oi'iv otaTEAE'is 
ndvTas aWu:wv Kal oU8Els- OtU croD oUSEv nEnacrxEv ciTonov, Kal E 11E 
BE611Ev6v crou EAE11aov. 145 
At the end of the Ptolemaic period petitions to lower officials frequently refer 
to mercy. In BGU VIII 1850 (48-46 BC) a petition to the strategos Eurylochos from 
Heracleopolis, the petitioner Apollonios complains of wrongful enrolment in a 
compulsory service. He writes of the strategos in a context which is not entirely clear 
145 See also P.Cair.Zen. III 59495 (Ill BC): 6E61J.E8a oi.Jv crou, EAE'l)CJOV ~!laS'. P.Petrie II 1 (III BC) is 
fragmentary but as the editor says "It is the supplication of an old man, with children, who claims to have 
done service, and is locked up in some fort close to a Pastophorium." At I. 18 the petitioner writes 
EAETicravTa l}p_iis-. 
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o9D I)~ TQD I!Etaonovl]pou EAEl]oavTq mhous O:n€'-uoas. 146 In II AD we find 
the prefect Gains Avidius Heliodorus invoked as saviour who takes pity on the 
petitioner, a physician, Marcus Valerius Gemellus: KuptE, o8Ev O:~u.il oa\. Tov 
ow[Tl]pa] EAEijoa( 11E.147 P.Oxy XL VIII 3394 (364-6 AD) is a petition to the prefect 
or praeses Augustamnicae, on a problem of debt which was acquired to pay taxes. 
The petitioners Aurelius Papnuthis and Aurelius Dorotheus who are humble men 
(llETptot) lack the bare necessities and because of the greed of the moneylenders (n.ilv 
BavwTwv TIAEova~ia) may have to leave their native city. They petition the praeses 
or prefect so that he "may have mercy" (i?nws EA<:'tlOlJS). otKTtpw is another verb 
which appears late in our period in the petitions to express mercy. P.Herm.Rees 19 
(392 AD) draws the connection between the humble (I!ETptot) and the mercy of the 
official: (12) Bta Toiho Kam<j>Euyw 15 Enl Tl)v oi)v A]aJ..L np6TT}Ta, 
¢nAdv8pwnE TWv 6tKa<JTWv· olKTEtpa{ ' ' 148 llE TOV llETPlOV. It is worth making 
the point in relation to the concept of mercy as it appeared in petitions of the Greco-
Roman period, that it reflects compassion through the action of the official in 
performing what is sought by the petitioner. This, as Sir Kenneth Dover noted in 
relation to classical concepts of pity, does not necessarily denote a state of mind or 
feeling of compassion. 149 
Abstract Virtues 
There is an identifiable trend in petitions beginning in III AD whereby petitioners 
move away from directing their language to the official himself in favour of reference 
146 See also BGU VIII 1847 (51/50 BC), probably a petition to a strategos which is fragmentary but may refer 
to imprisonment, and concludes [E:]m.6u5cr[o]vTa n) Un6JlVTJJlO:, EO:v Q>o:ivTrrat EAET}aav-ra ~llas­
O:noAUcrat. We may compare the reference to mercy in the private Jetter BGU IV 1079 (4 Aug 41 AD) in 
which a person called Heracleides is at some risk of being forced to migrate by someone called Ptollarion. 
The writer urges Heracleides to speak to Ptollarion every day, Hfxa 6Uvo:Tai aE EAEfjcrat. 
147 P.Fay. 106 (c. 140 AD), Fayum. Compare P.Ross.Georg II 20 (146 AD) Arsinoite, also a petition to a 
prefect, Lucius Valerius Proclus: a.;uj) GE T0v Ktipwv EAEf}a[a{ JlE O:BtKOUJlE'VTtv UnO nOv 
KaK]onpayJ1[0]vwv 0:[v]8pWnwv. 
148 Cf P.Sakaon 41 (14 July 322)(=P.Ryl IV 659), Document 14 in Chapter 4, 183 below. 
149 K.J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle (Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1974), 
195-6. 
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to an abstract attribute such as courage, majesty, virtue, grace or kindness. 150 This 
demonstrates very well how the ethical attributes of the official which had formed 
part of the symbolic universe by which the power of those officials was given sense, 
were still reproduced but the focus changed so that the petitioner appears to address 
the attribute rather than the official. So where the petitioner in P.Ent. 12 (242 BC) 
says €n'- [oE] Kam<j>uywv, the petitioner in PSI XIII 1337 (III AD) says ETTt TTJV 
, • 6 , "" , tst a~v av pEtav KaTa~Euyw. 
Tuxl] was an important term in both the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. In the 
Ptolemaic period it is also possible to find quite idiosyncratic constructions which 
express the saviour concept through a reference to the ni Xl) of an official such as 
UPZ I 122 (157 BC) a petition to the strategos Poseidonios: (17) Lno d:~uD, ETTEt 
aUv Tols- 8Eols I Kal Ti)t afit TtiXllt EK 8av&rou aEcrw~at, I EO:v <fla{vrrrat, 
auvTa~at Tol:s napa oou I f!TJ Kwl-unv fiE, ... ("Wherefore I ask, since I have 
been saved from death with the help of the gods and your fortune"). This is an 
interesting example because it lumps the TUXl) of the strategos, otherwise a non cult 
figure, in with the activities of the gods. In this we are probably right to see an earlier 
dimension to the process which took place in connection with the saviour and 
benefactor motif in the Roman period. In petitions, when the general population were 
seeking the intervention of the official in their ordinary problems, the tendency to 
conceptualise the official's role in religious terms was very strong. 
Tuxl] comes to particular prominence in the Roman period, 152 and is found 
coupled with an adjective such as EUf!Evl]s ("gracious"),153 or extended by the 
150 It quite possible that this is a manifestation of what Kovel'man saw as a drive to find an abstract way of 
thinking between II~IV AD: "The Rhetoric of Petitions and its Influence on Popular Social Awareness in 
Roman Egypt." 168 VDI, 170-84 (in Russian). 
151 See also P.Oxy XII 1468 (c. 258 AD), P.Amh. 11 82 (Late lJl or early IV AD). P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 AD) 
contains an interesting variant of this when the petitioner Aurelius Plutarchus describes the action of the 
catholicus, Pomponius Domnus, in ordering Plutarchus to give notice of judgment thus: EKEAEucrEv TO 
1J-E'ya:AE1ov a\noii na:payyE1Aa{ IJ-E. 
152 For example, see also P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD); P.Oxy XXXV12760 Recto (179/8 AD); P.Oxy XXXIV 
2711 Recto (268-271 AD); P.Oxy XLV13302 Recto (300-1 AD); P.Oxy XVIII2187 (304 AD). 
153 P.OxyXVII 2131 (207 AD): EO:v cro[U] Tij EUIJ.[Ev]EcrTchl) nlxll 86~11 See also P.Tebt II 326 (c. 266 
AD). 
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addition of modifying phrases like an]oAaj3[o]Doa Tfj Tl/[xlJ cr]ou ota navTos 
[EuxalptoTE1v. 154 Zilliacus has demonstrated nixTJ was numbered among many 
abstract words which connoted or denoted compassion and kindness which were 
gathered into forms of address from at least the middle of III AD, including apE TTl 
and <jnAav8pwn{a. 155 In P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 AD) the emperors are designated by the 
expression l] 8E{a TUXTJ· In P.Sakaon 42 (c. 323)(=P.Thead 20) the petitioners 
applied explicitly to the apE TTl of the praeses, rather than the man himself: EvTuxaiJ.EV 
Tfj crfj apETfj, KuptE. High officials like the prefect, the epistrategos and later the 
lesser praepositus pagi are also the embodiment of many virtues analogous to 
kindness and compassion, such as, EUIJ.EVEta, EnqdAna, EmnK{a, Ka8apaTTJS, and 
npovo{a which are rare in petitions before II- III AD. 156 In P.Oxy I 67 (338 AD) the 
petitioner describes the prefect having written to the "clemency and impartiality" of 
the proposed judge of a dispute about land, Aurelius Aetius ex-magistrate of 
Oxyrhynchus (1. 6: npos T~v o~v EmE{Ktav TE Kat Ka8apaTTJTa). 157 The same 
text shows the continuation of a pET~ when the petitioner says of the prefect, when 
articulating the request: nEpt wv KaTaAa[1J.]j3dvovTEs T~v o~v apETTJV 
6[EOIJ.E8a. 158 'ApETTl in late III to IV AD was confined to the prefect, praeses, 
rationalis and dux. 159 P.Oxy I 86 (338 AD) talks of a petition to be sent to "your 
" ( , , , , ., ) . c h I · 160 grace npos TTJV ol]v EIJ.IJ.EAEtav , m re.erence tot e og1stes. 
The general concept of the paternalistic ruler which to some extent is inherent 
in Euvota, itself an idea basic to the conception of monarchy, as we noted above, also 
found expression through language appropriate for natural feelings for children. 161 
154 BGU I 327 (1 April166 AD) See further Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte tcrite en Egypte romaine, 181. 
155 H Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredefonnen und HOflichkeitstiteln im griechischen", 
Comm. Hum. Lilt. 15.3 (1949), 4 at 44. 
156 See further Bureth, Recherches sur Ia plainte &rite en Egypte romaine, 180-1. 
157 P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late III AD) for EmdKta. Praepositus pagi: P.Amh. II 141 (350 AD), [d:cr8E]vl)s-
Kal xrlpa Em6{6wJ.lt Tij EmEtKElq:. Cf EUCJUVEli5T}cr{a in PSI v 452 (IV AD). 
158 See also P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD). 
159 P.Oxy LIV 3858.14 n, ZPE 37 (1980) 237. 
160 See Zi1liacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen", 15,3: 45, 47, 67, 106; CPR V 12.5 n. 
Logistes: P.Oxy XLVI 3311 Recto (373-4 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 79 (Early IV AD) has Em~cXcia. 
Beneficarius P.Oxy VIII 1121 (295 AD). Unknown: P.Oxy LIX 3981 (Feb/Mar 312 AD). 
161 In P.Oxy XXXIV 2711 Recto (268-271 AD) or an edict such as BGU II 372 (29 Aug 159 AD) referring to 
the KT)6E~ov{a of the emperor. 
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There are early signs of this as in PSI III 166, 30 ( 118 BC), in which a woman 
Sennesis complains to the hipparch about her husband saying: (30) uuvEtllt Ev Tfjt 
ufjt K1j(l[Ei<;<] oto a~uil, Ota navToS KaTa<j>8Hp01!EV1j u[no] TOU av8pwnou. ("I go 
into your protection, wherefore I ask, being destroyed in every way by the fellow") A 
similar process took place in conceptions of the prefect of Egypt. The compassionate 
aspects of the role were enhanced by designations as carer and protector which 
derived from relationships between family members such as father and children or 
guardian and children. This can be seen in the juxtaposition of these concepts in a 
petition like P.Tebt II 326 (c. 266 AD) in which the petitioner Aurelia Sarapias of 
Antinoe describes her brother's "kindness, fidelity and ties of kinship" ( Euvo(q Ka'l 
n(un Kat Tij ToD y€vous olKHOTlln) to her daughter which shows how the 
concept of Euvo(a, well known in the political and adntinistrative context operated at 
a symbolic level in overlapping domains with notions of trust and family 
responsibility. We see in P.Oxy XLVI 3302 Recto (300-1 AD) that the word 
KllOE llov(a is used to express the care given by parents to children and guardianship 
and KllOE 11wv was used as the word for guardian at least in IV AD.162 In late III AD, 
in P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD) the prefect of Egypt becomes not only the 
benefactor but also the protector or carer of all: uot T0 E 110 Kat naVT"!~ 
[EuEpyhhJ Ka'l KllOEilOVt. The role of prefect has become assintilated to the position 
of guardianship, with attendant notions of trust and responsibility.'63 P.Sakaon 36 (c 
280 AD)(=P.Ryl 114, Sel.Pap. II 293) shows that this idea can be joined with 
vocabulary of similar semantic domains: the prefect as well as guardian has here 
"love of equity" and "solicitude for all", especially women and orphans: 164 
(3) TO llETpto<j>tAES uou alu8ollEVll, 
(Ofanon:f IJ-OU ~]yEJ.LWV, Kal TTEpl n&vTaS" KT)Oq.tov{av, 
[I!UAtuTa TTEpt yu]vffiKaS Kat Xfipas, Ti)V TTpO<YEAEU<YtV TTot-
[oUila( <JOt a~to]Dua TfjS ano <YOU ~01j8EtaS TUXElV. 
162 P.Tebtll326 (c. 266 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 77 (320 AD); P.Oxy LIV 3764 (326 AD). 
163 P.Cair.lsidor. 74 (315 AD). 
164 P.Sakaon 40 (318~320 AD)(=P.Thead 19) asserts that vindication of wronged orphans is a special role for 
the praeses. 
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We may compare P.Oxy I 71, col. I (303 AD) in which the prefect of Egypt is the 
protector or carer of humble honest citizens ( Twv ~ETp{wv KT)BE ~wv ), 165 such that 
the petitioner hopes to meet with "the just judgment" of his "greatness" (EuEATHS' wv 
TfjS" ano TOU croD ~EyE8ou<; BtKatoKptcrlaS" TUXElV ).166 
The theme of the paternal preserver is particularly prevalent in the Aethiopica 
of Heliodorus. There is a scene in Book IV .17 where the hero and heroine, 
Theagenes and Chariclea, young lovers in the grip of ill fortune, approach the wily 
Calasiris seeking his aid to escape their troubles: 
... , Ws E11-E BE Aa8palot KaTa$EUyouat, Kal !lOU Tols- y6vaatv &11-a 
npooTTEo6vTES' Enl TTAElaTov ElxovTo, Tp611-41 'TE naAA61lEVot Kal "oW(:E 
naTEp" cruvExis €m<i>8EYy6~Evot. 
" ... they fled back to me in secret, and falling down they clasped at my knees, 
with a tremble saying "Save us, father" together." 
It is to be remembered that elsewhere in Book IV Calasiris is addressed as "saviour" 
and "god", and here the lovers go to him because he is perceived to know things 
which will bring them help. 167 This is an interesting parallel because it combines the 
traditional gesture of supplication at the knees of the powerful figure with his address 
as "Father". We see here how the themes of supplication and paternalism are 
combined in the conceptualisation of a person who is powerful through the possession 
of knowledge. 
When we turn to abstract attributes of goodness courage and strength there 
were in currency in petitions a number of concepts which clearly hark back to the 
classical orators. After the beginning of III AD we find a particularly obvious one, 
namely, KaAoKaya8{a which is found in connection with the prefect and acting 
165 CfP.Ryl. II 114 (c. 280 AD): (3) TO ~ETptoQnAEs- aou alcr9o1J.EVT}, [6€crnonf IJ.OU t))yE11Wv. 
166 See also P.Oxy Xll 1467 (263 AD); P.Oxy XII 1469 (298 AD); P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD), in which the 
petitioner says 6t0 6Eo11at TfjS" crfis KT}6aq10vlas-, Acq.tn[pO]TaTE EnapxE. 
167 IV.7. 
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prefect. 168 'Avopda was prominent also from III AD. 169 Both these terms may 
reflect the influence of the Second Sophistic. In the later Roman period the attribute 
was resumed by the prefect when the post was restored after the defeat of Licinius, 
and it continued to be used by the praeses ThebaidosP0 It can also be found 
modified by adjectives which emphasise the legitimacy and just aspects of the 
official. In P.Sakaon 38 (17 Aug 312 AD)(=P.Flor 36, M.Chrest II 64) it appears 
twice. First in an introductory sentence modified by fltaonovl]po>, which is 
discussed shortly in connection with justice and the rule of law, in the passage (3) Ta 
napav6J.l.WS' Kal Pu.tJo[KtvOUvws- En]'t TWv n5nwv TolquDJ.l.EVa, ~YEJ.l.Wv OEanoTa, 
U<t>' oU6Ev0s O.AAou d:vaK0TTTETat EiJ.l. i} UnO hils crfis- J.l.tcro]novrlpou d:vaplas 
("Unlawful and audacious acts perpetrated in the localities, my lord prefect, are 
suppressed by none other than your worthiness, who abhors wickedness"). This 
passage closely links the avopEta of the prefect to the bad or undesirable attitudes of 
wrongdoers, as does the SUbsequent phrase (17) T1j <J1j a(Ka]m<jJpOVrJT<(l avop(q ("to 
your not-to-be-despised courage"). The adjective aKaTa¢ povl]TOS" evokes by way of 
antithesis the attitudes of contempt expressed principally in the verb Kam¢povEw. 
These were continuously referred to in the papyri, and were a continuation of the 
classical notion of hybris, which was the ancient articulation of the honour and shame 
antithesis, which we will discuss at more length in chapter 7. 171 
Close to avopEia is the notion of the "greatness" or "highness" of the official 
as in P.Cair.Isidor. 66 (299 AD) K[ahE¢u[yov Enl TO uov] [1EyaAEtov. 172 By the 
period III to IV AD this concept of greatness or majesty can appear joined with the 
168 P.Oxy XVJI 2133 (Late III AD); P.Harr 168 (225 AD) See Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten 
Anredeformen", 45. 
169 See CPR V 7.9 n. P.Amh.ll 82 (Late III or early IV AD); P.Sakaon 42 (c. 323)(=P.Thead 20) See further 
Bureth, Recherches sur Ia plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 180-81 
170 P.Oxy LIV 3757.9 n 
171 Contempt was an expression of hybris, and therefore issues of honour and shame, see chapter 7, generally .. 
172 See CPR V 12.4 and note for a discussion. Cf Tebt. II 326 (266 AD); P.Oxy XVII 213I (207 AD) has the 
noun IJ.EyaAEt•hns-; P.Cair.Isidor. 66 (299 AD); P.Oxy I 71.1.20 (303 AD): napanq.L$8fjvat Enl TO 
aOv ~EyaAtoV; P.Oxy 71.2.4-5: np6a~J.IJ.[t n~ aQ ~Eyo:AEi(l!; P.Oxy XLVI 3302 Recto (300-1 AD); 
P.Amh. II 82 (Late III or early IV AD); P.Oxy XV1112187 (304 AD); P.Oxy L 3574 (314·18 AD); P.Sakaon 
41 (14 July 322)(=P.Ryl IV 659) 
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benefaction motif as in P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late III AD): Tijs d:no Toil o[o]iJ 
~Eyal.noD EllEpyEO{as, which is a good example of the combining of old and new 
symbolic language in connection with the prefect. The emperors Valerian and 
Gallienus are given a similar attribution in the word ~Eyal.o<j>poouvl] in P.Oxy 3366 
(253-60 AD). 
The third category of law and justice has great importance for the current 
work. We discussed in chapter 1 how the process of legitimation has a cohesive 
effect on social groupings, partly because it meets the underlying perception of the 
threat of anomie situations. The importance of law and its stabilising and civilising 
effect were often expressed in the Greco-Roman period. Crime and violence are 
especially visible forms of behaviour which suggest social deviance and imply a 
rejection of normative regulation and therefore anomie. Thus issues of the rule of law 
confronting the perception of and experience of anomie formed an essential aspect of 
the symbolic legitimation of the sovereign and his officials. In this they were to some 
extent successors to the debate about nomos and physis which was deeply embedded 
in the history of Greek philosophical and political ideas. In the absolutism of the 
Hellenistic monarchy the individualism represented in physis lost ground in favour of 
normative regulation, nomos. 113 
The concepts of law and order, justice and injustice permeate the language of 
petitions. The language of law and justice is very important, for the modern mind as 
much as the ancient mind, in setting the contours and the nature of the context in 
which the interaction with the powerful official takes place. The theme of justice was 
a very important aspect of the relationship between petitioner and official, and 
provided a prime point of intellectual and structural access to the official's power as 
protector and benefactor at both a symbolic and practical level. So it is difficult to 
understand how the sovereign and his officials were seen to play their part in the lives 
173 M. Orru, Anomie: History and Meanings (Allen & Unwin, Boston, 1987), 25. 
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of the general population without reference to the legal system and its institutional 
context. 
Hellenistic kingship became "a legitimate form of government, that form, in 
fact, which was expected to provide security, stability, relief from misfortune, 
protection to cities, and justice to individuals .. .'' 174 In the Letter of Aristeas §291 a 
type of Euvo11ia is said to be the most important facet of kingship, namely, the 
protection of people through the establishment of laws and swift justice. To the 
extent that this conceptualisation can be understood as an extension of the sovereign 
as saviour and benefactor it seems representative of his personal power. But the 
underlying notion of the application of institutionalised normative regulation was 
present, and indicates how his role became more fixed in the location of the 
institutions of law. Several scholars like Wolff and Schubart have shown that in the 
Ptolemaic kingdom the king was not only the source of law but was bound by the 
law _175 We see here that the connection between social stability and the application 
of power in accordance with legal precepts has become a significant component of 
how the world was understood, and indicates a progression towards a society 
configured by relatively fixed locations of power in time and space. 176 The role of 
the Ptolemaic sovereign as source of law became an integral element of his role as 
awn)p, which indicates why his position as saviour had a particularly forensic 
dimension. 
In the Roman period, the importance of laws and the powerful figure as 
dispenser of justice grew stronger. The emperor of course had an enormous 
importance in the system of Roman law. The power of officials became located more 
174 A.E. Samuel, The Promise of the West (Routledge, London and New York, 1988), 184. 
175 "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal", at 7. See also H.J. Wolff, Das Justizwesen der Ptolemiier (Mtinchen, 
1962)(Mtinch. Beitr. 44). In an interesting extension of the usual associations of 4n.Aav8pwn(a (which is 
discussed elsewhere in this work) with the office and actions of sovereign and officials, in P.Oxy XVIII 
2177 (Ill AD), which is another episode from the Acta Alexandrinorum the laws of Athens and Alexandria 
are described as (1. 15-19) n&v[nuv] y&p vO~wv loxlJp6TE[pot O]vTES' T~V EUKpaola(v) [rf}S'l 
$tAav8pwn{as- Exoucrt(v). ("for they are stronger than all other laws and have the happy blend of 
clemency and strength"). 
176 See B.D. Shaw, "Josephus: Roman Power and Responses to It", Athenaeum. 83 (1995), 357-390. 
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overtly within the institutionalised framework of the legal system: the prefect and the 
laws for example were appealed to in petitions such that the notion of "the laws", in 
the form of edicts, decisions and precedents, with which the personal power of the 
official is seen to operate in tandem, became expressed in the conception of legitimate 
power in Egypt. 
In petitions from the Ptolemaic period the action of the king or officials 
against anything from violence to breach of contract was seen as a manifestation of 
justice.177 P.Ent. 75 (221 BC) a complaint about violence concluded with the 
expression of an expectation of justice and assistance: TEueoiJ.at ToD BtKa{ou Kac 
~ol]8E{as-. In P.Ent. 43 (221 BC) justice is joined with mercy in a complaint about 
maltreatment of an old man: tva, w ~aati\ED, Bux aoD ToD BtKa{ou Kac EAEoD 
TETEUXWS' ElS' To [1\o'i:]nov ToD j3tou. We can see that justice was, from the start of 
our period, well within the same symbolic domains as the concepts of compassion 
and benefaction which characterise the actions of monarchs and their officials. It was 
clearly also an important outcome for people who petitioned lower officials. 178 
However, we can see in the union of justice to ideas like kindness or compassion how 
the notion of the rule of law remained very closely tied to the power of the official as 
a mainly personal attribute. 
This can also be seen in the utilisation of related ideas, especially 
IJ.Wonovl]p{a ("hatred of wickedness") and associated forms which are frequent in 
Ptolemaic petitions especially from II and I BC. 179 It can appear in phrases which use 
an adverbial form such as P.Amh. II 35 (132 BC): Bwl\a~E'iv nEpl mhoD 
IJ.Wonovr] pws-, a petition about the wrongful collection of rent by a chief priest, or a 
result clauses like UPZ I 8 (c. 161 BC): OTTWS' TTEpl anaVTWV TOUTWV TUXW<Jl Tf\S' 
npo<Jl]KOU<Jl]S' IJ.l<Jonovl]p{as- .180 It is interesting that the concept is not often found 
177 See Di Bitonto (1967) and (1968) generally. 
178 Di Bitonto (1968), 103-4. 
179 UPZI8(c.161 BC);P.Amh.li35(132BC). 
180 See document 4 chapter 4. See also Di Bitonto (1968) 92. 
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in petitions to the monarch and seems generally to have graced approaches to lower 
officials. Examples seem to be rarer in the early Roman period but gain in frequency 
later, although BGU I 226 (99 AD), a petition to the strategos Tiberius Claudius 
Areius, is an early example in which a woman named Tabous complains about her 
brother Satabous and claims she is in need of the !ll<JOTTOVTJpta of the prefect 
Pompeius Planta: (9) EvXPTJ(OUOTJS' TiiS' ToD KpaTtoTou ~YE!lovo(s-) I [ITo]!lTTTJtou 
II!.avm !ll<JOTTOVTJp{as-. 181 In BGU XI 2061 (207 AD), a petition to the prefect 
about some sort of violence, the petitioner dramatically says (l. 9) TO !!El<JonovlJpov 
oou npoKaMow!lat EtS' opyl)v ("I call forth your hatred of wickedness to anger"). 182 
This is one concept where the vocabulary seems to have fairly consistent currency 
right through our period. 
In many petitions of the Roman period, the position of the official as 
repository of legitimacy and power is clearly underscored by reference to the need for 
laws and the requirement that people obey them, as well as the fact that petitioners 
will rely upon their legal rights. These were often placed in the introductory 
sentences which appear in II AD, thereby immediately underscoring the forensic 
nature of the interaction. The theme of law and legal redress did not escape the 
general increase in the range of vocabulary and the trend to abstraction in III AD. In 
many ways this may simply reflect the nature of Roman rule, as we mentioned in 
chapter 3. But the theme of justice as an attribute of an official or the outcome of his 
action leads easily to the notion of the rule of law and this development is discernible 
in the later Roman period. 183 The greater emphasis which was given to the rule of 
law accords with the other trends towards the preference for abstractions which we 
have already remarked upon. The innate justice of the official, which is implicit in 
the Ptolemaic and early Roman official, becomes explicit through terms like £ !l<!>UTOS' 
181 See also PSI XIIII323 (147/8 AD); P.Ryl. II 113 (133 AD); P.Amh. 1183 (Late III or early IV AD). 
182 CfP.L.Bat.XXV34(140AD)atl6. 
183 Cf the development at Athens traced by M. Ostwald in From Popular Sovereignty to the Sovereignty of Law 
(Uni of Cal Press, Berkeley, 1986). 
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in the later Roman period, and was undoubtedly a key factor in giving him legitimacy 
in the eyes of the population. In P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD) the introductory 
sentence contains a good example of this: (1. 7 ff) Tfjs € ll<i"hou uou, 1\yqu.Ov 
BEanoTd, BtKato8oo{as- BtT)KoUoT)S" Eis rrdvTas; d:v8pWnous-, Kal alrrOs 
O:otKTj8EtS Em <JE KaTa<j>Euy[w] ael!DV EKOlKtas TUXEtV ("Since your ingrained 
justice, my lord prefect, is extended to all men, I too, having been wronged, have 
recourse to you, begging for redress.") In P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late III AD) we see the 
descendant of the closing Ptolemaic appeal and expectation of the petitioner to meet 
with justice, when Aurelia Eus says to the prefect that she petitions him Eis To Twv 
Bt[K]a{wv TUXEtv uno Tfjs ufis K<!il.oKa]ya8das ("so that I may obtain my rights 
from your nobleness"). 184 Here we also see how the Ptolemaic petitioner's 
expectation of justice at the hands of the king is taken up and joined with an attribute 
(Kaf.oKaya8da) which was also in play in the Hellenistic period, and set in a new 
pattern of linguistic expression to articulate the response to the Roman prefect. 
By II or III AD the existence of rights and the importance of the laws to 
protect against extortion were commonly expressed in petitions. 185 So in 
P.Cair.lsidor. 68 (309/10 AD) Aurelius Isidorus, in a petition to the praepositus pagi, 
draws the connection between the laws and protection of those in modest 
circumstances (ll. 4-6): Ta €nl. O:vaTponl)(v) Kat <j>uy[a]B{av ytVOfLEVa 1\ fLtV Tots 
fLETptots oi VOfLot Kwf.uou<rt ("The laws forbid actions aimed at ruining us, the 
people of small means, and driving us to flight"). 186 P.Sakaon 47 (29 Mar 342 
AD)(=P.Thead 23, P.Abinn 44) at 15 states explicitly that it is the function of the dux 
to exact vengeance on those who behave like robbers, while in P.Sakaon 48 (6 April 
343 AD)(=SB VI 9622) Aurelius Zoilus son of Melas, deacon of a Christian church 
opens his petition to the praepositus pagi with the words: oi Tov O:v[atB]fi [K]al. 
184 P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD). 
185 This recognition is dearly expressed in the introductory sentence of P.Cair.Isidor. 69 (31 0 AD): noi\A&KtS" 
11Ev npocrTE'TaKTE UnO TWv v611wv WaTE 11110:Eva Une:pavaKpaT1cr9at ~ napaTTp&TTEG8at. 
186 Cf from the same period P.Oxy XXXIII 2667 Recto (22/6/309 AD) in which a logistes urges an ex-Iogistes 
to "conform" to the command of the prefect to provide an account. 
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ATJ<JTptKi>V [Tpo]nov ll'PTJf![E]v[ot], Ka~<wohaTE T<.iiv [a]vopwv, o{"q[w{ Et]<n [Tfjs-] 
Twv vof!wv ETTE~EA[EhiaEws- TUXE'iv ("Those who have chosen the way of 
shamelessness and robbery, o purest of men, deserve to experience the punishment of 
the laws") 
We have already seen an aspect of this in connection with the justice of the 
official. P.Oxy I 67 (338 AD) is a letter from Aurelius Ptolemaios to Aurelius Aetius, 
an ex-official of high standing. Aetius has been appointed by the prefect to judge a 
property dispute between Ptolemaios and Pataesis Luluntis and Panechotes of the 
village of Lile. The papyrus also contains the direction from the prefect Flavius 
Antonius Theodorus to Aetius to decide the dispute "taking care to enforce the 
precepts of the law": (ll. 11-12) <j>povnaov Tas- KaTa vof!ous- mhous-
napayyEAtas- unoo€~aa8at. The papyrus then goes on to record the terms of the 
petition to the prefect by Ptolemaios. After the opening address the petition says: (II. 
14-15) n&vTa ~-tEv, Ws Enos EcrTlv ElnElv, Oaa ElcrxUEtv Tt 6Uv[a}r[at] nap& 
Ti}v TWV v61J.WV rtcrxU]v npOs- bA{"fOV EloxUEt, Enavop8oDTE oE iJ<JTEpov UnO 
Tfjs- Twv vof!wv ETTE~EAEU<YEWS" ("Everything, it may be said, that is able to 
withstand the power of the law withstands but for a short time then submits to the 
law's correcting vengeance.") This of course makes the dispute an issue about 
compliance with the law, as well as about the infringement of Ptolemaios' property 
rights. The language of this sentence is the language of a struggle between the law 
and whosoever seeks to resist its power. The very next sentence sets out the dispute 
and the parties and then Ptolemaios invites the prefect to adjudge the dispute, thereby 
making explicit the connection between the action of the prefect and the operation of 
the law. In this we can see how the mentality has moved from conceptualising the 
conflict between legitimate and illegitimate power as a process of direct intervention 
or application of coercion by the monarch or official to one in which the official acts 
in tandem with a more abstract concept, the rule of law .187 This is explicit also, for 
187 See also P.Cair.lsidor. 63 (Nov 296 AD). 
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example, in the intriguing text of BGU IV 1024 (IV AD), a collection of reports of 
proceedings. The seventh case concerns the murder of a prostitute by Diodemos, an 
Alexandrian senator. In the proceedings the mother ( ypaDs Kat m!vT]s) of the dead 
girl makes a pitiful plea for maintenance having lost the support of her daughter. The 
magistrate sentences Diodemos to death for the murder and gives one tenth of his 
estate to the mother because "the laws suggest this to me and a sense of clemency 
joins in inspiring the power of the laws" (TOUTO ~Ol TWV VO~WV unoj3aAAOVTWV 
Ti)S <jnAav8pwn{as ouvnvEuoa<JT]S' Tij Tw[v] v6~wv €~ouo{q:). 188 The power of the 
laws is specifically linked with the very resilient concept of <jnAav8pwn{a. 
In the later Roman period there is sometimes reference to a concept closely 
allied to the rule of law, namely, that the activities of wrongdoers disturb the peace 
and harmony produced by the laws of the current rulers. This sentiment is found in 
P.Oxy XLVI 3302 Recto (300-1 AD), a petition from a woman named Aurelia 
Serenilla against influential persons who have deprived her of property contrary to 
decisions about ownership in her favour, adopting behaviour incompatible "with the 
laws and the peace granted to us in accordance with them by your Highness (1. 16: 
oUOE &~ta d:AAO: d:voiKEla Kal Tti)[v v011-wv Kal] Ti)S" ToUTo[t]s- d:KoAoU8ws 
npuTavEuo~EVTJS' 1\~E<v uno ToD ooD ~qaAEtou [Etp~vT]sl). 
We may finish this section with a comment upon one way in which the role of 
the official was conceptualised which was embedded in the language of capacity and 
power of Ancient Greek. Often the notion of something close to empowerment of the 
petitioner by the official is present in the language of petitions. The benefit of the 
exercise of power by the official was also made clear by reference to the enabling 
effect it had upon the position of the petitioner. Words from the 6uv- stem are very 
frequent both to describe what the impact of the official will be. Examples could be 
multiplied at great length, but it is important to mention this theme because, as we see 
188 See J.G. Keenan. "Roman Criminal Law in a Berlin Papyrus Codex (BGU IV 1024-1027)", AfP 35 (1989), 
15-23. 
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in chapter 7, it, like many others, is mirrored in similar vocabulary of power of 
wrongdoers, but with negative connotations, such as ouvarrTEta. 189 
In the Ptolemaic period many petitions to officials conclude by stating that, if 
the official does something, the petitioners will be able to achieve a named objective, 
and particularly this is said in connection with the payment of rents and taxes, which 
as we saw in chapter 3, were the economic aspect of fundamental structural 
relationships in that period: TotiTou YEVOf.LEVou ou[vl]]<rof.LE8a Ta EK<jlopia 
napaooDvat. 190 In P.Amh. II 35 (132 BC) the action of the strategos in dealing with a 
breach of pledge by the chief priest is said to permit the priests of the temple of 
Socnopaiou Nesos to continue with their ministrations to the gods and the king and 
his children: onws- ouvwf.LE8a €mTEI\E'i:v Ta vow<:of.LEva To'i:s- 8Eo'i:s- un<'p TE 
TaD f3a(rrti\EwS") Kat Twv f3a(rrtl\tKwv) TEKvwv .191 Closely allied to this idea is the 
idea of the sovereign or official "not permitting", by virtue of his power, the ruin of 
the petitioner, as in P.Cair.Zen. III 59520 (III BC): (8) oEof.Lat oilv [rro]u Kat 
iKETEUw, El Kal o[ot] 60KE1, f.J.f} n~p,n6~~v kl~ KaTa~8Etp6J.LEVov O:BlKWS' Ev TWt 
£ ' 192 uEITf.LWTT]ptWl. 
The Roman period witnessed a shift in emphasis in this theme of the 
empowering effect of officials. In the Ptolemaic period the surviving evidence gives 
a flavour of petitioners stressing the action of the monarch or officials to enable them 
to discharge their fiscal and collective responsibilities. There develops a tone in the 
Roman period whereby petitioners are more inclined to stress the benefit to 
themselves of the government action. Examples from II AD and thereafter 
demonstrate this. In BGU I 340 (c. 148-9 AD) a woman Toedoutos complains that a 
certain Capitolinus and someone with him attacked her and tried to profit from her 
189 See the collection of references in Bureth, Recherches sur Ia plainte ecrite en Egypte roffllline, 141. 
190 See for example P.Lille I 8 (IIIBC); UPZ I 43 (162-1 BC); P.Tebt. III: I 786 (c 138 BC); P.Tebt. III:! 787 (c 
138 BC); P.Tebt. I 41 (119 BC); P.Tebt. I 50 (112-111 BC). 
191 Cf UPZ I 43 (162-1 BC); UPZ 151 (161 BC). 
192 Sometimes the verb is Untpti5E'tv, see the collection of examples in Di Bitonto (1967), 50ff, and (1968), 
99ff. 
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inheritance. She asks the epistrategos Statilius Maximus to intervene: '[va auv[TJ]- I 
8w yuvij ~wvot au~j3€vtv uno aou I EUEpyETT]etoa. There is no suggestion of 
benefit to the government explicit in this. Similarly in BGU I 195 (c 161 AD) the 
action of the epistrategos will enable a legionary to be avenged for contempt, which 
as we will see in chapter 5 was a constant theme in petitions: (37) Kal. 6uvT]8w 
€y6tK[aa]8fjvat I KaTa[<j>]povT]8E1.s EK Tfjs nEpl. [Ti}]v I oTpaT(av d:nou[a(]a[s] 
~ou. (" ... and I may be able to be revenged, having been held in contempt through my 
absence from the army."). 193 In P.Oxy I 69 (190 AD) the petitioner complains about 
robbery of barley. The text concludes by saying that if the official (who is unknown) 
orders the culprits to come before him and make due inquiry, the petitioner will "be 
bl t th b I " ( o o o o o o 8 o o o A ) 194 a e o recover e ar ey ns TO Kat E~at 6uvaa at TTJV Kpt8T]V anoilaj3nv . 
When we come to III AD the notion of the enabling effect of the prefect is still 
expressed but the emphasis shifts back in some respects to benefits for the official not 
the petitioner. This is illustrated by a text like P.Sakaon 37 (Jan/Feb 284 
AD)(=P.Thead 18) a petition about tax collection from two children of Kaet and the 
scribe concluded by saying: (18) ou[T]w yap 6uvT]oo~E8a u[n]o q[o]D j3Ej3oTJ8TJ~Evot 
6ta naVTOS [oot xapt Tas TaS ~cytoTaS o~o)\oyrj)oElV ("and in this way, having 
been helped by you, we shall be able for ever to acknowledge our highest gratitude to 
you").l95 
The tone set by all the uses of language in this section, from saviour and 
benefactor, to abstract virtues to the theme of empowerment was very personal. The 
power which was to be exercised by the various officials was perceived to be 
somehow special to them at least in the articulation of its nature in the petitions. The 
personal tone was set by all the types of language use but is particularly apparent in 
the predominant use of personal pronouns au, a<i, a oil and the possessive forms to 
address the official or describe his attributes and by the frequent use of vocatives. On 
193 CfBGU 1180 (11-III AD). 
194 See also BGU VIII 1858 (I BC); P.Oxy 71.1 np0<; TO 8uvTJ8flvat IJ.E TO: 'tBw &noAaf3Elv. 
195 CfP.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Rylll4. Sel.Pap.ll 293). 
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the other hand it might be said that the trend to abstract virtues as the point of address 
in later petitions indicates a depersonalising trend, but this was offset by the 
possessive adjectives. Overall these observations suggest again that despite an 
obvious movement towards fixed locations of power in institutional roles in 
Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, the personal dimension of power remained very strong. 
5.4 SUMMARY 
The foregoing discussion hopefully has left little room for doubt that the role of 
monarchs and officials in the lives of the smaller communities and individual 
problems of the general population were consistently conceptualised in terms of a 
symbolic order which was recursively instantiated, that is, reused, interpreted and set 
in new patterns from III BC to IV AD by the communities of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
This symbolic order clearly affected most aspects of social life and penetrated deeply 
into the multicultural realities of Egypt in this period. Elements of the symbolic order 
were articulated within the terms of the linguistic framework of petitions which 
constituted a special mode of discourse in the legal and administrative context. When 
individuals experienced a problem with taxation, rent, inheritance etc they entered 
into the role of petitioner, and this gave them access to the symbolic universe through 
the recognised categories, rhetorical topoi and social types which informed the 
judicial and administrative context of the Greco-Roman Egypt. In analytical terms 
this mode of discourse seems to have had four main dimensions or aspects, 
preservation and benefaction and help, kindness and compassion, courage and 
strength, the rule of law and justice, which in practice always overlapped enormously 
and it seems to have possessed a genuine religious signification at least in the time of 
the Ptolemies, but which carried over into the Roman administration, even if in a 
form which was diminished in the sense that direct connections with a cult position 
were often lacking. 
The conclusion is therefore that these four dimensions were some of the 
principal symbolic means by which the basic social roles, the sovereign and his 
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officials and their forms of power were rendered legitimate, and this involved a 
religious dimension. We are in fact able to conclude that there was constituted a 
"forensic saviour" tradition through which the general population gained access to the 
power of the government and brought it into connection with their individual 
problems. It is significant that this saviour tradition had its genesis and underlying 
parameters in a religious context as part of the ruler cult of the Ptolemies and as part 
of a generalised response to power, even if its practical application to people's lives 
was most closely defined by the association with the institutions of the legal system 
and the concept of law. When it is understood as a response to power, it is possible to 
see that the saviour tradition, articulated most obviously in the saviour and benefactor 
motif, had a religious and symbolic dimension which was passed from the Ptolemies 
to the Roman administrators and which was not totally lost in the process, perhaps 
because the Roman prefect and the epistrategos continued a role in the resolution of 
the problems of ordinary people which had commenced with the Ptolemies. In the 
light of these conclusions we will turn to examine how a particular linguistic and 
structural component of the mode of discourse of many petitions extended the 
symbolic significance of the forensic saviour tradition which we have identified in 
this chapter, namely, the language of supplication. 
CHAPTER6 
SUPPLICATION AND RECIPROCITY 
The Symbolic Universe II 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
We have seen how the epistolographical style and structure of the petition betrayed its 
nature as an artefact principally designed to establish and carry out linguistic 
interaction between ordinary members of the population and powerful officials. We 
saw that a central structural element of the petition was the request, which sought to 
invoke the official's power for the benefit of the petitioner and encapsulated the 
dependence which lay at the heart of the relationship between petitioner or litigant 
and official. The request recognised power as the productive feature of the 
relationship. The request and the relationship upon which it was based also 
presupposed a particular quality for this power, namely, that it was a balanced mix of 
personal and formal. 
We have seen how the sovereign and his officials in both the Ptolemaic and 
Roman periods filled roles which represented a large segment of the institutional 
order of Greco-Roman Egypt, which enjoyed a significant presence in the 
administrative, legal, economic and political areas. Within the rules and resources of 
the administrative and legal institutions of Egypt, the king, the emperor, the prefect 
and their officials were conceptualised in the symbolic guise of saviour and 
benefactor, with positive attributes like avopEta or IJ.uronov'lp(a. So in the context of 
seeking help there was a presumption of legitimacy on the part of the petitioner, that 
is, the role of the official was conceptualised in its dimension as the stabilising, 
preserving and protecting force against the chaotic and destructive power implied in 
the behaviour of the wrongdoer. 
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In developing the notions of compassion, preservation and justice which we 
examined in the last chapter, the present chapter will argue that a central symbolic 
and structural element in the texts was the language of supplication or asylum. It will 
be argued that the notion of supplication, and in particular the conceptualisation of the 
petition as a written act of supplication was a fundamental expression the relationship 
between the official and the petitioner, that is, an instantiation of the asymmetries of 
power which were implanted in the structure of the social system in Greco-Roman 
Egypt. This is very important. The language of supplication in petitions articulated a 
relationship of dependence whereby the petitioner yielded up responsibility to the 
powerful official for help or vindication of some wrong committed. This has 
particular significance, as we will see in chapter 7, in connection with the honour and 
shame antithesis in which the role of the official was not only to apply legal concepts 
but to use the application of his power to uphold a person's honour. Often it involved 
an element of reciprocity, seen especially in the suggestion that if the official provides 
help the public revenue will be preserved. But we shall leave these matters for 
discussion in later chapters. The present chapter will deal with questions relating to 
supplication. 
6.2 SUPPLICATION 
Supplication was most commonly used to express the central facet of the relationship 
between petitioner and official. It signalled the power of the official, and continued 
throughout the period under consideration, III BC to IV AD. The request was 
elevated beyond the immediate connotations of a verb such as a€o11at or napaKaAw, 
by association with the language of an act of supplication or refuge corresponding to 
the act of seeking asylum in temples, at altars or cult statues or supplication between 
mortals. The concept of supplication before the powerful figure had a natural affinity 
with the perception of the king or official as preserver and helper of the weak in a 
practical sense. Ill examples of the use of supplicatory language are set out in Table 
6.4 which appears at the end of this chapter. This shows that the verbs KaTa<i>Euyw or 
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npo<r<I>Euyw appear frequently throughout our period to express the act of approaching 
the government for help in petitions. On occasion the idea is also amplified by use of 
standard words for suppliant, like tKETT]S", tKETEuw or tKETT]p(a. 1 This was a 
primary concept upon which were built ideas of benefaction, help, kindness, courage, 
grace or mercy. Collomp viewed the presence of the KaTa<!>uyl) theme in Ptolemaic 
petitions as in many ways the definitive moral and religious expression of the role of 
Ptolemaic monarch in the context of petitions. 2 It is argued here that we should 
extend this conclusion to petitions of the Roman period as well, and this leads to the 
view that the petition itself was understood as and constructed as a ritual written form 
of an act of supplication. 
The language of supplication in petitions raises a number of issues, but 
principle among them must be the nature of Greco-Roman supplication, and its social 
and religious significance and the precise relationship between the well known 
physical ritual actions and language use. The motif first appears in petitions of III BC 
directed to the Ptolemaic monarch who was of course also the object of a specific 
cult. There is then the issue of the continuity of usage and meaning of the 
supplication motif into the Roman period. This also raises a question of religious 
significance when the motif appears in connection with officials who had no cult 
status, which is raised also by other language use, such as, the use of the adjective 
8EoTaToS" in relation the strategos.3 These observations indicate that the symbolic 
associations of the language of refuge or supplication in petitions are complex and of 
central importance in understanding how the general population understood the role 
of institutional power in their own lives. Characterising the approach to the official 
for help as an act of supplication or asylum shows how the role of officials, and not 
just the sovereign, was conceptualised by reference to religious as well as abstract, 
1 See nos 5, 6, 23, 39, 91, 95, 103 in Table 6.4. 
2 P. Collomp, Recherches sur la chancellerie et diplomatique des Lag ids (Strasbourg, 1926), 124. 
3 BGU VIII 1838 (51150 BC), a petition to the strategos Soteles in which he is addressed nOt 8EoT4TI.J)~ 
Ko:\ Kupiwt aTpo:nryWt. See further in Chapter 8. 
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ethical, judicial and administrative symbolic concepts. It is here particularly that 
problems of methodology are acute and it is therefore here that the application of 
fresh linguistic notions, such as the notion of speech acts, can yield a greater 
understanding of the ritual use of language, including written formulae. In his study 
of Greek supplication John Gould distinguishes ritual supplication from "figurative" 
supplication, with the latter encompassing the use of the language of supplication 
without ritual action.4 The question of a disjunction between language and action is, 
of course, something which was discussed extensively in chapter 1 where it was 
proposed that it is more correct to see language use as a type of action, and this 
approach will ultimately have a significant impact upon our assessment of what 
Gould called "figurative" supplication. In part this question also connects with the 
rhetorical forensic tradition which undoubtedly exerted great influence over the 
choice of language in petitions. 
These issues trespass on areas of some complexity, especially those relating to 
the nature of supplication and the associations between language use and ritual action. 
They are also the ones which most benefit from the application of the methodology 
endorsed in this thesis. However, the consideration of the precise theories of 
language as action which assist the understanding of formulae in petitions, and 
especially the motif of supplication, are best examined in connection with forms of 
ancient prayer. So it is proposed to approach the evidence in the following fashion. 
The nature of supplication as a social and religious institution in Greece will be 
explored so that its general outline can be understood. The position in Egypt needs to 
be discussed in the light of this because there we find a set of special circumstances in 
which asylum in a temple had singular economic and political, as well as ritual, 
4 J. Gould, "HIKETEIA", JHS 93 (1973), 74-103. At fn 7 he lists some of the older scholarship on 
supplication. Since the publication of Gould's article there have been several further studies notably: V. 
Pedrick, "Supplication in the Iliad and the Odyssey", TAPA 112 (1982), 125-140; A. Thornton, Homer's 
Iliad: its composition and the motif of supplication (Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, GOttingen, 1984); G. 
Freyburger, "Supplication grecque et supplication romaine", Latomus 47 (1988), 501; W. POtscher, "Die 
Strukturen der Hikesie", Wien. Stud. 1071108 (1995), 51-75; U. Sinn, "Greek sanctuaries as places of 
refuge", in N. Marinatos, R. Htigg (eds.), Greek Sanctuaries: New Approaches (Routledge, London and New 
York, 1995), 88·109. 
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overtones. Then we will discuss some rhetorical antecedents of the language of 
petitions. and some speeches from court rooms of Greco-Roman Egypt, in particular 
in connection with the language of supplication. Against that background the 
evidence from the sources concerning supplication will be presented in a basically 
chronological format with discussion of some aspects of its meaning. We will defer 
to chapter 8 discussion of how the language of supplication links up with the 
language of prayers and the implications of this. It should be noted that the deferral 
will include a particular form of supplicatory language, namely, supplication at the 
feet of an official which appeared in III AD. 
6.2.1 Supplication in Greece, Hellenistic and Roman Egypt 
Anyone acquainted with the corpus of Greek literature, would have become aware of 
how frequently the language of supplication appears. This makes it somewhat strange 
that it has been a bit neglected as a topic of study among scholars. The article of 
Gould published in 1973 made a very interesting attempt to remedy the situation. His 
work made clear that the concept of tKETEia displays "a particular instance of the 
ritualisation of reciprocity around a value (prestige) of universally accepted 
significance in the society of ancient Greece."5 The importance of this is very great 
and will become clearer when we come to examine aspects of honour and shame in 
the next chapter, as they appear in petitions, and when we come to look at the 
connections between reciprocity in ancient prayer and in petitions in chapter 8. In 
particular, a relationship of reciprocity involves an obvious element of mutuality, in 
the sense that both parties to the relationship enjoy benefits and shoulder obligations. 
Supplication and reciprocity in the Hellenistic and Roman worlds became absolutely 
fundamental for the negotiation of power in institutional contexts. 
Gould relied extensively upon passages in Homer, but also classical tragedians 
and historians, to develop his argument, but his overall conclusions about tKETEta are 
5 Gould. ""HIKETEIA"". 75. 
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a very useful way into the problem of supplication generally. In brief, supplication 
was a ritual whereby the supplicated placed himself or herself under the protection of, 
and submitted to the power of, the supplicated, whether man or god.6 Supplication 
could be undertaken either face to face, between human and human or human and 
god, or through contact with an altar or holy precinct. Gould concludes that 
supplication was constituted by a ritual act which depended upon physical contact 
with parts of the body which were regarded as having a peculiar sanctity, especially 
hands and knees. Where physical contact did not occur, but for example words of 
supplication were used by the putative suppliant, we have an example of "figurative" 
supplication which lacked the "full ritual significance of the completed act, and are 
adopted either where the situation requires no more than an intensification of the 
language of diplomatic appeal."7 Further, the ritual of supplication heavily involved 
the value of honour but in a special fashion. The suppliant through gestures of self 
abasement like kneeling or crouching, coupled with words of self-abasement, 
sacrificed his or her own n11Ti thereby "extravagantly" recognising the honour (and 
power) of the supplicated, whose obligation, apart from protection, was to restore 
honour to the suppliant by observing the obligations imposed by the ritual. Although 
for the supplicated this seems to have been a status elevation ritual, it also seems to 
have involved an inversion of the societal norm of competing for honour in almost 
every aspect of life. 8 
More recently the German scholar Walter Piitscher, again, mainly on the basis 
of Homer and the Greek tragedians, has made a further distinction between types of 
supplication. He maintains that there are two forms of supplication, the submissive, 
which corresponds to the description of Gould given above, and "aggressive" 
supplication in which the suppliant makes a claim upon the supplicated and can 
6 G. Freyburger, "Supplication grecque et supplication romaine", at 509ff emphasises that the ritual was of 
religious and legal significance. 
7 "HIKETEIA", at 77. We note here that this distinction seems to have immediate application to the language 
of petitions, which have traditionally been seen as an offshoot of the language of diplomatic encounter. But 
for reasons which are presented shortly such a conclusion is too trite. 
8 "HIKETEIA", at 95, I 00. 
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enforce his claim by threats. 9 He also follows Victoria Pedrick in casting doubt upon 
Gould's rather rigid distinction between "complete" and "figurative" supplication, 
since the evidence in Homer must always be treated as subject to its location in the 
epic poetic genre. The exigencies of composition mean that descriptions could be 
incomplete and we should allow for the possibility of abbreviated forms of the 
ritual.'0 
It must be stressed that these discussions of supplication were directed to the 
religious and social institution as it is evidenced primarily in Greece. Although we 
cannot glibly apply the views of Gould and Potscher to the Greek and then Roman 
periods of Egypt, their conclusions provide a theoretical framework with which to 
understand the language of supplication in petitions from Egypt, and when we turn to 
the question of the notions of Greek supplication in Egypt we can probably assume 
that generally it was characterised by the same basic features of submission by the 
weak to obtain protection before the power of the supplicated to enhance his or her 
honour. Among those of the general population derived from Greece one would 
expect understanding of supplication as a Greek social institution, although in the 
more pluralistic societies of the Hellenistic and Roman worlds it is likely to have 
performed a different range of social functions than it did in archaic and classical 
Greece. 11 
But in Ptolemaic Egypt an important development took place which is often 
described as a process of "secularisation". In Greece every sanctuary could operate as 
a place of refuge, and the practice of asylum was a very deeply ingrained religious 
institution in the ancient world. 12 Under the Ptolemies a distinction gradually came 
9 W. POtscher, "Die Strukturen der Hikesie", at 55, 74. 
10 At 51 fn 4 citing Pedrick, "Supplication in the Iliad and the Odyssey", see fn 4 above. 
II An observation borne out by the forms of supplicatory behaviour and language in Achilles Tatius and 
Chariton for example. 
12 U. Sinn, "Greek sanctuaries as places of refuge", at 97. On asylum seeK. Latte, Heiliges Recht (1920) 106-
8; E. Schlesinger, Die griechische Asylie (1933); F. von Woess, Das Asylwesen Agyptens in der 
Ptolemiierzeil und die spiitere Entwicklung (1923), ch. 6; L. Robert, Hellenica VI 33-42; M. Rostovtzeff, 
SEHHW (Oxford, 1941), 194-202, 844-7, 901-3; S. Weinstock, Divus Julius (1971), 395-7; R.A. Bauman, 
lmpietas in Principem (1974), 85-92. 
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into being between the sacred protection given by a temple and rights of asylum 
granted by the king, that is, irrespective of the moral or religious dimensions to the 
issue of refuge as they may have appertained to temples in Egypt, under the Greek 
administration the sovereign was recognised as the source of a right of asylum which 
was supported by sanctions imposed by the state, and this became an important focus 
for diplomatic exchanges between states. 13 Privileges of d:au/.{a were numbered 
among the benefactions (EuEpyE<J{a) granted by Hellenistic monarchs to Greek cities 
and the grants of asylum were among the npoaTayfiaTa Twv <Pti-av8pwnwv of the 
Ptolemaic monarchs. 14 The grant was usually made on the basis of a petition by 
priests or a prominent adherent, and sought a direction, usually to the strategos, for 
the administrative action to put the grant into effect, basically the same as petitions 
from individuals for assistance in their individual problems, for example the petitions 
to Ptolemy X Alexander from c. 93 BC, inscribed on stone, from the priests of the 
temple of Isis Sachypsis at Theadelphia. 15 The right of asylum was rare in III and II 
BC, though more frequent in I BC, it was not granted to every temple or sanctuary 
and the territory in which it operated was carefully circumscribed. 16 Bernand lists the 
following as known categories of suppliant: innocent persons driven there, maltreated 
cultivators, escaped slaves, and criminals. 17 The basic formulation of the right placed 
prohibitions upon entering the sanctuary, disturbing those suppliants resident there 
and expelling them by force. 18 Through a process which obviously involved the legal 
system, the Ptolemaic sovereign was accepted as having the power to bestow the 
rights of an ancient and deeply embedded religious and social institution from Greek 
culture upon temples in Egypt. These may have had similar rights based upon 
13 L. Wenger, "Asylrecht" in RAC I (1950) 838ff. 
14 SeeK. Bringmann, "The King as Benefactor: Some Remarks on Ideal Kingship in the Age of Hellenism" in 
A. Bulloch (ed.), Images and Ideologies: self-definition in the Hellenistic world (University of California 
Press, Berkeley, 1993), 7-24, and for Egypt M.-T. Lenger, "La notion de «hienfait» (philanthr6pon) royal et 
les ordonnances des rois Lagides"", in Studi in Onore di V. Arangio-Ruiz (Naples, 1956), 483-499, at 497-
99. 
15 Eg !Fayum 2, 112, 113, 114, 136. 
16 See the commentary oLE. Bernand to IFayum 2, 112, at p. 33, 114, comment on 1. 32. 
17 Ibid., 112. 1. 13. The mention of maltreated cultivators reminds us of O:vaxwj)T)O"\.S" which was discussed in 
chapter 3, see I 09, above. 
18 !Fayum 2, 112, 13, and Bernand's note. 
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religious and moral considerations deriving from the Egyptian milieu, but asylum in 
Ptolemaic Egypt was unique. Many of the temples enjoying the right were centres of 
the dynastic cult especially in the Arsinoite nome, and from one point of view the 
grant was no doubt a "politically intelligent" move19 In the Roman period grants of 
asylum, beginning with Julius Caesar are known for various parts of the empire such 
as Aphrodisias.20 In 22 AD the Aphrodisians sent an embassy to the Roman senate 
seeking confirmation of the rights of asylum in their sanctuary of Aphrodite.21 But 
there was a definite trend in the Roman period for the right of asylum to be more and 
more confined. 22 In any event, it is usually thought that a deep gap opened between 
the sacred tKETEta of authentic supplication and the political, diplomatic and legal 
rights of asylum granted by the state. 
Hence we can see that the language of supplication in petitions, represented 
principally by the verb KaTa<j>Euyw, may have been associated with a well recognised 
'secular' aspect of the sovereign as grantor of rights of asylum. This would amount to 
placing it within one of the categories given by Gould above, particularly, in the 
category of the figurative, the "intensification of the language of diplomatic appeal." 
A connection with political asylum has some obvious attractions. KaTa<j>Euyw was 
always one of the main verbs used in the classical period to designate the act of 
seeking asylum in temples.23 This meaning also appears in literary sources and 
documentary papyri of the Ptolemaic period.24 In petitions seeking grants of asylum 
19 E. Bernand, JFayum 2, 112, at 33. 
20 See J. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome (London, 1982), nos 8 and 35. See further New Docs 4, nos 19 and 
78. 
21 Ibid. no 38. 
22 SEHRE, 298. R. Taubenschlag, Das Strafrecht im Rechte der Papyri (Scientia Verlag, Aalen, 1972), 104, 
" ... die rOmische Regierung dasselbe sehr eingeschriinkt hatte." 
23 See eg Hdt 2.113 Kal vUv Eon 'HpaKAEos- lp6v, Es TO T}v KaTa<j>uyWv oi.KE'TllS" 0TEU Wv 
&:vepWnwv Em~dAT}Tat oT(y~aTa lpd, EwuTOv 5t8oUs- T£\j SEQ, aUK Ei;Ecrn Tmhou 
&ij;aa9at. 
24 See P.Ent. 78 (221 BC); P.Ent. 80 (c 241 BC). In P.Tebt. 111 724, a petition from. 175 or 164 BC, some 
wine sellers are described as "taking refuge in the temple": (11.7-8) 5ul Toiho [nDv Kam)Awvll 
KaTaTTE$EuyOn.uv E:n\ TO lEpOv; and in P.Tebt. III 787, petition to the strategos Phanias from c. 138 
BC, some farmers have failed to sow their crops, out of fear of "the implacable Apollonios, speak of "taking 
refuge in the temple of Zeus at lbion.": (11. 34-5) ~vayKd<JJ.lE8a [<j)Oj3wt ToiJ O:napat]n)Tou 
'AnoAAwv(ou KaTacj>u- [yE1v Ets- TO €v 'lj3tWlvt ToiJ 6.t0s- lEpOv. See also UPZ I 3 (164 BC); 
UPZI 119 (156 BC). 
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the verb Kam<!>Euyw is explicitly connected with iKETTJS, the word for suppliant, by 
the priests of the temple, in the expression Tous ElS ToDTo KaTa<!>EuyovTas 
lxETas- .25 
However, we need to define with care what the implications are from drawing 
a connection between the language of supplication in petitions and rights of asylum 
protected by the legal system. For one thing, on the available evidence, the 
supplication motif in Ptolemaic enteuxeis appeared long before grants of asylum 
rights to temples became common. For another, there is no real reason to describe the 
rights of asylum granted by Hellenistic kings or protected by sanctions of the state as 
pure) y secular 26 As so often in this thesis such a view depends primarily upon how 
the role of the Ptolemaic sovereign as 8Eos is viewed. If we follow the conclusions 
about the conceptualisation of the sovereign as a religious figure reached in the last 
chapter, it is better to say that the request for the grant of rights of asylum was a 
recognition of the personal and religiously symbolic power of the sovereign, and can 
be taken as a further indication that the Ptolemaic monarch was placed on a spectrum 
between human and divine.27 This reflects the underlying mentality which positioned 
the king in the role of the supplicated in the language of petitions and has a clear and 
close connection with the compassionate, strong and just saviour and benefactor 
symbolism which we dealt with in the last chapter. It supports the view that the 
power of the sovereign was perceived as a personal, as well as a formal, attribute and 
involved the religious and legal dimensions of his role in much the same way as the 
saviour and benefactor motif, which we also examined in the previous chapter. 28 The 
punishment for transgressors of asylum rights was death in Ptolemaic Egypt, unlike 
25 "Those suppliants seeking refuge in the [temple]". See also the asylum laws of Ptolemy XII Auletes = 
!Fayum, No I 14 (70 BC) and 136 (69/8 BC). 
26 Cf. L. Wenger, "Asylrecht"" 839. 
27 Which is seen particularly in the fact that the requests were addressed to the sovereign in his or her capacity 
as a god, eg, !Fayum, 112, 17-8, BE611E8& crou ToU VtKTJ$6pou 9Eo0, a phenomenon which we have 
seen in other potions from II and I BC, see chapter 5, 203 above. 
28 There may also be an echo of the more ancient significance of refuge at the hearth of a bronze age king, the 
hearth being the symbol of his personal otKOS'. See Gould, "HIKETEIA", 93, fn I 01 for this idea. Egypt 
was of course viewed as the otKOS" of Ptolemy. 
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other forms of sacrilege (tEpooul<{a).29 It might be argued that this was appropriate 
because transgression was an affront to the king. But that could be said about any 
number of legal transgressions. Flight to asylum could interrupt a lawsuit or prevent 
the execution of a penalty by the state.30 So the legal position rather underlines how 
religiously the right of asylum was viewed. Under the Romans transgression of 
asylum rights did not attract a death penalty and seems to have been placed under the 
general ambit ofiEpooul<{a, although flight could suspend a lawsuit and enforcement 
procedures as in the Ptolemaic period.31 However, the statue of the emperor attracted 
protection of the law as a place of refuge. 32 So although the Romans tended to curtail 
rights of asylum, in view of the involvement of the Roman emperor in grants and 
revocations of asylum rights, and as a place of refuge through his statue, broadly 
speaking, asylum, even as a matter for the legal system, retained importance as a 
religious institution. 
But whatever view we come to about asylum rights, there is good reason to 
think that in the language of supplication in petitions we are dealing with something 
different anyway. In the Roman period, at a time when the phenomenon of asylum as 
an institution recognised by law was on the wane, we see an intensification of the 
language of refuge in petitions. A glance at nos 95, 97, I 03 or 106 in Table 6.4 at the 
end of this chapter shows this and we will see in chapter 8 that the language of 
supplication in petitions was very close to the language of some forms of ancient 
prayer. We will also see that there was in fact a convergence of petitions and prayers 
which is especially noticeable in the use of the language of supplication. So although 
the involvement of the sovereign in the grant of rights of asylum may have had an 
influence on the choice of language in petitions, it provides no simple answer. 
29 R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco· Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri 332 B.C. - 640 A.D. (Warsaw, 
1955), 477; Das Strafrecht im Rechte der Papyri, 51-2. 
30 !bid., 551. 
31 Ibid., 477 and 552. 
32 T. Mommsen, R6mische Strafrecht (Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1955), 458. 
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We need now to return to the categories of supplication established by Gould 
and ask to which category, person to person or person to god, is the relationship of 
petitioner to sovereign most closely analogous? The question is material because 
Gould himself distinguishes situations of person to person from person to god 
supplication. The answer depends again partly upon what view is taken of ruler-cult 
and the signification of epithets such as saviour and benefactor which we discussed in 
the last chapter but that in turn also depends partly upon the perception that a clear 
disjunction exists between language and action. That is to say, the whole question of 
written supplication is subject to the issue of "complete" versus "figurative" 
supplication, because on their face the usages of the language of supplication in 
petitions were not accompanied by any ritual action and therefore were "figurative", 
lacking full ritual significance, and notably Gould calls the instances of Athenian 
orators "supplicating" a jury, the "paradigm case of 'figurative' supplication.", so he 
draws a close connection between the figurative and the rhetorical.33 This makes us 
face squarely the whole problem of language as action, and is best examined in the 
context of other written forms of supplication, especially judicial prayers, in chapter 
8. We may observe now that if we define the ritualistic language of a written petition 
as linguistic action in the same broad category as some types of ritual language in 
prayer and if we conclude for other reasons that the relationship between petitioner 
and sovereign was seen as more analogous to that between person and god than 
person and person, the idea of a pallid form of 'figurative' supplication becomes 
suspect and our ultimate conclusions about the language of supplication in petitions 
will be affected. But these issues will be deferred to chapter 8. In the balance of this 
chapter it is proposed to look at the language of supplication in petitions largely with 
reference to the tradition of classical forensic rhetoric, because in so doing we can put 
to bed enough other issues to bring the question of language as action into proper 
focus. 
33 At 78 fn 24. 
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6.3 CLASSICAL ANTECEDENTS IN FORENSIC RHETORIC 
The study of classical languages has an inherent bias towards classical authors. The 
French scholar Collomp in the 1920's made extensive comparisons between Attic 
orators and Ptolemaic petitions and there are three good reasons for considering the 
classical authors as an initial step. First, the classical corpus provides a large body of 
Greek against which to compare usages in papyri. Secondly, forensic speeches of 
Attic orators, for example, were made in a context, namely, speeches in court, 
comparable to the context of petitions and certainly reports of proceedings. The 
forensic affiliation is strong. We have already observed that the Ptolemaic monarch 
was at the apex of the judicial and administrative hierarchy of Egypt.34 The laws of 
Ptolemaic Egypt were very closely linked to those of Athens and other city states.35 
So it would stand to reason that forensic argumentation in early Ptolemaic Egypt, 
including petitions, was also linked. Thirdly, as we noted in chapter 2, the speeches 
of classical orators were clearly part of the general knowledge passed from generation 
to generation by the content of education systems, so it can be assumed that the 
writers of petitions in III BC Egypt were educated to know some at least of the Attic 
canon.36 
When we turn to the classical orators it becomes apparent that appeals to 
Athenian juries in supplicatory terms, which also included the language of help, 
mercy and preservation, were often utilised. It is not hard to find examples of the 
speaker making a defence or pleading from a special position, expressing the 
relationship between himself and the jury in terms of refuge. A good early exemplar 
appears in Antiphon. 37 Antiphon wrote his speeches in the period 421-411 BC 
approximately. In Tetralogia B.f3, actually a rhetorical exercise, not an actual speech, 
34 See chapter 3, 93 above. 
35 See chapter 7, 314 below. 
36 Chapter 2, 84 above. 
37 See Collomp, Recherches, Ch ii, especially. 122 and 125-130. 
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the speaker is making his defence against a charge of accidental homicide before the 
court of the Palladion. A boy was accidentally killed by a javelin while watching a 
youth practising in the gymnasium. His father makes the actual apologia. 38 In the 
second section he says-
UnO B€ <JK)") pa <;" d vd yKT) <; "Compelled by harsh necessity, and 
f:lta(o~Evo<;, Kal. mho<; Et<; Tov myself having sought refuge in your 
u~ETEpov EAEov, w avBpE<; BtKacrTal, mercy, men of the jury, I ask you, if! 
KaTanE<j>Euyw<; B€o~at u ~wv, £av seem to you to speak more 
aKpl~EO"TEpov lj 
66J;w EiTTElV, 
w<; <JUVT)8E<; u ~tV 
~1] Oui Td S" 
accurately than the usual, do not, 
having received my defence with less 
nponpl)~Eva<; Tuxas- <~TTOV n> approval on account of the 
O:noBE~a~€vou<; ~ou TlJV anoi<oy{av aforementioned misfortunes, make 
Bo~lJ Kal. ~l) aAT)8E{q TlJV Kptcrtv your judgment on the basis of 
not r]cracr8at conjecture and not truth. " 
We see in this extract two themes which are very resilient in later centuries. In one 
the speaker places himself in the hands of the jury under compulsion (uno BE 
crKAT)pil<; O:vayKT)<; (3w(o~Evo<; ). The idea of being compelled to seek the assistance 
or indulgence of the state can be found in many petitions from Ptolemaic Egypt and 
even late into the Roman and Byzantine periods.39 The speaker also takes refuge in 
the mercy of the jury, which as we saw in the last chapter was always a positive 
attribute of officials.40 
With this we may compare a passage from Andocides in his defence to 
charges of impiety for involvement in the profanation of the mysteries in 411 BC. In 
this case of course Andocides was facing the death penalty. At the end of the speech 
he says, ElS' ull-aS' Ka'Ta¢>EUyw Kat O:vTt~oAW Kal lKETEUo:r Ull-ElS' J.I.E nap' Ull-WV 
mhwv ahl)crd ~Evot crwcraTE, ... (I take refuge before you and I beg you and I 
38 SeeR. Jebb, Selections from the Attic Orators (MacMillan & Co, London,1962), 202. 
39 See below chapter 7, 339. 
40 See chapter 6, 230ff below. 
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approach you as a suppliant. Having asked for me from yourselves, preserve me, ) 
Apart from the use of the verb for refuge KaTa<j>Euyw, the presence of the verb <n~<:w 
in the sense of "preserve" or "save" is an early invocation of a trait or responsibility of 
the powerful as saviour and preserver of the weak or troubled, which we have already 
seen. 
If then we move forward several decades there are interesting comparisons 
and embellishments in the works of Demosthenes. Demosthenes made several 
speeches on his own behalf in a lawsuit against his guardians, soon after he reached 
the age of eighteen in 364/3 BC. The first two were directed against the guardian 
Aphobus.41 The essence of the case was that Aphobus as guardian had managed to 
dissipate an estate worth some 14 talents at the death of Demosthenes' father, so that 
upon his coming of age it was worth less than one talent. In the process two 
profitable businesses, a cutlery business and a furniture business, "disappeared."42 
The first speech against Aphobus is that given by Demosthenes in prosecution of his 
claim. Towards the end he says-
6Eo~at oDv U 1J.WV, W O:v6pES' 
6tKa<rra{, Kal {KE'TEtfw Kal 
d:vnf3oAW, >CVT]<J8EvTaS" Kal TWV 
v61J.WV Kal TWv OpKwv oUs 
o>C6aavTES" otKa<:ETE, f3oTJ8fiaat ~>L'iv 
TO: 6{Kata, Kal !J.i} nEpl TTAE{OVOS' 
Td:S" TOUTOU 6El]<JElS' Ti Td:S' 
TjllE'H~pas TTotl]cracr8at. O{Katot 6' 
EcrT' EAEElv oU TaUs- d:6{Kous TCDv 
dvepWnwv, dt..t..Cx TaUs- napaAOyws 
£ - 43 
vU<JTUXOUV'Tar;;, ... 
"I ask you, gentlemen jurors, and I 
approach you as a suppliant and I 
beseech you, remembering the laws 
and the oaths which having sworn 
you sit in judgement, to help us to get 
justice, and do not think more 
important the requests of this fellow. 
You are right to pity not the unjust 
among men, but those who have met 
misfortune unreasonably ... " 
Here we can see the passage o<'o>Cat oiiv u >CWV, Ji avo pES" 6tKaaTa(, Kat tKETEuw 
Kal. d:vnf3oAw initiates a request directly to the jury, through the use of the vocative 
phrase. As we have seen, the use of 6Eo>Cat plus a vocative is common in petitions of 
41 Against Aphobus I and II= Dem.XXVII and XXVIII. 
42 See the introduction to L. Pearson, Demosthenes: Six Private Speeches (Uni. Oklahoma Press, Oklahoma, 
1972). 
43 XXVII.68. 
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all periods. Further, Demosthenes couples the request with the theme of supplication 
in three present indicative forms. He also reminds the jury that as part of their role as 
the supplicated they should heed the dictates of the laws, a reference to an underlying 
connection between the jurors role and the rule of law, which we saw reappears in the 
conceptualisation of officials in Greco-Roman Egypt. He combines the concepts of 
"assistance" or "help" (~oTJ8fjoat 1\~v Ta o{Kata) and mercy (o{Katot o' €oT' 
EAEE'iv ou TOUS aOiKOUS TlDV av8pwnwv ). and sets these themes in patterns which 
contrast the unjust with the unfortunate, a process which is very common in 
petitions.44 
These themes are replicated and developed in his reply to the speech of 
Aphobus. Demosthenes invokes the same ideas with the words, o<j\oaTE, EAEl]oaTE, 
EnEtOr) 11' oUTot cruyyEvElS' Ov'TES' aUK ~AET)oav. ElS U~HlS' KaTanEq>EUyaJ.lEV, 
lKETEtiw, dvTt(3oAW npOs na{Owv, npOs yuvatKWv, npOs- TWv OvTwv d:ya8Wv 
u~tv 45 ("Save me, pity me, since these guardians, who are relatives, have not. We 
have taken refuge before you. I approach as a suppliant and I beseech you by your 
children, by your women, by the good things that you have." ) The motifs of help, 
justice, mercy and preservation are all combined again in a request to the jury, 
phrased in the manner of the suppliant before the gods. 
These few examples demonstrate that in classical forensic oratory, a symbolic 
relationship of supplication was recognised as a legitimate expedient which was 
drawn upon and articulated linguistically by litigants who wanted the juries of Athens 
to exercise power in their favour. It is important to note that the speakers in Antiphon 
and Andocides are both pleading for their lives or at least against the imposition of a 
serious penalty. Where the stakes are so high, it might be said that the invocation of 
saviours and mercy seems unsurprising. However, in his speeches, Demosthenes is 
seeking redress for financial wrongs done to him and other members of his family. 
44 See chapter 7. 
45 XXVIII.20. 
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On the other hand, he was only 18 at the time of the speech and approaches the jury 
on behalf of himself, as a young man who is inexperienced, and women and children, 
all categories of person who traditionally were seen as most in need of support. But 
at a symbolic level these passages reflect the very human reality that linguistic 
interaction plays a very important role in the incitement of compassion. The pleader 
places himself in the hands of the jury, and thereby also highlights its power and 
responsibility. 
Before we leave the area of classical forensic oratory we may note a passage 
from the Aethiopica of Heliodorus for comparison. Although it was probably written 
some time in III AD, it is of passing interest that much of the action for the story is set 
in Egypt, apparently in the period of Persian rule, if references to the Great king and 
satraps are detenninative.46 In Book 1.13, the unhappy story of Knemon is told to the 
heroes Theagenes and Chariclea. Knemon was the victim of a trick by his 
treacherous step-mother which resulted in his own father, Aristippos, believing that 
Knemon has tried to kill him. Knemon and Aristippos are Athenians, so Aristippos 
takes his son before the Athenian people and makes a speech accusing Knemon of 
attempted parricide and asks for the appropriate punishment. The form and content of 
the speech are clearly drawn from the tradition of classical forensic rhetoric. 
Aristippos finishes by saying to the demos: Kamn€<j>Euya TE npos u ~cis Kat 
npocrayyEAAw Toihov, aUTOxnp 11Ev alnoD yEvEcr8at KaTO: TaUs- v6J.LOUS Et;;ov 
oU f3ouAT}8E{s-, lqJ.lv 6E TO nciv KaTaAtnWv, v61141 (3Ei\'nov i}ymJJ.LEVOS' il <P6v41 
natoos TTJV otKlJV t.a~~avnv ("I flee to you and tell of this matter, although 
according to the laws I might put him to death with my hand, but I do not want to, 
leaving the whole matter to you, believing it better to exact punishment by law than 
by the killing of my child") There are some obvious structural similarities between 
this speech and the structure of petitions. The refuge motif, expressed in the perfect 
tense, appears at the end in connection with the statement of the desired action by the 
46 Eg. IL24. 
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body appealed to, in this case the Athenian demos. The echoes of the classical 
rhetorical antecedents which are set out earlier in this chapter are also plain, and no 
doubt Heliodorus drew upon them quite consciously. The fact that Heliodorus in III 
AD should utilise this particular motif shows that it was current and its place in the 
rhetorical tradition was something to which his readership might respond. It also 
shows that the relationship of power, originating between pleader and jury, implied 
by the language of Demosthenes and other orators, was something which had joined 
the common cultural corpus which circulated in the Greco-Roman world. It also 
implicitly relies upon the opposition between the stabilising and positive function of 
the process of law and the anomie threat lurking the brutal right which Aristippos had 
to slaughter his own son. 
6.3.1 The Supplication Motif in the Hellenistic Period. 
It is hard to deny the possible connection between the passages from the classical 
orators and similar language in petitions of the III BC. The prevalence of the refuge 
motif can be seen at a glance in Table 6.4. In the earliest petitions, refuge is sought 
with the king, Ptolemy, in constructions such as, at.A[a] f.n( rrE, j3arrti-ED, 
KaTa<j>uyov[TES', TC>V navTwv] KOlVOV rrwTfjpa, TEUe011E8a TOU OlKUlOU in P.Ent. 2 
(217 BC). This is the most common construction in III BC, with 27 of the 28 
enteuxeis in Table 6.4 addressed to the sovereign in III BC exhibiting it. It was also 
common for the monarch to be addressed as saviour and benefactor as part of the 
construction, as we saw in the last chapter. The use of the aorist active tense places 
the act of taking refuge as a necessary anterior step to the meeting with assistance, 
justice or benefaction, which as we have seen, were constantly expressed as the 
outcome of the action of the monarch and other officials. There are two examples of 
the use the perfect participle such as P.Ent. 82 (221 BC): Ll.€o11at ouv rrou, j3arrti-ED, 
E'C rrot ooKEt, iKETlS' f.n( rrE KaTanE<j>Euyul:a. Another construction is the 
periphrastic structure 6Eo11at oDv rrou, j3arrtA<D, ETTt rr€ T~v K[aT]a<j>uy~v 
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notoUf!E[VT) in P.Ent. 24 (221 BC), in which the use of the present middle participle is 
particularly noteworthy in view of the developments we see in the next centuries.47 
In both constructions, the use of the vocative is reminiscent also of the direct appeal 
to the audience, such as, an Athenian jury. These constructions all appear in the third 
section of the petition, the request section, with the sought after consequence. 48 In 
Table 6.4 there are 33 examples of the motif and all, apart from 5 examples in 
petitions to Zenon, which are dealt with shortly, in III BC, appear in surviving 
petitions only to the king. 
Collomp thought it was possible to elicit the elements of an enteuxis 
"reguliere" from the speech of !socrates Ad Leocharem, both in terms of the language 
used and the structure. 49 Bearing in mind that works of the forensic orators of 
classical Athens formed a significant part of the cultural background of the Greeks 
who populated Egypt during the migrations of III BC, and if we limit our comments 
at this point to the early Hellenistic period of Egypt, it is reasonable to surmise that in 
this use of this linguistic motif we see the language and concepts of those orators 
being taken and set in fresh patterns for the purposes of interactions with the king in 
the new social context of Ptolemaic Egypt. The point must be emphasised that a 
petition was a mode of linguistic interaction very different from the making of a 
speech in an Athenian court, and the audience, the king, was also quite different from 
the Athenian jury. However, the one facet which both the Athenian jury and 
Ptolemaic king had in common was the possession of power vis-a-vis the speech-
maker or petitioner, and the interaction took place in the forensic or judicial context. 
These are the points of continuity which help explain the choice of language and 
which suggest that it was being used in the Hellenistic period for the creation of 
meanings, through an interpretative process. 
47 See the following sections. 
48 See Di Bitonto (1967), 51-2. 
49 Collomp, Recherches, 130. 
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If this view is correct it suggests that the cult position of the Ptolemaic 
monarch was not itself determinative of the choice of the language of supplication in 
petitions, even if it made such a choice seem all the more apposite. This conclusion 
seems strengthened by the use of the language of supplication in letters or petitions 
from the archive of Zenon. As we noted in chapter 3 Zenon was not an "official" in 
the same way as a person was strategos or epistates.50 Nor was he the object of any 
organised cult. But he was and was perceived to be a person of influence. Petitions 
to him use the refuge motif, but with significant differences to its use in petitions to 
the king. Notably, the present indicative active is sometimes employed rather than an 
aorist participle. For example, in P.Cair.Zen Ill 59421 (III BC) the petitioner is 
Dionysios the corn-measurer, who seems to have been arrested on an accusation of 
dishonest practice. He appeals to Zenon to examine the case himself saying o£o11a{ 
GOU Kat lKET]Euw, EVEUX[OI!E]vo[sJ GOl T[o)us TTaTplK[o)us 8EOUS Kat Tijv 
uy{Hav Tij[v 'Ano.\.\wv{o]u llli TTEpllOElV 11E UOlKOUilEVOV. This language 
constructs a relationship between Zenon and Dionysios which is clothed in the same 
symbolic attributes as the relationship between many Ptolemaic petitioners and their 
king. We see this again in P.Cair Zen. Ill 59495 where two swineherds implore 
Zenon to release them from prison. They are there for some fault, and do not deny 
that they have been rightly punished, but appeal to Zenon to have pity on them: au 
oUv KUptov d:t..AO: aE. npOs- oE oUv KaTa¢>UyycivoJ.l.EV, lva EAET}Il-oaUvllS" 
TUXWilEV. 51 P.Lond. VII 2045 also deals with release from prison but the idea of 
refuge is expressed in the perfect indicative. An Egyptian named Pais has been 
imprisoned for 5 months, wrongfully he says. The reason for the imprisonment may 
have been that he failed to fulfil some contractual obligation. He asks Zenon to help, 
casting himself as a suppliant: vDv oilv tKETat KaTanE<j>EliyallEV npos <>E. mlK 
50 Hence letters or petitions to Zenon do not appear in the otherwise thorough study of petitions to government 
officials below the king in Di Bitonto 1968, even though several petitions to Apo11onios as dioiketes do 
(P.Cair.Zen. 1159236.lll. 59341 a; PSI V 538; SB Vlli 9800). 
51 P.Cair.Zen. III 59421 (III BC) is another example: [ EyW oUv K]aTa$EUyw Ent aE, taov Kp{vwv 
['AnoA]Awv{un 
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~xo 11Ev (:lo118ov al.l.ov oU8€va ana u€{s-}.52 But why should we assume necesarily 
that swineherds and com measurers or scribes who wrote for them would look to the 
tradition of forensic rhetoric, either exclusively or at all, for the linguistic devices to 
express their relationship with an "unofficial" powerful figure? 
But it may in fact be the case that the cult position of the sovereign in early 
Hellenistic Egypt did substantially motivate petitioners to conceptualise their written 
appeals as acts of supplication and express them as such, especially when we 
remember the later connection between the sovereign and grants of asylum, and the 
considerations which we canvassed in the last chapter about the cult appellatives in 
petitions to the sovereign.53 We pointed out above that apart from Zenon, all 
examples of the refuge motif in III BC appear in EvTEuens- to the sovereign. What 
needs explanation is the use of the same language addressed to Zenon, and for that 
matter to strategoi in the later Ptolemaic period. 54 Again we may observe that the one 
facet in common for each of the Athenian jury, the Ptolemaic monarch and Zenon 
was the possession of power in the face of the language user, whether orator or writer 
of the petition. We noted in the last chapter how the notion of last resort and helper 
was applied later in II BC to the sovereign, and that this adaptation and continuity 
indicated the language of refuge addressed to Zenon was indicative of a strongly felt 
response to his (personal) power. 55 The better conclusion from all this may then be 
that the supplication motif in early Ptolemaic petitions represented a basic 
conceptualisation of a relationship of power, which appropriately articulated the 
submission of the weak to the protection of the strong, and further that the position of 
the strong was legitimated by reference to those elements of the symbolic order which 
we categorise as religious. Its presence in speeches by Attic orators reflects the same 
52 Cf UPZ I 4 Verso (164 BC), a petition to the sovereign: d[~tW] UIJ.[ac; aUK Elxwv ilAAfrwl ~[or}}9Eav 
al.): ~ I T[~vl ·~' ~IJ.a[s- KaTa~u]y~v. 
53 It is known that Ptolemy III Euergetes (246-221 BC) granted rights of asylum to a synagogue in III BC: See 
IFayum 112, intra. 33. 
54 Refer to Table 6.4 
55 Chapter 5, 217 above. 
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perception of a relationship of power but in a different place and time, and the earlier 
did not "cause" the later. In Athens it was used by litigants to cast themselves in the 
role of the helpless suppliant in the face of the power of the jury. In the climate of the 
"democratic" ideology of Athens it is perhaps easy to believe the language of 
supplication used by litigants was little more than "rhetorical" window dressing. That 
compassion for and help for injustice through the symbolic concept of, or the act itself 
of, refuge was conceived as equally a feature of the human legal role of judge and 
divine was recognised in the aphorism of Archytas of Tarentum (IV BC) who is 
quoted by Aristotle as saying that "there is no difference between an arbitrator and an 
altar, for the wronged takes refuge with one or the other." ('ApxuTas "<PTJ Tmhov 
1" ' ' (.1 ; ' ' , ""' ' ' '£ ; ,.+., ; )56 El Vat 6tal TT)TTlV Kat t-'WIJ.OV. ETI aiJ.'t'W yap 'TO avlKOU IJ.EVOV KaTa'+'EUYEt. 
The appeal to mercy in forensic argumentation was such a standard element of the 
interaction between pleader and jury that it was satirised in Aristophanes' Wasps 
(568-74) But when the social and political context is changed to the Hellenistic world 
and the milieu is Egypt, we are faced with a different ideology, an ideology, as has 
been noted, in which the position of the monarch is exalted and surrounded by actual 
religious ritual and a cluster of symbolic and religious attributes many of which 
defined his role as the powerful helper of the weak. Alexander the Great and then the 
Successors, according to A.E. Samuel, became the purveyors of and the embodiment 
of a "state of mind" which was "royal and aristocratic, neither supportive of nor 
congenial to the faint flickerings of egalitarianism implicit in the ideals of Socrates in 
the century before, nor to the reality of the expanded democracy of Athens of the late 
fifth century."57 Against this background we can see that supplicatory appeals to the 
Ptolemaic monarch, for justice or mercy or assistance by the ordinary person, did 
more than simply ape the received devices of the classical rhetors. The king was both 
the object of cult and the apex of the legitimate power and legal authority and the 
56 Ar. Rhet. Ill. II, 5. 
57 The Promise of the West: The Greek World, Rome and Judaism( Routledge, London and New York, 1988), 
171. 
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distance between him and his subjects was greater than that between an Athenian 
litigant and an Athenian jury.58 The articulation of the enteuxis in terms of request 
and supplication, and the consequential desires for help and justice reflect in part the 
greater social space that had grown between the exalted monarch and the general 
population. Actually, as well as symbolically, the king became both the arbitrator and 
the altar, to paraphrase Archytas, so the language of supplication was doubly 
appropriate. It is suggested that through the application of the same mentality to the 
king's officials and to other powerful individuals such as Zenon the general 
population made sense of their power. In this sense the use of the language of 
supplication addressed to Zenon anticipated the application of the same symbolism to 
Roman officials. In the next sections we will attempt to substantiate this idea by 
tracing the passage of the motif further through the centuries. 
6.3.2 The Supplication Motif in the later Ptolemaic period 
It is generally accepted that anomie social conditions brought about by civil war were 
a strong feature of Ptolemaic Egypt at the start of the second century BC. 59 This may 
account for a dearth of surviving petitions until about 170 BC. But it can be seen 
from Table 6.4 that the language of supplication was still utilised. The motif 
continues to be found in connection with the king as one would expect in II and I BC. 
There does seem to be a change in the surviving documents to the extent that the 
appellations saviour benefactor and helper do not appear nearly so frequently as part 
of the supplication construction in petitions to the monarch in the final appeal, even if 
they begin to appear in other parts of the text, especially in direct connection with the 
request verb, such as, P.Tebt. III 740 (c. 113 BC): (19-21) o8Ev /o<i>' {qJ.ii<; T[ous-
navnov K]OtVOU <JWTfjpa<; [ T~V KaTa<l>uy~[v TIOllj<Ja~EVOt] BEO~E8' u~wv T<i)[v 
~EYl<JT[wv 8EWV .60 
58 Wolff, Das Justizwesen. 
59 See Pol. V 107.1-3; F.W. Walbank, The Hellenistic World (Fontana, 1981), 119. 
60 Compare UPZ I 14 (158-7 BC): TOO T~V E¢1' u~as- KO:TO:¢ltJ"f~V Toils- 8E01JS" J.lE"f(CJTOUS" I Kal 
dvnATiJ.lTITOpO:S' TIOlllO<.fjlEVOV TtJXEiV. 
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But in the same period there is an interesting development, when we see that 
the supplication motif is extended more widely to officials besides the monarch. It is 
found in petitions to the epistrategos and strategos, with one example to the 
hypodioiketes, although unadorned by appellations such as saviour and benefactor, or 
of course any reference to cult positions.61 For the 20 petitions exhibiting the refuge 
motif from II and I BC the syntactical analysis is as follows. Of 9 addressed to the 
sovereign, 3 have idiosyncratic expressions (eg BEoJ.Lat UJ.LWV J.LE8' lKETEtas) or the 
precise detail is lost, 2 take a perfect indicative middle construction (T~v Kam<j>uy~v 
<<1>' uJ.Las nEnol]J.LE8a), 2 take an aorist participle middle construction (Tl\v <<1>' 
UJ.Las KaTa<j>uy~v TOUS 8EOUS J.lEYl<JTOUS Kat aVTtATlJ.lTTTOpas TTOll]<JclJ.LEVOV) and 
2 take a perfect participle middle construction (Blo T~v <<1>' u 11as KaTa<j>uy~v 
TTETTOTJJ.LEvos). Those to the epistrategos and hypodioiketes take a perfect indicative 
middle construction (T~v En\. <JE KaTa<j>uyl\v TTETTOTJJ.Lad, the 7 to the strategos take 
either the perfect indicative, a present indicative (En\. <JE Tl\v KaTa<j>uyl\v 
noloil J.Lal) or a perfect participle middle construction (~lo Tl\v KaTa<j>uyl\v 
TTETTOTJJ.LEvos a~lw). It is worth noting that in these examples the language of 
supplication appears earlier in the request section of the petitions, that is, more closely 
connected with the request verb. The use of the middle voice represents the most 
significant change in the construction and it seems to have become almost standard by 
II BC, and clearly expresses a connotation that in taking refuge the petitioner has 
taken action for himself or herself. It is also worth pointing out in this connection that 
KaTa<j>uyl] often denoted a place of refuge, which adds an important dimension to the 
conceptualisation of the official who was at a symbolic level assimilated to the place 
of refuge. 62 
61 Epistrategos: SB I 4638 (145-116 BC); Mitt Chr. 18 ( 116-111 BC); UPZ II 191, 192, 193 (111-110 BC). 
Strategos: SB XVII2305 (199-150 BC); UPZ 18 (c. 161 BC); UPZ 112 (c. 158 BC)P.Grenfl 42 (II BC) = 
Wilck. Chr 447; P.Tebt. III: I 785 (c 138 BC); P.Rein I, 18 (108 BC) =Mitt. Chr. 26; BGU VIIII836 (51/50 
BC); BGU VIIII823 (I BC); BGU VIIII858 (I BC). It may be noted in passing that the image of the flight 
of the petitioner to the official is tacitly contrasted by with the flight of the wrongdoer away from justice, 
even if not in the same document, through verbs such as 5ta<jlEUyw, see eg P.Tebt. I 44 (114 BC). 
62 On the meanings of KaTacj)uyrJ see the entry in LSJ. 
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In light of our discussion above connecting the impetus for the choice of the 
supplication motif with the power of the addressee in this development we are 
probably right to see an expression of the perception in the general population of the 
power of officials beyond the monarch. The dilution of the power of the monarchy 
and the elevation of local powerful figures in the chora and metropoleis which we 
discussed in chapter 3 brought about the assimilation of symbolic conceptualisations 
of the monarch to the positions of epistrategoi and nome strategoi.63 The orthodoxy 
which kept the refuge motif almost exclusively for the monarch in petitions was 
broken down and it was released into wider duties within the symbolic universe to be 
used to legitimate other positions. We find expressions which are very close in 
concept such as oEortE8a oou f!ET' tKETEtas addressed to the monarchs and the 
hypodioiketes. 64 UPZ I 8 (c. 161 BC) shows an interesting development which 
anticipates Roman petitions. The refuge motif becomes expressed in the present 
middle indicative, while the verb expressing injustice is relegated to a subordinate 
participial form: (4) 'H6tKT)flEVOS' ou f!ETptWS' ... ETTl <JE 'f~V KaTa<j>uy~v TTOlOUflat. 
This is important because the verb of supplication is expressed in a mood which is 
closest to that which is most often indicative of ritual utterances, including 
invocation.65 This is different from the largely participial constructions in petitions of 
III BC and even I BC, as we can see from Table 6.4, but it becomes more frequent in 
the centuries of the Roman occupation. This will be referred to again in Chapter 8 but 
we can note here that this may well have formed part of a trend whereby the language 
of petitions to human officials and invocations of and imprecations to unseen deities 
moved towards each other.66 
63 We can see a parallel process in the use of vocatives in petitions to the strategos, e.g., BGU VIII 1843 (50-
49 BC), in which the strategos Soteles is called OEIJ.V6TaTE oTpanwE. See also BGU VIII 1816 (60-59 
BC) and BGU IV 1187 (I BC). 
64 UPZ I 9 (161 BC) to the king and queen, UPZ 1 46 (162-1 BC) to the hypodioiketes. 
65 SeeR Lesses, "The Adjuration of the Prince of Presence: Perfonnative Utterance in the Jewish Ritual" in M. 
Meyer & P. Mirecki (ed.), Ancient Magic and Ritual Power (The Religions of the Greco-Roman World Vol 
129)(E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1995), 185-206. 
66 See further 394 below. 
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A table summarising the constructions used in the Ptolemaic period appears as 
follows. This is an important exercise because it provides a basis to assess 
developments in the Roman period. 
Tense and Mood 
Present indicative 
Perfect indicative 
Periphrasis using a 
middle present 
participle joined to the 
request verb 
Periphrasis using a 
middle aorist participle 
joined to the request 
verb 
Periphrasis using a 
middle perfect 
participle joined to the 
reQuest verb 
Periphrasis using an 
active present 
participle joined to the 
request verb 
Aorist participle 
Perfect participle 
Present infinitive, 
active or middle 
Table 6.1 
300 BC to 31 BC 
Example 
P.Cair.Zen. III 59421 (III BC): I <yw oilv 
K]aTacjlEUyw Enl eYE 
P.Lond. VII 2045 (III BC): vOv ouv lKhat 
KaTaTTE$EUyaJ.LEV np0:; OE. 
P.Ent. 24 (221 BC): 
f3acrtAEU, Ent crE 
TTOlOU 11E'[v11 
LlEo11at oUv crou,) 
Tl)v K[aT]aQ>uyl)v 
UPZ I 14 (158-7 BC)(=P. Lond. 23): 6Ew~m 
U11Wv nllv J.LEy{crTwv 8EWv tPtAOJ.l1lT0pwv ... 
nA~v TOG Tnv E$' UJ.laS" KaTacjluynv ToU:; 
8E01)S" J.LEy(crTOUS Ked d vnAyf J.l TITOpGS" 
notn<T&UEVOV TUXElV 
UPZ I 12 (158 BC)(=P. Par. 40): lito T~v 
KaTa$uyTw nETIOTJ~Evo:; O:euJJ 
UPZ I 4 Verso (164 BC)(=P.Par.24 Verso): 
a[~tw] u~[as- OUK. <lxwv a/.A[~v] ~[o~]8EaV 
a),)," ~ I T[~v] E<j>" ~~als- Kam<j>u]y~v 
P.Yale 46 col. i (246-221 BC): tva ETTt cr< 
K]q_Tq.$tJyWv, ~aatAEU, Tt)XU) I ToO BtKa(ou 
P.Ent. 85 (221 BC): Tothou yap y<vo~<vou, 
En( aE, f3aatAEfi, KaTan[E]Q>[EuyW:; Tofi 
BtKaiou TEt5~o~at 
P.Cair.Zen. III 59447 (III BC): TTPOS" ETEp[ov 
yap o]UeEva KaTa$uyEl.v EaT( ~ot KaAW:; 
Exov. 
Aorist infinitive relying I BGU VIII 1836 (51/50 BC): Sto TTpo~y~at 
perfect active Ti}V hr~ q[EJ nou)cracr8at IKcna<jHJyl)v, d:i,;tW 
Frequency Addressees 
2 
III BC 
IIIBC 
I 
IIIBC 
3 
IIBC 
5 
II-I BC 
IIBC 
21 
IIIBC 
2 
IIIBC 
2 
III BC 
2 
IBC 
Zenon 
Zenon 
Ptolemy 
Ptolemy 
Ptolemy. 
strategos 
Ptolemy 
Ptolemy, 
unknown 
Ptolemy 
Zenon 
Strategos 
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Periphrasis with UPZ I 8 (c. 161 BC)(~P. Lon d. 24): I Strategos 
present middle 'HOtKT]~EvoS" aU ~ETp{wS" ... E:nt UE T~V 
KaTa<f>vyTw noto01J.at IIBC 
Periphrasis with perfect SB XVI 12305 (199-150 BC): .!otKo~~.fv~ ou 6 Ptolemy, 
middle IJ.ETplwS" ... E:n{ UE Tl)v Kan:upuy~ v I epistrategos, 
nEnohuwt IIBC strategos 
In the sample from the Ptolemaic period of 53 petitions, 37 are addressed to the 
sovereign (although this preponderance is a result of the large number of enteuxeis 
collected by Gueraud from III BC in P.Ent), 1 to the epistrategos, 1 to a 
hypodioiketes, 7 to the strategos, 1 unknown and 5 to Zenon. The break up of the 
petitioners according to rough social categories appears to be: 2 from artisans, 27 
from land holders of some sort, either clerouchs, katoikoi or others, probably lessees, 
3 from merchants, 1 from someone who is old or sick, 5 from a priest or other temple 
personnel, 5 from rural labourers, 1 from a servant, 1 from a soldier, 1 from an 
unemployed person, 5 unknown. The preponderance of petitioners from land holders 
reflects the structural realities of Ptolemaic Egypt which we discussed at length in 
chapter 3. 
In summary then, the refuge motif appears only in connection with the 
sovereign and Zenon in III BC. The aorist participle is the most numerous, but is 
limited to III BC. In II and I BC periphrastic constructions are more prevalent, and 
the appearance of the middle is noteworthy signifying the idea that the petitioner is 
acting for him or herself. 
6.3.3 The Roman Period 
The period of the Roman empire until the advent of Christianity is generally viewed 
as a period of decline in traditional religious and spiritual forms. One might therefore 
expect that any spiritual or symbolic signification which the motif of refuge may have 
expressed, would have completely dissipated in the period 30 BC to mid IV AD. But 
there are interesting contraindications. From the start of the Roman period, the refuge 
motif remains strong. The process of diffusion throughout the administrative 
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hierarchy, which we saw beginning in II BC in connection with the epistrategos and 
strategos, becomes more obvious. The refuge motif becomes a symbolic formula of 
fairly general application to powerful Roman figures. Between 31 BC and the end of 
I AD there are examples of the motif being directed towards the centurion, the 
archidicastes and the prefect.67 It continues to appear in the traditional request 
section of the petition, following closely the immediate predecessors in the late 
Ptolemaic period. The impression given by the evidence is that the writers of 
petitions tried to fit the early experience of the Roman domination into the linguistic 
framework and modes of discourse of the Ptolemaic period, as might be expected. It 
is clear from the examples collected in Table 6.4 that the refuge motif in late I BC and 
I AD had become a strong and conventional linguistic motif which provided the terms 
in which approaches to Ptolemaic and then Roman officials were couched. It is of 
some interest that the association with the designations "saviour and benefactor" or 
"helper" (O:vnAT\IJ.TTTwp) becomes if anything more common than in the immediately 
preceding Ptolemaic century and appears to make something of a comeback in the 
vocabulary used for dealing with the Romans and clearly still formed some of the 
most important symbolic conceptualisations of legitimate power. 68 
In syntactic terms however there were some developments worth discussing. 
The participial forms which we noted in the Ptolemaic period in petitions to the 
sovereign and officials, become replaced by the indicative. If we take as an arbitrary 
cut off point a date in II AD to obtain a representative sample of petitions from the 
early Principate, there are 27 texts exhibiting the language of refuge or asylum to the 
last year of Marcus Aurelius in 180 AD. The following table sets out the range and 
frequency of the constructions: 
Table 6.2 
67 Centurion: P.Oxy XIX 2234 (31 AD). Archidicastes: P.Oxy XLIX 3466 (81-96 AD) Prefect: P.Oxy I 38 
(49-50 AD) 
68 See for example nos 55, 60, 61, 66, 68 and 73 in Table 6.4. 
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30 BC to 180 AD 
Tense and Mood Example Frequency Addressees 
Present indicative P.Oxy XLIX 3466 (81-96 AD): KaT<\ TO 6 Prefect, 
d:va[yKatov KO'Ta]<jlEtHyw] Enrt a< n)v archidicastes, 
KUptov 1-11 AD strategos, 
unknown 
Perfect indicative BGU IV 1200 (2-1 BC): E nt a€ I Prefect 
KO'TO'TTEcj>EUya~EV 
IBC 
Aorist indicative69 P.Mich III 174 (145-147 AD): o8EV Ent I a< 12 Prefect, 
T(W l}dVTWV J.vnArfll-TTTOpa KO'TfQ>uyov Kal epistrategos, 
d:~tw 11AD strategos, 
unknown 
Periphrasis using a P.Oxy XIX 2234 (31 AD): T~v En{ a< 3 Epistrategos, 
middle present KO'TO'<fl\J[y]~V TTOtotJil-EVOS" O:i,;tW centurion, 
participle joined to the I AD-11 AD strategos 
request verb 
Aorist participle BGU XI 2065 (I AD): 6t0 E nl a< I Unknown 
KO'Tacj>uyWI( Ia~''" lAD 
Perfect participle P.Oxy L 3555 (I -11 AD): avayKaiws- o.Jv I Strategos 
KO'TO'TTEcj>Euytila Enl crE T0v C..vnATii-LTTTopa 
lAD actwltl 
Present infinitive, 
active or middle 
Periphrasis with aorist BGU III 970 (c 174 AD): T~v Enl a< 2 Prefect, 
middle K(rracj>uyTw EnotT]adll-T)V epistrategos 
11AD 
-
A number of observations may be made here. There are 9 petitions to the prefect, 1 to 
the archidicastes, 7 to the epistrategos, I to the centurion, 3 to the strategos and 5 
unknown. In the period 30 BC to say the end of I AD the refuge motif appears 
addressed to the prefect, the centurion, the archidicastes and the strategos. Thereafter 
in this group it is found only in relation to the prefect, the epistrategos and the 
strategos, the triumvirate of officials who, broadly speaking, were consistently most 
important in the chora. The petitioners break up into the following categories: 1 
69 BGU VII 1572 (139 AD) is grouped here even though it has the unusual form KaTE<jnlya~EV which may be 
an error of the writer of the petition. 
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artisan, I creditor, I merchant, 8 metropolites (beginning in II AD), 5 property 
owners of other descriptions, I old or sick, 2 priest or temple personnel, 2 unknown. 
The use of the aorist and perfect participles which was so prevalent in III BC 
makes a brief reappearance in I AD. Although the most common numerically, the use 
of the aorist indicative did not appear until early II AD70 The present participle 
middle, TIJV £n{ <>E KaTa<j>uyi]v nowu~Evos- which first appears in III BC, remains 
in consistent use through the first two centuries of the Roman period directed to a 
range of officials. Overall the constructions which were used to 180 AD clearly drew 
extensively upon the Ptolemaic heritage. 
6.3.4 The later Roman period. 
Between II AD and IV AD the refuge motif can be found in petitions addressed to the 
emperor, the prefect, deputy-prefect, epistrategos, archidicastes, dikaiodotes, strategos 
and praeses.71 In II AD there were however a number of changes in aspects of it, 
which to some extent may have been connected with changes in style which we 
discussed in chapter 4. This was of course the century in which the influences of the 
Second Sophistic were starting to become very wide spread. The Russian scholar 
Arkady Kovel'man has been one of the few to gain a acute sense of these shifts. In 
his view petitions of the Ptolemaic and early Roman periods were very matter of fact. 
The second century saw them change from strictly practical to rhetorical 
70 P.Aiex.Giss. 32 (ll7-38AD). 
71 Prefect: P.Oxy XXII2342 (102 AD); PSI XIII1323 (147/8 AD); BGU XV 2460 (II AD); P.Oxy VIII032 
(162 AD); P.Mich VI 422 Recto (197 AD); P.Oxy VI 899 Recto (200 AD); P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD); 
BGU XI 2061 (207AD); P.Mich IX 529 (232-236 AD); PSI XIII 1337 (III AD); P.Oxy XII 1468 (c. 258 
AD); P.Tebt. II 326 (c. 266 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 66 (299 AD); P.Oxy I 71.2 Recto (303 AD); P.Oxy I 71.1 
Recto (303 AD); P.Oxy XVIII 2187 (304 AD); P.Oxy XLIII 3126 (19 Aug 328 AD); P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 
AD) Deputy-prefect: P.Oxy XII 1468 (c. 258 AD) Epistrategos: BGU I 340 (149-9 AD); P.Oxy XXXI 
2563 (170 AD); P.Heid. IV 297 (172-5 AD); P.Tebt. II 327 (late II AD); P.Oxy III 488 (II-III AD) Deputy· 
strategos: P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD) Archidicastes: P.Oxy XLIX 3466 (81-96 AD); P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 
AD) Dikaiodotes: P.Gen I 4 (early Ill AD) Strategos: P.Oxy L 3555 (!-II AD); BGU VII 1572 (139 AD); 
P.Monac. Ill74 (158 AD) Praeses: CPR 7 15 (III AD); P.Cair.Isidor. 74 (315 AD) Roman emperors were 
the recipients of many petitions but the refuge motif rare in the surviving evidence. BGU I (1895) 19.21 
(135 AD) when speaking of the emperor Hadrian: npocrcjluyEtv T'ij xdptn TaU 8EoU 
Emcj>avEcrnhou mhoKpchopos-. See ZPE 13 (1974) 21-37. 
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composition.72 Kovel'man believes that this manifests the desire of the popular 
masses for rationalism and an abstract way ofthinking.73 
It is certainly true that developments can be seen in the placement of the 
refuge motif. Until the mid-II AD, the petitioner usually refers to the official directly 
as in PSI XIII 1323 (147/8 AD): TijS' aijs Enap[xou 6]tKa(ou f!taonovl)pias 
6EOf!EVOS' KaTE<j>uyov ETil OE nav[TWV] EUEpyETT]V. The phrase KaTE<j>uyov ETil 
aE nav[Twv] EUEpyhl)v is directed to the prefect, and appears in the request section 
of the petition. But what is worth noting in this example is how the abstract virtue of 
the prefect is made the objective of the request: Tijs afl> Enap[xou 6]tKa(ou 
f!taonovl)ptaS' 6EOf!EVOS', which is parallel to the developments in typifying social 
relations mentioned by Kovel'man, and is an early manifestation of the trend to the 
use of abstractions. The conjunction of the refuge motif and abstract 
conceptualisations of the official becomes more pronounced into III and IV AD, as 
we saw from many examples discussed in the previous chapter, and the abstract virtue 
becomes the place of refuge, in metaphorical terms. The motif also begins to appear 
in an entirely different part of the petition, namely, the opening sentence, which in 
fact becomes the place for the expression of many of the ideas and the use of 
language which previously came in the request section. This can be seen in P.Tebt. II 
326 (c. 266 AD) (ll 2-4) UTIEp 8uyaTpOS' op<j>avijS' Kat KaTa6EOUS' TYJV lJAlKtav, 
8EonoTa l)yElJ_Wv, lKETT)p{av Tt8EJ.i.EV11 Enl TO aOv J.I.EyE8os KaTaq>EUyw ("On 
behalf of my orphan daughter who is under age, my lord prefect, I make this 
supplication and I take refuge in your strength."). 
It is clear from Table 6.4 that the refuge motif continues unabated through III 
and into IV AD. The trend to a more richly drawn type is however quite clear. From 
180 until mid IV AD there are 30 petitions with examples of the refuge motif, plus 
72 A.B. Kovel'man, "The Rhetoric of Petitions and its Influence on Popular Social Awareness in Roman 
Egypt." 168 VDI. 170-84; "From Logosto Mythos", BASP 28 (1991), 135-152. 
73 "From Logos to Mythos", 136. 
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P.Herm.Rees 19 (392 AD) which is included as an interesting point of comparison 
with the end of the fourth century AD. If we undertake a similar analysis of range 
and frequency the table is as follows: 
Table 6.3 
180 AD to mid IV AD 
Tense and Mood Example Frequency Addressees 
Present indicative PSI XIII 1337 (III AD): en\ T~V crl)v 13 Prefect. 
&v6pdav KO:TO:<j:lEUyw epistrategos, 
II-IV AD praeses, 
unknown 
Perfect indicative 
Aorist indicative 74 P.Mich VI 422 (197 AD): oS.v err\ ac Tiw 5 Prefect. 
crunflpo: Ko:T€¢luyov strategos 
II-IV AD 
Periphrasis using a 
middle present 
participle joined to the 
request verb 
Present participle P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD): npo]a<)>[<uyo]uaa I Prefect 
Enl n)v O:pETl)v TOO Kup{ou 1-1-ou !JltAo:yp{ou 
TaU Ao:IJ.npon:hou Endpxou Tf}S" Al ytinTou IVAD 
Aorist oarticiole 
Perfect oarticiole 
Periphrasis with aorist 
middle 
Present infinitive, BGU I 180 (II-III AD): t>torr<p npoa<)><uynv 2 unknown 
active or middle OOl ~ vayKo:CJ9l)V 15tKa{ a v BE'[T)crhv 
nmoU J.lEVOS' II-III AD 
Preiphrasis with BGU XI 2061 (207 AD): T~v E nl OE 6 Prefect 
present middle KO:To:<j:luyTw notl9'01-lat 
II-IV AD 
Aorist infinitive P.Cair.Isidor. 74 (315 AD): ~ndxe~v oilv 2 Praeses, 
Ti}v KO:To:Q>]uyl)v nouicro:a8o:t npOs- TOUS' unknown 
aoUs- TaU Ep.oD Kup{ou 
Kat napaKaAWv 
n66os BE611EVOS" III-IV AD 
74 Includes No 92, PSI XIV 1422 (IliAD): EanEuaa napO: Til 'txva U~Wv 'f(i)v Kup[(]wv TilS" 0ATJS" 
otKou~EVTJS", awTT)pU)V BE E~oO d:v6p0S" ~E'fp{ou noAAO: 15a~6vToS". 
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Periphrasis with aorist P.Ryl. IV 617 (317 AD): Kat KaTa$[uy]~v Emperor 
active E:no( YJOa 6t0: TmhT}S" u.[ou TfjS" O:~t]W[o-]Ews IV AD 
We may conduct a similar analysis to that undertaken after Table 6.2 In the period 
180 AD to the accession of Diocletian in 284 AD the motif is found in petitions to the 
emperor, the prefect and the epistrategos. From the time of Diocletian until mid IV 
AD it is found directed to the emperor the prefect the praeses and the strategos. 2 
petitions are addressed to the emperor, 17 to the prefect, 3 to the epistrategos, I to the 
strategos, 3 to the praeses, and 4 unknown. Clearly in this period there was a strong 
correlation between the development of the use of the refuge motif and the position of 
the prefect. Taking into account the rough equivalence between the office of praeses 
and the former epistrategos, there is an identifiable pattern here of limiting the refuge 
motif, beyond the emperor, to the prefect, the epistrategos or praeses and the 
strategos, though the latter was underrepresented. This is very consistent with the 
pattern we ascertained from Table 6.2 for the period after I AD. In this sense the 
century or so down to the end of I AD seems to have been a period of flux and 
perhaps experimentation, while the populace adjusted the symbolic order to the new 
structures of domination represented by the Romans. 
14 of the petitions were sent by metropolites, 12 by other land owners (some 
of whom may also have been metropolites, I old or sick, 2 priests, 2 unknown. We 
can conclude therefore that in all periods petitions using the refuge motif came 
predominantly from the socio-economic class of land owners or cultivators. From II 
AD the metropolite class shows an increasing representation as petitioners, so that 
they dominate the numbers. Throughout the period petitioners of whom one of the 
most prominent characteristics is old age or sickness are well represented, which is 
entirely appropriate for the refuge motif. 
In Table 6.3 gaps have been left next to the constructions which seem to have 
disappeared by reference to Table 6.2. The last two constructions, aorist infinitive 
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and periphrasis with aorist active, were innovations which appeared in the centuries 
indicated. Present constructions, either a plain indicative, in a periphrasis or a 
participle, account for 19 of the 29 petitions. This has some significance because the 
present indicative is very often associated with ritual language in prayer forms and the 
growth of its use in relation to the refuge motif in petitions may suggest a movement 
of petitions and prayers closer together in the period I to IV AD, rather than the 
reverse. This will be considered further in chapter 8. 
One of the virtues of this sort of analysis is that it helps address the question 
of the extent to which the verbs KaTa<j>Euyw or npou<j>Euyw may seem to have 
become bureaucratic terms with little or none of the symbolic signification which we 
have seen they are likely to have had in earlier periods. There is often a perception 
that the connotations of religious or symbolic signification faded with use over the 
centuries so that KaTa<j>Eu yw in petitions from II or III AD did not carry the same 
connection with the act of supplication that the verb seems to have had in III BC. A 
number of editors of later Roman petitions opt for a translation such as "have recourse 
to" or "appeal to", which downplays almost to the point of extinction the religious or 
symbolic signification of the word.15 
If one looks at evidence of Roman bureaucratic documents it is easy to gain 
this impression. In texts such as reports of proceedings advocates or litigants describe 
the process of submitting a petition by using the verb Kam<j>Euyw. P.Oxy II 237 (186 
AD) is a very long petition by a woman called Dionysia to the prefect Pomponius 
Faustianus, who was prefect in the 26th year of Commodus. The petition concerns a 
long running dispute between Dionysia and her father Chaeremon, who was an ex-
gymnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus, and contains a lengthy recitation of the many steps 
each party took in the dispute. Both Chaeremon (end of Col II which was not 
published) 76 and Dionysia (Col. V, I. 30) use the verb KaTa<j>Euyw to describe the fact 
75 Eg P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD); P.Oxy XII 1468 (c. 258 AD). 
76 See the mention at 145-6 ofP.Oxy II. 
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of sending earlier petitions to predecessors of Pomponius.77 The remains of P.Oxy 
VI 899 Verso (200 AD) seem to provide a comparison. P.Oxy VI 899 recto holds the 
famous petition of Apollonarion, which has been mentioned several times. On the 
verso there is a fragmentary imof!VT]ftaTlOf!OS" of which the following can be made 
out: (8) Etn(Ev)· KOTa<jwyiJv €n't o£ Tov Kupt·, 9 ov ] t,£ywv €6ovE[t]oaf!T]V, 10 
KE]<j>a/,atov Kat Tous ToKous (" ... refuge with you the lord ... saying I have 
borrowed .. principal and the interest.."). Apart from debt, it is not possible to know 
precisely what the case is about but it seems that the advocate or litigant him or 
herself opened with a refuge periphrasis like KOTo<j>uyiJv €n't o€ Tov Kuptov 
notoD fl"' as we find in petitions. Then P. Strasb. 1018, a petition of unknown 
provenance from the year 262 AD, recites the record of a hearing before the prefect 
Theodotos, concerning violence to an old man and the stealing of produce and stock. 
In the report of the proceedings, the advocate for the complainant says "On account of 
this he [the complainant] takes refuge with you and the laws" (1. 16).78 This of course 
refers back to the language of petitions. The reference may therefore be to the fact 
that the litigant has submitted a petition, but the inclusion of "the laws" together with 
the prefect as the objective of the petitions suggests the retention of the symbolic 
signification of refuge. 
It is also interesting that we find the refuge motif in a record of proceedings 
outside Egypt, namely, in the petition of the Scaptoparenians from Phrygia (/G Bulg 
IV 2236) to Gordian III (238 AD). The inscription gives a record of what was said by 
the advocate for the town, Pyrrus, a praetorian, and the last lines of Greek (163-4) 
records him as saying 6ul: Toiho avayKaiws KoTE<j>uyov €n't Tov 1;'i'f3aqT6v in 
reference to the town's approach to the emperor. Next we may compare P.Oxy VIII 
112 (295 AD), a petition to a beneficarius Aurelius Ammonius by a woman called 
Aurelia Techosis. She describes a problem of theft of her inheritance by neighbours. 
77 A later example of the same thing can be found in P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 AD) at I. 8. 
78 CfP.Mich. inv. 255 (22 Oct 147 AD), 7n. 
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Her purpose in applying to the beneficarius is to secure the appearance of the 
defendants, because she has petitioned a higher authority. The language she uses to 
express this latter idea is instructive. She says E ~oD i]6T) TTJV np[as Tav ~](<;ova 
<j>uyi]v notou~EVTJ(s). The phrase is an interesting variant on the more usual 
KaTa<j>Euyw and npocr<j>Euyw but it clearly connotes the concept of flight to powerful 
authority, and implies an idea close if not the same as refuge or supplication?9 None 
of these examples conclusively show a diminishment in the signification of the 
language of refuge in petitions. 
By late IV AD we may find evidence of diminution of a semantic range which 
was no more than "apply to", in the text of an edict of the prefect Flavius Eutolmius 
Tatianus, who held office from 367-70 AD.80 He issued an edict at some point in his 
incumbency, dealing with non-military persons who illegally issued petitions to 
praepositi, who had at that time jurisdiction only over soldiers. In the edict the two 
verbs used for petitioning are KaTa<j>Euyw and npocr<j>Euyw. In that context it is hard 
to avoid the conclusion that by at least IV AD, if not earlier, both verbs had come to 
designate a secular and institutionalised process of petitioning, and had become an 
administrative term of art for it, at least in the parlance of the Greco-Roman Egyptian 
bureaucracy, devoid of symbolic significance.81 
But there are a number of reasons for rejecting such a conclusion. The first is 
that KaTa<j>Euyw was used to denote the act of petitioning in official correspondence 
even in the Ptolemaic period, so on one view the way the term is used in Roman 
bureaucratic documents is simply a continuation of this and does not indicate a 
change in meaning one way or the other.82 Secondly, it is clear from Tables 6.1, 6.2 
and 6.3 above that the language of refuge was often closely connected to the verb of 
79 Compare the later phrase ~l!T~t5~o~q:~ Tfj ~(<;ovt Eeou[cr(<;_r] in BGU III 909 (359 AD). 
80 P.Oxy Vlllll02 (367-70 AD). 
81 Nonetheless it should be pointed out that npoa$uyr} still appears in legal documents like deeds of surety in 
the clear sense of "refuge" in a public place as late as VI AD: see P.Oxy XLIV 3164 (1 Jan, 558 AD). 
82 UPZ 11200 (2 Jun. 130 BC). 
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request. Thirdly, there was at all times a number of expressions available to express 
the process of petitioning an official with the meanings "resort to" or "have recourse 
to". 83 The verb Em6(6wllt was also used for centuries in the meaning "submit" an 
application, memorandum or petition. 84 In a periphrastic extension of this verb 
similar to T~v KaTa<jluy~v notE1u8at in the refuge motif we also find TTJV <n(6outv 
or TTJV Twv j3tf:lAt6(wv <n(6outv notE1u8at, in the sense "make a submission" or 
"application."85 In the Roman period npouEpxollat and npouHilt (''approach") 
appears also. 86 This facts of themselves of course do not mean that KaTa<j>Euyw did 
not lose its ritual and symbolic associations with the act of seeking asylum. They 
simply suggest that there was semantic scope for the ritual and symbolic connotations 
to continue, and the special connection which the motif of refuge clearly had with the 
prefect the epistrategos and the strategos supports this. 
Fourthly, of more significance for the argument, is the use of the noun 
i'vTEU~tS' and the verb € vTuyxdvw in connection with petitioning. The verb 
EvTuyxavw was of course cognate with the Ptolemaic word for a petition to the king, 
i'vTEU~tS'. Collomp discussed the meanings of the two at some length and pointed out 
that EvTuyxavw always referred to both the written supplication and oral audiences 
with powerful figures. 87 The written EvTEU~lS' reinforces the connection between the 
oral audience and the written supplication, and underlines the relationship between 
oral linguistic interactions and the petition which was the written cousin of these, as 
we argued in chapter 2. The document became the means by which the audience was 
achieved. Expressions such as EVETUXOilEV Kat ETIE6u5Kai1EV i'vTEU~tv 
83 See Bureth, Recherches sur Ia plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 99ff. 
84 P.Amh. II 33 (157 BC); P.Tebt. IV I098 (c 114 BC); BGU Vlll 1847 (51150 BC); P.Oxy XLVI 3274 (99· 
117 AD); P.Amh. II 77 (I39 AD); P.Tebt II 332 (176 AD); P.Amh. II 78 (184 AD); P.Tebt II 333 (216 AD); 
P.Oxy XXXlll 2672 Recto (Sept/Oct 218 AD); P.Oxy LVlll 3926 (9 Feb 246); P.Oxy XLVI 3289 Recto 
(258-9 AD); P.Oxy XLlll 3114 (25/6-24nt267 AD); P.Oxy XLlll 3140 (lll-!V AD); P.Oxy XLVI 3296 
Recto (291 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 65 (298/9 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 69 (310 AD); P.Oxy LIX 3981 (Feb/Mar 312 
AD); P.Oxy XLlll 3126 (19 Aug 328 AD). 
85 BGU Vlll 1859 (I BC); BGU Vlll 1829 (52/1 BC); P.Oxy XLlll 3116 (275-6 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 62 (5 Sept 
296 AD). 
86 P.Cair.Isidor. 77 (320 AD) See also Tt)v npoaEAtuatv noto01J.at (Jot ll~toOaa in P.L. Bat. XXV 34 
(140 AD) and P.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Ry1114, Sei.Pap. ll 293). 
87 Recherches, 51 ff. 
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npo<I>Epof1EVat in UPZ I 42 (163-2 BC) show that a distinction was drawn between 
the concepts comprised in the verb <':vTuyxdvw and the act of presenting the 
document, but they are both clearly within the same semantic domain. Further, the 
connotations of EVTuyxavw are also very close to many of the meanings comprised in 
KaTa<j>Euyw, since both embrace the notion of supplication. It is important therefore 
to remind ourselves that EVTEU~ts remained a word designating the document sent to 
central authority and <':vTuyxdvw can be found in petitions to describe the act of 
petitioning in phrases like hhuxov 6ta j3tj3i-t6(wv right through the Roman period.88 
Sometimes this can appear in a periphrasis such as <':yw EVTUXEtatS <':xpTJ<rUf1lJv.89 
'EvTuyxavw is also the verb used in opening remarks by advocates to mean "apply to 
the court" in proceedings.90 In UPZ II 185 (II BC)(=P. Par. 16) it was used to 
introduce the transcript of proceedings. As in the Ptolemaic period, the phrase 
hhuxov 6ta j3tj3i-t6twv contemplates within it the notion of the audience achieved 
through the written communication. This can be compared with the notion of the oral 
audience achieved through advocates in court which we find expressed in identical 
constructions, such as, in P.Mich IX 534 (156 AD): EVETuxov npo (:11\llaTo(s) 6t0: 
'Af1f1Wv{ou pl]Topos ("I appealed before the court through the advocate Ammonios"). 
Fifthly, the idea of an oral audience is also found expressed in the language of 
refuge used to designate appeals to the emperor for legal decision on difficult 
questions, such as in BGU I 19 Verso (II Feb. 135 AD). This interesting document is 
an avTtypa<j>ov or transcript from the second century. There appear to be proceedings 
delegated to Menandros the basilicogrammateus of the Arsinoite nome from the 
prefect Petronius Mamertinus. The case involves the problem of Xenalexa, daughter 
of Alexander, an Egyptian woman, concerning the inheritance of property from her 
grandmother. The issue seems to be whether Egyptian grandsons or grand daughters 
88 That is the phrase used in P.Oxy XLIII 3094 (217-18 AD) a private letter talking about petitioning an 
unknown official. See also P.Oxy L 3561 (Jan-Feb 165 AD). 
89 P.Oxy XLVI3302 Recto (300-1 AD); P.Cair.Isidor. 66 (299 AD): T~v EvTuxiav notEla9at. 
90 P.Oxy XLIII 3117 (III AD); P.Sakaon 34 (12 Dec 32l)(=P.Thead 13), 5; €vnux8~ TO ~Eyai-Etov TO 
cr[O]v. 
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inherited from their paternal grandfather. Menandros cannot decide the point and 
says that it has been deferred for consultation with the prefect as to whether the issue 
of inheritance has been resolved by the charity of the emperor Hadrian. The relevant 
passage is taken from a letter written by Menandros to Petronius Mamertinus in 
which he describes the appeal to the charity of the emperor in these terms: (19) 
'lnEpTE8ll i} Bu:iyvwats ElS" T~v d:n66Etetv, vDv d:vanE~<jJ8EvTES' En' E~E npOs 
TOU<; mhous- ~~(ou npotn)>uyEtV Tij xaptn TOU 8EOU ETTt<j>aVE<JTUTOU 
mhoKpaTopos- I (II) Kat ALyunTtot<; uuvKEXWP1J"Evou Ta "a""<;ia KA1Jpovo"Etv 
Kat ETTTJVEyK[E] I rEH{ou Bauuou TOU KpaTt<JTOU ET!l<YTpaTT)you an6<j>autv 
KEKptKoTo<;. ("The decision was put off for the purpose of exposition, now having 
been delegated to me with respect to the same people she asked to fly for refuge to the 
charity of the manifest god imperator even granting that Egyptians inherit their 
grandmother's possessions and she cited a decision of Gellius Bassus the most 
powerful epistrategos .. ") This passage shows rather clearly that approaches to the 
most powerful figures like the emperor were consistently conceptualised in terms 
very similar to an act of asylum even when the context seemed heavily legalistic. 
Sixthly, by III AD we see a very interesting augmentation of the supplicatory 
connotations of the verbs KaTa<)>Euyw or npou<j>Euyw, as in PSI XIII 1337 (III AD): 
d:vay'Kaiws Enl Tl)v ai}v d:vBpEiav KaTa<jJEUyw, TatiTllV Tl)v iKETTjplav 
npoTEtVO"Evos- €nl. uo[D] Toil <JKE[nau]ToD Twv "ETp[(]wv. The placement of a 
suppliant's branch, a rod bound with wool, apart from constituting a more general act 
of supplication, is known from classical Athens as a means whereby any person with 
a public or private grievance was able to obtain a hearing at the second meeting of the 
Athenian ecclesia in each prytany.91 It is just possible that the appearance of this 
expression in petitions of III AD may refer to some actual similar procedure, but there 
is no other evidence known to the writer which would support such a conclusion. 
What seems much more likely is that the scribe or writer of the petition knew his 
91 Arist. Ath. Pol. 43.6; Pollux viii 96; Ar. Plut. 383; Andok. i llOff; Aischines ii 15; Dem. xviii.l07, xliii.83. 
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forensic Athenian orators and adapted the classical expression TTJV lKETT]p{av 
Tt8Evat to the language of supplication in Roman petitions from Egypt.92 The 
associations of the expression TTJV tKETT]ptav Tt8Evat both with the religious act of 
supplication and with the articulation of complaints in Athens made it particularly 
apposite for employment in the language of petitions. But really the proper view 
seems to be that the language constructs a symbolic expression for the act of 
approaching a powerful figure more elaborate than we have usually seen in earlier 
petitions, and the expression is couched in the terms of an act itself. This no doubt 
reflects the "Byzantine" style but for the many reasons that already been detailed, this 
does not amount to a diminution of the language, but is better viewed an 
intensification. We will say more about this in chapter 8. 
It is apparent from Achilles Tatius that the use of the suppliant's branch was a 
generalised gesture which could used in situations of difficulty by people who 
perceived themselves to be in a position of weakness viz-a-viz a more powerful 
person or group. For example, in Book IV .13 of Leucippe and Clitophon the pirates 
and buccaneers of the Nile provide their old men with suppliant branches and secrete 
their young fighting men behind as a stratagem to deceive the general of the army of 
the Satrap of Egypt.93 This shows how supplication was venerated as a basic social 
ritual gesture, and was thought appropriate to mediate disparities of power in many 
different social contexts. The stratagem of the pirates could only work if the Satrap's 
general recognised the gesture. The use of the old men as the bearers of the branches 
relied also upon the perception of the old as a weaker and more vulnerable section of 
society, suitable for a protective response, which as we will see in the next chapter 
was a theme consistently used by the writers of petitions also. 
So in petitions themselves the verbs and associated language of supplication 
should be taken as continuing to have real and fundamental role in conceptualising 
92 Compare P.Tebt II 326 (c. 266 AD); P.Oxy I 71.1 Recto (303 AD). 
93 Compare Longus, Daphnis and Chloe, II. 19. 
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and instantiating the relationship been the petitioner and the powerful official in 
situations where the petitioner sought help. There is no good reason to think that in a 
passage such as P.Oxy XXII 2342 (102 AD): [wv xaptlv aotKOlJJ.lEvos ion{ oE Tov 
navTwv [av8pwnlwv EuEpyETTJV K~[T]a<j>Euyw, the connotation of supplication is any 
less real than in earlier petitions using very similar language. This is especially so 
because the verb KaTa<j>Etiyw is coupled with the traditional designations of 
"benefactor of all men" and the sense of the passage is extended by another 
conventional usage, aotKEw in the participial form. The passage from PSI XIII 1337 
(III AD) makes the point more obvious: avayKa{ws ETTl TTJV ol\v av6pE{av 
KaTa<j>Euyw, TaUTTJV Tl\v tKETTJp{av npoTElVOJ.lEVOS €nt oo[D] TaD oKE[nao]ToD 
Twv J.lETp[{]wv ("Perforce I take refuge in your courage, tendering this supplication 
before you, the protector of the humble").94 Although to the modern mind this may 
seem unnecessarily pompous, at the time it was written it drew upon several centuries 
of highly symbolic linguistic conventions in dealing the powerful. If we take the 
view that these sort of sentences are examples of conventional elements of the 
symbolic universe being recapitulated, interpreted and set in new patterns, the motif 
of refuge remains vigorous and continues to express a central feature of the 
interaction with high officials. 
Further we should note that from mid III AD the refuge motif becomes 
enhanced in some petitions by the expression of refuge at tbe feet of the official.95 
This will be considered more fully in chapter 8, because it has aspects which need to 
be discussed in connection with other relevant religious issues. But it must have 
some connection with the specific action of refuge at the feet of cult statues, so the 
signification of supplication was if anything strengthened by its use. The correct 
94 P.Henn.Rees 19 (392 AD) has a reference to the action of someone, not the petitioner, using the expression 
KaTE¢>uyEv E:nl Tl]v npoaTaaiav. It is not clear to whom this refers in the context of the document but 
it seems to be a variant of the common theme. Cf P.Panop. III 29 (24n/332 AD), in which the petitioner 
describes his own act of approaching the prefect Flavius Quintillianus on a problem involving a local 
potentate: KaTE¢>u[yov] En\ Ti}v tipE[T]l]v Toi:i Kup{ou IJ.OU 6taO"l)J.LOT£hou ~YEIJ.OVOS'. On the 
use oflKETllp(a see chapter 8, 402. 
95 As in for example P.Cair.lsid.74 (27 December, 315 AD): oUv T~V KaTa<j>]uy~v TTotr\cracr8at npO:; 
ToU:; croU:; ToiJ E~oU Kup{ou TT66a:; 6E6~Evo:; Kat TTapaKaAWv O:v8pwTTo:; ~~hptO:;. 
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conclusion therefore, on the scope of the meaning of KaTa<i>Euyw and the refuge motif 
into the later Roman period, seems to be that it retained its religious and symbolic 
connotations of refuge and supplication within the special tradition of petitions. 
It is hoped that the reader now stands convinced that the linguistic motif of 
supplication remained very robust from the early Ptolemaic period until well into mid 
IV AD. Despite changes of position within the structure of petitions and the injection 
of new concepts and alterations to the original patterns of arrangement, there can be 
little doubt that for a period of about 700 years, in Greco-Roman Egypt, petitioners 
clothed themselves in the symbolic role of suppliants to approach high officials, the 
Ptolemaic monarch, epistrategos and strategos, the Roman emperor, the epistrategos, 
the strategos, the prefect, the archidicastes, the centurion and later the praeses, whose 
own roles were perceived to embody legitimate power. The language used to 
articulate this approach was the language of a deeply entrenched ritual, religious and 
symbolic act, the taking of refuge. 
This observation deserves some emphasis. The evidence shows that it was the 
perception of the power of the addressee which tended to determine the use of the 
supplication motif. The subject matter of the petition does not seem to be a guide as 
to why the motif should be chosen on some occasions and not on others. Of the 358 
Ptolemaic petitions in the database 51, petitions have lost their subject matter. 7 deal 
with official extortion and only 1 of these uses the refuge motif: P.Tebt. III:l 789 (c 
140 BC) to the strategos, probably. 9 deal with false imprisonment, of which 2 use 
the refuge motif, P.Cair.Zen. III 59421 (III BC) and P.Cair.Zen. III 59421 (III BC), 
both to Zenon and 1 uses the language of mercy, BGU VIII 1847 (51/50 BC). 59 are 
about violence, if which 5 use the refuge motif, P.Ent. 86 (221 BC), UPZ I 106 (c 159 
BC)(=P. Leid. G), UPZ II 170 (127-6 BC)(=P. Tor. 3; P. Par 14) to the king, UPZ I 8 
(c. 161 BC)(=P. Lond. 24), UPZ I 12 (158 BC)(=P. Par. 40) to the strategos. 
This brief survey shows clearly that other factors, some of which cannot be 
known in all likelihood, must have had a bearing upon the choice of the language of a 
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petition, especially the symbolic language chosen for the addressee. A similar 
analysis undertaken for the Roman period would produce similar results. However, 
we note also that a comparison of two petitions by the same person on the same 
subject about the same wrongdoers supports this. BGU I 321 (7 April 216 AD) is a 
petition by Aurelius Pakusis, priest, son of Tesenouphis about a theft, but addressed 
to the strategos. BGU I 322 (7 April 216 AD) is by the same person on the same 
subject and even apparently on the same date, but addressed to the prefect and it is the 
petition containing the refuge motif. The evidence shows then that the recipient was 
the single most important factor in the decision to employ the refuge motif and this 
represented a basic acknowledgment of certain structural disparities of power. 
6.4 SUMMARY 
The foregoing discussion hopefully has left little room for doubt that one of the most 
prevalent ways in which the role of monarchs and officials was conceptualised in 
lives of the smaller communities and individual problems of the general population, 
was in terms of and through the language of a relationship of supplication, a primary 
symbolic concept which was utilised continuously over the centuries to make sense of 
the power of officials, and became enriched over time by associations with ethical 
vocabulary of kindness and compassion, courage, virtue and justice, which we 
examined in chapter 5, natural corollaries of saving and preservation. When 
individuals experienced a problem with taxation, rent, inheritance or a myriad of other 
troubles, arising from the economic, legal or political realities of the social structure, 
they stepped into a role, the role of petitioner, and this gave them access to the 
symbolic universe through the recognised categories, rhetorical topoi and social types 
which informed the judicial and administrative context of the Greco-Roman Egypt. 
These were reused, interpreted and set in new patterns throughout the Greco-Roman 
period and manifestly provided a fundamental set of concepts with which the general 
population could make sense of the experience of powerful figures in their social 
world. During the Roman period, especially after II AD these symbolic elements 
became more complex and sophisticated, and in this we should see an intensification 
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of their symbolic significations rather than a necessary trend to empty verbosity. It is 
argued here that the function of this language was not only or even essentially 
"political", as the term is usually understood, but it had much wider importance at a 
symbolic level, which overlapped in some way with religious sense, as a response to 
power. The importance of the use of the language of supplication to negotiate the 
power of high officials cannot be stressed too much. It is appropriate to view this 
language, by virtue of its constancy and repetition, as itself ritualistic in nature, 
echoing the ritual elements of supplication. The presentation of the petition, 
strengthened by its nature as a form of linguistic interaction, became both an allegory 
and substitute for the physical gestures in the ritual. This conclusion shows us that 
the notion of reciprocity is absolutely fundamental to an understanding of how power 
was negotiated and legitimated in the Greco-Roman world, well into IV AD. 
In the next chapter we will see that the strength and goodness of officials, and 
the enhancement of his honour through supplication was answered at both a 
conceptual or symbolic and a practical level by the humility and weakness of 
petitioners and the illegal and immoral activity of wrongdoers, especially 
dishonouring behaviour. Indeed, it will be seen that the whole issue of honour and 
shame was aligned at a very basic level with the same notion of reciprocity inherent 
in the relationship of supplication. 
Reference Date Provenance Addressee 
I. P.Yale 46 col. i 246-221 BC Unknown Ptolemy (king) 
2. P.Ent. 101 246-221 BC Magdala Ptolemy (king) 
3. P.Hib II 238 c. 246-221 BC Oxyrhynchus Ptolemy (king) 
4. P.Col.Zen II 83 245-244 BC Philadelphia Ptolemy (king) 
5. P.Lond. VII IIIBC Philadelphia Zenon 
2045 
6. P.Cair.Zen. Ill Ill BC Philadelphia Zenon 
59421 
7. P.Cair.Zen. III III BC Philadelphia Zenon 
59447 
8. P.Cair.Zen. III III BC Philadelphia Zenon 
59495 
9. P.Cair.Zen. IV III BC Philadelphia Zenon 
59618 
10. P.Cair.Zen. V III BC Philadelphia Zenon 
59852 
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Table 6.4: Language of Supplication 
Petitioner/ 
Subject of Petition Category 
Seizure of land Priest of Ammon and 
Arsinoe, of the Theoi 
Adelphoi and the Theoi 
Euergetai 
Priest 
unknown Unknown 
Unknown 
Illegal Behaviour of Unknown 
Officials Unknown 
False registration of 
sheep 
False Imprisonment Antipatros 
Overcharging interest Land holder 
on a loan 
False Imprisonment Pais 
Rurallalx.lurer 
Illegal Behaviour of Dionysios, the 
Officials com-measurer 
Release from Liturgy Artisan 
False Imprisonment 
Request for work Theon 
Rural labourer 
Release from prison Petenouris and Samoys 
Rural labourer 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown 
Request for work Theon 
Unemployed 
Text and Translation 
(19) tva iTT( crE K]q;n~<jmyWv, ~acrtAEfi, n}x(J.) I -roO fitKalou 
... so that having taken refuge with you, my king, I may meet with justice. 
[Ka'Ta]<j>uyWv, -rOv ndvnllv crw-rfipa, -rnli 6tKa(ou T[€U€o1J.at 
... having taken refuge [with you], the saviour of all, I shall meet with justice. 
(9) €cJ:v ~l Tel 61-cJ: TtlS €[V'T€tf€€WS' 
pacrt[AEU 
.] ci6p5fi1- lva in{ Q€ K[ahaQ>uyuiv, 
.. if the matters detailed ('?) in my petition ... he does wrong, so that having taken refuge 
.. ~.i-~ . .Y.~.~~ .. ~Y. .. ~~··· 
(17) lva €nt cr€, paotAEli, KaTa<j>uyWv -roll 6tKalou -rUxw. 
... so that fleeing to you, my king, I may meet justice. 
vUv oUv lK€Tat Ka-ran€<j>€Uya1J.€V npOs oE. aUK ExoiJ.EV ~o1180v iiH.ov 
oU9€va O:At..rl cr€{s} 
Now therefore we have fled for refuge as suppliants to you. We have no other help than 
(l) 6€oJJ.a{ crou Kat lKE'T]EUw, EvEux[OiJ.E] I vo[s] am -r[o]us na-rptK[o)Us 
8EoUs Kat Ti}v Uylnav -ri}[v 'AnoAAwv{o]u 11il TTEpWSEtv IJ.€ O:BtKOliiJ.EVov, 
O:~MO: 1J.cl]~tcrha] j.!.~V ~~Tc.SI! q€ ~TJ[tcrK€tj.iacr8at] 1J€pl EJ.LoU, .... [ €yW o~v 
K]aTa<j>EUyw Ent cr€, Lcrov Kp(vwv ['AnoA]Awvlwt 
I ask you and beseech, praying to the gods for you and the health of Apollonios, not to 
permit me to be wronged, but especially you yourself watch over me ... Therefore I fly to 
you,jud~ing equajlrto Apollonios. 
(4) npOs €n:p[ov yO:p o]U8Eva KaTa<j>u· I yElv Ecr-r{ iJ.Ol KaAt:ls Exov, E€ 
cipXfiS [iJ.OU OO[l OUOTa9€VTOS' 
~ ~r .. ~~-~~ .11.()_ ~.tllt?~ _i_s }t .. l'r?.~~}o_r _ _Ill~! .. t(l .. t~. ~~~~-~~: .. f~~- .!~~ .. ~~.Jlili.n.~}. _w.~.~ .. ~~~. -~~. y_(l\! 
npOs crE oUv KaTa<j>uyycivoiJ.EV, 'lva EAET}J.locrUvl}s -rUxwJJ.H. 
We take refuge before you so that we may meet mercy. 
[ c 7 Enl a€ Ka-ra<j>u]yWv T0v KotvOv ndv[Twv aw-rfipa c 7 ] 
.. fleeing to you the common saviour of all 
EU[-rUxnl. 
npOs E-rEpov yO:p oUe€va Ka-ra<j)uyEl.v Ecr-r{ iJ.Ol KaMls Exov, Ee O:pxfis 
cro1. iJ.OU cruv[an.]aucrTa8Ev-ros 
For it is not good for me to seek refuge with any other, since from the beginning I have 
been allied to 
Reference Date Provenance 
II. P.Ent. 4 242 BC GhOran 
12. P.Ent. 12 242 BC Ghi'lran 
13. P.Ent. 13 221 BC Magdi'lla 
14. P.Ent. 14 221 BC Magdi'lla 
15. P.Ent. 24 221 BC Magdi'lla 
16. P.Ent. 26 221 BC Magdi'lla 
I 7. P.Ent. 46 221 BC Magdola 
18. P.Ent. 51 221 BC Magdi'lla 
19. P.Ent. 62 221 BC MagdOla 
20. P.Ent. 70 221 BC Magdala 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Ptolemy (king) Fraud 
Ptolemy (king) Trespass to land 
Petl tloner/ 
Category 
Pbiliskos, 
hecatontarouros 
Clerouch 
Bithys, a veteran of 
K.erdendos 
Clerouch 
Text and Translation 
(1 0) Tmhou yO.p yEvo~€vou oUK 0:5tKT)81)a[o~]at, aAA' En( aE 
[KaTa<j)uyWv, T0v KotvO]~ n&.v,-wv oEUEpy€TT)V, TEUeo~m ToO 5tKa(ou 
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If this happens I will not be wronged, but having taken refuge with you, the common 
~~-n-~~~~~.'?.~ .. ~f-~1!~. ~-~~~--~~~.Jlls.~~ 
(6) ... 0:noTELAat aU,-Ov En' Aq,Bovl)Toll, 'lva I [5taKp]t8flt npOs ~€yW TE Ent 
[cr€] KaTa<j)uyWv, ~amAeU, ToU 5tKa(ou TUxw. 
... to send him to Aphthonetos, so that it may be decided for me and having sought refuge 
~i-~ .. "t.~.':l.• .. ~"t. .. ~~-~-~ 
Ptolemy (king) Theft Asia (9) .. ,'(va E[n}( crE KaTa<PuyoUaa, ~acrtAEU, ToO 5tKa(ou nixw. 
Clerouch ... so that having taken refuge with you, my king, I may meet with justice. 
Ptolemy (king) Possession of 
property by a 
mortgagee 
Ptolemy (king) Unknown 
Dizoporis, a Thracian, 
holder of 70 arourae 
Clerouch 
Thetosiris 
Land holder 
Ptolemy (king) Refusal to pay pension Ktesicles 
Old or sick 
(10) Tmhou yO.p yEvo~€vou, Ent aE K«Ta<j)uyWv, ~aatAEil, TEUeo~m ToU 
5t[Ka{ou] 
If the takes place, my king, having made refuge with you, my king, I will meet with 
(5) .O.Eo~at oUv aou,] ~acrtAEO, Ent crE Ti)v K[aT]a<Puyi)v notou~E[11T), 
npocrT&.eat Lnoq,dvn TWt crTpaTTryWt ypd~m] 
I ask you, my king, having taken refuge with you, to direect Diophanes the strategos, to 
write .. 
(15) Tmhwv yO.p yEVo]~€vti,l[V, ou]K d.5tKT)81)cro~at, d.A/1.0: Enl crE, ~acrtAE[U] 
KaTa<j)u[yWv, ToO BtKalou TEUeo~at] 
If these things happen, we will not have been wronged, but having taken refuge with you, 
.... _()~~- ~-~~.' .. ~f! .. ~iJ!. ~~--~~ . .Ju_s~~·-
Ptolemy (king) Breach of Contract Theonides (4) .O.Eo~at o.Ov crou, ~aat/I.Eil, ... Ei 6€ n d.vnA€yn, ~f) 0<PE(Anv O~Oaas 
Cl h 
~ot, d.noAEAUcr8w, 'lva ~~ d.BtKT)BW, ciA/\' Enl crE KaTa<PuyWv, ~acrt/I.Ei'.i, ,-Ov 
Ptolemy (king) Breach of Contract 
Ptolemy (king) Lease problem 
Ptolemy (king) Damage to pigs 
erouc , , ' ~so.' ' TTaliTWV EUEp)'ETfiV, TOU utKatOU TUXW. 
Alexandros 
Unknown 
Philitos, scribe T~v 
1J.taeoq.6pwv lmliwv, 
lessee of land 
Land holder 
Polemaios 
Rural labourer 
I ask you, my king, .. .if he makes some defence, swearing that be does not owe me, let 
him be discharged, so that I may not be wronged, but seeking refuge with you, my king, 
. -~-~~-~-~~f.~t;~?r .. ~~-~~·..l .. ~Y. .. ~~-tj_~:~_s.ti".~c.e-. ........................................ . 
(6) lva ~f) 0:A/I.otw8"fj, iva Enl crE K«Ta<Puy[Wv 
... so that he may not be changed, so that having sought refuge with you ... 
(6) [ ~f) O"UKO]<j)aVTfi8W O:npay~9V ..... (i..lV, ci).A' Effi o€ KaTa<j)[uyfilv ] [ 
<jn]Aav8pwnlas t1 TETEuxWs. 
.... that I may not be falsely accused, an inexperienced man ... , but taking refuge with 
you .. .I may meet with kindness. 
(13) ToUTou yO:p yEvo~Evou, ~acrtAeO, Enl cr€ K[aTa]q,uyWv, T[Ov] KotvOv 
EtlEpyETT)V, [TEUJeo~at Tfjs napa croU ~oT)8oELas 
If this happens, my king, having sought refuge with you, the common benefactor, I will 
meet with assistence at Y.~.u-~. ~~11.~~.' ... 
Reference Date Provenance 
21. P.Ent. 71 221 BC Magdala 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Ptolemy (king) Damage to pigs 
Petl tloner/ 
Category 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Text and Translation 
(8) Tmhou yO:p yEvoiJ.€'vou Ent oE K«Ta<jwyWv, T0v ndv'TWV KotvOv 
EUEpy€TllV, €[croiJ.]at ToO BtKa(ou TETEuxWs. 
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For if this happens, my king, having sought refuge with you, the common benefactor of 
...... ....................... ·~··, ,I will meet withc:.A.c.-.c:cc·................................................ ......................... ..... . ............................ . 
22. P.Ent. 78 221 BC Magdala 
23. P.Ent. 82 221 BC Mlgdola 
24. P.Ent. 85 221 BC MagdOJa 
25. P.Ent. 86 221 BC Miigdola 
26. P.Ent. 89 221 BC Magdala 
Ptolemy (king) Violence 
Ptolemy (king) Violence 
Ptolemy (king) Illegal Behaviour of 
Officials 
Ptolemy (king) Violence 
Violence against 
witnesses 
Ptolemy (king) Tax collection 
Debt Problems 
Failure to pay orchard 
tax 
Eutychos, water carrier 
Rural labourer 
Philistes xupOjhos 
Artisan 
Plaison son of Eudoxos 
Unknown 
Tetosiris 
Servant 
Alexandros 
Land holder 
27. P.Heid. VI 376 2 Mar 220 BC Heracleopolite Ptolemy (king) Sale supported by an 
arrha 
Unknown 
Merchant 
28. P.Ent. 2 217 BC MagdOJa Ptolemy (king) Non-paymentof money Harmiusis, wool 
merchant (?) 
Merchant 
lva, En( crE [KaTalj)uyulv, ~aotAEiJ, T0v ndvTwV KO]tvOv crwT~pa Kat 
EUE pyE"TllV [n.Jxwl ... ~otll9Elas. 
... so that fleeing to you for refuge, king, the common saviour and benefactor of all, I may 
meet with assistance 
(5) .6.€'oiJ.at oUv crou, ~acrtAEfi, E't crot 5oKEi, t.KEns En( crE 
KaTanE!j)EU)'Ul.a, IJ."i) 1TEpn5EiV IJ.E o{l'fws i}VOiJ.lliJ.EVllV, XEtp6f3toV oUoav 
(9) 'tv' En( OE Klna<jwyoOoa, ~acrtAEO, T0v ndvTwv KotvOv EU[Ep]yE"TllV, ToU 
5tKa(ou nJxw. 
(5) I ask you therefore, my king, if it seems good to you, since I have taken refuge with 
you as a suppliant, not to suffer me to be unlawfully treated thus, since I live by my 
hands .... (9) so that having taken refuge with you, my king, the common benefactor of 
~~~-~-~Y .. ~~t __ '_Yi~~-j_~~~-c_e_._ 
(10) Tmhou yO:p YEVOIJ.Evou, En( oE, ~aotAEU, KaTaTT[E]Ij)[EuyWs Tofi 5tKa(ou 
TE"UeoiJ.atl 
If this takes place, my king, having taken refuge with you, my king, I will meet with 
(14) lva, T]mhou )'EV01J.€vou,.Ent oE Ka[Ta]<j)uyoOoa, ~aotA[EG, T0v 
ndvTwv Kot]I!QI! dUEpyE"TllV, TUxw T~S napd ooG <j)tAav9pwn[(as]. 
... so that, if this takes place, having taken refuge with you, my king, the common 
_ ~~-n-~f~~~-()~ of ~-~~ } . ~~¥. -~~ .. '_Vi~~_ ~Il~_fi:t!S_s_ -~t- XC!ll.~. -~-8:11~~:. 
(10) lva, Ent crE Kahatfl]uyWv, ~aotAEG, Tau 5tt<a(ou TUxw. 
... so that, having taken refuge with you, my king, I may meet with justice. 
(17) Onws Ent oE KaTa<j)uyWv, ~aotAEG, T0v ndvTwv ~ot1180v Kat 
EUEpyE"TllV, TUxw ToO Btt<a(ou. 
... so that having takenrefuge with you, my king, the helper and benefactor of all, I may 
havemetwith •. A-~····· ............................................................................................. . 
(9) ToUT[ou yO:p YEV01J.€vou,] I EyW TE oUK 0.5tt<ll9llOOiJ.at, HI 'f€ TEAll Hl 
[6<j)n]A.61J.EVa KaT' 'AAEeav5pE(av[ 'AI.l.Uv]- Tas Wt ouvrl'Y6pat<a t<al nAE{w 
tfl6pTOV, d:AA.(a] .En( OE, ~aotAEG, KaTa<jluy6v[TES", T0V ndVTWV] Kmv0v 
ounfjpa, TEue61J.E9a ToG 5tKa(ou. 
If this happens, both will we not have been wronged, and the taxes owing to Alexandria 
[?] [ ... Amyn]tas by whom I have been accused and much barley, but having sought refuge 
with roll· .. ~ur ki_n_g, __ the common saviour 0~-~l_l, __ we will meet ~-t~_j~stice. 
Reference Date Provenance 
29. P.Ent. 15 217 BC Magdola 
30. P.Ent. 32 217 BC MagdOia 
31. P.Ent. 34 217 BC Magdola 
32. P.Ent. 60 217 BC MagdOia 
33. P.Ent. 69 217 BC Magdola 
34. SB XVI 12305 199-150 BC Arsinoites 
35. UPZI4 Verso 164 BC Memphis 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Ptolemy (king) Renewal of mortgage 
Ptolemy (king) Restitution 
Theft 
Petitioner/ 
Category 
Dizaporis, 70 aroura 
clerouch 
Clerouch 
Theon and Teutios sons 
of Philippos, 
Macedonians, guardians 
of Philippos son of 
Philippos 
--~~1)(?~--~.W.-~~~ 
Ptolemy (king) Short delivery of wine Sopatros and other wine 
sellers 
Merchant 
Ptolemy (king) Wronful inundation of Royal cultivators 
property 
Ptolemy (king) Trespass on land 
Strategos Theft 
Ptolemy (king) Abduction and sale 
into slavery 
Land holder 
Hediste daughter of 
Nicanor 
Land holder 
Thermuthis, daughter of 
Semthis 
Property owner 
Ptolemaios son of 
Glaukos the Macedonian 
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Text and Translation 
(6) AEo~m o~v oou, ~aotAEO, ... , Lva ~ft ou~~flt, vEw'TEpou .,._au OvTos, 
EntKa'faj3oAftv yEv€o8at 'TOG a.,..nEAWliOS" Kal cinoo'TEpl)8W nAE{OliOS ci~{ou 
Oli'TOS", ciAA' Enl o€, ~aotAEU, KaTa<j)uyWll, TOll ndli'TWV KotliOll EUEpyETTJll, 
TWll EUyllw~Ollwll nJxw. 
I ask you therefore, my king, so that it may not take place, since I am a young person, 
disaster to the vineyard and I lose more than I deserve, but having sought refuge with you, 
--~Y..~~~: .. ~.~--~~~~~-~-~~~~~~c-~~~--~f--~~-·--~--~}' __ ~t--~-tlt--~~-~--~~~-~~e.~~: 
lva Enl o€ Ka'Ta<j)uyOv'TES', j3aotAEfi, TOll ndvTwv ~otn8[0]v K[al] 
dJEpyETrtv. ToG BtKa{ou TUxw~Ev, Tj BE Op<j)av[ft .,._ft] d:BlKf18fi[t] 
... so that having sought refuge with you, our king, the helper and benefactor of all, we 
may meet justice, and the norphan may not be wronged. 
lva Enl oE KaTa<j)uyOV'TES', ~aotAEG, TU'xw~EV Toil &Ka{ou 
... so that having sought refuge with you, our king, we may meet justice. 
Tmhou yii:p yEvo~Evou, Enl oE KaTa<j)uyWv, ~aotAEG, Hi 'TE ExQ:~Opta 
XpuoEp.,..wt Bu[ll]r}ooJJ-at cinoaoGvat, Ey,J TE EooJJ-al Tfis napii: oou 
Q:ltAav8pwnlas 'TETEuxWs. 
If this happens, having taken refuge with you, my king, also I will be able to pay the rent 
~?-~~-ry~~~~-s. __ ~I1~._I __ ~i_l~--~-~Y~ .. ~t __ ~it_~-~11~-~-~-s __ ~t __ }'()~-~--~.8:11~~: 
(7) ToUTou yO:p )'EVo.,..Evou, E[nl oEJ KaTa<jmyofioa, ~aotAEfi, TEU~o.,..[at] Tf)S' 
naofis ~of18E{as 
For if this happens, having sought refuge with you, my king, I will meet with total 
assistence. 
(6) d:8tKov~Evll oU .,._ETp{ws I Kal ~q<n~ou~Evn nap' I EKaoTov UnO 
eaoWToS I Tf)S' ialas JlOU 8uyaTpos I En{ oE Tftv KaTa<j)uyftv I nEnolnJJ-al, 
OnWS' EntoTa- I 9fit Tel KaT' mh~v· napa- I 8E.,..Evns ydp }.lOU aUTfjt I 
.i'Auo11v cipyup 
... being wronged beyond due limits and being flogged contrary to every law by Thasos 
my very own daughter, I take refuge with you, so that matters pertaining to her may be 
attended to ................................ . 
a[euo] u~[aS' OUK ~lxwv a).il[~v] ~[o~]9Eav aM' ~ I T[~v] €<!>' ~~a!s' 
KaTat:Pu]yQv wv. 
.. .I ask you since I do not have source of belp other than refuge with you .. 
Reference 
36. UPZII7 
37. UPZI19 
38. UPZI8 
39. UPZI9 
40. UPZ 1106 
41. UPZ 112 
42. UPZI14 
43. P.Tebt. 111:1 
789 
Date Provenance 
163 BC Memphis 
c. 163 BC Memphis 
c. 161 BC unknown 
161 BC Memphis 
c !59 BC Memphis 
!58 BC Memphis 
158-7 BC Memphis 
c 140 BC Tebtynis 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Petitioner/ 
Category 
Hypodioiketes Request for an Thaues And Taus twins 
allowance of sesame performing services in 
oil the Great Serapeion at 
Request for Memphis 
maintenance ... ~.e~p~~-.1:1:~~-~.t:t.~l ... 
Ptolemy (king) Wrongs by a mother 
against her daughters 
Strategos Violence 
Ptolemy (king) Inheritance 
Ptolemy (king) Violence 
Strategos Violence 
Ptolemy (king) Request for a 
benefaction 
Thaues And Taus twins 
performing services in 
the Great Serapeion at 
Memphis 
Ptolemaios son of 
Glaukias 
Katochos 
Ptolemaios son of 
Ptolemaios 
Katochos 
Petesis son of Chenuphis 
head of embalmers for 
Osorapis and 
Osoromnevis 
. 'J"~IIt.f'l~ personel 
Apollonios son of 
Glaukias 
Katochos 
Ptolemaios son of 
Glaukias 
Katochos 
Strategos (?) Extortion by Officials Crown cultivators 
Land holder 
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Text and Translation 
'ETIEt oilv I T[~v] K«Ta<j>uy~v €[Till crc TIE" I Tio[~]~eaa, ~~ TIEp[t(lOus ~- I 
p.8s lioeevWs BtaKetp.€vas. 
Since therefore we have taken refuge with you so that you may not suffer us in our pitiful 
condition 
{4) 'Ev TTAe(ootv d:fitt<mJp.evat lmO Ne$6pnos Kal IIaxpdTou T-T]v 
KaTa$uyl]v E$' Up.as nenol)p.e8a, lva nJxwp.ev TWv Btt<alwv. 
In multiple ways being wronged by Nephoris and Pachrates we have taken refuge with 
you, so that we may meet with justice. 
{4) 'HBtKflp.€vos oU P,ETp{ws Kal TWt (fiv TTAEtoVdKtS KEKtVBUVEUKWS {m0 
TWV lmoyeypap.p.€vwv Et< ToO lepofi KaAAuvTWv €nl crE Tl]v KaTa<j)uyl]v 
TTotoOp.at vop.{t;wv p.dAtcr8' oihws TeU.teo8at TWv BtKa{wv. 
Being wronged beyond due limits and having been put at risk of my life many times by 
the undermentioned twins from the temple, I take refuge with you believing that thus I 
. -~~~- -~-~-i~~~_¥ --~~- .~.it~_j\l_S~~· 
{9) B€op.at Up.Wv p.e8' lt<eTelas, 8eol I !:wTi)pes EUepy€Tat, €p.~A€tj.lavTaS 
el.s TE Ep.€, .. 
.. .1 ask you with supplication, saviour and benefactor gods, looking upon me with 
consideration .. 
{14) oKuAA6p.ev]os BE Kal I Otaoet6p.evos nap' €t<aOTOV eiKfj Kal Ws 
E'Tuxev [U]n6 nvw[v Enl] TWv T0nwv, Tl]v I (€]$' U118S KaTa<ftuyilv 
TTETTO{flp.at Kal ciCt(:J Be0[p.e]vos .. 
... Being vexed and oppressed in evecy way and without reasono by certain people in the 
localities, we have taken refuge with you and begging ask .. 
{47) .6.t0 Tl]V I KaTa$uyilv ne- I noflp.€vos 0:6~. EO:v I <fta{VT)Tat, napa- I 
yeAfivat a1hois, I Onws nJxw T~v I Btt<alwv. 
Wherefore making the supplication I ask, if it seems good, to summon them to appear, so 
... t~~t .. ~ .. ~.Y..I!l~~--~tll . .J~.s.tice....................... . ....................................................... . 
(14) OEwp.at Up.~v I TWv IJ.EylcrTwv 8eWv 4>tAop.T)T0pwv Ep.~AeUcravTas I eis 
Td: npoyeypa1J.p.€va ETT)t, Ka80n oU8ap.08ev Exw TO: Em{nilallat I nAl)v ToG 
Tl)v Eq,' Up.U:s KaTa$uyl)v Tolls BeaUs p.eyloTous I Kal d:vnt..l)p.nTopas 
TTotflOcip.EVOV TUXE'iv 
I ask you the greatest gods Philometores looking back the above mentioned year, since I 
have in no wise support except being able to take refuge with you the greatest gods and 
~_e_lp~~-s ... :. 
{21) T[Wv onepJJ.dnuv out<o<j)dTT)!;JW~[ev ]t<€vat En~ qE Tilv to::Q:Tq<tnryl:)V 
T)'~TTotr} 11-EB[a 
We were extorted of the seeds .. _._._._YI_e__~ll:~e. .. t~e_!i .. rt!~ll~~--YI_itl_l_Y.()ll·. 
44. 
45. 
R eference 
P.Tebt. ITI:l 
785 
P.Monac. ill 
51 
Date Proven a n ce 
c 138 BC Tebtynis 
134/5 BC Sebennytos 
~ . . . 
46. UPZ II 170 127-6 BC T hebais 
4 7. SB I 4638 145- 116 BC 
• 
48 . P.Fay. ll 115 BC 
49. P.Tebt. III 740 c. 113 BC 
Verso 
. --------- -- .. -.. 
50 . UPZ II 191 Ill BC 
------- -
51. BGU V III 1836 51150 BC 
Thebais 
Fayum 
Tebtynis 
- --· .. 
Thebais 
Heracleopolis 
Addressee Subject of Petltlon 
Strategos 
Ptolemy (king) 
Ownership of Land' 
Ownership of Land 
Property Damage 
• 
Ptolemy (king) Violence 
H ybris 
Epistrategos Violence 
Theft 
• 
-- ---·-· · . . . ·----· 
Ptolemy (king) Breach of Contract 
Failure to pay a debt 
Ptolemy (king) Unknown 
Epistrategos Request for Protection 
Strategos Request for Protection 
P e titi o n e r / 
C ategory 
Onnophrios son of 
Petemounis 
Land holder 
Petesuchos son of Palus, 
royal cultivator 
Katochos 
Apollonios also called 
Psemmonthes, son of 
hermias 
Soldier/sailor 
Apopllonia and 
Ammonia and Heraclei~ 
daughters of Ptolemmos, 
::.on of Herrnokrates, an 
in fan try man of Diodotos 
Property owner 
Demetrios, infantry 
soldier 
Katochos 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Osoroeris and the other 
pastophoroi of 
Amenophis 
T~!mple personel 
Unknown 
Land holder 
Text and Translation 
(I 27) Bt ' l) v oh{a v 'TTt v €n'i_ cre KaT a<j)uyl)v TTETTOTH.t.E vos 
aC:u.3, EtlV <i>«LVflTat, othd~al ypa4Jnt 1:aparr(tLJV\ TIJL ETI\OTU'T€1 
E~l'l110<JTElA(ll l'l lJT-Tj ll f:nl OE, tv ' f:yt'JJ 1-iEV nlxru TOU 01KO:lOU mh~ o' 
nil I')XElt)L 
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• Em 
For which reason having taken refuge with you I ask, if it seems good, to direct Sarapion 
to write to the epistates to send her to you. so that I may meet with justice and she may be 
thrashed. 
. . ··~ .. 
B1o T~v E:q, ' lit.t.as K[ltTa]<Puyrw neTTOfll-lEvos o€o1-1cn tJfl.[wvl d 
npooni~at XPlll-lanont fl.[ou] 'T-Tjv €vTeueLv €n l IToAEJJnpx(ov] 
' OTpaTfl'YOII. 
OOK€l 
' 'TOV 
Wherefore having taken refuge with you, we ask you if it seems good to direct to help me 
the petition to Polemarchos the strategos ... 
• • ' ' , , • • 0 • • •••••••• ••• • • ' 
(30) 6 to T~V K«Ta<j)uyl)v I E$ . tl[jlfi]s TTOlfl<Jcl[fl.EVOS OEO]IJ<tl up.ca[vJ, I Tcav 
IJ-E'Yl<J'T(llV [9)E<~V Kal VIKfl<i>Opwll 
W herefore taking refuge with you I ask you, the greatest and victorious gods 
.. . ........•.......... ... ' .... 
' , ' \. ' ~ TflV Effi OE KaT<tQU'Yflll 11E1101")fl.EVOS 
... taking refuge with you 
• 
(23) [. . . J . l! ~<ll' {J[piils KaTn<fluy ~v TT€110 I)JlEV[o]s- Blc]op I'll ano[o ]TE't.Aaf 
pm1 T~v ev'TCu~t v l=nt dolus €n 'i -r1~v ['T]6niLJv XPllfl.nnoTas 
I have therefore taken refuge with you I entreat you send my petition to the local 
chrematistai 
(19•21) OfiEV E<jl ' tll-liiS T[OUS 'llQV'Tillll K)OtVOU OlllTi)pa<; ( T~V KaTn<puy~[V 
TTOLI")Ocii-lEVOI ] 6E0!-1EA ' lliJ-Wll Tt~[v 1-lE'YlcrT[tov Aec:1v 
Wherefore having taken refuge with you the common saviour of all, we ask you the 
greatest gods .. 
(3) 'ABu~OlJ JJCVOl I ou fl.E T p( Ill<;' Kl'll OLaO"EIOIJ f VOl uno '1 otBwpou TOU n-pos 
T~t oiKovop(m Toii TiaAup(Tou T~v €n1 oc KaTa¢u I y-Tjv TTETTOfltJat, '{va 
'TlJXWIJEV ~onAe{as-
Being wronged beyond measure and oppressed by lsidoros in the oikonomia of the 
Palhyrite nome I have taken reft~~e with you so that I may m~t with a~sistance . 
(16) £voxAOlJJlfVOS' OE Kat I uno 'TOU d:pxupuxa .... {T0\1 aTTtliTflOIV n otou-
IJEVOS Tl~ll 6flAOtiiJEVtull onepi-Jrhtuv I [K:~} Tl~l[v; Ka:[O:T)KovTrllll c~-:oop(wv. 
otc npo~ypaL TTJV ETT) cr[€] 1101 ~<urcrA(7l I "nra<tJuy~v. (f~tr_j f:av c;,n(v~nn 
Bdng vexed by even the archiphylakites making a formal demand for return of lhe seeds 
which have been set forth and lhe ~sUng produce. wherefore I have been induced to tak•! 
rdu~~ wllh yuu. I ask if il ~t!ms gmld 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
Reference 
BGU VIII 1823 
BGU VIII 1858 
BGUN 1200 
P.OxyXIX 
2234 
P.Oxy I 38 
BGUX12065 
BGUVIII571 
P.OxyXLIX 
3466 
P.Oxy L 3555 
61. P.Oxy XXII 
2342 
Date 
IBC 
IBC 
2-1 BC 
31 AD 
49-50 AD 
lAD 
14n5 AD 
81-96 AD 
I -II AD 
102AD 
Provenance 
Heracleopolis 
Heracleopolis 
Heracleopolis 
Oxyrhynchus 
Oxyrhynchus 
unknown 
Philadelphia 
Oxyrhynchus 
Oxyrhynchus 
Oxyrhynchus 
Addressee Subject of Petttloo 
Strategos 
unknown 
Prefect 
Centurion 
Prefect 
unknown 
unknown 
Archidicastes 
Strategos 
Prefect 
Breach of Contract 
Theft 
Illegal Behaviour of 
Officials 
Violence 
Theft 
Property Damage 
Request for 
Enforcement of a 
Problem with a 
pension 
Unknown 
Breach of Contract 
Injury to a Slave 
Breach of Contract 
Petitioner/ 
Category 
A creditor 
Property owner 
Tenants of katoikic 
kleroi 
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Text and Translation 
(23) TWv BE ~V 4q~MQ:J. I npOs- Tt)t mhfit A.uJlaywvdat Ka9ecr...-uhwv I ~~s 
av Ev T~J. TQ\i O.qU~QU KO:Ta'YWQI.LEvwv I i)v&.yKaO"Jlat Kat vUv Tl)v Enl cr€ 
KaTa<jmyl}v nmr}oao9at, I O.~to[GIJ-E]v ... 
Since they are in an impious condition in addition to their very villainy (?) as if (?) 
concerned in the place of asylum, we have been compelled even now to take refuge with 
we ask .. 
(13) .6.t0 [...-l}vl I €nl a€ nETTotlJ~u~vot KaTa$uyl)v a.eJ.Q"O~~l! I €0:v ;;pa{veTat 
auv...-&.~at KaTacrTijcrat aU...-oUs- I €nl cr€ 11PQS' TO cinoKaTacrTT}cravTas .. 
Wherefore having taken refuge with you, we ask if it seems good that you direct them to 
Land holder 
- - - - --~-I!~-~--~-~-~~-~~--y-~~-·::.~~~-~ .. ~-~-~~~8:~.<?-~:.·:_ 
Horos son of Teos and 
the other priests of 
Apollo 
Priest 
Hermon, son of 
Demetrius 
Property owner 
Tryphon, son of 
Dionysius, xnpOT~::xvos 
Alkimos 
Old or sick 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Theon 
P.I?.~~-ty. _()~~e_r 
Thermuthion daughter of 
Plutarch us 
~-~r_ty owner 
Apion son of Apion, 
wine merchant 
Merchant 
(24) [Bt] Enl cr€ Ka[...-ane;;peU-] I yaiJ-EV [...-Ov miv...-wvll awTijpa Kal 
[civnAr}IJ-nTopa a~toGIJ-EV cre ...-Ov n&.v...-[wv] eUepyETlJII, Onws .. ll 
... wherefore (?) we have taken refuge with you the saviour and helper of all (we ask you the 
saviour and benefactor of all) so that... 
(19) €n[eJ( BE KaT&: noAA&: ~ui(ovTa(l} I IJ-E, Tijv En{ cre KO:TO:$l,l[y]l}v 
TTOtoU IJ.EVOS' 
ci~tW 
._._·_~i-~~~ _th~~~'?_rt! __ t~~Y .. ~~ .. ~~~t .. ~()-~ .. a-~~i~-~t __ lll.~·- -~~-~ .. -~fll_g;~ .. ~-i~..Y.?.~. -~- _a_s_~::: _ 
En~_ oE TO~l,ll((.l.l ...-Ov awTijpa ...-Wv BtKa{wv TUXE"iv 
... taking refuge (?) with you, the saviour to meet with justice. 
Osl tSQ.TO: Tl}v € IJ.QlUTOV athoU [eU]~py~q{av EnE6eT0 crot TOlho [ . 4]crat. 
BtO ETTl a€ KaTaQluyWv [ci~u:3 Tt)S' crficr] dvTtlrrll!JewS' Tux[etv] 
... who according the innate beneficence submitted this to you ... Wherefore having taken 
_ r~f~-~~-~~.-~()ll __ l __ ~_k._.~()-~~~--'v.i~_.Y?.~~--':ls_~.s~~~~: 
4vayKalws Ent'yvoUs T0v a[Tpan]uinw En' 6ljJWvtov dnEAlJAu60Ta, OS' 
O[Ao]v T0v nEpucrt EvtauTOv €v6&Be ~~~. Enl cr€ tS[aT]anEQteuya 
... perforce discovering the soldier had been separated from his pay .. having taken refuge 
with 
KaTO: TO dva[yKatov KO:Ta]q,eU{yw] Enlt cr€ T0v KUptov Kal O:~tW .. 
Perforce I take refuge with you the lord arid I ask ... 
dvayKa{ws- o\iv KaTane<j)Euyuta Enl cr€ T0v c:i:vnAr}~nTopa ci~v3(l) 
Perforce having taken refuge with you my supporter ... 
[i.Sv x&.pt]ll O:BtKOlliJ.EVOS' En{ OE TOll n&vnJV [civ6p1.ln]U)l( eUepyETlJII 
tSQ:[T ]aq,e Uyul 
By reason of these things, being wronged I take refuge with you the benefactor of all 
men .. 
Reference Date Provenance 
62. P .Alex.Giss. 117-38AD Tanyaithis 
32 
63. BGUVII 1572 139AD Philadelphia 
64. P.Gen. I 6 146AD Arsinoites 
65. P.Mich III 174 145-147 AD Arsinoite 
66. P.Mich. inv. 22 Oct 147 AD Arsinoite 
255 
67. PSI XIII 1323 147/8 AD Arsinoites 
68. BGUI 340 c. 148-9 AD Fayum 
69. BGUXV2460 II AD Arsinoites 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Strategos (?) Unknown 
Strategos Release from Liturgy 
Strategos Money Claim 
Petitioner/ 
Category Text and Translation 
Unknown [. 4j Ka-rEq,uyoll Ent [a]€ TOll TaU vo~oO [a'TpaTTJ'YOv c ?] 
Unknown .. .1 have taken refuge with you the strategos of the nome .. 
Weavers of Philadelphia d:llayKa{ws Ent a€ KllTE<Iniya~uo:v [Kat alhofil!-EV, ... 
Pedorce we have taken refuge with you and we ask ... 
.... ·············· .. 
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Stotoetis son of Stotoetis 
Creditor 
(12) Kat T[O]v ITEKU- I atv Ka'Ta<jlpo11Ei:V ~au TtiS i)AtK{as, Els aE 
KaTE.q,uyov Kat ci.J;u;J .. 
... and because of Pek.usis holding my age in contempt, I have taken refuge with you and 
......................... • ... • .. ~< ..·.··· .. · .......... . 
Prefect Violence Ptolemaios son of (15) 08Ev Effi I a€ TOll 1J&vTwv cl11nAt1l!-nTopa KaTE.q,uyoll Kat clc';tW .. 
Extortion by Officials Diodoros ... wherefore 1 have taken refuge with you the helper of all and ask ... 
Epistrategos Debt Problems 
Hybris 
Prefect Extortion by Officials 
Epistrategos Violence 
Inheritance 
Prefect 
Land holder ................... . 
Ptolemaeus son of 
Diodorus 
Notable/metropolite 
Ptolemaeus son of 
Diodorus 
(20) TWII oU11 I TQ~othwll EntoTQ:aEWS' Oo$tf..6vTwll TuyxdvElv, Ent a€ Tflv 
KaTao$uyilv' E 'not- I TJOcilJ.TJV TOll n&vTwv EUEpyE-r11v Onws ~[v] Tots 
Elll!-EVEa'fdTots -roU Kup{ou I illl-Wv 'AvTovl11ou [K]q;~pots (8uv118W) Ev Tfj 
ifi{q: OUlll!-E'liElV 
Accordingly, since such persons ought to meet with a deterrent, I have taken refuge with 
you the benefactor of all so that in the most gracious times of our lord Antonio us (I may 
-~-e--~~~) ... t~-~~~.n ~.n .. Ill.~.Jl.~t!. of -~i~~~-~-
{3) Tfis afls Endp[xou B]tKa{ou lltcronolll)p{as 8E6l1-Evos I KaTE<j)uyov En{ 
O€ mfv[Twv] EllEpyE'Tllll. 
Asking your prefectural just hatred of evil I have taken refuge with you the benefactor of 
················call. 
(20) 'Ent o~v oii'Tot aUK ci.<jl{[a-ra]ll I 'f€ TfiS KaT' Ellofi En11ptav, Ka'Ta- I 
<jlpollofiv[T]ES Ti}S [n]Ept Ell€ tinpa- I 'Ylloollllll[sl Kat TWII nEpt TWII 'Tot- I 
oUnllV UnO mfvTwV l)yE~611wv I npoo'TE'Tll'Yl!-Evwv, WoTE llil napa I npdotv, 
d:11ayKEws Enl Tilv oilv I ~OTJ8{all KaTEQluyov Kat d:c';tW I Toll'Tous flBTJ no-r€ 
O:noo~Eoeat I Ti}S Ka'f' ElloU Enl)plas, ~va Buv[n]- I BW yuvil llwvot 
Notable/metropolite 
Goedous daughter of 
Mes[ .. ] 
Land holder 
OUIJ.f3Evtll UnO oou I EUEpyETTJHiOa. 
Since therefore these fellows do not leave off the insult against me, holding in contempt 
my inexperience and the edicts of all the prefects on such matters, so that they may not 
profit of necessity I have taken refuge in your assistence and ask that these fellows 
already cease from the insult against me, so that I, a lone woman, me be able to meet with 
l:>.~.n.~f~_c_~i()_~ ... fr_{)lil __ Y().ll:. 
[. v]fiv oliv, i)yEw(av Klipt[€, KaTE<j>Uyol!-EV 7 1 [€ffi oE] T0v ndvnu11 
aw-rfipa [BEcil!-EliOt 7 Aa~Etv ? ] [0 n] 8(Kat6v Eonv Kat O:c';toUIJ.[€11 
ypd$at 
... now therefore, lord prefect, we have taken refuge with you the saviour of all asking (?) 
to take wha_t_i_s_jtl~t .. ~~~--YI_e as~ _ _rou to write ... 
Reference 
70. P.Meyer 8 
71. P.Tebt II 439 
72. P.Monac. III 
74 
73. SB XVI 12290 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
P.OxyVII 
1032 
P.OxyXXXI 
2563 
P.Heid. IV 297 
BGU III 970 
Date Provenance 
16 Aug 151 AD FayOm 
151 AD Tebtynis 
31/8/158 AD Arsinoites 
158AD Unknown 
162AD Oxyrhynchus 
c170AD Oxyrhynchus 
172-5 AD Ankyron 
c 174AD Fayum 
301 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Petitioner/ 
Category Text and Translation 
Epistrategos Dispute over an 
inheritance 
Philippos and Charition 
children of Aphrodisios, 
a katoechos and one of 
the 6475 Greeks of the 
Fayum 
{15) d:vayKalws T~v Effi o€ T0v EUEpyE'TllV KaTa<Puy~v nmmJ~oo[t 
d:~toii Jl.EV] nl l.Bta ~ Jl.Elv dnoKaTaoTa9"iivat aUv 'fals 'foii navTOS'" 
XPh)crEOlV, .. 
Pedorce taking refuge with you the benefactor we ask that our personal belongings be 
restored to us 
Epistrategos Dispossession 
. f<.l.?t~~_l_e(lll_e_t~?P.()li.~~--­
Zoilus KaTE<j)uyov €n{ OE 6E0p.EVOS' Edv om ao~ll KEAEiioat 
Strategos 
unknown 
Prefect 
Epistrategos 
Epistrategos 
Prefect 
-~~~-~~~'.~.~~.P~~t~___(!L I have taken refuge with you asking if it seems good to you to order 
f:nt a€ KaT[E]<fnJl)'OJlEV 0:(301)-j Elll'fOl 
Release from Liturgy Satumilus son of 
Sarapion, son of 
Dionysios, of those who 
have the right of 
intermarriage and family 
in the city of Antinoos 
Official Error 
Hybris 
Violence 
Theft 
Debt Problems 
.. ~.()!R~!e!.lll.~.~~?P.().li_t~. 
Ammonius and Martheis, 
daughters of Diogenes 
Notable/metropolite (?) 
Sarapion son of Hierax, 
intendant of the priestly 
tribes in Oxy. 
Temple personel 
Taysiris, the daughter of 
Pareitis 
. ·.·:~~ .!~.~--~-~-~~--~-~~~-~! .. ~~!P.~_a_v_~-~~~--~-~~~-~-~~t~.J~_u_~:: ... 
{9) 09Ev KaTa<PEUyw Ent o€ (H~tlWv {€0:v ooii Tfj TUxfjl [aOelJ KEAE]iiqm .. 
... wherefore I have taken refuge with you asking if it seems good to your fortune to 
order ... 
(36-39) O.vayKalw[s o~v.l l)yEp.Wv KUptE, Kll'fE<JnJ[yo]Jl.El' [€]nt a€ T0v ndvTwv 
(owhllpa Kat EUEpyETT)V Kal aetoi'lJ!.EV, Edv oou 'ffj TUxfj aoel), yp&tVm 
Tols Toii •oeupuyxEl'fou oTpaTfl'Y4i Kat ~acrtAtK(ti)) ypaJ!.Jl«hEl) 
Therefore, lord prefect, we have pedorce taken refuge with you, the saviour and benefactor 
~f.~.~-~~-~-~-~.Y?~~--i~.Y..~~~-~(l~Jl~ .. ~.~--~-~: .. t~ .. ~Ii:~ 
€nl a€ I KaTE<jJUyov T0v ndvTwv ] owT"iipa Kat EUE pyE'fllV I <iKoUoa{ ~ou 
npOs- aUnSv. I oUBEIJ.{a (3{a yElvETat I Ev Tols EUTUXEO'Tc.hots ] 'TOii KUp{ou 
iwWv AUpl)A{Ol I 'A{vTwn{vo]u Katoapos Toli 
I have sought refuge with you the saviour and benefactor of all to hear my case against 
him .. ~-~-~?.~.()~~nee occur inti_I~-~ .. ~~P.PY.~fi..Y.s .. ()r~ur lord Aurelius Antoninus Cae~. 
09Ev EK Tothou Ee,Eo9Ev[o]iioa Ka'Ta<fJEUyw Enl o€ [O:letoiioa Jill 
BtEVOXAEla9at 
Wherefore having been rendered weak from this I take refuge with you asking not to be Property owner 
.............. t ,roubled.... ...... . 
Inheritance Tapethis 
Widow/property holder 
(7) Tlis ELS' ilnavTaS' I EUEpyEalas, l)yE 11Wv llE)'tO'fE, Kat aUTi) yuvi) 
a~mi8flTOS Kat IJ.l)BEIJ.{av (30Ti[9H]a[v] I Exouoa Ei ~1) UnO ooii TOG KUp{ou 
Ti)v Enl aE Ka'fa<j)uyi)v Enotl)O"di.J.l)V. 
Of the beneficence to all men (?), greatest prefect, both myself a helpless woman and 
hct \'i_l_l!LI_l~. -~-~~~-s~-~-(!e .. ll_n_ll!~~ ~)'_ _)'()_~. ~~~ }(}r~}. ~ave t-~-~Il .. I't!~~~~-e .. ~~~. Y..()~ 
Reference Date 
78. SB XVI 12678 27 July 179 
79. P.Mich VI 422 197 AD 
80. P.Tebt II 327 Late II AD 
81. BGU I 180 11-lll AD 
82. P .Oxy III 488 II-III AD 
83. BGUXI2061 207 AD 
Provenance 
Karanis 
Karanis 
Tebtynis 
Fajum 
Oxyrhynchus 
Alexandria 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Epistrategos Tax collection 
Dispute with Lessee 
Prefect 
Epistrategos 
unknown 
Epistrategos 
Prefect 
Hybris 
Trespass to property 
Official Error 
Wrongful assessment 
of tax 
Release from Uturgy 
Illegal Behaviour of 
Officials 
Violence 
Petitioner/ 
Category Text and Translation 
302 
Julia Herais, through her (23) aU8&:Bn Tp[O]nolf KEKT11J.L€[v]os E~tdcran5 J.l.E ~ouAn8€ls <i:TJq:n[fi]cra{ J.l.E 
son Gaius Julius Priscus oU BE0vTwS T€Aos 11-il 0<jtEtA[6]J.LEVov ~acrtAtKoil {moA(6you)) Un€p Toil 
N bl 1 li (?) 'TO'\,.[oU]Tou J.LllBETH~TTOTE TEAous Ka'Ta~Ane[Evhos d:vayKa{ws €nl a€ T0v ota e metropo te crwTfipa KaTE<jtuyov Kal 0:€tW .. 
Possessing a wilful character he pressed me hard wanting to claim that I improperly did 
not owe tax to the royal account never having paid such a tax, perforce I take refuge with 
-- __ )'()!l __ tl:l_~ .. ~~'?_?~~ a~~-~~~:: ... 
Horion, son of Gaius 
Apolinarius, Antinoite 
Notable/metropolite 
Cronous daughter of 
Zoi1us 
Old or sick 
Gaius Julius Apolinarius, 
veteran from Karanis 
Notable/metropolite 
Senphibis daughter of 
Thortaeus 
Property owner 
Tema son of Phratres, 
cultivator 
Land holder 
(31) 08Ev €nl cr€ T0v crwTfipa K«TE<tmyov, aeu{iv .E&v aou T-{j TtiXlJ 
aoel] d:Koficra{ J.l.OU npOs aUToUs Onws Buvn8W 'TWV LB{wv 
d:vnAaJ.L~dvEcre{at) Kat til UnO croil TaU Kup{ou EUEpy(ETllJ.l.Evos) 
... wherefore I have taken refuge with you the saviour, asking if it seems good to your 
fortune to hear my case against them so that I may have been able to take hold of my 
·~'-~-~~~--~~-~~ ~-~-~_e __ ~_n_e_fi_tte:~--~Y_.Y.().~--~-~ -~·o·~-'- .. 
(21) [KE]KEAEUOJ.l.Evou oliv, KU'ptE, y[u]vatKas <i:<jtEt- cr8at TWv T[otolU'TwV 
XPEtWv d:vayKa{UJ[s yluvi} olicra d:(3ol)8T)'TOS' no[A.Aolis ETEOt ~€~a- pT)J.l.EVT) 
[Kat] KtvBuvEUoucra BtO. 'Toil[To KaT]aAElTTEtV Ti}v [i]B{av [€nt cr€] 
Ka'Ta<jtEUyw .. 
Wherefore, my lord, since it has been decreed that women should be exempt from such 
burdens, I, being a defenceless woman weighted with many years and in danger of having 
.. ~()--~~Y~ .. ~Y.-~~~~--l>ll __ t~-~ -~~~~-~~~--~~()-~~~--~~--~fll~~--~t-~_Y..0.\1::: .. 
(16) .6.t0nEp npoo<jtEUyEtv oat -.)vayKacr- j env BtKa{av BE[ncr]tv notoU'J.l.EVOS' 
l Kat aeu-:.i ouv-rnpficrat J.l.Ot T0v Tf}S' l O:vanaUcrtws Lcrov xp6vov Ka'Ta I 
TTEpt TO-tiTOU 6taTETayJ.l.€Va ... 
Wherefore I have been forced to fly to you making a just request, and I ask that the equal 
ti~~ . ~C!r .. t~-~- . ~~~.a .. Q). -~~. ~-1:1~~ . -~!~. tl:l_ -~€?- -~~r:<li~-~ _ ~-0. _ t.~~. ~~~-~- -~~~(!(f __ a]:)c)!lt __ tlt_i~~~: .. 
KaTO: TO d:vyKatov oliv Toil llv8pwnou f:ntKEtJ.l.Evou J.l.Ot KtvauvEUouoa 
€vKa'TaAELI.(;at Ti}[v] .tv npocr<jtEUyw oot 'T~ Kup{4l Kal. ndvTWv ~one~, 
Kat d:eu::J Edv crot aoel] KEAEilcrat TWt 'ToO OJ.l.oil OTpa'Tn'YWt 
I am compelled therefore since the man oppresses me and I am in danger of abandoning 
the (land?), to take refuge with you the lord and helper of all, and I ask if it please you to 
~-~~~ -~~ .. s.~~-~~~-~ .. C!f.~.~~--~()~_·:: __ 
8appWv, KUptE, T-ij cr-ij Ena<jtpoBl'ftt~ TjyE~ovl4 Ti}V Ent cr€ KaTaq,uy-i)v 
not]q\Jv,at €€nyoUJ.l.(Evos) Ti}v yEtvo~EVT)V ~ot ~{av Un6 nvwv noA[ c ?] 
c 30 .IJ.a'T. . Ets· ~XEt BE oihws· yEwpyOs Tluyxdvwv Kal. xpriat~OS' 'f(~ 
iEpwn:h41 TaJ.LtE{4J O.BtKOGIJ.q:[t UnO 'OpoEvoU<PEWS' 
Taking courage, lord, from your gracious rule I take refuge with you relating in full the 
violence against me by certain persons ... .l happen to be a farmer and useful to the fiscus 
and I am \Y_f_O_flgt,!~--~y__t?rsenouphis .. 
84. 
Reference 
P.OxyXVII 
2131 
85. P.Gen. 14 
86. BGUI322 
Date Provenance 
207 AD Oxyrhynchus 
Early lll AD Arsinoites 
7 Apri1216 AD Soknopaiou N 
87. P.Oxy IX 1202 217 AD Oxyrhyncbus 
88. P.Mich IX 529 232-236 AD Karanis 
Recto 
89. CPR Vll15 lllAD Hermopolis 
90. P.Ross.Georg lllAD Memphis 
V24 
91. PSI XIII 1337 lllAD unknown 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Prefect Illegal Behaviour of 
Officials 
Wrongful nomination 
to liturgy 
Dikaiodotes Illegal Behaviour of 
Officials 
Prefect Theft 
Epistrategos Official Error 
Enrolment of ephebi 
Prefect Exemption from 
Liturgy 
Praeses Illegal Behaviour of 
Officials 
unknown Unknown 
Prefect Ownership of Land 
Petl tloner/ 
Category 
Totoes, styled as having 
Senpetsiris as his 
mother, fanner public 
donkey-driver 
Property owner 
Unknown 
Aurelius Pakusis, priest, 
son of Tesenoupbis 
Priest 
Aurelius Ptolemaios 
Sempronius 
303 
Text and Translation 
(7) TfiS' E. ~<jnhou crou, -frye ~Wv 6eanonl, 6tKato5oa{as 5tT}KoUOllS' els 
mfvTas O:vepWnous, Kat a\nOs d:5tKT}8els Em aE KaTa<jleU- I y[w] d~tWv 
EKBtK{as Tuxelv. 
... since your ingrained justice, lord prefect, comes to all men, and since I myself have 
b~~-. ~~~-g-~} .. ta.~~-~~u.&.~.~-~!~ .. Y.()_\1:_~~-~-&. __ t? .. ~~ .\\litJ:l .. ~~~~~-e_. __ .. 
otl x[d]ptv Ent aE Kan~<tJuyov T0v mfvTwV f3oll[90v] Kat [li]~tW 
Because of this I take refuge with you the helper of all and I ask. 
(22) dvayKa{WS' Tl)v Ent aE KaTa<tJu- I yl)v notoU~at Kat aeuo .. 
... perforce I take re fuge with you and ask ... 
KaTd TO dvayKaiov npoa<jleUyw aot ch~tWv EvTayfivat l$4~ofi T0v ul..Ov Tij 
TWv Eq,r]~wv ypa«:f!ij Ka9' O~otoTllT« nOv aUv aUn~ Kat tit j3ef3oll911~Evos 
I perforce have recource to you asking that my son too may be entered in the list of the Notable/metropolite 
.. ~J?-~.~~i}~--~~--~--~~Y. .. ~~--~_s __ ~()~~.?~~--~~~! .. ~}-~~Y. .. ~.~~~~!~: ... 
Aurelius ['?] 
Property owner 
Unknown 
Property owner 
Unknown 
Unknown 
A well educated man (?) 
Property owner 
················ . 
(13) .:yet KaH~<jluyov Ent TCls m55aS" aou 5e0[~EVOS' aou <tnAav9pw][n{aS' 
TfiS' Aa]u1JpoTChl)S', E.dv aot 50(~]1], clKofiaa{ ~ou npOS' [athoUs Kal] 
[EAn{(:wv Tt)S'l TQfi Kup{ou ~ou ~oll[8]e{as auvllellva{ [~e TUxnv] 
I took refuge at your feet beseeching your celebrated kindness, if it seems good to you, to 
hear me against them and hoping that I may be able to meet with the assistance of you my 
lord 
Oeev ~ft <j)ej?o-Goa yuvft [xlipa] Tl)v [T]mhwv napdvo~Ql! dnah11otv 
Ka'fa<jlEUyw [npOS' TO]\JS' aoUS' TO-G E~o-G Kup{ou n05aS" Beo~EVTJ Kat 
&:~to-Goa [npoahdem ae 
... wherefore as a widowed woman not tolerating the illegal demand of these fellows I take 
~~~- -~t. Y?\1!. !~!~ .. ~Y. ~()-~·-_ ~~~_n_&.. ~~-~. ~-~~~-~~. Y.~\1. -~~- .?~-~-!!r._._ 
(I) E]n{ ae Ka'fa«:fluyf)V TTotl}odcr8m Kq:[{ 
...to have taken refuge with you ... 
O:vay'Ka(wS" Enl Ti}v a~v liv6pe{av KaTa-
q,eUyw, TaUnw Tl)v -lKE'fT}p{av npoTetv6~EVOS' Enl ao[U] To-G OKE[nao]Tofi 
TWv ~E'fp[{]wv, npOS' To-G-
Tov clKoua8fivat f3ouA6~evos Tl)v Enl T6nwv ~{av fjn[Ep otlToS'] 
KEXPllTat. ... oUK E~E avep 
Of necessity I take refuge in your courage, proferring this supplication before you the 
guardian of the humble, wishing to be heard against this fellow for the violence which he 
uses in the localities ... 
Reference 
92. PSI XIV 1422 
93. BGU XV 2464 
94. P.Oxy XII 
1468 
95. P.Tebt II 326 
96. P.Sakaon 37 
Date Provenance 
Unknown 
mAD Unknown 
c. 258AD Oxyrhynchus 
c. 266AD Tebtynis 
Jan/Feb 284 Arsinoites 
97. P.Oxy X 1252 288-95 AD Oxyrhynchus 
98. 
99. 
col. ii Verso 
SB III 7205 
P.Cair.lsidor. 
66 
End ill AD Great Oasis 
299AD Karanis 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Emperor 
unknown 
Prefect 
Prefect 
Prefect 
Application for the 
privelege of Ktl pue 
Ownership of Slaves 
Inheritance 
Fraud 
Guardianship 
Tax collection 
Failure to pay imposts 
due 
Petitioner/ 
Category 
A former athlete 
N otable/metropolite 
Aurelius Theoninus 
Property owner 
Aurelia Sarapias 
N otable/metropolite 
the Aurelii ... and Keletes, 
both minors, children of 
Kaet, acting through 
their mother Aurelia 
Artemis daughter of 
Paesios 
.......................... ,Nccotable/metr~p~_lite 
Text and Translation 
{8) €onEucra napO: TO: 'lxva U11W11 I TWv KUp[{]wv TfiS OA'f)s ott<ou!J.EV'f)S, 
own)- I pUJv aE E~ofi dvapOs IJ.E'Tp{ou noAA&: tSa- I ~OvTos 
304 
I hastened before the feet of you the lords of all the world, saviours of me a humble man 
much wearied. 
c ? ] 8E0v Elnuxrloas T~v 
? ElK Tfis alnofi ~AtKlas 
f3o'f)8Elas 
[ c ? KaT]q:<fJEUyw T0v ndvTwv [owTfipa c 
c ? EAn((wv Tfls <inC oofi] TOfi Kup(ou 
praying to god .. .I fly to you the saviour ... from the age of him ... hoping for help from you 
the 1onl 
{7) TotoUTou oUv KaT' E:!J.oO €ntxnpou1J-Evou Enl I Tl)v ol)v <ivBpE(av 
K«T«<fJEUyw 8appWv TEUe€cr8at TWv npoo- I OvTwv IJ.Ol 6tKa(wv, ~YEIJ.C~lV 
KUptE. 
Accordingly, being the victim of such designs I seek refuge in your nobility, confident 
~-~~ __ I __ s~_a_ll __ ?~~-~--~~--~~ts. ~~~- ~? _ -~~~- -~)'_ -~~-~-.P.~-~f~~-'--
(2) UnEp 8uyaTp0s Op<fJavfls Kat Ka'Ta5Eo0s T~V l)AtK(av, aEonoTa ~'YEIJ.WV, 
iKET'f)p(av n8EIJ.EV'f) Enl TO oOv ~EyEBos KaTa<fJEUyw. 
On behalf of my orphan daughter who is under age, my lord prefect, placing this 
-~\IPPli~_llt'~-ll-~~-~} __ ~e re~u~~--~-".XO.~~-~~~~~-~: ... 
{16) OeEv Tijv npOs ToUs nOaas crou KaTa<fJuyl)v nmofi!J.at, 6ato1J.EVTj Kal 
napaKaAoiiaa Un€p <l<fJnA(Kwv nalawv, .. 
Wherefore I have fled to your feet begging and beseeching on behalf of my children who 
are under age ... 
Prefect Refusal to act as Prytanis, name unknown {37) Kanl Tl) dvayKaiov [npoo<j)EUyw I Ent Ti}v oi}v tAnKp{vnav aetWv 
Praeses 
Prefect 
eutheniarch and Notable/metropolite 
guarantee food supply 
Expulsion from land 
Violence 
Property Damage 
Arson 
Petechon son of Mersis, 
daughter of Talabon 
Property owner 
Aurelius Isidorus, son of 
Ptolemaios 
Property owner 
6t<J: TOiJ OTpaTf)yofi ai)To\J(s] 'fOU 
... , of necessity I take refuge in your purity, begging you to order (them] through the 
.. ~~-~~-~~~?-~:.: : .. 
{19) OBE[v n]poopWIJ.EVOS' His ouvEXEts alnWv f3{as I [17B]as KaT' EIJ.o[fi] 
nowOm Ti}v Ent ToUs TJ96as oou ~aTa<fJu I [yi}v nmofiiJ-al., l)yE!J.Wv,l &:~uDv 
Kat {)(E<5]1J.EVOS Ti}v 11Ev f3(av q:\JTWV EipxB"ijvm 
.. wherefore foreseeing that their violence as continuous .... they make against me, I take 
~t!f~_~t! _ ~-~ _ )'_()~r __ ~t!t!~· lo~ ,_ a~~-~. ~-n-~ _ -~~t!~-~~-~-~ _ -~~~t- _t~_ei_~ __ yi_o_lf![ICe be __ Pt:e.~l!llt_t!cl::. _ 
Kat nEpt ToUTou En:pa [f3tf3A](a EIJ.a[pTupO!J.TjV]. Kat K[ahE<fJu[yov Enl 'f() 
oOv] !J.EyaAtov Ti}v EvTux(av nouioao8[at. EnEl. oUv], KUptE, Kat ol 6t' 
[EvavT(as EvTafi]8a KaT-f}A8av aeuD Kal aEoiJ.lH Onws 
.. and I have borne witness in other petitions about this and I have taken refuge to your 
~_reatness to make~~ ~p-~1-
Reference 
100. P.Oxy IX 1204 
101. P.Amh.II82 
I 02. P.Oxy I 71 col. 
ii Recto 
103. P.Oxy I 71.1 
Recto 
104. P.OxyXVIII 
2187 
105. P.Cair.lsidor. 
74 
106. P.Ryl. N 617 
Date 
299AD 
Late III or 
303AD 
303AD 
304AD 
315AD 
317 AD 
Provenance 
Oxyrhynchus 
Fayum 
Oxyrhynchus 
Oxyrhynchus 
Oxyrhynchus 
Karan is 
Leontopolite 
Addressee Subject of Petition 
Strategos 
Prefect 
Prefect 
Prefect 
Prefect 
Praeses 
Emperor 
Official Error 
Release from Uturgy 
Release from Uturgy 
Deceit by Employees 
Debt Problems 
Inheritance 
Breach of Contract 
Theft 
Wrongful assessment 
of tax 
Petitioner/ 
Category 
Aurelius Plutarchus, 
excellency (Kp&noTo~) 
Notable/metropolite 
Didamas, ex-high priest 
of Arsinoi! 
Priest 
Aurelia Gle[ 
Notable/metropolite (?) 
Aurelius Demetrius, son 
of Nilus, late chief priest 
of Arsinoe 
N otable/metropolite 
Septimius Aristion 
Property owner 
Aurelius lsidorus, son of 
Ptolemaios 
Property owner 
305 
Text and Translation 
(8) Ka'L nouloas- 'fa Ent Tfj EKKA~'T~ BEov'Ta KaTE<j)uyov npOs- T0v KUptOv 
~ou T0v 6ta<J"f)~6Ta:Tov KaBoAtKOY IIo~nWvwv l:.6J1.vov Ka:'L €v€Tuxov aUTQ 
Enl lmo~Vfl~t:hwv aUTd 'TO:fi'Ta napaneE~Evos-. 
... and having taken the proper steps for the appeal I took refuge with my lord the most 
honourable catholicus Pomponius Doomnus and applied to him in a memorandum setting 
these facts before him. 
61..' OnEp K[aT€<jlU]yov En'L TO oOv ~Eya[AEtov 
... wherefore I have taken refuge in your greatness .. 
o8Ev [ .] rfoaaa Tl)S'" En' O:ya9ols [croU] Ent6fl~E{a{s] KO:'TO:<j)EUyw n[pOs-
'T01JS'" 
cro\ls- 'T[ofi] E:(~]o\i KUp{ou n66as- d~wfioa [. .] f:l <JOU 60~etEV 'ffj dpETij 
[. 
JlOL a[uy](nw'Td'TflS'" <JOU Unoypa<j)f}{s 
... wherefore ... your visit (?) in good conditions (?) .. .1 take refuge at the feet of you my 
-~()~~ -~~-~~~·.:.~.f. _i! .. ~~-s. -~~-~. _t(). J()_u_r __ ':i!~.~.::f. ()r_. ~-~-. )'_()~~ .. ~()~t .. P.~.~.f!rf~l __ ~~~-s~-~ p_~()_n. ·.:: .. 
(3-4) TWv ~E'Tp{wv Kfl6E~6vt oo'L Ovn, 6EcrnoTa l)yEJ1Wv, 'T~V iK[E'T]flp{av 
npoo&yw EllEAms Wv Ti)S'" d:nO Toil crofi ~eyEBous- 6tKa:toKptolas- 'TUXEl.v. 
. .I set before you, the carer for the h;;.mble, lord prefect, the supplication being hopeful of 
. --~~~~~-- ~~~-~~-~--j~-~~~11!. -~~<_>~. -~~~-~ .. s.~~-n-~tll.-.. 
{. d;yayKo:LWS'" Tl)v Ka:'fmj)uyi)y nmoil ~at np0s-J 'TQ a0v ~EyaAELOY Ka'L 
O:~tW [oE], (hq;ql)Jl.Q[Ta:TE Enapxlos-
~·.-.~r_fo~ .. 1 .. ~~--~~P.P.~~~~()Il __ t<_>_.)'()_u_q;~~a~~~~. ~-n-~ __ l __ a_s)( _ _r.o_~~- .~()-~t __ ~t~Il:l~. -~~-f~~t .. _. 
(15) OtlEY 11i1 6uv&J1EYOS'"] npOs- mhoUs- ~l..~[A{a] Em6E6wKa TQ Toil [YOIJ.Oil 
o]Tpa:'Tfl'Y4i Ka:'L 'T<~ npmnooh~ Toil n&you TTEp'L 'T"fiS'" [mhWv O:yvwJl.ooUYflS'", 
l)nELXBflY oDv n)v KO:Ta<j)]uyl]V nouioa:oBa:t npOs- Tolls- ooUs- Toil E Jl.Oil 
Kuplou n66a:s- 6E6~Evos- Ka:'L napaKaAWv, clv8pwnos- ~E'TpLOS'" 
Wherefore since I could do nothing with them I submitted Petitions to the stmtegos of the 
nome and to the praepositus of the pagus concerning their misconduct. I have therefore 
hastened to fly to your feet, my lord, begging and beseeching, as a man of most restricted 
means ... 
Aurelia Isidora daughter {10) ~t]Qnpa'TOS'" EyE1!9[J1]1)Y O:v&yKTjV a€ ExQ[uo]a ~OflBd{as- 'TUXEl.v l Ka:'L 
of Paleos Ka:Tacy[uy]-l)v Enol-f)cra 6ul Tath"f)s- JJ.[ou Ti)S O:~t]W[o]EWS'" En'L 'fa iEpcl U~H:iv 
1. Thlv EUEp[yETEhl]v TwW[v ~~~a'Ta Notable/metropo 1te 
I am subject to compulsory property sale and have need to meet with assistence ... and I 
t~~--~~~~t! .. t~~~-~~-.this D1Y .~.ll~s.t.~t __ ~e sacred tribllrt~l-~ .. <?~_()_f_)'_()~ our benefactors ... 
Reference 
I 07. P.Oxy XLIII 
3126 
108. P.Col VII 173 
109. P.Oxy XII 
1470 
110. P.Herm.Rees 
19 
Date Provenance Addressee 
19 Aug 328 AD Oxyrhynchus Prefect 
330-340 AD Karanis 
336AD Oxyrhynchus Prefect 
392AD Hermopolis unknown 
Subject or Petition 
Ownership of Land 
Dispute between 
Co-owners 
Petitioner/ 
Category 
Aurelius Castor son of 
Parammon, from the 
Ammoniac Oasis 
N otable/metropolite 
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Text and Translation 
{1 0) ~ETptWnrros K<nq:Q>pwvoOv-ras, EK -ro~-rou Ka-raQ>EUyw npOs -roUs ooUs 
n06as -rou . [ O:J;:tWv EAEl)oavni ~ou -rO ~E-rptov ~Enl ::{l:.pas ~xov-rQs IJ.OU 
-rTw Els E ~at YEYEVT}[~Evrw.. 
... holding my humbleness in contempt, as a result of this I take refuge at your 
feet ... ask.ing that you take pity on my lowliness , since I have in my possession (the deed 
..................................... ~o.f ~-·~ ..... th-,ca.t. was made in fav,ou"r..... . .................................................................. . 
Illegal sale of property Aurelia Tapaeis 
Property owner 
Ownership of Land Aurelia Theodora, 
daughter of Eudaemon, 
formerly a veteran 
Release from Liturgy Aurelius Honoratus 
Property owner 
(18) -roU-rou x&pn E;:~TW I xrloaqq: [-r]fis En' O:ya8ol.s oou O:pxfis T~ll [EiS 
-ro]Us TJ<:lfias oou Ka-raq,uyl)[v] I nmofi~at nais Op<jlavl) ~EOIJ.EVT}, Kat na . 
.[ .. J qoO €11ofi 4~l)I;!EumioT}q 
For this reason having reached your fortunate rule, I flee to your feet, a needy orphan 
that... 
(4) [o~ EnEfiwKa Atj3EAAou npo]olj)[EUyo]uoa Enl -rl)v d:pETf)v -rofi Kuplou IJ.OU 
<l>tAayplou -roO AaiJ.Tiponhou Endpxou -rfis AiyUn-rou 
A copy of the petiton which I present, appealing to the nobility of my lord Philagrius, 
the most illustrious prefect of Egypt 
Bul: -rofi-ro Ka-ra$EUyw I [ 15 ETIL -rl)v oTJV A]a1J.np0-rT}Ta, $tAdv8pwnE -rWv 
6tKao-rWv· o'LKTELpa( IJ.E -rOv 11E-rptov I [ -25 'A]m5AAwvos "-roil 
{nnaplou Kat 9EoyvWo-rou -rWv noAtTEUOIJ.Evwv, OTiwS j3oT}81)ooucrtv 
... on account of this I take refuge in your splendour, kindly one among judges. Pity me 
who is humble ... 
CHAPTER7 
ANOMIE, WEAKNESS AND HONOUR 
The Symbolic Universe III 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The argument so far has attempted to elucidate elements of the symbolic order of 
Greco-Roman Egypt which were deployed in petitions to conceptualise the Ptolemaic 
sovereign and his officials and tben the Roman emperor and procurators, especially as 
saviour benefactor and helper. We have tried to make clear throughout that the 
reciprocal relationship of supplication was part of the basic structure of symbolic 
signification in Greco-Roman Egypt and was conceived to ameliorate perceptions of 
anomie and experiences of violence or abuse in the more day to day relations which 
people experienced in Greco-Roman Egypt. In the linguistic interactions of petitions 
these relations were characterised by disparities of power and explicit or implicit 
breach by wrongdoers of legal rules or relevant ethical standards. Opposites, such as, 
weak and strong, honest and dishonest, humble and arrogant, familiar from the 
language of most judicial and administrative contexts, were tbe constant typifications 
in petitions, and had a social, as well as a legal and ethical purview. 
The purpose of this chapter is to explore how the power of officials was 
further legitimated by references to the core social value of honour in the relationship 
of reciprocity. To do so is quite natural, particularly in light of our earlier discussions 
of tbe sovereign and official as saviour and benefactor. As we noted in chapter 6, the 
benefactions underlying the system of euergetism was driven by a desire for honour. 
Aristotle (Ars Rhet 1361a28ff) notes the closes relationship between honour and 
benefaction. To grant benefactions connotes an expression of superiority (Nic. Eth. 
1124b9ff). But in the specific context of the petition, we saw that crucial to the 
notion of supplication was a denial of the suppliant's honour and a corresponding 
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elevation of the honour of the supplicated. In this chapter it will be shown that the 
honour and shame antithesis constituted a basic duality in the social relations of 
Greco-Roman Egypt described in petitions. It was a fundamental social pivot around 
which structures of signification. domination and the legal system flowed together. 
The whole issue of honour is closely tied into the relationship of reciprocity 
represented by Gould's theory of supplication, because the petitioner is weak, 
vulnerable and modest, disavowing his or her honour in the face of the powerful 
official. In accordance with this the actions of wrongdoers were audacious, evil or 
uncontrolled, and constituted a dishonouring and disruptive face of power both to the 
petitioner and the established order represented by the official. 
We see here the part to be played by the sovereign and official: as saviour and 
benefactor he was required to revenge the honour of the petitioner. Although part of 
the general pattern of honour and shame and challenge and response, this was special, 
because vindication of dishonour was transferred to a third party social role imbued 
with a formal institutional type of power, that is, the sovereign, his officials and the 
legal system, whereas in earlier versions of honour and shame the dishonoured 
individual takes responsibility for his own response and seeks his own revenge. Such 
yielding up of responsibility for revenge to the sovereign or official helped to 
legitimate his role and raised his status, and at a conceptual level at least impelled the 
petitioner into a condition of dependence, one consequence of which was that he or 
she was less likely to resort to violent revenge. Thus it was a central part of the social 
process to contain forms of behaviour which resulted in anomie, and the linguistic 
motif of the act of supplication embodied the petitioner's condition of dependence. 
7.2 HYBRIS, HONOUR AND SHAME 
7.2.1 Honour and Shame 
In the social anthropology of contemporary Mediterranean societies a great deal of 
emphasis is placed upon the values of honour and shame. There have been many 
studies from various parts of the Mediterranean world showing that the politics of 
reputation, involving values which can be expressed as honour and shame, occupy a 
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central place in these communities. 1 These values are intimately linked to economic 
and social factors. especially those involving male status. prestige and authority .2 
Some have even suggested that this is a peculiarly "Mediterranean" phenomenon, 
such that it is possible to assume historical continuity from past to present.3 
However, there are problems in making such assumptions of historical continuity and 
no such assumption is made here.4 Nonetheless, for those interested in the Greco-
Roman world the work of scholars like David Cohen has demonstrated that the 
notions of honour and shame can be employed comparatively to understand the 
ancient world, in particular to explain many of the more difficult aspects of the 
Athenian law of adultery and homosexuality.5 In a slightly different context B.J. 
Malina has suggested that honour and shame are fundamental to understanding the 
social and cultural context of the New Testament. 6 
More recently, N.R.E. Fisher has demonstrated how the classical Athenian 
concept of "hybris" embodies honour and shame.7 He has shown that in Athens 
hybris was "a serious assault on the honour of another, which is likely to cause shame, 
and lead to anger and attempts at revenge. "8 The notion of hybris covered acts of 
social violence as well as undesirable attitudes and played an important part in the 
manoeuvring of powerful figures in the Athenian democracy through the law courts 
and thus in forensic argumentation. Fisher argues that hybris can be understood as an 
illegitimate expression of superiority or power which was perceived to be socially 
destabilising, and consequently a matter in which there existed a collective interest to 
The literature on this subject is quite vast. Good examples are the works in J. Peristiany (ed.), Honour and 
Shame (Chicago, 1966). There is a good bibliography in D. Cohen, Law, Sexuality, and Society: The 
Enforcement of Morals.in Classical Athens (CUP, Cambridge, 1991). 
2 A useful general discussion can be found in D. Cohen, Law, Sexuality, and Society, 54-69. 
3 An example is the book of P. Walcot, Greek Peasants, Ancient and Modern (Manchester, 1973). 
4 Note the criticisms of M. Herzfeld, 'Honour and Shame: Problems in the Comparative Analysis of Moral 
Systems". in Man (1980). 339·51. 
5 Law, sexuality and society, passim. Cf H. van Wees, Status Warriors: war, violence and society in Homer 
and history (J.C. Gieben, Amsterdam, 1992). 
6 The New Testament World: Insights from cultural anthropology (John Knox Press, London, 1981). See 
alsoP. Esler, The First Christians in their Social Worlds (Routledge, London and New York, 1994), ch. 2. 
7 Hybris: A Study in the Values of Honour and Slulme in Ancient Greece (Aris & Phillips, Warminster, 1994). 
8 At 1. S.C. Todd, The Shape of Athenian Law (Clarendon, Oxford, 1993), at 270 notes that hybris could 
even cover behaviour towards a slave, because it attacked his or her residual time. 
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intervene through the processes of law. So in the evidence from classical Athens we 
can find a picture of legitimate, institutional power in the form of law courts and 
juries set in opposition to illicit, uncontrolled and socially dangerous manifestations 
of power in the form of hybristic behaviour. For that reason the concept of hybris has 
huge significance for understanding the dynamics of certain very basic relations of 
power in the ancient world. 9 
It will be argued in this chapter that this analysis of honour and shame 
provides a fruitful theoretical framework for the examination of the papyri from 
Egypt, and gives us a key to understanding the dynamics of relations between 
institutions, the symbolic order and individuals in the different social contexts of 
Greco-Roman Egypt. As in classical Athens, in Egypt, institutional power, 
legitimated at the collective level through the symbolic concepts discussed in the 
previous two chapters, was constantly invoked to respond to, and provide a form of 
revenge for challenges to honour, manifestations of illegitimate power in the form of 
hybristic individuals or groups. The evidence discloses that this opposition was 
constructed in public documents in similar terms over many centuries, particularly 
through the language of hybris, such as uf3pw, uf3pi<:;nv or especially KaTa<jlpov€w. 
7 .2.2 Aristotle and Hybris 
Fisher devotes a whole chapter to Aristotle's conception of hybris contending that his 
works give "an essentially accurate representation of the Greek concept, which can 
explain its social legal and political significance.'' 10 He specifically linked the 
concepts of KaTa<jlpovllots- and uf3pw as manifestations of "slighting" (o/.tywpia). In 
the Art of Rhetoric he says "Slighting is the actualisation of opinion in regard to some 
thing which appears valueless ... Now there are three kinds of slight: disdain, 
9 Aristotle clearly aligns hybris with dishonour which was inflicted by the upper classes on their inferiors, 
while some speeches such as that of Demosthenes against Meidias emphasise the connection between those 
with wealth or material superiority and attitudes and acts of hybris: see Aristotle, Pol., 1269b9-11; 
Demosthenes XXI, In Meidiam. See Fisher, Hybris, 32 ff and D.M. MacDowell, Demosthenes: Against 
Meidias (Oration 21) (Clarendon, Oxford, 1990). 
10 Hybris, 7 and Ch. 1 passim. 
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spitefulness and insult." (EnEt 6' 1\ oi-tywp(a €aTtv €v£pyEta MeTJs- nEpt To 
f!T]OEVOS' aewv <j>atVOf!EVOV ... Tp(a 8' EUTlv ElOT] oi-tywp(as-, KaTa<j>pOVT]OlS' TE 
Kat ETTTJpEaof!os- Kat u(3pts-. 15 TE yap KaTa$povwv oi-t ywpEt) 11 This is a useful 
tripartite distinction because it provides a further refinement to the analytical 
framework used to approach the language used in papyri. It shows for example, that 
where a petition refers to hybris and hybristic acts or uses the verb KaTa<j>pov£w or 
oi-t ywp£w it is articulating the values of honour and shame. 
Fisher's study makes the point that Aristotle locates hybris firmly "inside a 
group of concepts essentially concerned with the honour of the individual. Hybris is 
itself behaviour designed to produce shame; dishonour is a defining characteristic of 
it." 12 So for Aristotle hybris involves intentional dishonouring, which is morally bad, 
for the purpose of gaining a form of personal pleasure. " .. hybris is revealed above all 
in the selfish, shaming enjoyment of pleasures, in the exercise of one's own power 
and the enjoyment of one's superiority.'.J3 Not only does it invite a response but there 
in fact exists a moral duty to respond. 14 Hybris is often found expressed where the 
three factors of wealth, youth and over-confidence are present together, but is 
especially noticeable among the rich. 15 It can be seen how hybris was a concept of 
extraordinarily wide import which gathered within its purview the aspects of all the 
structural properties of Greco-Roman Egypt, the intellectual structures of the 
symbolic order, structures of domination, represented in the disparities of power 
inherent in most economic relationships and elite positions of institutional control, 
like tax gathering, and the structures, rules and resources of the legal system. 
7 .2.3 Hybris in forensic argumentation. 
Clearly then there was a collective dimension to hybris which is perhaps its most 
important, because there were general social consequences arising from the dynamics 
11 1378b 
12 Hybris, I 0. 
13 Ibid .. 31. 
14 See Fisher, loc. cit. 
!5 See Rhetorica 1383a1-3; 1385b19-23, 29-32; 1390b32-139la19. 
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of honour and shame. For example, hybris has a political consequence and is 
dangerous because it threatens the collective stability of communities. In the Politics 
Aristotle specifically refers to hybris as a cause of stasis. 16 But it was also a concept 
of the utmost juristic importance. Aristotle treats hybris as "typically and most 
seriously, the dishonouring by the rich, the powerful or the upper class of those they 
take to be their inferiors. The concept of hybris operates as a restraint on the strong, 
and a moral and legal weapon in the hands of the weak, far more than the reverse." 17 
Fisher forms his conclusions about hybris on the basis of evidence in the orators, 
drama and poetry. But for our purposes the specific recognition of slighting by the 
Athenian legal system is a point which sheds particular light on the connection 
between honour and shame, because the content of the term in the forensic or judicial 
context is more easily seen in its appearance in the same context in the later periods of 
Greco-Roman Egypt. "Y~plS' is well known as the subject of specific laws in classical 
Athens, which allowed the bringing of proceedings in accordance with a "graphe" 
procedure. 18 The legal system, represented for this purpose essentially in the jury 
became the vindicator of the plaintiffs honour. 
Importantly, hybris involved disparities of power and "the attitude of the 
aggressor towards his victim was an essential ingredient of hybris.'d 9 It is most 
significant for our discussion that this attitude involved the indulging of a "sense of 
power by humiliating another." (emphasis added)20 The relevant attitude was often 
associated with the possession of material resources. As Dover notes, "The besetting 
sin of the rich was thought to be hybris ... Money was power, the power to buy flattery 
and support and to bribe witnesses .. "21 Aristotle, again, notes, "That is why the 
young and the rich are given to insults, for they think that, in committing them, they 
16 Fisher, Hybris, 25~31. 
17 Ibid .• 32. 
18 D.M. MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens (Cornell, New York, 1978), 129 ff, where he notes that in 
Athenian law U~ptS' meant "indulging in conduct which is bad, or at best useless, because it is what [the 
perpetrator] wants to do, having no regard for the wishes or rights of other people." 
19 K.J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle (Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1974), 147 
20 See the note of Sir Richard Jebb on Antiphon III.b.2 in R.C. Jebb, Selections from the Attic Orators, 204 
21 K.J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality, 110-111. 
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show their superiority."22 The point can be seen, perhaps, most clearly in 
Demosthenes 21.177-80, where he describes the case of Ktesikles who was riding in a 
procession at a festival and upon catching sight of someone he did not like, struck 
him with his whip. In the ensuing court case, Ktesikles pleaded a defence of 
drunkenness. But the jury condemned him to death because he had "acted from 
hybris not from wine, treating free men as slaves."23 So hybris involved the inference 
of socially dangerous attitudes from many forms of behaviour including violence, and 
thus constituted a very important juristic concept for the regulation of attitudes. 
We noted earlier that hybris invoked a response of revenge and in fact it was 
perceived that the infliction of dishonour imposed a moral duty to respond. This 
indicates a very important dimension to the honour and shame social dynamic, 
namely, the concepts of reciprocity and revenge. Fisher notes, for example, that the 
expression "begin unjust hands" (lipxElv XElpwv ao(Kwv) which was one formula of 
classical hybris, particularly places it into a long Greek legal tradition, connected 
probably with Greek ideas of reciprocity and revenge.24 We can see here why the 
concept of the petition as an act of supplication was so appropriate for adoption and 
combination with the strength of the sovereign and his officials. Indeed, Gould's 
paradigm of supplication contemplates just such vindication of honour through a 
powerful figure. 
7.3 GRECO-ROMANPAPYRI 
We can see that bound up in hybris are issues of social stability and the position of the 
weak or vulnerable were ideal for the retributive and ameliorative action of powerful 
kings and officials, conceptualised in symbolic terms to confront attitudes and actions 
22 1378b.6. 8t0 oi.. vEot Ko:'t oi.. nAoUotot Uj3ptaTo:l UnEpExnv y<lp olovTat Uj3p{(ovn:s-. 
23 See MacDowell, Law, p 195. Cf Dem, In Neaeram [Sp.],/2, 7: Un€p 0:5EAcj>fjs- Ko:'t. KTJ6EOT00 Kal 
d5EA<fn&Jv Ko:'t yuvo:tKOs- E~wuToil, ~118€: Trlv nEpu~o:vW:; ElS" TaUs- 8toUs- O:crtj3o0oav KO:l 
ElS" T~V nOAtv Uj3p{(ouoav Ko:'t. TWv v6~wv KO:Tacj>povo()aav TWv U)J.E:::TEfpwv daayayWv 
Els- u~as- Kal E~EAEy~aS" To;l A0y4{) W:; d:BtKEl, Kup{ous- KO:TO:OTriow 0 Tt av j3m.JI\T)08E 
xpilo8at at'nij .. See also XXX.2. 
24 See Fisher, Hybris, 39 and fn 16, who notes the expression appears in Draco's homicide law (/G3 104 
11.3f). Aristotle, Rhet. 1402a I, in using the same expression, makes it clear that "sttiking the first blow" is 
a necessary part of hybris in striking a free man. On the question of reciprocity and revenge Fisher cites 
Gould, Herodotus (London, 1989), 83·5. 
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which perpetuated a perception of anomie. The association of hybris with violence as 
a physical manifestation of socially undesirable attitudes can be found consistently in 
the papyri. 25 Most scholars agree that the law of Ptolemaic Egypt had strong 
connections with Athenian law.26 The law code of Ptolemaic Alexandria, the 
Dikaiomata, makes specific provision for relief against various acts of violence, 
including threatening with an offensive weapon, and drunken offences at night or in 
temples and employs the language of classical hybris such as the expression "begin 
unjust hands" (lipxEtv XEtpwv aB(Kwv).27 A look at a standard text on Greco-Roman 
law, such as Taubenschlag, shows that the law of the chora was similar to the law of 
Alexandria in both Ptolemaic and Roman times, and recognised actions, not only for 
various types of violence but also, insulting officials, verbal insults and contemptuous 
conduct, all of which could be designated by the language of hybris. 28 It is likely then 
that these elements of the classical conception of hybris were inherited by the Greco-
Roman era of Egyptian history and it came into the forensic discourse of the papyri. 
In other respects from the earliest period we find mention of insulting 
behaviour which requires the intercession of the government. We noted above that in 
a petition such as UPZ II 170 (127-6 BC)(=P. Par 14) the connection between 
hybristic and violent behaviour was explicitly connected with anomie. It can be seen 
in documents where contempt flows from exploitation of disparities of power. In 
P.Tebt. III:! 790 (II BC) priests of the precinct at Arsinoe complain that tax collectors 
forced their way into the temple and imposed taxes and exactions "insolently and with 
25 See for example Di Biwnto 1967, 22ff, 1968, 75fffor the Ptolemaic period. In the Roman period see P.Oxy 
XIX 2234 (31 AD); P.Oxy XXXI 2563 (cl70 AD). 
26 R. Taubenschlag, "The ancient-Greek-city laws in Ptolemaic Egypt', in Actes du Ve Congris lnternationale 
Papyrologie, 471-89; The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri 332 BC. - 640 AD2 
(Warsaw, 1955), 435ff. This view has been corroborated quite remarkably by the survival of P.Oxy XVIII 
2177 (Ill AD), which is a semi-literary papyrus of proceedings before an emperor as part of the Acta 
Alexandrinorum, where it is said that the laws of Athens and Alexandria are the same. 
27 P. Bechtel et at, Dikaiomata: Ausziige aus alexandrinischen Gesetzen und Verordnungen in einem Papyrus 
des Philologischen Seminars der Universitii.t Halle (Berlin, 1913)(=P.Hal.), 1l 204ff. Fisher makes the point 
that this code although it obviously contains elements of Athenian legal thought, it contains legal models 
from other sources: Hybris, 83 If we tum then to the papyri we find this tradition represented. In P.Ent 74 
(221 BC) a certain Peithias complains about violence perpetrated against him by an unknown person. at I. 
12 he uses the expression U~pK,wv Ka\ lXpxwv EtS" (lE xnpWv d:6{Kwv. The same expression 
appears in P.Ent 79 (217 BC) to describe violent behaviour of a woman called Psenobastis. 
28 The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 437ff. 
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injury" ((1. 11) 11E8' uj3pEWS" Kat <YKUA110U), In P.Fay. 12 (103 BC) Theotimus 
complains to the queen and king of being abused "in the most unmeasured terms" in 
front of a crowd (15: o[u] TuxovTws- ni\Et<rTa KaKol\oy1]8Ets-). In P.Tebt. I 41 (119 
BC) the komarch complains that extortion has been perpetrated upon the wives of 
villagers, with the utmost insolence ([ll]ETa Tou navToS" <rKul\11oD) by the 
topogrammateus.29 
There are also situations described in the Roman papyri which seem very 
close to those which evoked the identification of hybris at Athens. In P.Oxy XXXVI 
2758 Recto (110-2 AD) the petitioner Heraclas had to suffer the ignominy of his wife 
being abused and exposed by the drunken Apollos in front his house in the presence 
of many important men (napoVTWV TTAEl<YTWV a~toXpEWV a(v)opw[v]), a Situation 
reminiscent of the hybris of drunken youths in classical Athens, noted above, and 
which Heraclas requires the strategos to avenge (€KotK1]8ijvm).3° Here the honour of 
the petitioner needs satisfaction, and the fact that he looks to the administration for 
this indicates how the powerful official was invoked to avenge dishonour in situations 
where a petitioner may have been unable to achieve this him or herself. The 
connection between drunkenness and wealth appears right through into IV AD. 
P.Cair.Isidor. 75 (24 Oct 316 AD) is a petition in which Aurelius Isidorus complains 
of extraordinary violence committed against his house and property by a group of 
fellows who were "drunk with much wine and emboldened by their wealth" ((9) 
11116h €xovTES" npos- 11E, oiv<v no/\1\0 j3Ej3ap1J[11Evo]t Kat 8appo[DvhES" <\) 
nEptKtvTat nl\01hEl), the classic hallmarks ofhybris in Athens, as we noted above. 
It is worth making the point also that there is some evidence in the papyri for 
the presence of an aspect of honour and shame which had a very important impact 
upon how the individual was conceived. The noted New Testament scholar, Philip 
29 Compare BGU Vllll817 (60/59 BC). 
30 Cf the "uncommon outrage" (U~ptv !lOt cruvE<YTllcrchwt o\J TT)v TuxoUcrav) suffered by Papus as he 
spoke to Ancherimphis and his wife about a theft in P.Ryl. II 136 (34 AD). A similar view of the role of the 
strategos can be found in P.Oxy XXXVIII 2853 Recto (245 AD). 
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Esler, has discussed the distinction between the individualistic and introspective 
conceptions of worth in modern Western societies on the one hand, and societies in 
which honour is the central value on the other. In the latter societies the collective 
perception of an individual is far more important. "Persons are not oriented towards 
themselves as individuals, but towards the groups to which they belong." 31 This leads 
to what Bruce Malina has called the "dyadic" personality.32 Such a perspective on the 
individual results often in classification by stereotypes, which, as we have noted, 
Kovel'man argued was the object of the rhetorical language of petitions from II AD.33 
In particular it is possible that the many references to problems experienced by 
petitioners because they are "strangers" to a particular area, including being racially 
different, may be a manifestation of this. In a well known passage from P.Ent. 79 
(217 BC) we find both of these aspects of conflict expressed. Heracleides, a Greek 
man, petitions Ptolemy Philopator against violent attacks on him by an Egyptian 
woman called Psenobastis. He asks the king "not to allow me who is a Greek and a 
stranger unreasonably to suffer outrage at the hands of an Egyptian woman" (Ll.EoJlat 
oUv croD, j3acrtAED, Et crot BoKEl, [Jl ~ nEpnOElv IJ.E oUhws d:AOyws UnO 
Atyu[TTT{as uj3pt(O]!E]vov, 'EAAl]V[a ov]Ta Kat ~£vov). The impulse for the 
expression of contempt may have been racial but the mention of "stranger" appears on 
its own in other petitions. Compare P.Ent. 83 (221 BC) in which Thamounis a 
woman complains about the violence committed against her by Thothortals, who 
holds her in contempt because she is a stranger: 141 KaTayvoDcra JlOU on ~£v11 
EL Jl[L. In P .Ent. 29 (217 BC) vulnerability stems from the unknown petitioner being a 
stranger (i;<ivo>). This situation occurs in the later Ptolemaic petition UPZ II 160 (119 
BC) in which Hermias the son of Ptolemaios complains of people who have 
wrongfully possessed his property holding him in contempt because the prevailing 
situation: (17) €v a< Tf\t Twv Katpwv TTEpwTa<JEl I [K]amyvovT[E]s ETTt Twt 
31 The First Christians in their Social Worlds, 29f. 
32 The New Testament World: Insights from cultural anthropology, 51-70. 
33 A.B. Kove1'man "The Rhetoric of Petitions and its Influence on Popular Social Awareness in Roman 
Egypt." 168 VDI, 170-84; "From Logos to Mythos", BASP 28 (1991), 153-161 at 136. See also Esler, The 
First Christians in their Social Worlds, loc. cit. 
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liAAou Ti)v KaTotKtav [€JxEtv [fiE] ETTEI\BovTEs I [ETTn ettav [fiou Twv] 
TTpoyqpaw I fiEVwv otK{av. Similarly in a petition from the same period, BGU VI 
1255 (I BC), Petesouchos complains that his brother has held him in contempt 
because he is absent from his village: (4) KaTayvovTES ETTt T<\) Elvat fiE €v 
al\1\ool)filat. A racial or cultural divide also appears on its own as in P.Yale 46 col. i 
(246-221 BC), the well known petition to the king by an Egyptian priest where he 
alleges that he has been held in contempt because he is Egyptian: KaTa<j>povl]oas fiOU 
on At yuTTnos Elfi{ or P.Coi.Zen. 66 (III BC) in which the petitioner alleges that 
Jason has failed to provide him with proper pay because he is a foreigner: 
KaT<yVWKaow fiOU on Elfil f3apf3apos-. 34 Where these themes appear, the 
surviving evidence exhibits something of a bias towards the Hellenistic period, which 
may reflect a less complete process of integration between the various races in Egypt 
during that period. Nonetheless difficulties raised by being a stranger continued well 
into the Roman period. Being wronged by outsiders is the problem in the opening 
sentence of P.Oxy XXXIV 27 I 3 Recto (297 AD): TO {mo ~Evwv a6tK1oBat. 
So we can find plenty of evidence which supports the conclusion that the 
value system of honour and shame which played such an important part in the 
forensic rhetorical tradition of the classical period was operating in judicial and 
administrative context of Egypt in the Greco-Roman period. Fisher makes the point 
that "many papyri do use hybris as the basis of complaints, ... and in so doing they 
bring out the humiliating and insulting aspects of violent assaults, of verbal abuse, of 
imprisonment, of emptying urine-pots and of clothes stealing, in precisely the same 
way as did Demosthenes or Lysias"35 It is certainly true that when we meet the 
language of hybris in the papyri at one level this simply reflects the formulations and 
requirements of the legal system. But the discussion of hybris shows that, although 
an important juristic concept, it also reflected basic social values and forensic 
34 B. Rochette, "'Parce que je ne connais pas bien le grec .. .' P.Coi.Zenon II 66", Chr. d'Eg. 71 (1996), 311-316 
comments specifically on this document suggesting that the writer's problem is that he cannot speak Greek 
well. 
35 Hybris, 85. 
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discourse provided a prime mode through which these were articulated. The right 
which hybris might have given to a legal remedy was but one part of the complex 
psychological and social matrix which honour and shame involved, even if it was the 
part which most obviously addressed the anomie consequences of insulting 
behaviour.36 In the next sections we will examine how the dynamic of honour and 
shame operated in specific situations giving rise to petitions and litigation. 
7.4 ANOMIE, ROLES & MORAL AND LEGAL TYPES 
7.4.1 A Weapon in the Hands of the Weak 
As we have argued so far in this thesis the role of powerful officials was 
conceptualised as saviour protector and helper of the weak. In fact we see that one 
very important juristic function of the concept of hybris in the dynamic of honour and 
shame in classical Athens was as "a moral and legal weapon" in the hands of the 
weak. This also seems to be its function in the papyri of Greco-Roman Egypt. When 
placed within the reciprocal relationship of supplication, hybris, as a legal concept 
leading to the amelioration of dishonour, was as critical a part of the symbolic role of 
the powerful monarch or official as saviour was to express protection of the weak, the 
destitute and the oppressed. Honour and shame were consequently at the heart of the 
sovereign's function as forensic saviour. 
In this section we will begin our discussion of this function of hybris, and 
attempt to show that social tensions between weak and strong, and concepts such as 
oppression and exploitation, which have great familiarity to the modern mind, were 
constantly articulated in the Greco-Roman legal and administrative context in terms 
which gather up facets of the essential opposition between honour and shame. Often 
the opposition was predicated in petitions by reference to the petitioner's membership 
of a particular class among social types, which had a common feature, namely, they 
had symbolic conventions and legal rules connected with them in which the dominant 
36 See Cohen, Law, Sexuality, and Society, 22lff, for a good discussion of the collective interest dimension to 
the regulation of socially disruptive behaviour and responses to it. 
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issue was capacity, or rather lack of it, or, to put it another way, asymmetries of 
power. These types should be seen as emblematic because tbey constituted tbe sort of 
social pivot where the overlap between the relationship of supplication and the 
honour and shame syndrome is very clear: weakness or lack of power was inherent in 
both. The social types in question were women, widows, old people, orphans and one 
based on a general type of weakness or vulnerability in either a physical or a material 
form, often connected with rent, taxation or liturgies and these types can be met 
together in the one situation. 37 The law in the Greco-Roman world also gave special 
recognition to these categories in various ways. 
Women 
Women appear frequently in the surviving evidence using petitions to vindicate tbeir 
position. 38 In Mediterranean societies there are all kinds of social and cultural 
37 It is well known that Roman law in particular was formulated by reference to ''ideal-typical" economic or 
social categories, such as landlord or tenant, which simplified and idealised reality: D. Kehoe, "Legal 
Institutions and the Bargaining Power of the Tenant in Roman Egypt", AfP 41 (1995), 232~262. at 234 and 
refs. Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte tcrite en egypte romaine, devotes an entire chapter (V) to women. 
38 The petitions from the group under study in which the petitioner is definitely a woman are, whether acting 
by a guardian or no~ 135 in number: P.Cair.Zen. II 59145 (2/8/256 BC); P.Ent. 80 (c 241 BC); P.Ent. 20 
(221 BC); P.Ent. 24 (221 BC); P.Ent. 33 (221 BC); P.Ent. 81 (221 BC); P.Ent. 86 (221 BC); P.Ent. 83 (221 
BC); P.Ent. 82 (221 BC); P.Ent. 6 (221 BC); P.Ent. 7 (221 BC); P.Ent. 10 (221 BC); P.Ent. 13 (221 BC); 
P.Ent. 21 (217 BC); P.Ent. 22 (217 BC); P.Ent. 23 (217 BC); P.Ent. 30 (217 BC); P.Ent. 69 (217 BC); SB 
XVI 12305 (199-150 BC); UPZ I 17 (163 BC)(=P. Lond. 22 Recto); UPZ I 18 (163 BC)(=P. Par. 23); UPZ 
I 42 (163-2 BC)(=P. Par. 26); UPZ I 19 (c. I63 BC)(=P. Par. 22); UPZ I 20 (c 163 BC); UPZ I 44 (162-1 
BC)(=P. Dresd V. I); UPZ I 45 (162-1 BC)(=P. Vat. D); UPZ I 46 (162-1 BC); UPZ I 47 (162-1 BC)(=P. 
Par. 27 Recto); UPZ I 48 (162-1 BC)(=P. Par 28); UPZ 149 (162-1 BC)(=P. Leid E. I); UPZ !50 (162-1 
BC)(=P. Leid E. III); UPZ I 33 (161 BC)(=P. Leid. E II); UPZ I 34 (161 BC)(=P. Dresd. VII); UPZ 140 
(161 BC)(=P. Par. 33); UPZ I 51 (161 BC)(=P. Vat C); UPZ I 39 (c. 161 BC)(=P. Lond. 33); UPZ I 58 
Verso (161 BC)(=P. Lond. 41 Recto & Verso); UPZ I 41 (c. 161160 BC)(=P. Par. 29); SB I 4638 (145-116 
BC); PSI III 166 (118 BC); P.Tebt. I 52 (114 BC); UPZ 11189 (112-1 BC)(=P. Tor. 11); P.Tebt. lll:l 776 
(II BC); P.Ryl.ll68 (89 BC); BGU VII! 1813 (6211/BC); BGU VIII 1820 (56/5 BC); P.Princ. III 117 (52 
BC); BGU VIII 1827 (52-I BC); BGU VIII 1826 (5211 BC); BGU VIII 1833 (51-50 BC); BGU VIII 1849 
(48-6 BC); BGU VIII 1848 (48-6 BC); BGU IV 1139 (c 5 BC); P.Oxy II 281 (20-50 AD); P.Oxy XLII 3033 
(45-7 AD); P.Oxy XLVI 3271 (47-54 AD); P.Ryl. IV 669 (!AD); BGU II 650 (60-1 AD); P.Oxy XLVI 
3274 (99-117 AD); BGU I 226 (99 AD); P.Oxy L 3555 (I -II AD); BGU I 22 (April 114 AD); P.Mich IX 
525 (119-124 AD); P.Ryl. II 122 (127 AD); P.Oxy III 486 (131 AD); P.Tebt II 329 (139 AD); SB XVI 
12685 (4 Oct 139 AD); P.L. Bat. XXV 34 (140 Ad); P.Oxy X 1272 (144 AD); P.Ross.Georg II 20 (146 
AD); BGU I 340 (c. 148-9 AD); BGU II 522 (II AD); P.Ross.Georg II 21 (154/5 AD); P.Mich IX 526 (155 
AD); PSI V 463 (157-60 AD); BGU I 327 (I Apri1166 AD); P.Heid.IV 297 (172-5 AD); BGU I 298 (173-
4 AD); BGU III 970 (c 174 AD); BGU II 467 (c 177 AD); SB XVI 12678 (27 July 179 AD); BGU II 648 
(164-196 AD); P.Oxy II 237 (186 AD); BGU VII 1575 (189/90 AD); P.Tebt II 327 (Late II AD); P.Oxy VI 
899 (200 AD); BGU I 291 (II-lll AD); P.Tebt II 334 (200-1 AD); BGU I 157 (II-III AD); P.Oxy XXXIV 
2709 Recto (202-7 AD); P.Oxy III 488 (II -III AD); P.Oxy VIII 1120 (Early III AD); P.Tebt II 333 (216 
AD); P.Oxy XLIII 3093 (21/9/217 AD); BGU IV 1070 (218 AD); P.Oxy LX 4071 (241-4(?) AD); P.Oxy 
XII 1466 (245 AD); P.Oxy X 1271 (246 AD); P.Oxy LVIII 3926 (9 Feb 246); P.Oxy IV 720 (247 AD); 
P.Ryl. II 301 (III AD); P.Tebt II 335 (mid III AD); CPR VII 15 (III AD); P.Ross.Georg V 22 (mid III AD); 
P.Oxy XXXIV 2710 Recto (1711/261 AD); P.Oxy XII 1467 (263 AD); P.Princ. II 30 (c 264 AD); P.Tebt II 
326 (c. 266 AD); P.Oxy XII 1558 (267 AD); P.Ryl. II 117 (269 AD); P.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Rylll4, 
Sel.Pap. !1293); P.Oxy XLVI 3296 Recto (291 AD); P.Oxy XXXIV 2712 Recto (292-3 AD); P.Oxy VIII 
1121 (295 AD); P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late III AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 62 (5 Sept 296 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 63 (Nov 
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conventions surrounding the place of women. David Cohen has argued that many of 
these applied in classical Athens, and it may also be the case that the position of 
women as it appears in the papyri was similar.39 Women were supposed to remain in 
doors, and issues of sexual chastity were a constant undercurrent. In Greco-Roman 
Egypt women were conventionally considered to be one of the categories of weak 
persons in the ancient world, and at most times had to act through a guardian, a man, 
although in the Ptolemaic period it seems that women could act as guardians.40 Also 
from P.Oxy XII 1467 (263 AD) it is clear that by mid III AD women who could write 
and had three children could act without a guardian. Under Roman law women had 
special position with respect to such things as release from cultivation of crown 
land.41 P.Tebt. III: I 776 (II BC) is a good example to begin with because it contains 
a number of formulaic elements which had a very long history in petitions. Serenis, 
daughter of Menelaus complains that her husband Didymus is trying to assign a 
house, pledged for her dowry and maintenance, as surety for a tax farmer. In the 
request She says: 8to U~lW OE 8EOflEVll yuvi) ouaa Kat aj30TJ811TOV lift llTTEpt8EtV 
~E d:noaTEpll8Elaav TWv UnoKEq.tEvwv npOs- T~V $Epvi}v OtO: Ti}v TaD 
EYKaAOUflEVou pa8wupy{a ("Wherefore I ask beseeching you being a woman and 
helpless not to suffer me to be deprived of what is pledged for my dowry through the 
misbehaviour of the accused .. ")42 We see here allied to the request verb the phrase 
yuvi) ouaa Kat aj3ol]811TOS'. This illustrates two things. First, the fact of being a 
woman, yuvi) ouaa, was proffered effectively a source of vulnerability in itself, and 
secondly, the adjective d:j3ol]811Tos- is used to reinforce this and acted as perfect 
296 AD); P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD); P.Oxy XLV 3246 (297-8 AD); P.Cair.Jsidor. 64 (298 AD); 
P.Oxy XLVI 3302 Recto (300-1 AD); P.Oxy I 71 col. ii Recto (303 AD); P.Oxy LX 4074 (307 AD); P.Oxy 
LX 4082 (307 AD); P.Ryl. IV 617 (317 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 77 (320 AD); P.Co! VII 173 (330·340 AD); 
P.Sakaon 44 (331/2 AD)(=P.Thead 17, Sel. Pap II 295); P.Oxy LIV 3769 (334 AD); P.Oxy LIV 3770 
(26/3/334 AD); P.Oxy VI 901 (336 AD); P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD); P.Oxy LIV 3771 (336 AD)(= VI 901); 
P.Amh. II 141 (350 AD); PSI V 452 (IV AD). 
39 Cohen, Law, Sexuality, and Society: The Enforcement of Morals in classical Athens, esp. cbs. 4 and 5. 
40 See BGU VII11813 (6211/BC), Mitteis Grundzuge 252/3; WeiB, AJP IV 73ff. 
41 BGU 648 (164-196 AD); P.Oxy VI 899 (200 AD); P.Tebt 327 (late II AD); in P.Cair.lsidor. 64 (298 AD) 
the petitioners refer simply to the fact that they are women and unable to meet rents on arouras of land. 
42 CfP.Ent. 30 (217 BC). 
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linguistic and symbolic compliment to the ruler or official as f:l o TJ 8o's- or 
aVTtArlflTTTWp. 
The use of the adjective af:lor\8TJTOS" becomes very frequent in later centuries. 
BGU VIII 1820 (56/5 BC) is a petition to the strategos Paniskos by a woman, 
Makaria, against her husband. The nature of the complaint is not recoverable but at 
line 12-13 she says 6 ITT)[lalVO[lEV[OS" O:vrjp oul: TO] af:lor\8T)TOV Elva( fiE. In 
P.Oxy L 3555 (I -II AD) Thermuthion relates a tale about injury to the hand of her 
slave girl, which is touching for the degree of sentiment, in that she says that she 
raised the girl as a little daughter to care for her in her old age, "for I am a woman 
helpless and alone" (II. 8-9: ETT)flEAT)<Ja ws- 8uyc:hpw(v) ETT' EATTtol Tou 1\f.tKias-
~ v A ; ,.. 'A ;8 • ' ' ) 43 YEVOIJ.EVOV EXElV IJ.E YllPO ..... OO"KOV, yuvatKa apOTj T)TOV ouoav Kat IJ-OVT)V . 
P.Tebt II 327 (Late II AD) combines the themes of the helpless woman with old age: 
avayKaioAs- y]uv~ o\iua af:lor\8T)TOS" TTQ[AAORS" ETE<Jl f:lE(:lapl)fiEVT). The adjective 
af:lor\8TJTOS" of course invites the official to fill the role of (:loT) 8os- and invokes by 
implication the whole symbolic array embraced by the saviour, benefactor and helper 
motif. 
In the Roman period the symbolic dimensions of the category are extended by 
express reference to the "natural" or "inherent" weakness of women. It appears very 
early in the Roman period and the idea was so institutionalised, so it seems, that the 
"weakness of women" can appear in an agreement appointing a grandson as 
representative of his grandmother to appear in the place of her at court: P.Oxy I 261 
(55 AD), in which a certain Demetria states that she cannot appear at court eta 
yuatKEtav au8€vnav. In P.Oxy. I 71.2 the petitioner is a woman, Aurelia Gle[. She 
complained to the prefect Clodius Culcianus in 303 AD about her business managers 
robbing her and utilised the fact that she is a weak woman many times in the 
43 Cf BGU III 970 (c 174 AD): (7) Tfis ds- &navTas- I EUtpyta(as-, TjytiJ.Wv 1.1-EytcrTE, Kal auTll 
yuvi} 0:(301i911TOS Kal 11116E1.lio:v (301)[9Et]o:[v] I Exouoo: El J.!.ft UnO ooU ToO Kup(ou Ti}V En\ 
oE KO:TO:$U'tflv Enotl)OdiJ.TJV. 
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document. The petition exhibits an opening sentence in which the theme of 
assistance is juxtaposed with that of the helpless woman: (II. 3ff) 
niicn ~Ev ~oT}8ElS', i}yE~uDv BEcrTToTa, Kal nacrt TO: t[O]ta O.novE~t<; 
[flaAtoTa 
aE yuvat~Elv thO: TO Ti)S" <tnJOEWS" d:cr8EvEs-· 08EV Kat alJTi} npcSoE;qJ.[t 
T0 cr0 
llEYaAE{f.V EUEAnts- oUcra TfiS' d:nO croD ~o1)8E{as TUXElv. 
"You extend help to all, my lord prefect, and you render to all their due, but 
especially to women on account of their natural weakness. Therefore I myself 
make petition to your highness in full confidence that I shall obtain assistance 
from you." 
A little later in the text Aurelia explains that she pays considerable taxes and being a 
defenceless widow woman with her sons in the army (II 7-8 yuv~ ao8[E]v~s- Kal. 
xl)pa Tuyxavouoa Twv TE ~flETEpwv TEKvwv €v oTpaTEtq: ovTwv) she engaged 
business managers, who are the source of complaint. 44 
Widows in the ancient world were a recognised social category both in 
literature as well as the law. But this recognition was not always positive. In the 
culture of classical Athens, for example, protectiveness was accorded to women as an 
essential and highly valued element in the structure of the o'LKot within the polis.45 
On the other hand widows were often perceived as a source of social problems, being 
single women bereft of the restraining presence of their husbands who exuded 
subversive sensuality, failing in fidelity to the memory of their dead husbands and 
undermining the sexual rectitude of living men, who were usually husbands.46 
However, in petitions the dominant perception of widowhood is in the protective 
tradition, and they are presented as vulnerable; women without husbands are without 
exception victims, at least when describing themselves. P.Ent. 20 (221 BC) contains 
a claim for a funeral indemnity by a widow. BGU VIII 1833 (51/50 BC) is a petition 
to the strategos Seleukos from Heracleopolis from a widow called Arsinoe in which 
44 For similar language see P.Oxy VIII 1120 (Early Ill AD): KaTO: T00To ~apTUpoJ.lat Ti}v ~iav yuvi} 
xTipo: Kat do8e:vTis- P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD) where Aurelia to the prefect TO yuvatKe:l.ov 
y[Evos- e:UKo:Ta$pOvllTOV nEcj>uKe:v 6t0: TO ne:pl i}J.lciS' TfjS' cpUoEWS' O:o8e:vEs-. See also BGU 
522 (II AD); P.Amh. II 141 (350 AD). 
45 0. Andersen. ""The Widows the City and Thuc. II 45.2"". Symb. Osl. LXII (1987). 33-49. 
46 P. Walcot, "On Widows and Their Reputation in Antiquity", Symb. Osl. LXVI (1991), 5-26. 
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her widowed situation is obviously meant to form part of her weakness when she 
says: 
(4) TaD [avopos] I f1ET1)AAQXOTOS TOV (3tov aTTOAlTTOVTOS I E[flE ouv] 
TEKvwt Ka8ucrTEpoUaa Tols Q4QtJQ1- I Tuyxdvun. A<t>' ~S' crot 
OUVEOTl)(fq ll1Jv I EVTuxias E[ ]Kn8<; llEvl) TTJV TTEpl E ll[E] I ao8EVElav 
KEKptT<>:t TJpos EUEpyEoiav I Ta lov T<ih O:vop{ 11ou €v[o<j>]Et/-of1Eva I 
a\nc'x 116va ,-0: Oo8EvTa Ko~.tlqq:qeq:~ T0v I crOv npoaT&TllV B{wva. 
"After my husband departed life, having left me with a child, I happened to be 
short of necessities. Having exposed my weakness through the entreaty by 
which I have brought myself into connection with you, it was decided, with a 
view to benefaction, that your patron Bion receive for what was owed by my 
husband only the same value of the things which were sold." 
The context seems to suggest that Arsinoe's weakness derives from her widowhood as 
much as her womanhood.47 In P.Oxy VIII 1120 (early III AD) a widow complains of 
violence and hybris and she describes herself as "a widowed woman and weak" (yuvi] 
xl]pa Kat ao8Evl]s).48 However, the notion of widowhood could be stretched 
beyond women whose husbands had actually died.49 
The function of hybris as a weapon in the hands of women in the judicial 
context is well attested from III BC. A woman called Asia complains to Ptolemy 
Euergetes in P.Ent. 13 Recto (221 BC) that Pooris a stathmouchos holds her in 
contempt because her husband is dead ((6) Kam<j>povwv OTt b avl]p flOU 
TETEAEUT1)KEv).50 P.Meyer 8 (16 Aug 151 AD) gives a situation in which a brother 
and sister complain about their father who has remarried after the death of their 
mother and appropriated her estate, (10) KaTa<j>povwv Tfjs nEpt >ii14S Q:i?[o1)8l]Tou 
ao8EvEias51 In P.Oxy I 71.1 (303 AD) a second petition from a woman called 
Aurelia, which has been mentioned a number of times above, contains the same 
theme, but in relation the unobtrusive way of life: 1 16 Twv q:~Twv flOt xwpiwv 
47 Compare the same subject matter as used the same way by Tasemthis, wife of Horus, in BGU VIII 1849 
(48-6 BC). 
48 Cf BGU II 522 (II AD) yu[v~] x~pa Kat a~O~T~TOS". 
49 See P.Oxy L!V 3770 (26 Mar. 334) below, 325. 
50 P.Ent. 68 (220 BC), ll may have contained the suggestion of contempt of an orphan. 
51 Cf BGU I 340 (c. 148-9 AD): 'En\ oUv olhot aUK cl${[oTa]v I TE Ti)s KaT' E~oU Ennp(o:v, 
KO:Ta- I $povo0v[T]ES Ti)s [n]Ep'i.. El-l€ O:npa- I 'YI-loot.lvTJ[s] Kal TWv nEpl TWv Tot- I o1.hwv 
UnO n&vnw ~'YEIJ.6vwv I npoCJTETayiJ.Evwv. BGU I 291 (II-III AD): (8) IlETpuivtos I 6[£] ns 
NouiJ.[rwJ(ou, KaTa¢lpo- I vrHcrlas IJ.OU Ws yuvatKOs a- I f3on9rlToU. See also P.Gen. I 81 (145 
AD). 
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TTEpt[<j>]povouvTES 11ou Tijs- aTTpayf![ocruvT]s-. Sometimes these are combined, for 
example a woman who is also an orphan. In P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD) Aurelia 
Theodora petitions the prefect about a dispute over land. She speaks of the defendant 
Demetrianus thus: ll. 15 Ti\S BE ~]f!ETEpas- op<j>av{as- KaTa<j>povwv. In SB XVI 
12524 (19 Feb 3-10 BC) Sosinikos son of Kallinikos complains to the epistates on 
behalf of his brother's children who are orphans. They inherited a vineyard and 
Kallias broke the watering system "holding the ending of my brother's life and the 
orphaned state of his children in contempt, trying to be master of the property of 
others wrongly and contrary to what is proper" ((10) KaTEyvwKws- TW TiJV aBEA<j>ov 
IJ.OU IJ.E'TT}AAaxEvat T0v ~{ov Kal TO: TE'Kva aUToiJ Op<PavO: Elvat, f1J1-XtpWv 
- , ' ' , B ' ' ' ' [8]' ) 52 
'TWV aAAoTptWV KUptEUElV OU EOV'TWS" Kat napa 'TO Ka T)KOV . 
Some petitions are from women who say they have suffered what would now 
be called domestic violence, although the fact of them being women is not given 
special prominence. A good example is P.Oxy. II 281 (20-50 AD) in which Syra 
complains about her husband Sarapion: (11. 14-23) 6 B€ ~apaTTiwv 
KaTaXPll"allEvos- Tijt <j>Epvfj EtS ov ~j3oui-ETo Aoyov ou Bt€i-nTTEV KaKouxwv 
J.l.E Kal Uf3p{[t;:]wv Kal TO:s XElpas Ent<PEpwv Kal TWv d:vayKa{wv Ev6Efi 
Ka8wTas-, ucrTEpov B£ Kal. EVKaTEAlTTE llE AElT~v Ka8E<JTwcrav. ("But Sarapion, 
having squandered my dowry as he pleased, continually ill-treated and insulted me, 
using violence towards me, and depriving me of the necessities of life; finally he 
deserted me leaving me in a state of destitution.") Syra is drawing upon the fact that 
she has been insulted and abused by her husband to invite intervention by the chief 
justice and superintendent of the chrematistae to whom the petition is addressed, 53 
and it is obviously appropriate to place this situation in the general tradition of 
accusations of hybris.54 
52 In SB 5343 (182 AD) the weakness is being confined to a certain place. 
53 Cf P.Ross.Georg II 20 (146 AD); P.Ross.Georg V 22 (mid III AD). In PSI V 463 (157·60 AD) a wife 
complains of her husband, describing his behaviour as "irrational": (II. 8-9: ll116Ev1. A.Oy4J XPllCJd!lEVOS". 
54 P.Oxy II 282 (30-35 AD) a petition to the strategos Alexandrus, shows the other side of the coin. It is a 
complaint by a husband who has been robbed by his wife. 
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The connection between the inherent weakness of women and hybris is clearly 
seen in a number of related linguistic forms. In P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD) 
Aurelia writes to the prefect about the "easily despised" nature of women To 
yuvatKEtov y[€vos EuKaTa<j>povT]Tov TIE<j>UKEV Bu1 To nEpt ~!las Tijs <j>uuEws 
d:u8EVES. The same notion appears in a number of other documents well into IV AD. 
CPR 7 15 (Ill AD) is a petition from Hermopolis to the praeses, in which the 
petitioner accuses the wrongdoer of holding her, the weak woman in contempt, 
(KaT[a]<j>po[voDvTES Tij]s d:u8EvoDs IJ.OU yuvatK[Etas). Finally, P.Oxy LIV 3770 
(26/3/334 AD) is a petition by Aurelia Ptolema to the syndic, and she is complaining 
about the behaviour of her son-in-law, Theon, who married her daughter, got her 
pregnant and now has left. He then had the gall to ask for the bride price back, which 
was a manifestation of contempt: Kat €v XllP'it<:l T~v EIJ.~V 8uyaT€pa KaTaAEttjJas 
(10) mp<iTat KUl Ta /fBva anEp TOTE napE<JXEV d:na[tT]ElV 1!-E Tijs EIJ.ijs 
d:o8Ev{as KaTaQ>povr)qq:s· 08Ev oU Q>Epouoa T~V ToD d:v6p0s ciouvEtOT}olav 
€m8t8WIJ.l Ta ~t~/-(a d:~toD[ua] El Tij auTij [aUS]aBt<;X ETIWEV91-'il( ... (''and leaving 
my daughter as a widow he tries even to demand back from me the bride price he 
provided at that time scorning my powerlessness") 
It should also be borne in mind that women could be the subject of complaint, 
like men, and accused of all sorts of contempt, violence and harassment. In P .Ent. 4 
Recto (242 BC) Philiskos, a hecatontarouros, complains about a woman called Hedeia 
to whom he has given money and material to make two garments. She has made one 
but not the other and kept the money: at I 6 this behaviour is designated by the verb 
KaKOTExvoDua. P.Ent. 9 (217 BC) contains a complaint by Apollonios about his aunt, 
who will not vacate his deceased father's house so that funeral expenses can be met. 55 
P.Ent. 49 (221 BC) has the story of Sopolis whose son, also Sopolis, was inveigled by 
a courtesan Demo to borrow 1,000 drachmas. In the series of petitions by the twins 
55 CfP.Ent. 19 (c 221 BC). BGU. Vlll 1761 (5ll50 BC) Note the use by the petitioner ofKaTa4povl]aaaa 
at 1. 7, in reference to an unnamed woman. It is unfortunate the rest of the expression is lost. The editors 
comment, "Hinter KaTacj:lpovl)oaoa etwa IJ.OU TfjS" l)AtKlaS' oder TaU BtKa(ou oder dgl., dann erst 
Name der Frau." (p. 39). 
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Thaues and Taus performing services in the Great Serapeion at Memphis we see 
complaints about the treatment meted out to them by their mother, Nephoris.56 
P.Tebt. III: I 771 (II BC) tells of a situation in which Asclepiades says he is being 
oppressed by a woman who wants to take his house. In P.Tebt. III: I 800 (142 BC) 
Sabbataeus, a Jew, complains that his pregnant wife Joanna has been attacked by 
another woman, so severely that miscarriage threatens. 57 A woman called Herals is 
accused of a violent house invasion in P.Ryl. II 151 (40 AD). In P.Ant. II 88 (221 
AD) we find a complaint by a brother against his sister, about a robbery (probably). 58 
In P .Ent. 9 (217 BC) an orphan complains of contempt at the hands of his aunt. The 
same situation appears 600 years later in P.Sakaon 40 (318-320)(=P.Thead 19) which 
contains allegations by an orphaned child, Aurelius Aithiopas that his great aunt is 
covetous of the choice animals in his inheritance and is making some claim on them, 
quite wrongly, so he says. Indeed when we come to IV AD we see that the "swollen" 
Byzantine style provided great scope for censorious language towards women. In 
P.Oxy LIX 3981 (Feb/Mar 312 AD) the priest of the village of Chenetoris complains 
about a woman called C ... iphis who continually drags him to court for a debt he says 
he does not owe. Aurelius Thonius complains of outrageous violence committed 
against his wife by a certain woman called Tapesis in P.Oxy LI 3620 (326 AD). In 
P.Cair.lsidor. 62 (5 Sept 296 AD), a petition in which Thaesion and Kyrillous 
daughters of Kopres complain about the attempts of their stepmother to dispossess 
them of part of the inheritance received from their father. At 1.12 they describe her as 
' ~ ~ 59 1) navKaKtO"TOS" yuvT). 
These points remind us that often the language of weakness as applied to 
women and orphans is said to have been "somewhat conventional" and "should not be 
taken as evidence that the particular women who employed it were necessarily more 
56 UPZ I l7 (163 BC), UPZ I 19 (c. 163 BC); UPZ 120 (c 163 BC) Compare P.Ryl. II 116 (194 AD) in which 
Heracleides complains about the violence inflicted on him by his own mother. 
57 Cf P.Ryl.II 68 (89 BC); P.Cair.Goodspeed 15 (362 AD). 
58 BGU I 168 (II-III AD) concerns a dispute over property in which a woman refused to hand over household 
goods despite an order fonn the strategos. 
59 Women could be the subject of complaint to the emperors in P.Ryl. IV 621 (IV AD). 
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vulnerable than others"60 That is undoubtedly right. It seems that some women who 
petitioned were often not only from well to do families but quite robust in protecting 
their position through applications to officials. P.Oxy XLIII 3094 (217-18 AD) is a 
private letter in which a woman Gaia gives a long history of her attempts to overturn 
an unfavourable judgment against her by an official called Agrippa. It shows a 
degree of resoluteness and vigour in pursuing rights which belies any impression of 
shrinking violets which the language of weakness might suggest. By the same token 
genuine vulnerability must have existed. There seems to be a ring of truth in the plea 
of Tamusthas in BGU II 648 (164-196 AD) when she says that she is childless and 
not able to help herself to get back land which has been taken by her cousin and 
uncle: (15) ETTEt Kat ihEKV[os] EliJ.l Kat OUOE E;tauTijl anapKElV Buva;tat. 
However, in P.Oxy VI 899 Recto (200 AD), a woman named Apollonarion petitions 
the prefect Aemilius Saturninus about exemption from cultivation and describes 
herself as (II. 39-40) Kat >' ~ EVOXAEl<J8a( ;tE yuvaiKa oDo[a]v avavBpov Kat 
af30TJ8TJTOV. Her application is for release from the responsibility for the cultivation 
of royal land, and it is clear that she must have been a relatively substantial 
landowner, so her af30TJ8TJTOS" condition did not derive from lack of resources. Rather 
it reflects the writer's resort to symbolic resources applicable to ideal typical women 
in the role of petitioners, and as well, these symbolic conceptualisations were 
appropriate, if not required, for approaches to high officials such as the prefect not 
only because the compliant and frail were unlikely to pose a threat to the honour of 
the institutional order but also because they were assimilated to the relationship of 
supplication which itself relied upon ideal types especially the weak and the strong. 
Orphans 
Orphans were clearly a persistent social problem in the ancient world, as evidenced 
by the many mentions of orphans in petitions and official decrees.61 Petitions often 
60 See eg A.I. Connolly, New Docs 4, 30. 
61 UPZ 19 (161 BC); P.Oxy VI 888 (late lll or early IV AD). 
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reflect the social and financial responsibility of guardianship. 62 P.Ent. 32 (217 BC) 
has two guardians of an orphaned girl appealing to the monarch for restitution of her 
property. In BGU VIII 1813 (6211 BC)the petitioner is Tetelmuthes the guardian of 
the orphans of Heracleides {TETEq.tou8ws Tfjs IlToAqLaiou €m Tponou Twv 
'HpaKAEt6ou TEKVWV op<l>avwv ). However, she is also their mother so the description 
of the children as orphans refers to the lack of a father not a total lack of parents. This 
meaning of "orphan" is similar to the notion that a woman who has been left by her 
husband is a widow even if he is not dead. In the Roman period it is known that a 
wealthy Alexandrian, Aurelius Horion, established endowments for ephebic contests 
and income to lighten the burden of liturgical services in several villages. 63 The 
editors of P.Mich IX 532 (181-2 AD) suggest that the text is the surviving part of a 
foundation for poorer orphans, along the lines of the foundations established by 
Aurelius Horion. 
It is clear from surviving petitions that the mere fact of being an orphan, 
analogous to the mere fact of being a woman, was seen as a source of vulnerability 
exposing a person to hybris and contempt. In P .Ent. 9 (217 BC) Apollonios accuses 
his aunt of holding him in contempt because of his orphaned status (KaTa<J>povoDoa 
ETTt TWl op<J>aVOil llE Elvat). P.Meyer 8 (16 Aug 151 AD) gives a situation in 
which a brother and sister complain about their father who has remarried after the 
death of their mother and appropriated her estate, apparently preying upon their 
vulnerable position as effectively parentless children: (10) KaTa<J>povwv Tfjs nEpt 
iwas Q:p[ol)8l)Tou ao8EvEiasl. P.Cair.lsidor. 77 (320 AD) shows that neglect of 
responsibilities to women and orphans came to be viewed as a type of hybris. The 
request in P.Sakaon 40 (318-320 AD)(=P.Thead 19) is framed by an introductory 
sentence which asserts that a special part of the role of the praeses is to vindicate 
wronged orphans: (4) Taus a6tKOU11EVOUS op<J>avo[us], 1\YEI!WV 6EOTTOTa, EK6tKElV 
62 P.Oxy I 38 (49-50 AD) which revolves around an orphan who died. 
63 See loc cit, and P.Oxy IV 705. 
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Etw8Ev To 11£YaAE1ov To uov ("Your greatness is accustomed to avenge orphans 
who are wronged, lord praeses"). 
Old Age 
The frailty of old age is a universal human experience so we may expect it to have 
formed the basis for requests for help. In P.Cair.Zen. III 59447 (Ill BC) Theon 
requests work from Zenon so that he may be free from anxiety in his old age: (9-1 0) 
'lva 111] npEu~uTEpos- wv PEil~Wilat. P.Ent. 22 (217 BC) shows us a widow seeking 
the appointment of a representative because she is old and weak ((9) npEu~uT€pa TE 
ouua Kat a(J8Ev[i]s- YEVO]!lEVl]). P.Ent 25 (220 BC) is a complaint by a father who 
alleges that his ungrateful son, Strouthis, has not honoured a deal that the father 
negotiated on his behalf, but has brutalised him. The petitioner says that his son holds 
him contempt because of his old age and weak eyes (KaTa<!>povwv J.lOU O·n 
npEu~uTEpos- Etllt Kat au8Evws- To1s- o<!>8aA!lo1s-).64 The association of old age 
and weak eyes highlights the vulnerability of the position of the petitioner. Eye 
problems are quite common in petitions, and were often associated with old age.65 
This example is also very interesting because it shows the continuous use of two 
motifs which we will see many times. 
The first is the language of contempt expressed in the verb KaTa<!> pov€w. Old 
age was often said to be the focus of hybristic attitudes, even by daughters against 
their fathers as in P.Ent. 26 (221 BC). There Ktesicles complains about his daughter 
Nike. He has bodily infirmity and bad eyes (3) and she refuses to pay his 20 drachma 
pension each month despite an order to do so, (9) KaT a<!> povoD[ua 11ou 6ul: ToD 
y]l]pws- K[at T]fjs- un[aplxou<Jl]S' f!Ot aKAT]ptas-. The second is the notion of 
weakness here associated with physical weakness and expressed in the word 
aue€vna. This too, as we will see in the next section, is often resorted to as the 
64 In P.Oxy XXXIV 2708 Recto (14/4/169 AD) old age is relied upon. 
65 Di Bitonto (1967), 39 mentions that eye problems were endemic in Egypt. cf P.Ent. 26 (221 BC), P.Col. 
Zen 102 (Ill BC), P.Cair.Zen. III 59426 (IIIBC), which mentions an medicament for the eyes, and 
P.Wisconsin I 3 (257-9 AD), in which the old age and weak eyes of the petitioner provide the basis for 
release from a public duty. 
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language for the weaker side of a power relationship, and appears constantly m 
petitions of our period. 
In the Roman period, old age was a basis for special legal status, giving 
release from liturgies, the great bugbear, and this undoubtedly accounts for its 
mention in some petitions.66 But old age also seems to provide a basis for a wider 
ethical position than that recognised simply by the law. A petition such as P.Mich IX 
524 (98 AD) shows that men of 65 and 60 years old were still compelled to work as 
cultivators to pay the rent for their small family holdings of large estates such as the 
Carnelian estate near Karanis. P. Brem 38 (118 AD) contains the remains of a 
petition from an old man who says he is nEVTJS' (1. 21) and wishes to be released from 
his liturgical load. Similarly, in BGU I 180 (II-III AD) we find the situation of an old 
veteran who wishes to be removed from a liturgical burden applying to probably the 
prefect or epistrategos, playing upon his old and lonely condition: (20) 1va 6uvl]8w 
Kat £yw [Ti)]v £nq!EI\nav Twv t6(wv I notEt<Y8at, (i[v]8p[w]noS" npEaf:llhEpOS' 
f!OVOS' Tuyx[av]wv, [Ell Tfj <YOU I ElS' cXEt cru[v] ap(aT(j) (" ... so that even I will be 
able to take care of my own affairs, being an old man and alone, that your fortune 
may ever be with the best.") Later Roman examples such as P.Sakaon 41 (14 July 
322)( =P.Ryl IV 659) show how old age was one of a larger cluster of frailties. Arion 
son of Dioscorus wants relief from the local tax collectors who hold his moderate life, 
old age and childlessness in contempt:67 
I) ' ' ' ETTEl 'TOlVUV 
ol npaKTi)pES" Enl T6now, KaTa¢>povoDvTES" Ti)S' ~ETpt6TT)T6S" f.LOU Ka\ 
O:npay~OauVT]S" 6J.wD TE Kal Tou yr}pous Kal d:TEKvelas ~ou, EnEp-
xovTa{ IJ.Ol ~t&cracr8at 1-lE f3ouA61J-EVOl TfjS" yfls TOU TTEV8EpoD IJ.OU EvEKEV, 
ToD IJ.T)OEIJ.{av IJ.EToualav ExoV'rc5s- !.lOU TTpOs- aln6v, OtO. Toiho OEoiJ.at Kal 
napaKaAW TijS" apETijS" OTTWS' OlKTElPlJS' f!OU TO yijpaS" Kat TTtV KaTa-
l\aj3oDaav fiE <YUf!<j>Opiiv TWV anoyEVOf!EVWV f!OU TEKVWV Kat KEAEU<YlJS' .. 
66 P.Oxy VI 889 (IV AD) mentions a decree of Diocletian to this effect. It should also be noted that in the 
same text the petitioner refers also to his bodily weakness (probably): I. 18). P.Fior 57 is a petition which 
mentions a rescript of Severus and Caracalla guaranteeing release from liturgy to persons over 70 years of 
age. 
67 Cf BGU II 648 (164-196 AD). That childlessness could be a source of contempt appears also in literary 
sources such as Plutarch: Theseus, 3.7.8; Galba, 19.1.5. CfHeliod,Aethiopica, 2.33. 
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" ... since then the local tax collectors, in contempt of my humble station and 
unobtrusive way of life, as well as of my old age and lack of children, are 
presenting claims against me wishing to do me violence because of the land 
belonging to my father-in-law, although I am in no partnership with him 
whatsoever, I beg therefore and beseech your virtue to take pity on my old age and 
the disaster of my children's death which has befallen me and command .. " 
It can be seen that the language connected with women, old men and orphans 
betrays them as social categories and neatly complemented the symbolic language 
surrounding the officials to whom petitions were addressed. The language of 
weakness was institutionalised in the sense that it was a form of consistently recurring 
behaviour attached to the role of petitioner, and thereby provided the means of 
participation in the symbolic universe of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
Financial or Physical Diminishment 
It is noteworthy that in the case of women and the elderly the condition of weakness 
experienced by these social categories was dictated largely by gender or physical 
considerations. This then leads us into wider dimensions of weakness. Other 
language of weakness and vulnerability was resorted to generally by petitioners and 
the theme of weakness through physical disability or sickness is strong, but it also 
comes to embrace financial incapacity. As we saw above in connection with widows, 
one word often used to express this is aa8€vEta. 'Aa8€vEta means feebleness in the 
sense of "sick" or physically diminished. P.Cair.Zen. 1159254 (13/7/252 BC) seems 
to refer to O:a8€vta in the sense of sickness. It is a petition to Zenon from 
Philadelphia. The writer of this letter, Phanias, is often mentioned in the papyri of 
this period.68 He was the grammateus of the cavalry and writes Toil yap awiJ.aT(wt 
huyxavov O:a8EVws 6taKEiiJ.Evos when referring to his condition of sickness.69 In 
P.Ent.25 (220 BC) above, that the nature of the weakness is physical, in the eyes, and 
is connected with old age. About 450 years later we find a remarkable echo of this 
plea. P.Mich VI 422 (197 AD) is a petition from Karanis to the prefect concerning 
68 P.Cair.Zen. II. 105. 
69 See also BGU VIII 1773 (59/8 BC) is a petition to the strategos from Heracleopolis concerning a dispute 
about debt. 
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hybris. In this petition Gemellus known as Horion complains that two brothers Julius 
and Sotas sons of Eudas, have prevented him from enjoying the fruits of property 
which he and his sister had lawfully inherited. Gemellus describes the brothers as 
arrogant and accuses them of using their local influence. Gemellus is handicapped in 
his sight, and as in P.Ent. 25 he accuses the wrongdoers of holding him contempt by 
reason of his poor sight (1. 9: KaTacj>povouvTwv T-/j(v) nEpt TTJV o<)Jtv ~ou 
ao8Evtav ). 
But 'Ao8€vna can also mean "weak" either generally or in the sense of "lack 
of means", that is, lacking material resources, and thus provides a good example of 
the semantic linkage between physical and material vulnerability?0 In the archive of 
documents published in BGU VIII from official records of the Heracleopolite nome 
we see frequent reference to weakness. BGU VIII 1815 (61/60 BC) is a petition to 
the strategos from Heracleopolis concerning a problem with tax collection. In this 
petition farmers of Machor, who are j3aotAtKo1. yEwpyo{ complain about their taxes 
saying that they are in a weakened condition, ot O:o8Ev<iis 6taKn~€vot yEwpyol. 
The nature of the weakened condition is not exactly clear but is likely to refer to a 
problem with salination of some of their land, and the failure of some other 
cultivators of salted land to bear their burden of the requisite taxes. In a similar vein 
is BGU VIII 1835 (51150 BC) in which the priests ofthe temple of Semarchokratos in 
Hieras Nesos complain to the strategos Soteles that they are alone in preserving the 
temple and consequently a theft of some kind took place (1. 17). The problem is 
weakness or illness which is specifically associated with lack of manpower (1. 10: 
NuvEl BE Ot' d:crBEvE{av Kal OAtavOp{av auv€f31)THivTas- Tolls d:nO TfjS' KW~ T}S' 
ouv navotKtq: O:vaKEXWPT]KOTaSEtS h€pous Tonous €n O:no ME<Jop-/j Toil j3L) 
The problem of diminishment and weakness through lack of resources is often 
specifically linked to its impact upon the revenues of the government. BGU VIII 
70 It is used this way by Thucydides, eg., Historiae, Book 8, chapter 8, section 4, line 2 Kal yO:p T0v nAoilv 
Tm.hu EK ToU npo<f>avoils- E:notoUvTo, KaTa<f>pov,-lcraVTES" nOv 'AST]va(wv O:Buvaaiav, On 
vaunKOv oU6Ev at'nWv noAU nw E:q:,a{vETO. 
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1843 (50/49 BC) is a petition to the strategos Soteles from royal cultivators and "the 
others" of the village of Tinteris. It seems there was drought or failure of the Nile 
inundation which caused all the strangers in the village to return home and so the 
farmers who are left make their request of the strategos as the "weaker" party-
7.8 'A~toU[lEV, OE[IVOTUTE OTpUTT)yE, We ask, most august strategos, 
d:o8EvEoTEpot Un&pxovTES' Kal (Els) OA{ous- being weaker and having reached 
TiaVTEAWs KaT~VT~K6TaS" Kal TaDTa 
qT)\J T)<):VWAWV Ta ~UOlAtKCt TO lq(. .. ] 
an entirely small number and the 
royal revenues from total destruction 
We can see in this example how the solemn vocative address to the strategos is 
juxtaposed with the description of the farmers as cio8EvEoTEpOl.71 It is worth 
pointing out here that much later in the Roman period a similar situation can produce 
similar language as in P.Sakaon 42 (c. 323)(=P.Thead 20). There a crisis of lack of 
water has produced an inability to pay taxes, the petitioners quote a law saying poorer 
villages (Tas cio8EvEoT€pas KW[!q:[sl) can be attached to richer ones. 
Indeed the same language of weakness goes right through into the Roman 
period. The text of BGU XI 2065 (I AD) associates cio8EvE{a with the need for the 
provision of a pension (oiTT)ols). In an edict of the prefect Sempronius Liberalis (29 
August 154 to December or January 158-9 AD) cio8EvEia is specifically linked to the 
lack of resources producing flight from the burden of liturgies.72 A passage in the 
Acts of the Pagan Martyrs, namely PSI 1160 shows that cio8EvE{a could the word 
used to express the consequence of the burden of taxation. The provenance of this 
document is unknown. There are various theories about its date and context, but on 
balance the better view does seem to favour a date in I AD.73 Although Musurillo 
71 Other examples i~ which the theme of weakness appears are: BGU VIII 1863 I BC is a petition of unknown 
context. Compare also P.Tebt. 111:1 803 (II BC) in which the crown cultivators of Oxyrhyncha complain 
that their number has been reduced from 140 to 40 by unspecified acts of injustice. 
72 BGU 1372 (29 Aug 159 AD). 
73 The first possibility is a date in I BC According to this view the text is part of an account of an audience 
given by Octavian (as he then was) shortly after the fall of Alexandria in 30 BC, to prominent Egyptians 
somewhere in Egypt. This depends upon the historical view that Alexandria had a senate (j3ouA.tl) at the 
time of its capture by Augustus, which he subsequently abolished (according to the editors this follows an 
interpretation of Cassius Dio li 17). The second is a date in I AD Some scholars have suggested that the 
Alexandrians lost their senate much earlier under Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (145- 116 BC), so that the text 
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concludes that the document is probably semi-literary, there is no good reason to 
think that the language cannot be used to construe usages in the non-literary papyri.74 
The context is a speech being made to an emperor:-
TlS" KaTaj3apj3apo'iTo napa AOYOV npano~EVOS" ~ uno 'IB{ou Aoyou 
TlTtvos np&KTopos- d:v8pWnou "s' OtacrElov'fOS", OUVEPXOIJ-EVll ~ ~ouA~ 
npOs T0v aOv EnlTponov cruvETTtcrxUTJt Tots dcr8EyoDat, Kal 11-rl (9) 
6t' EpT]~laV j30T]8E{as Ta OOl TT]pEt08at BuvafiEVa uno TWV TUXOVTWV 
av8pwnwv 6ta<j>OpTj8fj. 
"And if anyone be unreasonably burdened by taxes exacted by the Idiologos 
or by any other tax agent who may be oppressing the people, the Senate, in 
assembly before your prefect, might lend support to the weak and prevent the 
income that could be preserved for you from being plundered by anyone at all, 
simply through lack of a remedy. "75 
The use of the verb ouvEmoxuw, which Musurillo rendered "might lend support", and 
usually has the sense "join in helping" suggests a positive attitude to providing 
assistance to the object of the government action. 76 The verb appears in the period I 
BC to I AD as a technical term or bureaucratic term of art in the papyri by 
government officials to describe their own actions in intervening on behalf of 
individuals. 77 
The objects of the official assistance are "the weak", oi d:o8EvOtivTEs, defined 
by the context. The speaker is talking about those who are suffering capricious 
taxation at the hands of the government or oppression at the hands of the 
government's tax agents. The verb used to designate the actions of the tax agents or 
npaKTopES is BwoE{w which is well attested in the meaning "intimidate" or 
"oppress" .78 Soot d:o8EVovTEs seem to be free citizens who are powerless or in a 
here is a record of envoys pleading for the reorganisation of a non-existent j3ouAri before an unidentified 
Roman emperor. Schubart, Bell and Oliver basically had this view, with Schubart believing that the 
emperor could even have been Claudius, which would link PSI 1160 to Claudius' Letter to the 
Alexandrians. This puts the text in the category of the semi-literary. See H.A. Musurillo, Acts of the Pagan 
Martyrs: Acta Alexandrinum (Oxford, 1954), 84 ff. 
74 Of the fact that it may be semi-literary he says "This need not, of course, cast any doubt on the historicity of 
the event; ... "87. 
75 Musurillo, Acts, 2 
76 LSJ cite the following additional occurrences: Xen. Mem. 2.4.6.; LXX 2 Ch.32.2; Plb.6.6.10, 6.8.1., 28.5.5; 
BGU 1189.14 (I BC/1 AD); SIG 799.19 (I AD); IG (2).1013.6. 
77 BGU VIII 1823, at 129: EmcrxUw, BGU VIII 1827, 1 4 Onws- cruvETTtaXUlJS' IJ.Ot and 1 24. See also 
BGU. VIII 1827 (52/1 BC)BGU. VIII 1795 (48n BC); BGU. VIII 1761 (51/50 BC). 
78 Plb.10.26.4.; OGI 519. I 4 ; P.Taur. I( verso) iii.l3 (IIBC); and in the meaning "extort money by intimidation 
from a person": PPar.l5.37(11 BC) Ev.Luk.3.14: PTeb.41.10.(11 BC); P.Oxy. 284.5 (I AD). StacrEtcr~os­
was a crime. See Uxkull-Gyllenband, Der Gnomon des Jdios Logos, ii (Berlin, 1934), 50, n. 3, 71 ff.; 
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weaker position because of their economic, social and/or political circumstances, not 
because of some physical weakness or disability .19 This sense for aa8EVEW is also 
clear from a petition to the emperors Severns and Caracalla, P.Oxy IV 705 (200-2 
AD). The petitioner, Aurelius Horion is proposing a scheme to help the materially 
exhausted villages of the Oxyrhynchite nome. He describes them as (Col. iii, II. 69-
73) Kwlla{ nvEs TaD ·o~upuyxEtTou vo11oD ..... a<j>[6]Bpa E~TJ<J8EviJaav 
EvoxAmJ~Evat UnO TWv KaT' ETaS' AEtToupyuliv ToiJ TE TaJ.l.Elou Kal TfiS' 
napq[<j>]v[t.]aKfjs Twv Tonwv ("Certain villages of the Oxyrhynchite nome ... are 
utterly exhausted by the burdensome demands of the annual liturgies required for 
both the treasury and the protection of the districts") 
The general concept of weakness in both a physical or material sense also 
appears consistently in petitions expressed in other ways which directly reflect the 
palpable reality of a petitioner's circumstances. In the Ptolemaic period, in petitions 
to both the king and lower officials of III BC, it is often expressed in the language of 
conditions such as hunger (Atl!os), as in PSI IV 399 (Mid III BC): 'tva llTJ n>lt p{yH 
Kat Tfjt Atllwt a[noAwllat, or ruin through the verb KaTa<j>8dpw, as in P.Cair Zen IV 
59623: llTJ aui!J?[fjt] I!Ot. .. KaTa<j>eapijvat or P.Petrie II 12, 2; 3 (III BC): 11T1 
KaTa<j>8dpwllat.80 An associated concept is found in the language of lack of 
necessities as in P.Tebt. I 52 (114 BC): EvBETJS' ou<Ja TWV avay[Ka{wv]. In the III to 
IV AD the same idea can still be found, though expressed in different language. 
P.Cair.Isidor. 68 (30911 0 AD) has ruin from a conspiracy by the local scribe to put 
Aurelius Isidorus into a liturgy he cannot afford. This he says to designed to cause 
him destitution: ciVaTponl]. 
Taubensch1ag, The Law of Greco-Romon Egypt in the Light of the Papyri, 342 f.; P.Oxy.1252.33 (IliAD). 
See also Ben, 'The Economic Crisis in Egypt under Nero', IRS 28 (1938), 1-8; and S. Riccobono, Fontes 
iuris romani anteiustiniani, i (Florence, 1941), 318. 
79 This view is reinforced by the fact that the copyist first wrote llrfTE d:cr8tvr}S' TIS' in I 13, which was then 
changed to e:U9e:T6S'. Musurillo comments "It is just possible that the scribe was freely adapting a 
document which contained the word O:a9Evrls-; I think it more likely, however, that he was led into error by 
the previous &cr8Evollcrt ",Acts of the Pagan Martyrs, 91. 
80 See Di Bitonto (1967). 49ff; (1968), 99ff. Eg P.Ent. 27 (221 BC); P.Heid. VI 376 (2 Mar 220 BC); 
P.Cair.Zen. III 59520 (Ill BC). 
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The disparities of power involved in taking advantage of the weakness of 
another is articulated in various other ways as well in the Roman period. Several 
examples will illustrate the point. In P.Oxy III 487 (156 AD) the petitioner Nicias is 
burdened with debts from some unspecified official duties. But the scribe of 
Oxyrhynchus, Serenus, has saddled him with a guardianship of two boys. He 
petitioned the epistrategos Statilius Maximus for release from the guardianship, so 
that "you would not make me an outcast from my property and home" (1. 19: Kat llTJ 
llETavauT!]u(lJ>) llE Twv iBiwv TijS' '([B]{as-). This is one small attempt to prey 
upon the compassion of the epistrategos, but tied to the reality that release will 
provide a way for Nicias to pay his debts. In P.Amh. II 78 (184 AD) StotoiWs 
complains about the violence of a relative by marriage, Hekusis (I 0) npos- ya 11ov 
<JUVEJ\8[w]v Ell TOtS' KOll/OlS' ~ 1-'WV u[n]apxou<Jl TTQVTOOQTTWS' ll[ou] TTAEOVEKTl 
av8pwnos- a[u]8£vTis-. ("being married to a kinswoman ... takes all sorts of advantages 
over me, who have no power to resist, in regard to our common property") In P.Oxy 
I 71.1 (303 AD) the male petitioner, refers to his illiteracy as a source of weakness 
because it exposed him to a fraud committed by a certain Aurelius Sotas.81 
Quiet, Moderate, and Humble 
Disparities of power in local village relationships were not only articulated in terms of 
physical or material incapacity. They were also reflected in the language of trouble, 
vexation, coercion and pressure. Petitions and court room speeches consistently refer 
to the trouble, vexation or pressure which plaintiffs had been caused by the actions of 
wrongdoers. The verb 8l\{j3w in passive forms or the substantive 8l\{t!JtS' were often 
used to express this idea as in UPZ I 45 (162-1 BC): llTJ unE ptoE'iv ~ 11<is-
8l\tj3o11Evas-, when speaking of the role of the hypodioiketes Sarapion. So are the 
verbs €voxl\Ew or napEvoxl\Ew, used either in an active sense to describe the 
behaviour of wrongdoers or passively to described the condition of the petitioner as 
81 (1110-11) Entp&8n 11Ev nva KaKoupyiav En\ d:noanopEat Tij l)J.lETEpq: nou)aaa8at 6t0: TO 
d:yp&J.LJ.laT6v J.I.E dvo:t. 
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"troubled or vexed". This motif is present in the Ptolemaic period and examples are 
many, but mainly in language directed to officials rather than to the monarch.82 Its 
continuation in the Roman period therefore seems to be an example of a motif from 
the lower level of officials which had life beyond the last Ptolemy, Cleopatra. The 
standard format was for the petitioner to refer to his or her situation and say that 
action by the official will stop him or her being vexed. Consequently, it often appears 
in the request section in a final clause such as, 91105' O:napE[voxt-h]TwS' napa6<iit E\.s 
T[oJ f?[al<n;l.[tKo]v Ta TE C!l14Pilam Kal. €.,q,6[p]ta (BGU VIII 1836 (51/50 BC)) or 
\:va fiT) napEvox:\<ilfiEV (UPZ I 40 (161 BC))83 We find it used of a regulation 
governing the relations among picklers in the transcript of court proceedings in UPZ 
II 161 (119 BC) and UPZ II 112 (117 BC)(= Mitt Chr 3, VIII, 24), the well known 
case of Hermias. It remained a standard way of articulating the oppressed condition 
of petitioners in the Roman period.84 P.Yale 351 (26 Sept 171 AD), contains a report 
of proceedings before Ulpius Serenianus, the archiereus, about oppression by some 
unnamed officials: (3) 'Ano:\:\o<j>t:\os (n]Twp napE<nws mhol:s ElnEv· oi 
TI pay flaTtKOl i3 ui[a ]-(; ovTat TOU s au VT)YO pou fiE-~ ous aw f1a TtKW s 
0:nEpydt;:wh]-8at Tas €pyaa{as napa Ta uno aoil [Kat]-[K]E'AEua8€vTa. 
O:~toilatv ouv K[at]-(E)AEUGat GE WGTIEp Kal a:\:\ous EUEp[Kat](y€)TT)aas 
anEpEvoxt-l]Tous auTous Elvm. ("Apollophilos, the advocate who represented them, 
said: "The officials are forcing the plaintiffs to labour in person contrary to your 
orders. They ask therefore, just as you have benefited others, to order that they be 
untroubled").85 This passage also includes the language of benefaction, showing how 
it could apply to minor officials in the discharge of their duties. P.Oxy XXXVIII 
2849 Recto (2115/296) is a petition in which Aurelia Apollonia asks for a report on 
her ox, so that she might be enabled to have peace and quiet (npos To 6uvaa8a( fiE 
82 In P.Tebt. I 34 (100 BC) it is used to describe the effects of the grant of an official as <JK€n11. Examples 
can be found in petitions to the monarch as in P.Tebt. 111:1 770 (210 (?) BC) where Asclepiades the 
petitioner says he is unable to sail to be present at a lawsuit 6t0: TO EvoxAEt[a9at. 
83 See also BGU VIII 1822 (I BC); BGU VIII 1828 (52-I BC); BGU VIII 1829 (5211 BC); BGU IV 1140 (c 5 
BC). 
84 SB XVI 12713 (19 Feb lOll lAD); P.Oxy VI 899 (200 AD); P.Sakaon 37 (Jan/Feb 284)(=P.Thead 18). 
85 Cf P.Ryl. II 118 (16-15 AD); P.Ross.Georg V 21 (III AD). 
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To O:napEVOXA'lTov}. The same idea can be expressed by the language of quietness 
as in P.Cair.lsidor. 73 (314 AD), in which the corrupt praepositus and komarchs allow 
the petitioners "no peace" (Kat T<XS' J\ouxE(as ouK 1\ fl[Etv E<ii]v )86 In P.Oxy VII 
1033 (392 AD), at the very end of our period, two "night-strategoi" of Oxyrhynchus 
ask either for assistance in their guard duty or to be untroubled (To avEvoxt-'lTov 
1\11iis EXHV) about guarding the city.87 It is probably right to see this theme as part 
of an underlying thread of disruption and anomie which appears in other language of 
the documents. The notion of wrongdoers causing trouble and vexation went hand in 
hand with the idea that they were undermining good order, Elivofi(a or EuoTa8(a, 
produced by the presence and actions of legitimate rulers. As we will see some later 
Roman petitions expressly make this connection between social disruption and threats 
to Euvofi(a and this shows the point of connection with the disruptive effects of 
dishonouring behaviour. 88 
Allied to the notion of vexation was the theme of compulsion imposed upon 
the petitioner. The extremity of the behaviour of wrongdoers, as well as the august 
nature of the official, were emphasised by the idea that the petitioner says he or she is 
compelled to approach the government, in the sense that it is something like an act of 
last resort. This is usually associated with the request section and articulated in 
various ways including a single adverb like O:vayKa(ws89 or a phrase such as KaTa To 
avayKa1ov,90 or a verbal form such as dvayKao8El.s.91 Although this is a device 
used by classical authors it clearly has a new role to play in the forensic context of 
Greco-Roman Egypt.92 Sometimes this notion is strengthened by the petitioner 
86 CfP.Sakaon 34 (12 Dec 32l)(=P.Thead 13). 
87 See P.Henn.Rees 19 (392 AD) from the same period. 
88 P.Ant. 1 36 (326 AD?). 
89 P.Oxy IX 1203 (Late I AD); P.Oxy L 3555 (1·11 AD); BGU I 340 (148-9 AD Faijfim); P.Meyer 8 (16 Aug 
151 AD); P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD); BGU I 321 (7 April216 AD); PSI XIII 1337 (III AD); P.Oxy XVII 
2133 (Late III AD); P.Oxy VIII 1121 (295 AD); P.Oxy XVIII 2187 (304 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 69 (310 
AD); P.Sakaon 39 (7 Sept 318)(=P.Thead 21); P.Cair.Isidor. 77 (320 AD); P.Cair.lsidor. 79 (Early IV AD); 
P.Oxy XLVlll 3394 (364·6 AD). 
90 P.Amh. II 77 (139 AD); P.Oxy L 3561 (Jan-Feb 165 AD); P.Oxy. I 69.10-11 (190 AD); lli 488 (II -III AD); 
P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD). 
91 P.Oxy 2131 (207 AD). 
92 See ch 6 above, 262ff. 
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saying he or she is unable to remain calm about the behaviour of the evildoer, for 
example, CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD): ou BuvallE\'[o]s ~<l'~lJquxaaat avayKa[t]w[s] 
npoa~[pXOilat Bta TOUBE TOU ava<j>optou l (" .. not being able to stay quiet I 
approach you through this petition ... ")93 or is pushed beyond endurance: TotatlTTJS' 
o[U]v aU8a6las Ev aUTQ oUcr11S' oU OuvciJ.LEVOS' [Ev]KapTEpElv EnuS{6wJ.Ll Kal 
[a~]uii ax8fivat auTov ElS' To Bta~oua8ijvat ("His audacity having reached this 
pitch I can endure no longer, and present this petition requesting that he should be 
brought before you to be heard"), where the petitioner is saying that the audacity of 
the wrongdoer is so extreme that he is compelled to involve the govemment. 94 BGU 
III 983 (138-161 AD) has a particularly lively variaint of this notion in an 
introductory sentence which says: (3) O[u]K a[v] TtS' [£nft To I [j3fj 11& aou 
Kamqn!yolt. d llTJ a<j>o]B]pa a[Bt]KTJ8EtTJ n ("No one would take refuge at your 
court, unless he had especially suffered some wrong") Otherwise the writer can use a 
variant of less force such as, ou xaptv.95 The negative combination ou BuvallEVOS' 
stands as a close mirror to the empowering capabilities of officials which we 
remarked upon in the last chapter. The idea that petitioners have been forced into 
extreme action by evildoers is also expressed in the language of petitions through 
descriptions of the great trouble which a petitioner has been forced to go to discover 
the perpetrators of wrongdoing. A frequent verb is nol\unpay11ov€w.96 The idea can 
also be found in reports of proceedings as in UPZ II 161 (119 BC), VIII, 31: 
nol\unpay11ovws-. It can be seen then that the whole idea of petitioners being 
compelled to petition and to undertake great effort underscores the connection 
between the severity of the evildoer's behaviour and relatively stable, quiet and 
uncontroversial life style of the petitioner. The unobtrusive person is worthy of the 
assistance of the powerful figure, while the evildoer's actions imply disruption and 
93 In early IV AD we see the echo of the notion of quietude expressed in the response of Aurelius Isidorus to 
extortion. He petitioned the office of the strategos, an act which he says amounts to "not taking quietly" the 
extortion (mJK O:nncrUxo:cro:)in P.Cair.Isidor. 70 (310 AD). 
94 P.Amh. II 78 (184 AD). 20. CfP.Tebt II 330 (II AD). 
95 P.Gen I 4. 
96 P.Sakaon 39 (7 Sept 318)(=P.Thead 21). 
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anomie and invite extreme censure, by reason of tbeir challenge to the authority of tbe 
government. 
Unobtrusive life style was consonant with good order, just as attacks upon 
such a life style were inimical to it. In a close correspondence to the vocabulary of 
action and effort expressed by nol.unpay11ovEw, the concept of the unobtrusive was 
expressed by the substantive d:npay11oauvl) and the adjective d:npay11wv used in 
relation to the petitioner or his life. J.C. carter in his very interesting study of the 
notion of d:npay11oauvl) in classical Athens shows that to be d:npay11wv was unusual 
in the context of political life because it meant eschewing honour (timh). Further 
there was a category of peasant farmer who made a virtue of their d:npayf1oauvl), 
their poverty kept them honest. To be moderate and modest was laudable and 
produced little interest in politics and thus in social disturbance.97 This theme from 
the classical period finds echoes in petitions from the earliest times. P .Ent. 62 (221 
BC) concerns difficulties paying rent, the exact details of which are not clear, but in 
the conclusion the petitioner Philitos, scribe niiv f1ta8o<j>opwv innEwv, says: (6) [ 11iJ 
<JUKo]<j>aVTT)8W d:npayflQV ... .. wv, ai.A' ETTt <JE KUTa<j>[uywv l [ qn]Aav8pwn{as- w 
TETEuxws- (" •... that I may not be falsely accused, an inexperienced man ... , but taking 
refuge with you .. .I may meet with kindness. ").98 The notion seems to have gained 
special currency in the Roman period, when the accusation of holding the 
d:npay11oauvl) of the petitioner in contempt becomes common to express the idea that 
a position of weakness in the form of inexperience is being exploited. One of the 
earliest examples is P.Oxy XXIV 2410 (120 AD), which contains a complaint about 
local oppression by an unnamed person, who is accused (11. 3-4) Kam<j>povwv [JlflWV 
TfiS" d:npayf1o]auvfis-. Compare BGU I 340 (c. 148-9 AD): 'Enl. ouv oihot ouK 
97 J.C. Carter, The Quiet Athenian (Clarendon, Oxford, 1986), esp. 76ff, 84. Carter refers to Aristotle Pol 
1292b25, 1318b10, where the philosopher indicates that the distinction between d:npay11ocrUv11 and 
noAunpay~.LOcrUvn reflected the differences between town and country. 
98 The word dnpayllOTEUTOS" in the following passage from UPZ I 39 (c. 161 BC) and 40 does not mean 
"inexperienced" according to Wilcken: TOU nap' T\11Wv 6taTTOO"TEAi\o11Evou nat6ap{ou 
'AnoAi\wv{ou ToU cruvEcrTallEvotJ crot U<P' i)11Wv Ev TWt ltpWt OvToS" &npayllaTEthou. He 
makes the point that the context requires the meaning "not engaged or employed" 
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a<l>{[uTa]v I TE Tij<; KaT' Ef!OU ET11]p{av, KaTa- I <l>povouv[T]E<; Tij<; [TT]Epl Ef!E 
d:npa~ I '}'J.lom.JvTj[s-] Kal TWv nEpl TWv Tot- I othwv UnO ncivTwv ~'YE11-6vwv I 
TTpouTETaYf!Evwv ("Since therefore these fellows do not leave off the insult against 
me, holding in contempt my inexperience and the edicts of all the prefects on such 
matters")99 By III AD the motif is often clearly linked to the way of life of the 
petitioner. In P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD), Totoes after carrying out his duty as guard 
says: (1. lO) ... OlJ fiOVOV ana Kat Ta KaT' ETO<; O<i>ElAOflEVa ETTlKE<i>UAla TEAW 
yEwpytKov [KaTt aTTpayfiova j3{ov 'wv ("and I have besides paid my annual 
personal dues, living a quiet cultivator's life"). 100 In this later period the symbolic 
construction can be found as part of the repertoire of court advocates as in P.Ryl IV 
654 (IV AD), where the advocate Apollinarius speaks on behalf of his client, an 
apprentice linen weaver who has been tom away from his craft by builders "who are 
bent upon doing a great wrong to a man who is a peaceful linen weaver" ((10) 
<JTTOUOa<J'O~Q"ElV AlVou<Pov TuyxdvovT' aTTpayf!OVa TOAflOUQ"T<;S 
1J<):pa[v)Of!OTaTOV) 
In the second petition of P.Oxy I 71.1 Recto (303 AD) we see an interesting 
instance of cinpayf!ouuvl) being juxtaposed with an inversion of the saviour/helper 
theme which was so prevalent to articulate the relationship between the petitioner and 
the official, that is, legitimate power. In this petition to the prefect Clodius Culcianus, 
Aurelia, a widow, tells how she engaged two men to help her because her children 
were away in the army. These men robbed her. After stressing her womanly 
weakness she describes her employees as follows: npouEAaj3ofil]V < fiauTij Ei<; 
j3ol)8ElaV K[ai\. o[t]OlKl]<YlV TWV TTpayf!UTWV TO npl.v f!Ev l:EKOUVOOV T{va ETHTa 
BE Kal TUpavvov, VOIJ.{t;;ouoa ToUTous Ti}v KaAT)v 11-01 n{oTEtV d:noool(;Etv· ("I 
engaged as my assistant and business manager first one Secundus and later Tyrannus 
besides thinking they would preserve my good name") The point of this observation 
99 Cf P.Oxy XXIV 24!0 (120 AD): (3) Kam~povwv ~~~wv T~S" anpay~o]cruv~s-. See also P.Ant. I 36 
(326 AD?). 
100 See also P.Oxy XLVII 3364 (209 AD); P.Oxy I 7!.2 Recto (303 AD); P.Sakaon 41 (14 July 322 
AD)(=P.Ryl IV 659). 
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is to show how the wrongdoers have violated the ethical standards of trust, assistance 
and preservation which they should have upheld. This stands in contrast to the 
putative position of the prefect who assists and preserves as part of his actual and 
symbolic role. Shortly thereafter she says they have robbed her: (116) nilv ~~Twv 
~ot xwp(wv TTEpt[<!>)povoDvTES' ~ou Tf\S' anpay~[o<JUVTJS'·lOl 
Towards the end of our period we find P.Sakaon 48 (6 April 343 AD)(=SB VI 
9622) in which a church deacon, Aurelius Zoilus son of Melas, complains about the 
audacity of Aurelius Sakaon in taking away his dead son's wife. He says that he 
intended to make a complaint at the time but "I yielded and continued practising my 
unobtrusive way of life" ((13) Ka\. oiJ El~a Tov [anlP.4YW>~[a f3(o)~ aaKwv) Later 
in the same text he refers to a subsequent incident in which the same people attacked 
his other son "in utter contempt of the good order prevailing in these our times and 
our unobtrusive way of life" ((18) KaTa<!>povl)aavTES' T[ij)s Twv Katptilv Euvo~(as 
Ka\. Tf\S' iJ~ETEpas O:npay~oauvTJs) This linking of the quiet life and good order 
implicitly suggests that contempt of the one posed a threat to the other. 
This aspect also appears in some petitions when complainants comment on the 
motivations of their opposition. The suggestion that legal procedure or allegations of 
wrongdoing were made to affront the honour of the recipient has a long history. 
P.Tebt. III: 1 785 (c 138 BC) shows us a situation in which Onnophris complains that 
the ex-wife of his dead brother Mestasutmis, Aunuchis, has mischievously submitted 
memoranda against him, wishing to extort some of his brother's property from him 
((14) {j TOU ME<JTa<JUT~lOS' yEVO~EVTj yuvfJ ADyXtS', KaKO<JXOAOU<Ja Ka\. 
6uHJElcra{ J.lE j3ouAo11-Evll napO: Ti}v cri}v np[o]a{pEcrtv Kal TO KaAWs Exov, 
EnvSEOwKEV KaT' EJ.LoD Uno!J.Vr\f.laTa ... Kal Ot' Ov TTEn6rrrat napaAoytafJ.Ov 
<JU~f3Ef3TJKEV TTEptanaaea( ~E al\6yws ano Tfjs f3a<JlAlKfjs yfjs). 102 The Roman 
period provides evidence that legal processes were utilised by people for collateral 
101 Cf P.Sakaon 41 (14 July 322)(=P.Ry11V 659). 
102 Cf In P.Tebt. III:l 771 (II BC) Petesouchos complains about a woman called Stratonice who is trying to 
take his house from him using very similar language. (1. 14); P.Tebt.III:l 782 (153 BC). 
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advantages, such as P.Mich IX 522 (142-3 AD), in which the prefect Valerius 
Eudaemon deals with slanderous charges made anonymously without supporting 
proofs. In P.Oxy II 237 (186 AD), to which we have referred several times already, 
we are presented with a bitter dispute between Dionysia and her father Chaeremon. 
As part of the dispute Chaeremon wrote a letter to the prefect Pomponius Faustianus, 
in the 26th year of Commodus, in the month Pachon. 103 The reason for the letter is to 
apply to take Dionysia from her husband, against her will. In the letter Chaeremon 
refers to an earlier application to the prefect Longaeus Rufus. 104 The remarkable 
thing about both applications is that Chaeremon states explicitly that his motivation 
for making them was alleged insults and outrageous behaviour by Dionysia and her 
husband against him. The application to Longaeus sought the repayment of debt, but 
Chaeremon's objective was to stop insults: (Col. VI, ll. 12-19: 
Tijs 8uyaTpos f!OU Ll.wvuuias, 1\yEf!.WV KuptE, [i.e. Pomponius]no;>..;>..a ElS' 
E f!E auEf3ws Kal napaVOf!WS' npa~cXUT]S' KaT a YVWfll]V 'Qp(wvos 
'An(wvos avBpos atnijs, av€BwKa ETilUTOATJV AoyyatU) 'Pou<jJU) TO) 
1\af.I-npoTciT4), d:~u.3V T6TE a TTpocrr)vEyKa q:lJTfj d:vaKO~{craCJ8at Ka·nl 
TaUs vOIJ-ous, ol.OIJ-EVOS' EK Totf(Tou) naUaau8at aUT~v nDv El!E 
Uf3pEwv ... EnEl oUv, KtlptE, ETniJ-EVEl Tl) aUTij d:novo{q: Evuf3p{(:wv IJ.Ol, 
a~uO TOD vciiJ.OU 6tB6vTOS' IJ-Ol E~oua{av aD TO IJ-Epos UnETa~a lv' 
ElBTJS" d:n&yovTt alniw liKouaav EK TfiS' Tau d:vBpOs oiKias 11- T)OE 11-lav 
11-01 f3lav yElVE<J8at V<!>' oihtvos- n.Dv TaU 'Qp{wvos Ti alnoU TaU 
'Qp(wvos uuvExws €nayyEAAOf!EVou. 
"My daughter Dionysia, my lord prefect, having committed many impious and 
illegal acts against me at the instigation of her husband Horion, son of Apion, I 
sent to his excellency Longaeus Rufus a letter in which I claimed to recover in 
accordance with the laws the sums which I had made over to her, expecting 
that this would induce her to stop her insults ... Since therefore, my lord, she 
continues her outrageous behaviour and insulting conduct towards me, I claim 
to exercise the right given me by the law, part of which I quote below for your 
information, of taking her away against her will from her husband's house 
without exposing myself to violence either on the part of any agent of Horion 
or of Horion himself, who is continually threatening to use it." 
It is not unusual among litigants of any age to be motivated to make claims and take 
proceedings through a sense of outrage . But what is of most interest to any exponent 
of modern legal reasoning is that Chaeremon should inform a judicial or 
I 03 Pomponius Faustianus was prefect of Egypt from between Sept 185 and Jan 186 AD until c 190 AD. 
104 Longaeus Rufus was prefect from sometime in early 185 AD until somewhere between Sept 185 and Jan 
186 AD. 
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administrative officer with such candour that his twin claims both for money and to 
take Dionysia away from her husband are made to resist conduct which outrages his 
honour. It seems that Chaeremon, who was an ex-gymnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus (1. 
12), believed that threat of enforcement of legal rights was a legitimate way deal with 
insulting behaviour committed against him and also that he believed it was 
appropriate to mention this to the prefect, in the expectation no doubt that it would 
affect the decision-making process of the prefect. This is particularly good support 
for the contention that in the mentality of petitions a structural shift in the honour and 
shame dynamic has occurred, whereby the vindication of honour has moved from the 
dishonoured individual to the legal system and the formal power of institutional roles. 
Dionysia for her part alleges that the claims of Chaeremon are motivated by malice 
(Col. VI, I. 21: ETit <P~9V4J BE 1!9~<:>11 [l\o]~Bop01) IJ.EVOS' K<!'t Bnva naaxwv an' 
EIJ.ou) and contrary to an earlier proclamation that applications concerning private 
suits were not to be sent to the prefect (1. 6 and 35). 105 
In the Roman period the general idea of the quiet humble person was further 
expressed, with emphasis upon the lack of means of the petitioner, through the 
adjective IJ.ETptos-, meaning "humble" or "moderate", and indicates both an economic 
state as well as a type of attitude. 106 The substantival form is IJ.ETptoTT\S" and 
especially in the III and IV AD the motif of contempt is common in such phrases as 
EnEl oDv ~ExpEl vDv 6taKpmJETat -rO: xprlJ..LaTa EKTloat KaTa$povWv ]lOu Ti)S' 
IJ.ETpu5nJTOS", a~tw Kat B<'oiJ.at ... which could also be a source of contempt as we 
see in P.Oxy I 71.1 Kam<Ppovwv IJ.OU Tf\S' IJ.ETptoTTJTos-. 107 In P.Oxy XVII 2131 
(207 AD) Totoes has been wrongly appointed to the post of public donkey driver, by 
105 With this we can compare P.Oxy 2267 (360 AD), in which the motives of the catholicus Diodotus in some 
declaration against Flavius Herac(?) are called n D.to6chou .... O"KE\HDp{o: Q>l..AOTJP.q:'YJ.lO:T{o:s EvEKO: 
V?lo:S' E:q:vTq(l Ko:l EaxpoKEp6{as ("the intrigues of Diodotus ... who with the meddlesomeness and 
sordid avarice peculiar to himself .. ") and the situation in BGU I 168 (11-111 AD). 
106 See 0. Gueraud and Youtie, Chr d'Eg, 55 (1953) 150 for a discussion of the possible interpretations of this 
word and associated concepts. Note the similar idea in P.Cair.Zen. V 59852 (III BC) in which a certain 
Theon asks Xenon for work saying: (3-4) O:~tW OE oE, Et Ka( crot <fla(vo!J.at IJ.lTpta A€yEtv, 
nf~at u.~ En( TtvOS" ("I ask you, if I seem to you to speak reasonably, to appoint me to something"). 
107 IJ.ETptonls- was the equivalent to Latin modicitas, mediocritas: H. Zilliacus, Unters. zu den abstrakten 
Anredeformen 79, 95, 108; ZPE 10 (1973) 137. It is also used by officials in describing themselves, 
including their position in relation to higher officials. 
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the amphodogrammateus and draws a connection between the theme of compulsion, 
mentioned above, coercion and his lack of means (1. 13): o8Ev, KupiE, j3tQ: 
O:vayKa<J8EtS Ta\JTT]S Tf\S OVT]Aa<Jtas O:vnt-aj3E<J8aL linopos naVTEAOJS unapxwv 
("Wherefore, my lord, as I have been compelled by force to take up this post of 
donkey-driver although I am entirely without means .. ")108 In P.Oxy XII 1557 (255 
AD) which was published as a minor document the petitioner has lost some cattle and 
draws the connection between the cattle and his livelihood (II. 8-13): Kat O:~uil 
E~auTflS' navrl cr8EvEt d:va(T}TT}8EvTa TO: K'T~Vl) llTToKaTacrTa8fivat J.l.Ol J..LETp{fV 
ovn Kat <~ mhwv To 'fiv nopt,O>tEVq> (" ... and I ask that immediately the cattle 
which have been searched out with all my strength be restored to me, who is a humble 
man and from them provided with a life"). 109 In P.Cair.Isidor. 74 (315 AD) the 
connection is expressly made between modest circumstances and living a decent life: 
(2) nii<JL >tE[V j3ol]8]EtV EtW8EV ~ a"Q Tl'i'Pt navTa Kl]6E>tOVta, ~YE>CWV [BEanoTa, 
E~atphws 6€ ~>LtV Tots >tETptots Kat] Kat-w[s] Eu j3wDvTES. ("Your universal 
solicitude is accustomed to be of help to all, my lord praeses, and especially to us, the 
people of small means and decent ways") The petitioner is Aurelius Isidorus who 
complains about Castor and Ammonianus stealing produce and breaching their 
contract with him. The petitioner in P.Oxy LIX 3981 (Feb/Mar 312 AD) is a priest 
who complains about a woman's harassment and seeks to make it appear the more 
severe because he himself is so "reasonable" (>thpws). The idea is extended in 
P.Sakaon 44 (33112 AD)(=P.Thead 17, Sel. Pap II 295) by connection with the 
adjective >'ovl]pTJs in the description by the petitioners of themselves (15) liv8pwnot 
>thpwt Kat >tovl]pELS ("humble and solitary men"). 110 
108 P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD) contains a complaint about the same official. 
109 See also P.Oxy XXXIII 2682 Recto (III-IV AD) which is a private letter in which the writer speaks of "my 
humble circumstances (~ou y&.p TO ~ETptov) P.Ryl. II 114 (c. 280 AD) shows that the concept of 
humbleness was directly made an issue for the role of the prefect: (3) TO ll-ETpto¢ltAEs aou ataBoll-E'Vl), 
[BEanoTd !l-OU l)]yqtu5v. 
110 Like the lonely old ladies we met earlier these men may be articulating the detriment felt by lack of a family 
infrastructure, so important in Mediterranean societies: see Esler, The First Christians in their Social 
Worlds, 31. 
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This description can be used of petitioners who objectively would seem to be 
quite well off, since they are people who are one way or another in line for a 
compulsory service. This reflects, in part no doubt, the established trend in the later 
empire towards increasing severity in the burdens of liturgies, and thus the propertied 
classes of Egypt came to number themselves among the fiscally oppressed. P.Oxy 
VIII 1117 ( 178 AD) is a draft petition from six superintendents of the golden statue of 
Athene-Thoeris at Oxyrhynchus. They say (II. 8-9): ~llEtS ouv, KuptE, mhol. 
llETPlOl OVTES a~lOUI.lEV. In P.Oxy XLIII 3113 (264-5 AD), 5 the petitioner 
Aurelius Theon appeals against an appointment as guardian. He is an ex-gymnasiarch 
but calls himself l.lETptos nonetheless. It is clear from other sources that this Aurelius 
Theon was an old man by the time of this petition, which may help explain the usage, 
but it suggests that people who were not necessarily badly off in a relative sense could 
perceive themselves as in modest circumstances. In P.Sakaon 44, (above) Isidorus 
was, relatively speaking, a person of means in the village of Karanis in the Arsinoite 
nome in the late III to early IV AD. In P.Cair.lsidor. 75 (24 Oct 316 AD) he says that 
"I possess a great deal of land and am occupied with its cultivation" (TTAEtOTTJV yfjv 
KEKTTJI.lEVOU l.lOU Kat TTEpl TT)V YEOTTOVta[v o]VTOS l.lOU). But the materia] 
situation of Isidorus did not apparently prevent his self perception from being that of 
a humble or modest person. 111 In P.Oxy XL VIII 3394 (364-6 AD) the petitioners 
Dorotheus and Papnuthis, having borrowed money to pay taxes, found themselves in 
suddenly straightened circumstances, which provide the basis for their belief that they 
are l.lETptot, although their capacity to take the loan and the business risk in the first 
place again suggests they were from the propertied class. 
An added insight into how people in Greco-Roman Egypt came to view 
themselves as humble or l.lETptot can be gleaned from the record of some proceedings 
of the senate of Oxyrhynchus. P.Oxy XII 1415 (Late III AD) is record of some 
111 R.S. Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity (Princeton Uni. Press, Princeton, 1993), at 167, says of Isidorus and 
Sakaon, "For all their complaints they were relatively well off landowners with diverse economic interests." 
See also P.Cair.Isidor. 69 (310 AD). 
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proceedings of the senate of Oxyrhynchus, on the subject of appointments for 
liturgies. This must have been replayed any number of times as town councils filled 
vacancies in liturgies when no volunteer was forthcoming. 112 One passage deals with 
the attempt of the exegetes to appoint the incumbent chief priest to another 
unspecified office. This passage gives an interesting insight into the realities which 
lay behind the designation ~hpw<; in this period. At 1.21 the exegetes has proposed 
Ptolemaios son of Damarion, who it transpires is the chief priest, and the following 
exchange takes place: 
I) 22):Ihoi-E~dio<; ~a~ap(w[vo<; apxlEpEU<; Eln(Ev)· OEO~at u~wv, ou 
Buva~at. ~hpu5<; d~l, napa naTpt TpE'<j>o~a[l, 
0 npuTaVl<; ERTT(Ev)· ETl OEETE Tij<; a<j>' u~wv npoTponij<; IhOAE~a'i:o<;, 
Kal alnOs yelp d:nO TT)AtK[ou-
[Tou AElTOupyl]~aTO<; ano<!>EUYEl ? Eu]Ba(~wv E~l']YTJTTJ<; Eln(Ev)· 
Kal IlToAEIJ.alos- IJ.ETptOs EaTtv Kal aU 8Uva'Tat TO f3&pos-
"Ptolemaios son of Damarion, chief priest said: "I beseech you, I am not able. 
I am a man of modest means, I live in my father's house [ " 
The prytanis said: "Ptolemaeus still requires to be pressed by you for he too 
shrinks from so great 
an office .... " Eudaimon the exegetes said: "Ptolemaeus too is a man of 
moderate means and cannot bear the burden ... " 
It is not clear whether Ptolemaios wriggled out of the office. Unless it is all the most 
outrageous humbug, which seems unlikely, this suggests that local senators, although 
to the objective modern mind part of the ruling class, did not necessarily view 
themselves as particularly well off, and they viewed the holding of some offices, at 
least in the later Roman period as more of a sentence than a privilege. 113 It may also 
reflect the fact that by late III AD ~hpw<; had come to denote a moral type. In this 
regard the comments made above about the language of weakness in relation to 
women is apposite. 114 
112 See eg N. Lewis, ZPE 51 (1983), 85-91, on the ExoUcrtos- yu 11vaaiapxos-. 
113 Compare CP Henn 7 ii. 
114 See 327 above. 
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The evidence in petitions shows that the weakness of the petitioner through 
lack of social resources, economic, educational even emotional, was a specific basis 
upon which the government was invited to provide assistance in both the Ptolemaic 
and Roman periods. The invitation to help was made the more persuasive by the 
extension of the concepts of weakness into quietude, humbleness and moderation, all 
of which helped elevate the status of the recipient of petitions in which they were 
used. This neatly demonstrates how the symbolic order could be set in a concrete 
relationship with the reality of a petitioner's material or physical situation, even if by 
its symbolic nature, it was articulated at a level beyond the individual petitioner. The 
petitioner's material and physical situation were enfolded within the structures of 
domination, where asymmetries of power were the central issue. In such a way the 
symbolic universe helped give meaning to experience. The experience of hunger, 
disease and extortion can readily be understood as generating a sense of general 
anomie, and individual collapse. The reality of life in Greco-Roman Egypt is likely 
to have constantly promoted a sense of living on the edge. Clearly then the positive 
compassionate attributes of the monarch and officials made sense of their power by 
placing it in a position to protect and assist the general population, and thereby 
address and ameliorate the perception of the threat of anomie. This conceptual and 
symbolic function was just as important, it is suggested, as the question, which many 
have concentrated on, of whether or not monarchs and officials actually did anything 
in a material sense for those who petitioned them. The cognitive structure given to 
the experience of asymmetries of power by the symbolic order were in many ways 
more important. In particular, we can see that the ideal typical weak, humble or quiet 
person was set up as the converse of, and by definition a rebuke to, the anomie 
wrongdoer. And anomie conditions were created by wrongdoers through behaviour 
consistently defined as dishonouring. The weak then yielded up responsibility for 
avenging their dishonour to the powerful, sometimes divine, sovereign or official, 
thereby avoiding the anomie potentialities of attempting revenge themselves. This 
was a very important aspect of the relationship of dependency described in the 
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language of supplication. So we begin to see how the conceptualisation of the 
sovereign as saviour or protector, in both tbe Greek and the Egyptian traditions, was 
directly linked to the social value of honour. 
7.4.2 Dishonour, the Administration, and Behaviour Beyond Measure 
In the preceding section, we examined how those in a position of weakness used the 
antithesis of honour and shame as embodied in the concept of hybris as a juristic and 
moral weapon against the illegitimate expression of power. In this section it is 
proposed to look more closely at the language used to characterise the behaviour of 
wrongdoers. Hybris meant forms of behaviour which most obviously involved 
honour and dishonour, but wrongdoing, and attendant issues of anomie, can be 
described in many ways, just as dishonour can result from many forms of 
wrongdoing. In this inquiry we are presented at one level of course with the language 
of the formulations of the legal code which appertained to Greco-Roman Egypt, and 
the language of wrongdoing, arrogance and wilfulness was undoubtedly part of the 
forensic mode of discourse. There was an inherent connection between the problems 
of petitioners and the legal system and in the Roman period this was overtly 
expressed through the intention of petitioners to rely upon tbeir rights. 115 But for all 
that the language of petitions also reflected other conceptual systems which, though 
they existed in tandem with the legal system, were analytically and in reality 
independent of it. In the language of wrongdoing we meet the necessary counterpoise 
to the positive attributes of the kindly sovereign and the good official and of the weak 
or dishonoured petitioner. And just as the relationship of supplication could function 
to ameliorate dishonour, it seems that one central element of anomie was that a 
challenge had been thrown down to legitimate power of the administration by the 
actions of the wrongdoer. 
115 P.Oxy IX 1203 (Late I AD). 
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The idea of being wronged, although a passive condition of the petitioner 
expressed at the most basic level the behaviour of wrongdoers, and the verb aotKEW 
which we have already seen was used especially in the Ptolemaic period as a 
structural pivot, was the most usual articulation of this. It was a trademark formula 
for petitions to the Ptolemaic monarch in III BC, as we noted in Chapter 3. 116 In III 
BC the petitioner used the phrase aotKOU i!al uno to open the description of the case, 
and introduce the notion of the petitioner as the victim, the one who is wronged. This 
idea reappears in later times, but more usually in a participial form as in P.Oxy XXII 
2342 (102 AD), where the idea is expressed in the final appeal together with the 
refuge motif. 117 P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late III AD) where the petitioner Aurelia Eus 
says she is wronged by her uncle (II. 5-6): aotKOU!lEVT] uno TOU OUK iiv E'lnot[!l]l 
8Etou ("I am wronged by a man I can hardly call an uncle"). Like its Ptolemaic 
counterpart this expression comes at the start of the description of the case but after 
the introductory sentence, which was a hallmark of these later Roman petitions. It 
was no doubt there to perform essentially the same function as the Ptolemaic phrase, 
that is, suffuse the introduction with the notion of wrongdoing and victimisation. 118 
But when we turn to the language which predicates the actual wrongdoer, a 
general notion of "evil doing" is frequent, as one would expect. We know that in 
Athenian law and forensic discourse kakourgoi were a general class of wrongdoers, 
including thieves, robbers, murderers, burglars, and adulterers. 119 This word and 
variations appear in the formulations of the legal system of Greco-Roman Egypt to 
express a negative moral type. 120 Evil doers are KaKoupyot, 121 or KaKonpay11wv. 122 
116 See chapter 3. 
117 See Table 6.4. no. 64. 
118 See also P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 AD) for a similar opening sentence TO UnO ~Evwv 
0:BtK'icr8at... 
119 Cohen, Law, Sexuality, and Society, Ill. 
120 Taubenschlag, The Law ofGreco·Roman Egypt, 429ff. 
121 P.Ent. 84 (221 BC); P.Oxy LVlll 3926 (9 Feb 246); P.Cair.lsidor. 66 (299 AD); P.Amh. 11 83 (Late lll or 
early IV AD); BGU lii 935 (lii-IV AD). CfP.Oxy LVJJI3916 (16/2-28/8 60 AD) KaKoupyoTEpov. 
122 P.Ross.Georg 1120 (146 AD). In an official letter such as BGU I 15 col. II (II July 197 AD(?)) from 
Aemilius Saturnilus to the strategoi of the Hepta Nomoi and Arsinoite nome wrongdoers are 
cruvKaKoupyoOvT€~. 
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Otherwise the evil doing is KaKou py(a in an enormous number of cases, 123 or 
KaKoTEXv(a. 124 Sometimes it is paowupy(a, in Ptolemaic and Roman petitions. 125 
UPZ II 162 (117 BC) is the transcript of a well known case brought by Herrnias the 
soldier against certain choachytes over wrongful possession of his property. The 
advocate for the defendants describes the depositing of a settlement agreement by 
Herrnias as KaKoTponws- Kat ETTt paowupy(at. The same vocabulary can be found 
in Roman petitions: KaKoTponos- in P.Oxy XXII 2342 (102 AD) or compare BGU 
VIII 1816 (60-59 BC): (1. 13) METa 6€ Taiim 11Emvo1)8EtS" Tf\S" KaKaywy(as-) In 
petitions complaining of theft there is a very resilient formula describing thieves as 
behaving f.lJCYTPlKiih Tponwt. 126 In the later Roman period this is found specifically 
linked with the notion of local tyranny, as in P.Sakaon 45 (7 Dec 334 AD)(=P.Thead 
24): [Tup]avv(q: XPWI.lEvot Kat f.lJ<JTptK<\i Tpo[n4'l, which we discuss further 
below. 127 
In the Ptolemaic period the lack of proper measure in behaviour is usually 
expressed in an adverbial phrase such as ou 1-LETp(ws-, and is often associated with the 
language of hybris. This is clear in a passage such as UPZ I 8 (c. 161 BC): (21) ou 
~ETp{ws oKiJ/\at U(3p{<:ovTas; Kat TlhTTOV'TaS', WaT' liv Ti}v nap&vo~ov f3{av 
anaot EUOT)f.ov KaTaoTa8f\vm, or BGU VIII 1855 (I BC), at 11, where an unknown 
petitioner describes the behaviour of persons who broke a door and attacked his 
mother thus: E~upptoav ou l.lETp(ws-. 128 It contains the notion of that which was 
improper and beyond the right measure. 129 By implication it had associations with 
the language of weakness which we have already considered, since it undoubtedly 
123 P.Oxy XII 1468 (c. 258 AD); P.Oxy l7l.l (303 AD). 
124 P.Ross.Georg V 22 (mid Ill AD). 
125 P.Tebt.lll:l 776 (ll BC); BGU I 226 (99 AD). 
126 P.Oxy XII 1465 (l BC); BGU IV 1061 (14 AD); P.Ryl. II 127 (29 AD); P.Ryl. II 129 (30 AD); P.Ryl. II 130 
(31 AD); P.Ryl. II 134 (34 AD); P.Ryl. II 138 (34 AD); P.Ryl.ll 142 (37 AD); P.Ryl. II 146 (39 AD); BGU 
III 759 (125 AD); P.Oxy L 3561 (Jan-Feb 165 AD); P.Mil.Vogliano IV 234 (Ill AD); P.Oxy XLlll 3140 
(III-IV AD); P.Sakaon 46 (29 Mar 342 AD)(=P.Thead 22); P.Sakaon 47 (29 Mar 342 AD)(=P.Thead 23, 
P.Abinn 44). 
127 Compare the characterisation of violence by "dwellers outside the gates" at the Great Oasis to dispossess a 
petitioner in SB III 7205 (End III AD): (13) TupavvtKQ Tp0ml,l j3oUAovTa{ IJ.E Eewe~rtv. 
128 See also P.Ryl. II !50 (40 AD). 
129 Cf UPZ I 108 (c 159 BC); BGU VIII 1855 (I BC). 
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carries a connotation of behaviour beyond what is appropriate for an average, or 
humble, person, and it is probably correct to see the Roman usage of the adjective 
flETPlO'> to describe petitioners, which we mentioned above, as a later mirror of this 
earlier adverbial usage, even though the earlier usage was used to describe the 
behaviour of wrongdoers, rather than the petitioners. Extremity of behaviour posed a 
challenge to the honour of the administration and a threat to social stability, and is 
thus closely tied up with the perception of anomie. It responds to the notion of 
compulsion in phrases such as KaTa To avayKalOV which we mentioned above, as 
portraying the petitioner as someone pushed beyond the limits. Other standard 
expressions in this domain are ou Ka8TJKOVTws- in the sense "unseemly", 130 and ou 
6EovTws- .131 The latter phrase commonly appears also in reports of proceedings such 
as P.Tebt II 287 (161-9 AD) In II AD and beyond it is expanded in various ways 
h • • • • • 132 A . . h I R . d h' . sue as ou 6EovTws- Kat pujmKtv6uvws-. gam m t e ater oman per10 t IS IS 
specifically linked to socially disruptive attitudes involving audacity which requires a 
vengeful response by the application of the state's power: Ta ~t~i.{a 
€m6t6w[f1t] ... np<ihov f1Ev oil ETOAIJ.lJaav napavofiou Kat /n[ujJoKtv6uvou] 
TTpayflaTOS' [EK]OlKlUS' TUXEtV . 133 
This last example also represents the important motifs of the wrongdoer 
"daring" to do what he has done and the accusation that wrongdoers are acting 
illegally. We will examine the description of behaviour as napavof1WS' and anomie in 
the next section. The daring of wrongdoers becomes a more usual in the Roman 
period, but it is clearly connected to articulations of extreme or evil behaviour. The 
concept of audacity stands as one of the counterpoise concepts to the good order or 
absence of anomie represented by the government and the quiet life style of the 
130 See the discussion in P.Heid. VI 380 (209 or 192 BC). 
131 SB XVI !2678 (27 July 179 AD). 
132 See P.Mich VI 423 (197 AD); P.Cair.Isidor. 69 (310 AD), of the extortionate behaviour of a tax collector, 
Acotas son of Germanus. The same person's behaviour is called dv6~WS' Kat Pn[t);]oKEtv6Uvws- in 
P.Cair.Isidor. 70 (310 AD). 
133 P.Sakaon 48 (6 April 343 AD)(=SB VI 9622); cf BGU 1II 909 (359 AD) pu)!oKtvBUvq> yvw~~· 
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petitioner. A principal verbal form is To)qJ.d w in petitions from all periods. 134 
Sometimes the audacity in question is said to be the malicious lodging of a claim, as 
in P.Ryl. II 144 (38 AD): (20) Kat 6€ hoA· I llTJOEV n86vous 110t €na· I yayEtv 
at Tias. This should be linked to the more general allegation of malice in motivation 
for using the legal system which is discussed shortly. Often the actions of the 
wrongdoer are denoted by the use of the passive participle form Ta TOAI.lTlllEva or Ta 
TO All TJ8EvTa. 135 The use of violence in local villages by villagers is expressly 
associated with undesirable attitudes such as arrogance as in BGU IV 1187 (I BC) 
where villagers are accused by the petitioner Castor of using violence and wilfulness: 
(21) Tijt 6€ I nEpt EauTas f3{at Kat aU8a6iQ: I [oulvxpTJOal.lEVot, and in P.Oxy 
XXXI 2563 (c170 AD) where Sarapion son Hierax tells of the violence of Ploution: 
(43 45) " • '8 '6 ' ' " ' ''8 • - 136 p 0 - OUTWS" ouv au a ws XPTJOal.lEVOS" KWilTJTTJS" wv ETITJA EV TJI.lElV. . xy 
XXXIII 2672 (218 AD) is a petition to the strategos about an assault upon a slave of 
Aurelius Aphynchis by Achilleus the pastry cook, which he calls Ti)S" TooauTi)S" 
mhoD au8q6{as ("his enormous insolence"). 137 In SB XVI 12678 (27 July 179 AD) 
Julia Herais complains about a tenant who refused to pay tax saying he possessed a 
"wilful character" (II. 23ff: aU8d6TJ Tp[o]nov KEKTTJI.lE[v]os €f3uxoaT6 llE f3ouATJ8EtS" 
ch:rqn[ij]oa{ llE ou 6EovTws TEAOS" lllJ o<j>nA[6]11Evov f3amAtKoD unoA(oyoul) 
Lawlessness and Anomie 
But more importantly, all these concepts of extremity in behaviour lead naturally to 
the language most closely associated with anomie. N 611o> in the papyri was an 
essential term for the expression of the system of laws. In the Ptolemaic period it 
designated a law decreed by the sovereign in contrast to 6taypdl.lr.taTa and 
npooTciyl.laTa. In the Roman period it was a way of referring to the law of the 
Twelve Tables or old customary law, and then to imperial constitutions. In Egypt 
134 BGU IV 1139 (c 5 BC); compare its use in a transcript of proceedings about 300 years later in P.Ryl IV 654 
(IV AD). 
135 BGU lll759 (125 AD); BGU IV 1022 (13 Aug 198 AD); BGU lll909 (359 AD). 
136 CfP.Tebt !1331 (131 AD); PSI Xllll323 (147/8 AD); P.Mich llll75 (193 AD). 
137 Compare P.Amh. !178 (184 AD); CPR V 9 (339 AD). 
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especially v611os referred to the law of the chora, b Ti)S xwpas v611os, later b Twv 
l I I 138 At yunnwv vo jlOS. 
So the opposites of v6 11os were clearly meant to cover behaviour which was 
illegal in the sense that it breached the system of laws. However, the implied 
negative social consequence of such a breach is more our present concern and it is 
always present. In BGU VI 1247 (149-8 BC) we are presented with a situation in 
which Esoroeris complains about a soldier who was billeted with him, contrasting his 
own blamelessness (avEyK!.T\Tou) with theavojl{a of the soldier: 
I) Kat cnhoD OVTOS OTa8jl[ol~xou I EV [j!]EV TOtS EjlTTpoo8EV xp[o]vots 
ovTos 11ou mhwt I avqK!.T\Tou, vuvt 6€ €v T[Ol]t MEXEtP !lTJVt ToD /.[y] 
L I avnt.oy{av jlOt OUOTTJOa[j!E]vou E~ETTlTTJilES I E(J)S jlEv EAOtllopn jlE 
n[o]/./.[a K]at aoxT\IlOVa, UVOflHat] I llE [T]tvt XPTJOclflEVOS llt[EKO]<j!EV Tel 
E<jHJTTEpa T[oD] I avw o'tKOU 
" ... and when he was a billet in the earlier times I was blameless towards him, 
but now in the month of Mecheir of the 33rd year having contrived with 
malice a dispute with me until he abused me in many and unseemly ways, 
using a certain lawlessness he broke down the upper floor of the house 
above ... " 
We can see in this example the precise use of the language of "lawlessness", avoll{a. 
In this situation in the underlying power relationship between the householder and the 
soldier, the householder saw himself in a weaker position, no doubt because he was. 
In a similar way we can see that disparities of power may underlie the problem of the 
priests of Apollo who describe as av611ws behaviour of two officials from the village 
Line, the prostates and the sitologos, who are alleged to have given rent for the temple 
to the villagers of Line: (20) aVOflWS ano6€6wKav T<?t[S _139 
Variants of this basic idea were expressed in the vocabulary signalling 
behaviour "contrary" to the law, like napavofl{a, napavOflEW. napavo11os, e.g., 
P.Oxy VIII 1119 (254 AD), (8) T~v TOAflaV Kat T~v napavofl{av Tou mhoD 
138 SeeR. Taubenschlag, "Nomos in the Papyri", in Opera Minora II (Warsaw, 1959), 107-114 
139 BGU IV 1200 (2·1 BC); P.F1or. 382, 49 (Ill AD); P.Oxy VIII 1121 (295 AD); SB 9691, 12 (IV AD) 
Examples of the use of cognates words from the d:voJ.L· stem are frequent, such as, O:voJ.LEw; P.Ent. 82 (221 
BC): tl.EoJ.Lat o.Ov aou, j3acrtAEU, ... IJ.~ nEpn6Etv J.LE o{hws- i}voJ.LllJ.LEvnv. See also P.Oxy XII 
1465 (I BC). 
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a~<jl06oypa~~aT€ws, in reference to the wrongful nomination to a liturgy. We can 
refer again to UPZ I 8 (c. 161 BC) (above, 252) where the petitioner Ptolemaios 
complains about certain twins and others with whom he seems to have had a long 
running dispute in the katoche at the Serapeion at Memphis. Wilcken believed there 
was no doubt that this dispute was derived from tensions between Greeks and 
Egyptians140 After describing an incident of violence Ptolemaios states that the 
"illegal violence" was clear to all (woT' av Tijv napavo~ov ~(av anaat EU6TjAOV 
KaTaoTa8fjvat). In this characterisation of the behaviour of the wrongdoers we can 
perceive the negative obverse of the positive virtue of the powerful legitimate figure 
is upholder and preserver of the law which we discussed in chapter 5. It is the other 
half of a fundamental symbolic opposition between good and bad which legitimated 
the power of Ptolemaic monarchs and Roman procurators and set up a symbolic 
response to the trouble and anomie social situations threatened by the illegal 
behaviour of evildoers. Of course at one level this language connotes "illegal" rather 
than "lawlessness" in the sense of wild anarchy, but the connection is close because 
the unspoken assumption was that in the former there lay the road to the latter. 
There is a connection between lawlessness and extremity in behaviour, and we 
find a direct linguistic connection between behaviour described as beyond measure or 
decorum and anomie, through the use of the adjective Koo~os in UPZ II 170 (127-6 
BC)(=P. Par 14): (26) ou8EVt KOO~Wl I XPllOU~EVOl, a<j>opl]TWl 6€ avo~tal I 
E~EVEX8EVTES, [ .. ] EKTTTj6l]aavTES ~Ol I Kat ~tavavTES, u~ptoavnfs ~E TIATjyc\:s 
I £6wKav. (" ... using no propriety, and carried away with unendurable lawlessness, 
they leapt out at me and defiling me, they insulted me and struck me with blows"). 141 
In P.Mich III 174 (145-147 AD) it is alleged by Ptolemaios, a lessee of domain land 
and a man driven from his home with extortion, that an agent of the main evil-doer is 
so bad that he has already been proscribed on account of his "lawless" life: (12) Kat 
140 UPZ I at 137ff. 
141 See also UPZ I 12 (158 BC). 
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6ta To aK6a~ou j3wDv npoypa<j>£vTos, which stands in contrast to the humble and 
quiet ideal petitioner's life described above. 
Impious Behaviour 
The idea of anomie and extreme behaviour is sometimes extended by the designation 
of wrongdoers as "impious". This is an important point because it should be seen as a 
direct acknowledgment of the divine and nature of the Egyptian sovereign, his 
officials and laws, as well as the royal and official virtue of piety, seen in designations 
of the Ptolemaic king or Roman emperor as EU<JEj3l)s. In BGU VIII 1816 (60/59 BC) 
Ammonios, tenant of a pastophorion, says that he has been put in danger by "impious 
men" (uno auaaEj3wv av8pwnwv).142 UPZ I 39 (c. 161 BC) is a petition from 
members of the temple community of the great Sarapeion at Memphis where the 
da<'j3Eta of the hypodioiketes is mentioned: (4-5) KaTa not.t.ou<; Tp6nou<; 
avn[t.a~j3a]- I [vo]AT]~~EVOU <JOU [i)~wv] 6t' i]v EXEt<; ElS TO 8[ElOV] I 
da£j3nav, although in this instance the particular context of the temple environment 
may be the simple explanation of Eua€j3na. In BGU VIII 1854 (I BC) priests 
(probably) complain about persons who have acted aaEj3ws Kat KaKoupy6TEpov and 
we may compare P.Oxy II 23 (186 AD) (Col. VI, I. 13), a father complains about the 
"impious and illegal acts" committed against him by his daughter (nona El<; €~< 
aaEj3w<; Kat napav6~w<; npa~a<JTJ<;-). 143 This is of some interest because aside 
from the possibility that the particular action complained of is impious, these 
expressions indicate that behaviour which was contrary to law was also conceived as 
being, at the symbolic level, somehow irreligious. 144 Thus the impious acts of 
142 The editors of BGU VIII 1816 suggest that Ammonios may be a priest, and certainly later in the document, 
which is fragmentary, we have: 8avan1$0pots EU9UvatS' rrr;>Qs ~rEpwv civElf[ (l. 27), which may be 
compared with BGU Vlll 1835 11. 5-9. Cf BGU VIII 1816 (60/59 BC), KEKtV6UVEUKWS' uno 
6uaaEj3Wv &vepWnwv, and P.Tebt. I 42 (c. 114 BC) 
143 Cf BGU VII 1578 (Il·lll AD) where similar language (&crEf3(a) is used by a veteran of his daughter in her 
failure to look after him in his old age. this is also close to the language of judicial prayers, see further 
chapter 8. 
144 If such a conclusion is right it may affect the views of scholars like Robert who believe that the adjective 
8n6s- for example in edicts had no religious significance. See further ch. 6. 
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wrongdoers were set in direct opposition to the piety and sanctity of legitimate power 
and the system of laws, and therefore constituted a challenge to them 
Accusations made directly against wrongdoers that they have held the laws in 
contempt, disobeyed laws or ignored decisions of officials or in the failure to carry 
out obligations, such as the collection of public taxes, are a broader version of these 
basic ideas. 145 Honour and shame clearly played an integral role in this regard. 
Hybris can be found as the designation for doing specific things which are contrary to 
the laws. In PSI III 222 (III AD) disobedience is expressly joined with napavofi(a: 
(5) rrar.r.fj d:nn8(q: K[a\.] I [n]apavofi(q: XPWflEVOS" •Qpos-, and this is part of 
behaviour perpetrated (II. 14-15) f!E8' i.f(3pEWS" Ka\. r.otoo[pt].;iv.146 
There are many examples of accusations of failing to honour legal obligations 
or infringement of legal rights. P.Ent 48 (217 BC) from Magdala is a petition in 
which Pistos is complaining about Aristocrates with whom he entered into a contract 
of service. The agreement provided that while Pistos was away with the army 
Aristocrates would remain in his service at Autodike. Pistos paid him a monthly 
salary, faithfully, but Aristocrates owes him 10 drachmas which he will not pay, 
holding him in contempt "because of his weakness" (KaTa<jJpo[vwv fiou] Tf\S" 
d:oBEVEias-). It could mean "sickness" here, but the context suggests more strongly 
the situation of the superior master badly treating the weaker servant, and the servant 
is weaker because of his lack of resources, not from some physical disability. In UPZ 
II 161 ( 119 BC), which contains a record of proceedings before the epistates 
Ptolemaios, the petition of Hermias forms part of the transcript. In it he complains 
about certain choachytes who have possessed his property wrongfully laying claim to 
it and using force: (17) Kat Tf\[l] nEp\. I EauTous- (3iat XPWi!EVot kmoKEuaoavTES" 
Ta Ka8EtpllflEVa i!EPTJ [E]VOlKO[u]ot I avTlTIOlOUf!EVOl d:otKWS". The theme is 
perhaps more clearly apparent in P.Fay. 12 (103 BC). In this petition Theotimus 
145 P.Mich X 582 (49/50 AD); SB lli 7205 (End lli AD): (l. 14) T~ ~VTGOl T<DV VO!lWV anH80UVTES". 
146 P.Oxy VI 903 (IV AD), although the precise nature of this document is not clear. The editors think that it is 
a kind of affidavit. 
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complains about the assault and robbery at the hands of Diokles son of Alexander, a 
Persian, "not of the best class" (6: ou ano TOU P.E~T[t]UTOU). Diokles has failed to 
take any notice of claims already made against him by Theotimus, and in fact has 
increased his attacks, including roundly abusing Theotimus in front of a crowd (15: 
o[u] TuxovTw<; ni-Et<rTa KaKol-oyTJ8Et<;). We see again lack of moderation, the 
suggestion that the wrongdoer is uncontrolled and not subject to the proper social 
restraints. 147 An interesting example is P.Ryl. II 144 (38 AD) in which a slave, who 
is also the creditor under a pledge, describes the brutal and shameful mishandling 
meted out by his debtor Silbon: (14) o<; BE EK ToD havT{ou lii.oyov al]B{av f!Ol 
ETTlXElpl]ua<; napExpl]uaTO f!Ol TTOAAcl Kal a<rXTJf!a (" .. whereupon opposing me 
made a brutal and odious attack upon me and subjected me to much shameful 
mishandling .. ") 
BGU VIII 1773 (59/8 BC) is a report of proceedings before a strategos. 
Imuthes complains about the behaviour of his mortgagee, Themision, who took 
possession of the mortgaged land while Imuthes was in prison. Imuthes describes the 
actions of Themision as possession by force and with contempt ((8-9) KaTayv6vm 
j3w{w<; Ef!j3Ej3aTEUKeval) and then mentions that he sowed the land again after 
promising restitution to Imuthes, while Imuthes was sick (( 13) uw f!a nKT] l 
au8EVElal) The text is fragmentary so it is difficult to be certain. However, the 
surviving passages suggest that Imuthes was complaining about Themision because 
he had taken advantage of a superior position. This suggestion of course goes beyond 
the narrow issue of whether Themision was legally entitled to do what he did. It 
indicates that in the argumentation Imuthes was using ethical considerations to meet 
the powerful position which Themision held over him. 148 In P.Oxy XLI2996 (II AD) 
a creditor writes to his debtor demanding repayment, mentioning his insolent 
147 P.Tebt. I 45 (113 BC) makes it more explicit in describing the violent behaviour of a band as "throwing off 
all restraint" (oV6evl K00J1Wt XPTJOclJ.LEVOt). 
148 We may note that on the other side of the coin, in P.Cair.lsidor. 76 (16 July 318 AD) failure to pay a debt is 
ascribed to an attitude of contempt. 
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quarrelling and making excuses about the loan: avat6o11axfjs- a[yv]wf1ovwv npos-
TTJV a1]<):lTT]<YlV npo<j>a<Jl,OflEVOS". 
Ignoring the decisions and orders of officials falls into the category of illegal 
behaviour, but it also carries a clear implication of behaving napavoflws-. In P.Oxy. I 
38 ( 49-50 AD) Tryphon accuses Syrus of trying to carry off Tryphon's own son, 
Apion, to slavery in place of a foundling whom Syrus had given into the care of 
Tryphon's wife and who had died. Tryphon obtained a judgment from the strategos 
Pasion restoring Apion to Tryphon, but Tryphon complains to the prefect that Syrus 
refuses to comply. 149 The petitioner in BGU I 340 (c. 148-9 AD) associates insult 
against her personally with contempt of the decisions of "all prefects" on a particular 
question of inheritance: 'En\. ouv oihot OUK a<j>([uTa]v I TE Tfjs- KaT' EflOU 
ETTT]ptav, KaTa- I <j>povouv[T]ES" TfjS" [n]Ep\. EflE O:npa· I YflO<YUVTJ[s-J Ka\. Twv 
nEpl 'n.i3v Tot- I oUTwv UnO n&vTwv i}yE~6vwv I npoaTerayfJ-Evwv ("Since 
therefore these fellows do not leave off the insult against me, holding in contempt my 
inexperience and the commands of all the prefects on such matters ... "). Dionysia 
makes a similar complaint about her father in P.Oxy II 237 (186 AD), saying that he 
refuses to abide by a decision of the prefect Pomponius Faustianus on a property 
dispute (Col. V, ll. 35-38). 150 The implicit suggestion here is that these people are 
displaying a disquieting disregard for authority which should warrant the intervention 
of the government. Again by late III AD this becomes expressed through abstract 
virtues such as the justice and legality of the official punishing socially destabilising 
behaviour and attitudes. In P.Cair.lsidor. 62 (5 Sept 296 AD) two women complain 
to the beneficarius about their step-mother and commence their petition with the 
sententious words (ll. 5-6): nol\uTponot Tuyxav[ou]ut € Twv avopwv nl\EovE~tat, 
d:AA' Ev ToU,_--41 KaTaytvoaK611Evot Aotn6v EcrTtv TilS ToD ll{,wvos 
€muur.E<j>(as- Ta TWAflOUflEVa €y{Ey}6tK1v ("Manifold are the covetous acts of men; 
149 (11. 15-6)ToU 6€: I:Vpou ~l} ~ouAo11Evou €vnEtvat Tols KEKpqtEvotS'. CfP.Cair.lsidor. 63 (Nov 
296 AD), an order of the beneficarius. 
150 Cf BGU I 340 (c. 148·9 AD); P.Ross.Georg 1120 (146 AD): KaTa<j>pov~cras TWV Kpt9<fvnov. 
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but when they are detected therein, it remains for his Highness' severity to punish 
what they have dared to do") 151 There is a clear underlying connection drawn 
between the undesirable behaviour and attitudes represented in "covetous acts" and 
audacity and the application of legitimate power required by the beneficarius. The 
attitudes inferred from the acts and theft are seen to be a matter which directly 
impinges upon the administration. 
The very same ideas in similar language are found in speeches of court rooms 
of the same period. P.Sakaon 31 (280-1 AD)(=P.Thead 15, Sel.Pap II 262) contains 
the record of proceedings before the epistrategos Aurelius Heracleides. Isidorus the 
advocate puts the case for a woman and her sons from whom 60 sheep have been 
stolen by Syrion after the death of their father. The behaviour of Syrion is described 
as "an act of violence" (Tj ~(a) since he cast "covetous eyes" (€no<j>8a)qnaaas Tots 
8pEf.Lf.Lacrtv) on the sheep of the children. Although the epistrategos offered to give 
judgment if Syrion does not turn up to answer the charges, lsidorus says orders had 
been obtained for the return of the sheep but "see how Syrion is behaving: he resists 
your commands and those Of the prefect" (aAi.' opa Tl OtaTipaTTETal ~uptulV' 
d:vTtTTpdTTEt Tols UnO croi) KEAEuo8Etcrtv Kal UnO TfjS' ~YE ~ovias) 
7 .4.3 Dishonouring the Administration 
The underlying confrontation between legitimate and illegitimate, and the implied 
challenge to the administration and the honour of its officials was sometimes quite 
explicit when the object of dishonouring behaviour was the administration itself. 
There is evidence that a connection was drawn between behaviour which dishonoured 
officials and the break down of governability and thus serious anomie. It was noted 
above when discussing the views of Aristotle that hybris was socially disruptive and 
therefore dangerous. The idea that manifestations of contempt are dangerous for the 
existing order appears to have been openly acknowledged within the ranks of 
151 See also P.Cair.lsidor. 65.11 (298/9 AD). 
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government officials. This evidence lends further support to the view that 
expressions of contempt were viewed as a real problem by established power 
positions, and as something which required a strong response. There is not a great 
deal of evidence which expresses the views of the government itself about the 
destabilising effects of dishonouring behaviour directed at the administration. But at 
least three documents can shed light on the question. 
The first is Ptolemaic, P .Petrie IV 6, which is a complaint from an official 
called Demetrios to Kleon, official architect of the king. The document is dated to 
255-4 BC and deals with some building works which Demetrios is overseeing and 
trying to get completed. At lll4-18 Demetrios writes:-
' 1' ' "' ' ""'' ' ' 
... El OUV TIEpt 'TOU'TWV ETTl<J'TpO't'T)V Ill) TTOtl)OEl 
vov 
l) ol TE Ao{not 1101 'Hls xEpas npocro{owotv Ot ycip EaTtV 
Ev OxAWt CnqJ.a(:Eo8at EO:v yelp El6Watv 
0TTt oDTot KaTaTTE<PpovTlKaotv oUSEv TWv EpyWv 
a 
OUV'TEAE81)oerat 
"If, then, you don't take notice of this, I shall presently be 
personally assaulted, for it is a dreadful thing to be insulted before 
a crowd, and if the rest see that these fellows have despised me, 
none of the work shall be completed." 
This clearly shows that, in the mind of Demetrios at least, insulting behaviour towards 
him in his official capacity could undermine the successful completion of the work. 152 
It is possible that Demetrios was confusing his own sense of honour with that of the 
administration, but in view of the conclusions about "public" versus "private" and 
power and structure in the Ptolemaic chora which we reached in chapter 2, it is more 
likely than not that they were the same thing. Obviously, in the bureaucratic climate 
of Ptolemaic Egypt official functioning relied upon the honour of the administration 
being maintained with the concomitant that dishonour produced disruption and 
anarchy. This view finds support in P. Tebt III 703 which is dated to the late III 
152 Compare P.Ent. 75 (221 BC) in which a registrar ofKAfipot complains of being attacked by shepherds. 
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BC. 153 The document takes the form of an official memorandum of instructions from 
a dioiketes to a subordinate in the administration, in which he says that failure to 
follow his instructions will have the following result: (II. 161-3) Bta<popwv Ka\. Eis 
OU T~V TUX<?i)[oav KaTa<j>pOVT]OtV ij~EtS, ~V patBtWS ava[tpEtV OU B~]!l]Q"Et 
(" ... you will fall into no ordinary contempt, which you will not easily be able to 
remove.") The context in which this is written suggests strongly that preservation of 
honour or the avoidance of dishonour were perceived to be integral to the successful 
functioning of the administration. 
In certain, probably most, contexts, some, if not all, Roman emperors, as 
might be expected, did not tolerate insolence. Partly this can be seen as a political 
issue about the governability of the populace but it is likely that its genesis lay in the 
honour and shame syndrome. P.Oxy X 1242 (III AD) is an extract from the Acts of 
the Pagan Martyrs. In the text Alexandrians and Jews are present before the emperor 
Trajan, and the spokesman for the Alexandrians, Hermai"scus, angers Trajan, who 
says (II. 40-41) iJ.<;I)[T]qs To 8avE'iv KaTa<j>po[vl]olas Tou 8avchou [ woTE Ka~to\. 
aueciaws anoKpnvo~tEvos ("you are studying how to die being so contemptuous of 
death as to answer me insolently"). Another document shows this process in 
operation much lower down the hierarchy in Egypt and treats the consequences of 
dishonouring the administration in precisely the same way as the Ptolemaic examples 
in the previous paragraph. P.Beatty Panop. I (c. 298 AD) is a letter from the strategos 
of the Panopolite nome to Aurelius Isidorus, procurator of the Lower Thebaid, in 
which the strategos refers to a particularly difficult person thus (II. 178ff): T01hou 
yap ap~aiJ.EVOU av[T]t:X.[E!ynv TOtS np]ooTaTTOIJ.EVOtS i'TEpOt ETTtXEtpoDotv TO 
alrrO TTOtElv, Kal EK TOl.hou Kal 6t0: Ti}v aUToD ElS" UnEp(36AT}v KaTaq>p6vT}crEv 
Ta navm €vEBpEuE[mt] ("For if this man makes a beginning of disobeying orders, 
153 Fear of dishonour before a crowd appears again much later and in a different context in P.Oxy XVII 2154 
(IV AD) where Heracleides, who seems to be imprisoned, asks his brother to send him "at least one basket 
and a little wool, in order that I may be equal to all the others and not be insulted before them all." (11. 14· 
15: tva KdyW '(cros- n&vTaS" yEvo~at Kal ~ ~ U~ptcr8W napO: ToUs- mlvTa<;) The verb Uf3p{<;w 
seems clearly used to express an attack on Heracleides' personal sense of honour. We might also note that 
KO:To:QlpovEw appears in the same letter, but in the sense "be neglectful". 
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others may try to do the same thing and through this and his unparalleled insolence 
the whole administration is endangered.") The sentiment here is very clear and the 
use of the verb €~6pEuo~at expresses a serious concern for the proper functioning of 
government. 154 
In P .Wisconsin I 33 (14 7 AD), the accusation is made against a certain 
Sarapammon from the Heracleopolite nome, that he held the strategos of the two 
merides in contempt such tbat he was in risk of his life (( 14) ~[a]8£wpa Tov Twv 6uo 
~Ept6wv Q"TpOTTJYQl! TO .. .[.].Ta .. tE8Ll..v WQ"T~ ~lVQUVE~Ell! T<il sf\v) Later in the 
same petition there is a colourful description of all the pernicious activities which 
characterise the likes of Sarapammon: he is a person who would "be a strategos, that 
is, rule and prevent, and crush and beat and give a thrashing and flog the free-born 
like slaves" ((19) .. oTpanyEtV To\h' E<JTlV llpxElv Kat KWA~~lV K]at at..l]e~tl! 
"l ' ' 8' ' ' ' ' - ' a [ '' ]u )155 I 15q:ll TOUS' ~1\EU EpQ\IS" TUTITElV Kat TIQlElV Kat ~aOTlYQUV 41S" .QUAD .S" ll 
P.Ryl. II 141 (37 AD) Petermouthis, the collector of public dues and cultivator of 
state land at Euhememria explains to the centurion how two shepherds attacked 
"shamelessly" (O:vat6Euo~Evot) when he demanded damages from them for grazing 
their flocks on his land. He links this to the public interest in the conclusion to the 
document asking tbem to be summoned "in order that no public interest may suffer". 
Although this is a stereotypical conclusion for petitions, it is unusual because it seems 
to link his official role witb his own land, not directly with government revenues. 
This language clearly harks back to classical conceptions of hybris and the attitudes 
of arrogance which attended it. It is a very good example of how hybristic attitudes 
and behaviour were collectively viewed as socially threatening and a matter to which 
those in roles of legitimate power should respond. The notion of a free man in the 
Arsinoite nome of Egypt in II AD, whatever it was, may have differed widely from 
the notion of €t..Eu8Epos in Athens of V to IV BC. But that is not of such great 
154 Compare P.Oxy VI 900 (322 AD) in which Aurelius Dioscouros complains about three donkey drivers, 
Faustus, Horus and Chaereas who fraudulently refuse to carry out their official duties, to assist Aurelius as 
administrator of imperial patrimonial estates. 
155 This is highly reminiscent of the charge against Ktesikles in Demosthenes 21.177-80, see 313 above. 
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importance here. The petitioner uses the symbolic dimensions of the notion to give 
sense and meaning to the experience of Sarapammon's expression of illegitimate 
power. 
The failure to respond with an appropriate degree of fear (<Poj3o<;) and respect 
towards the administration becomes an explicit theme used by petitioners against their 
adversaries in later centuries. Fear as an appropriate response to the administration is 
not a sentiment which finds expression on Ptolemaic petitions with the same degree 
of particularity as Roman petitions, and it does not seem to have been part of the 
symbolic language surrounding the Ptolemaic monarch and his officials. However, 
the topic cannot be dealt with without reference to some precursors in the Ptolemaic 
period, which had obvious associations with contempt for the administration and the 
laws. In the Ptolemaic petition P.Tebt. III:1 787 (c 138 BC) fear of a particular 
official, Apollonios inspires crown cultivators to take refuge in the temple of Zeus at 
Ibion. (34) ota To [fLTJ ot<; £on y€vEaltv <andp8at ~vayKa<JfLE8a [<P6j3wt ToD 
O:napatlTTiTou 'Anof.f.wv(ou KaTa<jlu[yE'iv Et<; To <v 'Ij3t0i]vt ToD Lno<; tEpov. 
("on account of not sowing for those for whom it was necessary, we were compelled 
in fear of the implacable Apollonios to take refuge in the temple of Zeus in Ibion."). 
The semantic affinities of fear in this document seem essentially negative. It contains 
the suggestion that the official, Apollonios, was not very nice. Six hundred years 
later, in IV AD <jloj3o<; is something the responsible citizen should feel towards those 
in authority or power. 156 It is now within the same semantic domain as reverence and 
awe. 157 This seems to appear in late III AD to IV AD. In P.Cair.Isidor. 69 (310 AD) 
it is fear of the prefect Sosianus Hi erodes and the catholicus Aurelius Sarapion which 
the offending person does not fee1. 158 In P.Oxy XII 1559 (341 AD) the complaint is 
about a certain Besammon who is said to have dared to do things unworthy of the 
156 P.Cair.lsidor. 73 (314 AD) shows the other side of honour being expressed through fear. The petitioner 
Isidorus says he and his co-petitioner Palmon have shown appropriate fear towards the praepositus who 
does them great mischief nonetheless. 
157 Cf Acts 9.31 
158 (1. 22): 1111 €UAa(3cT)8ElS' T0v $6~ov Totl Kup{ou .. 
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harmony of the fortunate times and the fear of the most gracious prefect of 
Augustamnica Flavius Julius Ammonius (OUK aew TETO)q.tl]KEV oihE TfjS" 
EUvoJ.llas- ·n.Dv EUT[u]xEcrT&Twv Tmhwv KatpWv oUOE ToD <t>6f3ou ToD Kup{ou J.lOU 
6ta<JT]f!OT<hou TJYEf.tovos-). Again the reference to EUVOf.tta evokes the lurking threat 
of avof.tia and the passage clearly carries in it the suggestion that Besammon has 
unsatisfactory attitudes towards the administration.159 
7 .4.4 Oppression by Officials and Local Power 
There are two further aspects of the topic of dishonour and the administration which 
require comment. One is the problem of powerful figures in localities in the chora 
and the other is oppression by officials. These are dealt with together because often 
one was an aspect of the other. We saw in Chapter 3 that in the social and economic 
structure of Greco-Roman Egypt the creation of power bases by local figures in the 
clwra was common in both the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. 160 The language 
which is used to describe and articulate the aspects of this situation is significant 
because it often casts the confrontation between the legitimate power of the 
government and illegitimate expression of dominance in a village in terms of honour 
and shame. Further, although the language of hybris may not be used, the challenge 
to central authority in these situations is clear, and the oppressive local figure is 
usually also an official misusing his power for personal gain. 
In the Ptolemaic period aspects of this type of social problem were often 
expressed in terms of the juxtaposition of the oppression or extortion of one official 
with the mercy, goodness and justice of the higher official. BGU VIII 1850 (48-46 
BC) is directed to the strategos Eurylochos from Apollonios about illegal behaviour 
of and extortion by officials. The petitioner's weakness is given intensity and 
159 The same grouping of ideas appears in P.Cair.lsidor. 74 (315 AD):a(ll) oJ\. [BJE aU9o:6{q: XPllGcfJ.lEVOt 
O:AOywS' Ko:l {>tt.jJoKtvBUvwS' napO: Toils- [vOJ.Lous-, 11-f} €UAo:~T]9€vTES' T0v cpOJ)ov aou Toil 
c~oOJ SEOTTOTOU. CF P.Sakaon 38 (17 Aug 312 AD)(=P.Flor 36, Mitt Chrest 1164). P.Oxy XIX 2235 (c 
346 AD) is a petition from an ex-procurator of imperial estates who expresses his attitude towards his 
superior with the words Toti OcjnA(oJ.LEvou) cjH)~ou Enl qQl,J (1. 5). See P.Oxy XXXIV 2712 Recto (292-
3 AD) for use of TOAJ.ldw in the same way. 
160 See pages 87, 89 and 1 DOff above. 
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significance by its verbal association witb the mercy and hatred of wickedness on the 
part of the strategos and the extortion on the part of the tax official: aqi) !i~ T<?i! 
~Etaonovl]pou EAET\aaVTa mhql)s d:ne'Auaas. Ttv0~ 6[£ n]<;P.HP.t~il Kq~ 
BtaaEta 11-Wt E TTlXEtplj<Ja'VTWV E 11E d VT' dAAov napaypa't)Jat 
TaAavnc:moud:poup(wv) E Kal EYVWKOTES Tl]v TTEpl EllE a<J8EVEtaV ("You the one 
who hates wickedness having mercy upon them let them free. When certain persons 
with stealth and extortion tried to enrol me instead of another for the levy on 5 
arouras even knowing my weakness"). It is clear in this passage that the wrongful 
inclusion in a tax assessment was viewed as an exploitation of weakness, that is, the 
wrongful taking advantage of disparities in power, and this was expressed through 
words such as ouKo<j>avT{a, otaoEto~os and nEpnptpT\. This shows rather well what 
role the official, here the strategos was to play in the life of the petitioner. In the 
Roman period the powerful forces which are arraigned against the petitioner also 
appear in the guise of officials. There are many examples of petitions in which 
people complain about officials who oppress or extort them. 161 Oppression by 
officials is frequently designated by the verb ouKo<j>aVTE w. 162 Sometimes the 
accusation is that the official has acted in bad faith. 163 
We find oppression expressed in language which evokes the negative 
connotations of ouvaoTEia, as in P.Petrie III 36 Verso (III BC), where complaint is 
made to the epimeletes of wrongful imprisonment: KaTa6E6uvaoTEuo~at £v Tfjt 
<j>uA[a]Kfjt. In P.Tebt. III: I 788 (Mid II BC) we get a flavour of the problem. The 
document is a petition to Ptolemaios son of Pyrrhus, a strategos, from the komarch 
and crown cultivators of Oxyrhyncha. In it they mention tbat Ptolemaios had earlier 
161 An interesting early example is BGU IV 1060 (14 BC) in which unknown petitioners complain about 
oppression regarding a tax: (24) 09Ev KO:TaTTeno- I VT)J.tE'vot npoTi'YJ1E8o: npOs- d:nnAo:ls. I 
'At;to0J1EV Ev J1116ev\. EAo:TTU5J+q:n I Tn.tas npOvotav yev€cr8o:t. See also P.Oxy III 488 (II-III 
AD). See further chapter 3, 18 above. 
162 P.Hib II 237 (c. 246-221 BC). See LSJ I 
163 Cf SB XVI 12713 (19 Feb 10/IlAD) in which complaint is made to the prefect about the illegal behaviour 
of a strategos. See also P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD) where the assistant of the strategos is accused of 
Ko:Koupy{a in placing a particular endorsement on the registration of a vineyard and in P.Oxy XVII 2131 
(207 AD) Totoes has been wrongly appointed to the post of public donkey driver, by the 
amphodogrammateus 
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been sent out by the king and queen to the nome to put a stop to abuses of some kind, 
which amounted to oppression. It is also mentioned that this involved appointed 
epistatai who were "worthy of the position" (17: EmUTchas liE Tous a~(ous Tf\S 
lxp£las TatiTT]sl KaTE UTTJaas) This suggests that the epistates had been 
responsible, partly at least, for the abuses. But in any event it seems fairly clear that 
some abuse of local power was taking place. The problem is more explicit in 
P.Coll.Youtie I 16 (14 Sept 109 BC) where Petemouthos, a machimos of 7 aroura 
complains that the local archiphylakites, Dionysios, lead him through the town 
subjecting him to violence and outrage (29) KaTEyvwKws E:nl. nih aj3DT]8TJTov IJ.E 
dvat Kat avanEtpov. 164 Here we see the language of contempt and its implicit 
dishonour articulating the experience of the misuse of power. 
In the Roman period the difficulties of this nature experienced by individuals 
come to be expressed specifically, and allegations of local BuvaaTEta become refined. 
From the time of Cicero abuse of local power was a problem and the growth of local 
dynasts in the later empire became the target of specific laws. 165 Aspects of this 
problem are well represented in petitions from II AD onwards. An early example 
appears in P.Oxy XXIV 2410 (120 AD), where a certain Horion is accused of trying 
to take the petitioners' crown land and make it private property, and take other land 
which they use. Horion seems to be wealthy locally because the petitioners say that 
his son is advanced in years and has never had to take his share of local expenses. 
They say of Horion o8Ev T9vT91! \mEpwxuovTos ~11iis E:v [Til KWIJ.lJ] ("Wherefore 
since this man is oppressing us in the village"). 166 
164 Cf UPZ 11160.18 (119 BC), P.Lond 11401.22 
165 See J.A. Schlumberger, "Potentes and Potentia in the Social Thought of Late Antiquity" in F.M. Clover, 
R.S. Humphreys (eds.), Tradition and Innovation in Lnte Antiquity (Uni. Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1989), 
89-104 
166 Cf BGU XI 2061 (207 AD) in which the editors propose the restoration of I. 8 KaTa<j>Etlyw npOS' oE oU 
6uv&~EVOS' npOs-l mhoUs- Ev T4\ vol-'-41 TTEpl Tmhou ElTTElv 6ul: TO athoUs- EvKuAtEo!;).[ ("I 
take refuge with you not being able to speak against them about this in the village on account of their 
involvement.") The petition is about some sort of violence but the details are lost. If the restoration is 
correct it may indicate a local dominance of some kind. 
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As we might expect, problems of oppression often appear in connection with a 
category of weaker petitioner which we have discussed earlier in this chapter. P .Mich 
VI 422 Recto (197 AD) is a petition to the prefect in which Gemellus accuses Sotas 
and Julius the sons of Eudas of violence and arrogance and abuse of their local power 
and exploitation of his old age and bad eyes: 
7.11 VUVEl OE 
'loUAtOS Ka't ~uiTaS" d:ll¢6TEpot 
Euoihos ou OEOVTWS (:lta{w(s) 
Kal aU8&0ws EnEAT}AU8aot 
EB&¢Ea{ IJ.OU IJ.E'rO: TO Tf}v 
KaTaarropCw TIOt Tiaaa8a{ 
11-E Kal EKWAua&v J..I.E 
Ev ToUTots Ouvc:iiJ.t Tfj 
TIEpl alnoUs En\. ntlv ·n5-
nwv, KaTacf>povoUvTwv 
TTJ[VL TTEpt TTJV o<)!tv f!OU 
d:o8Evtav: 
But now 
Julius and Sotas both 
sons of Eudas, wrongfully with 
violence and arrogance entered 
my fields, after I had 
sown them and 
hindered me therein 
through the power which 
they exercise in the locality 
contemptuous of me 
on account of my weak 
vision 
In P.Mich VI 423 (197 AD) Gemellus follows up his petition to the prefect with a 
later one to the strategos about the same fellows and makes the same accusations. In 
P.Oxy VIII 1120 (Early III AD) a widowed woman, whose name is unknown, 
bemoans the hybris and violence of Eudaemon. She complained to officials but 
Eudaemon's "influence procured the failure of the petition, so that he should not seem 
indictable." (II. 7-10: at.t.a OUTOS E~ElOXUOEV Ta ~tj3AElOta a8ETT]8fjvat, tva fllJ 
<j>avlJ ETTE!.EucrnKos). P.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Ryl 114, Sei.Pap. II 293) Aurelia 
Artemis accuses Syrion of using his local BuvaoTda against women and children. 167 
P.Oxy XLVI 3302 Recto (300-1 AD) is a petition from Aurelia Serenilla who 
complains to the prefect that "violent and influential persons" have illegally detained 
her property (1. 5-6: Twv KaTai.EI.tfifi~vwv . . imapxovTwv \mo ~ta{wv Kat 
BuvaoTwv TTapavof!WS" KpaTT]8EvTwv) and despite judgments on the ownership 
167 (15) 6 Lup(wv Kat d:4lapn&(;nv T0: ni)v [VT)TT{wv !-LOU TE']KVWV Tij TOTHKi] 6UVO:GTE{q. 
xpWI-LEVOS' Compare the restoration of 6uvaaTEia in SB XVll2678 (27 July 179 AD). Cf P.Sakaon 45 (7 
Dec 334 AD)(=P.Thead 24): TUp]qvv(q: xpWI-LEVOl Kal Au<nptK0 Tp0[TTU) and the fragment BGU II 
428 (II AD) which may be a petition but which also uses 6uvaoTE(a but the context is very unclear. See 
also SB XVI 12678 (27 July 179 AD), 15. Schlumberger, "Potentes and Potentia in the Social Thought of 
Late Antiquity", at 90, notes that in 293 AD Diocletian proclaimed a comprehensive law which forbade the 
misuse of patrocinia potentiorum in the judicial system. 
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question in her favour, the wrongdoers have gained confidence from their rough 
treatment (II. 11-12: av6pEEl<:;Of1EVOl TTEfJl TO j3ui<:;Ea8at flE) and ignore legal 
decisions. These people have also put her name forward to the tax officials as the 
owner such that she has been charged with the tax and shut in the tax collector's 
pnson. The verb av6pE{<:;E<J8at is derived from av6pElOS' which indicates its 
association with the ideas of manly strength and therefore honour. 168 
Under the influence ofthe Byzantine style by IV AD the description of similar 
situations become more sophisticated. In P.Amh. II 142 (IV AD) the exact details of 
the dispute are lost, but it seems to concern a dispute about land. The petitioner is 
Aurelius Germanus who suffers contempt not only for his quiet life but his 
appearance also: 
n&Atv ~E'nl TO yEwpyi)cra{ J.LE alnO: Enl nEvTE ETrl 
] Kat ouK E'(aa[a]v f10t TTaAtV yEwpyf\aat KaTa<j>povriaavTES' Tf\S' nEpl. 
E\lE O:npayiJ-ocrUVT}S' Kal ToD crxriJ.laTOS' Kal TWv 
] ouvTES' T[E T<J)] TTEpl [cnh-]oUs nAoUT<v Kal Tfj En't. n5nwv Tupavv{q: 
XPWflEVOl E flOU TEAOUVTOS' ano{t}KapTTOUVTat. 
"Again after my farming the same land for 5 years, they did not allow me to 
farm them again, despising my quiet life and appearance ... and using their 
wealth and local tyranny they reaped the harvest while I am spent." 
By the mention of his appearance Germanus seems to suggest that the arrogance and 
wilful misuse of power by the wrongdoers displays a degree of capriciousness which 
should invite censure from the authorities. 169 In P.Oxy I 67 (338 AD), we see an 
analogous description. Ptolemaios is in dispute with Pataesis Luluntis and 
Panechotes of the village of Lile over property which Ptolemaios inherited from his 
grandmother. Pataesis and Panechotes have taken possession of his property and 
Ptolemaios describes this as a form of oppression: (II. 15-16) KaTa6uvaaTEuovTES' 
En€xouatv. The use of the verb KaTa6uvaaTEuw calls to mind other petitions in 
which the local power of the wrongdoer is made important, and contains the implicit 
168 See the commentary to I. II. 
169 See also P.Panop. III 29 (24n/332 AD), 8: Enl nDv T6n[wv} auvacrn:::Uwv; P.Cair.Goodspeed 15 (362 
AD), 17: TupavvtK4l Tp6nl{). 
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suggestion that the illegitimate actions of Pataesis and Panechotes offer a challenge to 
the legitimacy of the laws and the government, being as we have already noted the 
negative compliment of the empowering effect of officials. 
Oppression by officials is also found described without specific reference to a 
position of local power, though it may be implied. P.Tebt. III: I 777 (Early II BC) 
tells of a situation in which a tax farmer complains about the failure of a prison 
warder to let him go despite the provision of sureties, and asks the official not to 
allow him to be held in contempt: (10) f!TJ unEpt6Etv .. Kat KaTanE<j>poVTJf!Evov uno 
Twv !...] P.Mich. 582 (49/50 AD) is a draft of a petition, with a tax list. The name 
of the official to whom the final version was to go is missing, although the editors 
suggest the prefect or the epistrategos on the basis of the appellation Tov navT"!ll 
awTijpa in ll 13-14. The petition concerns a recalcitrant tax collector. The 
petitioner(s) are not known but they complain about Horion, son of Petosiris, because 
he has failed to carry out his office of collector of public taxes. The petitioner says of 
Horion: Kat npaKTWpEuaas apt8[11]<JlS TE<J<JapES KaTE<j>pDVT]<JEV, OUKETl Tijs 
[Ta~E<iis] Lanpa~Ews avTEX(Df!Evos ("and he served as collector for four 
arithmeseis, scorned his obligations, no longer undertaking the collection.") This use 
of KaTa<j>pov£w is an interesting extension of the honour shame concept. It should be 
seen as part of the censure of social disruptive attitudes, which as we have seen are an 
important component of the honour shame syndrome. The relevance of raising it in 
this document is possibly to be ascertained from the context of failure to perform the 
public duty. From what has been said above about the honour shame syndrome and 
its connection to social stability it is appropriate to interpret the text as implying that 
the failure to carry out the duties carries with it a threat of social disruption and 
trouble for the petitioners. 
By late III to IV AD the tensions created by exploitation and economic 
vulnerability come more to the fore, usually covering serious corruption and 
conspiracies against other villagers. This is seen in P.Oxy VIII 1119 (254 AD) 
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together with a clash of attitudes between the official and persons of local importance. 
The petitioners are two Aurelii, Theon and Arsinotis, who live in Antinoe, seek relief 
from wrongful inclusion in the list of those who pay certain taxes in Oxyrhynchus. 
They describe the mistake of the amphodogrammateus in so including them as 
"audacity and illegality" (1. 8: T~v To)qwv Kal. T~v napavo1J.(av)P0 The 
amphodogrammateus seems clearly wrong, in that the law exempted persons from the 
Antino"ite nome from paying tax elsewhere. The mere fact that Theon and Arsinotis 
are in the social category which would expose them to the possibility of inclusion 
among those who should pay the tax suggests that they are from a wealthy family. 
Further the same document contains a letter from the senate and officials of Antinoe 
to the epistrategos Antonius Alexander in support of Theon and Arsinotis. The use of 
the word "audacity" is slightly unusual, and suggests that Theon and Arsinotis feel 
that it was directed at them. 171 Compare P.Gen. I 4 (Early III AD), in which the 
recording of the petitioner, a metropolite, in a village outside the metropolis of the 
Arsinoite nome, by the amphodarch, is said to be KaT' i:mipnav, "by way of insult." 
P.Oxy XII 1469 (298 AD) gives an interesting instance where the komarchs of 
the village of Palmis accuse a deputy strategos of corruptly understating the amount 
of earth dug by the inhabitants of Palmis for the repair of a dyke, 100 instead of 250 
naubia. The komarchs send the petition on behalf of the whole village. They open 
their petition with an introductory sentence (11. 3-5): IJ.OAtS" llEv av, Ku ptE, Toil 
6tKa(ou Ev Tolls] Ka8' -II IJ.US" Ellt TayiJ.aOtV unapx8EVTOS" -II IJ.tV 6UV1]8Et l]IJ.EV 
oA[oKA]l]poilvTES" navTEAwS" Bwvunv Ta npomiKovTa, i:nEtnEp i:av TTAEovE~(a 
TtS" TTPOXWPTl01J Ka8' (TJ]IJ.WV 6t' a6UVUIJ.ElUV avaTTqOTUTOt KUTUOT1](0J01J.E8a. ("Jt 
170 The amphodogrammateus seems to feature quite frequently as the source of official error. Cf BGU IV 1022 
(13 Aug 198 AD) See P.Oxy XVII2131 (207 AD) where the wrongful nomination to the post of public 
donkey-driver is placed among "unjust and lawless deeds of daring" (Tots- [0:B(K)ws- Kat O:vO~w[sl 
T€TOII.Jl1111Evots-); P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD) deals with another mistake of an amphodogrammateus at 
Oxyrhynchus, Aurelius Sarapion, but he is not called arrogant or illegal. 
171 A similar situation appears in P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 AD), where Aurelius Plutarchus who has the rank 
KpdnaTos claims that his nomination for the office of decemprimus is oU 6E0vn.us- Kat napa 
n&:vTaS' Toils- v0\lOUS'. Cf BGU XI 2063 (II AD). In P.Oxy XXII 2343 (288 AD) the nomination of the 
eirenarch Septimius Heracleides to the position of decaprotus is called by him as "being outrageously 
treated" (0:pna'6\lE1I011) 
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is with difficulty, my lord, that even when justice is shown to us in commands 
concerning us, we could fully accomplish our duties, since, if any advantage is taken 
of us, our weakness will leave us no escape.") The juxtaposition of the n)..EovEeia of 
the deputy strategos with the a6uva11ia of the village neatly expresses the exposure of 
the general population to rapacious officials and the vulnerability of the smaller 
communities. a6uva11ia resonates as the obverse of the empowering aspects of 
officials, which we discussed in the last chapter. 172 This is further underlined by the 
adjective avqnc;loTaTot which expresses the reality of a small village caught in a web 
of powerful forces against which it can assert little or no control. 173 
An archive such as the archive of Aurelius Isidorus gives a good insight into 
these problems in a small village, namely, Karanis in late III and early IV AD. 
Karanis at this time seems to have been a hot bed of scandal and corruption. In 
P.Cair.Isidor. 68 (309/10 AD) Aurelius Isidorus alleged a conspiracy between 
Achillas, the secretary of Karanis, Heron, Paesius and Horion to nominate Aurelius 
Isidorus as chaff collector in place of Paesius as well as protecting 13 persons who are 
evading their obligations to the village. About four years later in P.Cair.Isidor. 73 
(314 AD), a petition to the prefect Julius Julianus, Isidorus, now tesserarius of 
Karanis, and Palemon, quadrarius of same village, in their official capacity allege 
against other officials, the praepositus pagi, no less, and the komarchs of Karanis, that 
they conspired to perpetrate unauthorised tax assessments and other fraud. They 
articulate their problem in the now familiar terms of oppression by the strong of the 
weak (ll. 3-5): 1\[llElS' EAciT]Twvaw aypotKOl Tel Btva naoxollEV u[no T]E TOU 
npatnoa{Tou Tau ndyou 6Eo6Wpou Kal "TWv Kw~dpxwv. KaTanA ri'TTOU<HV 
TlllaS', OTTEp 6tKV[UEl T~V n]poa{pEOlV TOUTWV TWV TTallTTOVl]pw[v a]v6pwv, OlJTOl 
172 Compare P.Wisconsin I 3 (257-9 AD) in which an old man calls himself d:6t.lvaTOS" for a liturgy because of 
his weak eyes, and the local authorities have ignored the prefect's order of exemption. 
173 Compare P.Oxy XIX 2235 (c 346 AD) a petition from Flavius Herac() an ex-procurator against Diodotus 
the ex-rationalis rei privatae who has accused him of extortion. Schlumberger, "Potentes and Potentia in 
the Social Thought of Late Antiquity", 91, refers to the fact that Constantine prohibited the shifting of tax 
burdens by potentiores onto inferiors, in connivance with local officials, in three separate edicts in 313,325 
and 328 AD. 
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11Ev KaTaOuvacrTEUov'fES' Enl TWv T6nwv Kal 6Eov <t>of31)8E'V'ras- alnoUs TO 
~E'yaAui\[aTOV <JU]VKpOTTWa Ka8' TJ ~WV TTOtll<JaVTES", Kat aTT[at]TTl!JlS" 
nEno{TJVTat ws- f3ouAovTat - ~Epw~ou;;- napavo~ou;;- TTAEt<JTous- ("we, who are 
small farmers, suffer severely at the hands of the praepositus of the pagus Theodorus 
and of the komarchs. They terrorise us, and this reveals the character of these utterly 
wicked men, who play the tyrant locally, and while we show them due respect, do us 
great mischief') This passage shows how several strands, small vulnerable farmers, 
exploitative powerful local evildoers and anomie behaviour, are woven together to 
present a sorry picture which will be dealt with by the legitimate power of the prefect. 
Private letters of the late Roman period shed some light on another aspect of 
honour and shame in dealings with the administration. P.Oxy XIV 1668 (III AD) is a 
letter of Charmus to Sopatrus. After describing some regulations concerning certain 
workshops, the workmen in which seem to have been demanding higher wages, 
Charmus urges Sopatrus to come since the prefect has granted an amnesty and there 
was no longer any danger. The reference is obscure , but may refer to avaxwpT]crt;;-. 
At 11. 4 ff Charmus writes: 6 TJYE~WV a~VT]<JlaV ETTE~lj>EV EVed '8E', KUl OUKETl 
<tJ6f3os oUOE ElS' EvEt. EO:v oUv eEAElS', loEA8E KaTaQ>povWv, [Enl] "iH.t.ElS' ya.pr 
ouKEn 8uv6 ~E8a €crw ~E'ivat ("The prefect has sent an amnesty here, and there is 
no longer any fear at all; so if you will come boldly, for we are no longer able to stay 
indoors") In the translation of the editors, Sopatrus is urged to "go out boldly" It is 
possible to find KaTa<j>pov.!w used in a sense of thumbing one's nose at danger or 
death. 174 In such situations it is connected with manifestations of personal courage. 
Here Charmus urges Sopatrus to give himself courage at the expense of the 
administration. 
The same attitude can be seen in P.Oxy. XXXII 2730 (IV AD) which is a 
letter from Horion to Heraclius. Horion asks for the superior of Heraclius to seal an 
174 Polyb, Fragmenta ex incertis libris, I, I, 1, 5, 2; Plut, Apophthegmata Laconica, Stephanus 216 C2; P.Oxy 
X 1242 (III AD), above, 362. 
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order for arrest of certain local authorities of the village of Enteiis, the estate-guard 
(nat8to<jn)l\a~). the officers of the peace (at Ent Tijs Elpl]vi)s) and the local 
policeman ( 6 apx€<j>OlTOS) who have apparently connived in the theft of a water-
wheel. At lines 14-18 he writes, 11EATJ<HXTW aot 8€, Ent iKavws KaTa<l>povoDat 
Tijs OlKtas rwwv EV navTt npiiy[la l!iiilov TOUTOV TOV apx£<Pw8ov. ("See to it, 
since they have contempt enough for our house in every matter, especially this head 
policeman") 
7.5 SUMMARY 
We can see that in Greco-Roman Egypt the weak, the economically, physically or 
socially vulnerable were assiduous for centuries in approaching powerful and 
symbolically elevated officials, their godlike protectors and preservers, for help 
against oppressive and vexatious behaviour, in both the Ptolemaic and Roman 
periods, with sophistication of expression increasing in the Roman period, especially 
after II AD. In this more than anything we are given an insight into the role of the 
sovereign or official as forensic saviour. But this chapter has also shown how anomie 
disruptive and threatening behaviour of individuals in local contexts was consistently 
conceived as an issue of honour and shame in which the legitimate power of officials 
intervened either to ameliorate the dishonour of the wronged person or the 
administration itself or both. We have seen that this ties in neatly with the nature of 
the underlying relationship of supplication, and the general notion of reciprocity. But 
also it shows that an honour and shame antithesis went to the heart of the problem of 
anomie, and thus the process of legitimation had to address the problem of 
dishonour. 175 It can be seen that many of the basic conceptions of wrongdoers and 
the weakness of petitioners complimented and defined the positive and symbolic 
attributes of the official in the role of protector and thereby promoted the 
175 D. Hobson, "The Impact of Law on Village Life in Roman Egypt" in B. Halpern, D. Hobson (eds.), Law, 
Politics and Society in the Ancient Mediterranean (Sheffield Academic Press, Sheffield, 1993), 193-219, at 
215, said "We see the importance attached to civilised behaviour ... violence (f3{a) and insolence (Uf3pt~) are 
an affront to the safety and dignity of the individual and as such must be dealt with forcefully to maintain 
the harmony of the community." This observation indicates well that honour was a central component of 
the collective system of normative regulation and went to the core of the ancient notion of anomie. 
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conceptualisation of the role as legitimate and this process helped make sense of the 
whole experience of power both illegitimate and legitimate. In the reciprocal 
relationship between petitioner and powerful official, the latter always expressly or 
implicitly had an interest by reason of the involvement of his honour and the honour 
of the administration. In the next chapter we shall turn to consider how these 
considerations link up with clearly religious matters such as prayers and ritual 
language. 
CHAPTERS 
LETTERS, GODS AND OFFICIALS 
Interactions with Power 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The discussion in the preceding chapters has tried to demonstrate the process of 
legitimation by exploring the language of interactions with legitimate power and the 
articulation of power relations in wider social relationships as they appear in petitions. 
But in that process there have also been allusions to parallels with other written 
interactions with other types of power from Greco-Roman Egypt. In this chapter we 
will take these up and consider them in more detail. In the view of the writer, it 
would be a mistake to place the language of petitions purely within a secular tradition 
of forensic oratory from the classical Greek world, even if that was a strong influence. 
In particular the divine nature of the sovereign in Egypt and the language of 
supplication invite investigation of religious connections. We will see that petitions 
were associated at a symbolic level with requests and supplications before gods and 
other types of unseen powers. 
These matters have intrinsic interest, but they are very important for the 
argument of this thesis. They add a very substantial dimension of understanding to 
how the ancient mentality threw a wide net in the symbolic universe to make sense of 
power, and suggest a deep seated predisposition to conceptualise the experience of 
power, of all types as a reciprocal relationship depicted in religious or highly 
symbolic terms, particularly help, preservation and benefaction. The response to the 
power of gods, kings and officials meant that they could all be the objects of 
supplication, some by a ritual linguistic act and a physical act, others by a linguistic 
act alone. These ideas have already been touched upon but in this chapter it is 
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proposed to deal with them in more depth and we shall begin by examining the 
evidence for oral ritual appeals as they seem most closely to relate to petitions. 
8.2 ORAL RITUAL APPEALS FOR HELP 
Our understanding of the ritual and symbolic significance of the language of petitions 
is greatly assisted by comparisons with oral appeals for help to gods and monarchs 
and written appeals in the form of judicial or revenge prayers, which we will deal 
with in the next section. Appeals aloud to a god are well known from the ancient 
world. In Homer and Euripides gods come in response to the cries or shouts of their 
worshippers for help in the face of injustice. 1 A. Cameron argued many years ago 
that Sappho's prayer to Aphrodite contains passages which draw upon a similar 
formula of appeal? Aphrodite "comes when she hears the j3ol] of her worshipper" _3 
There are a number of examples of people calling for help in petitions of the 
Ptolemaic period. The Ptolemies are known to have been summoned aloud by their 
subjects in much the same way as Sappho summoned Aphrodite. Such calls on the 
name of the king and queen are known from at least four certain examples which 
cover the entire Ptolemaic period: P.Cair.Zen. III 59451 and BGU III 1007 of III BC, 
P.Tebt. III I, 798 of II BC and BGU VIII 1762 of I BC, in which the verb Kamj3oaw 
or j3oaw was used to express the dual notions of "raise an outcry against" and "ca11 
upon for help." In P.Tebt. III:! 798 (II BC) Asclepiades, a sitologos, was attacked by 
bath attendants and his servant ca11ed out in the king's name: (17) T[o 6]~ TIE pl. E 11€ 
TTatoapwv j3ol]aavTES Tov j3aat!.€a TiapqEvl]8T][aah' TIA[E]([o]vES ("but the servant 
with me having shouted for help in the king's name, several persons arrived")4 There 
is a clear connection between these linguistic expressions and cries for help to a living 
if divine king and cries in the name of a deity. Schubart explained calls on the king's 
I A. Cameron, 'Sappho's Prayer to Aphrodite', 32 HTR (1939), l at 10. 
2 Ibid. 
3 We should compare the reaction of the master of Daphnis in Longus' Daphnis and Chloe, IV.? upon finding 
his beloved flowers destroyed by the rough, overbearing oxherd Lampis who was in love with Chloe. Upon 
finding the ruin of his plants he rent his cloak and "called on the gods with a great shout" ((3ofj BE ~eyd).lJ 
9Eoi'Js- d:vEOx&AEt). Cf Hel. Aethiop, 11.23 where we find the exclamation of Calasiris upon hearing from 
Cnemon that Theagenes and Chariclea are alive: "A noAAov, Ecpn d:va(3or]aas-, Ka't 9EoC 
4 Sitologoi seemed to have been a frequent source of complaint eg SB XVI 12324 (Late IV AD). 
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name on the basis that the caller attracted immediate attention to his problem and the 
process had a certain legal meaning and consequence. But it also had a consequence 
of considerable social and ritual significance because it imposed responsibilities for 
assistance (Hilfspflicht) on the powerful figure thus invoked.5 Here we see that the 
oral appeal for help with its cultic associations involved a social ritual which entailed 
the same obligations as traditional supplication. 
P.Tebt. III: I 798 (II BC) provides a good comparison with P.Tebt. III: I 804 
(112 BC), since both petitions concern violent attacks which took place in roughly 
same period at Oxyrhyncha. In P.Tebt. III: I 804 (112 BC) a cultivator whose name is 
lost complains that certain persons broke into his house at night. He awoke and cried 
for help: j30T)aavToS" av8pwnou.,.6 This may look like a simple cry for help to those 
in the vicinity. In fact the appeal for help appears in connection with the language 
and action of supplication which we have examined earlier, for example in the ritual 
act of taking refuge in a temple in P.Ent. 80 (c 241 BC). This is a petition to Ptolemy 
III Euergetes by Amenneus, isionomos, and his wife Stotoetis who were attacked in 
the precincts of the temple of Isis; he took refuge at the altar and cried out for help: 
(10) EYW OE [KaTa<j>uywv] ETTl TOV j3w~ov Kat Ej3owv a(v)epwnoUS", which suggest 
that the expression Ej3owv a(v)epuSnouS" denotes a ritualistic action designed to 
involve people nearby in rendering practical assistance under the auspices of the god 
of the sanctuary.7 In any event, the act of taking refuge at the altar and the 
summoning of help are naturally viewed within the same symbolic domain, that is, 
the cry of the weak and powerless for assistance. Petitions, at least initially perhaps, 
5 "KOnigsideal", 16 ("eine bestimmte Rechts bedeutung mit bestimmten Wirkungen"). See also W.L. 
Westermann, "The Ptolemies and the Welfare of their Subjects", in AHR 43 (1937), 270-287 at 282. 
6 CF P.Ent. 81 (221 BC) in which an unknown woman complains of attack, and in describing the events 
which happened says (9) j3ou5CJT)S" dv8pu5nous-, Ka\. nAEt6vwv cruv[EA]w6v,.-wv. One mentions in 
passing P.Oxy IV 717 (late I BC) which appears to be a complaint of some kind to an unknown official. In 
it the writer tells how he shouted and screamed at someone about a measure of corn. He mentions shouting 
and screaming (EK~oWvToS' BE IJ.OU Kat Kp&<;ovTOS') no less than three times (11. 1, 9, and 13) in 17 
surviving lines but the context is obscure. 
7 Cf BGU III 1007 (Ill BC). Compare the fuss and shouting by Clitophon at the violent abuse meted out to 
him by Thersander in the sanctuary of Artemis, and shame to Artemis it is said to cause in Leucippe and 
Clitophon, 8, 1-2. 
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were conceived of as a form of written appeal, and the existence of oral appeals or 
invocations of the king's name suggests such a connection. Cameron believes that it 
is the oral appeal which underlies the appeal to the king in Ptolemaic petitions.8 It is 
not only the nature of the appeal but the precise language used. The blunt 0:6tKoD >tat 
at the commencement of the background section in enteuxeis from III BC echoes the 
language used by victims in their ritual cries which imply an appeal for justice, such 
as, Euripides Helen 550, 0:6tKou>tE8' cJl yuvatKES. The transfer of this oral cry to a 
written form is most obvious in prayers for justice and help. In her well-known curse 
from the early Hellenistic period, which Wilcken dates to either the time of Alexander 
or the first year of Ptolemy I, so from c. 340 to 283 BC,9 Artemisia appeals to 
"Oserapis and the gods who sit with Oserapis" for justice against the father of her 
children, and calls her request a supplication: (ll. 9-10) KaTE8TJKEv 'ApTE>tt<YlTJ TTJV 
tKETTJPlTJV Ta[uhTJv: LKETuouua Tov 'Ou[E]piimv TTJV 6{KTJV 6tKa[uat Kal. To]us 
8Eous Tous >LETa ToD 'OuEpamos Ka8TJ>tEvous. ("Artemisia placed down this 
supplication: beseeching Oserapis and the gods who sit with Oserapis to give 
justice")10 This language is strongly reminiscent of the language of supplication 
which was used in petitions in III BC and then later in the Roman period. 11 
The German scholar Wilhelm Schulze remarked on the oral ritual signification 
of the shout, j3orf, in Greek and especially its associations with suppliants and 
importantly its close semantic linkage with the notion of "helper" expressed in 
j3ol)86s .12 However, it is the use of the verb KaTaj3oaw which particularly gives us a 
sign of how the appeal for help in the petition drew its meaning and symbolic 
dimensions of signification from oral appeals for help. Kamj3oaw and KaTaj3ol] 
appear in Thucydides in the sense "raise an outcry against", so that is a classical 
usage 13 But P.Oxy XLVI 3285 is a Greek version, written down in II AD, of an 
8 'Sappho's Prayer to Aphrodite'. 
9 UPZ!at97. 
10 UPZ I. I. 
II Refer to Table 6.4. 
12 W. Schulze, Kleine Schriften (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, GOttingen, 1933), at 182ff. 
13 Eg, 1.67, 5.47,8.85 and see the entry in LSI. 
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Egyptian legal code which is known in demotic from a papyrus of III BC. 14 
KaTaf3oaw is used in this code to express the process of making a complaint against 
another about a number of matters including ownership and access to land and 
buildings. 15 The editor of P.Oxy. 3285 translates as "raise an outcry against" which 
indicates the connection to the process of invoking the king's name. Indeed, 
Kamf3oaw is precisely the verb used in P.Cair.Zen 59451 of calling on Zenon and PSI 
VI 551 of calling on the king, while it seems to be used in P .Lond. VII 2045 (III BC), 
also from the Zenon archive, in the sense "make a complaint." 16 It appears in an edict 
of the prefect Tiberi us Julius Alexander in the same sense. 17 Again in Artemisia's 
curse she uses the word KaTaf3ol] as the designation of her written complaint. 18 We 
see clearly in this how, in one of its aspects, the written instrument was assimilated to 
the symbolic domain of the ritual cry. Wilcken showed many years ago that the form 
of this curse, though written in Greek, has strong parallels with a demotic Egyptian 
curse to Osiris-Apis from one hundred years earlier. 19 It is possible therefore that the 
appeal to the king had precursors in Egyptian culture, which are most closely 
reflected in the superimposed Greek culture by the use of KaTaf3oaw as a Greek 
equivalent of the demotic term used to express the notion of making a complaint as 
well as a ritual verbal appeal. The process of submitting a written appeal in the form 
of the petition became assimilated into this symbolic domain. We find at least one 
example in which this connection may be explicit. P.Hels. I I (194/3-180 BC), a 
petition to Ptolemy V Epiphanes and Cleopatra designates an application to the court 
of the Laokritai by the term KaTaf3oTJ<HS" (1. 18): nEno(lJTat KaTaf3ol]otv <ln\. Twv 
AaoKpt TWv. The significance of this becomes clearer if a recent view of S. Allam is 
14 See G. Matha, The Demotic Legal Code of Hermopolis West (IFAO, Bibliotheque d'Etude xlv, Le Caire, 
1974). 
15 It is also the verb used in the sense of "make a complaint against" in P.Lond VII 2045 (Ill BC), from the 
Zenon Archive. 
16 P.Cair.Zen.lll59520 (lll BC); P.Cair.Zen 59451 (lll BC): npos- oy yap KaTa~o~aw~<v OUK EXO~EV 
croO nap6vTos-; PSI VI 551: KaTaf3otlcravTOS" 8E ~ou nih f3aotAEt. 
17 BGU Vll 1563 (68 AD), 9. 
18 UPZ 1.1.6. 
19 1bid.at 101;Afi'V229. 
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correct in his conclusion that the nature of the court of the AaoKp{ Tat was a collegiate 
court composed of judges selected from the native Egyptian notables. 20 
If these conclusions are correct, the ancient oral appeal also underlies the later 
petitions from Egypt which followed those of the Ptolemaic era. This observation can 
help explain how secular officials could come to be addressed in strongly religious 
terms. It is also known that the name of the Roman emperor were similarly invoked 
in later centuries.21 To Schulze again, appeals against injustice both to the polis and 
the Quirites at Rome became transformed into an appeal to Caesar or his agents. 22 A 
well known edict of the Jewish prefect of Egypt Tiberius Julius Alexander (BGU 
1563 68 AD) uses the verb KaTaj3odw to describe the actions of the crowds of 
notables and farmers who approached him with complaints about taxes "almost from 
the moment" he entered Alexandria. We discussed above how in the Roman period 
the language of supplication addressed to Roman procurators became even more 
ornate, with strong classical echoes produced by using the traditional image of the 
suppliant's olive branch. We may note an interesting parallel expression in 
P.Panopolis Koln. III 29 (24/7 /332 AD), a petition to the exactor civitatis which 
speaks also of "invoking" or "calling in aid" the greatness of the prefect: (15) 
Entj30W\J.EVOS" TO \lEYaAEtov Toil mhoD Kup{ou \J.OU I?J.q:[<JT)\J.OTch]ou lJYE\J.OV[o]S" 
EntOlOW\J.l (JOl TalJTT)V T~V EKKAT)TOV a~uiiv .... ("Calling in aid the majesty of the 
same lord my most excellent prefect I submit to you the claim asking ... ")23 But it 
seems clear that the secular and religious roles of monarchs and officials were not 
sharply distinguished in Greco-Roman Egypt and the language of petitions stands in 
some sort of dialectical relationship with language from other ritual contexts. 
20 S. Allam, "Egyptian Law Courts in Pharaonic and Hellenistic Times", 77 JEA (1991), 109-126. 
21 See Price, Rituals and Power, 119. 
22 Schulze, Kleine Schriften, 160-89. We may compare here the great shout in support of a just speech 
recorded in Dion Hal. Xl.3l, 1. Of more interest perhaps is the passage in Heliod. Aethiopica, Book IX.24 
where the prisoners of king Hydaspes invoke the "Saviour gods" (8Eol owTf)pES", tlvEf30f'ICJav a~a ol. 
vEot) upon hearing that their captor is Hydaspes, the implication being that he was a good and kindly king. 
23 See the entry in LSJ which shows Emj3o&w was used in the classical period in the sense "invoke" or "call 
on" a deity. 
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Evidence of actual oral invocations of deities is not, understandably, very 
frequent in the papyri. But a record of a dream experience which incorporates an oral 
request to Sarapis and Isis is recorded in the letter of Ptolemaios to Damoxenos in 
UPZ I 78 (c 159 BC) and shows further similarities between oral invocations or 
appeals and the structure and content of petitions. The text comes from a group of 
"dream" texts originating in the Sarapeion at Memphis. Ptolemaios tells how he fell 
asleep on a pile of chaff and dreamed of the two twins Thaues And Taus who 
performed services for the gods there. He relates how he saw many other things and 
called on Sarapis and Isis: (22) Kat ana nva El6ov TIOAAU Kat TlclAlV T\~tWKa 
Tov I l:cipamv Kat TTJV 'lotv 1.£-ywv· '"E/.8£ IJ.Ol 8Ea 8Ewv, I EtAEWS" ytVOIJ.EVTJ 
cnciKouoov 11ou, EAETJoov TUS" 6t6u1J.aS", I ou KaTE6t~as- 6t6u1J.aS" ("And I saw 
many other things and again I have made request of Sarapis and Isis saying, 'Come to 
me, goddess of the gods, be well disposed and hear me, take pity on the twins, you 
appointed them as twins"') One particularly points out that the gods were effectively 
invoked by the use of the verb a~tw, a standard verb of request, as we have seen, in 
the Ptolemaic and Roman petitions. The use of the perfect tense may also be highly 
significant because it indicates that the person calling on the gods sees himself as 
being in the condition of having called on the deity. The association of the tense with 
requests to deities is another piece of evidence which helps us to understand the 
significance of the frequent use of the perfect to express the motif of supplication in 
petitions. We return to this below. 
If we turn to Achilles Tatius we find a passage apt for comparison, being an 
oral supplication addressed to a powerful person, not a god, and the author also shows 
how the substantive tKETTJp(a could be employed metaphorically to designate an oral 
application for help as a gesture of supplication. In Book V.17, the slave Lacaena 
having been beaten and assaulted by Melite's steward Sosthenes, throws herself at the 
feet (Kat c~a(<j>VTJS" npoon(nTH To"is- yovacnv 1\11wv yuvl)) of her mistress Melite, 
and says: 
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'EAET)a6v ~E, Ecpll, 8Ecrnotva, yUvi} yuvalKa, EAEu8Epav ~Ev, Ws E<t>uv, 
ooui<T)v o€ vDv, ws- ooKEt Tfj TuxD 
and after dialogue makes an oral petition thus: 
Ovo~a A&Katva, 6ETTaAi} TO yEvos· Kai crot npoo<PEpw f.I.OU Tm.hT)v Ti}v 
TUXT)V tKETT)ptav. an61<uo6v f.lE Tfj<; Ka8EOHDOT)S' OUf.llj>Opiis-· ndpaoxE 6E 
~Ol Ti]v O:cr<t>&AEtav, E<rr' av O:no·riow 'faS' 8tcrxtAias· 'TO<JOl.hou y&p J.LE 
6 Lwrr8EV1)S' O:nO TWv A lJOTWv Ewvl]aaTo. 
"My name is Lacaena, from Thessaly. I place before you this my fate with all 
supplication. Save me from this threatening disaster, grant me security until I 
can pay you the two thousand pieces of gold; that was the sum for which 
Sosthenes bought me from the hands of the pirates." 
We see in this passage familiar themes of mercy, supplication and preservation and it 
is rendered in a linguistic interaction between master and slave, clearly defining one 
dimension of the disparities of power in that relationship.Z4 Lacaena describes the 
telling of her tale of woe metaphorically as the bringing forward of a supplication: oot 
npoo<P<pw 11ou TaUTT)V TTJV TUXT)V tKETT)ptav. The connections between this and 
the submission of a written petition are clear. We can see the close connection 
between such oral supplication to an addressee perceived to be powerful and the 
particular extension of the traditional supplication motif, in petitions which we saw 
earlier utilising phrases such as tKETT)ptav Tt8T)f.lt.25 
Even in these short examples it is possible perceive how the written petitions 
which were built around a request to powerful figures both physical and metaphysical 
utilised a structure very close to the oral supplication for help. The perception of 
distance between the deity and devotee and between master and slave are obvious 
factors which account for the choice of language and the structure, and the 
comparison really helps to show the basic association of ritual language in petitions 
with supplications in other contexts. 
8.3 WRITIEN APPEALS FOR HELP 
24 Compare Chariton, Callirhoe, 2.5.1; 4.3.9; 4.6.1. 
25 CfTable 6.4 and chapter 6, 251 above and 288-9. 
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In light of these connections between oral ritual language use and petitions let us now 
turn to the written evidence. Achilles Tatius says that both a supplication and a 
prayer could be found in a lover's kiss, and it will be seen that both can be found 
together in petitions. 26 Prayers and petitions present a number of points of analogy 
which must be explored. We may begin by making some general observations. One 
of the primary verbs expressing the notion of approaching the powerful figure 
through a written audience, EVTuyxavw, which we discussed in chapter 5 can also be 
found as the verb of approaching gods, in the Roman period.Z7 Often prayers seek 
the same thing as petitions, the redress of wrongs. The apparently secular or legal 
nature of the subject matter of petitions in fact strengthens their religious affiliations. 
Petitions are quintessentially a means by which to involve powerful figures in the 
troubles of ordinary mortals. So too are prayers. Indeed it is clear that petitions and 
prayers cover very similar subject matters. The questions to oracles in the Sortes 
Astrampsychi give "an excellent idea of the fears and needs of ancient man."28 Such 
questions covered inheritances, fears of slavery, loss of wages, contracts, money, 
election to office and others.29 Plutarch, Mor. 408 C lists the most often asked 
questions of oracles: Ei ya~llTEov, Ei nAEucrTEov, Ei 6avEtTEov, nEpl Wvfis-
avBpan6Bou, TIE pl. Epyauias. Similarly such issues regularly produced petitions and 
examples could be multiplied. These factors suggest that Greco-Roman petitions 
conceptualised the role of deities and powerful temporal figures as performing a 
function which was similar in many respects, and their power was invoked to mediate 
the everyday problems of ordinary people. 
26 Leucippe and Clitiphon, I. I 0,5. 
27 BGU I 246 (II-III AD). See 286 above. 
28 H.S. Versnel, 'Religious Mentality in Ancient Prayer', in Faith, Hope and Worship: Aspects of Religious 
Mentality in the Ancient World (Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1981), 6. 
29 As in P.Oxy XII 1477 (III-IV AD). See also G.M. Browne, The Composition of the Sortes Astrampsychi', 
8/CS 17 (1970), 95 ff; idem, The Papyri of the Sortes Astrampsychi (Meisenheim, 1974); J. Hengst!, 
Griechische Papyri aus Aegypten (Tusculum, 1978), 162 ff See New Docs 2 8 for a list of the papyri. See 
also the following prayers to pagan deities: P.Oxy VI 923 (late II or early III AD); P.Fay 137-8, BGU 229-
30; Wessely, Script. Gr. Spec. No 26. In P.Brit. Mus 1267d (AfP IV, 559) the questioner puts a question to 
the god Soxis and his problem revolves around the fact that he is about to be examined by the epistrategos! 
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We discussed at length in chapters 2 and 4 the epistolographical structure of 
the petitions and some of the cultural implications of this and in particular that the 
letter was the physical vehicle to achieve interaction with powerful figures and to 
invoke assistance against those who strayed into illegitimate and anomie behaviour. 
In this section it is proposed to make some short observations about the function of 
written communications in the wider religious context of Greco-Roman Egypt. 
Written communications had a special stature. Writing is known to have had 
a strongly symbolic function in certain contexts in the ancient world, and Harris has 
remarked upon the fact that writing was believed to add dignity to communications. 
Writing also was felt to have a magical quality which may explain its association with 
the practise of magic in the ancient world and especially in Egypt.30 This uniqueness 
is reflected in the tradition of communication between gods and mortals by letter in 
the ancient world, including Ancient Egypt.31 The phenomenon of Himmelsbriefe 
further shows how the letter was conceived of as an appropriate and no doubt 
effectual means of such communication.32 /G X 2,255 contains the story of the 
conversion of a certain Xenainetos to the cult of Sarapis. Sarapis sent a divine vision 
twice indicating in dreams that Xenainetos should give to a Eurynomos, to whom 
Xenainetos was politically hostile, a letter from the god the reality of which was 
demonstrated when Xenainetos finds under his pillow a real letter. 33 
The dreamlike quality of this evidence does however gain some grounding in 
material reality by the survival of letters from mortals to gods. Although the literary 
tradition suggests that the practice was common, the only example known to the 
30 W.V. Harris, Ancient Literacy (Harvard, Cam. Mass., 1989), 28-9; D.J. Thomson, "Language and Literacy 
in Early Hellenistic Egypt" in P. Hilde, et al. (eds.), Ethnicity in Hellenistic Egypt(Aarhus Uni Press), 39-52. 
31 W. Speyer, Biicherjunde in der Glaubenswertung in der Antike (GOttingen, 1970) See also E.R. Dodds, The 
Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 1968), 106-108 and n. 19, where he notes the story Paus 10.38.13 in 
which the dream figure of Asclepius leaves a letter behind. For Egypt note D.J. Thomson, "Language and 
Literacy in Early Hellenistic Egypt", at 39-40. 
32 R. Merkelbach ZPE 10 (1973) 49-54 and F. Sokolowski, "Propagation of the Cult of Sarapis and Isis in 
Greece", GRBS 15 (1974). 441-445; BE(1973) 278; (1976) 394. 
33 (10) Kat €nEpyE9ElS" nlv TE €maToAO.v E.UpE UnO n~ nonKE<flaAa{cv (11) Ka8uk mhcv 
f:TEK~dp811. 
-----------
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writer of a letter addressed to a god is the fragment preserved in P.Oxy XLI 2976 
from II AD, of the beginning of a document which is in the form of a private letter 
addressed to the goddess Thoeris, who is known to have had a cult at Oxyrhynchus.34 
The surviving part of the document is as follows:-
I. e01]ptot eEiit IJ.£Yl<JTl]l 
Ev TWt ElnuxEaT&Twt TE~Evt 
aou £xe€s a11a To"is ¢tAots 
~OE{nvouv. Unvwt EvExo-
5. [IJ.EV-
" ... To Thoeris, most great goddess. I was dining yesterday 
with my friends in your most fortunate precinct. 
Overcome by sleep ..... " 
It is difficult to draw wide conclusions from so small a fragment. However, the 
reference to sleep makes it tempting to see a connection between the content of this 
document and the dream letters mentioned above. In any event, this is a piece of 
evidence which shows that a written communication presenting the epistolographical 
structure, the letter form, was considered in the ancient mentality as an efficacious 
way to interact linguistically with both the unseen and seen types of power.35 The 
opening addresses in petitions to the Ptolemaic monarch including cult epithets from 
II BC which invoked religiosity are especially reminiscent of this. We saw in earlier 
chapters that in the majority of petitions opening formulae were fairly plain and the 
language seems to have served only to mark the opening of the interaction 
presupposed by the petition, like a simple letter But we noted in chapter 5 that in II 
BC the appellatives from the dynastic cult of the Ptolemies signifying how the 
sovereign was invoked in his or her cult capacity in petitions, as well as their capacity 
as law givers.36 
34 P.Merton II 73 and ZPE I (1967), 123, n. II. 
35 In the Egyptian context we may compare the habit of sending letters to the dead: A.H. Gardiner, K. Sethe, 
Egyptian Letters to the Dead (London, 1928) and letters to gods: K.-Th. Zauzich, Die demotischen 
Dokumente, in Textes et languages de l'Egypte pharaonique Ill (Kairo, 1974); D. Wildung,Imhotep und 
Amenhotep. Gottwerdung im alten Agypten (Mtinchen-Berlin, 1977). 
36 See chapter 5, 204ff above. 
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Furthermore surviving prayers at a structural level show features which may 
be described as epistolary. The use of the dative construction to address the god is of 
course redolent of the same type of structure in letters and petitions of all periods.37 
The written request to oracles had a basic structure similar to petitions: address n\l 
BE'ivt - 6 BE'iva (sometimes prayer style), the question, request for an answer.38 This 
made very clear by SB XVI 12677 (II BC) which is a Ptolemaic question to an oracle-
.... [ napa] 
IlToAE l.taHou Toil] 
tq.tETEpou oou/-[ou]. 
'EKnEnTwK<\>(S"] 
5 EvoEi!S" TWV avayKai[wv l 
aUv Tols TEKvotS' 
a~uii OEOIJ.EVOS" 
ElJE{/\aTof ~Ot Kal TOi.S' 
TEKVOlS" IJ.OU YEVOIJ.Evo[l] 
10 XPTII.laT{qat To m TTa[Ktov], 
El IJ.(Ot] <JUI.l<j>EpEl Kat 
'l]ao11al quv TOtS" natot[owl 
11\>U 1J ... ( 
j3a<JlAlK[ 
from 
Ptolemaios your 
slave 
Having been banished, 
in need of the necessities 
with children 
I ask beseeching you, the 
gods most merciful to me 
and to my children, 
to answer the tablet 
if it profits me and 
I will live with my 
children ... 
The editors note that at the start of the petition was an "Hypomnema-Prliskript" with 
the formula we know well from petitions to officials in Ptolemaic Egypt: [T<\) oE'ivt 
Kat T<\) oE'ivt 8Eo'is- IJ.EYat-ow I [ napa] KTt- 39 The request verb, particularly 
the combination a~uii oEOI.lEvos-, is also a "stereotype Wendung" in hypomnemata 
and enteuxeis of the Ptolemaic period and petitions of the Roman period.40 
Presumably these features bear witness to a perception of distance and inaccessibility 
37 See chapter 4 generally and H.S. Versnel, 'Religious Mentality', ll. 
38 R.P. Salomons, Einge Wiener Papyri (Amsterdam, 1976, 1-7 (=P. Vindob.Salmons l) says the "Die 
Obereinstimmung mit der Briefstruktur and vor allem mit der Bittschrift (~tj3A{5l0v) ist augenfallig." 
39 Cf BGU 229·30; Wessely, Script. Gr. Spec. No 26; P.Brit. Mus 1267d VIJP IV, 559). 
40 Eg P.Ent. 5 (221 BC), UPZ 141 (c. 161/60 BC); UPZ 106 (c.99 BC). SeeM. Gronewald and D. Hagedorn, 
"Eine Orakelbitte aus ptolemaischer Zeit", 41 ZP£(1981), 289-93. For the Roman period see eg P.Ant. I 35 
(Late III AD) .. We may note here that in the Aethiopica of Heliodorus, Aethiop., Book 11.27 (l-111 AD) we 
find the word EvTEU,I,;tS' used to denote a question to the Pythian oracle at Cirrha. 
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such that a written communication was necessary for both requests to gods and high 
officials. 
If this suggestion is right, it has some significance. It supports the view of the 
ruler cult which was argued in chapter 5. The presence of cult appellations in 
petitions were not simply (somewhat extreme) examples of honorific titles required 
by the ruler, even though some have argued that the syntactical arrangement of 
ancient letters was so standard as to tell us little.41 . After all opening addresses in 
letters of many types took the dative form in the ancient world. But one would have 
thought that the correct way to look at this evidence is to note that the written 
communication was clearly considered the efficacious method to cross geographical, 
social and metaphysical distances. The presence of the cult appellations in Ptolemaic 
petitions is entirely consistent with this and suggests a religious sense. Indeed, the 
letter form of communication shows how, on a symbolic level at least, there was a 
process of assimilating gods to sovereigns or vice versa, by reason of the fact that 
each was seen to possess the attribute of great power. It underscores the dependency 
and reciprocity inherent in the relationship of supplication. 
There is support for this conclusion in the fact that the ancient mentality used 
language drawn from the cult position of the monarch and applied it to his or her role 
as mediator of disputes and the source of law. In the modem world these spheres are 
usually differentiated functionally and analytically. But in the ancient world the role 
of monarch as cult figure and judicial and administrative exponent were seen as 
substantially the same and were articulated in the same terms. The language of 
petitions to the Roman emperor was undoubtedly "strongly religious" and certainly, in 
petitions of the second and third centuries the adjective 8E1os was applied to the 
emperor, often in the superlative form 8EtoTaTos and petitioners appealed to the 
8EtoTi\S' of the emperor.42 In Egypt the neuter term 8E1ov is found in the late 
41 See chapter 5, section 5.2.1, at l96ff. 
42 Price, Rituals and Power, 243, n. 31, 246 and references. 
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Ptolemaic period to designate in an abstract way "the divine" in petitions such as 
IGFayum 112.16ff (93 BC) chj>oata f!Ev TEt-oDvmt cl:aEj3T\IlaTa nap' flv EXElS", 
8EoTaTE j3aatt-ED, npos To 8E"iov EiHrEj3Eta (" ... they committed acts impious acts 
of sacrilege, contrary to the piety which you profess, most holy king, towards the 
divine."). 43 The eminent French epigraphist Louis Robert took the view that 8Etos is 
never applied to statues of gods in the Roman period and became under the empire a 
term signifying "imperial", when used in connection with the emperor and his 
activities.44 In the context of Egypt, however, this conclusion may need some 
modification. Whatever view is taken of the Roman ruler cult in Egypt or elsewhere 
it must be conceded that Augustus became cnlvvaos with Egyptian gods in Egyptian 
temples and this was followed in connection with later emperors. 45 If the meaning of 
8Etos is really limited to "imperial" it makes a vocative address like 8n6TaTot 
aiJToKpdTopES" in a petition such as P.Oxy XLVII 3366 (253-60 AD)(=P.Coli.Youtie 
II 66) difficult to make sense of. In light of all the other religious associations in the 
language of petitions from all periods a translation of such a vocative as "most divine 
emperors" should not be ruled out. This conclusion is supported by the use in 
petitions of abstract expressions to refer to the emperor, such as Ji 8E{a TUXTJ in 
P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 AD) or the Tuxl] of the emperors becomes "heavenly" as in PSI 
XIV 1404 (IliAD): (21) np6anf!t Bul: TauTTJS" 11ou Ti\S" BEl]aEw[sJ ci:~twv, €0:v 
6oKfj Tfj oupaVL4J Uf!WV TllXlJ, x~p{a~[a]eai. 
Further the fact that petitions involved and invoked the operation of the legal 
system demonstrates itself why the relationship with the religious sphere should be 
close. We noted in chapter 5 the fundamental overlaps between social stability, the 
43 Robert, describes TO 8El.ov thus: "Ia far;on Ia plus generale et Ia plus abstraite d'invoquer Ia divinite", 
Anatolia III (1958) 113 (=Op. Min. Sel. I, 412)). 
44 Robert (1960) 317 (= Op. Min. Sel. II 833) expresses the view See also I. Olympia 53; Robert, Hell. II 
(1946) 146 n. 2 and BCH (Bulletin de Correspondence hellenique) 102 (1978) 401; Robert (1960) 317 = Op. 
Min. Set. II 833. This view has been followed by a number of scholars: J. Rouge, "8n0To:Tos-
MyuoToS"", Rev. Phil. (1969) 83; PCPhS (1980) 73, no. 2 (=Reynolds Aphrodisias and Rome (1982) no. 
54) and Hallof, "Die Inschrift von Skaptopara", Chiron 24 (1994), 405-429, at 425. 
45 See F. Blumenthal, "Der agyptische Kaiserkult", AJP V (1913), 317. See chapter 5, 210ff. 
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powerful monarch, the power of the gods and the system of law. 46 The importance of 
the Ptolemaic monarch and the Roman emperor as the source of and administrator of 
the law is well known.47 But law had a consistent religious aspect in various parts of 
the Hellenistic and Roman world through the belief that it was a gift of a particular 
god such as Isis. For example, we may refer to an aretology like SEG 821 (II-I BC) 
(29) [o]u v6f!ous €8wKas, 8Eof!ot 8' EKal.oDv-ro Ka-ra npuhas· -rot[ya]poDv ai 
nciAEtS' EUcrT&8l]crav, oU T~V f3{av VOJ.nKOv d:AA& [T]Ov v611-ov d:f3{aaTov 
Eu poDoat ("You gave laws, but they were called thesmoi originally. Accordingly, 
cities enjoyed tranquillity, having discovered not violence legalised, but law without 
violence")48 In the temple inventory of BGU 2217, II, 13 from Soknopaiu Nesos, 
dated sometime after 161 AD, there is mention of a statue of 8tKawouvl). Sarapis 
was also recognised as a law giver.49 We see in P.Mich VI 425 (198 AD), how the 
role of the emperor as law giver is expressly joined with his designation as saviour: 
(19) 8to ow-rijpos TU~aVTOS TOUS' [a8tKOUf!EVOUS] OU TipOOElEVat a8EWS TWV 
BtKa{wv TEU~Of!EVOS ("Wherefore, since our saviour has ordained that those who are 
victims of injustice shall approach you without fear in order to obtain justice") This 
accords with the conclusion of Marie-Therese Lenger, twenty years ago, that the term 
np6a-rayf!a, was a term which covered what the modern mind would consider both 
secular and divine: the term applied to royal and administrative ordinances as well as 
"designer !'expression imperative de Ia volonte divine" in Ptolemaic and Roman 
Egypt. 50 The position of the prefect in the Roman period provides another 
illustration. As Bureth points out his subscriptions were treated as acts emanating 
46 See 238ff. 
1 47 "Das Hellenistische KOnigsideal ",at 7. See also H.J. Wolff, Das Justizwesen. In an interesting extension 
of the usual associations of $tAav9pwn(a (which is discussed elsewhere in this work) with the office and 
actions of emperors and prefect, in P.Oxy XVIII 2177 (III AD), which is another episode from the Acta 
Alexandrinorum the laws of Athens and Alexandria are described as(l. 15-19) n&v[Twv] y&p vOuwv 
toxup6Tdpot O]vTES' Ti}v e:UKpaa(a(v) [Tih;] cj>tAav8pwnias- Exouat(v). ("for they are stronger than 
all other laws and have the happy blend of clemency and strength"). 
48 See eg; R. Merkelbach ZPE 23 (1976) 234-35; F. Solmsen, Isis Among the Greeks and Romans (Cam., 
Mass., 1979), 45. 
49 See the discussion in UPZ I at 36, § 15. 
50 See "Ordonnances Divines et Prostagmata", in Proceedings of the XII International Congress of Papyrology 
(A.M. Hakkert Ltd, Toronto, 1970)(=ASP 7), 255·61. 
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from a sacred power, clearly expressed in adjectives such as iEpos, 6uvaTos or 
Ethovos,51 while his court is also described as sacred: in BGU II 613 (138-161AD) a 
veteran Tiberius Tiberianus designates his request to the prefect Volusius Maecianus 
about an inheritance: a~uii npocrKuvwv To iEpohaTov j3firw.52 In petitions such as 
PSI XIII 1323 (147/8 AD) we see how the sacred conceptualisation of the laws could 
be brought into connection with a basic element of the symbolic order, that is, honour 
and shame, through the concept of contempt: of the person complained of it is said, 
Twv vof!.WV Kat Twv BE(wv 6taT<i~Ew[v] KoTa<j>povE'i. 53 The point is reinforced by 
the frequent association of illegal or anomie behaviour with ideas of impiety which 
we saw in the last chapter. 54 
But the argument gains even more plausibility when we consider the, 
admittedly few, examples of language with clear religiosity addressed to officials 
other than the sovereign or the prefect. These seem to be restricted to the Ptolemaic 
period, or very early in the Roman period. Petitions to lesser officials rarely speak to 
the recipients as gods, but there are some examples which place strongly religious 
overtones on the role of the strategos, particularly. One example which has been 
mentioned in earlier chapters is UPZ I 122 (157 BC) a petition to the strategos 
Poseidonios, in which his role as a "saviour" or "preserver" is closely connected with 
divine activity: (17) t.to a~tw, ETTEt cruv Tots BEats I Kat Tfjt crfjt TUXTJl EK 
8avdTou aEcrwJ.iat, I EO:v <Palvrrrat, auv-r&~at Tots nap& aou I J.i ~ KW/\l.lEtV 
f!E, ... ("Wherefore I ask, since I have been saved from death with the help of the gods 
and your fortune"). By the end of the Ptolemaic period we strike some remarkable 
religious language in BGU VIII 1837, which opens in the following way:-
51 Recherches sur Ia plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 183: P.Mich VI 425 (198 AD) lEpO: Unoypo:<)>ti; 
P.Oxy XVII2133 (Late Til AD): BEolJ.Evn KEAEiicr€ crat 6t' E\hovwT<hTIS' oou {moypo:Q>fls-; P.Oxy 
I 71 col. ii Recto (303 AD): 6t0: BuvaTwTChl)S' oou \moypo:¢11\s-. 
52 See also SB 7870 (107-8 AD); SB 4416 ( c 157 AD); PSI 806 (Jan-Feb 158 AD). Compare the description 
in some documents, such as BGU XI 2061, 3 (207 AD), of the central fiscal institution in Alexandria: nj) 
i..Epw-rchct~ TO:!-Ltd41. 
53 CfP.Oxy VIII 1119 (254 AD). 10. 18. 
54 See chapter 7, 356 above. 
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TWt 8Eo!4T~~ Kal Kup{wt 
<YTpaTT]y<iil 
napa LE f18E4>S" ToD IIETooipws-
Twv EK KWf!TJ> TEKfit. 
"To the most divine lord strategos from Semthes, the son of 
Petosiris, from the village of Tekmi." 
The name of the strategos is lost but the editors indicate that it was probably Soteles 
who was strategos for the Heracleopolite nome. 55 It is arresting to find the strategos 
addressed in language which was, at least in previous generations, reserved for the 
highest official, the monarch. These examples undoubtedly reflect the accretion of 
power to local strategoi which had taken place during the Ptolemaic period and which 
the Romans took positive steps to stamp out. 56 We see something similar in an early 
Roman petition, BGU IV 1197 (c 13- 12 BC) to an official called Asclepiades, whose 
precise position is unknown but who is likely to have been quite senior in the 
hierarchy: (I) 'AoKATJTilU61J n\i 8Ewl Kat KUptwt napa LTOTol]nos- TOU No~XE4>S" 
tEp€ws- Katrt npo<!>T\hou 'Ap<J!<;v[TJotos- Kat Lapamos- 8Ewv fi[EylloTwv ('To 
Asclepiades the god and lord from Stotoetis the son of Nouchis priest and prophet 
Harpsenesis and Sarapis the greatest gods")57 It is not entirely clear why the strategos 
or other high officials should be clothed in the language of divinity. It is unsafe 
categorically to extract a trend from this slight evidence, but it is tempting to infer 
that symbolic language attached to the role of the king, the attributes of divinity, are 
being reinterpreted and used for approaches to the wider administrative hierarchy, in 
the popular consciousness of Ptolemaic Egypt. It suggests that there may have been 
difficulty pinpointing where the main centre of power was, and this accords with the 
55 BGU VIII 1835, 115. In this connection we should also note nih Kuplwt oTpO:TllYcJ3t in another 
document from the same archive, BGU. VIII, 1819 (60/59 BC). A correspondence between petitions to the 
strategos and magical papyri may be seen in BGU VIII 1833 (51/50 BC) which is a petition to the strategos 
Seleukos from Heracleopolis (7) A$' ~s crm cruvEoTllQ"41.J.111! I EvTuxlo:s €[ krt91i' J.!.~l!ll TTjv TIE pl. 
€~-J,[€.1 I &:oeEvEtaV (see 323 above). In several magical papyri EvTux{a, which can mean "petition", is 
used in the sense of "prayer", P.Mag.Par I 1930, P.Mag.Leid. 4.10, while the passive of auv(annn is also 
used in magical papyri in the sense "come into connection with", signifying the crossing of the divide 
between human and divine: P.Mag.Leid. I 29, P.Mag.Par I 1, 128. 
56 See chapter 3, 133 above. 
57 Compare the opening of BGU IV 1201 (2 BC) a petition to a certain Soterichos whose position is also not 
given: 4'-YTllPt;:(XU)J. TOOt 9EW[t Kal Kup(]U)J.. The editors tentatively identify this Soterichos with the 
priest of the same name in BGU IV 1198. If this is right Asclepiades may also be identified as a priest and 
this could partially help explain the use of the appellation 9E6s-. 
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conclusion we noted in chapter 3 that local figures developed and were perceived to 
have considerable power, especially in the last decades of the Ptolemaic dynasty. 
Some further support is gained from the statement by priests, in petitions, that 
they will continue to make libations and perform other acts of ritual in connection 
with the gods and the monarchs, and this was a pattern which carried over from the 
Ptolemaic to the Roman period. 58 But this activity was extended in the Ptolemaic 
period to the strategos. In BGU VIII 1835 (51150 BC), a petition to the strategos 
Soteles, after the opening, which is unremarkable (l:wn!AEt auyyEvEt Kat 
aTpaTTJy<iit Kat Ent niiv npoa66wv ), the petitioners, who are the priests of the god 
Semarpochratos on Hiera Nesos, near Philadelphia, write:-
(5) ou awAino~Ev 
Ka8' rw€p[a]v EKaOTTJV EUXO~EVOl 
UnEp TE aoil Kal ·nliv TEKvwv 
'His TE 8ucr{as Kal anovOD:s- Kal 
• • 59 
AUXVOKataS'. 
"We do not cease every day praying for you and your 
children, making the sacrifices and libations and lighting of 
lamps." 
The priests say that they are in serious trouble because of the sickness and lack of 
man power and this may explain the presence of such a clear religious influence in the 
language in this document, although there are no such background facts to explain the 
use of 8EoTaTOS" in BGU VIII 1837, just discussed. We might also compare from the 
same group of documents BGU VIII 1854 (I BC) which is very fragmentary, but the 
remaining parts when enhanced by restorations seem to show the grouping of gods, 
kings, dioiketes and strategos together as objects of libations and ritual actions. 60 The 
58 F. Dunand, "Culte Royal et culte imperial en E.gypte. Continuites et ruptures", in G. Grimm et al., Das 
ROmisch-Byzantinische A.gypten (Phillip von Zabern, Mainz, 1987), 47-56, at 54. 
59 This is the formula used in connection with the Ptolemaic monarchs: see Di Bitonto (1967), 46 and (1968), 
103 and P.Amh. II 35, 49-55 or P.Heid. VI 380 (209 or 192 BC), where the editors note that the formula is 
particular employed by priests in enteuxeis. The same expression is used of ministrations for Isis in P.Ent. 6 
(221 BC) and P.Ent. 80 (c 241 BC). See also BGU I 287 (250 AD). 
60 (11.16-18)[. ..... ] ouv€xEcr9at ~Expt TaU nls lcro:s Auxv[o-] [Kalas €KTttoo:t {mE:p TWv 9EWv 
Ko:l Kup{wv j3acn]AEwv Ko:l ToU 6totKT}T00 Kat croil, where croil refers to the strategos. Compare 
the similar language of P.Oxy XLIV 3164 (4 Sept 73 AD) in connection with the Roman imperial cult, 
discussed further below, at 396. The addressee is lost. Some other petitions in which priests are the 
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editors conclude that the writer is probably a priest.61 It may have been the case that 
priests had an important influence upon the language of petitions, if only because 
there were general points of connection between priests and the activity of writing 
and delivery of letters. In Ptolemaic Egypt there was a tendency to draw scribes from 
the priestly ranks. 62 
Finally, the language of benefaction and preservation which characterised 
addresses to Ptolemaic monarchs and not only the Roman emperors but even the 
Roman procurators of Egypt, which we discussed in chapter 5, may also have echoed 
at a broad symbolic level the preserving and protecting power of Greco-Egyptian 
deities. For example, Sarapis has a well attested role as saviour expressed in Greek 
by the substantive own]p. UPZ II 199 (20 Nov. 131 BC) is a letter from the deputy 
Thebarch Dionysios to the banker Diogenes about a temple debt, and he refers to the 
god Amonrasonter as (9) TOV Kat apxfis Kat vDv OW,OVTa 1\[~]iis. P.Oxy XI 1381 
(IIAD) is an interesting text in honour of Imouthes, the Egyptian Imhotep who was in 
the Roman period identified with Asclepius the god of medicine. The papyrus 
contains the surviving portion of a text which tells the story of the discovery of a 
papyrus-roll concerning the worship of Imhotep. The narrator explains that the god 
through dreams cured his mother of an "ungodly quartan ague" which afflicted her for 
three years and they rendered due thanks to their "preserver" through sacrifices (Col 
iv, 77-9: 1\~ElS' OE [~T)] TciS EOlKUtas o[t]cl: 8uouiiv T!\) awaavn aTTEOtOO~EV 
xaptTas) and later speaks of "the saving power of the god" (Col x, 217:1\ ToD 8EoD 
ouva~ts own]ptos). These ideas are of course to be expected in connection with a 
god of medicine, but their importance lies in the fact that they call to mind the 
language of petitions which described the preserving and protecting capacities of 
officials leading us to consider that, in the popular mind, there was a very strong 
petitioners are BGU I 1, II 362; IV, 11,646, IV 1197, 1200; P. Ry1 IV 557; SB IV 7457, Wi1 CHR 6, 70; P. 
Amh II 35. 
61 BGU VIII 1854, 132. 
62 M.R. Falivene, "Government, Management, Literacy", Anc. Soc. 22 (1991), 203-227 at 223. 
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association between religious attributes and the possession of what we would call 
secular power and it can be seen that they travel in a symbolic domain which also 
embraced the protecting and preserving conceptions of monarchs and officials. The 
matter of most significance is that when they collectively came to make sense of the 
power of kings and officials people chose the symbolic elements which encompassed 
both temporal and divine power. The attributes and function of protection, 
preservation and benefaction were central to the conception of power. 
So the modern predilection for seeking meaning in function is not a 
satisfactory guide to the ancient world. The association in the collective mind 
between Euvo~{a and the application of power regulated by laws shows why the 
conceptualisation in religious terms was quite natural. The role of the monarch and 
his officials in carrying out legal functions should be understood as symbolically and 
conceptually close to this aspect of deities in Greco-Roman Egypt, and in fact the 
evidence gives a strong impression that in the context of forensic institutions the 
symbolic precinct of legitimate power was occupied by gods and sovereigns, and at 
its periphery, by functionaries as well who were drawn into the lives of ordinary 
people by a written communication to help with ordinary problems. 
8.3.1. Reciprocity 
We must turn now to an aspect of the mentality of ancient prayer which is especially 
significant in light of the relationship of reciprocity, seen particularly in the language 
of supplication, which we have identified as underlying the relationship between the 
petitioner and the sovereign or official. The notion of reciprocity was fundamental 
also to the mentality which underlay ancient prayer. Versnel adverts to the "the 
tendency in popular religion to regard the relationship between gods and men as one 
of reciprocity. If the gods neglected their duty and afflicted their devotees, the 
sufferers retaliated by turning their backs on the gods."63 It is possible to see 
63 'Religious Mentality', at 41. 
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something of this in the way, which we discussed in chapter 3, petitioners from the 
Ptolemaic to mid IV AD at least, drew specific attention to the threat to revenue by 
inability to cultivate and sometimes turned their backs on the king or government by 
fleeing their land and financial responsibilities.64 We have seen in earlier chapters 
how petitions included formulae which were full of the references to benefactors and 
benefactions and the frequent conclusion with expressions such as tv' w 
EuEpyETTJ~Evos-.65 Bureth made the point in respect of Roman petitions that the 
position of these phrases at the end seems to produce a subtle emphasis in meaning, 
whereby the petitioner made it more important for the recipient to recognise his role 
as a benefactor than it was him to dispense justice.66 This was a way of underlining 
the reciprocal nature of the relationship between petitioner and official. Similarly the 
appeal to the king or official for justice, kindness and generally assistance was 
constituted as a relationship which invoked the obligations and responsibilities of 
supplication. 67 This was a relationship of reciprocation and the mention of the 
connection between assistance to the petitioner and the protection of government 
revenues shows how the relationship between petitioner and government was 
balanced by an aspect of mutual benefit. If the petitioner received his help, the 
government got its money. Undoubtedly we should see in this a clear echo of the do 
ut des mentality of ancient prayer, if somewhat inverted, and it encapsulates the 
process whereby the structures of signification, the symbolic order, intersected and 
combined the realities of the structures domination and legal institutions. But the 
point is also illustrated by P.Oxy XLIV 3164 (4 Sept 73 AD), in which the threat is 
not to government revenue but to the continuation of sacrifices and libations. The 
name of the recipient of this petition is lost, but in it Sois implies a threat to the 
continuance of proper ritual activities for the imperial cult if his requests (which are 
also lost) are not met. The editors draw the analogy between this and the theme of 
64 See chapter 3, Jl5. 
65 See chapter 5, 220 fn 104. 
66 Bureth, Recherches sur la plainte icrite en Egypte romaine, 177. 
67 See chapters 5 and 6. 
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threat to the revenues of the government. 68 It points out the strength of the notion of 
reciprocity in the dealings with powerful figures in the ancient world. The element of 
exchange. often expressed in the commercial language of debt and payment, was 
fundamental in dealings with deities.69 The concept of exchange has been seen as the 
fundamental nature of the act of supplication. 70 It is also on one view the basis the 
system of public benefactions by notables in the ancient world, which we touched on 
in chapter 5. 71 So all these considerations constitute a stark reflection of how resilient 
the notion of reciprocation was to negotiate power. It underwrote the symbolic order 
which legitimated institutionalised judicial and administrative positions, community 
benefactors and the activities of metaphysical agents. We will explore this further in 
the next section. 
8.3.2 Judicial and Revenge Prayers 
However, it is in a particular category of ancient prayer that we can most clearly see 
the extent to which petitions and prayers coalesced. Petitions in the Roman period 
often explicitly seek revenge from the action of a powerful official, as in BGU I 195 
(c 161 AD): (37) Kat 6uvl]8w EyotK[aa]8ijvat I Kam[cjl]povT]8EtS' EK TiiS' nEpt 
[Ti)]v I aTpaT(av O:nou[a(]a[s-J ~ou.72 Prayers for revenge and curse tablets on lead 
are well known from the ancient world, and H.S. Versnel has made a close study of 
them.73 He makes the observation that 'juridical' or 'revenge' prayers from the 
Hellenistic and imperial periods are motivated by the fact that "When the state 
68 Compare UPZ 106 (c 99 BC) a petition to Ptolemy Alexander and Berenice, where the threat is to the 
continued services on behalf of the gods Osorapis and Osoromineuos. However, in the petition these 
services are linked to the safety of the king and prayers for him and his queen (5ff). See document 5, 
chapter 4 above. 
69 Versnel, 'Religious Mentality', at 56. There may also be a connection between the public approbation of 
P.Oxy. 41 and gratulationes in Roman activity, ibid., 44. 
70 A point specifically noted by Freyburger, "Supplication grecque et supplication romaine", Latomus 47 
(1988), 501-525. 
71 See Veyne, Bread and Circuses, for a discussion, even if he does not subscribe to the idea himself. Versnel, 
'Religious Mentality', at 88. 
72 Some other examples are BGU I 136 (24 March 135 AD). 
73 "The Appeal to Justice in Judicial Prayers", inCl. A. Faraone, D. Obbink (eds.), Magilca Hiera (OUP, New 
York, 1991), 60-106. See also, A. Audollent, Deftxionem Tabellae (Paris, 1904). 
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apparatus is either lacking or incapable of enforcing the law, or when there is no such 
thing as a concrete proof, the god must assist." 74 
Versnel distinguishes three categories of prayer from the general genus of 
defixiones, namely, prayers for justice, prayers for revenge and confession 
inscriptions. Prayers for justice or the intercession of gods for legal redress were 
formulated as requests in the same way as petitions. He refers to the defixiones from 
Knidos in Asia Minor which are DT nos 1-13 (III to I BC) and quotes DT 2:-
'AvtEpol: 'ApTEf!ElS ~afiaTpt Koupa[t 8Eo]is- napa ~dfiaTpt niiut ouns-
Tll Un' E~oD Ko:Tai\ut>8EV'ra i~&Tta Kal EvOu~a Kal d:v&Kw[A]ov, E~oD 
an at T[Tj<Ja]<Jas- OUK an€6[WKE] f!Ol. clEVEyKa[t] aUTOS" napa ~[afi]aTpa Kal 
E'i n[s- aAAOS"] TlXfia EX[Et nETTpl]]f!EVOS" £e[ayopEu]wv. Ef!Olt 6£ O<Jta K]a\_ 
EAEU[8Epa ....... ] Kal <YUf!TTtEtV Kal <JUfi<jlayEtV Kal EnLt TO a]uTo <JTEyos-
£[).8]Etv. a6tKT]fiat yap ~E<Jno[t]va ~clfiaTEp .. 
"Artemis dedicates (accurses) to Demeter, Kore all the gods together with 
Demeter, the person who will not return to me the articles of clothing I left with 
him although I asked for them. May he himself bring them back to Demeter, 
and if someone else now has my possessions, may he, consumed by fire, 
confess it publicly. But let me not infringe any divine law in this and may I be 
free ... to drink and eat and consort under the same roof (with the accursed). For 
I have suffered wrong, o ruler Demeter. .. " 
The last clause is of course reminiscent of the a6tKoD fiat uno of III BC petitions of 
the Ptolemaic period.75 Versnel notes this connection and says "the apologetic-
sounding apostrophe a6tKT]fiat yap ~€uno[t]va ~afiaTEp, which was a commonly 
used term in the Ptolemaic-Egyptian enteuxeis on which our prayer was undoubtedly 
based."76 This is a very noteworthy possibility. It suggests that the language of 
prayer was influenced by the language of petitions, not necessarily vice versa. If that 
was so it means that ordinary folk took forms of expression from the legal and 
74 'Religious Mentality', at 21. The blurring of the roles of legislation and curses represent a long tradition in 
Ancient Egypt. Jan Assmann has shown that, in the Pharaonic period curses and law are parallel in that 
"both establish a link between crime and punishment, the defining difference being that curses are to be 
enforced by superhuman powers and laws by legal institutions. In Egypt, the vizier acts as the head of legal 
institutions. whereas the king already belongs to the superhuman sphere." in "When Justice Fails: 
Jurisdiction and Imprecation in Ancient Egypt and the Near East", lEA 78 (1992), 149-162, at 162. 
75 CfDT 8, 20. 
76 Versnel, 'Religious Mentality', at 22. 
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administrative spheres and adapted them for their interactions with deities. The 
argument is strengthened by pointing to the fact that in ancient curses from the III AD 
it is possible tO find phraSeS SUCh as a~uii U~QS KaTa TijS OUVU~EWS U~WV tva 
d:ouvci~ous d:j3oT]8rJTous notr\aaTE.77 This of course bears a very close similarity to 
the language of incapacity and weakness which we have seen and discussed in the 
request section of petitions from earlier periods and certainly from the Roman period. 
The curse of Artemisia (UPZ I, I (IV BC)), in which she lays a curse on the 
father of her dead daughter, stands in a position clearly between defixiones and 
petitions. As Versnel says, "There are reminiscences of curse formulas, but there is no 
coercion, the god is master, the human subservient." This is a significant step towards 
the relationship of supplication, underpinned by reciprocity and dependency, which 
so characterised petitions.78 The gap is further closed by a m TTaKwv to Demeter 
whose purpose was to force the culprit of an unsolved crime to suffer some 
miraculous punishment.79 The complaint is against Epaphroditos who incited slaves 
to flee with the help of evil practices. The opening passage is:-
Kup{a C.T]~rJTTJP j3a<YtAt<J<Ja, tKETTJS aou npoaninTw .... €nl. a£ 
Ka'Ta~Etlyw ooD ElhAd,.-ou TUXElv Kal noti}oat ~E ToD OtKalou 
TUXElv .... EnciKouaov, 8Ed, Kal Kplvat TO B{Katov ... ~aoiAtooa, En&Kouoov 
1\~tv na8oDat, KOAaaat Tous 1\~iis Totmhous 1\liEws 13-'EnovTas. 
"Ruler Demeter, queen, I fall as a suppliant at your feet...I seek my refuge in 
you to ask your mercy; grant that justice be done to me .. Listen and grant, 
goddess, and pass righteous judgment...Queen listen and hear us sufferers, 
punish those who see us with joy in this condition." 
In a fashion very similar to petitions the one who prays to Demeter articulates his 
response to the deity in terms of supplication and expresses the hope of "meeting 
with" justice by her involvement. The adjective EutAaTos was one of the most 
frequently used attributes of deities addressed in curse tablets and we find it used of 
77 DT 161. 
78 See chapter 7, 348 above. H.S. Versnel, "Beyond Cursing", at 68-9. 
79 This is a tablet from Amorgos published by Homolle. BCH 25 (1901) 413 ff (=IG XII. 7=SGD 60). There is 
a question about the date. J. Zingerle, Osterr. Jahrsh. 23 (1926) 67 ff dates it to the II BC. Conversely, 
Homolle, op. cit., and G. BjOrck, Der Fluch des Christen Sabinus (Uppsala, 1938), 129 ff, date it in the 
Roman period, which in some ways would be more interesting. 
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the Ptolemaic monarch. 80 The interpretation of Versnel is once again worth 
quoting: 81 
" ... we have a humble supplication from a submissive mortal to a sovereign 
goddess, who is asked to show her "mercy" and to "hear" the suppliant by 
avenging him and punishing the guilty ... here the curses are not pronounced by 
the writer himself but rather placed in the hands of a goddess upon whose 
sovereign power the writer makes himself totally dependant " 
The analogy with the nature of a petition is very obvious and Versnel himself notes 
that in the judicial prayer the deity is presented as the all powerful being in the same 
manner as the sovereign in Egyptian enteuxeis.82 Thus the conclusion is confirmed 
that in fact petitions and judicial prayers lie at different points along the same 
spectrum of what Jan Assman has called "connective justice." In human law the state 
provides the consequence or penalty of actions which are wrong. Where human law 
is unable to do so, for example because of secret criminality, the divine comes into 
play. Curses and imprecations "extend the range and efficiency of connective justice, 
beyond the sphere of legal institutions into the sphere of divine maintenance of 
cosmic order. They presuppose and confirm a world-view where both cosmic and 
social order follow the same principle ofretribution."83 
It is also worth noting that the "listen and punish" motif urged upon Demeter 
in the curse, finds a strong echo in later Roman petitions such as P.Mich VI 425 (198 
AD), sent by a certain Gemellus Horion to the epistrategos, but enclosing a petition to 
the prefect. The petition to the prefect concludes with a request section thus: (19) llto 
OWTi]PQS" TaeavTOS" TOUS" [alllKOU[lEVOUS"] ou npoon€val allEWS" TWV lltKaiwv 
TEU~o11Evos, d:~u.D U[nO aoG, KUptE, ] d:Kouu8fivat Kal Ey8tKll8fivat lv' W 
EUEPYETlJflEVOS". ("Wherefore, since our saviour has ordained that those who are 
victims of injustice shall approach you without fear in order to obtain justice, I 
80 See SB XVI 12677 (II BC) above, 387. The collection of defv:iones from Knidos in Caria which form nos 
1-13 in DT all use it of Demeter. It is found directed to the Ptolemaic sovereign in P.Petr II (Ill BC) 13, 19, 
3, UPZII 199(20Nov.I31 BC).8. 
81 "Beyond Cursing", 70. 
82 Ibid., 80. 
83 J. Assmann, "When Justice Fails: Jurisdiction and Imprecation in Ancient Egypt and the Near East", lEA 78 
(1992), 149-162, atl51. 
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request, my lord, that I be heard and avenged by you, so that I may be benefited.") 84 
One is inclined to suggest tentatively that it may be possible to see an echo in this of 
the god who "hears" and is exalted with the epithet €Tn]Koo<;, which became a 
standard cult epithet of certain types of god, and in an inscription such as SIRIS 389 
is found joined with owTTj p and EuEpyhl)<; in connection with Sarapis: tnt 'Ht-{<Q 
!1Eyat-<Q L:apamol OWTfjpL TTAOUTOOOTlJ ETTT)KO<Q EUEPYETlJ avELKT]T<Q M{8pq 
xapwTT] ptov.85 But importantly for our purposes, the link is made clear by the 
application of the epithet € nl] Koo<; to the emperors, such as, Heliogabalus and 
Caracalla. 86 The hearing god becomes the god who grants requests, as we see in the 
invocation at the end of SGD 60, discussed above: €naKouoov, 8Ea, Kat Kp'ivat To 
B{Kawv, "listen and grant, goddess, and pass righteous judgement", and in this we can 
see a further significance of the ritual shouting discussed above.87 And as Versnel 
says, "A final consequence then, was that the believer did not pray to the god but to 
the ears of the god.'' 88 Again we seem to have an interesting echo of this in SB III 
7205 (End III AD), petition to the praeses, who is designated as owTTj p in the 
introductory sentence (1. 4), from Petechon son of Mersis who held a piece of land 
from the embalmers category in the village of Chosis in the Great Oasis. He 
complains that certain "dwellers outside the gate" are trying to throw him off with 
violence. In his recitation of the facts, he suddenly makes the observation about the 
praeses: (8) aKl]paTot oou al aKoa{, "your ears are undefiled" Precisely what this 
is meant to signify, is not clear. Perhaps he means that the mind of the praeses has 
not yet been poisoned by anything the wrongdoers might have said. But it is closely 
aligned with the formula of the listening and judging official and connects at yet 
another point with the attributes of deities. 
84 CfP.Tebt II 304 (167-8 AD); P.Oxy XXXI 2563 (ci70 AD) to the epistrategos. 
85 "Religious Mentality", 34-5. 
86 Ibid., 36-7. 
87 Ibid., 30. 
88 Ibid., 36 where he notes that this religious phenomenon was particularly marked in Egypt. See eg SEC 
XXVI 1143 (Pisa) and SEC XLII 1628/1929 (Kanopos) for ears on votive reliefs designating the deity as 
EmlKOOS', and SB VIII 10182 (1-11 AD) a dedication to "Iot6t 'AKoals-. Compare the criticism of 
traditional gods who "have no ears" in the Athenian hymn to Demetrius in II BC (Deipnosophistae, 253e) 
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But it is also of great importance that we understand how written language 
could be used to articulate the symbolic acts of supplication directed to actual deities, 
not only mortal monarchs or officials. The Amorgos pittakion (above, 399) and the 
language used in it became the act of supplication. Its language was not just 
"figurative" but constituted an action, supported by the act of submitting the petition, 
of supplication. The artefact itself containing the writing had ritual significance and 
was integral to the efficacy of the process. It was put in an appropriate place. The 
curse of Artemisia was placed in the temple for all to see. 89 Otherwise prayers for 
justice if directed to gods of the underworld were put in graves or wells. 90 If directed 
to the gods in the heavens they were placed, on, beside or below statues of the deity. 91 
As we will shortly see these factors provide a good way of understanding some 
dimensions of the petition as an artefact. 92 
8.4 SUPPLICATION AGAIN 
The discussion has led us naturally back to the issue of supplication, and particularly 
to the questions which were posed in chapter 6 about "figurative" supplication, that is, 
words of supplication without actions which are somehow in a different and lesser 
category. It is certainly true that the language of supplication in petitions seems apt to 
be described as the "intensification of the language of diplomatic appeal." But 
underlying these approaches of Gould is a conventional distinction between words 
and deeds. 93 Now of course his view would need modification if we treat language 
use as a form of action, and this possibility will be addressed in a moment. 
But here we can make the observation, that even if we accept a category of 
"figurative" supplication, we need to consider in what sense its efficacy is diminished, 
or to approach the question from the angle of Gould, what difference the written 
89 Versnel, "Beyond Cursing", 81. 
90 Ibid.; "Religious Mentality", 33. 
91 Ibid. 
92 As G.H.R. Horsley remarks about the survival of oracle questions, "We can readily understand the survival 
in written form of questions if we think of them being left at the temple after presentation to the god by the 
petitioner." New Docs 2, §8, at 38. 
93 See chapter 6, 253, fn 4 above. 
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supplication makes. For example, a scholar such as Bureth, whose study of Roman 
petitions has been referred to many times in this thesis, had no trouble understanding 
that the language of supplication and pity had an important psychological 
dimension.94 The evidence from the novels supports this contention. A clear echo of 
the rhetorical tradition can be seen in the musings of Clitiphon in the Leucippe and 
Clitiphon of Achilles Tatius (II-III AD), after they have fallen into the hands of an 
Egyptian-speaking band of robbers. In considering the better chances they would 
have stood with Greek speaking robbers, he thinks:95 
AlJOTlJV yap "EAATJVa Kat <jlwvi] KaTE'Kt-aoE Kat 6ET]ots €~dt-a~Ev· 6 yap 
A6yos not-t-aKtS Tov i!AEov npo~EvE1· T<ii yap novoDvn Ti\S <J!uxi\s iJ 
YAWTTa npos lKETT]ptav 6taKOVOU~EVT] Ti\S TWV aKOUOVTWV <J!uxi\s 
TJ~Epot TO 8u~ou~Evov. 
"A Greek buccaneer might be moved by the human voice, prayer might soften 
him: for speech is often the go-between of compassion; the tongue, ministering 
to him that in anguish of soul by helping him to express supplication, subdues 
the fury of the listener's mind." 
The passage brings to mind the Greek disdain for barbarians which is a well known 
theme in Greek literature. But more importantly for present purposes it and the 
excerpts from the classical orators which were discussed in chapter 6 demonstrate that 
the language expressing the gesture and action of supplication constituted a type of 
action which produced an "intellectual" or psychological response in the hearer which 
presumably was thought to be a necessary part of the process to lead to the same 
assumption of responsibility for assistance which kneeling or falling at the feet was 
supposed to produce. So we must be alive to the possibility that words can have a 
ritual dimension beyond a "figurative" force. In prayers and invocations of deities the 
words are part of the ritual process, or to put it another way, they are an integral part 
of the ritual action.96 This is the notion we will explore next. 
8.4.1 Linguistic Performatives and Ritual Language 
94 P. Bureth, Recherches sur La plainte &rite en Egypte romaine, 186ft. 
95 Book JII.lO, 2. 
96 Cf Versnel. "Beyond cursing", 63. Note also S. Tambiah, "The Magical Power of Words", Man (ns) 3 
(1968), 175-208. 
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If we tum now to the formulaic language of petitions we can see that the language and 
the document could, partly at least, constitute the ritual. First as was pointed out in 
chapter 2, as in the case of prayers and their special placement in graves, wells or on 
statues, it becomes apparent that the process of petitioning was conceptualised as a 
ritual action which was articulated in the symbolic terms of the ritual act of 
supplication or seeking asylum. It is implicit in all the constructions represented in 
Table 6.4 for the Ptolemaic period, for example, the aorist participial phrases such as 
P.Col. IV 83 (245-244 BC): tva ET!l OE, j3aalAEU, Kam<j>uywv TOU OlKQlOU ruxw, 
or the perfect of P.Ent. 82 (221 BC) t.€o11at ouv aou, j3aati.ED, d aot BoKEt, 
tK€ns- €n{ aE KaTaTTE<j>Euyu1a, and even more obvious in the present middle 
participle such as P.Ent. 24 (221 BC), AEo11at ouv aou,] j3aati.ED, ETTt a€ rl]v 
K[ar]a<j>uyl]v nowu11€[vTJ or present indicative, such as, P.Cair.Zen. III 59421 (III 
BC): [ €yw ouv K]ara<j>Euyw €nl. a€. Through all these constructions the petitioner 
is stating that he or she is in the present condition of having taken refuge and 
therefore in the condition of a suppliant. This is the effect of the perfect, as well as 
the present. The present, as we saw in chapter 6, becomes more widespread in the use 
of the refuge motif from I AD to IV AD as in PSI XIII 1337 (III AD): €nl. rl]v al]v 
avBpE{av Kara<j>Euyw. 97 It is possible that the use of the present signified the idea 
that the petitioner is in the process of making a supplication by the presentation of a 
petition. Such an idea is particularly clear in later Roman petitions such as P.Ryl. IV 
617 (317 AD) to the emperors Constantinus and Valerius Licinianus Licinius, in 
which the petitioner says Kam<j>[uyll]v ETTOtTJaa Bux TaUTTJS" f!.[ou Tf\S" O:~tlW[a]EWS" 
€nl. ra tEpa u11wv rwv EUEp[yETEw]v Ttll<ii[v !3ri11ara: "I took refuge through this 
my request at the sacred tribunals (?)of you our benefactors ... " (emphasis added).98 
This is important because it puts the symbolic conceptualisation of petitions into a 
position which straddles both the legal and the religious, and makes it apparent that 
the supplication has been achieved by the petition. 
97 See Tables 6.2 and 6.3 in chapter 6. 
98 CfP.Hib n 238 (c. 246-221 BC). Btl! r~s <lvTEueEws-
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Furthermore, many verbs used to characterise the presentation of the petition 
are also found in the ancient world to signify ritual action in the religious context. 
The verb npoa<j>E!pw reflects ritualistic actions. UPZ 106 (99 BC) shows that the 
expression n1s XEtpas npoa<j>€ pw meant the ritual gesture of stretching the hands 
out to a deity such as Osiris.99 We saw above (at 383) that it is found in Book V.17 
of Achilles Tatius to describe the verbal presentation of a petition. SB XVI 12678 
(27 July 179 AD) is a petition to the epistrategos which incorporates a petition to the 
prefect. The latter opens with the words (19) ITpoa<j>E!p[w] aot 1\YEIJ.WV [KuptE 
npay11a Tiisl qiis EKBtKias BEOIJ.Evov. A very similar verb, npoTEtvw, is well 
attested in the expression npoTEivw Tas XEtpas meaning "hold forth the hands as a 
suppliant." 100 We see the very same notion articulated in PSI XIII 1337 (III AD): 
TaUTT)V Ti}v iKETT)plav npoTEtvO~EVOS' Enl oo[U) ToiJ aKE[nao}roD TWv 
IJ.ETp[{]wv. We noted in chapter 6 how the expression tKETT)ptav n8EIJ.EVT), used in a 
later Roman petition such as P.Tebt II 326 (c. 266 AD), has clear echoes of a ritual 
action in classical Athens connected with the process of making a complaint. 101 Very 
close is P.Oxy I 71.1 Recto (303 AD): TTJV tK[ET]T)ptav npoa&yw, where the present 
indicative underlines the notion of the petition as a present supplication. BGU II 613 
(138-161AD) contains an interesting and suggestive variant of this when the veteran 
Tiberius Tiberianus designates his request to the prefect Volusius Maecianus about an 
inheritance in terms of ritual action: O:~u;; npoaKuvwv To iEpwTaTov i3iiiJ.a. So it is 
clear that in the increasing sophistication of expression in the later Roman period, the 
connection between the language denoting the ritual act of supplication and the 
petition as artefact for supplication was intensified. 
But it also seems possible that the various tenses and moods had a force as 
"performative" use of language. The interest here lies in the connection between the 
mood, tense and person and the language of religious ritual, which can be very strong. 
99 See Wilcken's note ad loc. 
100 See the entry in LSJ ad toe. 
I 0 I See chapter 6, 287. 
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R. Lesses has pointed out how the theory of performative utterances developed by the 
philosopher J. Austin is very apt for understanding the language of religious ritual. In 
the performative utterance the speaker performs an action via the use of language, as 
well as speaking, and the most obvious form of the performative utterance is the first 
person singular present indicative active, very clear in the invoking verb EmKal-oilllat 
which opens many magical spells.102 Christopher A. Faraone has recently argued that 
performative tenses are present in certain early magical texts from the ancient world, 
in particular he identifies a "performative future" .103 Importantly for present purposes 
he concludes that these futures are almost exclusively concerned with "non-verbal 
actions, such as binding, throwing or burning", which are the very outcomes which 
the spells are directed to achieving. 
The analogy here with the present, aorist and perfect tenses used in petitions 
throughout the Ptolemaic and Roman periods is fairly clear, especially when we 
remember the many other points of identification between petitions and curses and 
judicial prayers discussed above. 104 The present indicative use of KaTa<j>Euyw, or 
present middle periphrasis TTJV KaTa<j>uyi]v nowu 11at, including participial forms, 
clearly shows the ongoing nature of the ritual act of supplication, and its use in the 
Amorgos tablet (above, 399) shows the ritual nature of the tense and its performative 
dimensions. BGU XI 2061 (207 AD), a petition to the prefect Subatianus Aquila 
about some sort of violence, provides some very interesting verbal forms which may 
reflect not only a performative present indicative but a future with similar function to 
that discussed by Faraone. The text is badly damaged but after the refuge motif in the 
present indicative at I. 8 KaTa<j>Euyw npos aE ou ouva11Evos . . .]quTous €v T<\i 
vo114i nEpt TouTou ElnEl:v Bta To auTous EvKul-tEa~ [,"I fly for refuge to you 
being unable to speak about this in the nome (?) ... on account of their involvement 
102 R. Lesses, "The Adjuration of the Prince of Presence: Performative Utterance in the Jewish Ritual", in M. 
Meyer, P. Mirecki (eds.), Ancient Magic and Ritual Power (The Religions of the Greco-Roman World Vol 
129) (E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1995), especially at 189. See generally DT. 
103 C.A Faraone, "The 'Performative Future' in Three Hellenistic Incantations and Theocritus' Second Idyll", 
CP 90 (1995). 1-15. 
104 Refer to Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
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(?)", the petitioner dramatically says (1. 9) To llElaonovl]pov aou npoKa;l..;'awllat 
EtS opyl)v ("I call forth your hatred of wickedness to anger") 105 The form 
npoKat..;'awllat appears to be a future middle, and has the sense of "I call the prefect 
forth on my behalf to challenge" the local power of the wrongdoers. The analogy 
with invocations in prayers is very close. The date of the document is also 
noteworthy because it shows once again how the utilisation of ritualistic language 
intensifies in the later Roman period. 
The perfect, such as, npoijy11at TTJV ~1)\ q[€] notl)aaa8at Kam<j>uyl)v, or 
ion( a€ TTJV KaTa<j>uyijv TTETTOtl]llat, and the many participial forms appearing in 
Table 6.4, complements this because in sense they signify an action which is in a 
continuing condition of completion and thus a petitioner who is in a continuing state 
of supplication. 106 Even the aorist is known to have been used in a performative 
manner to signify an action which, though just in the process of taking place, is 
spoken of as if it had already happened. 1 07 The language of supplication articulated 
in these tenses also seems to have had a "deictic" force. The noted semantic scholar J. 
Lyons defined deixis as "the location and identification of persons, objects, events, 
processes and activities being talked about, or referred to, in relation to the 
spatiotemporal context created and sustained by the act of utterance." 108 The 
language and tenses of the verb of supplication created and sustained the continuing 
context of a relationship of reciprocity, while the almost ubiquitous prepositional 
phrase ion( a<'. and its variants identified the sovereign or official as the location of 
the person supplicated, thus pinpointing the basic reference points of the relationship. 
When in II AD and thereafter a<'. was replaced by an abstraction such as O:vopEta the 
I 05 The restorations are firm because the text is repeated in the same papyrus at 11. 31-4. 
106 M.J. Steedman, "Reference to Past Time", in R.J. Jarvella, W. Klein (eds.), Speech, Place, and Action: 
Studies in Deixis and Related Topics (John Wiley & Sons, 1982), 125-157, at 143ff, "The most basic 
meaning of the perfect appears to be to do with the idea that the consequences of the event in question are in 
force at the (past or present) reference time". 
107 Ibid., fn 42. Cf E. Mayser, Grammatik der Griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemiierzeit (Walter de Gruyter 
& Co. Berlin & Leipzig. 1926), 11 1, 202. 
108 J. Lyons, Semantics, ll (CUP, London, 1977), 637. 
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location of the supplicated person was taken to a different level of symbolic 
signification. 
All these factors show why the unreflective application of the "figurative" 
label to the language of supplication in petitions will not do. For one thing, the 
pressure by petitioners to vindicate rights and the implied threat to government 
revenue seem to be closer to Potscher's "aggressive" type of supplication. 109 But 
beyond that it was more than merely an intensified form of the language of diplomatic 
appeal, although that was undoubtedly an aspect of its use. The performative and 
deictic character of the syntax of the refuge motif demonstrates the connection to 
syntactic forms in magic and other religious ritual language. They strongly suggest 
that we should view the language of supplication in essence as if it was performing 
the ritual, intensified by the presentation of the petition as artefact. 
We can see at this point how the requirement of personal presentation of a 
petition, which we discussed in chapter 2, links up with the process of supplication. 
The idea of the document as both artefact and ritual supplication becomes 
completed. 110 As in the case of judicial prayers, placed in graves or another 
appropriate place for the reaching of its destination, the petition was placed with the 
appropriate office or official to bring about the supplication. For these reasons it is 
also possible to understand how the presentation of a petition can be fitted into 
Gould's notion of the ritual act of supplication. The petition was not figurative 
because it was substituted for the physical interaction between petitioner and monarch 
or official, in a verbal audience. The reality of social and physical distance in Greco-
Roman Egypt between the ordinary and the powerful meant that the older ritual form 
of supplication studied by Gould became, in the forensic and religious context of 
interaction with the sovereign or his powerful official, represented by a written 
instrument, the petition. 
109 See chapter 6, 254 above. 
II 0 See chapter 2, 72 above. 
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8.4.2 The Official's Feet. 
In light of the ritual dimension to the language of supplication, it is necessary now to 
discuss a group of documents from III and IV AD which raise a special set of 
problems. They raise these problems because the language in question has a number 
of linguistic and ritual associations which help to illustrate how the language of 
supplication in petitions from Egypt intersected with the wider symbolic universe of 
the Greco-Roman world. The particular language referred to here is the refuge motif 
enlarged by the incorporation of reference to the official's feet in expressions such as 
P.Cair.lsidor. 74 (315 AD) TjnEtX8T]v ouv TJ\v KaTa<j>]uyl]v noufoao8at npos 
TOUS" OOUS" TOU E f!OU Kup{ou noBas BEOflEVOS" Kat napaKaAWV. This extension 
has been touched upon in chapter 6, since the mention of the official's feet in petitions 
is usually made as an aspect of the refuge motif. The problems which it poses arise in 
two main ways. The first is that at about the same time as the appearance of the 
language of supplication at the feet of officials, we find evidence that a procedure 
existed for leaving petitions at the feet of the statues of emperors in temples of the 
imperial cult. Secondly, this raises the wider question of the importance of feet in 
ritual in the religious context of the Greco-Roman world. 
References to a procedure whereby petitions could be deposited in temples of 
the Caesars or at the feet of statues of the emperor in Egypt appear in III AD. CPR 20 
II (250 AD) is a petition complaining about the wrongful imposition of a liturgy, and 
the petitioner says at II 3ff: ETTtOTaAfia Btooov ypa<j>Ev un' Ef!OU ... d:noTt9EIJ.al EV 
T~ ev'Tail9a l:eflao'J"Et"' napa 'Tots el[x]veot 'Tail Kup{ou ~ IJ.cilV Kat 
8eo<j>t/-EoT<hou AlnoKp<hopos ("I deposited the communication written in two 
copies in the local Sebasteion at the feet of our lord, the most beloved of god, our 
Emperor")111 P Amh. 80 (III AD) is a petition also concerning the wrongful 
imposition of a liturgy and at II 11-12 there appears to be a reference to placing a 
petition in the Hadrianeion for transmission to the prefect. Earlier this century the 
Ill See also P.Vindob.Tandem 2.6. 
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German scholar Blumenthal made the suggestion that the Amherst text is referring to 
the same or a similar procedure of placing the petition at the statue's feet, as that 
which appears in CPR 20 11. 112 
The language of P.Oxy 3366 (253-60 AD) seems to draw some connection 
between the appearance of the linguistic motif of refuge at the feet of the emperor or 
official and the procedure of leaving petitions at the feet of the statue. It is a papyrus 
containing two draft petitions and a letter. 113 The petitions are from a public 
grammaticus named "Lollianus also called Homoeus" to the emperors Valerian and 
Gal!ienus. One petition at least is enclosed in a letter to a friend or relative.114 
Lol!ianus complains about his remuneration as grammaticus, and he wants the 
emperors to order that he be given a salary of 500 atticae plus an orchard within the 
city of Oxyrhynchus, which brings 600 atticae on lease. At ll 60ff Lollianus writes: 
Q:yciyKTJV ~QX(Oh! Ti}V b~E­
[~~~~ npocr<jlEp(l) {'l_l[Et]Wv Tots- lx[v)Ecrt, 8EuhaTot mhoKp&TopES' 
Tl)p{av TalhTjV Tots- 'iXVE<JlV {jll-WV npo<JEVE'YKElv CfAu-
~Ev 
'IJQV nOt Ti)S" n6i\EWS" ... 
"I find myself compelled to bring this supplication to your feet, most divine 
emperors, a supplication not damaging to the city fund .. " 
It could be that Lollianus uses this language as a reference to the fact that when the 
draft is finalised, it will be deposited at the feet of an imperial statue, in accordance 
with the procedure discussed above, that is, the language foreshadows a specific act 
112 F. Blumenthal, "Der agyptische Kaiserkult", AJP V (1913), 317 at 335-6. Following up Blumenthal's 
suggestion, the editors of P.Oxy 2130 restore the Amherst text in the following way: ~tj3A{a 0:vE8EIJ.l)V E:v 
T~] crEj3[aCJ]j..ltUJTC:iT(t) Ked O"Ej3[a)cr(T]Q 'A6[pE]to:VE{4J TT(E]j..l<jll)0"61J.EV[a TQ AaJ.LTTpOTdTCl) 
l)yEj..lclvt] Ml)otJ(U) 'Ovwpanavci) Un]O TW]v (1. ToO) cnanwvd[(JovTOS" j3EvE<fltK[tap{ou. ("I 
deposited petitions in the most holy and sacred Hadrianeion to be sent to the illustrious prefect Maevius 
Honoratianus by the resident [?] beneficarius"). 
113 P.J. Parsons published this document earlier in Anne Ellis Hanson (ed.) Collectanea Papyrologica: Texts 
Published in Honour of H. C. Youtie, Part II (Bonn, 1976), No 66 with an extensive commentary. 
114 It cannot be certain, given the fragmentary nature of this document whether Lollianus is writing to his actual 
brother. Recto col. iiI. 23 contains the words €nt[crTE).~wl crot, G:6E~Ij>(E. However, ci6E~¢l0s- is well 
known in the papyri and elsewhere as a word which covers a number of relationships beyond blood ties, 
such as, "man and wife", eg, in the LXX and P.Lond. 1.42.1 (II BC) and "member of the same college or 
koinon": see P.M. Fraser, Rhodian Funerary Monuments (Oxford, 1977), 74. Compare the letter in 
P.Oxy.Hels. 47a (II AD) which underlines the uncertainty, and the comment in New Docs, 4, 56. 
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within a procedure which brought the petition to the emperors in Rome via their 
provincial administration. 115 
The internal evidence from P.Oxy 3366 itself counts against this. Column ii 
of the recto of the papyrus is largely made up of the letter by Lollianus to a person 
addressed as "brother", whose name is lost. But the content indicates that Lollianus 
has engaged two people to submit his petition. He has sent the text of the petition to 
"brother" so that the latter can "obtain the grant for me to provide sustenance for my 
children." (1. 28). 116 "Brother" is clearly stated to be acting as the agent for Lollianus. 
This is reinforced by the fact that Lollianus gives as another reason for sending the 
text to his brother the fact that the latter will "know the consuls", 117 suggesting that 
"brother" is in a better position to know the necessary official details for the petition. 
Parsons sees the presence of "brother" as an attempt by Lollianus to secure the 
success of the petition by local influence at court. 118 It also appears that Lollianus 
has sent the text to a certain Ammonios, who in tum has sent the petition to "brother" 
via his own brother "Heraclammon the canaliclarius", "with whom you will consult 
first whether he has already settled the matter, so that the petition is not made twice 
about one and the same thing.'" 19 So it seems that Heraclammon is going to try to 
obtain a rescript for Lollianus as well. This is the implication of the use of the verb 
owvuw in the perfect participial form, which should mean that Heraclammon 
perfected the process of bringing the petition to the emperors' attention. Indeed, the 
ensuing remark that Lollianus does not want a petition to be presented twice on the 
same subject, makes it clear that he has set in train two agents to present the petition 
115 Tots- tx[v]Eat would more accurately refer to "footsteps" in classical Greek. Blumenthal makes the point 
that in Koine Greek lxvos- had come to mean "foot" a meaning which only appeared in poetry during the 
classical period: "Der agyptische Kaiserkult", AfP V (1913), 317 at 335-6. 
116 tva ~Ol au . [ . ] . ] K(aTa)npd(nt Els- E<jl06ta Tots- nauS{ots. The translation is given by the 
editors. 
117 L. 35 aU y(O:p) K(a\_) To\J:; \mchous- t'{oEt. 
118 "Complaint', 414. 
119 L. 28: Wt Ka't KotvWan TJP4Tti'P.(ov) Et trP94>e4lfH mhO 6t1JlfUKW[sl, !(~;,q. ~[~] ~~S' nEp\ TQQ 
Q:tnoti ~ a'lT[nolt:; 'Y~l![TJTat]. Heraclammon held a minor position in the military bureaucracy. 
Parsons suspects that he was travelling to court on official business and Lollianus grabbed him as a 
messenger and compares his role to the praetorian and the miles frumentarius in the petitions of the people 
of Scaptopara and Argua: 'Complaint', 417 ·18. 
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in Rome. Lollianus may of course have left a petition or a copy at the feet of a statue, 
but our diversion into the text shows that the mention of feet is more than a banal 
procedural reference. 
Blumenthal also suggested that the reason for the procedure lay in the fact that 
the petitioners in CPR 20 II and P.Amh 80 had lost their liberty which made resort to 
the emperor's statue in a gesture of supplication appropriate and that in Egypt there 
existed a procedure for delivering petitions to a temple of the imperial cult where the 
petitioner was also seeking to exercise a right of asylum. 120 However, the petition of 
Lollianus demonstrates that this explanation is too limited to account for the 
procedure. If we compare P.Oxy. XVII 2130 (267 AD) it is clear that Blumenthal 
was wrong. It is a petition to the board of gymnasiarchs from a senator of Antinoe 
complaining, again, about wrongful nomination to a liturgy. The petitioner, Aurelius 
Sarapion, says at ll 18-24: avE8E~TJV €v T<\i ain[6]~t l:E~aoTEi((l npas Tots 8e{ots 
rxveot Toil Kup{ou 1] IJ.OOV AuToKpclTopos !aAAtT)vOil l:ef!aoToil 
6taTTE ~<j>8T)<JO~Eva uno TOU oTaT((;ovTos T<\i I>. a~ npoTaT((l 1\yE ~6vt 'I ououEv(ou 
1EvEal>.(ou a\n<(i TE T<\i oTaT((;ovn Ta Yoa €m6ous, .. ("I deposited [the petition] 
in the local Sebasteion at the divine feet of our lord the Emperor Gallienus Augustus 
to be forwarded by the resident officer to his highness the prefect Iuvenius Genealis, 
giving a copy also to the resident officer himself."). But there is no suggestion that 
Aurelius Sarapion has been imprisoned. 
It must be said that, having abandoned Blumenthal's solution, the explanation 
for the appearance of this procedure is difficult. It is true that the action of leaving 
petitions in temples or at the feet of statues of the monarch accords well in a general 
way with the language of supplication which, as we have seen, characterised petitions 
from all periods. The statues of emperors often served as places of refuge or asylum, 
especially for slaves, not only at Rome but throughout the empire, and in this they 
120 Ibid., at 336. An intriguing possibility in light of our discussion of asylum in chapter 6, 255 above. 
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were assimilated to the well-known model of taking refuge in temples of the gods. 121 
In P.Oxy XVII 2130 (267 AD) we note that Aurelius Sarapion, who was obviously a 
person of some standing (ex-gymnasiarch, ex-prytanis, surperintendent of the 
stemmata and senator of Antinoe), says that the reason for placing the petition at the 
statue of the emperor "to be forwarded by the resident officer to his highness the 
prefect Iuvenius Genealis, giving a copy also to the resident officer himself." 
However, the difficulty is that sending a petition to the prefect by such means is quite 
contrary to practically all other earlier evidence we have for the presentation of 
petitions. The procedure for presenting petitions was discussed in chapter 2 and the 
conclusion was reached that all petitions, at least by the Roman period were presented 
in person, to the epistrategos and the prefect. 122 Despite the earlier views of Wilcken, 
Wynne Williams has argued conclusively that provincial governors were not in fact 
likely to or required to forward petitions to the emperor; rather petitions had to be 
delivered to the emperor in person, by the petitioner or an agent. 123 
We need to return to the religious context. One part of the explanation may be 
that the placing of petitions at the feet of an imperial statue is an extension of a ritual 
whereby ordinary folk used the feet, or their statuary equivalent, of powerful figures, 
whether from the mortal or immortal realms, gods and emperors, as a point of 
distribution and, by association, communication. The notion of feet as a point of 
distribution finds expression in the New Testament. In Acts 4.35, 37 the faithful who 
sell up their worldly goods with one heart place the proceeds at the feet of the apostles 
for distribution. 124 There are several references to the feet of statues as the point of 
121 See Price, Rituals and Power, 192-3, and reference there given. 
122 Aurelius Sarapion also mentions as a reason for the procedure that his earlier petition to the epistrategos 
Aelius Faustus had not been accepted(~~ npoaE9EvTwV TO\hwv). 'This may suggest that the placing 
petitions at the feet of the emperor's statue was some sort of very final appeal, analogous to the finality of 
seeking refuge in a temple. But such an explanation does not deal with the problem that personal delivery 
was the nornial course and usually required. 
123 U. Wilcken, 'Zu den Kaiserreskripten', Hermes lv (1920), 1-42; 'Zur propositio libellorum',AfP ix, 15-23; 
W. Williams, 'The libellus Procedure and the Severan Papyri', JRS (1974), 86-103, at 94; 'Subscriptiones to 
emperors(?)', 40 ZPE (1980), 283. This view is adopted by Honore, Emperors and Lawyers2 (Oxford, 
1994), 33. 
124 We may note also the passage in Cicero Pro Fiacco §68 "ante pedes praetoris in foro expensum est auri 
pondo". 
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distribution of letters from gods to mortals. Aristeides in his Sacred Talks (c. mid II 
AD) mentions how he was once directed to seek information about his nurse's health 
while at Pergamum. He entered the sanctuary and found at the feet of the statue of 
Asclepios a letter presumably giving a cure. 125 We should also bear in mind that 
letters had a variety of connections with religious sites such as temples in Greco-
Roman Egypt. It seems clear that temple personnel were often the recipients of letters 
for third persons and Llewellyn suggests this is because temples were well known 
sites. 126 The practice of leaving prayers for justice in graves when directed to gods of 
the underworld and on statues when directed to the gods above is also well 
documented. 127 So it may well be the case that the procedure of leaving petitions at 
the feet of an imperial statue has a close model or comparison in the ritual act of 
leaving provisions or goods at the feet of the powerful for the purposes of 
distribution, as that was adapted for distribution of written communications. 128 This 
of course would be entirely consistent also with the practice of leaving prayers 
directed to deities in the heavens above on or near their cult statues, as we mentioned 
above. 129 If so, it seems that there must have been some relaxation of any 
requirement to present petitions in person, at least to the emperor. And the strong 
inference can be drawn that when an alternative method of presenting a petition to the 
living emperor was sought, the closest appropriate model was perceived to be one 
taken from the religious domain, and well used to send written communications on 
their path to unseen powers. So we see another aspect of the convergence of the way 
petitions and prayers were treated. 
But there is a further problem. It is usually thought that feet, unlike hands and 
knees, were not generally the object of ritual gestures of supplication in the Greco-
125 2.394 K: Kal alia AatJ.iJ&vw nva E:maToAl)v npO no66iv KEtiJ.€vrw TOU .LltOs- 'AoKATJntOU. 
126 S. Llewelyn, "The Eis- ( Ti}v) olK{av formula and the delivery of letters to third persons or their property.", 
101 ZPE (1994), 71-8. There is an interesting instance in P.Oxy XLlll3094 (217·18 AD). 
127 See H.S. Versnel, 'Religious Mentality", 33. 
128 We may also note here the idiomatic expression TO npOs nool in passages such as Soph, OT, 131 and Ant 
1327, where the sense is that the matter is "before the feet" signifying "instant and pressing trouble": see the 
comment of Jebb loc. cit. 
129 Versnel, "Religious Mentality", 36 sees this as an obvious explanation. 
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Roman tradition, at least when a living person was the object of the gesture. 130 There 
is a reference in Dionysios of Halicamassus to an episode in the pre-imperial period 
of Rome when the decemvir Appius made a particularly self serving and unjust 
decision in a case involving the guardianship of a young girl of whom he was 
enamoured. When his intermediary Claudius tried to take the girl away, the crowd 
reacted so violently that Claudius let her go and took refuge under the feet of Appius 
(WaTE OE{aavTa T~v EnupopO:v alnWv T0v Ki\au8{ov Tr]v TE K6pT}V d:q>Elvat 
Kat uno Tous- n6Bas- ToD uTpanJYoD KaTa<j>uydv ). 131 If one looks to artistic 
representations of approaches to the Roman emperor, for example, supplication by 
defeated enemies is directed towards the emperor's knees. In the Greek version of the 
Res Gestae Divi Augusti the approaches of foreign rulers to Augustus were designated 
by the language of supplication familiar from petitions. ln §32 Augustus remarks that 
a number of foreign kings including the kings of the Parthians, Tiridates and Phraates, 
took refuge with him as suppliants: npos- < IJ.E lKhat Kanf<j>uyov j3a<JlAElS' 
Ilap8wv IJ.Ev TnptBaTT)S' Kal. IJ.ETETTEl Ta <l>paaTT)S' .132 Many of these approaches 
were depicted in art. A well known example is the scene on the Boscoreale Cup 
showing the supplication of the defeated barbarians before Augustus, probably 
referring to the Pannonian triumph of 12 AD. Augustus is celebrated as world ruler 
and clement master. The barbarians are depicted pressing forward in supplication 
towards the feet of the seated Augustus. 133 But some caution needs to be exercised in 
this regard, since the gestures in these scenes are ambiguous. It is not clear that the 
130 G. Freyburger, "Supplication grecque et supplication romaine", Latomus 47 (1988), 501-525. Knees appear 
as the most frequent bodily objective for suppliants in the Aethiopica of Heliodorus, eg, Book X.lO where 
Chariclea jumps from the fire and falls clasping the knees of Sisimithres, and see also IV.l8, V.27. Compare 
Ach. Tat. Leucippe and Clitiplwn, VIII. 17, 3, where Callisthenes seeks to explain himself to Calligone with 
whom he has fallen in love. 
131 XI.32, 1. We need to be aware of the possibility that the configuration of this posture may result more from 
the fact that Appius was sitting in a chair on a raised platform in the fashion of Roman magistrates than from 
any particular significance in the feet. 
132 DocsAug No 1, § 32. 
133 SeeR. Brilliant, Gesture and Rank in Roman Art (New Haven, 1963), Fig. 2.60, 73.4 AD. Cf Figs 3.11, 
3.12 depicting the abasement and supplication of the Parthian king in the position of defeat at the feet of 
Trajan. 
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defeated kings are not aiming for the knees and that knees are the objective in other 
contexts is clear from some other images. 134 
Zilliacus overcame the unusualness of the "feet" motif by placing it in a wider 
tradition, deriving from classical tragedy, of exalting official institutions through 
expressions which referred symbolically to bodily parts. 135 He compares P.Oxy X 
1252.ii verso (288-95 AD) in which an unknown prytanis refers to his appointment to 
the office by the prefect through reference to a gesture of the prefect's right hand 
( ' ' ; ' , aUTO~ 'TOlVUV E')'W, i)y[E]!lWV KUptE, u[noyuwls XElPOTOVT][8ElS 6ta I Tf\S 
, - 6 < - , , , 'O" [ , l , ) 136 H . EUTUXOUS' OOU EslaS' ElS' 'TT)V napa sUPUYX Et'TatS" TipUTaVEtav • e lS 
surely right to see the feet motif as a symbolic way of referring to powerful figures. 
But supplication involving the feet specifically has a particularly Egyptian or Near 
Eastern flavour. There is evidence that in Pharaonic Egypt falling at the feet of the 
Pharaoh was common, as a ritual action to acknowledge his power and more 
specifically to cloth the person approaching the Pharaoh in the attributes of a 
suppliant, and it became a particular convention of the Pharaonic epistolary 
tradition. 137 In the Greco-Roman period the gigantic statue of Serapis at Alexandria 
is known to have been the focus of ritual actions of kissing the foot or the knee. 138 
Falling down before pagan deities is commonly found expressed in classical literature 
134 Eg Brilliant, Gesture and Rank, no 2.55. 
135 H. Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen und HOflichkeitstiteln im Griechischen", 
Comm. Hum. Litt. XV.3 (1949), 1-111, at 42-3. 
136 It may be a misprint but Zilliacus seems to have thought that the petition came from 95 AD not 295 AD, 
since he describes it as coming from "Unter den frtiheren Beispielen dieser Erscheinung sei hier auf eine 
Deklaration aus dem Jahre 95 n. Chr.", at 43. 
137 We may note specifically here the opening words of the (much more ancient) Amarna Letters, a series of 
cuneiform tablets discovered by an Egyptian woman in 1887 at Tell el-Annana in Middle Egypt, the site of 
Akh-en-Aton's capital in the early XIV BC. They contains letters addressed to the Pharaoh by subordinates 
and EA No. 234 is a good example. The writer says "To the king, my lord, the Sun-god from heaven: Thus 
Zatatna, prince of Accho, thy servant, the servant of the king, and . .the dirt (under) his two feet, the ground 
which he treads. At the two feet of the king, my lord, the Sun-god from heaven, seven times, seven times I 
fall, both prone and supine." See J.B. Pritchard (ed.), The Ancient Near East, Vol. 1: An Anthology of Texts 
and Pictures(Princeton, 1958). I am very grateful to Dr Philip Esler for bringing this material to my 
attention. It is possible that this language has a closer connection to the actions contemplated by the Greek 
verb npoonln-rw. Certainly Zilliacus, "Untersuchungen zu den abstrakten Anredeformen und 
HOflichkeitstiteln im Griechischen", 8-9, who quotes a similar opening from another Amarna letter, places 
these Egyptian letters in the general cultural lineage which influenced the language of address in later Greek 
correspondence from Egypt. He does say however that Persian influence was greater. 
138 A Henrichs, 'Vespasian's Visit to Alexandria', ZPE 3 (1968) 51-80. There is the tantalising survival TI€pl 
-ro]Us- croU:; n06as- in the fragmentary invocation of Sarapis in P.Mil.Vogliano I 21 (I AD), col I, 15 
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by the verb TTpoaTTtTTTw. 139 In the New Testament the verb is used to designate the 
ritual act of falling at the feet of a powerful figure. 140 We saw above how this verb 
can be found joined with the more usual verb of supplication KaTa<j>Euyw in pagan 
prayers, (tKETll> aou TTpoanirTTw .... ETTt a€ KaTa<j>Etlyw) In Revelation 3.9 and 
19.10 feet are specifically associated with the verb of worship TTpoaKuv€w. There is 
the episode, famous in antiquity, of the newly proclaimed emperor Vespasian in the 
temple of Sarapis stepping on a crippled hand with his right foot and curing it. 141 The 
Oracle of Baalbek, composed between 502 and 506 AD, speaks of worshipping the 
tracks of Jesus' feet (11 44-5: Kat Ta £~anT€puya Ta 'ixv11 Twv TToowv mhoD 
TTpoaKuvrjaouatv ). 142 Alexander discussed the motif of feet in petitions to emperors 
and sees it as an "instance of the many transfers of features from the cult of the 
earthly ruler to his heavenly prototype." 143 
But P.Oxy XVII 2133, which is dated to the late III AD, has a very interesting 
variant on the "feet" theme, which suggests that the most precise aspect of the 
signification of the motif is the ritual grasping of the feet of a cult statue. The 
document, like many others, is a petition to the prefect, although his identity is lost. 
The petitioner is a woman, Aurelia Eus daughter of Heraclides from Oxyrhynchus. 144 
She complains that her paternal uncle has defrauded her and her brothers of property 
left by their intestate father, of which the uncle had control. A certain Aurelius 
Diogenes wrote the petition for her and says at 11 24ff: 
08Ev d:varKaiws KaTaAalJ.~&vw TaUs croUs- ToD E11oD Kup{ou n60as OtO: 
TaUTllS' IJ.OU TfjS' d:~uDcrEWS' Kal 8Eo\lEVT) KEAEDaE crat 6t' ElrrovwnlTllS' 
139 See LSJ ad Joe. Compare Hel. Aethiop. V.26 where the verb is used to describe the posture of supplication 
of Phoenicians in the face of defeat at the hands of pirates, and V .27 to describe the supplicatory gesture of 
Characlea. 
140 See Mat.l8.29; Luke 8.41,17.16; John 1.32; Acts 4.35, 5.10, 10.25. I am indebted to Dr J.A.L. Lee for 
pointing out to me this theme in the NT. 
141 Henrichs, 'Vespasian's Visit' at 65 and the references given there. Henrichs concJudes that for the purposes 
of this miracle Vespasian was perceived to be, as it were, the god Sarapis. 
142 P.J. Alexander, The Oracle of Baalbek (Dumbarton Oaks, 1967). It may be noted that the theme is fairly 
common in Byzantine Christian letters in Greek and Coptic: P.Oxy LIX 4006 (VINII AD); P.Oxy LIX 4008 
(YIN II AD). 
143 Oracle, 31-2 
144 Cf P.Sakaon 37 (Jan/Feb 284)(=P.Thead 18) from Theadelphia, also from a woman Aurelia Artemis but as 
guardian of her children, to the prefect: (16) ()eEv T~v npOS' TollS' n66aS' crou KaTaQ>uyf)v 
nowii~at, 6ato~Ev11 Kal napaKaAoiioa lmEp d:Q>T]A(Kwv na(Bwv, ... 
.--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The use of the verb KaTa!.a"j3avw is slightly unusual and gives the sense of "seizing" 
the prefect's feet, although we find it used in expressions such as KaTa!.a"j3avw TTJV 
cri]v avBpdav in late petitions such as P.Col VII 169 (13/4/318 AD), and this 
comparison shows the substitution of feet for the abstract "courage" of the official, 
here the praeses. We may note that it is very similar to the language used to describe 
the ritual gesture of the heroine Callirhoe before the statue of Aphrodite in Chariton's 
novel Chaereas and Callirhoe (I AD). The action of the story has brought Callirhoe 
to the estate of Dionysios and her misfortunes have been such that she wants to lay 
many complaints before Aphrodite (!11.2.6-7). Her act is described thus: 
npocrKuvl)cracra BE -lj Kal.l.tp611 Kat Twv noowv l.aj3o"EV11 ("Kneeling in homage 
before Aphrodite and clinging to her feet..") 145 It is of great interest that the well 
known notion of obeisance expressed in the verb npocrKuv€w is specifically tied here 
to the action of seizing the feet. 146 
There is also evidence from Greek novels that, in the Roman period anyway, 
npocrn{ TTTW could be used as the linguistic expression of a gesture of gratitude before 
mortals, even though it was recognised as derived from approaches to a god. In the 
Leucippe and Clitophon of Achilles Tatius (II-III AD) when Clitiphon hears from 
Menelaus that his beloved Leucippe is alive, he relates that: 
TO B' oUv KOlv6TaTov, npocrnEoWv KaTT)OTTa,6JlT)V Kal npocrEKUvouv Ws-
8Eov, Kat "ou KaTa Tf\S" <!Juxf\s d:8p6a KaTq8To -/joovl). 
"I adopted the commonest form of gratitude, falling at his feet, embracing him, 
and worshipping him as a god, while my heart was inundated with a torrent of 
joy." 
It is very interesting that the action of worshipping someone as a god should be called 
"the commonest form of gratitude." The passage shows how the ancient mentality 
145 Compare 1.1.7 where Callirhoe fa11s at the feet of the statue, kissing them: Tots- nocrl npoo€TTEOE Kal 
KaTa¢aAoilcra. In Hel. Aethiop. V.34, Calasiris finds Characlea, in a touching posture of dejection, asleep 
clasping the feet of the statue of Artemis: Ko:-raAo:~~dvEl Tal':) txvEcrt Toil d:ydAJ.LaTOS" 
npoonE<j>uKulo:v. Artemis is also the goddess with whom Leucippe takes refuge in Achilles Tatius, 
Leucippe and Clitiphon, VII.13, 3; 15, 17; cf VIII.8,9 where it is said, as part of a forensic speech, that 
Artemis alone, until that point, has had the power of affording an asylum to those who fly to her for help 
(mhij J16Vl) ToVs- En' mhitv KaTa$EUyovTaS" E~Ecrn crW.;:nv). 
146 See the discussion of novels as evidence in Ch. 2. 
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adapted the ritual acts befitting metaphysical beings to articulate responses to more 
temporal deeds and physical mortal individuals and shows that at a symbolic level the 
conceptualisation of the gestures appropriate for gratitude for the beneficence of a 
powerful figure involved an elision of mundane and religious spheres of social life. 
The introduction of the feet motif certainly invokes the rich tradition of 
supplication in petitions. But its purpose seems to be to imbue the interaction 
effected by the petition with symbolic dimensions which broaden, give form and 
sense to the power of the emperor and thereby give depth and significance to the role 
of the emperors in their relationship to ordinary people, like Lollianus. So it is 
reasonable to see the mention of the feet of the emperors as constituting a conscious 
extension of an already religious linguistic motif, the motif of supplication, by the 
incorporation of specific mention of an area of the body and the action of grasping it 
which had cultic ritual significance. It underlines the importance of the petition as a 
written instrument to effectuate the ritual act of supplication with the distant power of 
the emperor. An example such as PSI XIV 1404 (IliAD) supports this. It is a petition 
from a former successful athlete seeking a privilege from unspecified emperors: (8) 
EanEucra napa Tel 'lxva {q..t.Wv TWv Kup[{]wv TflS' 0AT)S' otKou~EVT)S', awT~p(J)v OE 
EflOU avopos f!ETp{ou TTOAAU KOflOVTOS ("I hastened before the feet of you the lords 
of all the world, saviours of me a humble man much wearied") But it is also apparent 
that the incorporation of feet in the refuge motif in another example of the 
intensification both of the motif itself and the religiosity of the language of petitions 
after III AD, as a means to interact with powerful figures. 
This conclusion is strengthened by other examples of the "feet" motif which 
appear in connection with officials lower down the hierarchy, especially the prefect 
and the epistrategos. In many ways this seems to echo the process we have observed 
in the Ptolemaic period where the refuge motif was originally reserved primarily for 
the sovereign but by I BC was applied to the strategos, along with other religious 
denotations. It is further support for the perception that the religious approaches to 
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the sovereign provided the model for and the signification of the approaches to higher 
officials. From Karanis comes P.Mich IX 529, dated to 232-236 AD, which is a 
petition to the prefect Maevius Honoratianus. The petitioner Aurelius, son of 
Chairemon, is complaining about wrongful nomination to the office of guard of the 
granary. At II 13ff he writes: 
[. . . ] .. yEt KaTE<j>uyov €nt Tas n6Bas aou BEo[f!EVOS aou <jltl-av8pw·] 
[n{as Tf\S 1-a]ll TJPOTllTT)S", EaV <JOt 6o[~]1J, aKOU<Jal f!OU npos [atJTOUS 
Kat] 
[EATil,WV Tijs] T<?U KUplOU f!OU ~OT)[8]E{as 6UVT)8f\va{ [f!E TUXElV] 
" .. .1 have taken refuge at your feet, asking of your most celebrated kindness, if 
it seems good to you, to hear my case against them, hoping also to be able to 
meet with the assistance of you my lord." 
The reference to the feet of the prefect is very interesting, especially since it is used in 
connection with the usual verb for supplication KaTa<j>Etiyw. 147 It is also noteworthy 
that the substantive used for "feet" is notis as opposed to txvos, which was generally 
preferred in designations of the feet of cult statues, presumably including that of the 
emperor. 148 
PSI IV 292 (III AD) is a petition about some kind of violence or outrage. The 
addressee of the petition is lost but it appears from 1.5 that he was an epitropos of a 
large estate (oua{a). This suggests that the recipient was the epistrategos, not the 
prefect for whom such abject language is usually reserved. 149 At I. 18 the petitioner 
writes: O:vayKa{ws napa Ta aa tXV'l KaTa<jlEtiyw E~'iaTaf!Evos auTo'ls [. .. ] 
EXElV f!E TO <JWf!a avETIT)pEa<JTOV Kat avil~ptaTOV ("Perforce I take refuge beside 
your feet having abandoned for them ........ to make my person free of injury and 
outrage"). Two observations may be made. First, the passage stands as a good 
example of ritual language being diffused down from the emperor more widely 
through the administrative hierarchy, a process which we have seen in connection 
147 We may compare CPR 7 in which the petitioner says: 09Ev J.l~ ¢!Epoucro: yuvi} lxTipa] Tl}v [T]Othwv 
no:pdvoJ.lQI! d:nah11otv KO:To:Q:!Etlyw [npOs- To]~s ooUs roO E11oU Kup(ou n06as- 6EoJ.lEVTJ 
Kat &etoOcra [npoa]nXi;at oE. 
148 'txvoS" is the word used for the feet of the statue of Artemis in Hel. Aethiop. V.34. 
149 The epistrategos in the Roman period is known to have been addressed as E:ntTp6nwv 1J.€ytcrTE; see 
Thomas, Epistrategos, II, 115. 
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with the supplication and other motifs. Secondly, the word for feet in this document 
is 'lxvos, which as we have seen was usually reserved for cult figures and in petitions 
usually for the emperor. This observation reinforces the first point and underlines 
that fact the symbolic language of supplication was apparently applicable to different 
powerful roles in the administration, and was not necessarily determined by the 
presence of cult associations. 
The motif is continued into the fourth century, usually in association with 
higher officials such as the praeses or the prefect. P.Cair.lsid.74 (27 December, 315 
AD) is a petition from the archive of Aurelius Isidorus, which tells a "familiar story of 
greed and opportunism" 150 Isidorus leased some land to Castor and Ammonianus 
who were brothers. They borrowed from Isidorus while he supplied seed to them for 
harvest. After the harvest they appropriated the entire crop and refused to make a 
settlement with Isidorus. He reported their behaviour to the strategos and the 
praepositus pagi and finally to the praeses. This latter petition was returned to him 
referring the matter to the exactor civitatis, and contains the feet motif. The petition 
was written for Isidorus by Aurelius Theon because Isidorus was illiterate. At ll 15 
Theon writes: 
(15) o8EV f!TJ OUVclf!EVOS'] npos mhous ~t~[t.{a] ETJtOEOWKO T<i\ TOU 
(VOflOU <J]TpaTT1Y<i\ Kat T<i\ Tij'atTIOOlT(jl TOU nayou TTEpl Tf\S' 
[alJTWV ayVWf!OOUVT]S', J\nEtX8T]V OUV TYJV KOTo<j>]uyiJv TJOtrJ0008at npoS' 
Toils- ooUs ToD E IJ.OiJ Kup{ou n06as- OEO IJEVOS' Kal napaKaAWv. 
2lv8pwnos IJ.ETptos 
" ... consequently since I could do nothing with them I submitted petitions to the 
strategos of the nome and praepositus of the pagus concerning their 
misconduct. I have therefore hastened to flee to your feet, my lord, begging 
and beseeching, as a man of most restricted means .. " 
P.Oxy 3126 is dated precisely to 19 August, 328 AD. This papyrus contains a 
petition to the logistes setting out facts about a dispute with a woman over ownership 
of part of a house. The petitioner is Aurelius Castor son of Parammon, from the 
150 A.E.R. Soak. and H.C. Youtie, The Archive of Aurelius lsidorus in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, and the 
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, 1960), 289. 
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Ammoniac Oasis. Aurelius originally petitioned the prefect, Septimius Zenius, about 
the matter and the prefect wrote to the logistes instructing him to settle the claim and 
see that a just division was made. The document sets out the facts and encloses the 
initial petition to the prefect. It is the latter petition which is of significance for us. It 
is clear from I. 24 of the papyrus that Aurelius Castor was illiterate so a scribe wrote 
the document. In the petition to the prefect at I. I 0 we see the now familiar motif of 
the contempt expressed by the malefactor towards the humble and unassuming 
petitioner together with strong language of supplication: 
IJ.E'TptWTll'TOS' Kq:Tq:<t>pwvoDvTctS', EK Tm)Tou KaTct<j>EUyw npOs ToUs- aoUs-
nOBas Tou . [ d:~tWv EAEr}cravT& J.l.OU TO IJ.ETptov IJ.erO: xlpas ExovTQS' 
fLOU T~V EtS' Ef[at YEYEVT][fLEVT]V EntKptVl]S' Ena1(q:yKao8fjvat ... 
"despising my humble position, for this reason I fly for refuge to your 
feet...requesting that you pity my lowliness, since I have in my possession the 
deed that was made in my favour." 
The scribe has made use of language which draws the relationship of Aurelius Castor 
and the prefect in the image ofthe abject posture ofthe one at the feet of the other. 151 
It is worth noting also that in the majority of these examples the motif appears in the 
request section of the text, which places it in the tradition of the refuge motif in 
similar positions in earlier petitions. 
Although strictly outside the ambit of this thesis, it is interesting to see how 
the motif continues well into the Byzantine period. The notary Dioscouros from the 
village of Aphrodito is well known for the many documents which he authored during 
the VI AD. According to Jean Maspero, the Frenchman who did the initial work to 
collect the archive of Dioscouros, P.Cair.Masp. Ill 67279 (recto) is a petition from 
about 570 AD. The document is addressed to the dux of the Thebaid, Flavius 
Triadius Marianus Michaelius, from Apollos, complaining that he has been forced to 
pay taxes by the topoteretes Antaios, which should not properly be his responsibility. 
151 CfP.Amh. II 142 (IV AD). 
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The handwriting is that of Dioscouros. After the opening references, he writes (ll. 4-
6): 
EuEpyETTl[la I!EYHJTOV TlpOKEtT[a]t naot TOtS" aOtKOUIJ.EV[ot]S" TJ Tfj[S" 
U]IJ.ETEpas EuKI.E(as EKotKta. 'Eyw 
TOtVUV, Tou[To] aUTO aKpt(:lWS" ETTt[ohaiJ.EVOS", npoo"iw Torts] EUKAEE<Jt Kat 
avETJa<jJow Uf10)[v] ~XVE<Jt, 
(:loul.oflEVOS" Twv BtKa(wv TUXEtv, .. 
"The vengeance of your fame is fixed or set forth as greatest kindness for all 
who are wronged. Therefore since I know this precisely, I approach your 
celebrated and untouched footprints, desiring to meet justice." 
There is also an example of what appears to be the same motif in P.Oxy XVI 1944 
which is dated by the editors to the VI or VII AD. The document is fragmentary and 
only partly published as a minor document at the end of P.Oxy. XVI. It is the latter 
portion of a petition complaining of oppression. 152 The fragmentary nature of what 
survives as well as the limited publication leave room for doubt, but the writer says at 
I. 5 ff: 
napaKaAW TOV aya8ov Kat 8Eo<jlul.aKTOV OE<JTJOTTJV TIE fltj!OV flOt TOV 
AOyov lva Kal ElloD 'EA8Elv' (1. EyW EA8wv) EA{f . }Eyxw aUTo\Js' En&vou 
0. ·vw) Taus n66as Toil BEonoTou IJ.OU Kat ouvTJ8TJoat 0. ·8w) 
imoupyfjoat Ta 'iota 11ou OTJflO<Jta. 
On balance it is reasonable to place this passage in the same tradition as the earlier 
documents in this section. It demonstrates that the linguistic motif was still current in 
the VI or VII AD, and was suitable in addresses to high officials such as the dux of 
the Thebaid. 
The discussion of this material leaves us with the impression that seizing the 
feet of a cult statue was a well known gesture of supplication in Egypt, if not more 
generally in the Greco-Roman world, for those who needed help. Eventually it 
became linked with a linguistic tradition in Greco-Roman culture of referring to 
hands or other parts of the body of powerful figures, which had similar symbolic 
152 The editors make the comment "The petitioner makes the stereotyped appeal to the fiscal interest, which 
would suffer by his inability to pay his taxes, but the mention of the exact amount is unusuaL" 
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connotations. Both these symbolic elements then came to be combined within the 
tradition in Egypt of the refuge motif in petitions, especially because of the obvious 
connection with the action of leaving a petition at the feet of an imperial statue. This 
must show that the conceptualisation of the approach to the powerful figure by the 
written instrument remained vibrant through the Roman period and its language came 
to reflect even more closely the precise ritual action which was carried out in placing 
petitions at the feet of cult statues and by implication the ritual action of supplication 
itself before a cult statue. It also accords very well with the wider conceptualisations 
of powerful officials as kindly, courageous protectors of the weak, which we have 
seen were very strong throughout the Hellenistic and Roman periods. We can see in 
this conclusion, if it is correct, how the power of the monarch or official was very 
important in determining the nature of the symbolism through his role was articulated 
and understood at a collective level. Clearly symbolism of a deeply religious nature 
could be utilised to make sense of the experience of powerful figures. 
8.5 SUMMARY 
Certainly. it is true that the forensic mode of discourse, represented most strongly by 
the tradition of classical rhetoric, and the influence of the relevant legal concepts were 
always the most substantial element in the composition of a petition, especially in the 
recitation of the facts, and the identification of the outcome. Petitions were legal 
documents with legal consequences in some of the ways in which we understand legal 
consequences today. But the comparison between past and present here must not be 
pushed too far. This chapter has sought to illuminate some the special features of 
petitions which were especially indicative of the ancient mentality. The evidence and 
views of scholars covered in this chapter leads strongly to the conclusion that the 
language of petitions was influenced by not only the classical rhetorical tradition and 
the legal context but also by a strong tradition of ritualistic religious language. In the 
analytical categories of the modern world, petitions then were a special type of 
document being a hybrid form between the secular forensic and rhetorical tradition 
and the ritual language of ancient prayer. Some, if not most, petitions were more 
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clearly of the former type, but others show the religious dimension. Particularly the 
language of Greco-Roman petitions was affected by aspects of the religious and legal 
traditions of the indigenous Egyptian culture. This seems to have been substantially 
true almost from the beginning with the enteuxis addressed to the Ptolemaic 
sovereign. But it came to be the case with petitions to a number of highly placed 
officials who were not the object of cultus. 
The view taken here is that the use of religious language and ideas in dealings 
with officials over so many centuries is good evidence on the basis of which to 
conclude that ancient conceptualisations of and responses to the type of immense and 
personal power which appeared in the form of the Hellenistic monarchies and then 
Roman domination, resorted to symbolism which was imbued with numerous 
elements of a religious nature. It is easier to assent to this conclusion in relation to 
gods, kings and emperors all of whom are well known as the objects of ancient 
religious expression in the form of ritual and cult. It is the application of these 
conceptualisations and their attendant language to administrative and judicial officials 
such as strategoi and prefects that makes the point most strongly. The language of 
petitions to kings and officials often was, or was close to, the language of prayers and 
curses invoking deities. This is a very important point to note for understanding the 
language and constructions in petitions and by association prayers. The formulae and 
linguistic nuances of the documents demonstrates a very consistent conceptualisation 
of appropriate responses to power, which links up very cleanly with the relationship 
of reciprocity and the language of supplication. Once we rid ourselves of the 
theoretical prejudice which sees the language of supplication towards the strategos or 
prefect as only a diplomatic appeal or some kind of empty flattery, it is possible to 
understand that the resort to the supplication motif was a representative example of a 
fundamental way of making sense of the power. But at the heart of this 
conceptualisation lay the desire of ordinary folk to be assisted, to call upon some 
manifestation of power external to them to assist them through the vicissitudes of life. 
However, we can say that unlike the assistance sought from more metaphysical agents 
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the succour provided by the administrative hierarchy was also linked in closely with 
notions of stability drawn from a belief in the rule of law. 
CHAPTER9 
CONCLUSION 
This thesis began by comparing two examples of language use separated by a long 
period of time. They presented us with particular designations of the Ptolemaic 
sovereign and the Roman epistrategos as saviour and benefactor in a relationship of 
supplication. They became the departure point for a journey through the evidence 
using as a guide ideas drawn from social theory and certain approaches to language. 
This was intended to provide a theoretical framework with four main limbs. 
The first, presenting structuration theory as a general background, presented 
societies as comprised of structural properties, which are instantiated, reproduced and 
transformed by the recursive behaviour of social actors. The structural properties are 
divisible analytically into three, the symbolic order, structures of domination, 
incorporating economic and political relationships, and the system of normative 
regulation or law. 
The second, through consideration of certain theories of language use, 
particularly those which approach language as discourse, and as a form of social 
behaviour, suggested how meaning is both expressed by and created by language as a 
form of social action in its context of use, as a form, that is, of the recursive social 
action through which the structural properties of society are instantiated, reproduced 
and ultimately transformed. By recursively instantiating and reproducing the 
structures of signification or the symbolic order, as well as other aspects of social 
structure, language use provides a vehicle for the creation of meaning and the 
transformation of the symbolic order. 
The third limb treated power as a central concept in social analysis and is 
pivotal in understanding the features of the structural properties of a society and the 
capacity for its ultimate transformation into new forms. The fourth limb took us to 
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the more practical focus of study, namely, how the recursive use of language could 
ameliorate the consequences of disparities of power by the process of legitimation. 
The experience of power was legitimated, given sense and meaning by the symbolic 
universe, which was not simply a matter of political action by the ruling elite but a 
process helping to bring about social cohesion. 
The point of doing this was to address basic problems in the way intellectual 
aspects of the ancient world are to be analysed. We argued that conventional methods 
for understanding the ancient world became deficient when the intellectual realities 
were the subject of study. It was deemed preferable to attempt an explanation of 
various significant linguistic motifs in forensic documents from Greco-Roman Egypt 
within an extensively explicated theoretical framework, so as to avoid anachronistic 
or ethnocentric distortions in the interpretation of the evidence. But also the 
particular model of legitimation through a symbolic universe allowed us to approach 
evidence, which has been assessed by others continually for many decades in 
different ways, with fresh perspectives and broader insights. 
At the start of the Ptolemaic period, the sovereign's role was closely defined at 
a symbolic and conceptual level through his epithets as saviour and benefactor. 
These conceptualisations of the sovereign may have had their origins in the 
diplomatic, political and military activities in the period following the death of 
Alexander, 1 but they became in Egypt essential aspects of the sovereign as cult figure 
and 8E<5s and must be seen as heavily imbued with whatever religious significance 
derives from that. This thesis favoured the views of Price, that the sovereign as 8Eos 
was placed somewhere on a spectrum between human and divine.2 The conceptual 
range of the saviour and benefactor motif was extended by the notion of the sovereign 
as helper, as kindly, humanitarian, compassionate as well as strong, powerful and 
1 C. PrCaux, Le monde hellinistique I (Presses Universitaires de France, 1978), 214ff 
2 S.R.F. Price, "Gods and emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult", JHS I 04 (1984), 80. 
Se chapter 5, 204 above. 
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well disposed to his subjects. Although his officials were not 8Eos- or saviour, they 
were similarly helpers, humanitarian. merciful and the source of beneficent action. 
This, it can be seen, brought them within the operative symbolic area of the sovereign 
as owTT]p and EUEPYETTJ> and thus elevated them to a level of symbolic signification 
close to the sovereign. 
But the sovereign was also the source of law and the highest judge. His 
actions were legitimated as qnr.av8pwna, actions with legal consequences which 
carried with them the inherent humanity, qnr.av8pwn{a, of the sovereign's role. It 
was in this conceptual form, as preserver, protector and law giver, that the power of 
the sovereign and his officials was invoked by ordinary folk for assistance in their 
individual problems. The meaning and signification of the sovereign's role in the 
lives of the ordinary people were worked out primarily through interactions in a what 
we understand as the forensic context, with a close reference to laws or rules of 
normative regulation, although the amorphous nature of ancient jurisdictions and 
powers and the mention of positive ethical attributes like mercy and kindness as the 
ground of intervention show that legal rights in the modern juristic sense was not the 
exclusive basis of action. 
Petitions were linguistic artefacts produced within the forensic context and 
embodied a mode of discourse which took many of its elements from the classical 
rhetorical tradition, but were often a special type of document being a hybrid form 
between the secular forensic and rhetorical tradition and the ritual language 
something like that of ancient prayer, at least when the recipient was the sovereign or 
a high official. The notion of language as action was inherent in the rhetorical nature 
of the petition and in the linguistic interaction which it effectuated as an 
epistolographic instrument, but became particularly clear when we compared petitions 
to certain types of ancient prayer. The composition of petitions, like some magical 
documents and prayers for justice, involved the conventional and ritualistic use of 
language, which far from being meaningless was given added meaning by virtue of its 
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formulaic character, which in fact was a prime indicator of its recursive use, since the 
same structures and lexical items were repeated consistently over centuries, even 
though they were rearranged and reinterpreted. 
In the process represented by petitions and their language it can be seen that 
all of the three main types of structures of structuration theory coalesce. The 
symbolic order coalesced with aspects of the structures of domination and normative 
regulation. When it is put in those terms we are better placed to understand why the 
designation of sovereign and officials as saviour benefactor or helper may have been 
a principal resource of meaning for the population at a collective level, because the 
religious and secular become aspects of the same symbolic system. The language 
embodied the symbolic order, while the context for these linguistic interactions was 
provided by the underlying structures of the legal system, its concepts, rules and 
procedures, and the structures of domination were represented by the officials whose 
positions were, (recursively) then the object of legitimation, and by the social roles, 
such as debtor and creditor, landlord and tenant which were implicated in the 
fundamental economic categories of rent, taxation and liturgies. 
A fundamental part of the legitimation of the sovereign and his officials was 
rendered through ethical oppositions between social types, such as, rich and poor and 
weak and strong, which set the ideal typical good sovereign and the legal system 
against the ideal typical evildoer and the forces of anomie. As the primary way of 
doing this the petitioner submitted himself to the power of the sovereign or his 
officials through a relationship of supplication. The wrongdoer was set against the 
good king or official by reference to the core values of honour and shame as well as 
other illegality and censurable attitudes. All these, the sovereign as saviour, the 
official as helper, the dishonouring evildoer and the petitioner as suppliant, were the 
basic symbolic conceptualisations which were brought into connection with the 
material experience of every day existence in the chora. Indeed, the symbolic system 
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represented in the role of the Ptolemaic sovereign and his officials allow us to speak 
in terms of the sovereign as a forensic saviour. 
In II to I BC it appeared that a number of developments took place within this 
forensic saviour tradition. In the process of using language in petitions as recursive 
social action, an interpretive activity was also going on. The position of sovereign 
was cemented as it were in its cult and in petitions the sovereigns were even more 
clearly addressed as "gods" and saviour and benefactor, together in the same part of 
the text: P.Tebt. III 740 (c. 113 BC) (II. 19-21) o8Ev E<jl' u~as T[oDs naVTWV 
K]OlVOU <JWTfjpas[ TYJV KUTa<jluyi)[v TTOlT)<Ja~EVOt] 6EO~E8' U~WV Tw[V ~Eyt<JT[WV 
8Ewv.3 The language of supplication was extended to other high officials, besides the 
sovereign, such as the hypodioiketes and the strategos. By the end of the Ptolemaic 
period and the early Roman period, language of divinity was being applied to 
strategoi and other non cult positions. This probably reflected the waning of the 
power of the central dynastic house and the population had difficulty pinpointed the 
centre of power, because there were several power structures alongside the monarchy, 
as Samuel suggested may have been the case at several points in time during the 
Ptolemaic rule. But it is important to note that at all times the predilection to respond 
to power with religious concepts seems to have remained constant. 
We saw this when the Romans came into control of Egypt. The cult 
designations of the Ptolemies, saviour and benefactor, were applied both to the 
emperor and to his representative in Egypt the prefect. It also came to be applied to 
the epistrategos in time. The language of refuge remained very important. After II 
AD in fact there was an intensification of the connection with religious modes of 
discourse and the insights of speech act theory allow us to conclude that in some 
instances the language of petitions and the language of certain types of ancient 
prayers grew even closer. Thus the complexity of later Roman petitions does not 
3 See chapter 5, 203 above. 
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merely reflect the influence of rhetorical tradition through the Second Sophistic. 
When we remember the vigour and resilience of the central concept of supplication 
and the relationship of reciprocity which it represented expressly, the intensely 
ritualistic language with which it became connected and articulated, and the analogy 
with ancient prayer, it seems that the asymmetries of power in Roman Egypt became 
greater and the intensified religiosity of language in petitions to Roman procurators 
reflects a perception of greater power on the part of the higher Roman officials and 
greater social distance between them and the petitioner. This may have mirrored 
many of the economic realities of the later empire. But again one must remark upon 
the fact that it was to religious forms and concepts that the populace turned to respond 
to the nature of Roman power. It is apparent that the forensic saviour tradition lived 
on to legitimate the power of the higher Roman procurators, and they continued to 
played the fundamental symbolic role of saviour and protector against the forces of 
anomie, although the "laws" as an abstraction became more important as a part of the 
forensic saviour tradition through a greater institutionalisation of the power of the 
procurators over the four centuries to mid IV AD. 
So the reason why we need the model of legitimation is that it allows us to 
understand the importance of the forensic saviour tradition, the relationship of 
reciprocity, and the rhetorical language used to articulate it as part of a complex 
symbolic system which overlapped with and incorporated many of the structural 
realities of Greco-Roman Egypt. It allows us to see that the preserving, 
compassionate and kind sovereign, and his officials, as a symbolic construct, were 
integral to the functioning of Greco-Roman society, because they helped ameliorate 
asymmetries of power and addressed the threat of anomie, which only too often 
translated into the reality of local violence, sickness, famine, drought, abandonment 
of land or civil war. The intellectual structures of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods 
of Egyptian history held great significance for understanding how that society dealt 
with its persistent internal tensions. But legitimation allows us to see that there is no 
incongruity in applying religious forms to "secular" power. Religion helps gives 
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cognitive structure to the experience of the myriad manifestations of unseen power 
and the vagaries of life, and thus is part of the process of legitimation. The use of 
social theory and especially the notion of the symbolic universe allows us to obtain 
some insight into the religious sense in the legitimation of sovereign and official. His 
elevation to the position of symbolic and ethical ascendancy to become helper and 
preserver relied upon a conceptualisation as more than human which looked to 
religious models for its expression. 
Far from being a meaningless embellishment, the language of the forensic 
saviour tradition was fundamental to the articulation of the responses to the 
relationship with social power. In particular, the relationship of reciprocity which so 
clearly underlay the petition represented a real point of identification between 
petitioner and sovereign or official, and provides a very clear reason why political 
interest views of the language in petitions, the resort to flattery and pusillanimity, are 
likely to be too narrow. Reciprocity implies an element of mutuality and one cannot 
ignore the fact that the general population received a benefit in the perception and 
belief in the immediate presence of a powerful figure who could do something for 
them. It here especially that we see one of the main benefits of approaching the 
language in petitions as a linguistic interaction. Forensic rhetorical interaction was a 
method assisting social harmony and order. 4 In the different world of Hellenistic and 
Roman Egypt, the petitioner articulated his submission to the power of the sovereign 
or high official, but expected something in return. There was a nexus between justice, 
power and assistance which encompassed both the capacities of the sovereign and the 
higher officials who received petitions and the deity who received some kind of 
precatory address for justice and led the ancient mind to the draw on the same 
language and the same type of symbols. The elements of the symbolic order which 
4 Josiah Ober made the point, in the context of classical Athens, that "Ideology assisted social harmony when 
used in legal rhetoric - the elite person was supposed to articulate his general adherence to egalitarian 
principles ... rhetorical ploys helped smooth over power inequalities." Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens: 
Rhetoric, Ideology and the Power of the People (Princeton, New Jersey, 1989) We may quibble with the use 
of the term "ideology" and the word "ploy" but the point is clear. 
'+~'+ 
were applicable to the personal and institutional power of the sovereign and officials 
had to be imbued with a high degree of symbolic signification to maximise their 
efficacy. So the power not only of the Ptolemaic sovereign or the Roman emperor, 
but also to some extent Ptolemaic and Roman officials, was treated as lying on a 
continuum of connective justice, and at some point was understood to touch upon the 
metaphysical. Thus petitioners, men and women, saw their position in relation to 
their forensic saviour, the sovereign or official, in many of the same ways as their 
position in relation to Demeter or Artemis or Zeus. 
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109. BGU VIII 1789 (I BC) 148. BGU I 327 (I April166 AD) 192. BGU IV 1193 (8 BC) 
110. BGU VIII 1795 (48n BC) 149. BGU I 340 (c. 148-9 AD) 193. BGU IV 1197 col. I (13112 BC) 
Ill. P.Ent. 97 (220 BC) !50. BGU 11378 (ll-lll AD) 194. BGU IV 1198 col. II (5-4 BC) 
112. P.Ent. 98 (221 BC) !51. BGU 11436 \D-lll AD) 195. BGU IV 1200 (2-1 BC) 
113. P.Ent. 99 (221 BC) !52. BGU 11437 (11-lll AD) 196. BGU IV 1201 (2 BC) 
114. P.L. Bat. XXV 41 (IIAD) 153. BGU 11448 (ll AD) 197. BGU VI 1244 (II BC) 
115. P.Oxy XIII412 (284 AD) !54. BGU 11454 (193 AD) 198. BGU Vl1245 (111-11 BC) 
116. P.Oxy XXXIII 2667 Recto !55. BGU 11462 (138-16IAD) 199. BGU VII246 (ID BC) 
(22/6/309 AD) !56. BGU 11467 (c 177 AD) 200. BGU VI 1247 (149-8 BC) 
117. P.Oxy XLIII 3088 (21/31128 BGU 11515 (193 AD) 201. BGU IV 1250 (ll BC) AD) !57. 
118. P.Tebt.lll724 (175 or 164 BC) !58. BGU ll 522 (ll AD) 202. BGU IV 1251 (ll BC) 
119. P.Tebt. Ill: I 774 (187 BC) !59. BGU 11648 (164-196 AD) 203. BGU IV 1252 (U BC) 
120. PSI Xlll1327 (189/90 AD) 160. BGU 11650 (60-1 AD) 204. BGU VI 1253 (II BC) 
121. UPZ II 199 (20 Nov. 131 BC) 161. BGU 111731 col. II (c 180 AD) 205. BGU VI 1254 (154-3 or 145-2 
162. BGU 111747 (c 139 AD) BC) 122. UPZ II 200 (2 Jun. 130 BC)(=P. 206. BGU VII255 (I BC) 
Lond. XV (14)) 163. BGU 111759 (125 Ad) 
Oracle Question BGU 111778 (195 AD) 207. BGU VI 1256 (200-150 BC) 164. 
165. BGU lll 868 (II AD) 208. BGU VII 1566 (198-209 AD) 123. SB XVI12677 (II BC) 
166. BGU 111871 (ll AD) 209. BGU VII 1572 (139 AD) Petition 
167. BGU Ill 908 (98-117 AD) 210. BGU Vlll574 (176n AD) 
124. BGU 14 (11-ID AD) 168. BGU 111909 (359 AD) 211. BGU VII 1575 (189/90 AD) 
125. BGU 122 (April114 AD) 169. BGU 111935 (III-IV AD) 212. BGU Vll1578 (U-DI AD) 
126. BGU 135 (5 Apr 223 AD) 170. BGU 111983 (138-161 AD) 213. BGU Vlll1779 (51150 BC) 
127. BGU I 36 (223 AD) 171. BGU 1111001 (56-5 BC) 214. BGU VIII 1813 (62/1/BC) 
128. BGU 145 (Oct 203 AD) 172. BGU 1111004 (Ill BC) 215. BGU Vlll1814 (61160 BC) 
129. BGU 146 (May 193 AD) 173. BGU 1111006 (Ill BC) 216. BGU VIII 1815 (61160 BC) 
130. BGU 172 (22 Feb 191 AD) 174. BGU 1111007 (Ill BC) 217. BGU Vlll1816 (60/59 BC) 
131. BGU 198 (211 AD) 175. BGU 1111012 (II BC) 218. BGU Vlll1817 (60/59 BC) 
132. BGU 1135 (138-160 AD) 176. BGU IV 1019 (Mid II AD) 219. BGU VIII 1818 (56/55 BC) 
133. BGU 1157 (D-ID AD) 220. BGU VIII 1819 (60/59 BC) 177. BGU IV 1022 (13 Aug 198 AD) 
134. BGU 1159 (216 AD) 221. BGU VIII 1820 (56/5 BC) 178. BGU IV 1023 (185-6 AD) 
135. BGU 1161 (II AD) 179. BGU IV 1036 (22 Jan 108 AD) 222. BGU Vlll1821 (51150 BC) 
136. BGU 1168 (11-ID AD) 223. BGU Vlll1822 (I BC) 180. BGU IV 1038 (145 AD) 
137. BGU 1180 (11-ID AD) 181. BGU IV 1060 (14 BC) 224. 
BGU Vlll1823 (I BC) 
138. BGU 1181 (57 AD) 182. BGU IV 1061 (14 AD) 225. BGU VIII 1824 (I BC) 
139. BGU 1195 (c 161 AD) BGU IV 1070 (218 AD) 226. BGU VIII 1825 (I BC) 183. 
140. BGU 1226 (99 AD) 227. BGU VIII 1826 (52/I BC) 184. BGU IV 1071 (ID AD) 
141. BGU 1242 (c 191 AD) 185. BGU IV !13R (c 18 BC) 228. BGU VIII 1827 (52-1 BC) 
142. BGU 1256 (138-160 AD) 186. BGU IV 1139 (c 5 BC) 229. BGU Vlll1828 (52-I BC) 
143. BGU I 275 (138-160 AD) 187. BGU IV 1140 (c 5 BC) 230. 
BGU VIII 1829 (52/1 BC) 
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231. BGU Vllll830 (52-I BC) 275. BGU XI 2066 (73/4 AD) 318. P.Ant. II 99 (Early IV AD) 
232. BGU Vllll831 (51-50 BC) 276. BGU XI 2067 (II AD) 319. P. Brem 38 (118 AD) 
233. BGU VIII 1832 (I BC) 277. BGU XI 2068 (II AD) 320. P.Cair.Goodspeed 15 (362 AD) 
234. BGU Vllll833 (51-50 BC) 278. BGU XI 2069 (292 AD) 321. P.Cair.lsidor. 62 (5 Sept 296 
235. BGU VIII 1834 (51-50 BC) 279. BGU XV 2460 (II AD) 
AD) 
322. P.Cair.lsidor. 63 (Nov 296 AD) 
236. BGU Vllll835 (51/50 BC) 280. BGU XV 2464 (III AD) 323. P.Cair.lsidor. 64 (298 AD) 
237. BGU VIII !836 (51/50 BC) 281. C.P.Herm. 52 (IV AD) 324. P.Cair.lsidor. 65 (298/9 AD) 
238. BGU Vllll837 (52-I BC) 282. CPR VTI I (7-4 BC) 325. P.Cair.lsidor. 66 (299 AD) 
239. BGU VIII 1838 (51150 BC) 283. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 326. P.Cair.Isidor. 67 (299 AD) 
240. BGU VIII 1839 (51150 BC) 284. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 327. P.Cair.Isidor. 68 (309/10 AD) 
241. BGU VIII 1840 (51150 BC) 285. CPR V 9 (339 AD) 328. P.Cair.lsidor. 69 (310 AD) 
242. BGU VIII 1841 (51/50 BC) 286. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 329. P.Cair.lsidor. 70 (310 AD) 
243. BGU VIII 1842 (50-49 BC) 287. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 330. P.Cair.lsidor. 73 (314 AD) 
244. BGU VIII 1843 (50/49 BC) 288. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 331. P.Cair.lsidor. 74 (315 AD) 
245. BGU VIII 1844 (50-49 BC) 289. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 332. P.Cair.Isidor. 75 (24 Oct 316 
246. BGU VIII 1845 (I BC) 290. CPR VII 15 (Ill AD) AD) 
247. BGU VIII 1846 (51-49 BC) 291. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 333. P.Cair.lsidor. 76 (16 July 318 
248. BGU VIII 1847 (51/50 BC) 292. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) AD) 
249. BGU VIII 1848 (48-6 BC) 293. CPR XI 7 (c 26 May 14 AD) 334. 
P.Cair.lsidor. 77 (320 AD) 
250. BGU VIII 1849 (48-6 BC) 294. ESHRE 556 (247 AD) 335. 
P.Cair.Isidor. 78 (29 Jan 324 
AD) 
251. BGU VIII 1850 (48-46 BC) 295. I Eph. I 2.213 (8819 AD) 336. P.Cair.lsidor. 79 (Early IV AD) 
252. BGU VIII 1851 (I BC) 296. IG Fayum II 112 (19.2.93 BC) 337. P.Cair.Isidor. 138 (III or IV) 
253. BGU VIII 1852 (I BC) 297. IG Fayum II 113 (19.2.93 BC) 338. P.Cair.Isidor. 139 (296 AD) 
254. BGU VIII 1853 (46/5 BC) 298. IG Fayum II 114 (29.7.70 BC) 339. P.Cair.lsidor. 140 (323 AD) 
255. BGU VIII 1854 (I BC) 299. IG Fayum II 136 (69-8 BC) 340. P.Cair.lsidor. 141 (III-IV AD) 
256. BGU VIII 1855 (I BC) 300. IGBulg IV 2236 (238 AD) 341. P.Cair.Isidor. 142 (23 Apr 300 
257. BGU VIII 1856 (I BC) 301. P.Alex.Giss. 32 (117-38AD) AD) 
258. BGU VIII 1857 (I BC) 302. P .Amh. II 33 (157 BC) 342. P.Cair.Zen. II 59145 (2/8/256 
259. BGU VIII 1858 (I BC) 303. P.Amh. II 35 (132 BC) 
BC) 
260. BGU VIII 1859 (I BC) 304. P .Amh. II 36 (135 BC) 
343. P.Cair.Zen. II 59236 (25413 BC) 
261. BGU VIII 1860 (I BC) 305. P.Amh. II 77 (139 AD) 
344. P.Cair.Zen. III 59341 (247 BC) 
262. BGU VIII 1861 (I BC) 306. P.Amh. II 7f (184 AD) 
345. P.Cair.Zen. 111 59421 (III BC) 
263. BGU VIII 1862 (I BC) 307. P.Amh. II 79 (186 AD) 
346. P.Cair.Zen. III 59447 (III BC) 
264. BGU VIII 1863 (I BC) 308. P .Amh. II 80 (232-3 AD) 
347. P.Cair.Zen. III 59495 (III BC) 
265. BGU VIII 1864 (I BC) 309. P.Amh. II 81 (247 AD) 
348. P.Cair.Zen. III 59520 (III BC) 
266. BGU VIII 1865 (I BC) 310. P.Amh. II 82 (Late III or early IV 
349. P.Cair.Zen.IV 59618 (III BC) 
267. BGU VIII 1866 (I BC) AD) 
350. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (Ill BC) 
311. P.Amh. II 83 (Late III or early IV 351. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (III BC) 
268. BGU VIII 1867 (I BC) AD) 352. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (Ill BC) 
269. BGU VIII 1868 (I BC) 312. P .Amh. II 84 (II or III AD) 353. P.Cair.Zen. V 59852 (III BC) 
270. BGU XI 2061 (207 AD) 313. P.Amh. II 141 (350 AD) 354. P.Col VII 169 (13/4/318 AD) 
271. BGU XI 2062 (TI AD) 314. P.Amh. II 142 (IV AD) 355. P.Col VII 170 (15n/318 AD) 
272. BGU XI 2063 (II AD) 315. P.Ant. I 35 (Late III AD) 356. P.Col VII 171 (324 AD) 
273. BGU XI 2064 (173 AD) 316. P.Ant. I 36 (326 AD?) 357. P.Col VII 172 () 
274. BGU XI 2065 (I AD) 317. P .Ant. II 88 (221 AD) 
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358. P.Col VII 173 (330-340 AD) 401. P.Ent. 36 (221 BC) 445. P.Ent. 80 (c 241 BC) 
359. P.Col. IV 83 (245-244 BC) 402. P.Ent. 37 (221 BC) 446. P.Ent. 81 (221 BC) 
360. P.Col. IV 102 () 403. P.Ent. 38 (221 BC) 447. P.Ent. 82 (221 BC) 
361. P.Coll.Youtie I 12 (177 BC) 404. P.Ent. 39 (221 BC) 448. P.Ent. 83 (221 BC) 
362. P.Coll.Youtie I 16 (14 Sept 109 405. P.Ent. 40 (2n BC) 449. P.Ent. 84 (221 BC) 
BC) 406. P.Ent. 41 (221 BC) 450. P.Ent. 85 (221 BC) 
363. P.Coll.Youtie I 24 (121-122 
AD) 407. P.Ent. 42 (221 BC) 451. P.Ent. 86 (221 BC) 
364. P.Coll.Youtie II 77 (324 AD) 408. P.Ent. 43 (221 BC) 452. P.Ent. 87 (221 BC) 
365. P.Comell 14 (180-192 AD) 409. P.Ent. 44 (221 BC) 453. P.Ent. 88 (221 BC) 
366. P.Ent. I (256 BC) 410. P.Ent. 45 (221 BC) 454. P.Ent. 89 (221 BC) 
367. P.Ent. 2 (217 BC) 411. P.Ent. 46 (221 BC) 455. P.Ent. 90 (217 BC) 
368. P.Ent. 3 (221 BC) 412. P.Ent. 47 (221 BC) 456. P.Ent. 91 (221 BC) 
369. P.Ent. 4 (242 BC) 413. P.Ent. 48 (217 BC) 457. P.Ent. 92 (221 BC) 
370. P.Ent. 5 (221 BC) 414. P.Ent. 49 (221 BC) 458. P.Ent. 93 (221-217 BC) 
371. P.Ent. 6 (221 BC) 415. P.Ent. 50 (221 BC) 459. P.Ent. 94 (221 BC) 
372. P.Ent. 7 (221 BC) 416. P.Ent. 51 (221 BC) 460. P.Ent. 95 (221 BC) 
373. P.Ent. 8 (221 BC) 417. P.Ent. 52 (217 BC) 461. P.Ent. 96 (221 BC) 
374. P.Ent. 9 (217 BC) 418. P.Ent. 53 (217 BC) 462. P.Ent. 113 (221 BC) 
375. P.Ent. 10 (221 BC) 419. P.Ent. 54 (217 BC) 463. P.Fay. 11 (115 BC) 
. 376. P.Ent. 11 (221 BC) 420. P.Ent. 55 (221 BC) 464 . P.Fay. 12 (103 BC) 
377. P.Ent. 12 (242 BC) 421. P.Ent. 56 (217 BC) 465. P.Fay. 106 (c. 140 AD) 
378. P.Ent. 13 (221 BC) 422. P.Ent. 57 (217 BC) 466. P.Fay. 106 (133 AD) 
379. P.Ent. 14 (221 BC) 423. P.Ent. 58 (221 BC) 467. P.Fay. 106 (171 AD) 
380. P.Ent. I5 (217 BC) 424. P.Ent. 59 (221 BC) 468. P.Gen. I 4 (Early III AD) 
381. P.Ent. 16 (221 BC) 425. P.Ent. 60 (217 BC) 469. P.Gen. I 4 (Early III AD) 
382. P.Ent. 17 (217 BC) 426. P.Ent. 61 (c245 BC) 470. P.Gen. I 4 (Early III AD) 
383. P.Ent. 18 (221 BC) 427. P.Ent. 62 (221 BC) 471. P.Gen. I 81 (145 AD) 
384. P.Ent. 19 (c. 221 BC) 428. P.Ent. 63 (c 221 BC) 472. P.Giss. Heft 2 46 (II AD) 
385. P.Ent. 20 (221 BC) 429. P.Ent. 64 (221 BC) 473. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl I 2 (II BC) 
386. P.Ent. 21 (217 BC) 430. P.Ent. 65 (221 BC) 474. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl I 3 (II BC) 
387. P.Ent. 22 (217 BC) 431. P.Ent. 66 (217 BC) 475. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl I 4 (II BC) 
388. P.Ent. 23 (217 BC) 432. P.Ent. 67 (217 BC) 476. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl I 6 (II BC) 
389. P.Ent. 24 (221 BC) 433. P.Ent. 68 (220 BC) 477. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl l 7 (II BC) 
390. P.Ent. 25 (220 BC) 434. P.Ent. 69 (217 BC) 478. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl l 8 (132-1 
391. P.Ent. 26 (221 BC) 435. P.Ent. 70 (221 BC) 
BC) 
392. P.Ent. 27 (221 BC) 436. P.Ent. 71 (221 BC) 
479. P.Giss.Univ.Bibl l 9 (II BC) 
393. P.Ent. 28 (217 BC) 437. P.Ent. 72 (217 BC) 
480. P.Grenf. I 38.1 (1711170 BC) 
394. 438. P.Ent. 73 (221 BC) 
481. P.Grenf. I 42 (II BC) 
P.Ent. 29 (217 BC) 
395. P.Ent. 30 (217 BC) 439. P.Ent. 74 (221 BC) 
482. P.Hamb. I 91 (167 BC) 
396. P.Ent. 31 (221 BC) 440. P.Ent. 75 (2ll BC) 
483. P.Harr I 66 (155 AD) 
397. P.Ent. 32 (217 BC) 441. P.Ent. 76 (221 BC) 
484. P.Harr I 67 (c150 AD) 
398. P.Ent. 33 (221 BC) 442. P.Ent. 77 (221 BC) 
485. P.Harr I 68 (225 AD) 
399. 443. P.Ent. 78 (221 BC) 
486. P.Harr I 69 (Early III AD) 
P.Ent. 34 (217 BC) 
444. P.Ent. 79 (217 BC) 487. P.Heid. IV 297 (172-5 AD) 400. P.Ent. 35 (221 BC) 
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488. P.Heid. VI 376 (2 Mar 220 BC) 532. P.Mich IX 529 Recto (232-236 570. P.Oxy IV 718 (180-192 AD) 
489. P.Heid. VI 377 (2nd half Ill BC) AD) 571. P.Oxy IV 720 (247 AD) 
490. P.Heid. VI 378 (2nd half Ill BC) 533. P.Mich IX 530 (III-IV AD) 572. P.Oxy VI 898 (123 AD) 
491. P.Heid. VI 379 (204 BC) 534. P.Mich IX 534 (156 AD) 573. P.Oxy VI 899 (200 AD) 
492. P.Heid. VI 380 (209 or 192 BC) 535. P.Mich X 582 (49/50 AD) 574. P.Oxy VI 900 (322 AD) 
536. P.Mich. inv. 255 (22 Oct 147 575. P.Oxy VI 901 (336 AD) 493. P.Heid. VI 381 (208-190 BC) AD) 
494. P.Heid. VI 382 (158-7 BC) 537. P.Mil.Vogliano II 97 (245 AD) 576. P.Oxy VI 903 (IV AD) 
495. P.Hels. I I (194/3-180 BC) 538. P.Mil.Vogliano Ill 128 (119 577. P.Oxy VII 1031 (228 AD) 
496. P.Hels. I 31 (167 BC) BC) 578. P.Oxy VII 1032 (162 AD) 
497. P.Herm.Rees 19 (392 AD) 539. P.Mil.Vogliano Ill 129 (135 579. P.OxyVIII 1117 (c178 AD) 
AD) 
580. P.Oxy VIII 1118 (late I or early 498. P.Herm.Rees 20 (IV AD) 
540. P.Mil.Vogliano III 170 (126 II AD) 
499. P.Herm.Rees 20 (IV AD) AD) 
P.Oxy VIII 1119 (254 AD) 581. 
500. P.Hib I 34 (243-2 BC) 541. P.Mil.Vogliano III 180 (148 
P.Oxy VIII 1120 (Early Ill AD) AD) 582. 501. P.Hib I 35 (250 BC) 
542. P.Mil.Vogliano IV 222 (157-9 583. P.Oxy VIII 1121 (295 AD) 502. P.Hib II 201 (c 250-240 BC) AD) 584. P.Oxy IX 1201 (258 AD) 
503. P.Hib II 202 (c 250-240 BC) 543. P.Mil.Vogliano IV 229 (140 P.Oxy IX 1202 (217 AD) 585. 
504. P.Hib II 203 (Euergetes) AD) 
P.Oxy IX 1203 (Late I AD) 
P.Mil.Vogliano IV 233 (Ill AD) 586. 505. P.Hib II 235 (c. 250-240 BC) 544. 
587. P.Oxy IX 1204 (299 AD) 
506. P.Hib II 236 (c. 250-240 BC) 545. P.Mil.Vogliano IV 234 (III AD) 
588. P.Oxy X 1252 Recto (288-95 
507. P.Hib II 237 (c. 246-221 BC) 546. P.Monac. Ill 50 (155 BC) AD) 
508. P.Hib II 238 (c. 246-221 BC) 547. P.Monac. Ill 51 (134/5 BC) 589. P.Oxy X 1270 (159 AD) 
509. P.land. Ill 27 (100-1 AD) 548. P.Monac. Ill 74 (31/8/158 AD) 590. P.Oxy X 1271 (246 AD) 
510. P.L. Bat. XXV 34 (140 Ad) 549. P.Osl. Ill 123 (22 AD) 591. P.Oxy X 1272 (144 AD) 
511. P.Ulle I 8 (IIIBC) 550. P.Oxy I 38 (49-50 AD) 592. P.Oxy XII 1418 (247 AD) 
512. P.Lond I 354 (10 BC) 551. P.Oxy I 67 (338 AD) 593. P.Oxy XII 1465 (I BC) 
513. P.Lond II 401 (116/111 BC) 552. P.Oxy I 69 (190 AD) 594. P.Oxy XII 1466 (245 AD) 
514. P.Lond. VII 2045 (Ill BC) 553. P.Oxy I 70 (Ill AD) 595. P.Oxy XII 1467 (263 AD) 
515. P.Merton I 5 (146/135 BC) 554. P.Oxy I 71 col. ii Recto (303 596. P.Oxy XII 1468 (c. 258 AD) 
516. P.Meyer 8 (16 Aug 151 AD) AD) 597. P.Oxy XII 1469 (298 AD) 
555. P.Oxy I 71.1 Recto (303 AD) 
517. P.Mich Ill 173 (Late III BC) 598. P.Oxy XII 1470 (336 AD) 
556. P.Oxy I 86 (338 AD) 
518. P.Mich III 174 (145-147 AD) 599. P.Oxy XII 1556 (247 AD) 
557. P.Oxy II 237 (186 AD) 
519. P.Mich Ill 175 (193 AD) 600. P.Oxy XII 1557 (255 AD) 
558. P.Oxy II 281 (20-50 AD) 
520. P.Mich VI 421 (I AD) 601. P.Oxy XII 1558 (267 AD) 
559. P.Oxy II 282 (30-35 AD) 
521. P.Micb VI 422 (197 AD) 602. P.Oxy XII 1559 (341 AD) 
560. P.Oxy II 283 (45 AD) 
522. P.Mich VI 423 (197 AD) 603. P.Oxy XVII 2130 (267 AD) 
561. P.Oxy II 284 (50 AD) 
523. P.Mich VI 424 (197 AD) 604. P.Oxy XVII 2131 (207 AD) 
562. P.Oxy II 285 (50 AD) 
524. P.Mich VI 425 (198 AD) 605. P.Oxy XVII 2132 (c250 AD) 
563. P.Oxy 111484 (138 AD) 
525. P.Mich VI 426 (199-200 AD) 606. P.Oxy XVII 2133 (Late Ill AD) 
564. P.Oxy III485 (178 AD) 
526. P.Mich IX 523 (66 AD) 607. P.Oxy XVIII 2187 (304 AD) 
565. P.Oxy Ill 486 (131 AD) 
527. P.Mich IX 524 (98 AD) 608. P.Oxy XVIII 2199 (II -Ill AD) 
566. P.Oxy III 487 (156 AD) 
528. P.Mich IX 525 (119-124 AD) 609. P.Oxy XIX 2234 (31 AD) 
567. P.Oxy II1488 (II -III AD) 
529. P.Mich IX 526 (155 AD) 610. P.Oxy XIX 2235 (c 346 AD) 
568. P.Oxy IV 705 (200-2 AD) 
530. P.Mich IX 527 (186-188 AD) 611. P.Oxy XXII 2342 (102 AD) 
569. P.Oxy IV 717 (Late I BC) 
531. P.Mich IX 528 (II AD) 612. P.Oxy XXII 2343 (288 AD) 
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613. P.Oxy XXII 2344 (336 AD) 645. P.Oxy XLVI 3311 Recto (373-4 684. P.Petrie III 123 (c. 241 BC) 
614. P.Oxy XXIV 2410 (120 AD) AD) 685. P.Petrie II 181 (221-220 BC) 
615. P.Oxy XXIV 2411 (cl73 AD) 646. P.OxyXLVJl3339 (191 AD) 686. P.Petrie II 322 (III BC) 
616. P.Oxy XXVII 2473 (229 AD) 647. P.Oxy XL VII 3350 (330 AD) 687. P.Princ. II 23 (13 AD) 
617. P.Oxy XXX12563 (cl70 AD) 648. P.Oxy XL VII 3364 (209 AD) 688. P.Princ. II 29 (258 AD) 
649. P.Oxy XLVII 3366 (253-60 689. P .Prine. II 77 (IV AD) 618. P.Oxy XXXIII 2672 Recto AD)(=P.Coll.Youtie II 66 (Sept/Oct 218 AD) 
P.Oxy XLVIII 3393 (8/61365 690. P.Princ. III 116 (I AD) 650. 
619. P.Oxy XXXIV 2708 Recto (14 AD) 691. P.Princ. III 117 (52 BC) Apr 169 AD) 
651. P.Oxy XL VIII 3394 (364-6 AD) 692. P.Princ. III 118 (II AD) 620. P.Oxy XXXIV 2709 Recto 
(202-7 AD) 652. P.Oxy XLIX 3466 (81-96 AD) 693. P.Princ. III 119 (IV AD) 
621. P.Oxy XXXIV 2710 Recto 653. P.Oxy XLIX 3467 (98 AD) 694. P.Princ. III 119 (Early IV AD) 
(17/11261 AD) 654. P.Oxy XLIX 3468 (I AD) 695. P.Rein. I 18 (108 BC) 
622. P.Oxy XXXIV 2711 Recto 655. P.Oxy XLIX 3480 (360-90 AD) P.Ross.Georg II 20 (146 AD) (268-271 AD) 696. 
623. P.Oxy XXXIV 2712 Recto 656. P.Oxy L 3555 (I -II AD) 697. P.Ross.Georg II 21 (154/5 AD) 
(292-3 AD) 657. P.Oxy L 3561 (Jan-Feb 165 AD) 698. P.Ross.Georg V 22 (mid III AD) 
624. P.Oxy XXXIV 2713 Recto (297 658. P.Oxy L 3574 (314-18 AD) 699. P.Ross.Georg V 24 (Early IV 
AD) 
659. P.Oxy L 3575 (341 AD) AD) 
625. P.Oxy XXXVI 2758 Recto 700. P.Ross.Georg II 25 (159 AD) 
(110-2 AD) 660. P.Oxy LI 3620 (326 AD) 
661. P.Oxy LIV 3769 (334 AD) 701. P.Ross.Georg V 29 (360 AD) 626. P.Oxy XXXVI 2760 Recto 
(179/8 AD) 662. P.Oxy LIV 3770 (2613/334 AD) 702. P.Ross.Georg II 39 (II AD) 
627. P.Oxy XXXVIII 2853 Recto 663. P.Oxy LIV 3771 (336 AD)(= VI 703. P.Ryl. II 66 (Late II BC) (245 AD) 901) 704. P.Ryl. II 67 (Late II BC) 
628. P.Oxy XLI 2997 (214 AD) 664. P.Oxy LIV 3775 (342 AD) 705. P.Ryl. II 68 (89 BC) 
629. P.Oxy XLIII 3093 (21/91217 665. P.Oxy LVIII 3916 (1612-28/8 706. P.Ryl. II 69 (34 BC) AD) 60AD) 
630. P.Oxy XLIII 3110 (c253-7 AD) 707. P.Ryl. II 113 (133 AD) 666. P.Oxy LVIII 3926 (9 Feb 246) 
631. P.Oxy XLIII 3113 (264-5 AD) 708. P.Ryl. II 115 (!56 AD) 667. P.Oxy LIX 3978 (249/50 AD) 
632. P.Oxy XLIII 3114 709. P.Ryl. II 116 (194 AD) 668. P.Oxy LIX 3981 (Feb/Mar 312 (25/6-24nt267 AD) AD) 710. P.Ryl. II 117 (269 AD) 
633. P.Oxy XLIII 3116 (275-6 AD) 669. P.Oxy LX 4071 (241-4(?) AD) 711. P.Ryl. II 118 (16-15 AD) 
634. P.Oxy XLIII 3126 (19 Aug 328 670. P.Oxy LX 4074 (307 AD) 712. P.Ryl. II 119 (054-67 AD) 
AD) 713. P.Ryl. II 122 (127 AD) 
635. P.Oxy XLIII 3140 (III-IV AD) 671. P.Oxy LX 4082 (307 AD) 
672. P.Oxy LX 4090 (12.4.352 AD) 714. P.Ryl. II 123 (114 AD) 636. P.Oxy XLIV 3164 (4 Sept 73 
AD) 673. P.Panopolis KB!n III 29 715. P.Ryl. II 124 (I AD) 
637. P.Oxy XLV 3246 (297-8 AD) (2417/332 AD) 716. P.Ryl. II 125 (28-9 AD) 
638. P.Oxy XLV 3247 (298 AD) 674. P.Petrie II 21 (222-1 BC) 717. P.Ryl. II 126 (28-9 AD) 
639. P.Oxy XLVI 3274 (99-117 AD) 675. P.Petrie III 25 (III BC) 718. P.Ryl. II 127 (29 AD) 
640. P.Oxy XL VI 3286 (222-3 AD) 676. P.Petrie III 28 (III BC) 719. P.Ryl. II 128 (30 AD) 
641. P.Oxy XLVI 3288 Recto (252-3 677. P.Petrie III 79 (c. 241 BC) 720. P.Ryl. II 129 (30 AD) 
AD) 678. P.Petrie III 31 (241-40 BC) 721. P.Ryl. II 130 (31 AD) 
642. P.Oxy XL VI 3289 Recto (258-9 679. P.Petrie III 32 (III BC) 722. P.Ryl. II 131 (31 AD) 
AD) 680. P.Petrie III 34 (III BC) 723. P.Ryl. II 132 (32 AD) 
643. P.Oxy XLVI 3296 Recto (291 681. P.Petrie III 36 Verso (III BC) AD) 724. P.Ryl. II 133 (33 AD) 
644. P.Oxy XL VI 3302 Recto (300-1 682. P.Petrie II 101 (c. 240 BC) 725. P.Ryl. II 134 (34 AD) 
AD) 683. P.Petrie II 122 (241 BC) 726. P.Ryl. II 135 (34 AD) 
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727. P.Ryl. II 136 (34 AD) 763. P.Sakaon 47 (29 Mar 342 804. P.Tebt. III: I 775 (Early II BC) 
728. P.Rylii 137 (34 AD) AD)(=P.Thead 23, P.Abinn 44) 805. P.Tebt. III: I 776 (II BC) 
729. P.Ryl. II 138 (34 AD) 764. P.Sakaon 48 (6 April 343 806. P.Tebt. III: I 777 (Early II BC) AD)(=SB VI 9622) 
730. P.Ryl. II 139 (34 AD) 765. P.Sorb I 13 (257/6 BC) 807. P.Tebt. Ill: I 778 (178-7 BC) 
731. P.Ryl. II 140 (36 AD) 766. P.Strassb., Strasb 4 566 (7 AD) 808. P.Tebt. III: I 779 (c. 175 BC) 
732. P.Ryl. II 141 (37 AD) 767. P.Strassb., Strasb III 311 809. P.Tebt. III: I 780 (171 BC) 
733. P.Ryl. II 142 (37 AD) (24/8/123 AD) 810. P.Tebt. III: I 781 (164 BC) 
734. P.Ryl. II 143 (38 AD) 768. P.Strassb., Strasb III 332 811. P.Tebt. III: I 782 (153 BC) 
735. P.Ryl. II 144 (38 AD) 
(103-117 AD) 812. P.Tebt. III: I 783 (Mid II BC) 
769. P.Tebt. I 39 (114 BC) 
736. P.Ryl. II 145 (38 AD) 813. P.Tebt. III: I 784 (Early II BC) 
770. P.Tebt. I 40 (117 BC) 
737. P.Ryl. II 146 (39 AD) 814. P.Tebt. III: I 785 (c 138 BC) 
771. P.Tebt. I 41 (119 BC) 
738. P.Ryl. 11147 (39 AD) 815. P.Tebt. III: I 786 (c 138 BC) 
772. P.Tebt. I 42 (c. 114 BC) 
739. P.Ryl. II 148 (40 AD) 816. P.Tebt. III: I 787 (c 138 BC) 
773. P.Tebt. I 43 (118 BC) 
740. P.Ryl. II 149 (039-40 AD) 817. P.Tebt. Ill: I 788 (Mid II BC) 
774. P.Tebt. I 44 (114 BC) 
741. P.Ryl. II !50 (40 AD) 818. P.Tebt. III: I 789 (c 140 BC) 
775. P.Tebt. I 45 (113 BC) 
742. P.Ryl. II 151 (40 AD) 819. P.Tebt. III: I 790 (II BC) 
776. P.Tebt. I 46 (113 BC) 
743. P.Ryl. II 152 (42 AD) 820. P.Tebt. III: I 791 (c 116 BC) 
777. P.Tebt. I 47 (113 BC) 
744. P.Ryl. IV 569 (III BC) 821. P.Tebt. III: I 792 (c. 113 BC) 
778. P.Tebt. I 48 (113 BC) 
745. P.Ryl. IV 570 (III BC) 822. P.Tebt. III: I 798 (II BC) 
779. P.Tebt. I 49 (112-111 BC) 
746. P.Ryl. IV 577 (146 or 135 BC) 823. P.Tebt. III: I 799 (155-4 or 
780. P.Tebt. I 50 (112-111 BC) 144-3 BC) 
747. P.Ryl. IV 578 (58 BC) 
781. P.Tebt. I 51 (112-111 BC) 824. P.Tebt. III: I 800 (142 BC) 
748. P.Ryl. IV 579 (I BC) 
782. P.Tebt. I 52 (114 BC) 825. P.Tebt. III: I 802 (135 BC) 
749. P.Ryl. IV 598 (73 AD) 
783. P.Tebt. I 53 (110 BC) 826. P.Tebt. III: I 803 (II BC) 
750. P.Ryl. IV 617 (317 AD) 
784. P.Tebt. I 54 (86 BC) 827. P.Tebt. III: I 805 (113 BC) 
751. P.Ryl. IV 669 (I AD) 
785. P.Tebt. I 124 (118 BC) 828. P.Tebt. III 895 (175 BC) 
752. P.Sakaon 36 (c 280 AD)(=P.Ryl 
114, Sel.Pap. II 293) 786. P.Tebt II 304 (167-8 AD) 829. P.Tebt. III:2 951 (136 BC) 
753. P.Sakaon 38 (17 Aug 312 787. P.Tebt II 326 (c. 266 AD) 830. P.Tebt. III:2 958 (162 BC) 
AD)(=P.Flor 36, Mitt.Chrest II 788. P.Tebt II 327 (Late II AD) 831. P.Tebt. III:2 959 (140 BC) 
754. P.Sakaon 39 (7 Sept 318 789. P.Tebt II 328 (191-2 AD) P.Tebt. IV 1094 (114/3 BC) 
AD)(=P.Thead 21) 832. 
755. P.Sakaon 40 (318-320 790. P.Tebt II 329 (139 AD) 833. P.Tebt. IV 1095 (113 BC) 
AD)(=P.Thead 19) 791. P.Tebt II 330 (II AD) 834. P.Tebt. IV 1096 (113 BC) 
756. P.Sakaon 41 (14 July 322 792. P.Tebt 11331 (131 AD) 835. P.Tebt. IV 1097 (Late II BC) 
AD)(=P.RyliV 659) 793. P.Tebt II 332 (176 AD) 836. P.Tebt. IV 1098 (c 114 BC) 
757. P.Sakaon 42 (c. 323 
AD)(=P.Thead 20) 794. P.Tebt II 333 (216 AD) 837. P.Vindob.Worp 2 (Oct.-Nov. 
758. P.Sakaon 43 (6 Nov 327 795. P.Tebt II 334 (200-1 AD) 
21 BC) 
AD)(=P.Thead 61, SB I 5356) 796. P.Tebt II 335 (mid III AD) 838. P.Wisconsin I 2 (Early Ill AD) 
759. P .Sakaon 44 (33112 797. P.Tebt 11439 (151 AD) 839. P.Wisconsin I 3 (257-9 AD) 
AD)(=P.Thead 17, Sel. Pap II 
798. P.Tebt. III 740 (c. 113 BC) 840. P.Wisconsin I 32 (305 AD) 
760. P.Sakaon 45 (7 Dec 334 841. P.Wisconsin I 33 (147 AD) 
AD)(=P.Thead 24) 799. P.Tebt. III:! 769 (237/6-212/11 
761. P.Sakaon 45 (7 Dec 334 
BC) 842. P.Wisconsin I 34 (144 AD) 
AD)(=P.Thead 25) 800. P.Tebt. III: I 770 (210 (?) BC) 843. P.Wisconsin II 49 (II -III AD) 
762. P.Sakaon 46 (29 Mar 342 801. P.Tebt. III: I 771 (II BC) 844. P.Wisconsin II 86 (244-246 AD) 
AD)(=P.Thead 22) 802. P.Tebt. III: I 772 (236 BC) 845. P.WUrzb. 5 (31 BC) 
803. P.Tebt. III: I 773 (Late III BC) 846. P.Yale 46 col. i (246-221 BC) 
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847. P.Yale 53 (mid.ll BC) 891. SB XVI 123•15 (199-150 BC) 926. UPZ I 24 (c 162 BC)(=P. Lond. 
848. PSI Ill 166 (118 BC) 892. SB XVI 12324 (Late IV AD) 
21) 
849. PSI Ill 167 (118 BC) 893. SB XVI 12468 (2nd Half Ill BC) 
927. UPZ I 33 (161 BC)(=P. Leid. E 
II) 
850. PSI Ill 168 (118 BC) 894. SB XVI 12470 (I to II AD) 928. UPZ I 34 (161 BC)(=P. Dresd. V 
851. PSI Ill 169 (118 BC) 895. SB XVI 12500 (I to II AD) II) 
852. PSI Ill 170 (118 BC) 896. SB XVI 12504 (23 Oct 221AD) 929. UPZ I 35 (161 BC)(=P. Par. 30) 
853. PSI Ill 171 (II BC) 897. SB XVI 12506 (15 Oct !59 BC) 930. UPZ I 36 (161 BC)(=P. Leid. D) 
854. PSI Ill 172 (II BC) 898. SB XVI 12509 (117-138 AD) 931. 
UPZ I 39 (c. 161 BC)(=P. Lond. 
33) 
855. PSI Ill 172 (II BC) 899. SB XVI 12524 (6 Jul 17 BC) 932. UPZ I 40 (161 BC)(=P. Par. 33) 
856. PSI Ill 172 (II BC) 900. SB XVI 12678 (27 July 179 AD) 933. UPZ I 41 (c. 161/60 BC)(=P. 
857. PSI 111222 (Ill AD) 901. SB XVI 12685 (4 Oct 139 AD) Par. 29) 
858. PSI IV 292 (Ill AD) 902. SB XVI 12696 (15 Aug 140 AD) 934. UPZ I 42 (163-2 BC)(=P. Par. 
859. PSI IV 298 (IV AD) 903. SB XVI 12698 (180-92 AD) 
26) 
860. PSI IV 399 (Mid Ill BC) 904. SB XVI 12713 (19 Feb 
935. UPZ 143 (162-1 BC)(=P. Dresd 
10/IIAD) Recto) 
861. PSI V 452 (IV AD) 
905. SB XVIII 13087 (25 Jun-24 Jul 936. UPZ I 44 (162-1 BC)(=P. Dresd 
862. PSI V 463 (157-60 AD) 4BC) V. I) 
863. PSI V 538 (IIIBC) 906. UPZ 12 (163 BC)(=P.Lond. 24 937. UPZ I 45 (162-1 BC)(=P. Vat. D) 
864. PSI 806 (Jan-Feb !58 AD) Recto) 938. UPZ I 46 (162-l BC) 
865. PSI VIII 949 (I BC) 907. UPZ 13 Recto (164 939. UPZ 147 (162-l BC)(=P. Par. 27 
BC)(=P.Par.24 Recto) Recto) 
866. PSI XIII 1317 (118 AD) 
908. UPZ I 4 Verso (164 940. UPZ I 48 (162-1 BC)(=P. Par 28) 
867. PSI XIII 1323 (147/8 AD) BC)(=P.Par.24 Verso) 941. UPZ 149 (162-l BC)(=P. Leid E. 
868. PSI Xlll1337 (Ill AD) 909. UPZ I 5 (163 BC)(=P.Par. 37) I) 
869. PSI XIV 1403 (IIAD) 910. UPZ 16 (163 BC)(=P.Par. 35) 942. UPZ 150 (162-1 BC)(=P. Leid E. 
870. PSI XIV 1422 (IliAD) 911. UPZ I 7 (163/2 BC)(=P. Vat. B; Ill) 
871. SB 4416 ( c !57 AD) P. Par 36) 943. 
UPZ 151 (161 BC)(=P. Vat C) 
872. SB 14638 (145-116 BC) 912. UPZ 18 (c. 161 BC)(=P. Lond. 944. UPZ 152 (161 BC)(=P. Lond. 24 24) verso) 
873. SB Ill 6152 (93 BC) 913. UPZ 19 (161 BC)(=P.Par. 39 945. UPZ 153 (161 BC)(=P. Lond. 
874. SB Ill 6153 (93 BC) Recto) 35) 
875. SB Ill 6154 (69 BC) 914. UPZ 110 (160-159 BC)(=P. 946. UPZ I 58 Verso (161 BC)(=P. 
876. SB Ill 6155 (69-8 BC) Lond. 45) 
Lond. 41 Recto & Verso) 
877. SB Ill 6156 (57 BC) 915. 
UPZ I II (160 BC)(=P. Par. 38) 947. UPZ 1122 (157 BC)(=P. Par. 12) 
878. SB Ill 6236 (70 BC) 
916. UPZ I 12 (158 BC)(=P. Par. 40) 948. UPZ I 123 (157 BC)(=P. Par. 13) 
879. SB 1117205 (End Ill AD) 
917. UPZ I 13 (158n BC)(=P. Par. 949. UPZ I 124 (176-165/4 BC)(=P. 
41) Leid. A) 
880. SB lll 7259 (95-4 BC) 918. UPZ I 14 (158-7 BC)(=P. Lond. 950. UPZ 11151 (259 BC)(=P. Lond. 
881. SB IV 7351 (II BC) 23) 106) 
882. SB V 7657 (165-158 BC) 919. UPZ I 15 (1!>6 BC)(=P. Vat. E) 951. UPZ 11152 (Ill BC)(=P. Lond. 
883. SB 7870 (107-8 AD) 920. UPZ 116 (156 BC)(=P. Vat. F) 
51A) 
884. SB VI 9108 (173/169 AD) 921. UPZ I 17 (163 BC)(=P. Lond. 22 
952. UPZ II 160 (I 19 BC)(=P. Tor. II) 
Recto) 953. UPZ 11170 (127-6 BC)(=P. Tor. 
885. SB VI 9168 (298 AD) 
922. UPZ I 18 (163 BC)(=P. Par. 23) 3; P. Par 14) 
886. SB Vlll9792 (162 BC) 954. UPZ 11187 (127-6 BC)(=P. Par. 923. UPZ 119 (c. 163 BC)(=P. Par. 
887. SB VIII 9800 (IIIBC) 22) 6) 
888. SB XVI12225 (117-138 AD) 924. UPZ I 20 (c 163 BC) 955. 
UPZ II 189 (112-1 BC)(=P. Tor. 
II) 
889. SB XVI 12285 (Ill AD) 925. UPZ I 22 (162 BC)(=P. Par. 25) 956. UPZ II 191 (Ill BC)(=P. Tor. 7) 
890. SB XVI12290 (158 AD) 
957. UPZ II192 (111-110 BC)(=P. 
Tor. 5) 
958. UPZ 11193 (110 BC)(=P. Tor. 6) 
959. UPZ 11195 (119-117 BC)(=P. 
Tor. 14) 
960. UPZ 11196 (116 BC)(=P. Tor. 8) 
Petition Fragment 
961. BGU 11428 (II AD) 
962. BGU lll769 (172AD) 
963. BGU VI 1241 (Ill BC) 
964. BGU VIII571 (74n5 AD) 
965. CPR VII5 (II AD) 
966. P.Amh. II 34 (c !57 BC) 
967. P.Bour. 62 () 
968. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
969. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
970. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
971. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
972. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
973. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
974. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
975. P.Cair.Zen. IV 59618 (lll BC) 
976. P.Col. IV 72 (255-250 AD) 
977. P.Ent. 106 (246-221 BC) 
978. P.Ent. 107 (221 BC) 
979. P.Ent. 108 (221 BC) 
980. P.Ent. 109 (221 BC) 
981. P.Ent. 110 (217 BC) 
982. P.Ent. Ill (221 BC) 
983. P.Ent. 112 (221 BC) 
984. P.Hamb. I 93 (121-124 AD) 
985. P.Hib II 239 (IIIBC) 
986. P.Hib II 272 (IIIBC) 
987. P.Hib II 274 (Early III AD) 
988. P.L. Bat. XXV 36 (169 AD) 
989. P.Mil.Vogliano IV 232 (II AD) 
990. P.Oxy XXXIII 2674 Recto (308 
AD) 
991. P.Oxy XLI 2987 (78-9 AD) 
992. P.Oxy XLII 3033 (45-7 AD) 
993. P.Oxy XLII 3076 (c 225 AD) 
994. P.Oxy XLVI3271 (47-54 AD) 
995. P.Princ. II 25 (I -II AD) 
996. P.Princ. II 30 (c 264 AD) 
997. P.Ross.Georg V 24 (III AD) 
455 
998. P.Ryl. 11256 (I AD) 
999. P.Ryl. II 257 (I AD) 
1000. P.Ryl. II 276 (II AD) 
I 00 I. P.Ryl. II 277 (II AD) 
1002. P.Ryl. 11290 (I -II AD) 
1003. P.Ryl. II 293 (122 AD) 
1004. P.Ryl. 11294 (II AD) 
1005. P.Ryl. 11296 (II AD) 
!006. P.Ryl. 11297 (lll AD) 
I 007. P.Ryl. II 299 (I AD) 
1008. P.Ryl. Il300 (II AD) 
I 009. P.Ryl. II 301 (lll AD) 
1010. P.Ry!.II302 (III AD) 
1011. P.Ryl.IV 618 (317 AD) 
1012. P.Ryl. IV 619 (313 AD) 
I 013. P.Ryl. IV 620 (IV AD) 
1014. P.Ryl.IV 621 (IV AD) 
1015. P.Ryl.IV 658 (IV AD) 
1016. P.Ryl.IV 668 (II AD) 
I 017. P.Ryl. IV 706 (IV AD) 
1018. PSIIV288(IIAD) 
1019. PSIIV298(1V AD) 
1020. PSIV451 (IV AD) 
I 021. PSI VI 685 (IV AD) 
Petition with Legal Proceedin! 
1022. P.Ent. 100 (246-221 BC) 
1023. P.Ent. 101 (246-221 BC) 
1024. P.Ent. 102 (III BC) 
1025. P.Ent. 103 (c221 BC) 
1026. P.Ent. 104 (246-221 BC) 
1027. P.Ent. 105 (246-221 BC) 
I 028. P.Mich. inv 6060 (108-123 
AD) 
1029. UPZ 11161 (119 BC)(=P. Par. 
15) 
1030. UPZ Il162 (117 BC)(=P. Tor. I; 
Wil Chr. 31) 
Petition with Memorandum 
1031. BGU Il613 (138-161AD) 
1032. BGUIII970(c 174AD) 
1033. BGU VIII1747 (64/3 BC) 
1034. BGU Vlll1761 (51150 BC) 
1035. P.Sakaon 37 (Jan/Feb 284 
AD)(=P.Thec.d 18) 
1036. SB 5343 (182 AD) 
1037. UPZ I 106 (c !59 BC)(=P. Leid. 
G) 
1038. UPZ I 107 (c !59 BC)(=P. Leid. 
l) 
1039. UPZ I 108 (c !59 BC)(=P. Leid. 
II) 
Prayer 
1040. BGUI229(1I-IIIAD) 
I 041. BGU I 230 (II-III AD) 
I 04 2. DT I (III-I BC) 
1043. DT 2 (III-I BC) 
1044. DT 3 (III-I BC) 
I 045. DT 4 (III-I BC) 
1046. DT 5 (III-I BC) 
I 04 7. DT 6 (III-I BC) 
I 048. DT 7 (III-I BC) 
1049. DT 8 (III-I BC) 
1050. DT9(Ill-IBC) 
I 051. DT 9 (III-I BC) 
1052. DT9 (III-I BC) 
1053. DT9(Ill-IBC) 
1054. DT 13 (Ili-IBC) 
1055. 
I 056. P.Mil.Vogliano I 21 (I AD) 
I 057. P.Oxy VI 923 (Late II or early III 
AD) 
1058. 
I 059. UPZ I l (IV BC)(=P. Artem.) 
Private Letter 
l 060. BGU I 246 (II-III AD) 
I 061. BGU IV 1079 (4 Aug 41 AD) 
1062. P.Cair.Zen. II 59254 (1317/252 
BC) 
1063. P.Cair.Zen. II 59272 (17/8/251 
BC) 
1064. P.Cair.Zen. II 59281.2 (250 BC) 
I 065. P.Cair.Zen. III 59324 (249 BC) 
1066. P.Cair.Zen. III 59426 (IIIBC) 
I 067. P.Cair.Zen. III 59489 (III BC) 
I 068. P.Oxy XII 1477 (III-IV AD) 
I 069. P.Oxy XIV 1668 (III AD) 
I 070. P.Oxy XVII2154 (IV AD) 
I 071. P.Oxy XXXIII 2682 Recto 
(III-IV AD) 
1072. P.Oxy XXXIV 2730 Recto (IV 
AD) 
1073. P.Oxy XLI2976 (II AD) 
1074. P.Oxy XLI2981 (II AD) 
1075. P.Oxy XLI2996 (214 AD) 
1076. P.Oxy XLIII3094 (217-18 AD) 
I 077. P.Oxy XLIX 3507 (111-N AD) 
1078. P.Tebt.134 (100 BC) 
1079. P.Tebt 11315 (II AD) 
1080. UPZ 178 (c !59 BC)(=P. Par. 51) 
Protocol 
1081. P.Oxy XLIII3105 (229-35 AD) 
1082. P.Oxy XLVI3285 (2nd Half II 
AD) 
Public Proceedings 
1083. BGU II 388 (11-UI AD) 
1084. P.Oxy 141 (111-N AD) 
Religious inscription 
1085. IGX 2255 (I AD) 
Report 
1086. P.Tebt. 111:1 801 (142-1 BC) 
1087. P.Tebt.lll:1 804 (112 BC) 
1088. UPZ 1119 (156 BC)(=P. Par. 11) 
Senate Proceedings 
1089. P.Oxy XII 1413 (270-5 AD) 
1090. P.Oxy XII 1414 (270-5 AD) 
1091. P.Oxy XII 1415 (Late Ill AD) 
Summons for Court 
1092. P.Oxy XXX¥1112852 Recto 
(104/5 AD) 
1093. P.Yale 62 (200 AD) 
456 

